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ABSTRACT

'this volume of the report provides the proceedings from discussed with nuclear industry its regulatory philosophyj"
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Regulatory and approach and the bases on which they have been es-'

Information Conference that was held at the Mayflower tablished, l'urthermore, the NRC staff discussed several

flotel, Washington, D.C., on April 18,19, and 20,1984, initiatives that have been implemented r ecently and their'

'this conference was held by the N RC and chaired by Dr, l*5CS AS well as NRC's expectations for new initiatives to

' thomas l'.. Mosley, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor further improve safety.
.

Regulations (NRR) and coordinated by S. Singh llajwa, lhe figurescontainedin Appendix A tothe volumccorte-
'

Chief,,fechmcal Assistance Management Section, NRR. 5;mnd to the slides that were shown during the prer,enta-
'iherc were approximately $50 participants from nine tiona Volume 2 of this tcport centains the formal papers,

countries at the nmference. *lhe countrics represented that were distributed at the beginning of the Regulatory
were Canada, lingland, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Spain. Tai- Information Conference and other information about the'

wan, Yugoslavia, and the United States. 'the NRC staff amference.
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1 l'I.ENARY SESSION:
,

INTRODUCTION AND IMPROVING Ol'ERATIONAl, SAFETY

Welcotne l'or example, this morning, as I mentioned, is improv.
ing operational safety,'this afternoon we have a ses.

'
Dr. Timmas I Musi y: sion on operating esperience and a parallel session on a

topic that is of current high impmtance to us, that is,
Good morning ladies and gentlernen, distinguished substandard material and equipment and what we are
visitors. My name is Tom Murley, it is my pleasure to findmg and whcie we are headmp and where we think
welcome you to the first NI(C llegulatory information the industry should be heading,
Conference.i

Tomorrow morning we have a session on evaluation of
This conference represents something new. 'lhe pur. plant performance and how we in the NI(C go about
pose of the conference is for the NI(C's stalf to explain evaluating such per formance. There is a parallel issue,
our views, the tationale behind these views-on safety a parallel topic, tm regulatory issues, for chample,
and regulatory issues-timt we think are of most con. preparation for plant hfe.e, tension, license renewals.
(ein today. We further want to engage in a dialogue
with you in the industry on these issues. We want to do Wednesday afternoon there is a session on NI(C in.
it in an open forum, in an open atmosphere, l'or that spection esperience and a parallel session that covene
reason, we have decided to have this conference. many topies of current technical concern Fmally, on

'thun. day rnorning,we have a session on human factors

We have allowed time for questions after each talk and and operator licensing issues, which I know is a hot
for informal discussions at the end of each day; topic for many of you, parallel to that, also an impor.
obviously. opportunities will nr se for discussions in the tant topic,is a session on enforcement and investiga.
halls and during breaks. We encourage questions, tion: w hat our policies ar e, w here we are heading, and

'there are many people from my staff, from the Office where the trends are.'lhe final afternoon, on Thurs.

of Al OD (Analysis and livaluation of Operational day, we will have a severe accident plenary session and

Data); each of the llegional Administrators is here at then a closing panel session,
the conference and regional staff as well as many

l'arallel to these we have a few breakout sessions thatothers from the NI(C headgearters staff. I arn
heartened to see so many utility reptesentatives and are on special, but somew hat narrower topics; these are

other industry representatives, outlined in your handouts.

.. We have a luncheon speaker today. Chairman Zechif this conference proves mutually beneficml, we will will be with us, and tomorrow Commissioner |(opers
mnsider holding similar conferences in future years. If will come and be the luncheon speaker,there are suggcxtions for improvements in the format
or the content, we will be pleased to hear those as well. To open the conference, we have Victor Stello, Jr., the
at the end of the conicrence. NI(C Ihecutive Director for Operations, w ho I am sure

all of you know. Ile is the one w ho sets the tone for the
We have some nnaouncements on houscLeeping at the NI(C's staff emphasis on operational safety, and he
start of this morning's plenary session;I will deler those provides strong leadership for Ihe staf f.
for the time being.

Introductory l{cmarksYou will note a common theme running through much
of this conference: that theme is an emphaus on im- W. YkW %Ikh h--
proving operational safety. This morning's session is
devoted, for chample, entirely to four broad aspects of Thank you, Tom, and let ine add for myself a very warm
operational safety and the stafI's views on these special welcome. I am really pleased to see the turnout this
luoad subjects. morning. We at the NI(C. in the last few years, have

been trying new things.This is one of those new things
l?or the temainder of the conference, we have sched. we ar e trymg, and I am completely confident this is go-
t. led parallel sessions: one, emphasizing an aspect of ing to be a success. I am confident we are going to be
operations and the other parallel session on another doing this every 3 car. Why do I say that? liceause I
scrulats.ry topic of emtent interest. think this conference is m response to w hat a lot of you
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have told me, both publicly and privately, that we do means that people are operating the plant better. Peo-
not communicate very well together, Many of)ou have pie are obviously better trained, more familiar with the
heard sne say that there is a thread of a lack of trust and equipment; and the equipment-to use a word-is ac-
mutual iespect for each other We do not trust )ou;you tually being maintained better. I think we have data to
do not t rust us. We do not talk to each other very w cil, show that.

Those are things we said in the past. 'lhey have When you put it all together, if you have fewer pieecs of
changed. I think commimication between the NRC and equipment failing, you have operators w ho are making
the industry has been improved substantially in the last fewer errors.~lhe net result is that you have i. plant that
few years. I think it is important that communication is operating more reliably with higher availability and
improve, Not that there has to be any co/iness or any capacity factors. if you hiok at those data, they show ca-
chiseness to the industry. We certainly can regulate at pacity and availability of plants; the average in the
arm's length, but if we cannot have good technical dis. United States has increased substantially about seven
eussions w here we lxith take our jackets off, roll up our percentage points over the last three or four years. If
sleeves, and sit down and hamme. r out a technical issue, )ou take out those plants that have been shut down be-
we are not poing to achieve the best wilutions to prob. cause of significant problems, the average availability
lems.'lhat is what is needed: a way in which we can talk of the plants in the United States approaches what we
to each other. This conference, hopefully, will be the are seeing in Japan.
fonim to begin to show that we really have come a long
way. We are striving for the goal of excellence in operation.

You are too;you are making progress, a lot of progress.

We in the United States, and I think it is recognized, J do not want you to get complacent and think it is over;

have perhaps the most adversarial relationship be, it is not. A lot of progress has h;en made, and that kind

tween regulators and an industry. I do not beliese that of activity needs to continue in the future,

that is conducive to both what)ou are interested in and . .

what we are interested in. We want the right answers, .lhe industry groups that you have sponsored and set

the best answers that are available. Your input is up have contributed to helpmg you do that. llut il is you

clearly important, significant, and raluited for us to who opuate the plants every day, who are in those
ilaryts every day, that make it happ(n. And for that,come up with the correct answers. We respect your t

judgments and your opinions. We will not always aprec; agam. let me say, thank you very, very it.uch; I think you

that is not important. What is importaat is that we have am maHy making the kind of progress thr.1 wnl help our

that opportunity to talk. country and your m, dustry go a along way m brmgmg the
kind of credibility to this industry that I think it de-
serves. With continued hard work, I am sure we are go-

I am going to start this conference on a note that may g to get thut
surprise you. I want to start out by saying 1o all of you in
the industry, you have my sincere thanks. What I have I do not want to dwell a great deal on the future of this
seen over the last several years is progress that has industry. We have some tough issues in front of us; we
been a very, very pleasant surpnse. know we have plant life-extension. Many of you have

already expressed a keen interest in hioking at the
let me talk for a moment about some of that progress, plant life extension issue. A lot ofyou are already ask-
because i think it is very, very important to set not only ing for answers about what it is going to take to get a

~

the tone of this conference, but perhaps to let us hiok tire.cxtension for a plant-is it in lu,15, or 20 years?
mto the future and see w hat more we need to do. If you With a capital investment in our nuclear plants ap-
hiok at what you m this room have accomplished in proaching somewhere in the order of a half a trillion
your plants, and in your companies over t he last several dollars, I suspect that the capital investment itself will
years, you will find first, improving safety, llow do we generate a great deal of interest. We are working on
know that that, m fact, is now the case? Ilow can we that prob!cm/lhat problem, too, will require consider-
say, as I do, with high confidence: plants today are able discussion and debate-to hiok to the future o.S
safer? Why? how we will deal with those issues.

Well, if you hxik at the number of scrams per plant, As we look to the future-you are aware that the Com-
they are down. If you hiok at the nurnber of significant mission approved a new Part $2 role on how to handle
events per plant, they are down. 'Ihe average exposure plants in the future, standardized plants. I think a lot of
per plant is down.'lhe number of precursors that we progress has been made in terms of setting a frame-
see across the inJustry, analy/ed the same way over the work for licensir.g plants in the future. I believe that w e
years,is down.'lhe number of pieces of equipment that veill have a regulatory environment and a licensing ap-
are failing is down. Well, w hat does all of Ihat mean ? It proach in the future significantly different than many
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Iof you may remember from the late sistics and the early During this conference, I hope there will be time to
| seventies. Ilut, again, that too will take a lot of hard have some of you khare your observations as to the ef.

[ won k. Icet of Ihis pnicess, how it is perceived, and how we can
make it better.'that is true with not just the issue of try. !

y
"E "" "" Y" "E#T# #"## " b""I'

Ict me move more directly now to the theme of the " "" " " "E "
I conference and the kinds of issues that we believe)ou for the meeting. % hat do you think atxiut enforce-

r
>

are interested .m. I think we, hopefully, have covered ment? I kno'y that that is a very difficult area, one r

,

the waterfront to that if anyone has any particular issue where ibere has been considerable discussion with i

L - that they want to bring up, there wdl be an opportunity many of you. We think we heard you. We made a lot of
to do 50. changes in the way we handic enforcement, but maybe,

we have not n.ade all the changes that are necemry, !

! Again, some of the issues that we are touching on in ' Ecrhaps there nye other things that we ought to con- [
this ctmference are no' casy, *lhey are tough issues, if I sidert we are gmng to talk about them.

.

;

were to pick one, substandard matenals would be on
K I go thnmgh the whole agenda, I am going to be say.'

the top of my list. We continue to find problems with ang mom of the same thmg. 'Ihere are more topics,
,

some new substandard element that has somehow pol- ,

more issues that I think warrant and justify the meet. [ten into the nuclear chain. Whether it is a bolt, a fl.mge,
ing. of and by themselves. Ilut, when you take them all ;

a valve, a relay, or whatever, a very,h is how to know iftogether, there is a broagler purpose for the meeting.
very difficult and

I tough issue that we are wrestling wit l.et us tell you what is dnymg us.'lhis is the first ume
- we ate on top of this problem of substandard materials. that you have ever had a forum to tell us where we are

;

I think wc have made progress, but there is an awfully not on Se mar k, why we are not on the mar k, and what.
,

.

lon:;' ay to po to make sure that we, in fact, have dealt ever other comments, suggestions you may have. You ,

with this and dealt with it very, very well. have a lot of experience out there and can have, I am }
sure, a great impact on the way we regulate. Itemem- i

Opemting experience, I am not going to be shy in tell. ber, the way we regulate is important not only toyou,it i

ing you that at one point we had 10 percent of this in- is important to the whole process and the industry it.
. dustry shut down for one reason or another. ' things self. Keep the theme in mind of how I began this talk: I

were not going very well. I do not want to pick on any Ilow can we reduce the adversarial relationship so that :

particular utility or any particular plant. Ilut we did we can communicate well with each other? Only then !
'

have one of them yesterday at a Commission meeting, will we be able to do the best job that we can in oversce-

and I am sure it received a lot of media coverage this ing the, now in excess of,100 operating plants and in :

morning-ahhough I have not seen it, I am sure it is developing good requirements, rules, and regulations i

probably fairly wide-spread, especially in l'ennsylvania to improve day to-day operation,

'

since it is the Peach llottom facility. 'they have hadn
trouble in that comp:myt I am sure all of you are aware 'that is how I want to end my short talk this morning, [
of it, I am not proud of itt I know the company is not emphasizing the resp (msibility that we all have to make ,

proud of it. When they got into diffieulty and allowed sure that these 100 plus plants are operated safety.'lhe !

the problem to develop, the result was that the plant minute any of you believe that you are through and you |

was shut down for over two years. I do not think that get complacent, you have failed. You have to be abic to
,

serves our country very well.1 am not proud that we as pay attention to detail all of the time, every day, and >

regulators did not find the problem earlier. I certainly make all of the changes and improvements to keep up .

am not proud of the fact that the comptmy and INp0 that plant on a day to day basis. Once you ler saic op-i

did not find a way Io correct it. I call that kind of a prob. cration slide, you are going io get into troubic. Your ;

lem one we do not want to see very often. job our job, for the success of this industry,is to keep
those plants operating safely-and your job, your
added iesponsibility, is to do so economically. You !

We are trying to deal with that type of problem today in want to get high capacity, high availability, and I guar- [
Lerms of heking at the operating experience. I think it Lntee that if you have a r cally safe plant, the availability
is worth a few words. All of you are aware that NI(C and the economics of the plant will follow.
senior managers get together at least twice a year to
kok at every plant in the country and try to rnale a With that thought hopefully kept in mind as we go
judgment on how well things are going. What is para- through this conference, I am sure you will walk away
mount in those discussions is to try to identify early in- with a better understandmg of what we are doing, and
dications of problems and to try to fmd forceful ways to we will gain a better understanding of what your con.
bring them po a company's attention so that those prob- cerns are about what we are doing. As a result, we can
leno.. in fact, can be corrected early. be better regulators and better serve the public. I
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l sincerely hope that you will do yoer best to make this Mr. S, Singh Ildwat |

. conference a success, pass on those comments I talked
atout. I wish all of you a very, & cry happy stay in Wash- You tuwe the txoks. I just want to give you some hints

I ington. I notice that the length of the amference is on how to work with them and what the content is.
,

. such that you may not get out to see Washington at this !
I time of year, when Washington truly is beautiful, ilut I l'itst, you will find an organiat.ionalchart. We tried to
|

think your job here is more imponant. Again, let me identify all the speakers from an organiational point of f

urge you to do what you can to make this conference wcw-whcre they stand in the NRC, *lhen you have
!, the best umference we have ever had in this industry, the quest,on and answer airds: use thern as needed. Ai

copy of the viewgraphs for all topics are in the second !

part of the took. So you have copics of all the slides t
'lhank you very, very much for your attention this that will be presented during the conference,

f mornmg. +

'the first part of the three ring binder hasall the papers
n from the speakers.'!here is one paper missing, but cop-

Dr. Murley: ies of that are available outside,i

i

Okay, thank you, Vic, We will move straight in to the Most important is the first portion of the umference ;

morning's plenary session. lf I could get the speakers to program; all Ihe 1opics atc listed and the rooms, names *
r
'

come up. Frank Gillespic and Singh llajwa have a few of the rooms, and you will find a map at the back in case !

announcements to make about housekeeping. So let us you have a problem finding the rooms.
; get those under way, >

If anytuly wants to reau.you during the conference, ;

the hotel number is 347-3(KK). Inr.truct t he caller to ask :

Mr. Frank P. Gillespic: for the NRC confecnce. We will have a person taking :
your messages, a ,d we will post all the messages out, i

*Ihcre is coffcc available through the morning. We side the main t',illroom on a message board, j

have provided microphones in the middic of the room
to allow each session chairman to set the tone of his We are going to have a reception this evening from $:(X) 6

session and to take some time to answer questions im- to 6:30 in the Colonial Room. All of you are mvited to
C050'mediat ely following each speakcr's discussion. 'Ihere is

a pocket in the back of each handout book containing r

cards to write questions on. Identify the speaker and .I'wo of the round table sessions will be repeated.'lhey |

write the question. lf you could pass those questions to are the same topics. same speakers, so they will be held (
the center at the end, or after cach speaker, we will twice: performance based quality assurance and risk r

have someone who will go up the center aisle and col- assessment application. !

lect them. We are going to make every effort to answer
all questions at the end of the session. At lunch time please provide your tickets to the waiters i

so that you can be identified. Anylmdy who has dietary ;

restrictions, please let the waiter know and he will sub-
We also want to get all the speakers to talk, so the ses- stitute your meal.
sion chairman, to keep things moving, may have to ac-
tually limit the amount of time after cach speaker for A small detail: You may wonder why we have Iwo color
questions from the microphones. Some speakers take badges. All the guests have the blue ludges and the,

| more time than others it: answering questions. NRC people have the yellow badges.
,

" " #"" ""7 " anu dudng th Mann, j'the rooms for the breakout sessions on the agenda are
p ase t me know, .lhank you very much.kicated on the second floor. 'the elevators are right

| across the hall.'lhetc is a suite of four rnoms that are '

I labeled for the breakout sessions, Improving Operational Safety

Mr James 11. Snletek:'

| We asked people to suggest topics for smaller panel
1 discussions on the registration form, and we selected Good morning ladies and gentlemen. My name is Jim i

| the topics from those. Most of the people who will be Snicick. I am the Deputy Director of the Office of Nu-
leading the discussions in the breakout sessions will clear Reactor Regulation, and I have the privilege of
have some of their staff with them so that they will be chairing our opening plenary session, improving opera.
able to deal with fairly detailed questions and answers. tional safety.
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l'irst off, I want to thank Vic Stello and Tom hiurley in addition to this, a retrospective examination of op-
i and l'runk Gillespie and hingh llajwa for giving me an crational data khows that several severe accident pre-

adJrtional four minutes for my session. Since one of rny cursors have decreased sulnaantially smcc the TMI ac.i

jobs is to enake sure all the penters fmish on time,it is cident. In fact, some analyses of these precursor data
poing to inake iny job a httle bit easier, suggest that the average inferred frequenn of core

damage-that is, heking back over recent years and

In our opening session this enorning. Tom Murley, trying to judge how close we came to accidentr, using'

l' rank Muaglia, Jack Martm,and I hope to set the stage risk assessment techmques-the average mferred fre-

for the follow-on discussions that will occur durmg the queng of core darnage has decreased by a factor of 70

remainder of the sessions. in the past 10 years smcc 'lhree Mile Island.

Soit seems clear that the safety of U.S. nuclear plants
i believe the theme of this session, improving opera- s improving. Does this mean that NI(C can back off?
tional safety,is the key for operation of nuclear power Well, to some extent, yes. We have in the past an-
plants from the viewpoint ot the nuclear industry and nounced that we are reducing inspection erncrate for
the regulator.The four major topics of this plenary ses- some of the plants that have had a sustained record of
sion are closely coupled to achieving enhanced opera- excellent operations. I think we have announced that
tional safety, we are reducing inspection coverage at Kewaunce,

Monticello, priurie Island, and also Yankee flowe.
Our first speaker, Dr. Tom Murley, will be addressing
the concept of developing a safety cullme from both Other plants, however, do not operate as well as these
the penpective of a regional administrator, his previ- stalwarts. We continue to see esamples of poor opera-
ous position, and the Director of Nltit, his present tions. Most troubling are caies of plants that once had
position, it gives me prcat pleasure to present good performance slipping backwards through
Dr. Thomas Murley, complacency-or for whatever reason-to pmr per-

formance. I will talk about this later on: discuss some of
the reasons we see for this backward slide find how we

Developing a Safely Culture think we may be able to keep it from happening. As
long as we have mised operational performance that

Dr. Thomas E. Murley: could afIcet safety, the NI(C cannot reduce inspectmn
coverage at all plants.

'lhanks, Jim, again. I guess one of the prerogatives of
organizing and slunsoring thie first conferenec is being flow do good operations or poor operations affect
able to pick out my own topic and say what I want-say safety? Intuitively we know that good operations
what is on my mind. I am going to do that. means good safety.

. I have some charts and viewgraphs that show how we
%, hat is on my miad most these days is how we can keep have tried to assess Ihe af feet of operational perform-
on imi. roving the performance that Vic Stello men- ance on safety.
tioned, how we can keep that on the right track for all

,

l lu plants ticensed for fuli power. Ilut inor e irnportant, .lhis I rst chart //7gure 1/ shows a plot of calculated
for es, I think, is how to bring the poor performing core melt frequency versus human crror rate for the
plants that are not doing so well up to the level of the Surry plant. Surry was one of the first plants at which a
best plants and how to detect declining operations probabilistic risk assessment (PI( A)was perfor.ned for
early on and turn them around. I think it is a goal we all the WASIl-1400, the 1(cactor Salety Study,
share. Nuclear energy is essential to the economy of
the United States. We need several years of safe, quiet !!rookhaven National Iaboratory used the Surry risk
operation from our nuclear plants to make sarc we pre- assessment several years ago for a researt.h program.
serve this energy optmn-and even expand the nuclear The researchers actually did a sensitivity study in which
option, they varied the human error rates from the baschne

human error rates that were assumed in the PI(A.
The first question that comes to inind is how at c we do- Wherever the models in the PI( A assumed a human ac-
ing today? I think all the indicators show, as Vic Stello tion, such as to turn off a pump or turn on a pump, or
mentioned, that collectively plant perfortnance in the open a valve or something, the researchers assumed
United States is improving. We see fewer trips, fewer that the error rate was a factor of 10 higher than as-
safety Fystern actuations, f ewer significant events, ra- sumed, a factor of 20 higher, and so forth. I!ach tirne
diological exposures going down, and a number of they increased the error rate, the researchers cateu-
other indicators, lated the change in core melt Ircquency, which, of
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course, irscreased. Similarly, as they decreased the Now,in ordet to know w hat we mean, we have to define
human-crror rate systematically by a factor of 10 and it, and I must admit I cannot do that very well !: is like
20, they saw a reduction in the core. melt frequency, trying to defme perIcet beauty. You can nibble around

the edges; you can give some examples of it; but it de-
1hus, one finds through this stuJy-and I emphasite fics a sound description. Nonethclcss, we can talk
this st udy was done in the ear ly 1%0's. uo these data ar e about some of the attributes of a safety culture.

not new-that there is a substantial increase in risk or
li.rst as a prevailing ualc of mind at the plant within the

.

in core melt Ircquenty as the human crror rate
increases. plant leadcrs so that all through the organi/ation peo-

ple are always hioling for ways to improve safety. We

EW #""@' " ' " * " " " * " '"# ""As shown in the next chart /Tipur 2/, we hme ex- n nuen unp at can p wmnp Much
panded this study by looking at two other plants. We plant h s a lot of dangers associ ted with it, and we
hase taken the baseline human crror rates from the ou@ to recqm/c dus-we ou$ not to minimire

i PI( As for the Oconee Iilant and the la Salle Iilant and those dangers. %,e ought not be afraid to talk about
found the trend is exactly the same it is a little more them. We ought not be afraid to, amongst ourselveA

.

mar Led for Oconec, but I think that was an artifact of
admit that these are risky machines. We have to con-

( the risk assessment model used for that plant, stantly be aware of things that can to wrtmg.

'these studies indicate a very high sensitivity of core- 'there has got to be n feeling of personal accountability,
melt or core-damage frequency to human error rates. panicularly among the manapers, a feeling of pride in
Admittedly this is only an indicator: it does not show ownership in the plant. I can only give an example to
how operations alfeets the human error ratc. Al- illustrate w hat I mean: I once saw a plant manarc r. w ho
though we all know intuitively that it does, we cannot was walking ar ound on the tours with me, stop and pick
quantify that aspect of it. Nonetheless, the message is up cigar ette butts in the plant, Clearly, to me, that was
clear: good operations is important to safety. One can one small indication, but significant, that this plant
take the same type of plant with identical hardware and manager felt that this was his plant, lie was proud of it;
if one plant is operaRd more poorly than the other, the he did not want it messed up. Ile did not want it dirty.
risk factors increase by two, three, four, or five for the 'lhat Lind of feeling and that kind of at titude permeates
poorcr-operated plant. down through the organization.

- When we see declining trends in opemtional perform. A second attribute is a disciplined, crisp approach to
h ance, we draw the inference that safety is declining. I operations. You have a trained stat'f, pood team work;l

think it is a good inference-I think it is a robust think you know what that means, an insistence on a
inference. sound technical basis for actions. The procedures are

up to date, the design basisis up to date and the opera-
bons Maff always Mays within the design basis of theUnfortunately, we are fighting human nature. It is

natural to want to rela % to b(come complacent, to say: plant. You do not wing it; you do not move without a

*Well, we've got our plant capacity factor up on the pndure. % hen you find yourself m a strange situ-,

[ world stage. We've been operating this plant for 20 adon, you Mop, take cognizance of the situation: if it is
not clear, shut the plant down and figure it out,y ears. 'lhe NI(C can't tell us anything about how to op-

crate a plant.** To some extent that is true; but the mo- hh auribute that comes to mind is the ability to
ment we become complacent, I think that is where we do rigorous self assessment: being open to problems,start to head for troubic,

deality with problems immediately, facing facts, facing
had news. I once had someone tell me t hat the indicator

To prevent that from happening is one of the chal- this pctson uses to assess management, at any organi-
lenges for all of us. I believe it is necessary to establish a wation, not just a nuclear plant, but almost any organi-
safety culture at each plant in order to prevent compla- ration, is how they approach problems.1)o managers
eeney. let the message to out to their subordmates that they

do not want a w hole host of probierns brought into their
'lhis next chart //ipur 3/ represents a lot of thought office: Keep the problem quiet; you guys deal with it.
and study by our senior management at Ihe NI(C. I Or, do the managers really search for problems and let
think ir,ternational organi/ations are also coming to it be known that the way to avoid them is to be con-
this sort of conclusion: one way to-probably the only stantly on the hiokout for them.1 think thisis the attrib-
way-to have a sustained good operation, a sustained ute th;u estabbshes the very best operations. It
safe operation, is to actually embed it in the culture of becomes almost second nature to be hioking for
the organi/ation that operates the plant. problems.
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f 1 think it has become second nature to us at the NRC, extent; but the very best plants, the ones that operate :
quite frankly. ! do not say that we have the best man. well year after year, after year, have a balance of

, agemt.nt system. But I'do think, over the years, we have strengths within the plant manager, the enrinceringF

embedded m the staIIthis attitude of a safety culture in manager, and quality assurance manager, Jack Martin i

which we are always looking for problems. Of course, will talk almut one aspect, the importance of enginect- i
we do not operate the plants, so it h not up to us to ing at this schsion.

'

make this come true al cach plant, but we can function ,

g

Sometimes it helps to give an example; so I will do that, fas somewhat of a conscience.,

'Ihis is one of my favorite charts that we have devel.i

. ihe next chart //-sperr 4/ illustrates the thought we oped over the last few years. We cMI il Plant A and
.

,

; have given to how one develops a safety culture, be" Plant 11//7perr $f, j
cause it is not easy. I think the first clear descriptum is'-

that the policies have to come from the top; they have
to be sincere.'! hey have to be articulated foreciulh> by Plant A has a well trained staff, with a plant. specific .I

i the top management, and I mean, probably, the chie'f simulator. Staff follow procedures rigorously. 'Ihc
'

I executive officert certainly the vice. president, nuclear, plant is fully staffed, so management does not have to
. for the company, use a lot of overtime 'Ihere is a good nuclear workE

ethic-people respect radiation, which is apparent [
Actions are needed, not just words. I cannot begin to when walking though the plant. *lhere is a profes. ;'

tell you how many times I have been told, and have sional decorum m the c(mtrol room; it is crisp. Scrams 4

heard, from the top managers of companics that they arc extremely rarc.'the onsite review committee is dili. '|
were going to be the best in the country. I can almost gent; they are smeere,'the plant has a good preventive |

tell whether those are sincere words or whether they maintenance program; the plant is shut down when -

are empty, Just saying it does not make it come true, there are safety problems. *lhere is a low maintenanec ,

Some of the plants that have gotten into the deepest backlog; the plant is clean; and, typically, the plant has

trouble are those that have assured us time and again system engmeets on the site who feel accountability ''

that they want to run a safe operation, and they want to and responsibility for their systems. ;t

' be the best. llut the fact is that their actions do not back !
*

up their words. 'lhcir actions say keep the plant run. Plant 11 on the other hand is the antithesis of this, it has
.!

[ mng-always emphasizing production over safety, a poorly t rained staff. 'lhey do not have a plant. specific
simulator. 'the staff generally does not follow proce.F

No one is kidding the staff at the plant. Staff knows durcs because they *know" how t he plant runs. In some
what management thinks is important. If the staff cases they have been there since pre-operational test.

'

thinks that keeping the plant running at full speed ing.'there are many management and staff vacancies
ahead is the message and the means to get a bonus, and that result in a routine use of excessive overtime. In.
if that is how awards get handed out at the top, then stead of a nuclear culture, therc is a fossil plant culture. .

ktaff will keep the plant running. So there cannot be 'the c<mtrol room is I.oisy, und5ciplined; there arc |L

any hypocrisy in this. many peopic trooping in and out, people who need not
'be in there; and there are frequent scrams.'lhe plant's

You have to insist on competent managers. *lhat goes onsite review committee is pro forma; there seems to
7

almost without saying, but it is difficult to do. It is diffi. be a philosophy of"run the equipment until it breaks." ;

cult to develop them. Not all companies have a good l'or example, when there is a limiting condition for op- (
rotational system where they move managers from eration (ICO) action statement of some kind, staff will

~

i maintenance to operations to engineering, or to wher. continue to run the plant until the end of the if0 ac.
,

ever, and get them a broad experience so that they can tion statement before they shut down. Iligh mainten-
move on up to the very top organinitions in the com. ance backlog, many high radiation areas, and fre-

,

pany, quently no engmeermg presence at the site is common. ;

,i

Strict accountability. I took these words pretty much 'lhis is troubling to us because therc are A and il plants i
from something i read years ago from General liisen- and both types meet our r eputations because we cannot :
hower. Ile said: ''lhe essence of leadership is pick good regulate safety culture; all we can do is point it out. A
people, give them clear instructions and authority, and Plant Il type of operation, with a imor safety culture, .

hold them accountabic." It is so simple, and I think it is ultimately will have problems. When we see those |
clearly something that we can all follow. problems, then we can take action and try to head off '

'the problem. We have programs to try and spot these
l'inally, we need a balance of strengths in the organiza. problems early on. I rank Miraglia is going to elaborate :
tion. A goal plant manager can carry a plant to some a bit on how we go about doing ihis later in Ihis session.
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I will run quickly through some char'.s of examples of reason why it is so important to have that perum be
what we have learned over the years, what constitutch a strong, to know w hat to do,and to set the right tone and -

g(xxl operation-particularly a g(xwl safety culture. the ri;ht attitude for the organization,
f

First of all, the policies and tone are set by the very top in this regard, I think it is important that companies de-
,

management /Hptr of. It helps.of course,if the lloard velop their own mternal plant manager programs so
,

,

of Directors has someone who has experience in nu. that there are always, in the pipeline, some peopic who
cicar activities so that the txiard, who has fiduciary can step in and run the plant, without the plant drop-
responsibility for the company and for the plant, un, ping back in performance. Unfortunately, I must say, i

derstands the risks involved with operating a nuclear we do see exampics where drop.off happens just be- >

plant. Senior management, by this I mean, in many cause that one person changes: usually he moves up; he
'

cases, the CI!O [ chief executive officer] of the com. gets promoted; he goes downtown; he puts on a three-
"

pany, as well as, obviously, the vice.ptchident of nu. picec suit; and then the plant starts to backslide. This is
clear, is aware of, and involved in, what is going on in not always the case, but m cases where there has not
the plant, been adequate planning and adequate development, to .

'have someone step in and take that position, we see it

Does the company have policies for rewarding g(xxl happening. ;
performance and disciplining poor performanec? Frc. .

;

quently, we see that over the years utilitics have devel- In 1983 Admiral Rickover was asked to do a study for ;

General Public Utilities on the readmess of the com-oped a personnel policy of being easy on employees. I
think this is understandable, in order to have loyalty, pany to restart TMl-1 (Ihree Mile Island, UrJt 1). lle ,

which is important if you are going io send your line. produced a report fonhem, w hich is a public document i
and retnevable. 'lhe Admiral listed seven criten,a for,

men out on a slecty, snowy night to repair some lines,
the company has to have a family kind of atmosphere, a management competency /Hyre 9/. One is a nsmg ,

company policy that supports the employees, standard of adequacy, which is where we are today. |
Maybe we are gocxt, but we can always do better. Once

On thc other hand, a nuclear operation is a little differ- you decide that you are good enough, you will sure
en ugh start backslidmg.ent. It must be disciplined; there must be accountabil-

ity. I think you simply must have policies for disciplin- Another criterion that I found very significant was fac-
ing empkiyces who exhibit poor performance. ing facts, facing bad news when you have to. 'Ihis goes

. hand in hand with the concept of always loaking for the i
Do.mg it right the first time, being self-critical: I think, problems, kioking for the weaknesses. 'Ihc Admiral
these are pretty scif explanatory examples, rnentioned that il peopic avoid problems, they will not ,

get better by themselves. 'lhey never do. Problems sit !

Sometimes even the very best organization /Harc 7/, and fester and get worse,
'even the very best people, cannot function well. I have

seen cases like that, and it is sad. Ilut through some let me move on to a couple of examples of some root
liarvard llusiness School idea, or through some crary cauf es of poor performance that we have seen /Hyre .

notion, people experiment with organizations. We see 10/. 'lhese may be symptoms rather than true root
cases where lines of authority get all botched up, and causes-it is hard to say. For example, complacency, I :

people do not know who is accountab!c, who is respon- do not knowif that is a root cause or ifit is a symptom of
sible."Iherefore, even good people cannot make an or- the next one: management overemphasis on produc- i

'

ganization work without the attributes of clear lines of tion rather ihan safety.
authority, a depth of talent, and technical self-
sufficiency. Although we try to point this out, we often 'the emphasis on production is real, and it troubles me I

find that people usually have to go through the experi- a little bit these days. I know there is an industry wide .

ence of learning the hard way. cffort to reduce costs, reduce operation and mainte-
'

nance costs, and so forth, and I have no problem with ;

I think if I had to pick one perum who is the very key to that. I think good discipline in management operation '

making the plant operate in :essfully it would be the is important. llowever,if the message is to reducc costs
senior perum on site, usually the plant manager /Hpre and emphasize production, and if that translates to
8/. 'Ihese days, however, it is increasingly common to keeping the plant running even when things are ques-
have that person be a senior vice. president for nuclear tionable, I think you are sending exactly the wrong mes-
operations. Whoever, that perum is, that person sets sage to the troops in the plant. I would strongly urge
the tone for the site.To some extent, a very strong site that that not be done, because it is shortsighted. If the
manager can compensate for other weaknesses in the plant gets into trouble and has-God forbid-an acci-
organteation, it is not the best thing, but it is another dent, that could put the company at stake. Serious
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operational problems also 6mid cause us to shut down Striving for excellence can bring about a safety culture
the plant for six months, a year, two years, or even over time, and that,in my judgaaent, is the only thing
more, to straighten things out, that is going to ensure that performance improving -

keeps on over time.

Another exampic is lack of accountability, as I men-
tioned, which can be the result of the wrong culture. 'lhank you*

i

excessive dependence on consul: ants and outsiders, or
plant manager burnout. I beheve burnout can happen Jim tells me there is time for a quest:on or two. We are f

going to have a question period at the end of the ses- '

because tlye stresses on a plant manager are so im- Sion; therefore, since I do not see any sign of questions,mense. It is possible that the enormity of the posit,on I will wait to see if there are any at that time. I

t
i

would cause a person to burn out m a matter of a year,
or two, or five. I do not know. !!ven though some can

,

handle it, I think managers ought to beat'entive to that NRC Interface With Induury Groups
,

possible effect.
Mr. James H, Salerek:

"Ihere is onc other issue that I wanted to bring up: the 'thank you, Tom.
,

gted old boy syndrome governing promotions. Irt us
say the plant manager gets promoted. When he puts on i believe Tom has clearly described the principal as-
his three piece suit, goes downtown, and reaps the re. pects of a viable safety culture and provided some ex-
wards of all his hard work, a lot of times not much amples that we can all clearly understand.

'
thought has been given to his replacemc nt other than:
"Well, Joe's been the OPS manager for 10 years, let's As a follow-on toTom's discussion on the development
move him on t,p, lic certainly knows the plant." 'ihat of a wifety culture, I will be discussing the NI(C inter-
could be, but Joe may not be a leader and Joe may not face with industry groups in our mutual quest to im-
have what it takes. 'lhere may be personal animositics; prove operational safety,
there ir.ny be all kinds of reastms why the organization

,
,

starts to fall apart and people start to quibble and //,igure 1/
,

bicker amongst themselves. I wou!d urge you as mar.ag-
crs to really paya lot of attention to this aspect of devel. Improvement of operational safety, the theme of this j
oping good managers and the right managers to run t he conference, is the proper goal of both the regulator and
planti perhaps to run the company aad to take your the nuclear mdustry. Some may argue that when com-
places some day, pared with other risks to the public, nuclear power {

plants are safe enough. Although there may be some ;

validity to this argument, we, the regulator and the nu- j
Iet me summarize and close. It is not going to be easy clear industry, will quickly backslide into an inadequat e ;
to change an ingrained culture, it certainly would have safety posture if we take refuge in this argument, i

been better if we all had started out 30 years ago with a ,

disciplined salety culture-a so-called 1(ickover cul- 'lhus, we must c mtinue to kok for ways in which we
ture or the nuclear Nasy culture throughout the indus- can improve operational safety.~lhis improvement has !

try. Some plants of course, have had a safety culture to be cost effective. An important principle, and the
3from the very beginning of their operation, one we should keep in rnind,is real improvement in op.
'

crational safety in a cost effective rnanner.

I am reminded of the Yankee organization. When I was '

a graduate student in 1962, we were taken to visit he /%.nc 2/
Yankee plant at 1(owe, Massachusetts. 'There it was
clear, even at that time, that tberc was a strict discipline in d,iseming the NitCinterface with,the nuclear m. dus- ;

in the plant amongst the operations staff,'lhat has en- try m this quest to improve operational safety, there
dured. In fact, that Yankee culture has been farmed are two key points that we must keepin mind: First,the i

indvidual utility is totally responsible for the safe opout to many other plants, which I think, generally, has cratmn of the nu&ar Imwer plant. Senqd, the NI(L;the same roots as a good safety culture,
as the regulator is res;xmsible for ensurmg that the
utility carries out its safety resp ( nsibility.

Ilowever, that is not the case. We have many situations
where a safety culture does not exist and we have to 'the licensecs' technical specifications and the NI(C's
deal with it. I view this as a challenge. I think u e should regulations, licenses, regulatory guides, and policy
all view it as a challenge because it is noi something statements can never be sufficiently detailed and com.
that we in the NI(C can bring about by regulation. prehensive to provide for all aspects of nuclear power

J
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' ; plant safety. ukewisco therc is no way that thc NRC rc. aware, this has happened more often than either the - i

. views and inspections can guarantec the safety of nu- utilities or we, the regulator, would like. !
9cicar power plants.

, .
iluilding on the spirit of mutual trust and keeping in

As Tom Murley mentioned in his talk, safety can be mind the licensing finding, it appears appropriate that

achieved and maintained only if there is a safety cuiture the NRC place more emphasis on cicar communica-

. that permeates every aspect of the nuclear mdustry, tions of its expectations and rely on utility ecrtificatkm

?Ihis includes every facet of thc licensec's organization to the NRC that the stated expectations have been
as well as the industry groups that support the design, met. 'Ihis. means that there will be fewer prce
constructkm, and operation of the power plants. implementation reviews by the NRC than there were

m the past.

'the primary objective of these groups must be to assist You have aircady seen th.is mode of regulatory opera-
Ihe utility in carrying out its safety responsibilities in an tkm in beveral of the more recent bulletms and gencric
effective and efficient manner.To achieve our safety letters that have been issued by the NRC, A good re-,' mission, the NRC interacts directly with NUMARC,
INpO, IIPRI nuclear steam systems suppliers, the cent exampic is thc genenc letter on erosion / corrosion,

whereby we asked the utilitics to certify to the NRL
owners groups, vendors and many organizations that that they had implemented the NUMARC endorsed
set industry standards. 'Ihese organizations must un- inspection guidelmes that werc developed by IIPRI.dcrstand what the NRC cxpects from them and how
the NRC willlikely react when its expectations are not Another recent exampic is the letter regarding the

status of TMI action items, which we sent to the utill-'

ties last l'riday. 'the NRC was asked the question of
/U#'8/ status by Congress and it appeared appropriate to us#

that Ihe utility as the entity responsible for the safetyof
,As Vic Stello mentioned in his openmg remarks, the the nuclear power plant ecmfirm the status as under-
most important attribute of the relationship between stomi by the NRC,
the industry and the regulator has to be trust. We, the
regulator, have to know that when the industry indi- llecause the utility is responsible for the safe operation
cates that specific action will be taken, we can count on of the nuclear power plant, it is important Ihat the
it happenmg. NRC demand the utility perform adequate safety

evaluations for those activitics that require evalu-
Similarly, when the industry implements its commit. ations, such as changes to the plant as described in the
ments to the NRC, the industry must bc capable of pre- safety analysis report.
dicting and abic to predict Ihe reaction of1hc regulator.
'lhc industry regulator interface will be effective only lleing mindful of its role as a regulator and not that of a
if it is built on mutual trust, consultant, the NRC must refrain from becoming in.

volved in the utilitics' safety evaluation process until
With trust as the foundation of this interface, let me the utility submits the results of its evaluation to the

briefly discuss what the NRC cxpects from the various NRC for review and approval-if such submittal is,in

industry groups. fact, required.

This bond of trust, which is cod;fied in 10 CI R 50.59,
~ /U##f #l emphasizes the NRC's licensing finding that the utility

is technically and managerially competent and is, in
When the NRC finds a utility to be technically and fact, the entity responsibic for the safe operation of the
managerially competent to safely operate its nuclear facility. It also limits the NRC's regulatory role to that
power plant, the NRC issues that utility an operating of ensuring that the utility carries out its safety ressm-
license. *lhis is a significant finding and one which we, sibility and of taking the appropriate action if the utility
the regulator, must continually substan t.iate as we carry has not met its safety respmsibility..

. out our regulatory mission. As long as the utility re-
mains competent to safely operatc the plant, it should The NRC views NUMARC as a focal point and spokes-
be able to do so with little if any interference from the man for thc nuclear industry on issues that are generic
regulator, to all or most utilities. We do not view N UM ARC as an

organization that was established to thwart the NRC.
On the other hand,if the performance of the utilityin- To the contrary. NUM ARC's charter to promote the
dicates that the licensing finding is no longer valid, the enhancement of safety through coordinated industry
nuclear power plant should be shut down. As we are efforts is in consonance with the NRC's safety
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improvement initiatives. NUhiARC coordinates the and operati mal phases, and lessons learned from I

industry's interface with the NRC to ensure that poten- events as exemphfied in significant event reports and
tial safety initiatives are in fact worthwhile from a significant operating experience reports.

' safety stand vint and that these initiatives can be im-i
plemented in a cost effective manner. Likewise, the rapirl exchangc of significant informationo r

through " note pad" and information provided through ,

[ We believe that NUhi Al(C has been effective in coot- the nuclear plant reliability data system has helped im. i

dinating the industry interface with us and that this co. prove plant pe formance. Industry performance indi-
,

ordination has resulted in a marked improvement in cators substantiate the effectiveness of these programs :,

L the many proposed safety-enhancement programs. lix- and the industry efforts by clearly demonstrating im- i
amples of effective interface have included the indus- proved plarit safety and reliabihty from the national ''

''y respcmse to the crosion/ corrosion problems, work perspective. Unfortunately, not every nuclear power i

with the lidium lilectric Institute on the fitness for- plant has demonstrated this performance. '

p

duty guidelines, development of industry guidance for !,

implementation of 10 CFit 50.59, and development of As a result of the industry's self improvement, the ;'

industry guidelines for responding to the fraudulent. NI(C decided that additional regulatory requirements t

components issue. and activities were not necessary in several areas. lix.
amples were in the training area, and in the Al.Al(A

We are pleased with our improved relationship with area. Continued self improvement can be expected to ,

result m similar N1(C decisions m the future. [
,

the nuclear industry on generic issues and attribute this
improvement to the efforts of NUhlAl(C and to the
support NUh1 Al(C has received from the utilities. We / %- 6/
believe that NUhiAl(C's coordination of the generic
industry regulator interface should be fully supported .the owners groups are a unique and valuable tesource i

' because of its important role in ensuring safe operation for resolution of technical issues that are applicable to ,

of the nuclear power plants in a cost effective manner. NSSS vendor product line. 'the NI(C believes that ,

these groups brmg both operational smy and techni- F

N" I cal competence to the discussion of problems. llecause
the individuals in these proups have n pood understand- #

ing of the design and operation of their specific plants. <

lly pcrform.mg the nuclear m. dustry self assessment they quite often are able to develop a resolution that !
function, INPO is implememing one of the most im- provides for both safe and efficient operation. :
portant lessons that came out of the'lhree hiile Island
accident.'lhe NRC views the role of INPO as con:ple. F.xamples of recent successes by the owners groups in !

mentary to, but quite different from, that of the role of their interface with the NI(C include development of .

the N1(C. INPO has made a positive contribution to generie emergency operating procedures, the guide-
luh plant safety and reliability by using the opera- lines: development of the technical specification split I
t:{ mal expertise of its staff to provide individual utilities documentst and development of a resolution for unre- ;

,

with assistance in areas m w hich they are experiencing solved safety issue A-46 regarding seismic qualifica-
"

problems. In addition, the INPO independent assess- tion. Regarding A-46, it is especially significant be- ;
ment functicn has provided a peer perspective to op- cause the Seismic Qualification Utility Group tran-
eration of the individual nuclear power plant from the scended the normal reach of the individual owners i
standpoint of both safety and availability * groups.

'

ily providing a peer review of the utility, INPO clearly Another significant issue to both the involved utilities
'

transcends the functions of the NI(C. Although we un- and the NI(C was the superior reassessment by the
derstand the INPO rationale for not making public its IMW Owners Group of a large portion of their plant -

findings .cgarding plant specific assessments, we be- design. All these efforts have hnd or will have a signifi- !
r lieve that publiciting such findings would enhance the cant effect in promoting safe and efficient plant opera- L
i overall credibility of the nuclear industry in the lon8 tion. |

term. I believe the public will recognize the merits of a ;

good industry self. assessment and corrective action Although we are encouritged by the efforts of the own- i

program. ers groups, there is one area that needs additional at-
tention. Individual owners groups do not appear to

INPO and the nuclear industry can be proud of the ma- have the authority Io commit their mernber 'itilitics to
jor advance made in the area of training and accredita- the generic resolution arrived at by the group. 'lhis |

| tion of plant personnel, the enhanced safety resulting sometimes results in considerable duplication of cf fort i

from evaluation |irograms during imth t he construction on the part of the individual utilities and the NI(C. In ,
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| ndditi(m. the NRC has to examine the practicality of and the development of techniques for nondestructive
f delaying regulatory action while an owners group is examination of piping and mmmments. 'Ihus we in.

[ pursuing the generic issue of the problem if member tend to continue our close working relationship with
. utilitics are not committed to accepting the generic I!PRI to determine appropriate technical courses ofi

resolution developed by the owners groups. action in areas that require unique and difficult evalu-
ations.

I would urge the owners groups and associated utilitics
to re-evaluate this policy, /Hgure 9/

/Agure7/ Organisations that set standards deserve special mer,-
tion because a great portion of their effort is performed

'Ihrough 10 CI'R Part 21, the NRC has a direct legal, as by volunteers. Wc believe the consensus approach to
,

; well as technical, relationship with vendors, nuclear standard settmg ts a more techmcally vmble approach -

'

steam systems suppliers, and others. llecause vendors to good standards than is the development of standards

have an expert knowledge cithe design of systems and by the NRC. There q no way that we, the regulator,
,

i com ponents for which they are responsible, they have a could bring the technical and operational expertise to

specia! responsibility to ensure that their customerstre standards development that is brought by those peopic

aware of any potential problems with the compments with hands-on expenence who serve on the numerous

and scrsices they supply, standard settmg committecs.

The NRC also believes C vendors play a key rate in llecause of the positive contribution these organiza.
tions pmWe to safety and our desire to adopt industrythe generic resolution of salcty issues associated with>

standards rather than develop separate standards, theplant operation. 'Ihis is effectively necomplished
NRC intends to contmuc its active interface with thesethrough the topical report program. This program is

strongly encouraged by the NRC, We believe this pro- organizations. % e believe it is important that the utih-

gram conserves resources for both the NRC and the ties continue to provide experienced operatienal and

utilitics. We have found it much more effective and ef-
techmeal personnel to serve on the committecs of

ficient to review issues pencrically rather than grind these organizations.

through plant-by plant submittals. We also urge the standard. setting organizations, in
#""b" " u n, tak a@n m cHmb

Recent!)', we have been EivinE Priority attention to Ec- nate the maj.or source of frustration that we crpenence
neric top.ical report reviews; and we inteui to con'.inue with these organizations; that is, the length of time it
this policy. Good examples of success in generic re- takes to develop a standard once Ihe need for the stan-

r- views melude the recent approval of extended allowed- dard is identified.
outage times and changes in surveillance test intervals.

/Hgure 10]
For both the NRC and the utilities to achieve maxi.
mum benefit from this program. it is important that the Altnough not all the NRC interfaces with industiy
utilitics adopt the technical resolution in the topical re- groups have resulted in rnutually satisfactory experi-
ports for their chtitics. llowever, we recognlic that in a ences, for the most part we have found that direct,,

few instances, the plant design may dictate mmor ex' straightforward, and honest interaction has resulted in
ecptions. effective and efUcient industry safety prcyrams and has

minimiied the proliferation of unduly burdensome
/Hgure B/ regulatory requirements.

A few words about the Illectric Power Research Insti- For our part, we intend to place an even greater em.
tute. We view liPRI as basically the research arm of the phasis on our industry interface, especially communi.
nuclear industry. We believe that through its research cations up front of what we expect from the industry.
efforts, IIPHI can make a valuable contribution to sr.fc We believe that we can count on the utilities and the
and efficient plant operation. We see a large liPRI role industry groups Io respond in kind,
in defining the industry perspective regarding those
technical issues that need to be addressed for the ex- I would now he able to entertain one or two questions if
tension of plant life. anyone has any questions regarding the presentation. lf

not, I would like to introduce our next speaker, Frank
in the day-to. day plant operations, I!PRI has made 47 Miraglia, who is the Associate Director for Inspection
major safety contributions, such as the development of and Technical Assessment in the Office of Nuclear Re.
the industry guidelines in the area of crosion/ corrosion actor Regulation. Frank will be discussing the NRC's
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oj crating performance evaluation with special empha- events that have shaped our approach to assessing op-*

sis on how the NRC determines whether or not opera- erationa', puformance, i

tional safety is being improved on a plant specific at.d
E nationwide basis, liased on Tom Murley's talk, it is clear that inadequa< e

management, direction, control, and oversight of plant
- I am pleased to present Frank Miraglia, activities-such as plant operations, mamtenance and

engineering-and critical self assessment have a
negative impact on both the equipment and humanNRC,s Operat.ing Performance E..cloat. ion reliability. Tom had data from the Ilrookhaven report
that indicated how poor human performance coupledMr. Frank .l. Miragina:
with perhaps poor eqmpment performance could lead

Thank you, Jim. and result in increasing likelihoods of pot ential severity
of plant events.

Coniing as number three in G. ' m.up is somewhat of a
During the late s. tics and seventics, the focus of theixdisadvantage. I think some of the things I am going to,

say and some of the points I am going to raise today NRC safety review was on the design and the construc-

have perlmps been said before. I will try to put a differ- tion ancl the quality of the materials and the equipment

ent spin on them. that was used ia that construction.The general design
criteria focused on the design and the quality of the sys-

Just a few weeks ago, we passed the tenth anniversary tems, equipment, and coml onents.i
,

of the'lhree Mile Island accident.That event wr. met .jge.Ihree Mile Island accident taught us that more at-
with a proc:amation of some good news; the perform- tention needed to be paid to the human element: op-
ance of the mdustry has been improvmg. crator training, control room design, cmergency proce.

dures, and operating procedures. We are all well aware
The next few figures /Figurcs I through 3/ are NRC data of the large number of requirements that flowed fromthat is a recognition of that improved performance, that accident.'lhis is an average number of safety systam actuations.
The previous one was scrams, and this is radiation ex* As I said, before that time, NRC's assessment of corpo-
posure. rate and plant management, which Mr. Sniczek al-

luded to, was the basic judgment of the technical com.
The next two slides /Figurcs 4 und S/ are industry data pctence of the utility to recciwe the license. 'this was
that indicate the same type of performance improve- essentially based on a review of the organizational
ment, structure and the individual qualifications of the peo-

. ple that the utility was going to have fill those spots in
Thereis an element of bad newsin th.is picture. It / Fig- the organizational structure against ANSI standards.
ure 6/* indicates that the average equivalent availabil-
ity factor for the plants has not met the industry-stated After Three Mile Island, it was determined that we
1990 goal. Ahhough it has been improving omcwhat, needed a better and a more systematic approach for
the improvement has been hampered by the plants that getting a measure of the licensce's performance and
have been shut down. In the past few years, as management effectiveness. NUREG-0660, the TMI
Ms. Stello indicated, as many as 10 percent of the na- action plan, established a systematic assessment of li-
tion's plants have been m a long term shutdown as a censing performance, the SALP program. sal.P was
result of regulatory concerns. the first tool developed by the NRC to improve its abil-

ity to assess licensee performance and also to provide a
Thus, while h is clear that the performance trends are basis for allocating our inspection resources. The
good, there is room for continued improvement. The SALP process has evolved in the last decade and cor-
record demonstrates that we t.ced to continue to be tinues to be an effective tool forcommunicating our as-
diligent and vigilant in assuring the excel:ence of per- sessment of plant performance to our licensecs.
formance of the commercial nuclear power plants,

it provides a basis for dialogue between the NRC and
Performance evat a asperformed by the NRC and licensing mariagement with respect to our view of their
the industry has1 < n ( Iving in the past decade, par. performance. As currently structured, the sal.P is an
ticularly since thi acciwnt at Three Mile Island. I integrated agency effort. In the earlier days, embryonic
wouallih to go to a brief historical perspective of some times of sal.P in the early 1980's, it was essentially a

| regional product. I think the SALP process has been
changed considerably, there is more headquarters and
regional interaction and a more integrated assessment1ignre 7 is not adhessed, sui it is included with htr. htiraglia's

p urn. of the licensec'r performance.g
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At a session tomorrow at which I will be the session assessments and other safety analyses, have led to a

[ chairman, you will be hearing more almut the sal.P major improvement in reliability of overall plant safety.
L ' process in detail,

During the same time frame, industry began develop-'

' At the same time that the NRC was developing sal.P. ing its performance indicator program to provide a~

'

' industry responded to the 'lhree Mile Island accident quantitative measure of pe,rformance m certam attrib-

. with varying efforts regarding perfor,aance evaluation, utes. Ihese indicators provide utility management with.

Within days of the accident, liPRI set up the Nuclear a mechanism to judge the progress it is makmg as an

Safety Analysis Center, which analyzed the event, what indisidual utjlity and also provides utility management
it meant, w hat kind of corrective action shouid be put in with the basis for judgmg its performance relative to

place from an industry perspective.'lhe organizational the rest of the industry,

entity NSAC evolved and provided the nucleus by .lhe NRC performance indicator program was imple-
whiet' the formation of the Institute of Nucic9r Power mented in 1986.'ihis program provides the NRC with a

.. Operations, INPO, was formed in 1979. more objective way of assessing licensee performance.
'lhe current indicators are operations focused. Ily that

'the mission of INPO was to promote excellence in nu. I mean they are focused on safety system actuations,
' clear power plant operations. Over the past decade, as scrams, and inc like. Additional indicators are being
' Mr. Sniczek has indicated, INPO has made solid contri- developed and considered for use and these efforts will -
butions to training, events analysis, feedback of operat- be discussed at tomorrow's session of the c<mference,
ing experience, and plant assessments.The INPO per-

' formance indicator program provides each of you and During that time frame, up through the mid-cightics,
your utility management a specific measure of your we have developed a number of tools by which we can
performance, assess licensee performance.

/ Figures S through N/ 'lhe significant number of operating events in 1985
-the Davis-liesse feedwater transient in June of that
year, San Onofre check valve failures in November of

During the period of 1980 through 1983, we focused on that year, and the overcooling transient at Rancho Seco
the followup to the many TMI action items, both the in December of that year-led to a redoubling of our
hardware items ano the software items. 'Ihe lessons efforts to improve our capabilities to assess operational
learned from that event were many. performance. We had the SALP evaluation that indi-

cated declining performance. Performance indicators,

in February 1983, the Salem KlWS (a.4ticipated tran- were indicating things to us. We needed to assess how
sient wnhout scram) event occurred. It shifted our fo- our ability to integrate this information could be im-
cus, bott yours and ours. The lessons learned from the proved and determine what actions we should take as
Salem KlWS event ineficated that root-cause analysis an agency.
of plant trips and tra We needed to be substantially
upgraded. Maintenance activitics and procedures 'lhose events in 1985 reemphasized the need for event
needed increased management attention. Vendor in- followup including a detailed root cause analysis; the
terfaces for equipment needed to be developed and importance of maintaining the balance-of plant equip-
event followup con %ued to show need for improve. ment to avoid complex transients that challenge the
ment. operators: and, again, the need for a more improved

method for evaluating performance in a predictive way. .

In 1983, NRC revised its event reporting requirements pould we develop a technique that would allow us to
to focus on significant abnormal events. Specialized identify dechmng performance early enough so that ef- g

.

fcctive corrective actions could be taken? Ihat was the !data bases were developed to improve ou r understand-
ing of plant operating experiences. NRC established an goal. |
incident investigation program to determine the root Follow rg the Davis-llesse loss of feedwater incident incauses of reactor events. At the same time, both NRL

1985, the senior management meeting concept was es-
and industry undertook major cfforts to identify impor* tablished Io focus senior management attention on -

tant operating problems and, as early as possible, de- plants cf A .,ecrn. Senior agency managers meet semi-
velop solutions to prevent their recurrence. annually to assess and analyze the performance of

plants of concern. Preparations for these meetings be- ,

'Ihrough the study of operating experiences, weak- gin with a screening process.
'

nessts in design, fabrication, and construction contin- i

ued to be identified. 'ihat is true even today. These This process consists of internal discussions between |
findings, coupled with the results of probabilistic risk regional and headquarters management to identify

I
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those plants to be discussed at the next senior manage- identification and to encourage effective consideration
W L ment meeting. Input for this process includes SAI.P of corrective actions early.

(current and historical) plant operating experience,
'

, >

. performance indicator data, inspection findings,licens- At these meetings, the primary agency goal is to answer !.

ing issues, and hardware issues. Candidate plants for certain questions. What are the issues of concern to us !

Idiscussion at the senior management meeting are gen- regarding this utility's performanec7 Ilave we ade-
erally based upon concerns of poor sal.P ratings, quately and clearly communicated these concerns to,

negative trends in performance, adverse inspection the utility? Does the utility understand these concerns? i
"

findings, increased enforcement actions, and a lack of is it taking effective corrective action?
management attention in addressing concerns to ad-

'

dress and prevent recurrence of problems. Those are the kinds of questions p hat the senior manag-
crs of the agency try to gu definitive answers to at this

'

'Ihe plants identified in this screenir.g process are ecting. For some facilities, the agency cannot answer

placed on the senior management meeting agenda, all of these questions clearly or unambiguously,'Ihese
,

llach plant is discussed by senior managers using the in- facilities become candidates for perhaps a diagnostic j
evaluation.formation provided by the attendees and gathered by ,

the regions, and the Office of Mescarch, A!!OI), and .

_ NRit. Again, it is an application of using the tools that ,the diagnostic evaluation program is an inspection
technique developed l y Al!OD.,and you will be hear- Jt

,

we have, assimilating and integrating all of the
information* ing some more about that dunng the conference-

,

about the technigne and how it has been utilized, per-
haps even the results that it has shown to date.'lhe di- ;

,I he senior management discussions center around in' agnostic evaluation is an evaluation that is conducted !

dividual utility strengitys and weaknesses, the signifi' on performance in a safety-oriented framework. It -

I. cant events, hardware issues, the actions that we have looks at and evaluates the actions and involvement of
taken or plan to take, and the progress of licensce's Icensee management in the safe operation of its

"

_ corrective actions, if any, facility, i,

i Dr. Murley used this chart / Figure 15/ in his discussion Similarly, Nitit special team inspections are also used !
- of Plant A and ll,*lhese are the attributes of a strong where there is a need to develop some in depth infor- |

'

salcty culture (Piant A), and this is a plant (Plant II) mation with respect to certain specific areas of con- !
that has perhaps the opposite of that.These kinds of cern.These inspections and techniques will also be dis- |
things are examined. Is there an involved manage- cussed during the conference. Iloth of thesc inspection !

ment? Is the plant staff well trained? Isit disciplined? techniques provide an excellent information gathering
The kinds of things that Tom talked about in his tool and arc another mechanism for providing input to
speech. the, agency in making its assessment of operating ir-

performance.

All of those attributes that go into a safety culture are
the kinds of issues that the senior management dis- As a result of the senior management meeting, the

7

cusses at these meetings.This type of meeting pr0vides plants identified are critically assessed with respect to

a forum for the senior managers or the agency to inte- the utility's management's ability to develop angl im-
grate all of the information and form an assessment of plement programs to improve and sustam operational

. the licensee's performance. performance. Does the utility understand the concerns r

and is there a corrective action program in place that,if ,

implemented, will satisfy and address the concerns? *

.l'he tools that we have, performance . dicalors and thein
sal P process, validate those perceptions of perform- The results of the senior management meeting are dis-
ance. Ilased on that information and the mtegration of cussed with the Commission in a public meeting and
information discussed at the semor management inect- each licensee is informed of the agency's characteriza-
ing, our view of the performance and tlye assessment of tion of its overall performance,
the licensce's performance in the perunt and over the
period of concern is formed. Ten years ago, there were 120 plants under construe-

tion or a construction permit review and there were 70 (
The final outcome of these discussions is a better un- plants that were licensed to operate. The situation is
derstanding by the NitC's senior management of the very different tala3.The NitC has been scorgani/cd to
problems at the plants of concern and the best way to better focus on the safe opemtion of the 100 pluscom-
encourage corrective actions. Mr. Stello mentioned mercial nuclear power reactors licensed to operate. I
this in his opening remarks, that our concern is early think the number is more like i12 or 113.
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Inspection activitics were consolidated into the Office 'lhe recognition of this truism, about you being res[xm-
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 'this put in a single of- sible, I think has also been a significant contributor the ,

fice the responsibility for the inspection and licensing improved safety and performtsace in the industry.'lhe e

program for commercial nuclear power reactors. We utilityinvolvement in understanding the design and op-
believe that the approaches that we have outlined and crations of its facility has gone a long way in realizing -

that were discussed briefly by Mr. Sniczek indicate that those performance trends
the regulation today is more performance based, our
inspection program is more focused on our areas of 'lhe NI(C has been assessing plant performance for
concern, and our enforcement policy is aimed at pro- many years. "1 hc process has been an evolutionary onc ,

viding the appropriate safety message, and has been shaped by operational occunences in the ;

industry, Continued improvements to this process are

We believe Ihat these changes and the increased focus being sought, As Mr. Stelky indicated, if there are
on operational safety has led and been a significant N.mughts and ideas as to considerations that we should

contributor to the improved performance that we have give as a staff to this process, we would like to hear from j
realized to datc. Ilut we did not do it alone, and we are Y""'
just one element of the recipe for success. 'the current semiannual senior management meeting '

has added stability to this process.'the focusing of the
'lhis change in the NI(C occurred in 1987 and, at about senior agency management on plants of concern has in
the same time, the industry was reorganizing itself. At turn focused utility managements on those concerns,
that same time, an expanded umbrella organization, We have comc a long distance in the past 10 years. lloth
NUM AllC, was established to provide a unified indus- the NitC and the industry have changed substantially,
try approach to regulatory issues, to enhance the com-
mutucations with Ihe regulator. Again, a point that was While we have come far, there is still a great distance to
raised by Mr. Stello in his opening remarks. go Continued performance improvement raises the !

cxpectations of the NllC, the industry, and the public. '

'lhis change was in response to an industry-sponsored With higher expectations, any faltering or lyacksliding
report, the Sillen report. This report had few recom- wdl be met with a higher degree of disappomtment by

mendations. It stated that in order to maintain the vi- cach of us. While our focus must remam on safe opera-

ability of nuclear power in the United States, the indus- tion of these facilitics, we must continue to strive for

try as a whole and collectively needed to improve the excellenu m the regulatory process and the mdustry
quality of its operations. We have seen some success to must demonstrate contmued improvement of all
date in that regard. phases of plant opemtions.

'Ihank you. Any questions? We have some time for
Morcover, the report recognized that nuclear power, some questions from the fhor.
to have public acceptance in the United States, would

,

require a strong and credible regulator.That is us.The yn;cg
industry could not go it alone and strong credible regu-
lation was needed to gain public acceptance.To meet 'lhere is one over there.
these goals,it recommended that the industry speak in

,

a unified way with the regulator. As Vic Stello men. Mr. Miraglia:
^

tioned, we perhaps may not agree on all things at all
times, but that communication, that dialogue, has to bc Would you come to the microphone, sir?
clear and has to be open. As Mr. Sniczek indicated,it
has to be based on mutual trust. Voice:

.

Dr. Murley said earlier that at each utility there was
The report more simply recogni/cd a truism that we one executive, either the plant manager or at the vice
have heard fora long time. In fact, we have heard it sev- presidentiallevel, that set the tone for everything that
cral different times in the talk so far.'lhat the licensee. happened at his utility. I was wondering if the NitC had
the utility, each of you is responsible for the safe opera- talked about bringing in at your senior management
tion of the facility. Another way of saying:'the NitC meeting that top cxecutive to participate in the evalu-
does not design, construct, or operate nuclear power ation process?
p:.mts;it regulates them. And I think that the Sillen re-
port recogniecd that both of those elements are an im. Mr. Miraglia:
portant part of the recipe for success. Thus, utility
managements must be actively involved in the day.to- No, I can honestly say that has not been discussed. It is
day operations of their facilities, an interesting concept, but I think with respect to the

e
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t arm's length relationship that we have, we cannot do I have found in recent years that we have been drawn
this. What happens is that we get together at subsc- more and more into this arca, not so much because we
grent meetings with the utility. The senior manage- have selected engineering and technical work as a good
ment meeting is himed at developing the agency's topic to look into, but primarily because of operating
perrpective, which is shared with each of the utilitics problems that when diagnosed have a very strong com.
subsequent to that evaluation, ponent of poor engineering work. Ill. thought out,

poorly done work that can be traced right back to the
ygg,,, way the engineering work was donc, or contracted for, .

*
at various utilitics. So, rather than selecting it as a par.

Okay, thank you, ticular focus of our inspection program, we have been
drawn into it. ,

Mr. Miraglia: It is interesting to note that looking at engineering

Tom, would you like to add anything? work is not and never has been a strong explicit focus of
the inspection program, it has been primarily an indi-
rect thing and we have had to give it more and more at-

Dr. Murley: tention in the last few years.

No. We would do it afterwards. I would like to gather together a few observations I
have made over the last four or live years, which arc

Mr. Miraglia: very heavily weighted towards utilities m my region, but
I presume they are reasonably representative of the

Afterwards. It is part of the process afterwards, rest of the country. In general. I feel that utility man-
'
,

agement has had only limited success in finding a.
Arc there any other questions? proper role foi engineering in operation of thesc ,

facilitics.

Mr. Sniczek: Frequently, m. fact m. most cases, engineering is an or-

Frank,I want to thank you for a good description of the ganization that is remote, somewhere from the site,
development of ourassessment program and especially typically in the corporate office, and it is a fairly passive

for making the safety tic between the cultural safety component of the organization. When people operat-
and our evaluation of plant safety, ing the plant decide something is not working right,

they write a request for a design change and send it to

Our final speaker during this session is Jack Martin, the engineering departmentt then a few months later,

Itegional Administrator of Region V. Jack will discuss they get something back,

the general topic of engineering support for plant op-
I think th. .is is a typical role for engineering in nuclear

.

crations. In this discussion, Jack will highlight the suc.
cesses and failures he has observed from his vantage power plants-reactive; provide design changes and

point as an NltC Itegional Administrator. Other techrucal resolutions when asked. I think many
utilities are finding that this just is not the way to oper-
ate, that it is limiting their ability to improve. Most op-

I am pleased to present Jack Martin, erating problems have a very strong techmcal compo-
nent to them; and having engineering departments that

Engineering Support for Plant Operations are remote, uninvolved, and reactive is not a very cost-
effective way to improve. On the other hand, those

Mr. John Martin: utilities that are at the top of the heap Eencrally have
much more involved and active engineering

Thank you, Jim. departments.

I guess there is a certain hazard being the last speaker I would like to discuss three major categories or sub-
right before lunch, so I will try to keep it moving. jects in this technical area that I find are essential if a

utility is to have a strong and involved engineering
I am going to pick up on a slide that Tom Murley put up department.There are three elements of success to my
that had the seven or so attributes of a good nuclear way of thinking.
power plant, the second of which was technical self-
sufficiency, which covers a variety of things, but boils First of all. the engineering work is donc by the utility, ;

down basically to execlience in doing engineering and and by that, I mean broadly, either dcne by the utility's I

technical work and having a basic technical orientation, own enginects or under their supervision by |
,,

-
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. etmtractors. It goes without saying that the on going checking the work frequently do not have a good view
'e technical work must be first class in every respect.That of what they are supposed to be doing.

is the first thing I would like to talk alxiut,
Frequently we find that apprmal and checking author.

'Ihe second item is that the engineering department ity is delegated to subordinates that are not really quali-

must understand, control, and convey to the users the fied to check the work. One utility m our region, I
' design bases for plant systems.This is the second topic I know, has found that it has to budget up to half again as

would like to get into to some degree, much engmeermg work to check the work as it did to do
the work, in other words, if the utility had a package
that took 100 hours or so of engineering work to com-

And lastly, and probably the most illusive thing I would plete,it was finding-to make sure that the work came
like to talk rbout-a third element of success--is that out correctly-that it was budgeting on the order of an-
the engineering organization must have a proactive and other 50 hours or so for the checking process. Fre-
mdced an mtrusive role m day to-day operat,ons, quently, that was not done.i

So I will examine cach one of these three topics primar- We fiad another typical case is one in which supervisors
ily from pioblems found and some suggestions I have are not sufficiently involved in the details of the work to
for success. be capable of checking it, so that the management and

quality factors frequently are not effective in finding
Of course, the first priority of any engineering organi, errors in the technical work that has been done,

zation is to make sure that the work they are doing is
correct and of high quality and directly contributes to I have also found a number of situations where the ba-

enhancing plant operations. In the last few years, I sie way in which the engineering work is organized and

have found with rather distressing regularity that when managed c(mtributes to its lack of quality, At some
we get drawn into examining design packages that are utilities, we have found up to 25 or 30 engineers as-
cither done by utility engineering departments or by signed to one supervisor, there is just no way in the
their contractors-if I were to select a cross section of world that a superv sor can momtor what 25 or 30 engi-

say ten design packages-it is with pret ty much regular- neers are doing. in other cases, we have found that
ity that I cim count on finding calculational errors, lack complicated design packages are handled in a matrix

,

of proper technical rationale, incompleteness, incor- fashion m which all the inputs are given to a project en-

rect assumptions and methods, and frequently a poor gmeer somewhere who assembles them in reality,
understanding of what was even asked for on the part there is really nobody that has overall understandmg of

of the engineer doing the design package. Frequently the whole package. It sounds hard to beheve, but that

design work is put together to fix problems that are not seems to be more prevalent than not,
fully understood. So I think this is an area that came as
quite a surprise to me; that is, how many problems I think that is something that you need to take a good
there are with the work being turned out. hard look at; that is, whether there is anyone thor-

oughly conversant with the whole package once it is
produced. We found other cases in which technical

Now, I find, compounding these problems, that the work is contracted out to the point that the utility rcally
quality and management systems set up to deal with er- does not understand the details of me work when it t,

rors and that sort of thing in techmeal work are not very comes back. They have no sense of ownership for it. We Igood. *lhe checks and balances that are put together have found other cases in which technical work is con- i

frequently do rot work well, and some of the thmgs tracted out in such a picccmeal fashion that the con-
that we find with regularity are that the reviewers and tractors neverare able to developany long term famili-
checkers do not really understano what they are sup- arity with, or competence in, the operation of the
posed to do. People do review and check and sign off facility. <

calculations and drawings and other output from the !

engineering group. I think one of the other interesting things that we have
found is that many of the engineers are frequently the |

It is interesting, when you find the work is incorrect and same ones who are involved in new construction pro-
you go and talk to the checker and ask him what he jects where work is frequently released for construc-
thinks his responsibility is when he checks this work it tion before the design is completely finished, and then
is amazing some of the answersyou get. Some are just it is completed in an iterative fashion. Frequently that
sort of spot checking; others are nol quite sure w hy they style of doing business did not change when the utility
are signing off, other than they always have in the past; went operational.Thus, the mind set of the engineer- 1

others are doing it for administrative and time keeping ing department is that they see nothing wrong with is- :
purposes. So that is a key item. in that the people suing desirn changes that have to come back and be !

i
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ndonc several times before they are finally complete, would challenge you to do those three things: I think 'I"

This is another exampic-more of a mind set. type is- you would be surprised at the results, j

i sue-that is just not s.uitable for an operating nuclear
plant where things ought to be donc right the first time The second major category that I think needs to be i

f understood is just what is it that you have. *lhe engi-
,

Now, these problems that were found that I have given necting department, I think, is the repository for un.
you are sort of a composite of typical kinds of things derstanding, controlling, and conveying to others the

F that one finds in an inspection of engineering work, design bases of the plant. Ilut what are the design

[. Frequently utilitics are managed by people with en- bases; what do we mean by that? That has sort of be.
'

' gineering backgrounds, and. I have found almost come a buzz word in the last couple of years. Others
universally that when these findings are presented to will talk more about that later in the program in more ;

'

the utility management, they are just astonished that detail. In very general, simple terms, what I mean by
this could go on at their utility, design bases are a description of the specific functions

of a plant system and the parameters within which it is r

L I think, in general, there is an attitude-perhaps be. to operate. What is the system supposed to do and |
cause manager 6 are engineers-that engineers do not within what limits? A second part of the design basesI

require supervision and checking. There is an all too are the engineering analyses, test data, and reports that
!

prevalent attitude that, since engineers are profersion. demonstrate that these performance requirements'

nis, they do not need the same degree of supervision or have been met, Such design bases information is a nec-

checking that would typically be given to pipefitters CSWY Imint of departure for any kind of design -

and welders. changes. l'or the operations department to put to-
gether test programs, surveillance tests, that sort of

I think this has proved to be unsound; the same types of
thing, it has to be able to trace back to what is the sys- ,

tem and what is it supposed to do.
i quality assurance arrangements required for other' ,

work are equally applicable to engineering work. Ilow- I think, in our inspections the last two years, the thing
'

ever, this is something that is frequently just not done. that has been the most surpnsmg to me is that the de-
,

The quality assurance department is generally a sign bases for plant systems gets awfully murky, in
stranger in the engineering and technical work s) aces m ny cases, utilities never bought this information ;

,

and is not really competent to do any kind of a critical from the reactor vendor or the architect engineer. In j! assessment of technical work. some cases, it has been lost. In almost all cases, the -

in ormadon has not bun mtained in some w|,6ySo much for problems found. I have the following sug- athaW fasWn. I wouW em@ah ,wa@y. Jn
gestions that will helpyou understand the extent of the scs t can N monswd budmqwndy with [problem at your utility and I would recommend threc ' [7 ,[gI''

things that would, if donc, put you in a pretty good posi-+

tion to judge where you stand. Wny of you are probably thinking, well, that applies to
those old plants where they did not keep a lot of rec. ,

One thing that can be done is to commission an inde- ords and that sort of thing. Not true.1 have found that it ;

pendent audit by some outside engineering firm of say is equally applicable to plants that are only a couple of
,

a, dozen completed design change packages: picked ) cars old. l'requently, it is a much bigger problem be.
'

wrh some vanciy-some electncal, some mechant* cause the newer plants are much more complex than
cal--say for an upcoming outage. Ilave these packages the older ones. It is a much more difficult task to recon- i

'

shaken down completely by a competent, independent, struct just what the systems are designed to do and
dispassionate ergineering firm, where all the calculations and test data and that sort of

thing are to demonstrate the systems meet the design
Another thing that can be done that is pretty revealing, bases.
is to take a do/en or so completed design. change pack- :
ages after an outage and find out how many changes The failure of the engineering organization to maintain
had to be made to them. I recently encountered a de- this type of information and to disseminate it and con-
sign change that had 163 field changes made to it be- vey it to others, in practice, has frequently resulted in
fore it was finally completed.That is very revealing as operating or testing systems outside their design enve-
to how well the work was thought out and completed lopes. Now,I will come back to the fact we did not get
before Ihe design change was issued. into this by thinking it would be a good idea to go see if

people could reproduce the design bases of the sys-
The last thing that can be done is to provide your qual- tems. We got into it from the operational end w here we
ity assurance organi/ation with personnel who are com- found cases of systems clearly being operated improp-
pctent to scrutini/c engineermg and technical work. I crly and outside the envelopes of what they are
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|. ' supposed to do, and then we traced back and found it - A third key thing, once the design bases are stntight-s

was extremely difficult to find out just exactly what the ened out, is to control future design changes so that
. ( c systems were designed to do. design basis documents are reviewed and updated '.' ~

; e' ~ .

_

where necessary every time changes are made.'this is a
'

'*lhe types of things that we found, and I willjust tick off living process and one that i expect each utility will
'

, a few of them because it gets to be a littic monotonous have to work out on its own. I etmnot think of a good
: after you have kmked at several plants, it is almost standard way for doinC this, but I believe it is a real
F predictable that you are going to find some of these challenge to have some sort ofliving process so that at

problems. For example, electrical systems and bat. any point in time, not only the engineering people, but
U| teries, in particular, have been overloaded as a result of the operations peopic too, know what the design bases

uncontrolled addition of loads over the years. In one of the plant are and are confident these are being
3 ' case we found a few months ago, electrical systems maintained.'
L were overloaded because a larger pump impeller was

installed on a motor to get the head flow curve up. lastly, there should be some on-going effort to train
llowever, the effects on the power supply were not design engineers, system engineers, and operations<>

considered and the breaker settings and that sort of people in the design bases information so that they can
thing were not kept consistent 'and a major problem appreciate the significance of things that pop up in op-

. on a safety system developed, crations. it is distressing when the maintenance depart-
ment of a utility can drain 100 gallons or so of water out

We found numerous cases of insufficient al'r capacity of the instrument air system and have no appreciation
L for emergency diesels or critical valves because the re- at all of the safety significance of it, or what it might <

quired information on how many starts the system was mean to the attached and related-safety systems.'

! designed to accomplish were not maintained, or werc
' lost. We found cases of substantial water intrusion into Most utilitics have starteddom.g somethingin thisreca.
the instrument air system even though the operating I think many have decided to start with a system or two -

b .. people had just drained 100 gallons or so, without hay- to get their feet wet and see what they are up agamst. >

'"

mp any appreciation of what that meant, what compro- Most of the utilitics m my region have found that this is

mise that constituted to the system. a much bigger job than they thought when they got ;*

started, and most found it is something that they really

Several cases have been found in which relief valve set- have to do themselves. 'Ihcre is a limited role for con.
"

- tings were inconsistent with the design pressures of the tractors in this area because the utility in essence is try-

systems. Another case I can recall involved overspeed ng to create a technical self sufficiency that by its na-
,

| trips on turbine driven pumps that were set inconsis- ture bas to come from within. I presume most utilitics<

itently with their design bases so that when the turbine anmpe untyand mtainWn ounegbn am wcH
p reached its overspeed trip, the attached discharge pip- along m this process and are sort of feeling their way,

ing was overstressed, or other attached equipment like One thing that has happened that I want to acknowl.motors were beyond their rotational limit. Ihings that
are not very subtle, but that require that consistency be edge is that there is a regular meeting of the enginecr-

r

; - mamtam, ed throughout the system. ing managers in our region to discuss engineering ques-
tions, an approach to doing engineering work. In

F particular, they have completed a guide for this some.
I would recommend that each utility examine its pos- what murky design bases area that I think is a pretty
ture in this area, and I think the following itcms should good general statement of objectives in this area. So

'

-

.bc addressed. First of all. thc design bascs for cach sys- there is a lot of thought going on, and I think this is
.'

tem should be readily available in usable form, and I something that will get increasing emphasis. Again,it
- emphasi/c "readily.** My own personal opinion is has to come from the industry, and I think you will bethere is no really good standard formula for what a de- surprised, once you start getting into it, how litlic you
sign basis is other than it is readily available and it tells know about your plant. |you clearly what the system is to do, and the documents

,

demonstrating conformance are available. Certainly looking ahead at this whole life extension )
question. I find it hard to understand how one can ex.

;
'the seamd thing to be done, once you are convinced tend the life of something unless one really knows what '

that you have all the technical information available, is it is. I think the design bases will become absolutely
to check the plant and see if it matches the design critical for that, it is a very time-bensitive question. As

; bases. Frequently it does not. Frequently, there have time drags on, it is amazing how complex this whole de. i.

heen uncontrolled changes made so that the plant be- sign configuration of the plant can get, particularly if
'

ing operated and tested is not in conformance with the there were a lot of contractors involved in constructing ,

design. the plant in the first place. {
, 8

f
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'the third element I would like to discuss is probably had their badges pulled. Sounds unbelievabic. in trying
the most illusive and the one that is the most difficult, it to understand why this was the case, the best i can tell, >

L is,I think, the analogue of the safety culture that Tom it was more a case that the plant manager felt that the
talked about. Per haps one could call it an engineering engineers were disruptive and raised more questionso

p culture. At you know, nuclear reactors are complex than they solved and that they should wait until they

,74 g technical ent erprises; they are engineering enterprises, were told that they were needed.
.

'Ihc engineering compenents of Ihe organization You know, sometimes it takes an extreme example like
,,

i should have a real sense of ownership toward the this to bring it to the surface, but I think there are cle-
plants. *lhey are not ancillary organizations. 'they are ments of this thinking. *lhere is a natural tension be-
certainly one of the key components, right along with tween the operations people and the technical poplet
operations, and should be co equal in responsibility, certainly operations people fcel very proprietary alxiut

"

Certainly,ifI were the owner of a nuclear power plant, their ownership of the plant, llut I think the engmcer.r
I would make sure that the engineering manager was ing peopic need to be placed in that arena and Icel
cvery bit as re>ponsible for the way that plant runs as equally proprietary to get a more constructive tension.

,.

. the operations manager. In a way, he could understand'

the relationship between bonuses, for example, and I hope some of these comments will prompt some de-
how well the plant runs. Ilaying a passive organization gree of thought and assessment on your part. Giving,

waiting to be tasked to do something just does not make this speech reminds me a little bit of when I went to a
sense for something as complicated as a modern plant. presentation at our hical high school a month or so ago,

This gathering concerned all of the kidt that are going'

What do we mean by active participation? I will give into drivers' training. 'lhey have a requirement now
you a few examples. I would expect an engineering de- that the parents come to an orientation session where

. partment to maintain a thoroughly continuous pres. the local police and others put on a little presentation
ence at the plant and seek out opportunitics where about drunk driving. During the presentation, the chief'

technical solutions can improve or deal with opera. of police in our town made the comment that 85 per-
tional problems. I would expect to see self initiated cent of high school kids cither drink with some regular.
evaluations of systems, particularly those that have ity or at least participate at some time or another, Of

L problems. Rather than waiting to be aded, initiate course, as I sort of kioked around at the people sitting

some reviews. around me, I am sure that they were all thinking that
their kid was part of the 15 percent that did not do this.

Certainly there should be active participation by engi. So I think many of you are pmbably thinking that I am

necring people on design changes. It just seems to me talking about somelmdy else in giving these examples.

to be mandatory that the engineering people involved, Do not beh, eve it; please do not beheve it.
,

,

walk down the system and understand what it is that is
being requested in a design change. It is astonishing to That is the extent of my talk and I hope it has been use-

me that this is not done in many cases. Certainly an ac- fut to you. 'lhank you,
tive organization would meet with the persons or or-
ganization requesting the design changes and go look at Genertil Questiotts/Ariswerswhat was to be changed to assess the quality of the re- |

!quest. Frequently, the requests are incomplete be- Mr. Snicyck:
e cause the requester is not entirely clear about what he |

wants-it is just something that is not working right, Jack, we thank you for your insights on the attributes of
,

an effective engineering support program for operat- |
Similarly, after the design change is completed, I would ing nuclear power plants. j
cxpect the engineering department to walk down the j

i'
change to make sure that it accomplished what it was At this time, I am going to remind you that we welcome
intended to. I would expect to see engineering partici- challenges to what we have said, what will be said in fu. !
pation in things like the plant managers' periodic meet- ture sessions. We also welcome your questions because !

ings, frequent presence at the plant, participation in we have made some statements regarding expectations !
post trip reviews, event reviews and similar major evo- for utilitics, expectations regarding other industry
lutions at the plant. groups, and how we want them to react in the regula-

tory proecss. We have talked about what we thought es-
In contrasting this active role I have just described, I tablished a good safety culture. We looked at our bases
will share with you a recent example that was observed for evaluating Ihe operational safety performance of ;

at a nuclear power facility in which the engineering dt- plants and our engineering support expectations. So we
~

partment was denied entry to the plant; the engineers have covered quite a broaJ waterfront.
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We have about 15 or 20 minutes before we have to Mr Sniczek: !
! . break for lunch. We will attempt to address some ofinc

questions that we have received on cards. When we are 1 will try Io address this second question. I am not sur-

finished gomg through the cards, I would urge anyone prised that it came up.
,

who has not submitted a card to feel free ta step up to OUESTION: Why was the safety issue manage- |
the microphonc and ask a question, ment system, the SIMS data base, not judged to !

be sufficient to respond to inquiries on the status :

Frank and Jack and Tom, I think, we will cach address of TMI action items?
L one of the questior.s that we have received thus farand

Icel free to chime in to amplify any answers we may ANSWER: In the future, the safety issue management

give. We may not have some of the answers to some of system will be the basis that we will use to respond on
' these questions you have asked, so we have put our- the status of TMI action item implementation, and we_ ;
I selves on the spot. wdl not have to come to the facilitics.

| Ilowever, let me relate to you an experience I went
I would like to have Tom address the first question. through within the last two or three weeks. !!cfore the

,

Commission meeting on one of the NTOLs[ncar term t

operating licenses] we recently approved for full -

Dr. Murley: power, I met with the staff and I said, we nre likely to
t get the question from the Commission: What is the i

1 will read the question; these are good questions. I status of TMI action item implementation? We exam-
think it is useful to read it because other speakers can ined it and we concluded that the utility had adequately
address some of these same questions later on in the implemented all TMI acion items,
session.

Now, w hen I say " adequately implemented," what do I
mean? I mean that the NitCis satisfied that the utility

OUESTION: Industry data shows significant op- has met the requirements of NUlti!G-0737 and its
crating events are increasingly caused by human Supplement I to the extent that the NRC would not
error not related to procedural or design deft- take any enforcement action or issue an order to com-

,

'

cicqcies. Doyou have any thoughts related to op- pel the utility to take any additional action if no further
timizmg human performanec? What m addit
to training do you consider effect,ve m redue!on action was taken on the part of the utility.That is our

i mg definition.
human error?

I told the Commission at the briefing that allTMI items
<

ANSIVER His is an excellent question. I do not have had been implemented. Itight after the meeting, a re-
an answer other than the need to place more emphasis porter came over and said:"Mr. Sniczek, you told the -

:. on motivating our workers in the plants. Although I did Commission that? The utility is saying they still have
not get to it on my last chart, it is included in the not completed implementation of the SPDS " I then''

viewgraphs that I prepared;" Areas for future emphasis gave the reporter the definition I used: *!!ccause you
in developing a safety culture." One of the items I had are puttmg enhancements on somethmg. does not
was "how to keep plant workers highly motivated and mean the item is not complete from the regulatory
attentive to the details of their tasks." standpoint." I think that,is importtmt to understand.

So in establishing our base line, wc have gonc out to the
That is the sense of what I took the question to be: that utilities and said. here is where we believe, from a regu-
it is not necessarily procedural errors or design defi- latory standpoint, you stand on implementation of TMI
ciencies, but workers doing just inexplicably stupid items. We are asking you as the organization responsi-
things when they should know better. You can go back ble for the safety of the operation of the facility to con-
and review an event and you cannot explain it. We see firm our judgment, simple as that, in the future, we
more and more of that. I think Chernobyl was the would expect that to be the basis for our answers.
apotheosis of that problem: how to keep operators
alert during quiet monotonous times. particularly in Mr. Miraglia:
the wee hours of the morning.

I have a question regarding the performance m. dicator
data. I .et me read it. It is some commentary as well as a

i do not have answers for that.1 know it is something we question. I will read the whole thing.
all have to pay attention to. Perhaps in the session on
human factors later on we can go into that. It is a good OUESTION: In discussions with Ai!OD | Office

l question, and I think it needs a lot of attention, for Analysis and livaluation of Operational
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Datal, the performance indicators used in evalu- Jack, did you have any cards? i

ating licensees are subjective to some degrec, es- ,

pecially for systems safety failures-1 will let rep- Mr. Martin:
resentatives of A!!OD io try to put that comment
into context. Unless utilities closely review the I must have been cicarer than these other guys because
quarterly report distributed by Al!OD, an inac- I do not have any,
curate perception is created. What feedback e

mechanism exists to ensure the correct percep- Mr. Snlenk:
tion is established? My concern is that utilitics
may not be aware of how the evaluation process 'lhey just did not have time to get the cards toyou, but
works and may also be unaware of the need to they are going to have the chance to get you v,ith the
provide feedback to Al!OD. 'Ihe AliOD cogi- mikes,
neers and management are obviously daing the
best they can with the information provided to Dr. Murley:
them. Feedback appears to be essential to ensure
a correct picture is taken for public viewing. I have a question I would like to pass off to you, Jack. :

1 et me read it.
ANSil'ER: I think, with respect to the specific question

'

about the feedback, if there are concerns about the GUESTION: Itclative to the balance of strengths
data that is being presented for your facility, I think that in the utility, where does independent nuclear '

you should feel free to discuss those concerns with safety review-that is, both on site and off site in.
AllOD to understand the basis of those concerns. dependent safety review-fit in relative to QA

[ quality assuranec]?

In the broader perspective of what does it mean to me
as a senior manager when I look at the performance in. dNSil'ER: I will give a brief answer from my perspec-

- dicator data, we look at the data not only for the quar- tive. Ilowever i think Jack can probably do a betterjob.

ter that just passed, we k>ok at the trends behind that
I view QA as a funct. ion that .is supposed to help man. -

data. We have an explanation of what all those data
points arc. It is just one tool that we use. As I indicated, agement-not only the top management but tne plant

we have SALP [ systematic assessment of licensee per- ""*igement-and not as a reporting function or one
formance], we have research insights, we have licens- that is needed just to satisfy NitC regulations.'Ihe QA

.

>

ing issues that are before us, and we have inspection funct on ought to melude lochg at everythmg that +

findings. goes on in the plant in a non ..Jversarial way. My un-
derstanding is that the independent reviews are called
on just for special topics and not necessarily to helpI do not believe one inaccurate data point for a quar-
management kiok at the whole organization like QA is.

ter's worth of data is perhaps going to be that important
to sufficiently tip the judgment of the senior managers Jack, perhaps you can amplify that.relative to an assessment of the overall performance.
Ilut I think it is clear that if you lect that the data that is
being used by us has some inaccuracies in it, or if you Mr. Martin:
were going to have an understanding of that data,you Yes. Well, I think the way we tend to kiok at this in the
should fccl free to communicate with AllOD. region is that there is basically a category of organiza-

tions that I like to call the " problem finding arms" of
'

Mr. Sniczek: the organization. Q A, of course, is the obvious one, but
there are a bunch of others. For example, the plant

I would like to just amplify something that Frank said, safety committec-it is called various things, but every
which is that this afternoon's session, one of the ses- plant has one, there is an offsite safety committee or I

sions on operating experience, evaluation of operating corporate safety committec-most everybody has one
experience. is onc of the topics with Jack licitemes, the of those-as well as an independent safety evaluation
Deputy Director of A!!OD. It might be a good topic to group,'

raise therc.

| I think those four typically make up the problem-
Also, tomorrow morning in the session where Frank is finding and review portions of the organization. And,

l the Chairman, Tom Novak, a division director in to a large degree, these organizations reflect the tem-

| Al!OD, is giving a presentation on performance indica- perament of the utility they service. AsTom mentioned
| tors. I think it might be a good session to discuss this in his safety culture session, if management wants to
'

issue in a little more depth. know about problems and to find problems, then its
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I problem finding groups will be effective. lf the utility's 'Ihc NRC was challenged by industry that we did not f. management does not want to hear about problems, even have authority in that arca: we had no authority t
,

h then these groups do not tend to be too effective. over the balance of plant if it was not safety-related. .

You know where these groups fit in the particular We basically found that assertion to be absurd. So,if |

I:
structure of your organization. I think they fit in that there is really an industry belief that we do not have the ;

problem finding organization and that they typically authority, that almost in itself speaks for a need of a *

L reflect the attitude of the person they work for. While rule that goes beyond the term of art * safety related." |

,

doing our SALP reports r.nd what,not, if we find that Al!OD did do a study on maintenance in the industty. .

these problem findmg groups are ineffective, I do not
blame the groups; I blame the vice president they re- .they focused, if my recollection is correct, on boiling- I

port to. lic is the person that sets the tone, water reactors and they found, overall, that the state of
the industry in maintenance had improved. Ilut one- '

L quarter of the plants that were examined were poing
j So that might clarify a littic bit. downhill and not improving. According to the boiling- ;

water reactor study, if you believe any of the mainten-
Mr. Snlerek: ance indirators that are being tried and being looked at,

these plants were declining in performance-not stay-
Let mc hit the next questiont I have two for one here, ing steady and not improving.*lherefore, although the

overall trend of the industry is up, there are quite a few
,

OUESTION: llow do you rationalize NRC's im. utilitics that are still just staying where they were or po- j
plcmentation of a degree on-shift rule and a ing downhill.

,

maintenance ruic over strong industry objection, L

Now, what is the ma. tenance rule? You have seen them -

which supports self improvement, and how does'

this square with your mutual trust assertion? draft rulet you have seen the policy statement that the [
staff had developed at one time. It is not a prescriptive - ,

rule-it is stated very generally.'Ihis is the first timeA similar question is: the agency has talked about maintenance and what our
expectations are in that area.'Ihc rule does not even

GUES770N In light of improvements bein8 say, submit a description of your program to the NitC.
made by industry on its own mitiative, do you The rule says, here is what we expect; you just tell us j
have any comments on why a maintenance rule is you are doing it. How you do it and howyou make your '
considered necessary? judgment is your call.

ANSWER: Well, the jury is still out on both these rules. I think that is trust. We trust that once you know and
Let me address, from my perspective, the degree on- understand what is expected, you are going to go out
shift rule.'there is a lot of debate within the staff and and do it. We do not have to do reviews in advance to

' the Commission on the nced for such a rule. ! person- make sure that you are doing what we think is
'

ally believe that what is t ruly needed, not only for safety necessary.
but for the economic viability of the utility with that
multi. billion-dollar investment, is a senior manager on Mr. Miraglia:
shift. For the life of me, I do not understand why the
utility does not have one. I have a question regarding the discussion about N!(C

.

utility interfaces.

' It is a concept that Vic Stello discussed with many in- OUES770N '!here was no discussion about the
dustry representatives two or three years ago and it is n 25 percent of the industry represented by the

,

recommenJation that he personally made to the Com. non-operating owner, and I would like some dis-
mission during a meetmg. 'lhe Commission will make cussion of that.
the ultimate agency decision on what, if any, type of
rule we will have. ANSWER: It would appear to me that the context of

the question is that when we license a nuclear power4 P.cgarding the maintenance rule question, there have plant, there is a principal operator named in the li-: s

been very strong industry object ons to a maintenance cense, and that there may be a larger number of ownersi
, ,'

rule and asser; ions that the industry is doing better. If in the financial kind of sense. While we look and inter-
|

t

| you look at the overall operating performance of the act principally with the operator, the licensee, I do not
industry, the overall safety performance, t hey are doing believe that we have any exclusion of the other owners

L better. Obviously some of that is tied to improvements participating in those meetings. To my knowledge, they
' in maintenance. have in the past, in some instances, done so. ;
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f I do not think that when we arc talking about thc opera- availability is tied to safety may not be out of bounds. ,

lor, whatever the agreements are between the opera. Ilowever, I t hink it is clear to us for at least those plants i'
i

tot and the owners, I do not think we have any objection that have a sharp cut off, a drastic cut off, tying avail-
'

to interfacing with those peopic in the technical discus- ability and finances is probably not a good idea. We arc ;

skms regarding the operatkms of the facility, studying it, we are collecting data from all the states to - :

find out what the trends arc, and it is something we will |

Mr. Martin: NCCP ""' 'Y' ""' '

I would just add to that one, Frank, that although it is Mr. Snierek: !
important that we keep the lines of accountability
clear, we are going after the operating utility because it . I will try the next one here. ,

is responsibic for operating the plant, We recognize
that there may be other owners that own more of the GUESTION: Why does the NitC continue to use ,

plant, but the company that is named on the license as a least common denommator approach, that is, f
the operator is the one that we hold accountable, and require a licensee to adopt a genenc document m ;

there is no confusing that responsibility, its entirety when it is recognized there arc so . '

many plant. specific designs that are heensed to e

21 have another question that deals with keeping costs operate? Why not either request the necessary j

down, staff resources to review the plant s application j
of the generic document, or stop issuing rules, ;,

topical report Silits, et cetcra, on the basis ofIhe. . i
QUESTION:In view of NitC's concern with the
pressure to reduce costs, has NitC formally ex- onesizeps.aH appnmch? Hat approach en- ;

taus the inewtaNe round of questions and an-
pressed our concern to statc agencies. public u til- swers after the requirement is issued. -

,
,

ity commissions, about tying availability to rates?
,

ANSil'ER: I think there are a couple of related ques- .

ANSWER: The answer is, yes and no. Yes, we have tions in there. Our desire is to have topicals that cam be i
donc it in some very.special cases. One that cornes to adopted in their entiretyt but we recognize that, based ,

mind is a dialogue we had a couple of years ago with the on the true hardware differences, not differences in . i
New York State Public Service Commission [PSC) preferences but true hardware differences, it is not ;

where they were proposing a rule that would have tied poss ble to use a generic approach in all cases. |
financml awards and financial penalties to our SAlf j
scores. We reacted quite strongly to that; in fact, we llowever,I think what we have asked for is that the in-

' F

I

communicated with the PSC and told them we did not dustry as a whole,in t.dopting many of the generic solu-
think it was a good idea because it would have, I think, tions, take a look at what would fit most of the utilitics
grossly distorted the sal.P process. and the configurations out there. 'That is where the :

1.ikewise, in a case just recently, the Commission made
it clear to SMUD [ Sacramento Municipal Utility Dis- I would hope that we would not see a lot of questions -

trict] that the Commission did not think it was a gomi and answers, if we say, we are satisfied with this ap-
idea to put ... Actually, there was a drastic proposal that proach, and if the utility says, we intend Io implement

"

if the capacity factor of the plant falls below a certain this approach, I would envision in most cases we would
level for a certain number of months, then the plant not ask yot, to even submit the description of what you
will be shut down unless the board votes otherwise. intend to do, but merely that you would say, we will be

'

That is a drastic way to approach things and the Com- implementing the approved topical report as adopted
mission made it quite clear to the full board just a cou- by the staff's SI!It. We do not want a lot of questions 5

ple of wecks ago that they did not think such a proposal and answers going back and forth. '

was a good idea.
In fact, we have looked at our licensing backlog re- -

'lhere have been some other special instances over the cently,and one of the things we have to do in the NitC
years where the NitC has communicated-l think act u- is bring more discipline to our process. What does that
ally my predecessor, llarold Denton, communicated mean? We basically have two types of license amend-
with some state authoritics. I lowever, we have not spo- ments in house. We ha /c those in house that the utility
ken as an agency and we have not spoken across the wants. They are important to you, and that metms, get .

. board. I think there is a reason for that, that is, we are them out quickly. 'that means, when we ask a ques- !

not sure we know exactly the connection between avail. tion-1 hope it is a valid question-we expect a prompt
abihty and safety performance. It could very well be response back. I envision the staff, if it does not get a
that general exhortations to run the plant so that prompt response back, will say, when it goes back with a

I
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question, here is the question, please respond in 30 maybe you should try farming, because I would say, this.

days. lf we do not get the answer, we are going tolermi- is the way it is going to be.*

P nate our review and ship it back.
'

"
The second type of license amendment in house, a
good many of the licensing actions, are things that the Tom meant no dispersions regarding farming eithero

P NitC staff wants. Many of them have been on the when he said that,
books for years and there are rounds and rounds of

p questions We had hoped to wearyou down so that you I have one last question up here, it is a housekeeping,
p would capitulate and see it our way, administrative matter.

I t hink the time has come for us to make a decision: Is it QUESTidN: Whether it is possible to make ar-
important enough from a safety standpoint that we re, rangements to mail the briefing materials toyour

- ally need it? If it is, let us order itt otherwise, drop it, busmess address.6

1 That is the way we see ourselves going in the future-
'

' not just haggling about the same issues back and forth ANSWER: I think you can see from the size o,I the-

foryears on end. crowd heie, we would be overwhelmed by the logistics,
but we will ask the question, and ifit is possible, we will

As far as the resources to do plant specific reviews of let you know before the close of the conference,

generic requirements, I do not think that really en.
hances safety.1 do not think we need more resources to Arc there any questions that someone from the audi-

do that. I do not think that is the way to do busmess. If ence would like to raise at this time?

we were to do that, we would be asking for probably
several hundred more resources,if the utilities are so QUESTION 1 hope you can hear rne because we

. mclined, the mdustry is so inclined, we would w cicome do not have microphenes as you can sec. The
on s m Tom's last point and it. any support you can give us down at Congress to get

those resources, but we have not seen you come for- relates to the NitC's role in accidents.1 think we
' ward and say, please give our regulator adJitional re- have had discussions with Jim Sniczek and the
sources. % e just have not seen it, even though we have other staff regarding the NitC's role with regard
asked for additional resources, to that subject. I think we found some common

understanding that the NitC's role is to set the

Tom, I think the next one is yours, pmpu mate for gence so the industry can
survive to ach, eve it. And yet, m, comment andi

paper, you indicate that the NRC's role is to
Dr. Murley: point out standards of excellence and to evaluate

" " "
I could not have asked for a better question to sum up
my thoughts aNut this session. To follow up on your comment, it seems that,

one, I would like you to clarify what you believe
OUESTION: NitC and industry say we must al- the NRC's role is in this, and then-while I agree
ways improve, strive for higher and higher goals. with your last point that we need to keep working
When is enough, enough? Do we wait until we and striving for continued enhancements in per.
price ourselves out of the business? I hear it also formance-1 guess I question whether that is the

L more and more that NitC is killing the nuc! car responsibility of the industry, the licensees, or
industry. There must be some ultimate accept- the responsibility of the regulators.
able goal. If not, our goal will be shutting down
all of the plants. When is enough, enough? I)r. Murley: )

ANSWER: Weli, I Lhought I made it clear. I do not ANSWER: Yes.The question gets down to the respec- |
think enough is enough. I think we are always going to tive roles, let us say, of the NRC, which basically sets j
have to be pushing for better tmd better, and that is standards and then regulates to see that those stan- !
that. As Walter Cronkite says, "that's the way it is." I dards are met, and then NUM ARC or INPO, which
think those who cannot accept this ought to really find wants to go beyond those standards and really push for

.

{
another line of work, ought not to be in the nuclear excellence.
business, because it is so demanding and we are always !

going to have to continue to be better. It is like being in I understand that difference: There is a kind of differ- !

| a submasine or being in another high technology-!ct enec in ultimale approach, but there is no difference in ;

me say it-high risk endeavors. If you do not like it, the goal. We have concluded, at least I have, and I have
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heard the Chaisman say it quite clearly, Chairman good, thorough self-assessment process buch as the in.
Zech, that merely meeting our regulations is not dustry has established through INPO. llut that is not an
enough because that is a kind of a minimal compliance official agency position or polig that they should be re-
that is going to lead to an attitude that sets in at a plant, leased.

'.

which is going to ultimately lead toward problems. We
have seen it time and again, lleing satisfied with mer ely Quedioner'
meeting our regulations down the road is going to lead
to problems, so we are going to continue to push for ex- Might I suggest in a nice way that the releasing of self-
cellence. assessments should be management policy and a man-

agement decision on the part of the industry and that
Now, we know the difference between excellence and we might appreciate that kind of help not being made
perfection. You may not think so if you get a civil pen- because we get pressure from other people who do not
alty or are on the end of our enforcement actions, but understand the standards of excellence versus compli-
we know there is a difference. What I am trying to say is ance that you do.
that by pushing for excellence, we know that we are go-
ing to ensure the kind of the average safety across the Mr. SnlertL:
mdustry that we like.n.

[ l understand what you are saying, Pat, and I think we
' At the same time, we encourage INPO to go well be- are reaHy in a pay me now or pay me later situation,

yond our standards and set their own standards and
even evaluate plants against their own standards. I I)r, Murley:
guess I do not quite see the distinction that there need
be a distinction in this regard. Jim, we should make clear that there is no move afoot

inside the NitC that I am aware of to require making
Mr. Snierck: the INPO reports public, it is just a belief on our part,

Jim's and mine and many others, that it would be good
I would like to amplify on something that Tom said. In for public acceptance for you to do it on your own.
fact, the NitC staff decs have a speed limit put on it. It
is called the backfit rule. It very clearly says how far we M r. Snletek:
can go. We can push on anythmg that can cause a sub-
stantial improvement to the public health and safety as That is where our remarks went beyond the official
long as the cost is commensurate with the improve- regulatory posture.
ment. That is our speed limit.

"" "*"
Whereas the industry, NUMAltC and INPO, do not
have that speed limit imposed upon them. So I person- You will not mind if we do not agree with you?
ally see that as a divichng line.

"
Any other questions from the floor at this time?

We welcome that, and it will not be the first time, and I

QUESTION: Does that constitute official NitC am sure it will not be the last.
policy that we should release those or any other
self-assessment of our plants to the public? Anything else?

Mr. Snierck: GNOM i hap' a question. There is a differ-
ence between pokey statements and rulemaking,

ANSWER: For the people who could not hear, the ha. and there have been different positions relative
sicquestion is that I made the comment in my presenta. to when to apply each of those techniques. In the

lion that we thought it would be good if the INPO interest of trust and development of the relation-

evaluations were made available to the public. ship where industry and the regulator can sup-
port each other, where does the NitC staff stand

I believe that most of the senior managers that I have on when it is appropriate to apply a policy state-

talked to in the agency believe that would be good. ment and when it is appropriate to apply the
rule?That is not an official agency position. And, as I stated

in my remarks. I believe in the long term it would be M r. SnM
benefic'ai to the nuclear power mdustry because I be-
lieve in the long term that the public can understand a Should I take a cut at that. Tom, or do you want?

l-27 NUlti!G/CP-0102, Vol. I
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Questioner: Dr. Murley: I

I would just like to add one clarifying remark. It is Iawyers, I am fighting a losing battic, but my view is j

my perception the the policy statement generally that lawyers do not makc pokcy, they advise j
,

cstablishes expectations and rulemaking establishes pokeymakers. ;
requirements. !

My view on this is that a policy statement is largely m.-
structions to the staff whereas a rule is cicarly a re. |

Mr. Snlerek: quirement laid on the industry that they must meet. |

The question is, when is it appropriate to npply a policy I will give you one example of that: The Severc Acci- ;

statement versus when as it appropriate to apply a rule? dent Policy Statement that has been out since 1985, es- e

ANSWER: 1 was glad that you asked for the NitC staff's sentially said that sever,.: accidents pose no unique risks
viewpoint and not the Commission's viewpoint. to this class of plants, that there need be no special re- |

quirements laid on, other than the need to do an indi- )
The commenter went on to state a fact that a policy vidual examination of each plant, it also said that |
st ,tement establishes expectations whereas a rule es- severe accident issues should not be brought up in any '

tablishes requirements. And that is a statement of fact, individual hearings. ,.

My belief is a policy statement is an exhortation on the Now, there has been a case where an aspect of that pol-

part of the Commission for the industry to do good in icy statement has been challenged in the 1.imerick case
'

an area. It is my belief, it has no legal stature, my per- and the appeals court has essentially said that the Se-

: sonal belief. You may get a different argument from verc Accident Policy Statement has no standing and
,

various members of the Commission, that ,we have to go back and reopen the hearm, g and ;

consider severe accidents under the N!!PA [ National .

" "" # "' I ^' bWhereas a rule, on the other hand-If we want to very
clearly establish an NitC position, s,omething that we The Commission has filed with thn court to take nn-
are willing to enforce if necessary if it is not imple- other look at that issue, and we o c ming to appeal it. ,

mented by the industry, that is the right time to issue a llut that givesyou an idea of at least ;,'at one court felt |
rule.

.

about the status of policy statements, which is essen-
tially that they have no legal status. '

If we have any of our lawyers in the house who...

Mr. Sniezek: 3

''' Since they have already started serving lunch and no
'

No, no. No. one,is there to partake in it, I am going to close off the
session if there arc other questions,I would ask you to
put thcm on the cards and give them to the youngladies

Ms Sulezek: and they will be picked up during the closing session.
,

1 w

I pushed a big button. Thank you very much.

t
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QUALITY PEOPLE-TIIE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR

'

I appreciate this opportunity to address you today at the As a result of my experience with the Commission,I truly,

Nuclear llegulatory Commission's 1989 Itegulatory In- believe that people are the key to safe plants. People are
. formation Conference. As I look around this room, I see the critical element to achieving the operational excel.
many individuals whom I have had the pleasure of meet- lence that you desire and that nuclear power requires.
ing and talking with during my many plant visits. I am glad

,

to see so many of you taking an interest and the time to !!xperience at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in 1979 and at
attend our conference this year. Your attendance is an- Chernobyl Unit 4 in 1986 demonstmted that competent,
other demonstration of the nuclear power industry's Anon /cdgrub/c, dcdicated people are crucial to the nuclear
growing commitment to the continued safe operation of safety equation. As recently as 1987, over half of the
nuclear power plants throughout our country. events described in licensee events reports have been at-

tributed to some type of human error. Clearly, the impact

As many of you are aware,I have had the privilege of serv- of plant personnel on safe operations is significant.

ing on the Commission since July of 1984, and I am cur-
rently completing my last months as Chairman. Today I As far as operational safety is concerned, no one is more ;

plan to highlight what I believe has been the single most important than the nuclear power plant operators.The
important factor to increased operational safety and what operators of commercial nuclear power plants are the
is necessary to improve nuclear power's operational people who are entrusted with the responsibility to safely

safety record in the coming decade. operate these large and complex facilities.*lhey must be
techmcally competent and dedicated to safety. When an
event occurs that could potentially compromise safe op-

I want to beg,m by restating our common goal-to safely crations, the plant opermors are the ones who must prop-
provide the United States with the energy benefits of erly analyze the event and take corrective actions to main-
commercial nuclear power. I see the NRC and the nu. tain plant safety.The industry and the NitC must ensure
clear mdustry as sharmg this common goal, but havmg that these operators are best prepared to do their job.
separate, complementary roles to achieve that goal. To- 'Iherefore, training for operators is essential.
gether,in an atmosphere of mutual respect and trust, the
NRC and the industry have accomplished a great deal and As such, the NRC has focused a great deal of attention on
we can be j ustifiably proud of our service to our fellow citi- the training and qualifications of reactor operators. As *

rens. most of you are aware, the NitC licenses all personnel,

authorized to operate the controls of a nuclear reactor.'

As we continue to develop and use nuclear power, we itecently, the NitC has given significant emphasis to a
must remember that there will always be room for im- program to verify the continued proficiency of licensed
provement. Nuclear energy is a very demanding technol- reactor operators. We hope that this re ised program will
ogy, one that requires our rerpect and a great sense of make our requalification examinations more content
personal responsibility. Then fore, this industry and valid, operationally oriented, and focused on integrated
those who work in it must nevei become complacent. Safe plant understanding. A great deal of credit for the specif-
nuclear energy is not magic, it takes hard work and atten. ics of this program heiongs to the utilities and experi-
tion to detail, with emphasis on quality--quality work and enced plant operators who have contributed significantly
qu.ility peopic, to this effort.

'
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I believe that in recent years the coramitment to operator lenges and problems. I sincerely believe that your visits
training has increased throughout the industry. During will benefit you, your employees, and the organization.
my visits to plants throughout the country I have seen ex- ..

cel!rnt training facilities and many plant specific simula- My P.lant visits have styown me that nuclear power plants
tors.These facilities represent a significant investment by m this country are bemg operated by competent, knowl.

the utilities, and in my opinion it is one of the best invest, edgeable. dedicated individuals with a safety first attitude,

ments that can be made to maintain and promote safe I beheve that the nuclear utilities and the nuclear mdustry

operations. are memH serving our country very well, in 1988 nuclear
power safely supplied almost 20 percent of our nation's
cl ut M ty,

Although plant operators are central to operational
safety,it is very important to recognize that quality peopic I stress safcly because from 1984, when we first began our
involves more than the operators. The NitC emphasi/cs trend analysis, until now, there has been a clear and sig-
the need for personal dedication and individual account- nificant improver nt in the key parameters we watch
ability for all individuals engaged in any activity that has a that concern operational safety, in particular, per operal-
bearing on the safety of nuclear power facilities. I believe ing reactor, the number of significant operating events
it is important to emphasi/c that peop/c desipt.pcop/c con- has continued to durcase cach year, the unplanned auto-
simct, andpceple niaintain these plants.These people also matic plant shutdown or scram rate has shown steady im-
are just as accountable as the operator for safety of nu- provement, the number of safety system actuations has
clear power operations. clearly decreased, the average radiation exposure to plant

workers has continued to decrease, and the number of
The Commission has called on management to provide precursor events has shown a steady decline, And a per-
the leadership that nurtures and perpetuates a " safety sonal observation-since I first began visiting our com-
culture"in each nuclear power facility. A " safety culture" mercial nuclear power plants in 1984-is the very signifi-
means a professional atmosphere of competency where cant improvement in plant cleanliness.This, in my view,
an honest, deepscated commitment to safe operations is an important element in improved professionalism.To
and a willingness to be self critical and to be held account- me, a clean plant indicates pride in your facility. A clean
able is clearly present. plant is a mark of a quality facility A clean plant shows

that you understand the importance of maintaining con-
My experience has convinced me that a crucial factor in tamination and radiation levels at the as low as reasonably

assuring operational safety is leadership involvement of achievable level. A clean plan' is a safe plant,
senior level management. l.cadership involvement flowever, I believe that there .is considerable room for

.

means that alllevels of management know what a poing
on in their plant and are committed to doing things right overall improvement in some plants and at least some

the first time, if this comraitment is instilled in everyone room for improvement m all nuclear power plants. De-

in the organimtion, this will often times set the tone for spite the improvements I have rnentioned, there are still

the important activities related to the safe plant too many operating events, equipment and component

operation. failures, and human performance errors. I or nuclear
power to continue to serve this country m the future, this
industry must he encouraged but never completely satis-

During the past four and one half years of my tenure on ficd with its operational safety record.
the Nuclear llegulatory Commission, I have vmted all
112 licensed nuclear power plants in the Unitc<J States, One particular area that I believe the NitC and the indus-
plus several plants that are still under construction, and try will need to address in the future is the issue of plant
about 40 plants in foreign countries. I did this because I maintenance, in my opinion, the importance that licen-
believe that effective management, whether NRC or in- sees place on maintenance will determine to a large ex-
dustry, requires that senior managers see first hand the tent, the safety, availability, and reliability of plant opera-
relevant plant conditions and get to know the people at tions. I personally believe that proper maintenance
cach site, programs that are vigorously executed make a substantial

contribution to safety and can contribute significantly to
My visits have been extremely valuable to me in that they plant life extension. Skimping on maintenance is ex-
have given me the opportunity to learn and to observe- tremely shortsighted. Well maintained plants are safer,
first. hand-a great deal about commercial nuclear power more reliable, and Iherefore more economical.
plant operations. During my trips, I have received valu-
able information by talking with plant personnel. I en- lloth the NitC and the industry have done much in the
courage all senior managers to visit your plants frequently area of imptoving operational safety. These include im-
und discuss plani status with your operators, plant manag- proving ihe staffing and qualifications of personnel, train-
ers, maintenance personnel and others, in order to thor- ing of personnel, licensing of operators, and the manage-
oughly know your facilities, your peopic, and their chal- ment of the plant, l.icensee and NRC management
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4 ' attention should continue to focus on each of these areas plementary roles, we can continue to meet our common
* in the future Deficiencies cannot be tolerated, goal.
s ,

Nuclear energy requires the very best of each of us so that,
'

; We at the NRC remain cncouraged and optimistic that we can continue to achieve our common goal of safely'
the safety. trends that we observe in nuclear power bringing the benefits of nuclear energy to the American ' i

j; operations are moving in the desired direction. Through - people,p leadership by industry managemeat, vigilance in -

,

;

C . maintaining progress in the interest of safety, and The citizens of our country are receiving the benefits of ;,

' perpetuation of a safety culture at the plants, continued safe nuclear energy now.
-

improvement in safety is achievable, The next few years
will be pivotal for the nuclear industry in this country and I.ct us renew our pledge to do our very best to continue to ;

will set the stage for the turn of the centuryand beyond.1 supply safe nuclear energy to our fellow citizens and' *

strongly believe that working together with a commitment thereby contribute to the encrpy security of our country.
to safe operations and an emphasis on quality people and i

n quality facilitics while recognizing our separate, com. Thank you. g
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Mr. Charles E. Itossh *Ihe purpose of my presentation is to outline the
NitC's review and response to operating events with

I would like to welcome you all to Session I of the NitC special emphasis on the activities that take place at
llegulatory Inf ormation Conference, I am lirnic Itossi, headquarters i feel that you already have an under.
Director of the Division of Operational!! vents Assess- standing of the regional responsibilities with regard to
ment in the Office of Nuclear lleactor llegulation, and the operating events, so I hope to give you a headquar.
I will be the chairman for this session this afternoon. ters perspective.
This session is entit!cd " Operating lixperience" and
contains papers on five subjects. Mr. llernero is going I will also provide an introduction or establish a road
to cover his subject, which really is kind of two separate map for subsequent presentations in this session and
subjects m two papers, so we are going to actually have also for the conference. The program for the prompt
six separate papers. evaluation of operating events includes several parts.

We receive the reports and then there is a prompt as.

*lhe first four papers are closely related, and the order sessment of the safety significance of those reports.We

of presentation has been based on this fact. Mr. Ian- determme what the agency resp (mse should be to those

ning's, Mr Ilettemes', and Mr. llerlinger's papers will C"l8N C evaluate the adequacy of the corrective ac.
give a description of the agency's overall program for tions. Ihis is donc primarily by the regions. And those

.

reviewing operating events and experience and dis- first two parts are done at the time that the event is re-

seminating the information from the review of operat- ported, essentially,

ing events and experience to the industry. .Ihe next day we look at the adequacy of the corrective
action in more detail and try to assess and determine

Mr. licitemes is also going to briefly discuss some the generic safety implications of the event.The plant-
problems that we in the NitC have seen with the re- specific safety implications are evaluated by the re-
porting of operating events. Mr. Ernst's paper will gions. Then we try to feed back lessons learned to en-
cover a subject that is important to a utility's evaluation sure reactor safety when appropriate,
of each of its own operating events, and Mr. llernero
will cover two issues that are of eurrent interest to most There are a number of NltC organizations in head-
of you. quarters that deal with the assessment of operating

events. My discussion really is limited to the assess.
We will do as was done this morning with the questions, ment of events occurring in reactors;it excludes safe-

At the end of the presentation of each paper, we will guards events; so this is really dealing with operating
CVCutStry to take two or three questions as time permits. Dur-

ing the remaining presentations of all of the papers, ...

you can write further questions on the cards that pre- lissentially the division of responsibility at headquar.

sumably have been handed to you, and they will be ters for operat mg events can be simply divided between

picked up and we will answer as many of those ques- Pfompt evaluation and long return followup evalu-

tions as time permits after the presentations of all of ation. On the right hand side of this chart /hgure l/are
.

the papers. the regions that have the resp msibility for theimmed -
ate response and evaluation of the corrective actions
before restart.

We will begin with the first paper for this session enti-
tied "NitC lleview of Operating I! vents." This paper On the left. hand side is the Office for Analysis and
will be given by Wayne I anning, who is the Chief of the livaluation of Operational Data (Al!OD), which has
livents Assessment liranch in the Office of Nuclear two divisions. lissentially A!!OD has responsibility for
Itcactor Itegulation, the long term evaluation of operating experience, the

trends and pattern analysis, and performance indicator
I'"E * * 'NRC Review of Operating Events
I want to focus on the specifie part of the Nitit organi-

Mr. Wayne D.1.anning: /ation [ Office of Nuclear iteactor llegulation] and es-
sentially what the !! vents Assessment liranch does

Thank you, M r. Chairman. Good afternoon, ladies and / Figure 2/. First, what I want to do, is just quickly out-
gentlemen. line some of the regulatory reporting requirements

2-1 NU11!!G/CP-0102, Vol. I
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/Hgurc J/. 'the reports required by Part 50.72 [of Title Consequently, the !!AL is of great importance to us, i

| 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations). 'Ihese are the because it influences the actions that we take and the
'

telephone notifications. 'lhese are provided to the government agencies that we notify What we have
! operations center, which I will talk about in more de- seen recendy has been some nonuniformity in the
; tail, within 1 to 4 hours after the event. *lhese reports classification of events, particularly the loss-of offsite- ,

! provide the primary basis for our assessment at head- power events. We have instigated some discussions ,

Iquarters. with NUM AllC and industry representatives on trying
to improve the consistency of the !!ALs,and we expect ,

sorne changes in this arca in the near future.
Fo' lowing that is the 1.!!!ts [lic, nsee event reports] re- ,

quired by 10' CFit 50.73. 'these are reviewed by '

Ai!OD, and I think that Jack will talk more about the If it is not an ongoing emergency, we really get into the

use of those reports. ihe 1 !!Rs are probably included imxic on the next day of the daily review of operating

m more data bases and events /Figurr 6/. In addition to the 10 CIR 50.72 re- i

other reports of operat,m more applications than anyport, the other primary source of information that we
'

mg experience. use is something called the morning report."Itc morn-
ing report is provided by each of the regions cach day,

There are also the 10 CFit Part 21 reports. *Ihese are
tbc reports related to defects of safety related compo. These are reports that are not normally required by the
ntnts of services. "he focal point for the review of reporting requirements of the licensecs. In other
these reports is the Generic Communications tiranch, words, they provide information concerning operating -

and Carl llcrlinger will talk more about that during his events or operating situations thas are not reported, or
presentation. In the 10 CFR 50.55(c) reports are con. they provide additional information concerning events
struction deficiencies, and there are also reports re- that were reported.'lhus, we use those two sources of ;

quired by the technical specifications, information to do our prompt assessment of operating ,

events.,

o ,

'Ihere is a large source of other operational experience
and there are multiple applications of those reports. I At 8:15 each morning, we brief the division directors in

think that Jack will get into some of those applicatmns' Nitit on the signific:mt events that have occurred over
the past 24 hours. 'ihis includes reactor trips, signifi- '

cant events, or significant personnel changes, for ex-
7

Now I want to briefly go through the process for NRC ample, at a licensed facility,
resixmse to events at headquarters /Figurc 4/. 'Ihe noti-
fications are really the 10 CFR 50.72 reports.These are One of our important jobs is not only providing feed. [
telephoned to the operations center. We have an indi- back to the industry, but also keeping NRC's staff
vidual on duty 24 hours a day. Ile is a professional, he is informed of operating events and operating experience

.'

highly trained, he is qualified, he understands plant op- t hat affects its regulatory activities and responsibilities.
L- erations, and he does the initial screening of the re-

ports. Ilis primary function is to determine whether or it is at that time that there are a number of actions that
not there is an ongoing safety concern, if the answer to we can take in resp (mse to a safety concern. These in.
that question is yes, he has procedures that he imple- clude dispatch of an inspection team or an incident in-
ments to notify NRC senior management of the event. vestigation team. Jack will talk more about theincident
lie is on duty for the primary purpose of increasing the investigation program in his presentation. It results in i

agency's position to respond, its readiness to respond, generic communications, for example, an information
notice or a bulletin, or it can result in the planning of

The purpose of staffing the operations center is really special inspections of various sorts, or it etm result in|- ;

threefold: to monitor thew actions, these mitigating the justification for continued operation or the bas,s -
'

i

| actions to the event; to provide support to the hcensec for mstardng the uni

| during the emergency; and to serve as the focal point
for communicating and coordinatmg other Federal After that, at about 8:45 cach morning, we hold a con-

I

agencies responses. ference telephone call that brings to bear expertise
from throughout various headquarters organizations to
assess the safety significance and determine the

There are five modes of operation for the operations generic implications of operating events. We have a
center /Hgure 5/. What is important is that the modes conference telephone call that includes Projects, the
to which we activate the operations center are largely Generic Communications liranch, the Vendor Inspec-
dependent upon the classification of the event or the tion liranch, the Di!DRO | Deputy lixecutive Director
emergency action level [liAI.] that is specified by your for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations
emergency plan. of Research| staff and the A!!OD staff, where we
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collegially review the events and determine what is brief those managers and talk about the corrective -|
safety significant and what the appropriate followup actions. Again, we will probably get a collegial evalu-
action should be, ation of the safety significance of the event, whether or

not it is a generic problem, and what additional actions i

We also look at reporting requirements and determine we should take, i

whether or not these events were reported under the
right criteria, reported timely, or for the right reasons. We also have a weekly telephone discussion with !

INPO [ Institute of Nuctrar power Operations] to I

As part of this collegial evaluation of operating events, discuss the events that we think are sir,nificant that
we essentially screen the events into four categories. It have occurred during the week. We exchange ideas on
is either a significant event, a potentially significant what has been reported or what has been communi-
event, or the cient is just not understood well enough cated previously concerning this type of event in order
for us to classify, or it is too insignificant to warrant fol- to climinate duplicative material. Carl Iterlinger will
lowup activity / figures 7,8. <md 9), talk more about that process.

*lhose categories are discussed in the paper,1.ct me 1 essons are learned through the evaluation of operat- ;

show you quickly the characteristics that would result ing experience that can icad to regulatory actions to im-
in an event being classified as significant. 'this is the prove safety in specific areas. For example, we have
same significant event that is provided in the perform- had two recent events involving leaking check valves
ance indicator program. 'lhus, we are the ones who and personnel errors that had the potential for bypass-

'

provide the input for significant events into the per- ing etmtainment resulting in an I! vent V type event. As

formance indicalor program, and that is going to be dis- you know, the !! vent V scenario is called a risk-
cussed in more detail tomorrow morning, significant event in the Reactor Safety Study *

[WASil-1400]. Ilut because of these events, and pri-
i

I.ct me go back to the events analysis process where we raarily because of potential failure modes, the human
have screened the event and are at the point of decid- crrors involved change the frequency of these events,

*

ing what followup actions to take in response to the cimsing increased emphasis within the staff.

cvent [f7gurc 6). We in the I! vents Assessment Ilranch !;

can follow up the event ourselves, or we c;m assign 'this chart / figure 10/ shows the two events and the
them to other organizations for followup. For example, process that took place,lloth of these events are feed-
if it is a vendor problem or a component problem, we ing into an action plan to discuss or to study intersystem
could ask Ihe Vendor inspection liranch to follow it u p. 1.OCAs [ toss of coolant accidents]. A special presen-
'Ihat is just illustrative of a number of organizations tation tomorrow will cover intersystem LOCAs. Ilut
that have specific responsibilities in Nitit that can be this just shows you how operating experience can
assigned the followup. change the focus of regulatory emphasis at headquar-

ters.

'Ihc top right hand part of the chart more or less shows ,

the process. It is important to point out that we work 'lhe end product of this activity will probably be new
through the project managers and through the regional calculations and new evaluations of the Pil A [probabil-

offices to obtain additional information. I know that istic risk assessment | analysis, and probably some in-

niany of you have been involved in discussions that spections to look at design adequacy of existing plants
I have involved headquarters staff-we try to under- to preclude intersystem 1.OCAs.

l. stand the event and determine the generic safety
implications. In summary, the NitC places great emphasis on the re-|

view of operating events at reactor plants. We have the
After we screen the event, we have a tracking system capability to support a licensec during an emergency.

|
' and we keep track of reported events and how we We have the capability to assess the generic safety im-

classify them over a period of time; we have various plications and feed back the lessons learned both to
uses for those data bases in the evaluation of licensee NitC and to the licensecs,

performance.
Ilowever, this is really the easy part.The real challenge

!!ach week we hold a briefing for senior managers at and the key to ensuring reactor safety and improving
headquarters offices of Nltit, AliOD, and ltescarch, operational performance is to act on the lessons
and we include the regions by telephone. We have learned and implement changes. I.cssons are not
traditionally briefed two or three events that have learned without significtmt costs, but there is a higher

significant aspects,or unique characteristics, or that re- cost if we do not act on the lessons that operating expe-

llect ongoing policymaking decisions, and we try to rience teaches us. 'lhank you.
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'the chairman says that I have five minutes for ated by INPO, it also has engineering data, basically;

'

questions, nameplate-type information for a number of the major
compcments in the plant.

Voice:
We also get a number of foreign reports.'lhe NilC par- ;

As we talk about reportug requirements and the rela. ticipates in the Nuclear linergy Agency's incident '

; tionships, there appears to be a vast discrepancy from reporting system, or Ills, and in the International
the industry as to the level, numbers of I lifts submit. Atomic linergy Agency's lits. We also have bilateral
ted, and _ those incidents that are found to be agreements with every country operating a light water ;

F reportable, reactor. We share information, therefore, with all
other operators of commercial nuclear power stations.

I am wondering if you could comment on Ihat, and in addition, we receive a number of special reports, in.
whether you believe that the industry in general is do, ciuding 10 Citit Part 21 requests, monthly operating i

'

ing a good job in making the report, and the adequacy reports, and special team inspection reports. ;

. in identifying tmd reporting all reportable events. i

(Figure 2]
[No rcsponse.]

A major revision was made to the NitC reporting
! requirements in 1984, that is, when we established the

Evaluation of Operating Experience I.litt reporting requirements by rule. previously the
;

. Ll!!( reporting requirements were in the plant techni-L Mr. Clemens J, liciteeres, Jr: cal specifications and were not unifoim.

I represent the Office for Analysis and livaluation of
in the early 1980's, we decided to start a trends and pat-Operational Data, known as AliOD. Asyou may know, tcrns program, and later the performance indicator

A110D was established in 1979 as a direct response to
the TMI-2 accident. We have the primary responsibil- program. Whenyou perform these types of efforts you

ity for the review of operating experience from all have to have consistent and uniform reporting from all

NitC-licensed activitics mdependent of any enforce- plants. 'therefore, we tried to achieve consistency
through a rule,10 Cirit 50.73. At the same time, we

ment, licensing, or inspection responsibilities. Ai!OD
also has responsibility for the NitC operations center, changed our immediate notification requirements to

the operations center for those c(mtained in 10 CI lt
the technical training center, the diagnostic evaluation
program, and the performance indicator program.

50.72 to assure consistency with 10 CFil 50.73 on
1.lills. Our intent was that oral reports would normally
be followed up by a written 1.I!!(

Today I want to cover four items-four different areas.
First, to discuss the reportmg of operating experience. 'Ihe LI!!( is probably the most detailed and compre.
Second, to talk about the AI!OD analysis and evalu- hensive report on operating events. It certainly is the
ation program. "Ihird, to run through very quickly the most important and widely used. *lhe I.lill reportingincident investigation' program of the NitC. And, requirements of 10 CI lt 50.73 encompass basically two
finally, to give you some thoughts on the operational different parts.The first part says when you have to re-
experience review program that you conduct. port, and I have listed some of the principal criteria on

the chart. The second part specifies if you have to
I will be using a number of charts today that will not be report.The objective of the I lill rule was to get a com-
in your handout, but th::re are copics available on the plete and comprehensive technical story on what
tabic. I hope that you will be able to read the charts al- happened and whyit happened so that we can reviewit,
though they are not very bold. and feed back the lessons.

(figure |} |ligure 3]

'Ihere are many sources of operational experience In 1988, we received about 26001.!!!1s.This chart rep-
available to the NitC. This is a listing of some of them. resents the distribution of those I. lilts per the 1.1111
We have already covered the first two: the operations repor'ingcriteria. Almut 40 percent of all of the Llilts

| center telephone calls per 10 CIlt 50.72 and the received address the reactor protection system, that is
) regional office daily reports. The next several are the scrams or emergency safeguard features actuations.
| ones that we in A!!OD focus on primarily: the inspec- Another 40 percent were shutdowns that were man-
| tion reports thc l .Illts, and the NPilDS [ nuclear plant dated by the technical specifications or conditions

reliability data system] reports. 'Ihe NPitDS, as you prohibited by the technical specifications. Almut 8 per-L

know, is the component failure reporting system oper- cent address real or a potential loss of a safety system.
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'the next category addresses unanalyred conditions and utes; but the equipment failures indicating a potential |
major degradation of the principal safety barriers, such generic problem or a possible common mode or
as leak of the contalmnent in excess of authorized lim- common cause failure are reportable. Ye' ~c did not i

- its, a condition that is not covered by procedures, or a receive a report when a plant found many maged ca. Li*

condition that was outside of the design envelope of bles in multiple systems including safety systems.The {
the plant,17ailures of multiple systems normally mean cables were degraded and over temperatured; this is . *

a system interaction and that accounted for 3 percent probably an unanalyzed condition and it certainly has |
or so of the 1.!!)(s. Such reportable events as external potential common-cause and generic implications. We -

'

L threats such as tornadoes, internal threats such as fires, feel that it should have been reported, so that we can
for example, or airborne or liquid releases are very, assess it and iced back to other plants that may have the - t
very low in terms of percentage of 1. lilts-essentially same type of problem.

,

zero.
We are aware that another plant had a scram solenoid :

As I noted previously, we received about 26001. lilts in proble , and under tests a rod did not insert. Under ,

turther tests,3 rods did not insert and 11 others had - *

1988,'the average per unit is about 25, giving us an
E ' l. lilt, on the average, from every unit every 2 weeks. 80.mc hesitation.This was not reported to us;yet in our

We get 1 lillS at the rate of 10 to 15 per working d y. So mmds, it was clearly a common-cause mode of failure
- 3

we believe that our reporting system is working, and that had generic tm].licauons,

that we understand the operational experience of the in terms of incomplete reporting, we cannot properly
U.S. industry. At the same time, we are aware that assess the safety significance of an event if there are i
there are some problems, and some nonuniformity and key aspects having safety relevance omitted from the !
inconsistencies m reporting, reports. 'the trained engineer at the operations center |

has to assess the safety significance of what he is hear- I

/ Figure 4/ ing, and then the agency responds as appropriate. '

llowever, the engineer can be misled if the report is in- j
We are startirig to pay more and more attention to complete.17or example, we received a report on a ;

these problems because many of our systems depend scram on one occasion from a plant, but many hours *

- upon consistent reporting. iturther, we are aware that later we learned that six rods failed to insert On an-
"

on occasion we do not get a report or we get an incom- other occasion, the operations center was monitoring a i
plete report, and this is a matter of real concern to us, steam generator tube rupture. The initial report said !
The responsibilities of the NltC are to respond that the leakage was in the range of 100 to 150 gallons j
promptly and properly to operating events that are sig- per minute. It was only after seven hours, and after a i
nificant, and to do so, we must know about and under- number of interim reports, when we learned that there
stand events that are potentially significant. were two charging pumps in operation and the leakage

was about 540 ppm. It was several hours after that that
l'urther, one of our responsibilities is to feed back to we found out that the safety injection was bhicked. ,

you the industry safety concerns that have generic ap-
plicability, and for that we have to receive complete re. 'Ihe regulation,10 CI lt 50.72, clearly says that if you |

ports. I can assure you that the Congress, the public, notify the state and hical government, or issue a press

and the states believe that the regulatory officialsin the release, then you are to notify the NitC, so that we are

NitC should understand what is happening in the able to handle press inquiries. I think that Wayne men-
tioned that there was an occasion in which there was a

'

plants and be able to comment on the safety signifi.
cance in real time. To do that, we have to have timely leak outside of containment; in this particular case, j

through mispositioned valves, the itCIC [ reactor corereports.
isolation cooling] suction piping was overpressurized

in some cases, reports are clearly required, in our imd a relief valve opened. l'ive people were contami-
nated anc water accumulated in the ItCIC room.Theminds at least, through the regulations,10 CI lt 50.72 state and local governments were notified, but theand 50.73. In other cases, the reports may not be so
NitC was not.clearly required. Judgment can be exercised; but we

would ask you to report if in doubt. If there is uncer- On anot her occasion,a plant had a loop seal that failed;
tainty, let us know. We think that it is m everybody s asa result,a precautionary evacuation was made of the
best interest for us to know and for there to be a free reactor building. It received local media covenige, and
flow of communication. there was a chance for national coverage, and again the

NitC was not notified.
l.et me just note a couple of the problems that we have
observed in reporting.The 1. lilt rule and 10 CI lt 50.72 We believe that complete reporting is in all of our best
clearly exclude random independent component fail- interests. if we do not have good reports, the program
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that Wayne, and I, and others are talking about, that is formance of a safety system or cause a challenge to a .

' the coll:ction, assessment, and feedback of operating safety system. )
inf ormation, is really defeated. So we ask, if in doubt, ;

report. /Figurc 7/

This next chart / Figure 3/ is a graphic attempt to give When we find an cycnt that meets one or more of these

you a quict.over iew of the AEOD analysis and evalu. criteria, we generally study it further. When we study it,

ation program. In terms of operational events, you can we ask ourselves several questions: what happened,
think of those as the LEll. In going across on the top, why did it happen, should it have happened, has it hap-

each LEll is reviewed by a senior engineer in AEOD. pened before, what could have happened, and what :

That engineer makes several judgments. One judg. corrective actions are needed? We try to answer thesc *

,

ment is the significance; that is, does this event warrant questions when we prepare our reports.
an individual examination in depth by AEOD or oth,
ers? Also we make a determination whether it is an ab. /Figurc 8/
normal occurrence, which I will cover a littic later, and ,

whether it should be reported to other countrics since AEOD produces a number of products from ouranaly-
'

it may have safety significance for their reactors. We sis and evaluation program. We have produced about
also try to determine if it has generic applicability and, 500 reports to date including the 35 case studies that I

thus, should be fed back to the industry cither through mentioned before. Each of these reports is identified in

power reactor events prepared by AEOD or through a our annual report that we publish as NUllEG-1272,
bulletin or information notice, which Carl will cover. Each of these reports is in the PDit [Public Document

11oom). And if you have tmuble getting any of the stud-

If the event has particular significance, we do an engi- les, just let me know and we will get you a copy.

necring evaluation, which is a rather prompt study of
the event to determme its sigmficance and to deter- AllOD also publishes quarterly reports called abnor.

mme tf there is any aspect of the event that is of par- mal occurrences reports, that are sent to the Congress.
An abnormal occuirence is an event in which there wasticular concern, or we do a case study, which is an in- ^

depth review. A case study takes perhaps a year or so a major degradation of protection of public health and
and will result m recommendat,ons to the NitC forcor- Typically, about 3 to 10 such reactor events per

i

rective action because of a safety concern. In the nine year are reported to the C'ongress.

[ years plus of AHOD's existence, we have issued about
35 case studies, We also publish Power Reactor Erents, a bimonthly pub-

lication. We send it to all training coordinators at all
. plants, and it goes to a number of individuals in the

Each LEll is also entered into a computerized data United States and worldwide. It is our means to feed
bank called sequence codmg and search system, SCSS. 'mck the lessons of experience,
this particular syst em allows us to do computer scarch-
ing, that is, to link and draw the perspective of past ex* We also publish a monthly compilation of the LERs re-
perience to bear on current study efforts, such as engi- ceived during cach month.'lhere are special indexes so
necrmg evaluations and case studies. This system also that you can look at the LERs by system or by type of
supports our statistical analysis activities, which we failure.
know as the trends and patterns (l'and P) analysis pro-
gram. We have done a number of T and P studies, in. We send about 70 reports peryear to the various inter-
ciuding scram analysis, engineering safeguard feature national incident reporting systems that link experi-
actuations, loss of safety system, technical specifi ation ences of plants worldwide. We also produce an annual
deviations, and the performance of new plants. We report, and have a number of outputs from our data
have a number of reports generated from SCSS. We banks that feed into performance indicators and other
have both ad hoc reports and routine reports. activitics.

'lhis chart / Figure 6/ gives you some of the criteria that / Figure 9/
our engineers use when they review an LER. The pri-
mary attention is placed on unexpected events, se- Now Itt me swing over and discuss for a few minutes
quences which have not been previously analyzed: any the incident investigation program.This program was
system interactions; any common cause or common- established by the Commission in 1985 as a result of a
mode component failures; any unexpected system or special study requested by Congress. The study was
component performance; any multiple failures or er- done by Brookhaven National laboratory, and it indi-
rors particularly of safety systems or component fail- cated that the NRC could make a number ofimprove-
urcs of non safety equipment that affected the per- monts in the way that it investigated significant events.
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liasically, the objectives are to determine what hap- has to be done with particular insight into what do they;

pened, and most importantly to evaluate the not cause need to know in order to perform their duties and re-
of why it happened and determine the plant specific sponsibilities more effectively,
implications and any generic implications.

Irinally we feel that you need to share the lessons and
/ Figure 10J experiences through feed back to others through

INPO's and the NitC's assessment, collection, and

'lhe program has two initiatives. One is to look at par. feedback programs, and that is why tt is so disturbing to

ticularly significant Neats with teams known as inci. us when reports having generic implications escape this
dent investigation teams or llTs. *Ihese are interoffice, system.

interdisciplinary teams. I! vents with lesser significance
are investigated by an augmented inspection team or l'inally let me leave you with a thought that was ex.
AIT. pressed by Chairman Zech in September of 1987.

"'lhere is no secret to much of this nuclear business,

The next chart / Figure 11/ shows the difference be- except forhard work.disciplinc. attention toduty com-

l tween the two teams. AITs are normally activated by pctent performance, followmg procedures, and a real

the regional administrator.*lhe leader of that team is honest to God commitment to safety."

Selected from the regional staff There are no specifica. .

I tions on team size. The composition and size would de- In the nine plus years of the existence of AliOD and

pend on the event to be investigated.'lhere were 14 looking at 30,000 Llilts over this period of time, we

events investigated by AITs in 1987,10 in 1988, and I have come to appreciate and heartily endorse the sim-

believe 6 so far in 1989. ple truth of th,s statement.i

thank you for your attention, and we wish you well in
IITs are established by the I!DO, and the team reports y ur endeavors,
to the !!DO. 'lhere have been three events investi-

l. gated by IITs to date, all in 1985. The team leader
would normally be a senior NitC manager. The team Mr. licitemes:
would have an independence from the event and from Are there any questions?
the project and region, so that the team's report will be
independent of any direct licensing or inspection activi-

Y"I":ties. The team would normally be from four to eight
people. Ilow many of the events are significant, and regarding

your request that if in doubt, report, can these reports
This next chart / Figure 12/ illustrates operational expe- be misused?
rience review programs.1 am sure that these points are
generally well recognized and already appreciated by M F' II'II'*'5all of you. Ilowever, because of the importance placed
on effective operational experience review programs, I Let me first address the first half of your question
thought that it would be worthwhile just to briefly focus about how many of these events are significant liasi-
on some of the principles of these programs. cally, in the 3000 cvents, I can tell you in construction

of the 01111[ operating event report] rule,it was ourat-
First and foremost is the emphasis on mot cause anaiy- tempt, our objective, to assure that no significant event
sis. Ily root cause I mean the specific item or items that escaped reporting.That is what we were attempting to
you have io correct m order to prevent reoccurrence of do. In order to assure that, we set the threshold reason-
the error or failure. You have to have an effective root- ably low,
cause analysis to determine the proper and total cor-
rective actions needed to prevent reoccurrence. In our own studies and our own results of the screening

process, we find about 6 percent of the 3000 or so war-
l'urther you need to determine the generic implica- rant some individual attention and, so, we would not
tions. You have to determine the systems or the loca- conclude that the 3000 are individually significant.
tions that are susceptible to the same type of failure,
and these also have to be corrected both in the unit I should also mention that when we publi6ed and
where the failure occurred and in other units. You when the Commission approved the Ol!It rule of 1984,
need to feed back operational experience to the opera- we raised the threshold of reporting. In 1983 we re-
tors and technicians, so that th<;y can tearn from experi- ceived about 50001.!!!<s. In 1984, after publication of
ence, although this has to be donc carefully so that the the Olill rule, that number went down to 2500.That
information does not become overwhelming. It also was intended. We had a tradeoff between raising the
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threshold and getting fewer reports and getting better Mr. Slider: '

reports i.o that we all could learn better from the
.

cxperience, hir 11citemes, my name is lim Slider. I ha /c question
for you about this pomt. In your presentation, you em-

With regard to the second part of your question alat phasiecd the importance of sharing events that may

my request that if in doubt, report, how these reports have potential genene implications.

could be misused, I do not think they can be misused or.
QUESTlON: Could you clarify what you mean ashopefully, they wdl not be misused, lhe objective for

all of us is to identify the safety concerns m one facility far as the individual utility's responsibility for

and assure that those safety concerns are addressed kmking at the industry wide generic implications
of events at their stations and in particular with

wherever they may eqist. It is just too important an ob- this example of the cable deterioration. Fromjective to have selective reporting or to have inconsis-
your tone, it sounded like it was very clear to youtent or nonuniform reporting, that there were industry wide implications to

. that but, apparently, not to the utility involved. '

One of the prm.eiples of AliOD is that we beh. eve that
{you should never count I.liRs. Our request is that you :

Mr. licitemes.submit voluntary reports and that these would be a plus
to you and that somehow you would get credit for this Well, the way I would respond to that is: If you think
and that in no way would this come back to cause you that you see a safety concern or a safety problem then
any harm, if you will, in the regulatory process. 'this report it, and the N RC will do what it can to determine
voluntary report, this sharing of information that will the generic implications,
be of use to others, we think is just too important an
objective. it just needs to take place: the free and open 'Ihe plants, themselves, need not determine that.That
communication is in all of our best interests, would be one of the functions that we-one of the ar-

cas that we look at. In the particular cable incident, as I
yoice: understand it, it does have generic implications and

that is why I probably said what I did. I understand it j
You might want to read this one, does, and I was relating back that it did. Ilowever, we

do not expect each utility to do the necessary studies to
determine what those implications may be. We are ask-Mr. Hehemes:
ing that if you sec a safety problem, if you see a safety

GUESTION: llow do you reconcile your request concern. if you have some evidence that action is
to submit reports when in doubt about report- needed at your station, it may be needed at other sta-
ability when the total number of LliRs is used to tions, so report it via an I.ER, report it via 50.72. The
indicate poor plant performance or 13 Ci;R natural system process will take over from there.10
Part 21 reports can cause permanent harm to a CFR 50.72 reports are shared with INPO, Ll!Rs go di-
vendor? rectly to INPO in all cases.'that information will enter

the INPO assessment process, and NRR's, and
ANSWER: I think I attempted to answer that just a mo- through that assessment process, we have high hopes,

ment ago. We think that the identification of safety expect tions, that it will be fed back to all stations so

c(mcerns and the sharing of the information on saf ety that they can take the necessary action. j

concerns is just too important. We have to have the in- |
formation ourselves to judge its significance and gc. Mr. Slider: 1

neric implications and then feed it back to you. Selec- Thank you. ftive reportmg causes that process to be harmed. Part 21 ;

reports, by their very nature, indicate a serious prob- i

lem that should be addressed, should be known, and Mr. llettemes:
fed back. Yes, sir? A

1

I want to also point out that in large measure, the Ll!Rs Mr. Sniczek*
are fed back to the industry and read by many in the nu-

| clear industry worldwide. It is the most complete and Jack, Jim Snic/ek NRR. I would like to amplify the an-
| most important report. If there are significant events swer to the question about whetner the number of
j or events having generic implications escaping the I.liRs will be held against the utihty. Absolutely not. q

I.I!R system, I think our system tends to break down 1
i

| and we cimnot perform our function and you might be I .ct me give you an exampic. In the senior management |
| harmed in the operation of your own facility. meeting that Frank discussed this morning,one of the
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things we do look at is the number of 1.l!!1s. Ilowever, program. 'lhis program is intended to inform industry
even if there are a relatively large number compared to of potentially generic and safety significant issues
the average facility, one of the things we always hear or through the issuance of generic communications,
frequently hear from the itegional Administrator and
others is: "llut this utility is very conservative." 'lhey The intent bf the program, the generic communica-
end up getting positive credit for that conservative re- tions program, is to ldentify potential generic safety is-

'
porting, sues and tc. inform the industry regarding these issues

or events and to ensure that actions are taken out in the
On Ihe other hand,if there is a low number and we say, field by licensecs to prevent recurrence of these issucs,
" hey, this utility has got a low number," there is enough
knowledge in the staff for someonc to point out: *llut fl7gurc 1/
they are not doing a good job on reporting what they
are supposed to be reporting." *the major topics that I will be discussing include the

process of screening and reviewing operational safety
So, truth in reporting is the important thing, it is not data. Much of this, with regard to the NitC's program
the exact numbers that are reported. for screemng operational data and reviewmg opera- ,

tional data, has been touched uixm in more detail by6

praious speakers.1 will not belabor and repeat that in-
Mr. Ileitemes: formation.

..

'lhank you, Jim. I hope you all heard that last state-
ment, it is not the number; it is that the event is causing I will be discussing 10 CFit Part 21 and 50.55(c) reports

reportability. Ilut do not try to decrease the number of and how we handle both receipt and the process for re-

1.!!!(s; try 1o decrease the n umber of reportable events. view and tracking and closcout ofitems associated with
AllOD cfforts and the resulting recommendations and
suggestions that are included in their published re-

Mr. Rossi: ports.

We are going to try to answer some more of your ques- I will describe to you the actions taken by the NitC af-
tions at the completion of the presentation of all of the ter it is determined that an issue is generically applica-
paprs. I am gettmg a number of wntien questions up ble. I will also describe the process used to determine
here and I will try to sort through these Imd chmmate whether there is a need to issue a generic communica-

.

c

the duplicate ones as much as possible ihen after all
U." " ' I

of the papers are presented, we will try to answer as
many of these questions as time permits. Furthermore, we will go into a brief description of the !

. . . different types and the purposes served by these vari- I
in the meantime, we will go on with the next presenta- ous generic communications.1 will then cite several ex- I

tion. the next one is NltC Generic Commumcations amples of generic communications that have been is-
and this paper will be presented by Carl llerlinger. Carl sued within the last two 3 cars, which will give you an
llerlmger is the Chief of the Genenc Communications idea of the different types and purposes of these ge- |

,

liranch in the Office of Nuclear Itcactor llegulation. neric communications as they apply through our expe-
'

rience.
NRC Generic Communications

'the program for review of operational safety data is
IMr. Cari ll. llerlinger: implemented jointly and concurrently by Nitit,
IAliOD, and regional offices and resident inspectors.

i 'Ihank you, lirnie. Ilowever, each of these offices has a different purpose
in the reviewing of generally the same data. For in- 4

'

Good afternum. 'lhis is probably one of ine toughest stance, Nitit may review a series of events to deter-
times to speak: about an hour after lunch, after a big mine the generic npplicability, whereas the regions
lunch. I will remind you that if you feel a littic drowsy, I may h>ok at plant specific responses in implementing i
believe there are refreshments and you can take a solutions to prevent recurrence of events out in the {
break during my presentation. I will not be offended; field; these are more specific or plant specific. 1

but if you fall off your chair, then I will be offended. <

'the types of operational data that are reported or for ;

'this paper is intended to complement the other two which we have notifications from the indust ry are listed |

previous papers regarding review of operating events on this slide /tigure 2/. I will go through these very
and the evaluation of operating experience. I will pro- quickly because others have touched upon them, in- u

vide a description of NitC's generic communications cluded are Part 21 and 50.55(e) reports,10 CFil 50.72

|
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and 50.73 reports, and these are reports and notifica- could access remotely through the computers. 'this is
tions required by specific regulations. an ongoing evaluation and pilot program that we are

just trying to get under way.
'lhere are the daily reports submitted by regional of-
fices and, again, these are reviewed in the Division of Recently, we did make one additional change, internal
Operating livents Asseksrnent in the !! vents Assess- to NRC, in u hich the document control system (DCS)f

rnent Ilranch by Wayne Ianning and his people, was automatically provided with a text file of t'l generic
communications that are being issued. *lhe DCS for

p

t My branch, the Ocneric Communications 11 ranch, also newly issued or generic communications to be issued in

( participates in the discussions and on a daily basis after the future will be provided electronic data transmis-
t notification ihrough participation in the morning call. sion, which will be available to DCS users.
'

We also do followup when asked to provide asnstance.
|rigure 3]

Case studies, special reports, engineering evaluations
prepared by AEOD and the suggestions and recom- 'lhe screening and review of operational safety data-
mendations that they rnay put forth as a result of their rcally the lead responsibility for the prompt review and
reviews, and these are in depth reviews, have already followup of events-lies within the Division of Operal-
been touched by Jack llettemes in hit, presentation. ing livents Assessment (DOHA). We serve as a foc:d

point and provide a coordinating function und a func.
, *lhere are inspection reports that are prepared by N RC tion for consistency and thoroughness of review.

( staff, both as a result of regional hands-on inspections,
w hether they be AITs following an event or IITs or rou. 'Ihe Generic Communications liranch has the primary
tine inspections that are done by regional resident in- lead responsibility for all Part 21 notification reviews
spectors. and those 50.55(c) reports that are identified as poten-

tially peneric are sent to my staff at headquarters for a
in addition, we are involved in data, which we classify as more thorough followup evaluation. 50.55(e) reports
potentially generic Fafety questions, that are identilied are routinely reviewed within the regions,
by regional staff. Ilased on their hands-on, onsite in-
spec 6ons, they i&ntify problems within a region that When addition:d or specialized review of a particular
they may feel are generically applicable or potentially event or an engineering issue is required, that particu-
could be generically applicable throughout the differ- lar followup depends very heavil, on the availability of
ent regions and across the industry and they provide technical expertise throughout the agency. As coordi-
these identified questions m my branch for our further nator, it is our responsibility to identify thase events
miew, evaluation, and followup. and issues that requee followup or more detailed tech-

nicalleview and to asshe that responsibility through to
in addithn, we do utilite nucicar industry reports such different offices or withm NRR to the different
aa IS PO SERs, SOERs [significant operating event re. branches where that expertise lies. 'lhat is one of our
ports), and O&MRs joperation and maintenance re. main funcuons,

perts). 'Ihese are received upon publication. They re-
eeive limited distribution within NRC. 'Ihese reports in addition, the regional and resident inspection staffs
are tracked by ruy branch in a data base, which we main- support the review of operational data by providing us
tain. We use the data base to beele to review the sub- with information and ensuring inat the infortnation
jert matter after the event or in the ftsure when similar that we do receive is accurate, is provided in a timely
avents may occur, We try to find out what the industry fashion, and is cornplete. If subsequent information is
has alr.:ady done by reviewing the INPO reports that identified as needed, we work with the regional people
we have in our data system. In addition, Al!OD does to obtain that information.
provide us with reported events, from International
Pmgrarns, that have occurred at foreign reactc.rs. In particular, events or issues which may in fact not be

reportable under the regulations, are identified by the
Most of these data or data systems are tracked within region and brought to our attention-initially by icle-
my branch using computer data bases. We have a pro- phone cidl and, pencrally as follo sup, by memorandum
pomi n the process right now to develop an electronic requesting a more detailed headquarters review,
mail syRem or a local area network that would provide
us with the capability of providing copies of informa- Once we have identified a potentially safety signiticant
tion notices and other generic communications to the and/or generic issue, there are several actions that we
industry on a prompt basis and would provide access to will take /rigure 4/-well, a choice of one or more ac.
this type of generic historical data, which the industry lions that we can take.

NURl!G/CP-0102, Vol.1 2-10
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tions for addressees to take, it is provided to the induu !

[
' One of these actions is to contact industry organiza-
tions or vendors, INpO, NUMARC, owners groups. try as a means of feeding back information.,

[ 'these interaethms take place between the DOliA staff i
and these industry groups in order to determine what We do have an expectation, however, that addressees i'

b' ' actions may have aircady been taken by the industry willicview the information notice and determine the
and the adeauncy of those actions. applicability of the issue at their facility and,if applica. ~

ble, determine what correction actions are needed, '

We may issue an information notice, a bulletin, or a ge. Corrective actiom should indeed be taken by the utility ,

neric lettert on some issues, we may issue an informa. to remedy the problem at its facility,
tion notice, a bulletin, and a generie letter, not neces- *

| sarily in that order and not simultaneously. //igure 7/

f We provide information and feedback not only to the llulletins, on the other hand, require resp (mse and oc.

mdustry, but we also provide information and feedback casionally request actions to be taken by licensees. All i'

L and coordinate our activities with AliOD and with the
bulletms must be approved by the Committee to Re. !

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, When a need view Ocneric Requirements, the CRGR.'this is, as Jim :i '

for a change in a regulation is identified or the develop- Snletek said this morning, one cf the bases under
which a speed limit is set on the NRC staff, !ment of a change m a regulatoiy guide, we would make

recommenduions to Research, which has that prime Information submitted by licensees on occasion is thor.,

responsibility, and they would carry forth that activity, oughly reviewed and approved 17 the staff. On other
,

occasions, information is requested to be submitted :
During a review of operational data we may identify a that is not intended to be thoroughly reviewed and ap-

'

new issue, a new generic issue, and it may be sent to proved, or information may be requested to confirm !Research for incorporation into the generic issues pro * that the actions that are requested to be pe formed by
gram Occasionally, issues are reviewed within DOliA licensees have in fact been completed and impic. ;

,

that in fact are not broadly applicablet they are plant mented. 'ihese confirmatory response letters that are ;
specific. Wc interface regularly with project manage * requested by bulletins and, in some cases, by generic -

ment to identify the potential need f.or individual li- letters //7xure S/, are intended not tojust minimlic the :
',

censing actions. In addition, we may prepare temporary amount of resources to be expended by utihties and r

instructions with repard to nced for special inspections this reputatory body, but also to make sure that re- j
to be conducted as followup to these generac communi- sources are spent in areu in which they are really :
cations. needed where it will get the a st bang for the buck.

//7gure1/ 'the following examples //igure 9/, I intended to go I

over a couple of these to give you ca idea as to the types -

The primary objective of the generic communications of communications we have issued, but session chair. ;
program is to ensure that all utilitier, that may be af, man Rei has taken a gun out of lus pocket and re- !

fected by a generic safety issue are notified and that ap, minded me that I am talking too long.
;

propriate actions are taken by the industry to prevent
1 M wof theitems.inforrnation No. !''*'#"*
tice 87-28 on air system problems, this was issued in !
J une of 1987,*Ihe main purpose of this information no- !

'ihe type of communication that is issued depends on tice was to announec the completion of an Al!OD case
the safety significance of the issue, the pencric applica-

:

|
bility, the urgency or need for immediate actmn, and study that was an in depth, systematic review of prob-

the actions already taken by industry to address the lems identified regarding air systems at nuclear power [
plants. Air systems are not safety grade systems in

same issue or similar issues. most plants, and some of the problems that had been '

identified were related to how air systems could affect
//7gure 6/ the operability of safety related systems.

Information notices are used to notify licensees and A supplement was issued several months later that ac- t

construction permit holders of problems that could af- tually attached a full text copy of the A!!OD NURl!G i
feet their plants and facilities, and generally describe report. 'ihis was to provide wide dissemination of the
one or more related events. In fact, information notices actual report. Information noticer, may go to as many as i
frequently report what corrective actions have been 125 to 150 addressees. Ilowever, the mailing list for in- [

- taken by licensecs, but in no way are those actions en- formation notices approaches 3000. We issue appros >

| dorsed by the NRC nor do we prescribe any specific ac- mately 100 to 125 infortnation notices a year. We do t ry
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to limit the number of information notices only to We have as part of our program a specific actkm: Ihat j

thoac that arc really required. In this particular case, as is, ta review past actkms recommended or reports is-
'

a result of further review by the NRC staff with regard rued by INPO and the industry in general. We make a
to instrument air problems, we developed guidance specific effort to rninimke duplication, but on occa.
and pnivided that guidance thniugh the issuance of sions the perspective that an INp0 report may take
Generic letter 88-14. 'that was issued in August of and the perspective that an actkm like an informatkm (
1988. It requested that very specific actions be con- notice to be issued by NRC may take are different,
ducted by utilitics. Sometimes these arc operational problems as com-

pared to a tegulatory or licensing pn,blem, in leth !

As a result of the review conducted by licensecs in C86CE' *C di80L'ss safety problems. but from slightly daf- i

resp (mse to Generic letter 88-14, severalif not many ferent perspwtives. ,

instrument air system safety related equipment prob- i
lems were identified. As a result, we issued Informa, if we feel that INPO has taken adequate steps to notify'

,

tkm Notice 89-26 last month, in March, 'the main the industry and has do,nc it in such a way that we arc i

commwicat}um, satisfied tha it is sufficient, we do not issue a generic
*

purpcme was to provide feedback to the industry as to
some of the most Iccent results that had been reported
or findings that had been repotted as a rer, ult of the ge-

Any other questions? 6

neric letter resp (mses. ;

I
Y

~ In c(melusion #7 purr 10J, I will say that the NRC pro. !
gram for systematically reviewing operational safety My question concerns generic letters, vis a vis bulle- !
data und for informing the nuclear industry of signifi- tins Generic letters tately have become fairly frequent i

cant issues definitcly provides rcas(mable assutance and detailed. Why doyou send a generic letter in lieu of
that the industry will be kept informed, and is being a bulletin? f
kept informed, of these issues, not only by the NRC, ;

but by other organizations such as INPO. Steps are be. Mr. Bethger: I
ing taken through implementation and review by indi. !
vidual licensees to prevent the recurrence of these I can answer that by briefly differentiating between [
events at their facilities, bulletins and pencric letters. Ilulletins arc issued to ad- !

dress an issue for which we have sufficient information |
'In addition, the NRC generic communications pro, to develop specific actions that we want licensecs or ad- 3
gram has proven to be an effective feedback mecha- dressecs to respcmd to. On the other hand, gencric let- }
nism, which (kies keep the industry informed of signif , ters are slightly different in that we may, in fact, not ;

cant issues and has in fact enhanced the level of safety pve spectisc action guidance. We may not request a {
,

at nuclear powet plants.'thank you for your attention, specific action, but rather will provide a guidance in j
which a program can be developed by individual licen- .t
sect to address the issue. So, a generic letter would get.

'

Mr. Rossi: let us say, a description of a program developed by a |
licensee. t

'Ihcre is onc question that came up, written down, that i
I think Carl fierlinger ran answer now,'lhe question is: Yoke' '

*

is there an effort under way to climinate the duplica- !
tion of effort between NRC and INpO? It indicates llut the recent ones have involved a lot of resources 1
that remetimes licensees get SIIRs, SOliRs, and bulle. and work. Do they all go through the CRGR7 |
tins and notices on the same kind of events. So, Carl,

.

maybc you can address that now. Mr. Berlinger: ,

Yes. Iloth generic letters and bulletins are reviewed by i
Mr. Berlinger: CHOR and etmnot be issued without their approval. .;

Yes. As Waync lamning had mentioned, we do conduct Yoke-
a biwcekly telephonc call with INPO to discuss current L

*

cvents, so to speak. livery two weeks, I issue a listing of All right. One more question. We got a littic letter, a !
all of the potential generic communications that are lot of us,last Friday night, which most of us had to have i

L being considered within the NRC, that is, both at head- people work on over the weckend. It had a nice little i
quarters and out in the region. INPO, on a weekly ba- disclaimer at the bottom saying that if it requires more
sis, provides us with a listing of those reports that it is than 8 hours of work, you write to so-and+o almut the .

also working on. burden. !

| i
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'this is a rather annoying type letier because it came af- Voices
i ter business hours for rnost of us and we had to callin

people over the weekend and it was.u lot more than 80 1 did want to have at least one of us speak out against
or 40 hours for all of us because basically you asked un mit concern mer the letter of the past week,
to certify the status, which means to all of us that we
have to gather all the root documents and verification. Mr. Roul:

Is that reaHy required and it does impact our cost and Again,I think it was brought up thi4 rnorning also.
our attitude and morale. Can you help us a little on
that? Voke:

*Mr. Roul:

Well, I think this was an unusual situation with that Mr. Roul:
particular letter. I am sure Carl cannot answer your
quotion nor etm 1.1 do not know w hether there are any Okay,let un go onjo the nexI paperMhe nest paper is
other NRC people here that would want to addreu I rn .,ed, * Root (atise Analysts of Operating Puib-

entitl

that. *lhat is the letter, presumably, on the SIMS Fys- Du,s p per w,11 he given by Mal litnst from Rc* ,

tem, gion 2. Mal litnst is the Deputy Reponal Administra-
tor of NRC Region 2.

Vol< c* !

Rool Cause Analpis of Operating Problems
Yes,'three Mile Island information.

Mr. Malcolm 1., i nst:

Mr. Roul: It is indeed a pleasure to be here this afternodn.*the
ust t ec tars had to @ MaHy wh regWngYes. I think that was to some extent addressed this even s, aucum o events,andinuanaofcor.,

morning. 'lhat question was asked,
tespondence from NRC which required borne action or
at least a look see by the utilities with regard to that as-

Yoke: scument.

In terms it was addrened, but the communication cate- While this process does affect utilities at the front end, I
gory, it did not fall into any of these. namely, collecting and reporting information, and

sometimes from the back end in nueuing the event to i

Mr. Roul: see if it is applicable to the particular site,it muld give
the irupression that event analysis and root cause

,

Yes,it was an unusual sit uation that prornpted the issu- analysis are a rcactive proccu for the utilities; but, ob-
ance of that letter. viously, as all of us know, that is far from the fact.

Yoke: It is a proactive process for the utilities. We do inspect
the utility's per formance frorn the standpoint of auess-

Well, now, let us get sticky a little bit about econornics. ment of operating events, utility experience, and the
llere, we are requested to provide information over a taking of appropriate actions. So, I arn going to basi-
weekend that requires a lot more hours than were iden- cally covc t that in my discuuion of root cause armlysis,

'

tified with it and we would like to think that you guys '

stand between us and the Congress on some of these Simplistically, tool cause nuesstnent, m my mind, is
and will give us the chance to do business in a rnore nor- what I would call an inquisitive logic proccu t hat is con-
mal manner. Can you defend that a little bit, please? ducted by knowledgeable people. 'these are rather

simple tettom line kinds of terms. I do not intend in
Mr. Roul. this talk to get into the rnethodolog";al aspects of not-

cause analyus.
Well, I cannot-1 do not think it is appropriate for ene
to defend it, I do understand your concern. 'that is Whal l want to do is try to rmphasite the importance of
about all I can say-we understand your concern, liut it this kind of analysis. Root.cause analysis is a matter of
was, I think, an unusual situation. I do not think any of significant regulatory concern. What we kiok for is ag-
us up here can really address it because we were not gressive self aucument of problems that occur on the
involved in the details of that particular letter. site by the utility.

2-r3 NURl!G/Cp-0102, Vol. I
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We do recognlic there is substantial effort under way performance.This could be the degree to which team- !
by INM)in trying to develop guidance on root cause work and mmmunications are achieved, attention to ;
analysis. Also, I understand there is going to be a ses- detall, ownership and accountability, setting goals and i-

j skm on root-cause analysis in the summer operational standards for the staff professionahsm, solid engineer. j
esperience meeting and, clearly, all this is necessary to ing support, good procedures, good maintenance, com-

i ,

try and set the standards and the gnidance for adequate petent well trained operators. All of these things arc
,

|.
root cause analysis, certainly measures of performance. (

, ,

[ 'lhe problem, as we see it, is if there is a 'lhe answer is not simple as to what is the difference |
safety-significant issue or owurrence at the site, and if between sal.P Category 1 and sal.P Category 2 ral- >

,

[ that problem should have been evident to the licensee, ing. Clearly, it indicates a fair amount of subjectivity in ,
'then that issue should not lie around for a long period this kind of an assessment because, basically, for teth

i

l of time, either as to its identification or assessment or S AI J' I and S Al J' 2, the lusic regulations are being ad- a

final conective action. hered to. i

,

?- So, I look at the whole issue of root-cause analysis as I guess one simple measure might be the management |
basically two parts One is the identification of safety- energy devoted to problem recognition, root cause :

important-what I call off normal-failures. Ily that I analysis, corr ective action, und followup to see w hether ,

am not talking about notmal wear of equipment or er not that corrective action is solving the problem, t

what one might term as a pulc operator error, but t am One might say that is the bottom line assessment of
hioking more at the assessment of things that arc off. whether or ret you are an execlient performer or a
normal or operator errors in w hich per haps the opera- SALP 2 performer.
tor was set up for the error and not just a standard kind

i of an error, linough intnsluction,let me get to the first chart /Tig-
we 1/, As regulators, fundamentally we do need to find

With regard to identifict. tion, I am not poing to talk a regulatory basis for things that we do.~there is a regu-
about the details because I think it would identify the latory basis for root-cause analysis, and this is in Ap->

site and that is not my purpose. One case is brought to pendix 11. Criterion XVI to 10 CFil Part 50 'that is:
mind in which the event itself was assessed improperly * Measures shall be established to assure that condi.
by the operating crew as to basically what happened, tions adverse to quality such as failures, malfunctions,
what the scenario us, liven though, in retrospect, deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equip-
there was enough infonnation available that a reason- ment, and nonconformances are promptly identified
ably logie:d assessment would have led to a different and corrected. In the case of significant c(mditions ad-
conclusion and a different and safety important oper- verse to quality, the measures shall assure that the
ating secnario, cause of the condition is determined and corrective ac-

tion taken to preclude repetition .."
llecause of this hurried, what I would call mirassess-
ment, subsequent evolutions at that particular site 'lhis means that it is each licensce's responsibility to be
were donc in a manner that in our view was not suffi- pmactive and to adequately evaluate occurrences that
eiently safe-as safe as it should have been. *lhis could lead to unsafe plant operation. 'lhc NilC role in
caused us to initiate a rather in-depth inspection of the this respect is to deterrnine that licensees indeed are
event. In fact, because of what we thought were some doing that and, if not, to take appropriate enforcement
of the obvious things that should have been picked up, action; to evaluate events on our own to see if we come
we actually investigated to occ whether or not there up with different kinds o'conclusiens and, as has been
was some coverup, or something like that, of the event, talked about already, prepare generic correspondence

if indeed the agency thinks that the industry should do
So, these are some of the ramifications of not doing a more.
reasonable job of event analysis to at least identify the
scenario. Once you identify safety important events A basic definition /Figwe 2/, I have added a word to
that need to be followed up, then the second part in- what I find in the literature as a standard definition:
volves aggressive assessment of the root cause. Itoot eause analysis is the method by which the most

basic cause of an event is determined in order to best
Some people have asked, and I think this question prevent recurrence. I put the word best in there be-
came up this morning: *llow do you differentiate be- cause that really says two things, which l havc as criteria
tween a sal.P 1 and a sal.P 2 plantT' In some re- for root-eause analysis: "the first is that upon removal
spects.a number of things were identified this morning . of the cause, repeated events either do not occur or
that we etm use as a measure of what we call excellent wocid occur with substantially less frequency. Thus, if
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; indeed you have a not cause, then the problem, for all I did some thinking with regard to exampics of rmt.
f

| intents and puqxiscs, should go away- cause analyses, w hich I discuned m my paper. *lhe four
'

examples are basically summarized herc fligurr (f. I i
'

tam almut examples 2 and 4 in more detail /liguresw
'lh0 s,econd reason i put the word tot in Ihere is be. 5 an#/, but just mention briefly in passing examples Icause the cause must be within management's control an , the first threc are examples that illustrate poor ;l; to correct 'lhere may be some optimum udutions, but
they may not be the best i,Mution if it is not really within

U"d "*hC""*C """I 'q the last one is an example of anecauseana sesan >

J ''' !your ability to solve the probicm.
:

<

In exampic 1, without talkmg aixiut the details of the'

I A good root cause program is important from a num. problem, the less(ms learned from exarnple I were that 1
. ber of aspects /ligwr J/, Cicarly, from the standpoint there wer: repeated failurcs of these silicon bronic i
L of safety, if you do a px4 root-cause analysis, you will: bolts and the utility did not focus on the issue,'the

Number 1 potentially reduce the occurrence of initia, scope of the problem was not identified and the cause , j

L tors that could challenge safety systerr.s. Number 2, initially was mappropriately attributed, which caused ,

i- given a safety system challenge, you could wellimprove the problem to run on for a considerable length of t

the reliability of that safety system so that it can do its time. *lhrough communications at the site, the utility .

Job more rchably. Number 3 is a more subjective arca. finally discovered that the scope was larger than it first t

A pxsl root niuse analysis program indicates that the thought. At that time a px%l root cause analysis was :t-

licensec is being proactive and is a thorough and objec. perf ormed and the foolution found. [
tive t.cif evalaator, 'this is one of the more critical ;

things we look for in our inspection program when we With regard to exampic 3, we had pretty much the
~

Ltry and come up with a synthesis of inspection informa, same kind of problems. Apain, there were repeated
tion and go off on these every six month management failures during testing. Apam, the wrong cause was in. ~

retreats to assess the plants. One of the fundamental itially identified and, agam, there was delay in a good
questions is whether or not the licensec is a good self, not cause analysis and corrective actions. .

cvaluator. ;
IIxample 2 involved numerous failures of IIPCI [high. 1

pressure coolant injection]. 'lhe situation in this case |
Of course, a good root cause analysis pro;: ram has was that there had been nunierous operability prob- '
some economic benefits. I!ven though economics is not lems with iIPCI and these problems involved a number ,

m the NRC's domain, a good root.cause program is of different causes: underwired motors, valve actuator I

clearly a plus for the utilities because it certainly can problems, !!O [ environmental qualification] problems, !
reduce unnecessary outage time and improve efft- problems with regard to improper set points: and these i
ciency. problems led to numerous fixes over a several year pc- ;

riod. j'

A third general area of the importance of a good root- .

I
$,

cause program is that the rest of the industry can profit After the utility fixed a number of these problems,it!

identified a situation where it koked like there was an [by a site's root cause unalysis If a pxx! job is done in
L l.liRs and other mechanisms for reporting information llPCI failure as a result of IIPCI turbine trip. 'therc ;

to the rest of the industry then that can be helpful to was a special test run that confirmed that indeed on t

the rest of the industry. Starting the llPCI pump, there war a low suction pres-
,

sure durmg this startup perux! and a built in trip in the ;

system caused the llPCI to trip out.*Ihis led to the con-' -

Now, I do recognize that root cause analysis does have clusion that there likely never had been a fully opera-
its limitations. In an ideal world,you could establish rc- tional llPCI system at this particular plant, i
liability values for everything that functions in a plantw
and monitor the performance and determine when val- I noking at this particular example, one am say that the !
ucs arc out of bounds and perform a good root-cause lesson learned is that the numerous issues related to i
analysis of all the failure mechanisms that would cause the llPCI system clouded the real not cause. ;

equipment to go out of bounds, et cetera, et cetera.
*

llowever, that would be more costly than the safety Also, the licensee had conducted an SSFl | safety sys- ;

benefit-it is a resource intensive kind of a process- tem functional inspection] on the iIPCI system and, as i

and you must establish priorities both foi monitoring part of the SSI:1, had recommended that the low- [

the perfortnance of safety equipment and other plant pressure trip on the llPCI should be removed, not nee- .

equipment and for the expenditures in performing the essarily because it would elcarly trip out the system if
,

not-cause analysis itself.'lhat is one of the challenges the system were called upon, but because this trip was
that management hasin any pxxi net cause program. to protect the pump under certain circumstan;cs and

:
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the analysis indicated that that trip really was not nee. You can pmcrastinate and delay the asrosment to,

essary. Ilowever, no action was taken on it, mme convenient outage. Typically, what can happen !

j then is you can get caught up in the outage pressures j

'lhe other lesson learned is that if you have a major and do not give the problem the kind of analyris that
]

problem with an important safety system,you need to Y"". could have donc ahead of time-or you get low

come up real high m, tiration. Maybe the system did notJ
maintenance priorireally comprehensively assess the problem with a team>

rafety sigmficance on your list be-approach. In this case, there was a significant safety !

question that should have been looked at 'that might cause yw did ,not hmk at mme d the ramifications; j

have cut through some of the other peripheral issues or therefore, it wmds up with a low priority, "

;

problems and enabled the licensee to sort out the big (
'

Gd n hdMa'Whb-

I* "*'
bilizing resources quickly. A team approach with quali- !
fied peop!c, preservation of the incident scene and the

IIxampic 4 involved failure of redundant containment associated records, detailed perumnel interviews, ob-
isolation valves.'lhere were four valves, two of them in jective evaluations, thorough and broad scope, and re.
the dry well equipment drain system and two in the alistic recommendations-mmething that you have
dry well Thor drain. *lhe failure resulted in no auto- control over and that should solve the problem,

'

matic valve closure; two valves subsequently could be
closed on manual actuation and Iwo others responded 'lhe tottom line as I alluded to in my opening remarks
slowly upon manual actuation. is management involvement /Figurr 6/. You have to

have management that aksures that proper attention is
in this case, t he licensee immediately formed an inves. placed on the safety ireportant equipment and sys-
tigation team,'lhe vendor was contacted to perform an tems. You have to have management that assures that
investigation. 'this investigation included operabihty pmper emphasis is placed on learning from past expc.
testsof allcom;mnents.disassernblyandinspection re. rience and not just turn it over to the NP,C, let the
lay inspections, retrieval of repair history and failure NitC assess it, and wait for a generic letter or some-
analysis by a metallurgie group. thing.

You have to assure the feedback of the foot-cause de-
'!he root cause . this case-although the tcam did find Ierrnination is factored into all potentially affected as-in
one relay problem-the root cause basically was that pects of plant operations. 'then you have to measure
the solenoid valves were sticking, the lower disk to the whether or not the basic root causes have inriced been
lower seat. 'Ihc sticking was basically caused by oxida- found and appropriately corrected. It does take man-
tion that took place between the !! PDM seat and the agement attention,
copper disk. Cornetive actions were to cycle these
valves routinely until final repairs could be made and. 'lhat is atout it.
In long term, to replace the I! PDM seats with Vitcom.

Mr. Ernst:
'Ihis was a good root cause analysis with a very aggres-
sive action to investigate the problem and with goal so. Arc there any questions?

,

lutions to resolve the problem.
Mr. Rossi:

'!here are a number of root cause traps /Figurc 7/,and llob liernero is now poing to talk atout Iwo topics, han-
we have already covered a couple of them. You can dling of low level waste and dry cask storage, llob iler-
jump to conclusions very casily with root-cause analy- nero is the Director of the Office of Nuclear Material
sis. In the cases I have just been talking almut, that was Safety and Safeguards.
a syndrome, I guess, that ran through most of them.

Handling of Low Level Waste and Dry Cask
You can blame the problem on personnci errors; and, Storagetoo frequently, that can happen. It is easy to do, flut
many, many times, if there was a personnel error in' Mr. Robert M,Iternero:
volved, the person was led to that en or either by design
or by configuration or procedure or something like that 'lhank you, lirnic,
anJ it was really not basically the operator's fault, lie
was set up, and the trap was going to spring at some if you too are kokir g for a logical bridge as to why
time. It just happened to spring on that particular op- these two topics are here, you might just hiok at it this
crator, way: If you are successful and do operate, you must
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gene' rate nuclear waste. I will close your fuel gele for i st, but far from Icast, you can have the structure it.
you. self; that is, that you can build a vault at the burial

ground. Many of the states-and all of you must be

I wonid like to talk about Iwo topics on handling of low- keenly aware of the low level waste dispaud in the vari-

level waste at sitch //)gurr 1/ and the handling of high- ous states thmugh the compact process-many of the

level waste, that is, storage of spent fuel. I think that Mates are ta%ng about hanng addamnal pmtection by

both of them have some ?clated regulatory information way of connete vauhs or Mmetures, llowever, the

that can be of distinct uss to you. waste criteria in Part 61 say that the waste itself is sup-
posed to have it, and you would have to have a package

,

deal if you are poing to rely on the burial ground vault
Not long ago, not manyyears ago in fact, the new regu- or burial ground structure.
latam was put out,10 ClR Part 61, w hich was the s cru-
lation for the handling and disposal of low-level waste. In this area we had a grandfather utuation: We had
in addition, Part 20 requires that waste pencrators gen- waste being generated, and waste being packaged, and
crate on form their waste into forms compatib!c with waste being sent to now three operating burial
the requir ements of Part bl. You mt) r ecall that this is grounds. Therefore, we encouraged vendors or han-
whcie w e developed the Class A and Class il and Class diers of processes for making unlidified waste or con-
C waste, progresuvely increasmg in radioactive con- tainers for waue to kubmit topical reports un that we

,

centration and half life of nuclides myolved, could review them and we could bring some sort of re-
view approval and certification discipline to this whole

As ycu go into Class 11 and Class C, there are stability process //igure .1/,
requirements so.that the form of the waste is specified,
so that it will not be compressible or unduly Thirty topical reports were submitted on waste forms
degradable. 'ihis all involves the method of disposal at and high integrity containers a few years back, and we
the low level ute, so that one has a very long tum sta- have been wer king at this for these years now. We have
bility and does not have trench collapse and many other approved some of them. I list here three high-integrity
things that are possibilities with shallow land burial, container designs and three solidification-media proe-

esses that wc have approved. I would remind you that

Now if you look at structural stability-and bear with *hCD *C 8PP'ove the process, that is not merely that
FN 60lidiI *. h gypsum cement, it is the process byY '.tme for the Italian spelling of stable on the slide //igurr

2/, basically what you are looking for in Class 11 and w hich you use it and the concentration as well, llecause

Class C waste, the higher forms, the higher activity some people ,think that if you take a cubic foot of ion-

forms, are either that the waste itself is inherently sta- exchange resm that is depleted and put m a pmch of

ble so that it is poing to maintain a compressive resis, cement, that might be enough: what you are really go-

tance, or that you process it to a stable form. ing to get is a bucket of plastic beads with cement in the
interstices and it just will not have stability. 'there are
concentration limits and test data needed in order to

Now many, many years ago, we started doing that in nu- have a reliable cornpression resistance in that form.
clear operations. People have used cement mixed with
resins, and they have used asphalt or bitumen. I re- We have a int of other actions. I list them here, and
member years and years ago when people got all ed there is no need to enumerate them to you. We have
cited that phenol formaldehyde resm,llakc hte, was go- disapproved some things. It was a matter of some con.
ing to do it. You know, we are poing to stir in some no y quite recently with the high-density polyethyl-
phenol formaldehyde resin and make ashtrays out ofit, one high integrity container and what sort of reliance
All of these things were developed ad hoc, and they that we could place on it. Ilut, in a nutshell, what we
were put into ddferent processes m different plants; found is a catalogue of a very large number of topical
many processes are still in use today that were started repomions and perhaps even a confusing status as to
twenty years ago. which are reviewed and which are approvcd. There-

fore, we put out an information notice, and I would in-
A third kind of structural stability that we began to see vite your attention to it: Information NQice 89-27
more recently is the high integrity container.This is ba- published earlier thisyear,in a hich we dcliberately put
sically a rather expensive barrel, some of them rather together the status and sent it to you so that you would
large, into which you can put the waste. What you are know what has been approved,what is net approved,
really doing is saymg,"I am not poing to try to manipu- and where we stand on the to )ic al report u view. As we
late this waste into a predictable stable form, but w hat I proceed to some new more t uSstantial depec of pro-
am going to do is put it mio a good, tough can and use press, we will inform you of Il at. so that yo u do not fall
the can as the structural form." back and not know what has lappermd
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'Ihere is one other event that I would like to have you thing you know, we began to talk aluut the need for
huk to and especially those of you u ho have plants that densifymg or modifying the racks to storc the spent fuel
are using waste solidification pnicenes that are onv of- to cope with it, and more and more built up. 'the older
a kind,orafew of a kind,oldprocenesthat havebeen plants klarted to rerack or put in more dense packing, if
used for years. this were still panible for the racks. Ily now I think that

wime plants have teracked three times and maybe even
We are omducting a workshop on cement solidifica. four times.
tion of low level waste at the NIST, that is the new
name for the National Ilureau of Standards here in it became evident that long term storage of spent fuel
Gaithersburg, Maryland, at the end of May, Remem. was a reahty in the United States and might even en.
ber that we atc working to get a grandfathes process dure right on to the waste disposal itself, it would be a
disciplined: A lot of waste has tone into the ground al. direct fuel qcle, and there would be no reproccuing.
ready that does not have the right fonn, does not have So back in the 1970's, the N RC took a very hard look at
the right package, and does tsot have one thing or an. spent fuel storage technology, and the Department of
other. We are try ing to bring discipline to this process, linergy had a snajor program to develop dry storage
so that as we go mio the next few years, we will have technology,
legitimate proper forrn waste poing to the burial
grounds, and we will not have the attendant problems l'ortunately, I think, we now have technology at hand
of having ihe older forms that are already in the ground for the dry ktorage of spent fuel that is quitc mature
to a very great extent, and frankly, in many cases, are and well established. We have a situation w here we c4m
still growing, cope with this dry storage in some fairly practical ways.

We are not in the process, yet, of poing out to your Ke put out a generk envbmmental impaculatement
m im. It was mit rea% a dspent fuel stompe mie, W (7 stompe r ule, but h was aplant and pressing down on you and asking if that is an

W I an 72, which coversapproved cement. We are not yet 'n that process and
would rather not be. We would rather see the process the stornye of spent fuel, dry or wet, at some place

evolve out of that, Right now, the regulatory mecha- other than the reactor pool.

nism for checking the product is a rnechanism that you .g.he mic of thumb when we wrote that rule was: "If itknow works, and that is the bunal grounds-the receiv.
ing agents for the waste will react to the quality of the poes into a cask to get out of the pool, then it is going to

waste as they see fit. If these agents believe that the a Part 72 license." We put that out. You may remem-

waste is not meeting the specifications, they will bet at the same time Congress was hmking at nuclear

address the nonconformance. As you know, they cer- waste and ultimately passed the Nuclear Waste Polig

tainly do react when there is leakage or anythmg simi. Act of 1982. Congress recogni/ed the ns ed to do some-

lar. lhere have been many mstances of waste access thing and put a mandate on the government, namely
dem,al. the DOli and the NRC to an extent, to develop tech.

nology and to develop regulatory mechanisms for the
handling of spent fuel. At the same time, Congress rec.

So let me leave you with this urging, especially if you ognl/ed that the utilities had the obligation for interimare using cement solidification of a one-of a-kind older storage of spent fuel.
process, please partici ute at the workshop we are go-t
ing to hold at the llureau of Standards at the end of

As a result, the DOli performed sorne engineeringMay. At the same time, kok at that information notice.
studies and then assisted in Iwo licermd demonstra.I think you will find useful information for the ap- tions of dry storage technology, which the NRC tc.

proved, and perhaps won to be approved, processes viewed and licensed. At the same time, we hmked for
for Milidifying or containing low level waste.

ways to do shin in an effective regulatory manner and
not to get into ultra complex amendments for reactor

let me turn now to high level waste and to the spent operating licenses.
fuel. If you go back to the 1970's u hen we were all en.
chanted with the prospect of fuel reproccuing, we ex. I want to showyou a few photographs [not includedj in
pected that very quick!y the spent fuel would leave the case you have never seen this process before. 'lhis is
spent fuel pools and o through a reprocessing plant to the first of the two licensed demonstrations at thet
be cut up and dissolved no one thought of extended Surry plant in Virginia, the Virginia Power Company,
storage of spent fuel at the reactors. 'those white glindrical casks are eastor casks on a sim-

ple ground transporter, basically it isjust dry storage, it
'lhen things began to slow down: the reprocessing is a prcat big fuel cask that has openings in it so that you
plants did not come along: presidential polin raised can put the spent fuel assernblies in and close it up and
questions about whether to repnicess; and the first just sunply put it on a pad.
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'this gives you a better perspective. You can see that it 'these two demonstratuins, which are in place, demon-
is just a simple concrete pad at the site, and these casks strate the technology that is availablet that is, a cask
have an extremely simple interface, they just sit there. with essentially no inter face with the site and a moJule

[benker), which is built on the site but has a very simple

'lhe noteworthy thing that comes up later in the new panhe chameterishe-ym just shde the spent fuel
into it,

rulemaking that we have is what is the interface be-
tween the casLS and the site-and it is trivial. 'lhey are %,e recognited at the very beginning of this proccu
just sittint on the pround, a simple concrete pad. It will thaMhere was a diMinct reputatoy value to rmtiminng
not sink into the swamp: that is about the only specifi- the beensing tmule-do not have one abaWmc heense
cation that you have, w hich is a very valuable point be-
cause basically the approach to dry Morape is panive, appheadons. ,Qere an' topical reports on cuentiaHy

evey type of Hus design that n anulable and we have
rninimum maintenance and minimum surveillance. Ila- encoumpd tWendors, or pop wed vendors, of these
sically, fmd a place on the site where you can het the dry things to submit topical reports. % e review these topi-waste down within some kind of a reasonable security
boundary-a little bit of surveillance and an occasional cal reports and appuye them so that any reactor licen.

see can in more Wady dMts beenMng h ecierenc-check for birds nests and things like that and you get off ing the topical report and tellmg us where it is storing
,

the hook. You do not have any complexity and you do the waMe and that is that
not have any active systems or such. We look toward ,

extending, without significant mothfication, the use of There are two tab!ch in the paper that has been distrib-
existmg security rystems, surveillance systems, leport. ted with your material handouts. One of the tables
ing systems, and the like. g.es ec reviewed and approved designs-feel free to

look at that at your leisure-and the other one rives a
Another demonstration was at the Carolina power & list of prospective license applications as well as the
1.ight's 11.11. Itobinson site.The purpose of this photo- ones that have alreaJy been received. We see that we
graph is to show the peculiar factor that drove the de- have had a topical r eport for a dry storate vault-a very
sign of this one.That is a General l'.lectric IF-300 fuel large vault that looks like a dry pool-and we havc had
cask halfway down onto the platform, and Carolina variations on this theme, the NUllOMS therne,
power & l .ight already owned one for transhipment be. Oconce is undes review right now with 24 fuel assem-
tween sites. Using that cask as an ern elope, they made blies in the module, and it is not using a leftover cask
a contract with a developer who developed a fuel car- but a special transporter to move the waste. Of course,
tridge, a spent fuel can, a NUllOMS-7, that would we have inany variations cf the individual eask.
slide right into the cask, sort of like an insert.'this spent
fuel cartridge-notice the number, NUllOMS-7-is 'Ihere is poing to be a big increase in the need for dry
peared to the packing density and shielding design of storage. If you believe the recent DOli final version of
that cask, which is one of the old casks that were de. the dry cask storare study that was just published,35 to
signed for the fuel repnrening era where thermal 45 sites in the United States are poing to use or need
loads would constrain you and so forth, something like this in the year 2000. We are hioking for

a systematie way to enable safe storapc oi that fuel with
a minimum of ye have one, the topical reportWhen you transport the cask to the bunker-short of redew PWen, and h n woWng w cH.1 M h n woS

showingyou a whole bunch of photographs,I think that ing wcH wnh thow appkants who are udng h, and k
it is rather simple iust to show this one. 'lhe emL is on C" "E E"" "* C""U,""""Y "*"""
its side:it is up against the concrete bunker, w hich has a
series of horizontal tube shaped holes in it.'lhe cask is le adaition, we have new rulemaking Ihat is poing
moved right up against one of the openings and the end Group We Commission process right now, and we
of the cask is lif ted out of the way so that the fuel canis- hope to have it complete by early nest year.Taking ad.
ter is now exposed to the opening. A draw bar comes vantage of the cask-the ihscrete cask separation-is
out from the opemng and pulls the fuel canister m, set- to say that there is nothing site specific atout a cask,
ting i1 right mside the concrete bunker and then the there are only conditions about its use. Therefore, we
door is closed. Voila, the cask can now be used again to can write a rule that would enable a user, who is a quali-

,

pet another canister, fied current power reactor licensee-in other words
you have to have a Part 50 licensee with a site.an emer-

Thus, this design has been developed and applied.The rency plan, a security plan, fences, puards, et uttera,
utility has loaded a couple of canisters at Il.il,1(ohin- Given that you qualify, here are the conditions under
son. We expect them to apply an essentially identical which you can merely repister to use a preecrtified

| Systern to the lirunswnk plant using the s;une equip- cask. You register under a rencral beense. There is a
ment in the near future, way to do that, a legal way. We have a ulernaking that

|
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would enable the licensee to do a 10 Cl R $0.59 review OUESTION: Are we also looking at inmsporta,
to make sure that it has a place to store the waste. It tion implications so that dry cakks can be used to
does not unduly change the s:Turity plan or anything ship fuel to the waste repository?
Like that and it does not interfere with reactor opera-
tion. You do not even have a separate specific licensing ANSWER: Yes,indeed we are,'lhis is a program ques.
action. tion that has been addressed a number of times. 'the

dry casks that you saw at Surry are not authoriicd or
We see the need for the dry storage of spent fuel, which certified for shipment, people had been encouraged to

is getting close to you right now if it is not already in submit them for dual purpose use,and we think that in
your lap, and we see that we have a technology in hand, the next year we will re.icw the first true dual purpose
a technical twhis in hand, and we have the topical report appheation which applies to both the storage and the

review process that enables you to get a fairly straight, shipment We are willing to entertam special shipment
forward plant r.pecific license in the near future we conditions for those casks.

may even have a more flexib!c process through this gc.
neric license or gcncral license approach that we have 14cmember that an ordinary spent fuel shipping cask is

.

in rulemaking now, designed to ship 12 months out of the year-winter,
summer, any weather, and so forth. Somethmg like Ihis
would probably only be used once or twice in its life for

'Ihat a,s all that I have to say on these two subjects, actual over the road shipment. 'Iherefore you could
'Ihank you. ent ertain special weather, special conditions, or special

overpacks, or something like that. Ilut a great deal of

Mr.N m attention is being given to dual purpose use in particu.
lar.

I have got a couple of questions here.
General Questions / Answers

GUESTION: Is the NRC cncouraging or advo- W, bssh
cating supporting vendors and facilities that are
planning or building radioactive waste incinera- I have been told that we have to be out of this room by
tors and vitrification facilities? 4:30. *Ihere are a number of written questions that

have come up to us, and I am going to cycle through the
ANSWER: I am nat sure that I should say that we are people one at a time and let them answer onc question
encouraging it. We are willing to kok at such proc. cach time, I would like you to keep your answers as
esses. Frankly, the experience that I have seen to date short as you can. I suggest that you pick the questions
on the incinerators is a reluctance to go into them be, that are likely to be of most interest to th? audience to
cause of the difficulty in the PR I public rclations) 'ihey answer first. I am going to start with Jack Iicitemes,
are very difficult facilities to se!!, and the incineration
of the very low level waste is about the only thing that Mr. Heltemes:
we would foresee these.

*lhere are two questions here that might be of general
* * * *

OUESTION: What criteria are imposed by State
authorities to accept low level waste at their fa. QUESTION: Will there be any additions tocilities, and have these criteria been reviewed
and approved by NRC7 NURiiG-1022 to provide more examples on

what is reportable versus w hat is not reportable?

ANSWER Well,in general, the 10 CFR Part 61 crite- QUESTION: 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 require
ria are availabic.'lhose are the critcria that the Statc is reporting of enginecred safeguard actuations
to use for th.! receipt of waste and those include pack- without exception, and this is being rigidly inter-
aging leakage and things like that. We do corroborate preted. Many of these are filtered ventilation
with the States and review those criteria. llowever, the systems, startup and cleanup isolations, et
vigor, the spirit, and attitude by w hich they implement cetera, which rely on one-on two logic as origi-
those criteria is somewhat variable, llecause all three nally designed. Why must such trivial items be
operating burial grounds are in Agreement States- reported?
and Agreement States actually do the licensing and di-
rect regulation by formal agreement with us-our con- ANSWER: I wanted to comment on this because we
trol is a little more indirect. Whenever you are dealing now have about five years-a little in excess of five

| with Agreement State licensing, you do get variability. years experience with 50.72 and $0.73-and we can see
|
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its Stts agths nnd weaknessek. We have an activity un- changes to Part 21 would preclude a filing of a report if.i' ,

der strong omsideration to mochfy those two rbles, to in fact, the event had been previoukly reported under !

take mto anount what we now know in terms ol teport- separate regulation, which would include 10 CI'R |

able events that we are interested in and reportable 50.73, i

events that we are nm interchied in,
' Mr. lanning:

I would agree with the person asking the question that '

!many of the engineered safeguard feature actuations 'lhank you. I would like to tty to respond to the ques-
are trivial events. We ourselves,if you scad the AllOD tion asked about 10 Cl R $0.9. I

,

|analykis and evaluation of operational datal, the trend ;
_

and patterns analysis study on engineered safeguard QUES 7/ON: 1 think that the questi n was, how'

; actuations, make the nmelusion that most of these do we reconcile the differen:es between $0.9 re. ,

events have no particular safety relevamec. ports and other reporting requirements? !
'

Further, I would use 'he example-my favorite 15 ANSWER: After having read 50.9 for the first time, I
that the rulc i cquires :eporting of H PS li cactor protec, am ready to answer the question.
tion system)actuations, and sometimes we get RPS ae-
tuations without int movement, that is to say, the rods *lhe 50.9 rule had two paragraphs, and I think that the
are all the way in. We are not interested in those types senmd paragraph really addresses the question it is :
of events, and they have no particular safety kipnifi. tcally a reporting requirement that says that if an appli.
cance whatsoever. So we are very much considering cant or a licensee has information that has significant
changing the rule in order to focus on events such as ] implications for pubtle health and safety or the com- i

talked alwt talay, common cause and potential ge, mon defense and security, he has to notify the Regional [
neric-implication type of events to assure that they get Administrator within two days of making that determi- t

fully reported and evaluated and to drop some of the nation.
,
'

other events Ihat have no particular safety significance. !

Our attempt would be to alter the resources and not to 'the last sentenec in 50.9 says that "this requirement is e

increase the burden on reporting. not applicable to information w hich is already required !

to be provided to the Commission by other reporting or ,

!updating requirements." I have not seen a 5(k9 report. 'Mr. lle linger: I do not know whether any of the regional administra.
tms have seen one M not. So I think that it wmild bc ;I have two very short questions. handled in exactly the same way as any other operatmg
**E "" " " '# E"I'OUES770N: Why is the NitC rcluctant to pub-

lish the 10 CFR Part 50.109 value impact assess-
M r. F.i nst:ments for bulletins and generic letters?

QUES 7/ON: Can you have more than one root
ANSil'ER: In this particular case, in preparation of a cause in a complex event?
bulletin or generic letier, a value impact or cost benefit
analysisis included as part of the CROR package.*lhat ANSit>En "Ihc answer is yes. I think you want to strive
is pre decisionalinformation,and,at that point in tirne, for the root cause if you possibly can, but if your logic
it is not put in the PDR |Public Documerit Roorn]. path tells you that there are a couple of root causes
llowever, once the issue has been reviewed and ap- then there are a couple of root causes.
proved and,in fact, the generic letter or bulletin is is-
sued, I believe that the CROR minutes would reflect GUES7/ON: 'lhere were a couple of questions
that fact and would be placed in the PDRt the value im- basically asking how the PR A IPl! [ independent
pact assessment would be part of that PDR package. I plant examinationj approach fits with root cause
snay not be absolutely correct in that answer.bui l think analysis. My feeling is that it is not really a fit.
to the best of my ability that that is the answer. *lhe PRA, or whatever you do for the lpli, will

establish vulnerabilities perhaps, and those
OUES770N: 'lhe other one is a quickle. It says vulnerabilities need to be kioked at. If the vul-
that there seems to be some confusion regarding nerability indicates that your plant really is per-
Part 21 reports that are also covered in an I.ER, forming as designed, but the risk is a little too
are they required? high, then maybe some redesign is necessary.

ANSil'ER: I think that the best way to answer is that 'the Ip!! might say that " gee, it looks like the design is
Part 21 is being mmhfied. I believe that one of the about the same as everylw!y else but my site specific

|
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perforrmmec is not the same as everyluly else,"like reactor events and INPO hotices and INPO i

the HPCI case that I talked atout, in which case you Sl!Rs and SOi!Rs; if wi, do you havr; plans on s

may need to do a not cause analysis and find out w hat better coordination with INPO to ininimire this ,

the real problem is. Hut I do not see any direct relation- repetitivencu? r

ship between not cause analysis and the IPl!.
ANSWER 'the answer is yes, we see a great deal of

Mr. Bemers: overlap between these documents. In fact, we saw wi
much overlap that we questioned the need for power

I have a question, s cactor events. We put m a notice that we intended to
suspend publication, to terrninate publication, of that

QUEST /ON: What does NRC nmsider an ade- panicular document unless we received a strong re-
quate security system for independent spent fuel 61onse. We did receive a strong response from uime of
storage? the people that now get the document.

ANSWER I think that the best illustration can be Asaremho at response, we remnWMed and mn-

found in the picture that I showed of Survy, which isle tinued to publish the document, but we still are trying

how do we miniml/c th overlap @m these documents,
to Dgure out what the long tenn cthe should be;sically the amcrete pad with a chain. link fence around

it. 'Ihat structure, by the way, is somewhat separate
from the reactor site itself,if you ever get down to that and whether or not indeed power reactor events have

site. It is a distance away, on the plant property, but in a conunued tM,qustified and whether we should termi-
separate security area. nate puMcanon. %,e han not rnade a DnaWecision in

that regard.

*lhc Surry docket includes a description of it. It is littic
Y more than protected custody.'the casks are too robust Mr. Rossh
I to hurt and too big to steal. So you are basically keeping Ilob, I know you have some more,

public access away Irpm it, and ab.o providing the nec-
' essary surveillance so that atmoepheric conditions, de.

* ""bris and so forth, snowfall or whatever, will not clutter
it up. QUES 7/ON: lias the stabilitation of low level

waste tren reviewed for its applicability to stabi.
We will have, in that proposed general license rule- litation of mixed waste?
making, a cask certificate with a I.ct of conditions for a
security system, among other things, and that should be ANSil'ER Well, the succinct answer is no, it has not,
available for public access in just a couple of months. Ilut it would indeed be applicable when the time

comes, l'or the new applications for burial grounds in
Mr. Rossi, states, the acceptance of mixed wasic will be consid-

*

cred, and that will involve a joint NRC/ EPA sort of
let's go back to Jack licitemes. regulation. Presumably the waste stability require-

F ments that would carry theough if you did have'lype il
Mr. Heltemes*, or'lype C mixed waste would be applicable. Ilut right

now,it has not been applied in any way to mixed waste.
L I have two that I can respond to rather quickly.

Mr. Russi:
QUES 770N: One question is: Does Congress

let me o back to Jack licitemes.receive abnormal occurrence reports from other
segrnents of the U.S. industry, such as oil, gas,
chemical, and fossil fuel,in order io not unfavor. MI' U'll'***

n ably bias members of Congress? let me cover two questions. I will first give you the'

questions and then try to respond.i; ANSWER 'Ihe answer is, not to my knowledge. The
!' requirement for abnormal occurrence reports to Con. QUES 7/ON: llave comparisons been made be-

gress is tracked back to the Atomic linergy Act specifi- tween 1JiRs and PRAS to confirm or check the
cally Section 2.206, and that is the reason that we pro- validity of PRAs to predict the probability of

j vide those reports to Congress. event occurrences?

OUES770N: Anotherone that goesquickly: Do 'lhe second is: When the NRC performs signifi.
you see any redundancy between your power cant reviews of operating events, are PRA

' NURl!O/CP-0102, Vol.1 2-22
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' prubabilistic models uhed to determine relevant the results of those studies to that failure rate p+ j( i D, ,

tmportance of an event with respect to reactor dicted by PRA aanlysis. ;

nafety; if wt, what criteria defines the thrchhold f
for increased NRC attention? We have a generic PR A study at Oak Ridge, and we do ;

E a lot of mercening with that study. it is known as the ASP ;

(j 1xt me just note here that PRA :malysis program, the Accident Precursor Sequencing model- '[ANSWEM:
. and ri6k perspective es certainly the universallanguage Ing. We try to identify accident sequence precursors by :

! or index to safety significance. Within AllOD, we have uhe of PRA techniques, kwiking for new sequences; i

'. . a procedure that says that when we do a anse i.tudy, we koking for new ways, if you will, that we could get a ac, |'
are to look at the PR A models and try to develop a risk rious corc<lamage type accident. Fo there is a cou- r

| perspective with regard to operational experience pling, and that coupling is getting tighter and tighter |
against the results being predicted by PRA studies. So between PRA studies and operational experience. I<

L we very much try to reflect a risk perspective in our re- i

L
ports. Mr. Romol: |

I Secondly, we plan to put a lot more priority-in the I understand that we have to be out of the room very I
coming future and in the days ahead-to do a lot mort near to 4:30, and I think that it is a littic bit after 4:30as |

|. studies on PR A analysis overlapping with operational a matter of fact. I would like to thank you all for coming i
cxperience, in fact, to rephrasc that, to cast operating to this schhion and for your questions and attention. ! |

'

cxperience in terms of PRA analysis, would alsolike to remind cycrybody of two things: One ;

is to check for any telephonc meshapes that you might .i
One of the current topics of high interest in the NRC, have; and the $ccond is that there wl:1 be a reception ,[
for example, is motor operated valves and their frc. beginning at 5:00 this afternoon in the Colonial Room L
quency of failure. We continue to do a considerable on the lower level, and you use the main cicvators to j

L . amount of studies in this regard, and we are contrasting reach the k>wer level. So thank you very much. ;
'!
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3 SESSION 2: SUllSTANDARD MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT

Mr. ErIan K, Grimeu l'or the first paper, Ilill lirach is poing to discuss some
rencral concerns with dedication of equipment that is

I would like to pet started this afternoon with the ses- not manufactured under an Appendix il process (10
sion on substandard material and equipment. CI'lt part 50] and relate that to the fraud and counter-

feiting concern.
Just a couple of administrative things. We are going to
try nnd to through all the presentations before we have I want to make sure we understand at the outset that
most of the questions. If you have a clarification ques. the NitC believes that the basic responsibility for en-
tion, feel free, but for the most part we will try to fill out suring quality in power plants is the licensees. Also the
cards during the session. We have some extra cards bulk of the expertise needed to cure the problem re-
here if you do not have cards and did not bring your ma, sides with the industry,
terial along. If you will pass your questions up during
the session, then the speakers will get a little chance to \\,ith respect to current requirements, as you know, all

consider their answers and we will try to to through all plants are required to meet Appendix 11 ior replace-

the questions at the end. ment of safety related matenals and components. I or
,

the rest of the plant, we expect good engineering prac-
tice to be followed and quality attention to be given to

.Ihis is an opportunity, I think, for us to reach a com- balance of plant equipment in proportion to its signifi-
mon understandmp, or baschne, on what our concerns cance to safety.
are, what our initiatives are, and to hear luck from you
almut what your thoughts are in this area of substan- Where there was a specific licensing basis, a specific
dard and fraudulent materials and equipment, code and standard arrced on at the time of plant licene

ing, we do recognire that as the technical specifications
As Tom Murley said this morning, the conference for replacement components. Ilowever, the assurance
chairman has the prerogative to say w hat is on his mind, that you are getting what you ordered in terms of that
As session chairman, I will limit my self to the subject of specification is to be done to Appendix 11 standards.
the session for what is on my mind, but I would like to Whether or not you have the initial design documenta-
generally say I have been very pleased at the industry tion and design rationale, all the critical aspects of that
response to the areas that have been identified with re- replacement must be ensured,
pard to substandard materials and equipment. Ilow-
ever, there are a couple of warning signs, related to preferably, in our view, this is done by ordering a com-

particular areas, that I think we should discuss during ponent which is manufactured under an Appendix 11
the session. process or to an ASMli Code process. Ilowever, we

recogniec that, as some of the other speakers will dis-
cuss, there is a shrinking number of vendors that pro-Our first scanning indicates the resp (mses to llulletin

88-10 have not been totally satisfactory-that is, the duce parts to Appendix 11 manufacturing standards, in

circuit breakers. I think the industry aggressiveness in those cases, we expect critical charactensilies to be

identifying other rnaterial that is now in their plants specified by the designer,'lhat is you, not by the vendor
but by the designer. You rnust rehably establish that

that mab' be substandard is lacking somewhat, flut inthese characteristics have been met on receipt of theterrns o particularly the NUM Al(C cffort, which is
forward looking and trying to prevent occurrences in C"*I*"C"I'
the future-I think the industry is performing in an "lhe principal weaknessch and vulnerabilities t sce that
outstanding manner, w e have in our current system of procurement relate to

an over reliance on paperwork, lack of engineering in-
Just to give a little background before we go through volvement in tne process, and a lack of ongoing rela.
cach of the speakers; as you all know, the issues of tionships with manufacturers, as commonly reflecied
fraud and counterfeiting are of increasing concern and in use of local suppliers, for example, lack of system-
have been for about the last year and a half.'lhese are atic and technically sophisticated dedication processes
somewhat related to a concern for quality in general. I and the lack of industry standards for the critical char-
think this is because the systems that we put into place acteristics of the various components have also contrib-
for making sure that all equipment in the plant is good uted to this problem.
have not entirely served us well-not as much the sys-
tems themselves, but many times in the use of those There are some approaches that I think would be up-
systems for assuring quality. propriate to better attain assurance in this area, and

.b l NUlti U/CI'-0102, Vol. I
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l during the question and answer session I would be vendors work.~lhose two aspects both have a lot of op-
L pleased to have some further discussion on these. We portunities for improvement.
| will mention a few of them as we 00 through the papers
L also,liut the first,in the short term,is aggressive action I think internally each utility has to hok at its own ac.
[ lo identify additional specific classes of compments countability within the line management for all quality
t that are vulnerable to fraud, processes including procurement. I am a strong be-

liever that QA [ quality assurance] should be an over-
I recognire no utility wants to be the one that causes check on all processes and that line management needs,

! another industry prublem and NI(C bulletin, but I to take responsibility for the adequacy of the procure-
think it is estremely important that everyluly take a ment pmeess also.

[ critical look at their own procurement practices, deter.
mine where they think the vulnerabilities are, and .the nHocat.um of r eswreck is also important internally.

,

! Share that with the rest of the industry and the Ni(C. I think you have to look at what needs to be put into
' Itased on what the NI(C has stumbled across, I am um- quality achievement, what needs to be put into your

fident that there are additional examples of things out self evaluations, and then your Q A over4 hecks. What

there that are waiting to bite us. Ily "us"I mean both is the spht of resources there? It takes the top manage-

you and the NI(C. I am not hmking forward to the day ment of the company to make that determination.
that we have a serious operational event tlint we find

- has been contributed to by a substandard or fraudu- Influencing the external environment-the people
lently ma:Leted compment. I think that would be a that you deal with over w hom you do not have direct

. very serious situation for you and for us, control. There are thmps like establishmg long term
relationships with vendonc, which has not been done in

, , many cases; improved vendor audits by the licensecs:
Second, in the short term, of course, follo;,m.gidentifi
cation of compments, we need to take aggressive ac' improved dedication progiams and receipt inspection

and testing: Sharing of infermation and combining to do
tion to hiok into the act ual iechnical siptuficance of the joint audits or joint procurements, which can increaseL

component and do the appropriate salety thing to cor* the quality of those at a smaller staffing cost,
rect the problem on an appropnate time scale.

'the last thing I want to mention, very imimrtant, is a,

l'or the NI(C in the short term, I think we need to be new concept, at least in my mind. I believe we need to
continuously conscious to adjust our initiatives to the look at traceability of all the commercial grade compo-
industry initiatives. That is where I think our keeping nents that we are buying, in other words, we need to
track of what NUM Al(C is doing on the forward look. know where those are coming from. We need to kno,<

. ing process is very important, and I think the plan of that we can go back to the manufacturer and know that
i

action so far has impressed me. If the products are a component is what it is represented to be.
commensurate with that plan of action, I think the
NI(C will be able to take n much less active role in cor. 'lhose are ideas for the longer term improvement.
recting the whole situation. Many of those are audressed by the NUMAl(C initia.,

tives.

We are also koking, asyou will hear in the last paper of
this session, at where regulations should be modified. With that, let us go through each of the papers. As I
'lhat is not just to put more teeth into the inspectors, said, we will collect questions on cards during those
hands-or rather mouth-so that he or khe can go out presentations and we will answer at the end. lf you have

and aggressively go after your program it is to also give a clarification question, however, feel free,
both the utility industry,and the NI(C, the tools to find
out where the problems are. Do we need to modify art I irst I want to m. troduce 11i11 litach w ho is Chief of the' p
21 so it somehow covers more than just safety related Vendor inspection liranch in my division. And I guess !

I vendors? Does the NI(C need more ability to issue a did not introduce myself properly either: I am lirian
civil subpoena to get records from a non safety related Grimes. I am Chief of the Division of f(cactor inspec-
supplier? tion and Safeguards at headquarters. I see so many fa.

miliar faces that I forgot to introduce myself to those of
M "*

I want you to think in terms of loth those aspects as we
talk about where we need to modify regulations, il 11 has been spearheading our effort since early last

summer and has become deeply enmeshed in this busi-
In the longer term, I would like to think about it in ness, which is a rnix between worrying aboul quality and
terms of modifyingyour own internal environment and worrying about fraud. I think the whole vendor area,
then trying to influence the environment in which your which was previously focused on hioking at the root

<
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cause of defects that (wrurred in components in oper. 'lhe instances of counterfeit and fraud have height.
ating nuclear power plants, has really in the last year ened our concein with regard to the overall adequacy
turned almost exclusively to worrying almut substan- of licensee's puvurement and dedication programs,
dard materials resulting from fraud. Some recent dismveries in the past year, or year and a

,

half, have demonstrated to us some inadequacies in '

So we will let Ilill khare a few thoughts in the dedicalion Ihose proprams for ensuring that a licensee's pnWure-
procen and then we will o on. ment and dedication programs are, in fact, anuringt

that all substandard products are not making their way
Dcdlenthm and I,rocurement through the pnicchs. Also Max will be addressing, in

the founh paper. some initianes that the NRC hu un.
Mr.1;, William tirath', r way o n an to nuemp tquNren some of

those deficiencies that we have identified.
I just want to clarify one point; when Itnan said I am
deeply enmeshed m the issue. I am not deeply en- A pim I would like to stress as well is that the prob-
meshed m counteifeit and fraud, I am following up on kms we have identihed have been toth in procure-
trying to identify the nature of substandard vendor ment for salety related as well as for commercial-
puiducts. grade pnicurements and in the dedication of

comercW-pdc pWurements for safety.related ap-
As lirian mentioned, we will be prescriting four papers E ' "*
this afternmm. liach will be on the peneral topic of the
quality of vendor prnfucts. A common theme to each ! wat to mention in my disemion, and I am sur e in the

of these papers will be on the pencral issue of counter- foh y disemions as well, that of tentimes we will be

feit and f raud as it relates to the quahty of vendor proJ. making reference to a licensee's procutement or a li-

ucts procured and installed m nuclear powcr plants. censee's dedicmion program. Generally you can inter-
change the form licensee wit h vendor for procurement

While I will be discussing, more specihcally, issues m' and dedication because many of the issues we are iden-. . .

volving procurement anddedicatam,I hought it would ufying are equally applicable to licensee as well as ven-
dor activitiesbe worthwhile to provide an overview, or mtroduction,

into some of the issues that NRC and the nuclear in-
dustry have been facing over the past year or year and a K nd of an obvious question to ask im Why is it that in

the last year or year and a half the nuclear industry hashalf. Of course, this will be from t he NRC perspective.
been detecting so many more cases of misrepresented
vendor products than in the past? Assuredly, counter.First, I will start with the pencral question of what is the feit and f raud is not a new revelation,

problem or issue that is raising its head, that has the in-
terest of the NRC. the nuclear industry, many other I have listed four /Dgure 2/ contributing eauses to why
I'ederal agencies, and many other non nuclear indus- we are seeing more instances of substandard vendortries. We heard Vic Stello, Jim Snierck, and Tom products, many involving counterfeit and fraud, than
Murley earlier this morning make reference to the sub- perhaps in the past,
standard vendor product inue and the issues involving
counterfeit and fraud. 'ihe first item references to the shrinkmg nuclear mar-

Let, lirian mentioned earlier that there are fewer Ap-
If we look at the first bullet on the viewgraph /Hyure 1/. pendix il vendors, that is, vendors who maintain a qual-
we note that recently we have identified a number of ity assurance program etmsistent with the quality
instances of apparent counterfeit and fraud involving requirements of Appendix 11 to 10 Cl R part 50 for
vendor products procured at nuclear power plants Ib manufact uring and providing safety related equipment
amples include fasteners such as nuts, bolts, and than say 10 or 12 years ago. 'this has resulted in a de-
screws; piping material such as fittings and flanges, mand on the part of the licensees to scarch out new
which I am sure many people here are familiar with vendors. In many cases, or some cases, it is possible that
frorn llulletin 88-0$ from iast suminer; issues involving the new vendors may not appreciate or understand or
valves and pu.nps; and replacement parts such as valve recogniec the need for strict adberence to all the nu-
replacement pans; electrical equipment, and as lirian clear standards that are invoked, or strict adherence to
alluded to before, llulletin 88- 10 and the issucs involv- the industry standards that are mvoked in the various
ing rnolded ease circuit breaterm pnicurernent documentations

I!d llaker and Paul Gill will be poing into much more The second item hsted. you could say, has been a result
detail on the specifies involved in some of those pieces of the first item m that,in many cases we see more in-

i and types of equipment. stances of intermediate suppliers moving in to be the
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( ' supplier of salcty related equipment, inherently there during the procurement and dedication process arc
is nothing wrong with having an inttrmediate supplier difficult to verify or to nmfirm, especially by
dedicate or subject equipment to dedicatkm activities nondestructive type terts. |

"

for safety tclated use. ~lhe omcern raise',1is about the (

! knowledge that an intermediate supplier has about the 'the third point concerns emnomic incentives; that is
items and pnnlucts that they are dedicating for safety- also a rather olnious potential contributing cause be-
related application, cause the difference often between nuclear. grade

| quality items and commercial grade items is signifi-
Itor exampic, with regard to many types of equipment, cant. As we were talking at lunch at the table I was at,

it is very important for the vendor or the licensee w ho is of tentimes the price ddierences can provide an incen-,.
'

doing the upgrading of the equipment to ensure that live to those that might be less scrupulous than others

;- they imvc the current design specifications and mate, to misrepresent, counterfeit, or intusluce fraud into

p rial specifications for the item to ensure the amsis, the pusluct.
tency and conformann of critical characteristics for the
intendcJ application. In mentioning that, I am sure 't he fourth item maybe is not really a cause but more an

L many of you picked up right away that in many cases observation. Over the past one to two years, we have
become more and more attuned to the existence of2 original equipment manufacturers claim proprietary

restrictions on the release of certain design and mate, counterfeit and fraud with regard to paiducts that are

rial specifications as well as identification of design purchaned by the nuclear industry. We may be today

changes that have been made over the years, more attuned to ask the questioh-once we have iden-
tified that a pnsluct is substandard-to ask ourselves
or to pursue with the vendor the authenticity, the air-

These issues tend to rnake it a littic bit more difficult
for a licensee or vendor to ensure complete and objec- rect iep[esentahon, or mucpresentatum of the pnid-

urt, u may be wcH Wat we are more attuned andtive review of all the critical characteristics necessary IWng for such mstances.
for an adequate dedication program.

l'or this slide /Dgwc N, you might be asking an olnious
Also, with regard to aspects of dedication of safety- question: Where is the punch line? 'the point I wanted

j. related equipment, ecrtain issues such as environ- to stress is that in procurements of items for safety-
'

mental quahi cation or scismic conditiona (ome into related application at nuclear power plants there arc of
play as well Many dedication programs rcly on a previ- course iwo options. One is to buy safety related equip-
ous qualification report as a basis for nmtinued qualifi- ment from a vendor who has an approved quality assur-
cation of items that are being dedicated presently, ance program; two is to buy commercial.gradc and sub-
Keeping in mind the issues I just mentioned with re- ject it to dedication by the licensee 'the problems we
gard io continuity of knowledge about design and mate * have seen have covered the waterfront, lloth procure-
rial specifications and subsequent changes from when ments arc frorn vendors who have approved quality as-

i' the initial qualification report may have been gener* sunmec programs or who are approved vendors for
ated, again causes potential for difficulty in adequate providing safety related equipment to commercial.
dedication. firian mentioned as well another Cgnifi- grade items and procurement for subsequern dedica-

i cant issue that cornes up in dedication and that is the lion.
traceability of equipment.'lhis has been especiaHy true
as we have been reviewing the molded case circuit 'lhete are a number of examples of lxuh types. I will
breaker issues during the past roughly nine months go- rnention just a few, imulving salety related procure-1

'

ing on a year now, with regard to the various inmsac- ments. lixamples that I have personally seen in thc last
tions between the point of original equipment manu. six to nine months arc of instances where sorne utilities
facturer and the purchase by the utility for cither have procured safety related equipment frorn unap.
cventual dedication or eventual use in the nuclear proved vendors. If you stop and think, that puts the li-
power plant. In many cases equipment may have been censee in kind of a catch up garne.*lhey have placed an

. used, may have been refurbished, may have been, of order with a vendor who is not authoriecd or approved
'.

course, counterfeit or fraudulently marketed, and the by the utility to provide such an item under an ap-'' . traceability question is a difficult one to address, espe- proved quahty assurance program,'lhe licensee is then
cially dealing with commodity type, commercial grade in a mode of trying to determine the quality under
items that are being procured either by licensees or which the item was manufactured, the reliance it cam
venJors for subsequent dedication. place on any certificate of conformance or compliance

or CMTits [ccrtified material test reporth), that maybe
To draw kind of a tx tto n line to this part of the discus- were provided. and the basis on which it can rely on t hat
sion, would be to say that there is a concern, in many documentation. 'the licensee is already in Lind of a
cases, that the critical characteristics t hat are identified catch up mode at that point.'

|
|
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Alwi there havc been cases in the recent past where that the attributes that are specified in the procure,
utilities have accepttd certificates of compliance, con- ment dtrument are, in fact, achieved w hen the item isr

'

formance, or CMTRE from vendors who were not received,'

r authorized to proyide such doeurnentation. About two
'

months ago we put an informati<m notice out with re- 17or example, with regard to incomplete procurement -

gard to such a casc. packapek, I have seen some packages recently in which |
necessary specifications were omitted or lef t out of !'

Another piint-and this will be the last one that I wdl pnwurement documents-such as 1:0 (environmental i
mention about safety related procurements-that is, quahfication] or scismic specifications that were not in- ,

we have noted on many many inspections, not just on cluded or specific design criteria that khould have been }
one or two occasi6ns but a number of occasions, w here included and were not included. 'Ihis is oftentimes an

. licensees have failed to invoke Part 21 in their safety, occaskm where a like for liLc type of procurement has
.

!
!

related piocurements.'Ihe point I want to stress here is been placed without the involvement, which I will get i

that we are not trying to be pickyt we are not trying to into shortly, of engineering to ensure that a like for- i

see if someonc initiated a document as opposed to sign, like will rnect the necessary critical characteristics for r

ing his namet but Part 21. from our perspective, is a replacement, Other examples I have mentioned be.
very !mportant reputation. lt lays the framewor k for the forehand as well, such as the inclusion of part 21 in j

industry and for each licc usec to ensure that in procur, some safety related procurements. !

ing items under 10 Cl3 Part 50, Appendix II, a safety- |
related type item, the framework is laid, if the vendor item C on the slide addresses the lack of eng.mecring ;

'

were to identify a defect in the manufacturing process, involument. 'Ihc point, I would like to streks here is ;

in the materials or in the design, the mechanism is in that on occaskm, a nunmer of occasions, we have hun i
existence contractually bet ween the licensee and the procurements that have been basically handled by the ;

vendor to ensure that the licensee is made aware of pnmement office and we haye not seen the invoke- p

such defect so it etm initiate appropriate deviation inent of en!'incering in spnifying the characteristics of
i

evaluation and potential defcet reporting, the item to be procured or the necessary critical charac-
teristics to be venfied, to bc specified in the specifica- i
" " " " " " # # "'### # E""#**"IWith regard to commercial grade procurements, ! c, nus eng nn ng nm ment, has been the w

have touched on the issues of traceability and testing

mention ws,nts. Ilowever, there is one aspect I did not[ft e nex 5
" " " ' ""requireme li e

th regard to dedication. Many programs rely g

on a sampling program to represent the conformity of a 'lhe 1hird item, hopefully, la very clear io all of us here, [batch or a lot of items to specified critical characteris- and that is that reliance on certification from an unap- (tics. In the past year, we have noted that in some in- pu,ved vendor is leading you down a path of problems i
stances, for large procurements of say 450 items or 200 and difficulties. I guess I would like to use an exampic i
items, that sampling is quite often applied to deter- of a certificate I saw alxiut six months ago. It was a util- !mine the acceptability of the entire lot or batch. On ity procurement to a local supply mmpany and the cer.
many occasions these mdividual procurements on these tificate of confortnanec that was provided by the ko.i *

batch procurements came from many suppliers, rnany supply company identified Ihat the item being provided '!
vendors throughout the countryudc. When you stop met all the specifications of the original equipment |

[ and think about,the intniduction of counterfeit and rnanufteturer, met all the specifications of Underwrit- i- fraud considerations mto the overall dedication proc- er's l aharatory, and met all i cdcral specifications, and 4

ess andyou are relymg on a sampling program, I think it was signed by the supply company. |
is readily evident that homogeneity questions with re- !

pard to the sample and the representativeness of the Ilaving not seen the item, but just by reading the cer. !
lot are raised. tificate of compliance that was provided,it makesyou j

start to wonder how a supply company, a kical supply !
On this slide /tigure 4/. I just want to list a few examples company that was not involved in any activity with re- ;

of procurement issues that we have seen. I et rne stress gard totheassuranceof thequalityof theitem,wasnot r

that when I am using the word " procurement,"I am c - the Oi!M (original equipment rnanufact urer), could be !
ing it in a very broad sense or using a general definition in such a position to make such statements. My point in :

to include all aspects of licensee and utility activities stressing that or identifying that is just to be sure that [
that are necessary to,in essence, identify the item to be those of you in the audience from utilities are cognizant i

procured and tested to assure its acceptability for use, that-not only in reviewing and approving vendors ir. |
So this includes both the audit of the vendors, the the programs and reviewing the types of certifications [
specifications in the procurernent documcats, and the that they etm provide-you are assuring that in cases
receipt inspection that should be taking place to ensure where you are relying on certifications provided by ;
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those vendors that the certifications being provided are to ensure that the critical characteristics arc, in fact,
representative pf the activities within the power of that being conformed with. Again the key item of dedica.
Supplier or that manufacturer to certify 10. tion n the traceability aspects, principally dealing with

the commercial grade type items.
With separd to inadequate audit of vendors, last sum-
met we issued Information Notice 68-M, it listed a 'lhe last item on this slide, secondary market procure.
number of instaneck, or esa'nples, of cases in which the ments, is a difficult onc to deal with Wc issued an In.

NRC is of the opinion that audits of suppliers, as car. formation Notice 88-97 in December of last year that

ried out by the utilities, by the iodustry, could be im. dealt with the issue of vahc replacement parts. '!he
proved or enhanced in the areas of depth, coverage, point I would like to stress here, again, relates to the
scope, and sample of the audits. Iltlan Grimes men. dedication questions that are rab.ed when a secondary

I Y, ', tioned this a httic bit catlier on some of the activities market manufacturer is providing parts for your rc.1

Q, that NUMARC has under way, NRC encourages in, placement or use in apphcations. l .icensecs need to en.

i dustry support in working with NUM ARC and looking sure that the secondary market vendor has ,dl the ap.

at their audit programs to the estent that joint audits propnate engmeenng designs-current and correct'

L! might be an option to pursue, to help obtain a more engineering designs and material specificationt,-so
lt comprehensive, broader scoped, and deeper technical that the item you are procuring will be in conformance -

type of audit, with your specifications, l'or many secondary market
manufacturers that can very well be a problem.!

I would 51: ess as well that the purgisc of an audit, when
, y g g g,g gg, 3;g

you are auditmg your vendors, is not a pro forma ap- smd discuss what it is, during NI(C inspections of licen.
| proval of a vendor but it is an approval of a quality ven- sees imd vendors, that we have identified as being ef.

dor to provide a quality product. f mM Nm Pm 4 'I'W W pu
- that have had a chance to receive and read OcnericL

The nest item pertains to receipt m, spection programs, letter 89-02, which was issued about the rniddle of
and I will be tying that into ( ngineering involvement. March, may recogni/c this slide because the character.

L As I mentioned befoie, it is very important when you istics follow in some regard the contents of the peneric
are specifying procurement documentation that you m. Iciter, 'the peneric letter, while identifying attributes
clude the charactenstics that are critical for the item of effective programs that we have identified duringin-
being procured and that you establish a receipt inspec- spection, also includes NitC ccmditional endorsement

i tion program that willensure upm spt that you are g g;pgj,s document NG16-07 on commercial dedica-
gettmg w hat you want, w hat you o. : ..cd, what you are tion programs.p

- paying for.
During our review we have found that a key to success-

While talking about dedication programs, I have ful program performance in the area of dedication-
touched on a few aspects with regard to traceability, to

procerement in general and dedication specifically fsampling tothe knowledpe of design-engineeringde- has br.cn the comprehensive involvement o
sign, material specification, design changes that have engineering in the process if you will contrast the fourI

occurred since either original purchase or original sub bullets that are listed on this slide with some of thei

qualification. Dedication programs that we have re- issut s we have bren discussing just previously, it is very!

r viewed in the past couple of years have kind of run the important in prreprement to include engineering in re.
1 gamut.We have seen some that have been fairly thor * view of original design documentation. This is neces-
I' ough and cornprehensive. others at the other end of the sary to ensure, in specifying the procurement item or

spectrum that relied almost solely, or principally on a the item to be procured, that the original design speci-
like for like model type replacement. Coupled with fications for that item are included. Quite often we

h that, some just had cleanliness type inspections upon have found, our licensees have found, that, in going
- receipt as well as a check for physical damage of the back and reviewing the original design basis as part of

- stem durmg transit. the development of procuresncnt specifications, the
reliance on like for like model repiacement number

I mention this as a point to keep in mind as we talk has oftentimes not been enough.
more about dedication because the purpose of the
dedication program should be to ensure that the criti- 'lhe second it em on critical characteristics also is tied in
cal characteristics for the item being identified are to engineering involvement, in poing through and

j' identified before procurement. *lhese characteristics identifying basically what it is you need to buy and w hat
should be identified in the specifications on the pro- is critical in the procurement of that item, is the need to
curement documentation and should be interwoven identify those critical characteristics that are important
into your receipt inspection and dedication programs for the installation and use in the given application.
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I I would hke to dyren for just a Sccimd with regard to I would hke to further stren, as kind of a side point,
identification of critical characteristics. I have had timt of ten we have seen an emphasis during procure-
some telephone calls rcrently and I am aware of some ment to ensure timt the newitems being bought or pro-,

' confukion that some of you have about the role of the cured are equnalent to or better than the stem being
utiliues or vendors in identifying critical characteris- replaced. Inherently there is nothing wrong with that
ties. I was made aware by a vendor of a case in which a concept, but w e have seen instances w here it has forced
licensee was declaring that all aspecth, or every aspect, utihties to, in cuence, survey the countr> Side to try to |

of the itern to be procured was a critical t hanieteristie. I locale, for example,1970 or 1974 vintage equipment. ;

guess, on the one hand, that points out to rne that per. Perhaps the best engineering solution to the issue may
,

haps there is a lack of mvolvement of engmeeting in include a redesign of the sysicm or that aspect of the
the pnicurement and perhaps also it ruay be a lack of system to bring it up to date,15 or 20 years later, with
understandmg on the utihty's stri as to what the criti- current state of the art tecimology.
cal character istic r epresents wit h regard to its gis en ap-
plication. I mention this because, as we at e discussing mor e about

counterfeit and fraud, the rnore you are twouring the
countryside and poing to various suppliers, the greater

A second example, w hich is a httle lut of a twist of the the potential for procurmy items for w hich traceability
first, h that I was inade awar e of a case w her e a licensee is ddheult, d not perimps imponible, to cotablish You
asked the vendor to identify w hat the critical character * may be procuring items that are used and maybe are
istics are of the item. Again, il punts out to me a con- noted as used, but you do not know under w hat condi-
cern with regard to the depth or estent of engineerinE tions they h;ne been used or abused. Of course, with
involvement on the part of the utility in the procure * regard to the counterfeit or fraud, the potential esists
ment, that the vendor providing this item on a demand type

basis might be tempted to, for the reasons we were (hs-

The esponsibilityforidentifyingcriticalcharacteristics CU "I"E C" $ Uf' * E'C P'ChC"I IhU P " d "CI I" P'" d E "E
rests with the licensee, it is the licensee's design it is it to you,

the, licensee's application and use of that piece of I wanted to just mention, as a side issue, that maybe a
equipty.cnt at the b,eensee 5 site, at the power plant. - iW Mcorne of your engmeeting iny'olve-thus, it is the licensee's responsibihty to identify what
the enucal characteristics are for that application of rnent in some of the procurement items will be a rec-

that piece of equipment. mmended redesign of the system or configuration,

An effective product acceptance program follows
'lhe thud item on the list, the involvernent of engineer. along the lines I have just been mentioning with rcrard
ing in inspections and tests, goes back to my earher to the expenditure of engineering resources in your
comment about structuring your program so that you procurement. You basically want go be sure that after
know what you are ordering, w hat you are purchasmg, having expended this level of effort and resources,you
and what you are buying. icutther, you are confurnir g are getting w hat you want, what you have ordered, w hat

that through an of fective receipt inspection, and if it is you have purchased. Simply, this is achieved through
a commercial grade item, through a kubsequent dedi- effective product acceptance programs.
cation program.

I mentioned before the ernphasis <m the audits of ven-
dors from the standpoint of knowing these vendorsyou

'lhe fourth item follows from the standpoint of involv- are doing business with, what th(y can provide to you
ing engineering. You have involved engineermg in the and what they, in cuence, cannot certify to you.
identiheation of the item to be procured, what is
unique or peculiar about that pnicurement, and you 'lhe second Iwo items really go together with regard to
have involved engineering in the identification of enu- the source receipt inspections and the kpecial tests.
cat characteristics for inspection and testing. Enginect- 'lhat is basically the program that you would be estab-
ing should be involved in the evaluation of the test re- hshing so ensure the item is in confortnance with criti-

*

suits. Not everything is as clean as we all might like to eat characteristics and other items specif ed in the pro-
think with regard to test results. Sometimes there is a curement document, to ensure that you have
little gray area in trying lo deter mine if the item passed conformance of the item to the specifications initially
the receipt inspection test or the dedication test or not. identified.
l .cl me stress that engineering needs to be savolved in
the review and evaluation of the test results that are 'lhe last point is both a summari/ation and cuinunation
obtained during the receipt inspection and dedication of the issues I have been talking about in the past few
activities, ininutes with you with rcrard to the invohrinent of
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engineering and procurement, inspection tests, dedica- teristics in thn receipt inspection and dedication pro- |
tion, and subsequent authoriration for use. grams to ensure the overall quality of the products. 1

i l

Kind of wraPPCd uE n this, and not stated on this slide' As lirian had mentioned, I guess, we will entertaini ,

questions for clarification at this pomt; other questions '

are the issues invo,1ving your knowledge of the vendors will be held to the end. Any questions should be with |

you are dealms with and your ability to acly on those regard to clarification of any items I have discussed.
'

vendors; the issue of traceability as it relates to $pecift-
cations and procurement documents; and the reliance ygg
on certification that your vendors may be providing for
those complex items for which dedication test and re- I wanted to ask you for a few more cornments on critical

L ceipt inspection are oftentimes difficult to obtain. I characteristics. In the sense of a participant design,
*

,

mentioned previously that there are some, perhaps critical characteristics on something like check vah es.
critical, charactcristics of certain items that you cannot the ability Io shut and hold water or w hat have you, the
verify through receipt inspection or dedication. Maybe flow of pressure. There are c, atacteristics that are a >

[- they have to be obtained through destructive type test. part of the manufacturing process, which are very criti- :

[ ing that can only be done on a lot or sampling basis and cM ,o the function of the valve,and yet the critical chat- .

' that is maybe best performed by the original equip. acteristics are sornething that are fairly difficult for a
#

ment manufacturer, Of course, in t his wrap up, I stress utility to determine-the utility who is not in the busi- '

again the role of engineering in the entire process. ness of designing and manufacturing valves. Would you i
address that issue? !

Kind of simply stated, a dedication process includes the i

two items listed on the slide: The technical evaluation D' UNI" '

Io determinc critical charactcristics; and then your pro- I agree with w hat you are saying. The point I was trying [
grams in place, or your product. acceptance program, to stress as well is that it is very important, for either
to ensure that those critical characteristics have been the licensee or an intermediate supplier that is in the
tested and verified and confirmed for suitability for use process of translating a commercial grade quality item ,'
in your given application- to a safety related application, to have available all the

requisite design engineering specifications and docu-
In summary let me just note that the purpose of my ments to identify the attributes that would be criticat to r

presentation was to give you an overview of the issues the operability of that valve in whatever application it ;

that we have been dealing with within the NI(C and the might be put to, as well as the ability to demonstrate ;

nuclear industry, as well as with regard to issues involv. the existence of the critical characteristics in the item
,

ing procurement and dedication programs, and how procured. !
those issues have been compounded or at least compli- . E'
cated by the identification of the counterfeit and I mentioned beforehand that in some cases that may be

fraudulent activitics that have been carried out in the accomplished only through destructive testmg. Maybc [

many different areas. in the case of a check valve, there may be attributes that
,

you have to take the valve apart to confirm the exis- i

tence or conformance ci that critical characteristic and :

As lirian mentioned beforehand, while the listing I that may bc self defeating in the procure:mnt or may I

went through at the very outset was a fairly broad list- be very difficult to obtain. ,

ing, I guess there is no reason for any of us to think that t

is a complete list. The concern, of course, is what luhe yo;m |
next item that is going to appear to be the result of a i

vendor's less than straightforward representation of All you said is true, Ilut if you are trying to get a re-
'

the quality of the products. placement for a valve, one of the souces of expertise ;
on any given comp (ment that is pretty highly engi.

I have tried to end on a little bit more of an upbeat with nected is going to the manufacturer. Ask him u hat the .[
regard to the arcas of concern or areas of improve- critical parts of that valve arc. You seem to infer that

[

ment. With regard to the isolvement of effective engi- the utilitics should be able to do that by themselves, r

neering in your rocurement and dedication prograrns, Imd unless you do do IMD [research and develop- a

you must estab sh effective product acceptance pro- ment) and destructive testing and all that, it does not
J

grams to basically ensure that you are getting what you mm putkal to me.
r

want, what you ordered, what you paid for, and tbrough 5& Hrd-your dedication programs,you must remain sensitive to *

the need to identify critical characteristics at the outset i rt me clarify the point. My earlier example was a case i

of a procurement and to include those critical charac- where the licensee-given the indication that I had

i
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from the vendor that called-the licensee was not at, almut a third of its engineering work, it may not have |

| tempting to-l will call it in the spint of cooperation enough engineering capability to know whether it is. i

with the original equipment manufacturer-identify purchasing the right kinds of things or specifying the
'

7
both what the licensee saw to be the critical character- nght characteristics of the things they do buy,p

- istics of the valve given its actual or intended applica-
,

tion in conjunction with the original equipment manu- lid, I will turn it over to you for the matcrials area. !

facturer's knowledge of the inherent design
charatteristics of the valve. It was a case in which the Subhtandant and Fahlfkd Materials !

' licensec, in essence, had opted to wash its hands of the -:
'

need, on its part, to identify critical characteristick pash Mr. Edwatd T, llakert .

that off to the vendor and say: *Mr. Vendor, you tell
L me what is important almut the item and then I will not 'lhank you, lirian. O(xxl afternoon.

back door it, but that is what I will e(msider to be the' -

critical characteristics." 't he talk I am going to give today is to kind of give every-
tusly an update, to the extent that I cam, as to the status !

My [ mint was that it is the licensee's responsibility, On of items that have previously been identified to utilities ;

!many pieces of equipment, especially more complex and the rest of the nuclear industry as questionable, I
itemN such as valves and pumps and other pieces of will start out by the definition that will be applied, at [

equipment, there may very well be a need for the licen. least in this presentation, to what are counterfeit itemt ;

see in conjunction with the original design equipment What I will refer to as a counterfeit item is something r

manufacturer te work in cameert with the vendor, it is a that has been misrepresented intentionally, and this !

two-way street,'Ihe example I was trying to stress be, will be by a marking, either a 'nanufacturer has repre. .

forehand was a need for the licensee to be, from an en. sented it as bemg manufactmed by another manufac.
gineering perspective, very much involved in the proc, turer or the itern is being represented as, for example, a !,

ess and not of passing it off to the vendor, material that it is not, in other words, one is the mis- ;
ma: Ling by manufacturer, the other is misma: Ling by ;

specification. The other issue I will be talking alvut is :
N*" substandard, meaning that it was nonconforming with !

Ilut I think my real question is I do not believe there is the specification it was ordered to; however, it was not j
such a thing as a clearly defined ret of characteristics rmsrepresented in any fashion. ,

for almost any given engineered piece of equipment.,

'Ihcre is not a definition of those. I think that is part of M I want to nake perfectly clear that I will be covering [

the problem in discussing this, the lack of such defmi, teth cases 'lhe exampics I come up with are not all to i
be considered counterfeits, and I will try to differenti- !t on.
ate when I get to those items. p>

t

Mr. lirath: As loth lirian and llill have discussed, the Vendor !,

** " E" " " ' " * " #"E """ '

tpng New' nine wkn wem a cou
'that is true, llad the !!PRI document- had there been

situation. Me are now much more closely fo%ch
t

uch a list or if we had such a list-we would be IiassinE
,

s.t out or having it otherwise made available. 'ihere is llowmg ;
i product failures or nonconfor mances in trying to deter- i

! not a generic list. mine whether it is a result of something intentional or a
manufacturing error. What we have found is that it ,

Mi, Grimes: takes a lot more time to make that determination than !

it has in the past. -

i 'Ihe next speaker is going to bc Iid llaker. WL have cop- .

i les of his viewgraphs that can be passed out now. lid's lhe iterns that we have identified to date include fas- i

material did not make the book so you will get copies of teners, fittings, fianges, valves valve parts, and pump ;

; . bis viewgraphs shordy. parts fligure 1/. I will I e talking about each of those ,

I cases and trying to give you an update as to w here we '

lid will speak to the area of substandard rnalerials in stand on these issues, at least to the extent that I c;m
particular. discuss them. All of them have been previouslyidenti-

'

'
' fied, and to some extent I will be able to elaborate a lit-

.

I guess I would just add to what Ilill said earlier, ty em- tle bit. In those cases w here Ihe information is not pub- ;
!phasizing, in my view, the importance of each utility lie but of an investipatory nature, you will not hear
'

having a very substantial engineering presence luth in anything new on those isi.ucs. 'lhe first issue that I will
its plant desigo and its component procurement, I talk about is fasteners /liguic ?/. 'Ihe first time I would ,

think unless-n,y own view-unless a utility is doing say that the industry got involved with a large cf fort was i
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probably about 1984. 'Ihat involved substandard fas. *lhis is in addition to the temporary instruction that waso

[ teners and Cardinal Industries. Again I will say, sub- issued previously.
6tandard not counterfeit. Ilut a few utilities had to go
through some rather expensive reviews to determine Also of interest is that there were nmprenional hear,

j whether or not they had quality fasteners or not good ings held on April $th on two bills that they are consid-
quality fasteners. cring to adJress this issue. I think the abbreviation llR

stands for llouse Rule-flouse Rule 336 and flouse
What started the whole niunterfeit ball rolling in the Rule 777. Congress is discussing legislature thai would

i.

S !astener area was a notiec put out on hiay 2,1986, by m fact impose some sort of testing on fasteners m addi.
,

I the Industrial l'asteners Institute 'ihey discussed a tion to what AS'Ih1 or the other standards impose.

problem with Grade 8 versus Grade 8.2 fasteners and
In the fastener area, as Ilill had discuned, we did issuci: an intentional misrepresentation of SAli Grade 8.2

!. fasteners as SAi! Grade 8. an information nouce recently,8%22. We saw some of
! the same problems we saw back in 1984 with Cardinal

Industries. Things like improper upgrading of material
Subsequently, the NRC issued llulletin 87-02, ma. ly for AShill use, escessive hardness as reported on them
in response, to determme af counterfeiting was an issuc Ch1TR [ certified materialiest report 1. It turns out that
for the nuclear mdustry. We had talked to people m the those ChiTRs were used as a tusis for receipt at the ;
Defense Department and discovered they had a con- utility and prolmbly were installed since they were lucki

siderable concern m this area so we decided we needed in the 1981-1982 time frame. Also a failure to perform
to find out if counterfeiting was an issue. 'that was the mpact testing was addressed,
principal reason for ilulletin 87-02.

*lhe impact testing was an interesting case from the
'Ihc results of Ilulletin 8742 are completc. 'the indus- standpoint that the utility did not provide any tempera-
try ended up testing-actually I should say between the tures for doing the charpy impact testing; yet the
industry and the NRC-we ended up testing 2218 ash 111 Codc oi that time frame very strongly said you
safety-related fasteners. We had a nonconformance had to have charpy iminet testing.
rate of 8 percent, meaning S percent of that numberof
fasteners failed to meet specification in some manner, licre we had a failure of a licensee to provide all the
'lhat could have been a very slight amount out of speci- necessary information. 'the vendor took that to mean,
fication or it may have been a larger amount. **l do not have to do it because you did not give me the

,- information." There was protably also some ignorance
'

We did determine initially that about 1 percent, or on the vendofs part in terms of all the Code require-
slightly less than 1 percent, of the fasteners were sig- ments. So we are stdl seeing the same problems we sawt

nifictmtly out of specification. In the non. safety area. in 1984. We have to concentrate on those problems.

. we tested a smaller numbert I think largely because of
the fasteners that the NRC had tested in the safety. 'lhe next slide / Figure JJ addresses fittings and flanges,

related area, in that testing, we found a 12 percent 'thc NRC issued ibiletin 88-05, which involved mate.
rial supplied by iping Supplies incorporat ed and Westp

nonconforming rate. So you see a slightly larger rate
where you have less of a quality program, fewer checks J ersey hianufacturmg, namely littmgs and flanges.The

on those fasteners. material fit three differc nt categories from the testing
| results that we got from NUh1 ARC.We had substan-

dard material, meaning that it did not meet the specifi-
. As 4,m update as to where we are today, I have been cation and most of the material was SA10$ and it was
talking to peoplt about this issue. We have been work- found not to be counterfeit. In other words,it had been

'

t ing on a NURl!G that will contain the results of that purchased as SA105 and it was sold as SA105: it just didi bulletin.'those results were submitted to the NRC and not happen to meet the specification,
we arc in the fmal stages of getting that informationn,

back out to the utilities. *lhe testing breaks that infor. We had material that was counterfeit and not substan.
mation down by specification, by manufact urer, by suP' dard, meaning ihat Ihe malcrial was misrepresented as
pher, and by licensee. So you wd, l be able to tell from to who supplied it, but it still met specification.
the results of the testing which manufacturers and sup-

,,

t pliers had, for example, the largest failure rate, which lhe last case was counterfeit and substandard, mean-
specifications had the largest problem, and those sorts ing it was misrepresented as to who it came from and it
of questions will be answered. was also substandard. I just had a discussion last week

at an ash 1H meeting with a representative from San
Along that line, the N RC is also issuing a temporary in. Onofre. I have had people teH me it was never an issue,
struction to the regions as a followup on that effort. it was not a safety concern.
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| San Onofre discovered one heat of matetial, or one der through a distributor and what it thought, or ex.
: heat number, that had three separate chemistries in perted to get, were Vogt valves, llowever, after the
' that heat number, radically ddIer ent chemistries 'lhey utility had the valves installed,it discovered some leak.

had welded these flanges to a carixm steel piping cys- age conditions and called in a Vogt representative to
i tem, One heat was actually carbon stect, one of the establish what the probicm was, it was dctermined that
u chemiktiies under this heat number was actuaHy car- the valves were not Vogt valves. 'the key feature was

Imn steel. Two of the heat numbers had very high that the valves had square flanges and Vogt does nat
I hardnesses in the range of 248 to 260 brinnel, and also make any valves with square flanges.

'
the wtong chemistry. I do not remember the particular
clement, but it was either,I think he said it was either a I should emphasi/c that they were purchased for non-;

quarter chrome or a quarter moly material, which is safety related application. llowever you alteady heard |
'

'vastly different Irom what SA105 is supposed to be. So lirian say that the Comminion is inter ested in all appli-
what we are seeing is, in fact, that there was matenal cations that involve counterfeit and fraud because the

#

that was definitely misrepresented. utility does have the ability to dedicate and take a com-
ponent that it Imught for a non safety application and

, Where are we going on this inuc? NUM AllC has been upgrade it. With the current concerns we have on dedi- r

! keeping the industry informed of what it is doing and cation programs, we need to know about any instance |

! the positions that have been taken. In a l'ebruary 15th of countericit and fraud. ,

letter to NUM AltC. we outlined what we thought was |
an acceptable method of using material that is eut- Other instances involving valve parts were addressed ,

rently in the warehouse. *lhat acceptance included by two information notices that we put out. One was ;

hardness testing of whatever material you had on a information Notice 85i-95 concerning valve parts pur.
'

100 percent basis to establish homogenesty of the heat. chased by San Onofre,'the other was Information No- !

chased by Ialisades p Masoncitan valve parts pur-
In other words, before you could depend on any results tice 88-97 concernin !

I believe. In loth cases we arewithin that heat,you had to establish you had the kame
material throughout the heat. The results from San talking almut non pressure boundary valve parts. In ,

Onofre show you that that is not always true, which is t he case with San Onofre, it was valve stem guide bush,
w by we asked for the test. Once you establish homoge- ing assemblics, in the case of Masoncitan, there werc ,

neity of the heat, then you are required to do n samplc valve trim parts, valve seats, stems, and valve plugs. J
tensile strength and a sample chemistry. 'that re- .

verifies that after you have shown you have the same in the case of the Crosby valve assernblics, San Onofre .

!matetial throughout the heat, it meets specification. had ordered the parts as safety related parts. What the
liased on those tests, you can use what you currently utility hier found out was because these valves werc .

have in the warehouse, not related to the pressure imundary and because they ;
had been ordered to ASMiiSection Ill, Crosby was not

in terms of what isinstalled, there has been a combined treating non picssure boundary parts as safety rclated f
i

cifort with NUM AllC where the utilities did hardness parts. It treated them as non. safety related parts and
testing and N UM AllC's laimratory did tensile strength supplied a cornmercial grade part. 'lhe utility found :

and chemistry. NUM AltC also has agreed to do some cracks in these assemblics when they were shelved in ,

analysis using the generic method it established with the watchouse.
'

three plants to show that, in fact, they had not execeded
any stress limits. In a March 20th letter to the NltC. Since then San Onofre has changed its practice. My ad-
NUM AltC committed that it would have that analysis vice is for each of you to review your practice in the ,

donc in almut 10 weeks. At that point the NitC will re- same manner. I vok at how you are purchasing safety.
; view the information and make a final determir.ation related non pressure toundary parts because you may |
~

on the acceptability ofinrtalled material. At this [ mint be getting commercial grade parts. San Onofre has [
we have no reason to believe that it will not be an ac- changed their practice, it now orders non pressure- ;

ceptable result,but we are waiting to get that informa- toundary parts for safety related applications under an
tion. 'that will close out llulletin 88-05, hopefully. Appendix il program, and it audits the vendors to en- ,

L sure that they in fact are manufactured that way.
'

The next issue I will talk about are valve and pump ;

parts / Figure 4/. Iloth lirian and 11i11 have talked about in the case of Masoncilan, the utility was purchasing |

J this subject a littic bit. 'the NitC issued Information parts, not pressure boundary parts, in a cornmercml- t

[E
' Notice 88-48 concerning a company called CM A Inter- grade mode through a supplier.The s upplier was then ,

national.This was an instance of Diablo Canyon identi- poing to a secondary source, someone other than the i

~ ying what it considered to be some counterfeit Vogt OliM to buy those parts. It turned out that it received* f
valves. This is an instance where a utility placed an or- nonconforming parts in loth a dimensional and
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y. pmsibly a metallurgical characteristic, or critical char. now, and by that I do not mean just the staff, I also )
j acteristic, incan the five Commissioners, is niunterfeit products.
!

One of the biggest concerns we have with senmdary 'the reawm you saw the reaction you did from the NRC
manufacturers when you buy things from them is: regarding flulletin 88--05 is that when you identify a
Where did they get the design input for doing this? niunterfeit part, you cannot tell how bad it is going to

! Ilow(k) they know what the dimensions and tolerances get. 'the first test result we had with regard to the |

should bc? You may say, they can reverse engineer, flanges was from Sharon llarris: it indicated a part that
What did they use as a basis? Was it a goal part they had 70 percent of the ultimate tensile strength that it

, used for a basis? Which range of the tolerance band was supposed to have. When you know there is coun-

! was it on? Ilow did they re apply those tolerances? If terfeiting involved, where do you put that? Is that the j

you are on the extreme edge of a tolerance band and best piece they wild; is that the middle; or is that the :
'

you re apply those tolerances,you might end up with a worst piece they sold? 'lhat is w hy you saw the testing |,

nonconforming pan, in this particular case, this is w hat that you did-because we did not know It could have j
'

happened, been the best part they sold. It turns out it was tne :
worst part they sold. fiverylxdy was real fortunate. No- '

Since the case of Maumcilan, we have alui been told by y at Ws point has had,to replace anything: there
was enoug cugn mamn m eere unhat Wat (hd notCooper Industrics, for diesels, that it has an issue with

secondary manufacturers. 'lhis is not something we happen. Ilut that is whyyou sce the concern with coun-
,

#CN "U"'Pverified, it is Mimething their representatives pre-
sented during a talk,'lhey have some nmccrns as well. .lhe only thing I will say atxiut counterfeit products is,

even though people have talked about audits and
We also have some nmeerns in the area of replace- auditing commercial grade suppliers, if usmetuly is
ment pump parts. Again, the pnmary thmgyou have to going to lie, cheat, and steal, it is going to be very hard
conuder is where did the design input come from when to detect during an audit, if they are going to misrepte.
it is not the original equiprnent manufacturer and it sent a product, protubly the only way that you are going
does not have accessibility to those requirements. to detect it, for the most part, is by kime sort of end-

item testing 'this is lid flaker, this is not an NI(C posi.
Something else I was told at this last ASMii Section XI tion. It is a perumal feeling I have from being involved
meeting I went to was that owners are fabricating parts. in vendor products for four years with the Defense Dc.
I have the same concern there as with a sectmdary partment and five ycars with thc Ni(C and from doing
sourec.1Iyou do not have the detailed drawings, whc re this type of work,
did you get your design input to manufacture a part,
particularly an active pan? Ilow do we address some of these concerns? You

heard both llill and firian talk about inadequate dedi-

'lho last issue deals with substandard or misapplied catkm programs. We see a lot of this counterfeit and

parts, and this kind of goes back to the pump natt in- fraud in the arca of commercial grade products, more

stance. *Ihe information we have from the licensee is so than m safety related, although we did see the
that it knowingly and willingly went out and bought this safety related. An adequate dedication program
pan that it knew was not from the original equipment should prevent rnost of those products from gettingin

manufacturer. 'lhe vendor clearly told them, "hmk. the plant. If you have to venfy entical characteristics,

here are the differences in the part," and the utility you should be able to catch these,

tought the part anyway. 'the utility later agreed that it
may not have had sufficient engineering input in the .the next issue is the secondary market Miurces and,l

.

decision on the tolerances of these parts. 'lhe utility just covered those. Pnmanly our biggest concern is
.

misapplied a part and, h that particular case, ended up where did the design input come from? Ilow do you

with a situation in which it had an inoperable piece of know they made the nght part?

equ ment.
Second to that is the manufacturing process: !!ven
though the manufacturer had the right design input

.those are the m. stances that we have identified to date and made the part in accordance with the drawing, how
and the different types of concerns that we have m, that well did the manufacturer control that process 7
area.

Inadequate procurement quahty requirements, I dis-
"the last slide /Dgwc 1/ lists the concerns we have un- cussed in relation to San Onofre. "ihere was another

| der the topic of counterfeit and substandard parts. Of example in that same information notice atmut Anchor
course, the major cimcern with the Commission right Darling snubbes and the fact that when you order

!
|
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! Section til snubbers, if it was not part of the load path, 'that ends the presentation on where we stand on the .

, they considcred it a commercial-grade item and that is issues we have identified to date. I hope this has been
! what you got. One of the things we were looking at is beneficial. ,

L what they did classify within the hiad path and what t

[ they did not. Mr. Grimes:
:

Aga n, we e ect q ons on car s to N as
Inadequate vendor audits, in the case of West Jersey dressed at the end of the session,
Manufacturing preservice inspection on the flanges,
we felt after having gone in and looked at their records. *lhe next speaker is Paul Gill of the I!!cetrical Systems
that had someone done an adequate vendor audit-1 liranch. lie will discuss electrical equipment and, in .

i.hould not say adequate because that has a regulatory particular, the molded case circuit breaker problems.
'

nmtext-an effective vendor audit, they would have
picked it up.

Substandard and Falsified Equipment I
i
'

*lhe :cason I iny that is, if you looked at Ihe paperwork Mr. Paul Gill: f.
associated with the flanges,it met ASMll Code.'they :

had the paperwork they were supposed to have, if you Good afterno(m. I'or those of you who have been sit-
koked behind that Code-required piece of paper and ting for wer an bour, if you will just s.tand up and

,

,

what was the basis of that Code-required picec of pa. stretch and sit down, that would be great.

per, that is where you discovered some discrepancies, i

All of a sudden you noticed commercial grade, domes. I have been asked to address the circuit breaker issue,

tie and foreign material, suddenly appearing as ASMll dealing with substandard and falsified equipment, but
material, and there were no upgrade test reports, particularly the refurbished circuit breakers. lxt mc ;

clarify what we mean by substandard and falsified or re. >

'that goes back to thingsyou heard this morning from ,

~ Jim Snicick talking about meeting the regulatory re. What we mean by refurbished equipment is that either
; quirements and going beyond the regulatory require- it is used equipment or equipment that has been ;

ments-an adequate vendor audit under the regulatory opened and altered. You will find in the electrical
requirements and an effective vendor audit. *Ihcre are arena that we have devices, such as circuit breakers, - '

some differences there, and you have to go a little bit that are basically scaled so they should not be tam- -

further than just doing the audit, looking at the pro- pered with in the field, if they are opened and altered |
gram. to any degrec, then they are considered to be refur-

bished, which violates whatever standards or criteria

inadequate receipt inspection and testing, again, it is they were manufactured and controlled under-falsi- '

fied information.
! the same differentiation between what did you commit

to in ANSI 45.2-whatever the next numeral is-for !
receipt testing? Are you checking for shipping cam- We are koking at not only equipment that may have

'

been altered in the field, but also used equipment that
age. count, and part number.,or are you going a httic bit nmy or may not meet the standards or perhaps mayfurther than that? Insufficient engmeeting involve-
ment m procurement, which I have already talked

- Wversely degraded in service. We are also

about in terms of the pump parts that a procurement looking at equipment that may have been stored for

pers(m decided to buy without checkmg with someone years and then may be considered as commercial grade '

who is more knowledgeable about tolcrances, cam have (or meeting the commercial grade f.tandards) and up- .

'

an effect on the operability of the piece of equipment. graded to safeiy grade through either sorne sort of
g g ,g g7 g 3

'lhose are the concerns *
the operating characteristics of that device. ;

,

l ' My perscmal opinion is that adequate dedication pro- So what we are trying to address here covers the whole j
grams would address a lot of those concerns. I think we pedigree of these types of categories. 'Ihe reason I
could detect the large majority of the counterfeit parts, bring this up is because of the interaction I had with the ;

if we got parts from secondary markets we would iden- utilities regarding llulletin 88-10 in terms of the ques- j

tify either that we did not have the design input or, in tions being asked. Most of the licensees that asked |
fact, we did have the right part.'Ihc procurement qual- questions were only interested in those breakers that !

'

| ity requirements are more on the safety-related side. I they thought were altered or refurbished.1 think it cov-
| think that is just something we are poing to have to pay ers a broader category, including used equipment that
| morc attention to, has been sold. During NRC inspections of suspected
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vendors, it was found that these vendors had bought may c<msist of comparing a catalog number to perhaps
used equipment either from salvage houses or from doing some further testing to verify the operability of
places where there was a surplus of this equipment, the devices. ihere really is no benchmark to say what

i 'these vendors in turn were selling it to the utihties for performance tests are being performed to upgrade
whatever applications they had tought it for. these devices 'lhis is another concern that the NitC

has in terms of w hether we are achieving a quality prob
What I am trying to get across is the broadest sense of uct that is poing into our safety grade type of applica-
this issue, tions.

j g jj Again, the basic question is what is the safety signifi-
cance of these devices that are installed or are pomg to

Again, hmking at this issue, which was brought to the be installed? 'the safety significance is basically the im-

attention of the NitC back in April bya Pacific Gas and paMmt a breakem pmng to have on safety either dur.

Iilectric Company report that indicated about 30 cir- ing operatyms or during an accident c(mdition. Cer-
cuit breakers were sold as new to Diablo Canyon plant tainly durmg operations you may have an unsafe or

and then it was discovered that they were not actually unanalyzed eondition or a rcactor trip, thus challenging
,

new. So that issue came to our attention and from then $c safety systeps. pen we haw an accpnt conb
on we took certain actions. tion, there agam the impact may be an increase or

change m the core melt frequency, So these are some

liasically, what are our concerns? *the concern I just tk concem M Ge M3as rega@g Mm
mentioned to you is refurbished Clis [ circuit breakers] If you look into the regulatory aspect of this issue, that
or Cils that nre used and bemg sold as new and that do s the general design criteria (GDC), Appendix A to 10
not meet industry or manufacturer standards, such as CFit Part 50, and the quality assurance criteria of Ap.
N!!MA [ National lilectric Manufacturers Associa. pendix ll, you will find eertain tegulatory rcquirements
tion], UL [ Underwrit ers 1.aboratories.1 nc. ), Ililil! [In* that have to be met.The first one is GDC 1, Appendixstitute of tilectrical and lilectronics lingincars), and A. It requires that equipmcnt important to safety shallANSl | American National Standards Institutel, Most be designed and tested to quality standards. To getof the equipment you find is govtrned by some of these quality, one has to refer to thme industry standards I
standards, and manufacturers' specifications-or even mentumed, which establish a minimum benchmark in

,

to the extent the utilities may have a specific require. terms of commercial grade applications. Certainly the iment that they may want included in these type of de- quality assurance criteria, number IV, says that meas-
V'CC8'

urcs shall be established to ensure that applicable and
other requirements, which are necessary to ensure

'lhis was one of our concerns because these standards adcquate quality, are included in the procurement
or specifications basically establish the benchmark of documents. 'lhen criteria Vil says measures shall be
commercial grade, not only the nuclear industry, but in established to ensure that purchased equipment and
the commercial side of the business as well, such as fos- service conform to the procurement documents; that
sil plants or commercial buildings, w hich have to com- is, inspection up(m receipt of the procured equipment
ply with Ilil!!!, UI., and the National lilectrical Code. to make sure it meets the specifications. Certainly, if
So these are the specifications that assure there is some procurement documents did not specify specific re-
minimum quality to these products. One of the con * quirements, it would be very difficult to verify these re-
cerns that the NitC really has is that if these devices quirements.
have been altered without authoritation, they may vio-
late the industry standards or may not conform to Ihese I refer to the question the gentleman asked earlier in
standards, So that was one of the issues we were con- terms of how do you identify or specify what are the
cerned atout. critical operating characteristics of any equipment? I

beg to differ a little bit on the response to that ques.
As lid llaker mentioned, some of this commercial- tion. I think for certain equipment, at least in the elec. '

grade equipment is being upgraded to safety grade or trical area, engineering should know what the critical
safety applications. One of the concerns is that such parameters of the equipment are. For example, in a cir-
equipment does not meet the minimum commercial- cuit breaker,we know pretty much the functionaloper-
grade standards; therefore, you are starting from a dif- ating characteristics of that device. It is not necessary to
ferent benchmark to upgrade these devices to safety duplicate every test that was done on Inat breaker dur-
grade. ing manufacturing. or even tests that were done during

the production run, but certainly when you apply that
During the inspections we made, we noted that dedica- breaker in the field we know what tests shoulJ be per-
tion programs among the utilities vary.These programs formed. As a matter of fact N1.M A had a standard,

i
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Is. NEM A All-2, which for one reas(m or another they re- liasically there are seven action items in this bulletin
h

,'.
- scinded recently, that specifiert what test to perform to and I will briefly go over them and perhaps take ques.

L cnsura the operability of a circuit breaker, tions from you later on We asked the utilitics to review '

F- their purchase records for stored sparcs for safety. !

aR apppa ns, tmaaMty to th N, thatTherefore,I do not tbink you can make a general state. rn, tk clan kaW manufactum,', ir.cnt that we do not know the operating characteristics ;
<

of equipment, Certainly, if you go to your engineer * Safety related applications include two categories:,

chft |rrencei ing a et e g c ri gin of e , nd!
e t,t re s re m rc

. think this is where the engineering comes in. The engi- grade but are later to be upgraded to safety grade. It i

- necrmg has to establish some br shmarks that estab- basically capt ures all t he l<icakers in stores in those two ;
lish the operating characteristics or performance char- categories per site.acteristics that should be identified during
prr.curement. Certainly,if you do not do that during So, g ven that, the question mi:+.) be asked, why stored !your procurement, then it is difficult to verify the oper- sparcs? Well, as I mentioned,it took several months to
ability of that device. formalite this bulletin because we went through a lot of I

E gyrations, or what I call really painstaking evaluations t

. The conclusion that NRC reached was that the refur, of what was the best measure to go out with. What we ;

hished Clis or sion et nforming Clls do not meet the attempted to do was to get a snapshot of what might be i

commercid grade staldardst therefore, they are not installed in the plant, The best way we could accom-
,

suitable for upgradina to safety-related applications. plish this with all the advice that we had, was to look at
;

NRC took some actions to address this issue, The first what was stored as spaces m, stores so that we could yet &

itera was to issue Information Notice 88-46 back in J uly some idea, some picture, in terms of what percentage ,

of 1988, v.hich basically described this issue and also of these devices might be installed actually in the plant, 6

. provided a lis' of the five or sia companics that weie
identified as p.aviding these ref urbished circuit break. We asked that the sampic include at least a minimum
crs as well as a number of utilities, plants, that received of 50 circuit breakers. Now for those sites Ihat did not )
certain shipments.To follow up on the information no. have 50, we asked that the licensees or utilities go into ,

tice, there were two supplements that were issued: one the plant for the last 5 years and include breakers that

was in July 1988 and the other in December 1988, were cither replaced or used in modifications to make
These supplements provided additional information up a minimum sample of 50,

,

- on the listing of shipments to the various plants and
utilitics, Judging from the responses, most plants did meet the '

minimum of 50 circuit breakers with some exceptions.
The action item also asked that, ifyou did find some in-

| 11; tween July and November, we worked on a bulletin stalled Cils in the plant that you could not trace,yau
with extensive involvement from NUMARC. then preparc a JCO [ justification for controlled opera-:

Mr. Marion of NUM ARC is here, and I think he can tion) within 30 days from the time you identified that :
attest to that. Also, we involved NEMA and UI. to get you had installed equipment with no traceability.

"

t*,cir opinion on this very complex issue.This issue was
vety difficult in terms of what would be the best resolu- Now, given that the traceability of Ihe stored spares is ,

tion, or best answer, so we sought the best advice and less than 80 percent, we thought it prudent to go into ;

;imeraction. h ed on the input and our evaluation of it, the plant for the last 5 years to assess traceability of cir-
,

we finally issutJ llulletin 8L10, which asked licensees cuit breakers that were installed as replacements or
te take certain actions. modifications to determine, to the extent possible, the

number of refurbished circuit breakers that were in-
stalled. I think one of the reasims for selecting a 5-year

Judging from the questions we have received from the wmdow was, as 11111 lirach mentioned, because of the
bcensecs on 1;iis bulletin,it was apparent that licensees ,

nuc! car suppliers going out of business and unavailabil-v cre not clear on what we meant by certain actions in
the bulletin. Responses to llulletin 88-10, to some de- ity of Class IE equipment as a result of the shrinking

gree, still indicate here is some confusion, llopefully, nuclear market. Our justification, or reasoning, was
that most of these type of devices would have been m-at least for this group, I am going to try to go over these
SU 'd within the 5-year period, so then, if we deter-action items so that we can all have a common under- mined m thL 5-year wmdow how many devices had

.

standing of what they mean. been installed, we would then be able to determme the
need for further action.That is the rationale for look-

/Hgure 2/ ing at the 5-year window to see in terms of traceability
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of the Cils that have been installed as replacementi, or who are not under an Appendix il program, llowever, -
modifications in the last 5 years. in the latter case,you would need verifiable traccability

to ensure that these breakers that you buy meet the
' If the traceability of the stored sparc was greater than minimum commercial grade criteria to be upgraded to
80 percent, then the bulletin requests that you perform safety-grade applications.
tests on those Clis that you have not been able to trace.
'lhat is, to look in terms of how well they perform. Those of you who are electrical types realize that
Certainly if the licensee chooses not to test, then you molded-case circuit breakers are manufacturco under
can consider them failed.1 think this iteration came as a NEM A standard and inspected and tested under UL
result of questions and answers with licensees who did Standard 489 to ensure a quality product.'lhis practice *

not wmit to test CDs, and NUM ARC, I believe, issued is basically applied throughout this country in the com- ,

a clarification on that to the utilitics. mercial world as well as in your non-safety plant appil- . >

cations. I realize that utilities do not have to comply
Depending on whether you chose to test and whether with the code, but a lot of FSARs that I have looked at ;

you had a failure rate of 10 percent or greater than 10 will reference the National Electrical code, which
percent, then you would also be requested through the incansyou have made a commitment to meet that stan-

bulletin to go into the plant for the 5-year period to dard, and if you review the National Electrical code it

k>ok at the installed breakers as replacements or as basically says you shall install devices that have a UL,
label or certification.modifications. So, going either routc, you would end up ,

. going into the plant 5-year period for verifying the
traccability of the installed Clls. 'lhe rationale, again, As a matter of fact, in the commercial world, the Na- ;

would be that, if you had high traceability and a low fail, tional !!!ectnc code becomes a regulamry critcria be-

ure rate, we felt you did not have a procurement prob, cause most local jerisdicuons adopt the National Elec-
trical code as a legal standard. OSIIA ['thelem or the equipment you procured was reasonably in

good shapet that was the rationale behind those num- Occupationaland Safetyllcalth Act]also requiresthat '

bers. commercial facilities meet the National Electrical
code. !

Certainly in the bulletin we have a very comprehensive Therefore, what we are trying to say is that at least one
test requirement, Attachment L i have had a hyt of dis- criterion should ensure that devices that you are goingcussions on that with either the utilities or with their
agents who are performing these tests. liasically the to upgrade from commercial grade to safety grade <

Ishould meet the commercial-grade standard, and one
critena in, Attachment I was based on industry stan- way to ensure that is to make sure that they meet thedards, agam, basically Naoonal Electncal Manufactur- UL and the NEMA standards,

,

ing Assocmtion Standards All-1 and All-2. Ihc ra- i

tionale for these tests was that if you had a breaker that .lhere are two avenues by which you can get the safety-
was traccable you were not required to test, but the grade equipment: cither buy it directly from the Ap- '

breakers you were not able to trace conceivably were pendix-II type program or buy commercial grade and
.'considered to be substandard or falsified or refur- then verify its traceability and perform some appropri-

bished; therefore, we wanted a rigorous test to make ate dedication. Dedication is an area I think we still
sure that those breakers would be able to operate or need to work on because, as of today, I do not belicyc
perform according to their operatmg charactenstics. we have a standardized dedication program. !

,

'lhis test requirement had a criteria that went beyond Certain licensees have taken the Attachment I testing
the All-2, which is a standard for field testing of com- program and asked us if we would accept that as a dedi-
mercial grade breakers and not refurbished or subi. tan- cation program-sure, I would. Ilut you may not want
dard breakers. So that is the difference between the to follow everything that is in Attachment 1, provided
Attachment I test and the NEMA All-2 test. we can assure that what you are going to upgrade meets

Also, the bulletin requested, as of August 1,1988, that
utilitics install breakers in safety-related applications /Hgure 3/

| to meet certain given criteria. These criteria basically
said that either you have these Clis procured from, or Also there were certain reporting requirements in the
manufactured by and procured from, a circuit breaker bulletin.The first requirement was that licensecs send
manufacturer under the 10 CFR 50, Appendix 11, pro- us a report by April 1,1989, to confirm that Clis that
gram-that is, the Class lu equipment or safety-grade are installed after August I,1988, meet the criteria of,

| equipment-or you could procure from others, such as Action item 7, which addresses the option that you will
i circuit breaker manufacturers or third-party suppliers either procure from the Appendix 11 program type of
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vendor or you will take commercial. grade equipment to look at the stored sparcs, to get a snapshot of what is
with verifiable traceability and upgrade it. in the plant. lf you circumvent what we asked you to do, -

'

we have no way of getting that snapshot of the plant to
Also there was a reporting requirement to provide a determine what is installed in the plant Stored sparcs
summary of the total number, make, model, and pro- is not a safety issue; the safety issue is what is installed
curement chain of those circuit breakers that could not in the plant,
be traced, to give os an idea of the extent of the 3

problem that exists out there, liasically, it is trying to We coulJ second guess ourselves and say, why did we
get out arms around how big an issue is this. A further not check the installed Clls? Ilut the point is that we
requirement asked that you basically implement the werc going to look at stored spaces to get a snapshot as
actions that were requested in the bulletin, items I to what is the extent of this problem in terms of
through 6. installed circuit breakers that do not meet the

commercial grade and, further, the safety-grade crite- '

'this report was duc on April 1. Also, the reporting rc. ria. Inoking at those respmses, which do not directly ;

quirements asked that, if you perform tests,you submit address what was asked in the bulletin, it is going to be
to the NRC the test results within 30 days of the com. very difficult to make an assessment as to what is in-

. pletion of these tests.*Ihc completion was based on the stalled in the plant. I guers, at this point, all we can say
number of breakers and the next refueling outage, in is that without further evaluation of those responses it
other words, if you had a large number, we asked you to is going to be hard to say they are acceptable.
do a minimum of 75 by the first refueling outage and
the remaining by the second refueling outage, begin. Our position as far as I understand it, and I could be
ning after March 1,1989. corrected on that-Ilrian, feel free to jump in if I say

something that is not so. We are not,at this point, lean.

For construction permits, submit the same report 30 ing towards making detailed reviews. We are going to

days after fuel loading. certainly scan through the responses to determine
what is in those responses.

## N llowever, again, as was mentioned this morning by
Mr. Sniczek, we feel that it is the licensce's responsi-

,

'

Now let me say a few words on the b.censee responses bility to ensure that the plant is safe, that there are no
to the bulletin. As of close of busmess yesterday, I was substandard, falsified, or refurbished pieces of equip- |
still counting how many responses I had received, ment installed in the plant. Further, we want to be surc

'

,

W1. n I was preparing this slide, I thought I would go that no substandard, falsi.' icd, or refurbished pieces of
ahead and put 50 because I thought at least I would equipment are stored because someday you are going -

have 50. Well, I received 49. I had 39 the JLy before, so to take that equipment and upgrade it to a safety appli-
about 10 of ',he 49 came m yesterday. So we have ap- cation. We have a concern there. It is the utility's re-
proximately 50 respmses.The others I hope are on the sponsibility to make sure that it has met all the require.

, way, if not, you will be getting a call from our project ments for a safe operation.
,

| managers.

|: f Iowever, as we go down the road, we are going to re-
| As far as respmses go, they vary in size and quality. view the llulletin 88-10 responses during our inspec- '

What do I mean by that? I have a response that is one tions of the plants to make sure and ensure ourselves
'

page. it is either asking a scheduler change or it says we that the licensees have satisfied the requirements of
have donc everything you asked us. Well and good. Ilulletm 88-10.
Some are over 100 pages long. Some basically are re-
sponses that do not even address what we asked for; /Hgure 5/
they have taken an altogether different course.

Our basic concern with regard to this bulletin is the
It is very interesting. In other words, it is going to re- lack of 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix II, quality controls in

, quire staff resources to go through these reports. I procurement for equipment that is installed for safety-
' again would like to remind you of Mr. Sniczek's com- related applications and also in the balance of plant. I

| ment this mornmg : It is the licensec's resp msib.lity to think NUM AltC has an initiative that is add essingihe
L make sure thv. it has a safe operating plant. balance-of-plant circuit breaker issue.

| What I want to say here,is that from what we have seca 1et me address the safety significance of refurbished

| in these responses, the alternatives at this point do not Cils installed in Ihe plant. At this point, we do not have

| appear to be acceptable to the NitC unless we make a an exact answer from the hulletin responses unless we

|' detailed evaluation.The whole idea of the bulletin was do a safety evaluation of the circuit breakers in terms of
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~a PRA |probabilistic risk assessment] to the extent that Contemplated Changes to the Regulatory !

- they can be included in the various cut sets to deter- Approach ;

mine their impact on safety. Our sense is that it is going '|
to increase the core melt , frequency. 'the question is Mr. Max J. Clausen: J

how much. I do not have an answer to that, but cer.
-

tai dy we are concerned about the safety significance, .ihank you lirian. *

We are also concerned about the dedicati m programs
for the commercial grade equipment that is gomg to be I think I have just figured out whr,t the Academy

#

used in safety grade applications. Awards are about. At this point in the program every.
one is saying hurry up, hurry up, we are going to run out
of time and the 'lV is going to be turned off. ;

Now, after having addressed the safety concerns, what
,

is the rationale for allowing plants to continue to oper. Good afternmm. '

ate? Certainly we kioked at this issue, rationalized in
our minds in terms of how big a safety issue this might As my first viewgmph /Hgwe // shows, we are talking
be. We kioked at the rationale and c(msidered it pru. about four kinds of issues here. I will focus mostly on

'' ~ dent to allow the plants to continue to operate while we the advance notice of proposed rulemaking. 't should
evaluated this concern. As you cam see on this slide, make some mention of the fact that we have a long list J
there are redundancies provided for accident mitiga. of bulletins, information notices, and a couple of ge.
tion capability. Also, installed Clis are tested periodi, neric letters that relatc to this subject. I will focus on .

'
cally in accordance with the licensecs' technical specifi. one of those, Generic 1.etter 89-02, for a moment or
catiims. Perhaps not all, but many of those Cils are two. I will also mention some industry initiatives in this ;
tested on a rotating basis. So we will verify the operabil, area.
ity of the Clis by those tests.

The NitC published an advanced notice of proposed
,

rulemaking [ ANPit] on March 6th. 'the title is offi- C

l,e,w refurbished Clis are expected to be installed in the cially, " Acceptance of Products Purchased for Use in |,

ongmal equipment, that is, during the imtial inualla* Nuclear Power Plant Systems Structures, and Compo-
tm, n. Our concern is really with circuit breakers being nents," and I am going to call it the ANPit,
mstalled as replacements or modifications. Operatmg

t

experience does not indicate a high Cil failure rate. /Mgure 2/ !

Perhaps this is because we do not have rufficient data. '

Nonetheless, the data we have available does not indi- 'the purpose of this ANPR is to give notice about an
cate a high failure rate. issue of concern to the NitC. The gentlemen that pre-

'ceded, Mr. Ilrach, Mr. Ilaker Mr. Gill, Mr. Grimes,
lastly, the normal function of a circuit breaker in serv- Mr. Sniczek this morning, and Dr. ,Murley, have all
ice is to carry current; therefore, if it is a marginal cir, touched on the quality of products m nuclear power
cuit breaker, it will cnd up as a failure and its operabil. plants. I can venture to say that 11111 lirach and firian i

ity will have been demonstrated. The concern, Grimes are intimately familiar on an every.ot her-week '

however, remains with those circuit breakers that are basis with the !!DO's [lixecutive Director for Opera-
,

'

,

called up(m to close and then spuriously trip. Thosc are .tions, Mr. Victor Stello) personal interest in this sub-
the ones that we do not have adequate knowledge ject of product acceptability.They get together and try
about in terms of their opcmbility, to explain to the 13DO why we should not shut down all

the plants if all this had stuff is out there. That is basi.
cally the background and the reason why there is an

'this summarizes my comments on the refurbished cir- ANPit-because the concern is real. The !!DO keepa
cuit breaker issue and the bulletin description. 'lhank asking, "Tell me it is not a safety issue or we will shut it
you- down."

The ANPit goes on to request a lot of information. It
Mr. Grimes: asks about 100 questions,11 reflects the fact that we do

not believe we have the answers and we hope the ques-
,Ihank you, Paul. tions will stimulate some constructive ideas. As I men- ,

tioned. Mr. lirach, Mr. Ilaker, and Mr. Gill talked i
'The last paper will be presented by Max Clausen. lie about some specifics.The ANPit recogni/es that Ap-

will address the initiatives related primarily to the ad. pendix 11 to 10 CFit Part 50 articulates the quality as-
vanced notice of proposed rulemaking, which has been surance criteria for design, procurement, receipt, and
published and which you are all encoumged to com- testing and so on and so forth to ensure the quality of

]ment on during the public comment perimi. products that are used in all the activitics at nuclear ;
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power plants. Appendix 11 was put in place with the lioned: Mr. lirach talked aboot some of the elements
idea that such criteria would allow licensees to detect that are in the generic letter.
products that were substandard. Ilowever,it was not
the intent of Appendix 11 to detect counterfeit or What we basically have in that document are a number
fraudulently marketed products. of elements tha' seem, from our experience, to be

working.The facihties that we have inspected that have

itecent experience, as expressed in the generic letters Mrong engineering involvement in the whole process

and the list in the appendix to the ANPR, shows that s('em to tw mom sumM y gxs imm tk guy
w ho d'cMes that we need some widget to defm, g whatmAppendix il does not work-in fact, because it was not ,

designed for that purpose-to detect fraudulently mar. tpat w Wet is and w hat it is to do this answers pan of
I at onald,s question on how do we get to the criti-keted or counterfeit products. 'n fact, Appendix 11 is
cal amtMsm W cH, smneMy has W &c'W puprobably doing what it is supposed to do, which is to nn'd the widget, and from there all the way thmugh the

,

help people figure out how to detect substandard ma-
pms pu n'aHy nu' to haw enginn'rmg inwqoterials, but not to detect when people lie, cheat, and ment; even to the pomt of evaluating the results of m-steal'
stallation and testing at the end in order to ensure that
what you have is what you need.

'lherefore, the NitC is considering additional require-
ments, regulations, specifications to provide confi- When we find strong engineering involvement, we find
dence that the plant synems and structures and com- programs that seem to be more successful at detecting
ponents will perform as required to protect public even fraudulently marketed items. Again, effective as
health and safety. It is a data gathering device. opposed to adequate inspection and testing. You need

to be checking the critical characteristics in order to en-

[
We are looktag to the industry, the utility industry- sure that the item you bought is going to do what you

need it to do.people who procure the products, engineers who are
involved in specifying components, people who do test- We have had some discussion about audits of vendors
ing, people who do receipt mspection-to help us put and sources. 'lhe depth of the audit, the audit team
together a mechanism to solve the problem. We are composition, and the focus of the audit are all points
currently fighting fires: M e are worrymg about ref ur- that need to be considered beiore specifying the pro-
bished circuit breakers that were not supposed to be re- curement, if you do not ask,you may not have access tofurbished and substandard matenals being used in the vendors and/or their contractors to determine

<

flanges, in each case, when we identiry a problem, w hether or not they are doing the things that need to beNUM AllC, the NitC,and the mdividual hcenseejump done in order to ensure the quality of the product.
m and do what they can to cope wah the m, dividual is-
sue. I would like to go over a point that Mr. Ilaker made,

adequate versus effective. Adequate meets our re-
The purpose of the ANPR is to try and figure out if quirements. Adequate says that you probably will not
there is not a way to approach this issue proactively, be- be cited for a violation. Adequate is what is being done
fore it becomes a problem. We are looking for the tech- most everyv here. Ilut effective is the difference be-
nical and programmatic issues that will provide us with tween the possibility of having something installed in
a higher degree of assurance that quality products will the plant that may not function some day as opposed to
be installed in nuclear power plants. Ilowever, keep in working beyond Appendix it, which was not intendedt

mind that the ANPR is not a proposed rule: 'ihere are to detect fraudulently marketed material.
no answers proposed in the ANPR; it just asks for in-
formation. Generie l .ctter 89-02 is important for one more signifi-

cant item that is not on the viewgraph. If I were asked
to n'comnwnd a n'guladon 0mt wouW go forwd, k

The reason that we are asking questionsin the ANPR is enwn at am weten in M2 am dat h
,

because we believe that the industry hns the expertisc Clausen would recommend to management and the
that is necessary to solve this pmblem and we would

"E''"#Y.as the elements that belong m a change m thelike to work with you to do that. regulation. Absent new mformation and given that I
have this job w hen the rule comes out, that is the sort of

in a closely related effort, as shown by the next thing you are poing to see in the rule. I do not believe
viewgraph /Hgr.-c 3/, we have issued Generic 1.etter that is necessarily the best answ er to t he problem, but it
89-02," Actions to improve the Detection of Counter- is the only answer I have today.
feit and Fraudulently Marketed Pmducts." It was is-
sued in March. I have a few copies if you just cannot in the fourth viewgraph /Hgure 4/, there are a number
stand to go away without one today, it has beue men- of industry initiatives that I specifically want to
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recogniec because industry is wor king hard. N U M AllC General Questiotts/ Answers |
is doing some good things. They have p;uticipated in
helping us address the flange problem. When we have Mr. Grimes:
gonc to them with a problem, they have been respon-
sive. Additionally, I!Pitt is working with NUMARC to If I could have the panel come up and join me on the ,;
develop a number of guidelines that will help the in- platform, we will go through the questions we received. |

dustry in dealing with these issues. Uldis Potapous, if you would come up also. Uldis is an-
'

other section chief in the Vendor llranch. I am going to
'" "" *# "" #"" # ^ 8'

in the generic letter, we endorsed some of the methods
in the guideline from IIPill on the utilization of I will start out the questions and answers with one that I
commercial-grade items in nuclear safety related ap- probably should have set the stage for before.
plications. Mr lirach mentioned that. *lhe guidehne
provides methods that we agree will work in the dedica* GUESTION: Is the NilC considering civil and/or
tmn prxess. I do not know of any other document that criminal actions against known vendors operat-
we have endorsed, that actually says, if you use this you ing fraudulently for profit to discourage future
are probably gomg to be able to get through the dedica- fraudulent activitics?
tion pmeess without any flack from us.

ANSWER: I would like to take a minute to explain the
In addition, liPRI has a working group to develop a process. When we get information that something may
guide for the technical evaluation of replacement involve criminal wrongdoing, we involve our Office of
items.'this is of interest to us for the same sort of rea- Investigations, which has trained investigators. We
son: If there is a way to go about doing the technical work on two tracks: we work a technical track, and they
evaluation that we can endorse, then we would like to work the criminal track. 'Ihc one rule we have across
get that on the street so everytuj can use it, the board is that safety always prevails. Therefore,y

even though a release of certain information in generic

A third effor;is related to the development of a guide- communications such as bulletins or information no-
line addressing audit methods and receipt inspection tices may decrease the eventual ability of the Justice
activitics. Again, this is the sort of thing we believe will Department to prosecute, we still go forward with what

strengthen existing programs. we need to do to ensure that the safety of the nuclear j
power plants is preserved. <

NUMARC has been supporting these activities Once we assure safety, we try to maintain the integrity
through working group efforts as well as through work- of Ihe investigation process. Itor example, we may not ;
shops that it is conducting to spread the word on this. release related inspection reports until the investiga- i

A!! of these activities are a very positive thrust from our tion is completed. When the investigation is com-
perspective, pleted, the case is referred to the Justice Departmer.t

for their consideration.'they may choose to prosecute.
My closing comment is that the nature of further rule.

|
making will depend on the NRC's analysis of the re. We just had a case, we issued an information notice '

sponses to the questions asked in the ANPR and on the within the last couple of months that cited a couple of
effectiveness of industry initiatives to improve assur- convictions in this area. One of them started in 1985.
ance that sub!.tandard, counterfeit, and fraudulently Sometimes it takes a fewyears to get through the court
marketed products are not used in nuclear power process, and although we do not get really fast action in
plants. these cases, we do get some successfully prosecuted.

We are concerned. We believe there is an opportunity We will take one question cach. We will start with Ilill
lirach.for us to find a way to protect against fraudulently mar-

keted material. We have not made a decision on a rule.
The generic letter states that there are some good Mr. firach:

1

thingsyou etm do. llowever, if things do not get better, !

I am confident that the NRC will publish a rule of some I will read the question I have on the top of the stack.
" '

QUESTION: Are all refurbished parts and com-
ponents that include such parts by definition sub-

That concludes my talk. 'thank you, standard?
;

I think lirian has a question or two. ANSIVER: The short answer to the question is no.

1
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Some equipment is designed to be refurbished during Mr. Grimes:

. routire maintenance in the power plant activity.'lhere
are a couple of questions that evolve around the refur. I guess, in general, we have decided, as far as fasteners

bished aspect. One, is it equipment that was originally are concerned, we do not have a major counterfeiting

designed to be periodically refurbished? If it is not, problem. llowever, we do expect that when you found

then it would be an inappropriate type of refurbish- a fastener that was sigmficantly out of specification,
ment, you followed up and determmed for yourselves

whether that was a result of fraud or not. Our inspec.
* * li f Ilow through on the relatively small number

.Ihc second question with regard to refurbishment: of cases m which we beheve fasteners were sigmfictmtly
,

out of specification to see how good ajob you did in that
GUEST /ON: Is the buyer, the licensec, and the area. Ilowever, we do not inter:d to require more sam-
utility aware that in buying this item, piece of plcs of fasteners at this point.
equipment, that it has been refurbished?

I do think more receipt testing is one of the possible so-
ANSWER: 'Ihere are a couple of different aspects to lutions to assuring fastener quality. 'therefore, in the
that question. You could be buying an item that was dc. long term, we will be looking for initiatives that encom.
signed to be refurbished, but the utility, the buyer, pass a better assurance of quality for the fasteners in
needs to be aware if it has in fact been refurbished since general.
original manufacture. Secondly, if it has been refur-
birhed,you need to be sure that it was refurbished with Mr. Gill:
quality parts and with a commensurate quality pro-

I have a remark from Alex Marion of NUMARC. Itgram.
says,"I believe it appropriate to note that NUM ARC,
N!!MA, and Ul, did not fully concur with flulletin

Mr. Elaker: 88-10." 'that is true. Alex. I was just trying to save
time.

'Ihis question has to do with the fasteners.
The fact is that Alex is correct. We had a lot ofinterac-

QUESTION: 'Ihc sample size of both safety, tion. NUM ARC came in and said we shauld do nnd not
related and non safetv-related fasteners was too do certain things, and NiiM A and UI.said we were all
small to be statistically significant with high com. wet behind the cars for providing this testing program
pctence for individual plants. Will statistically to verify the function and performance of these break-
significant samplcs be required for individual ers. In fact, I read a press report that said,"NRC turns
plants? What follow on action for fasteners is deaf car to Ul,and N!!MA."
contemplated?

Given the extent of comments that varied from UI.and
NUMARC and NI!MA about what the objcctivesANSWER: During the talk I said that the principal rea.
were,I believe the NRC took all the comments m, good ison for issuing the bulletin was to determine whether faith and made the best evaluatm, n. We evaluated the

or not we had a counterfeit problem with fasteners
within the nuclear power industry. It was not intended safety significance of the issue and used our best judg-

to be a statistically significtmt sample. We were not try- ment to come up with what we thought was the most

ing to show that all fasteners are good, or even provide appropriate action that we needed to take as regula- |

I"'8'a basis by sampling that they are good. |
Certainly we were open to reason: we listened, we ex-

In my paper, I did not r.ay it during the talk, but in the changed ideas, and we exchanged rationale back and |
paper on the bottom of page two, I gave some numbers forth, llowever, that does not mean that we had to |

L on-call it counterfeit fasteners-in particular, SAll agree to everything that NUM ARC or N!!M A or UL.
E Grade 8 and Grade 8.2 fasteners. We did determine had to say I think, as regulators, we are responsible for
| that there were counterfeit Grade 8.2 fasteners that making the best decision we can with the information

had been marked as Grade 8 and 5.2 fasteners marked availabic. Nonetheless, I would like to correct myself
i that had been marked as Grade 5 within the nuclearin- and note that we did not have full concurrence or
|- dustry. Ilowever, it was determined that this was not im agreement with these groups,

issue for the nuclear industry because those differ-

| ences are not significant until you hit temperatures of Mr. Clausen:
!- between 550 and 600 degrees Fahrenheit.Therefore,

we did not consider this a significant problem for the GUESTION: When referring to engineering in-
nuclear industry, volvement, are you referring to design engineers'

!
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U , or does this include procurement engmccrs, itself, or the safety-related procurement of the unit,- !

'

quality assurance engineers, and so forth? - may have included some burn in tests or some func.g .
, '

tional tests before accepting that unit as a safety."

i. L ANSWER: You really need the engineering expertisc related component I would think tests would be re-
,

,
that is appropriate for the job that is being donc. if it quired. .ib

involves design in the front end, the design engineer . |
Y, has to be involved in identifying ihose technical charac- So the answer would be yes, the critical charactcristics

teristics that will help ensure that the device will per, ought to be defmed and they ought to be meluded it:- j!

form the necessary function;If the expertise you need the dedication process, j

L . is later in the progmm to ensure that you have the right
Mr. Grimes:i; ; audit team going to visit a vendor's facility,it is prob-

,

g ably a quality assurance engineer, 1;ct me take another one myself.

b So again, that is a matter of applying the appropriate OUE5770N: lias the NitC audited the various' .t
resource at the appropriate time.The one person I be. utility dedication programs? If not, what are the

L' ' lieve who does need to be involved from beginning to plans for the near future? If yes, is there a good'

end is the engineer responsible for the performance of example program? -i-

the component, who understands what is poing on all . ANSIVER: The answerisyes. About once a quarter the !
the way through. lle has to be able to review the test |Vendor llranch inspectors go to a utility's facility andresults, lie ought to be able to review the material cer- look at both the interface for technical information be.

*

tifications and any material testing that is done. tween the utility and its vendors and also the utility's. j

procurement program, We have identified a number of . ;
Mr,11aker: deficiencies in dedication programs during that process . j

and have identified specific examples of comp <ments .

One other comment I would make with regard to pro- that could not perform or not be shown M perform - I
cu rement engineers, because I have been asked before, their intended function. I;

b. . is that in some cases utilitics emph)y people who do not ;
''

have an engineering degrec and do not really have a lot I would say that we have seen a spectrum of programs. -

of experience in the engineering world, but the utility Most of the better programs are of very recent vintage,
7

will call them procurement engineers. Ilasically they however. In consonance with my theory that it is not |
? . process procurement orders.That is not what we mean the program, but mostly the innplementation of it that I

when we say engineering involvement. We are talking is critical. I guess I do not wimt to point to anybody as !
about someone who has a technical background in, as being the star in this area, but I think if you talk among 'j
Max explained, the area involved, yourselvesyou will find out what various peopic are do- ;

ing in this area. 7

Mr. Potapovs: Also we intentionally do not go very often 1o good per-

' OUES770N: What is the current status of dedi-
formers. Once in awhile to try to get ourselves cali-

cation with regard to electronic component piece brated. Ilut for the most part, we go to those plants at
which there might be problems. So we deliberatelyparts such as resisters, capacitors, transistors, et
tend to run mto the lower side of the dedication processcetera? Do such piece parts used in the repair of

safety-related components have to be dedicated? SPCCl* * *'

I*
ANSIVER: The answer would be yes. I think the proper
dedication process, or an effective dedication process, OUEST/ON: llave problems or concerns of the
for any commercial item that will wind up in safety- NitC resulted from procurement of safety-grade- '

L relatcJ service would need to consider the critical char- products from cancelled plants? i
'

.acteristics of those parts. !
ANSIVER: The answer is, not as a class of its own. As ;

Without getting into a lot of detail on what one should you may recall, the earlier discussion with regard to

consider critical characteristics of such electronic com- traceability of equipment is a key issue to the concern

ponents.you could certainly assess the need to do such about utilitics buying material from a cancelled facihty.

things as verify by markings or identification as well as llut as a class by itself, the answer is no. .

determine the need to perform certain electrical tests
Mr. Ilaker;

on these parts. Specifically, when these types of parts
are used to repair components that may have been GUESTION: Can you provide a few examples

. dedicated as a unit, wherein the dedication of the unit of operationally safety-signific:mt problems
,
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occurring as a result of improper dedication of mitments, then I would refer you back to the accep- :,

, commercial grade equipment for safety-related tance verification of such devices and leave it up to the' 4

=use? licensee in terms of how effective a verification pro-
j!gram that it wants to perform. We do not have some-

ANSWiiR: I can provide a couplc. Some others I really thing on the books that requires the licensee to install
cannot discuss in detail. One that we can discuss is a equipment that is UL listed other than GDC 1 that I s

known instance that took place a couple of years ago mentioned m my presentation.To us, quality means in- .j

with regard to some solenoid valves that were supplied dustry standards and we consider UI., Ililill,'and |

to a llWR [tmiling water reactor | by the NSSS | nuclear Ni!M A to be industry standards. '

steam system supplier]. 'Ihose valves were purchased i
commercial grade and turned around and sold as nu. Now, void of that, I suppose one could rationalize and
clear grade. When those valves were called up(m to op- go a step further and evaluate this non recognized,

'

crate, we had a slow insertion of five control rods. So non listed com[mnent that you have procured, or are
that is one instance where, in fact, the dedication was thinking of procuring. You need to evaluate what kind i

nothing. 'lhey were in a scaled box; they came to the of quality assurance program to have in placc. 'Ihen . i

NSSS in a scaled imx; they went out in a scaled box. evaluate it to the extent that you can and compare it to .I
the existing industry standards. lf it does mect the stan. i

'lhere was also an instance recently of some failurcs in dards, then one could provide the justification for in- J-

a plant with regard to the molded case circuit breakers: stalling something that is non listed. f
one in a bench test and one in operation.'the example I :

gave earlier Masoncitan valve parts was a failure in I hope I have answered that question. !

service. 'lhere were also some additional nonconfor- '

' mances found when the items in the warehouse were Mr. Grimes: 3
reviewed.

I would just add that we always expect you to do a ra.

One caution I will make is that all of these examples tional engineering job. Just because you get a recom- j

came almut as a result of normal operation. 'lhat does mendation from a vendor to do something does not

not tell you what would happen in the event of off- mean you should do it until you have decided through
n eng neumg walualmn that it does apply toyour fa-normal operation, it does not tell you what would hap. ".lity and it is the right thmg to do 'the same applies incpen to equipment in an carthquake or in a harsh envi-

a lot of other areas.ronment that is not there normally.'the question does
not address the realissue which is: Sure, you can do a '

Something you said Paul, reminded me that I wanted- functional test and maybe the part operates during nor-
to clarif one item with re8ard 1o balance of lant. We :

Y Pmal operation, but what about the ends of the design are concerned with balance of plant not just because ;
:

parameter,just at the tmrder of the envelopc? What is
going to happen then? The results we see in terms of you may use a component m a safety related process '

testing do not address that. We talk almut failures dur- aftuyou have dedicated it, but also because use of that -

component, if it affects the balance of plant, coulding normal operation. either challenge safety systems or complicate greatly
ithe response to an accident if that non safety-related

Mr. Gilh system did not work. So we expect good engineering
. .

throughout the plant, and we expect you to pursue all
The question I have deals with commercial breakers areas on that basis. I

and fuses.

"'QUESTION: Whereas UI. and CSA provide '

valuable independent verification of very- I have a two-part question, which is another way of say- r

difficult to-demonstrate capabilities, such as in- ing there are two questions on one card. ,

terrupting capability, what about non UI. listed }
or recognized electrical components? OUESTION: What would the NRC suggest a

utility do to determine original design require-
'.

ANSWER: I guess the question really is, can we use ments when the vendor claims that that informa.
non recognized or non-UI. listed components in the Lion is proprietary?
plant? Mysenseof thisis that,ifin the FSAR thelicen-
see has made a commitment to use Ul listed or N!!C ANSWER: 'lhe point I would like to stress is that utili- '

[ National lllectric Code] requirements, then by virtue ties should presently be in possession of their original
of those commitments you have no choice but to meet design specifications. If this is a situation where the ar- I

those commitments. If you have not made those com- chitect engineer is not allowing a utility access to the

|
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| . original design specifications, I think that is an issue of we need tostart with that preface: you do not knowand
its own, flowever, the utility should be in possession of you have to find out.I"

L sufficient original design basis engineering information
! to ldentify what was identified by the architect engineer Secondly, I do not know if there is anything the NitC

- maybe 10 years ago,15 years ago, as the engineering can do to minimize your cost. In terms of what the in-
design specifications relevant to the itern or the com- dustry etm do, there are a lot of things that are being

"

ponent or subcomponent for which procurement is considered under the NUMAllC program and I think
now being planned, the NitC is supporting those efforts. 'there is nothing

that prohibits joint procurement, for example, which
Gl'ES770N: What if a utility could determine would give you leverage with the manufacturers and re-
that material is a critical characteristic, but could duce individual costs.
not provide specific information to allow verifi-

.

. cation during receipt? I)uring procurement m.spections, I have seen utilitics
go out and buy three bolts it cost more to cut the pur.

ANSWER If you recall my earlier discussion with re- chase order than it did to buy the material,

gard to establishing receipt inspection dedication test-
ing to confirm the acceptability as well as the presence In addition, there are several joint audit programs go-

of those aspects that have been identified to be entical ing on. 'lhere are at least two people that have come up

characteristics, I said this could be difficult. If, m fact, and talked to me about setting up joint testinglabora-

that cannot be donc during receipt inspection or ded:- tories-five, six, seven, or so utilities getting together .

i

cation testing by the utility, a question would be raised on a regional basis to set up testing laboratories,

with regard to the capability of an intermediate sup- In terms of material, meaning the two out of the threcplier to do that testmg. I'his, I think, takes you back to
the ongmal equipment manufacturer, which is an area major bulletins that have gone out recently on counter- [

of concern because of the traceability factor when you
fe t and fraud, my position is that on the fasteners and *

the flanges some sort of sampic testing on receipt
need to address those aspects that subsequent receipt would have given you enough information to know upinspection or testmg cannot confirm through non- front that you had a problem.
destructive-type tests on the component.

So I think you are not going to see solutions out of the
So the answer to the question, I believe, is that if you NitC on that side because we are not in the cost busi-
cannot, through testing during receipt and dedication, ness. Ilowever, I think there are a number of industry
confirm the acceptability of those aspects that are iden- initiatives that are set up and are in progress to address
tified as critical characteristics, then you are probably that issue. I think the industry is going to have to ad.
in the mode of going back to the original equipment dress that themselves.
manufacturer to establish a mechanism by which those
material characteristics can be established and verified

,

Mr. Grimes:and qualified.
I guess I would add that when we do identify a specific

Mr. Ilaker: technical item, we are amenable to aggressive industry
proposals to deal with it. I thought the flange issue was

'Ihis question is related to the last question I had, well handled by NUM AllC. It avoided everybody going
in and testing, and takmg out all flanges. It tested a
fairly good sized sample that provided a technical basis

GUESTION: What can be donc to limit the im- for the next actions in terms of determining safety sig-
pact on utilitics of the massive and expensive nificance. I think if that kind of a response is put to- i
testin; programs that NitC has required in re- gether by the industry, the NitC will not have to specifysponse to the discovery of small amounts of extensive actions itself.
counterfeit substandard material, especially in
light of the minimal actual safety impact that has
been found? hir, Gilh

OUESTION: If the lic.nsee is having the O!!M,
ANSWER: I will address the last part first. We were not that is Gli or Westinghouse, refurbish an obso-
able to determine that the effect was minimal until af- Icte Cil and that Cil was originally provided as
ter the testing was done-that is, first of all. My com- commercial grade, that is,15 or 20 years old, how
ment during the presentation is that when you know ccm the Oi!M verify that it has the correct draw.
that counterfeit and fraud is involved, you do not know ings, engineering data, critical changes, et cet-
where you stand on those first initial results. So I think cra? Also, howcan the licensec verify anyof this
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if the position of proprietary information is used not need any proprietary information. 'lhere are
by th:: OliM? cnough tests, for example, in attachment one to the

ANSWER First of all,let me answer this indirectly. |

We looked into the refurbishment programs in the Mr. Grimes:
industry. 'there is no such program that exists that is
sanctioned by NIIM A or UI.that allows refurbishingof Do you remember when I spoke about the rationale
these breakers, that the NitC used in artmng at the testing require- .

ments in llulletin 88-10? We basically hioked at a
safety significance, we k)oked at the capability, the in.

Mr. Gn,mes: terrupting capability for exampic. Although the intcr-

We are talking aboct molded. case circuit breakers. pting capability is important for circuit breakers from
a fire point of view, we felt,given the redundancy of the ;

system we have, that perhaps it was not the most criti-
Mr. Gill: cal operating characteristic that we needed to verify.

The only way you can verify the interrupting capability
I am not talking about the . . . power circuit breakers' is by destructive testing and we did not feel the need Io
which can normally be refurbished.That is, you can re- do that'
place parts on those under the manufacturer's specifi.
cations. I think you can develop a rationale and not need to go

to proprietary information. 'there is enough informa-
'Ihc molded case circuit breakers that are scaled can- tion in the public domain that exists so that you can
not be refurbished. *1here is no authorized program. make certain judgments en electrical equipment.

If you do send a breaker, a scaled molded-case circuit Mr. Potapovs:
breaker, back to the manufacturer for refurbishment,
it is my understanding that the manufacturer has to GUESTION: If a supplier has a policy or procc-
make it as a whole new breaker, just as a breaker in the dure for defect evaluation and client notification,

production run would be made. In other words, the and this program has been evaluated for compil-
manufacturer has to go through the same process of ance to Part 21, is it permissible to invoke the
controlled inspection by UI, by his own quality assur- policy and procedure in the procurement docu. i

ance, and so on, ment in lieu of regulations of Part 21?

So given'that you have found a manufacturer that is ANSWER: "the answer, in general, would be no. Part

willing to refurbish, I think the cost might be prohibi. 21 is fairly specific in defining the commercial-grade

tive. It might be cheaper to buy a new one than refur. procurement. If a procurement does not meet that
bishing an old one. Notwithstanding that, ifyou did find definition, then Part 21 would be applicable for a basic

somebody to refurbish the circuit breaker, he would es. component as defined in the regulation.

sentially have to make that breaker as a whole new
breaker. So I think the cost incentive is not therc. If the 'f)pically, if you deviate from a catalog description in

manufacturer did not have the correct drnwings or en, your procurement of the item and invoke specific re-

gineering data, then certainly the breaker could not be quirements, that would suggest a nuclear application at

made as new to the original specifications. So the an. a licensed facility and Part 21 would have to be invoked
by the licensec. It would also be self invoked by theswer to that is you would just have to discard that

breaker and go to something else. vendor accepting the order.

'"
Mr. Grimes:

OUESTION: In your opinion, what is the best
Certainly, hmking at the outside of a breaker does not way of implementing the engineering involve-
determine whether it has been used before. meniin the procurement process? For example,

should there be a separate procurement engi-

Mr. Gill: neering group as part of the design engineering
organization, or should it be an engineering staff

Again, ho c ;:m a licensee verify any of this without the "matrixed" under the procurement organiza-
proprietary informa: ion? As far as the circuit breaker tion? In your opinion what has or will work best?
is concerned, there is sufficient information in terms of
testing the functional characteristics or performance .1NSWER: Actually, there is no right way. We have
charactenstics of a breaker so that the licensee does mentioned or discussed some aspects where
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engineering has not been involved in the process. I answering questions as long as the individuals who have
. think the way the question is written indicates that the the questions that have not been answered want tor i

author is thinking along the lines of there being differ. hear them. .

ent types of organizations. You can have, for example,
line organizations that work and others that do not. Mr, Ilracle*
You can have examples of "matrixed" orgtmizations '

where they work in some cases and in other cases not. QUESTION: You mentioned going back to the ;

original design basis to provide the item specifi- ~

Again, by the thrust of the question, the point is that cations. li r vendor audits,is it prudent to ques-o ,

engineering needs to be involved in the procurement tion the original engineering associated with that .i
process. It is germane to the individual utility as far as basis, or should it be accepted at face valuc?
how that organization best works with line responsibili- ;

tics and accountability or, in the matrix sense, if various ANSii'ER: 'lhere are two answers to the question.
''

staff can bc assigned from onc organization to another. Occ, whether involved in procurement or any other 1

ongoing utility activity, if there is reason to question the
Mr. Gill: corrcetness of the original engineering, the obvious an- ;

swer is definitely that you should take a look at that en- '

I wondered if I would get this question. Most of the gineering basis to determine if it is valid. That holds 3

telephone calls that we received with regard to Ilulletin true whether involved in procurement or other activi.
88-10 included this question. tics.

^

QUESTION: What is the NRC's definition of Putting that aside, with regard to the procurement, the
verifiable traceability to the CllM? point we were mentioning earlier is going back to the i

original design basis to obtain the identification and -

ANSWER: llulletin 88-10, Attachment 2, provides a specifications for that item, component, subcom- ;
definition. Perhaps the person asking the question did ponent as it may be germane to the procurement speci-

'

not see that attachmentt let me read it. fication.

It says: * Verifiable traceability. Documented evidence Mr. Ilaker:
such as certificate of compliance that establishes |

traceability of purchased equipment to the CI!M [cir- GUESTION: Is it acceptable to accept material *

cult breaker manufacturer 1 1f the certificate of compli- from an ASMli certificate holder who has been ,

ance is provided by any party other than the CllM. the approved on the basis of an ASME certificate
validity of such certificate must be verified by the licen- only? That is, approved by the customer, no
see or permit holder through an audit or other appro- audit by the purchaser was performed, and the
priate means." I am happy to say that we have a customer is accepting it on the basis of a receipt
traceability expert here sitting among us in the right- inspection that h oks at the visual, dimensional,
hand corner, a qd I will defer all questions to him. Ile is and documentation aspects only-documenta- *

our expert, Uldis. tion being the certified material test report.
.

Mr. Potapovs: ANSWER: The person asking the question referenced
Information Notice 86-21.

|. I think that was a proper definition. I have seen several
different amplifications on this definition, probably t he The answer is no, it is not acceptable to do that.i

most common being that the utility has contacted their Information Notice 86-21 states that the ASMf!
intermediary supplier and the supplier has provided as- accreditation program was approved for, or accepted
sunmcc to the utility that it only buys breakers from the for, qualification and placing someone on the approved
original equipment manufacturer. The utility then vendor's list only. An implementation audit is still
would consider this a satisfactory response, liowever, required if you are going to use the CMTRs [ certified
that wodd not be a satisfactory response to the material test reports) or CMCs issued by that ASME,, 1

traceability criteria that was just read. certificate holder. So you siill have to do an
implementation audit.

Mr. Grimes:
"

I am going to take two more questions and answers. and
then we will callIhe formal part of the session to a close 1.ct me make two administrative announcemenis and
and let the reporter go. but we will stay herc and keep then wrap up the formal part of the program.
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'there is a recrption at 5:00 tonight in the Colonial sages on the wall as you go out,
1(oom. You are to use the main cicvators to reach the
lower level for that reception. You are all invited With that, I thank you very much, and anybody that

wants to stick around and get an answer to their par-
Second, iIyou would please check your tclephonc mes- ticular questions arc welcome to do so,
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4 SESSION 3: EVALUATION OF l'LANT I'ERFORMANCE

Mr. I' rank J. Miraglia: which is a computerized system that we have for Lecp-

Good rnorning ladies and gentlemen. I would like to
welcome you to Session 3 of the llegulatory Informa- Now just to put it in perspective, the amount of effort,
tion Conference My name is Frank Miraglia. I am As- the post 'IMI actions amounted to over 10,500 differ-
sociate Director for inspection and Technology Assess- ent actions, integrated over all the plants in the coun-
ment in the Office of Nuclear lleactor Regulation. I try, *lhat gives you an idea of the scope,
have to rcad thrit, which is one of the reasons I do not
have a business card-my wallet is not big enough, in addition to those 10,500, there have been another

some 6,500 generic actions that stem from the Salem
Ilefore we start this session, Dr. Murley would like to ATWS [anticipat ed transients without scram] and from
address a question that was asked at last evening's re- closing out generic issues. 'thus, there are Mime 17,000
ception, itefore we get started, I would like to intro- generic issues that we base to track for: the status,
duce Dr. Murley and give him an opportunity to make whether they have been implemented, whether they
some comments, have been verified, whether they have been inspected

against, and so forth.

NRC's Crash Effort To Update the TMl Action in addition, there are the vast number of technical
Plan specification amendments that we get that are plant

specific. So it is quite a large burden that we have to
| Dr. Thomas E. Murley: keep track of.

| 'lhank you, Frank
We sent the printout over to Congress thinking that
that would be the end of it, ilut, of course, as you might

| One question that came up yesterday in the picaary expect, some congrmional staffm went through linc| session, came up in the afternoon, and also came up in
| some of the hallway discussions and conversations ap- tween what we had sent in the SIMS listing and what we

by Imc apparently, and they noticed a discrepancy be-
,

| pears to need a little more explanation and discussion. had put in the report on the response to the TMI acci.I
dent. Subsequently, another letter was sent to the

QUESTION: Why did the NRC find it necessary
to Eo out to the utilitics on a cmsh basis and ask

Chairman agking why there was a discrepancy between
. . the reports. Ihe NRC staff put togetheranother run of

for an update of the TMI action items and why SIMS, which showed yet another set of data. Although
was it necessary to require this information on I was not in the Chairman's office when the reply went

,

such a hurried basis that people had to work over up for his signature, I can imagine his consternation
the wcekend? when it appeared that we had not provided the correct!

. information to the President or the correct information
ANSWER: I will explam. it. |to Congress and we still did not have correct informa-

"'

It is not the most glorious chapter in NRC's history, but
nonetheless I believe in facing up to facts and explain- 'Ihc Chairman says,"I want it fixed. I want an all hands |

ing them, effort, and I want it verified by the industry that this is
'

It came about as part of the 10-year celebration of the
TMI accident, so to speak.The NRC had put out a re- So that was the genesis for the effort that resulted at
port that summarized the results of what we had donc the end oflast week in my sendinga letter to each of the
since TMI, particularly our resp ( nse to the Kemeny utilities asking for verification of our understanding of
Commission recommendations. That report was the status of the TMI actions. It is fundamentally an
thought of at the last minute'; the staff had only about a NRC problem; I admit that.
week or so to put it all together and it was typically a
crash cffort. DoesitinvolvesomeofIhesameIhing thatIputon my

charts yesterday? Yes, it does. We have gone through
At the same time, or so(m thereafter, Congress sent us our preliminary root cause analysis, and I can tell you
a request for an updated evaluation of the TMI action that there are a couple of problems that have popped
items, particularly a printout of the SIMS results.'lhe up. One is we did not have a good QA program on the
SIMS is the safety information management system, data that was in SIMS.

|
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I had thought it was up to date. it turns out it was not. It Session 3 of the llegulatory information Conference
turns out that we did not have a good system for con. deals with performance evaluation. Yesterday I made

3

trolling what went into SIMS and for making sure that some remarks, broad remarks. phout performtmec
the periodic updates of SIMS are frozen, let us say from evaluation and indicated that there were a number of[-
. month to month, and for comparing one version of tools in our toolbox with respect to evaluating licensee;

! SIMS data to the next version. We are going to fix that, performance. We are going to hear about some of
,- those things in this morning's session. SALP [ system-

'there is also an clement of accountability. When I atic assessment of licensee performance) t rends will be'

looked at our organization, I did not have a single per. discussed by Mr. !!crt Davis. New initiatives in devel-
son in charge of keeping the data up to date. We are oping performance indicators will be discussed by Tom

L' going fix that 100. Novak. Maintenance inspection is a form of a special
team inspection that gives us the ability to focus on cer-

It occurred to me that you probably did not get a de, tain areas of concerns, and Tony Gody from Nitit will

~ tailed explanation as to what happened. Of course, we be talkmg about the mamtenance mspections that have
been conducted to date.have data and the infornntion we give to Congress is

urate. 'ihat basically is the reason we did what we
,Ihc iast item should read equipment' operability. Al-
though tying equipment operability to the theme of this

'

s ss on, p thaps,is a little stretched in the day to-day
I apologize for the inconvenience and the effort it is @ua ns a y ac y mangenwnt s to -
causingyou. I think we are going to use the information
that we get now as the baseline set of data. Any further "n natbns anod Q guaWy of t(m""

equ5nwnL.Ny Wo@l specifications and the 11-
ununc dat tht nwans m

changes will be recorded so that we have a clear paIicr relationship to the techmea
trail from now on. censing basis of the facility. We have had a number of

issues and concerns come up in this area with relation,
'thank you, in part, to the safety culture of the facility, mindfulness *

ot equipment operability, and consideration of what ,

I guess h there are any questions now I can take a cou- degradation of equipment means to the safe operation .

plc. 'lhere is ene in the back. of the facility. These issues will be discussed by Gary I

llolahan.

''' As I indicated, llert Davis will talk about the SALP

Tom, I wanted to ask you that questionyesterday, and I trends. Ile will talk a little bit about the SAlf process
would hke to thank you for the explanation. I speak for and the evolution of that process smce its meeptmn

our company, and we are all ready to stand behind you, shortly after Three Mile Island.

liert Davis, as most of you probably know, is the I(c.
Dr. Muricy: 'Ihank you, Pat. gional Administrator,1(egion 111,and it gives me pleas-

ure to introduce to you llert Davis who will discuss
Voice: SALP trends.

I would add one consideration ahd that is that we obvi- SALP Trends
ously had to do that. On the other hand.1 think it prob.
ably cost somewhere between two, two and a half, or Mr. A. Ilert Davis:
three million dollars to do that. And that is what we
have to spend, and if you work with us, to make a big Gmd morning, ladies and gentlemen. My topic today is

point of it to make us feel like we are managing our SALP trends for operating reactors. I plan to discuss
business in a most cost effective way, we would all ap. four areas.These are: First, the purpose of S AI .P; sec.

preciate it very much. ond, SALP history the emphasis that we are currently
putting into the SALP cvaluations; third, the process
used to arrive at SAI.P category ratings; fourth, I am

Dr. Murley: going to share some data with you. Seven figures: The
| first three are industry wide trends of category ratings
|

Okay, thank you. I appreciate that comment. for various functional areas and the last four are SAI.P
ratings versus time, SALP ratings versus availability,

Mr. Miraglia: S ALP ratings versus NI(C performance indicators, and
finally, a histogram of S ALP ratings versus the number

'lhank you. Tom, of units.
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1 expect that most of what I say talay will be in the form I.et me pass now to S AI .P bistory and what we are cur- .

: of a review toyou. In fact, as I prepared the talk, I won- rently emphasizing in our sal.P evaluations. ~

. dered how I was going to cover anything that all of you
' ' would not already know. 'the sal.P process began in 1980. After the accident at -|

L

'lhree Mile Island the President's commission on that *

i' Some people have told me that is not the case, but I accident recommended that a program be established
I happened to be talking to one of the Region ill licen, for the systematic evaluation of operatmg perform- ;

[ sees this morning and he indicated to me that he had ance, >

' read the talk, Ile had also gone over the SA1 P proce. In addition, and as a result of the NRC staff reviews at7
g dure m detail several times with the resident mspector that time, we also concluded as a result of that accident

and essentially was well aware of what wr.s in the SAI.P. that more intense oversight of operational safety was!! pleased me to hear that So I am hoping that what I
; have to say today will be pnmanly a review for all of needed. It was apparent that we had given too much re-

liance on the design of redundant systems to protect
10"' the reactor and the public health and safety.The confi-

dence in these safety systems and this redundancy, in
'the sal.P program, of course, is an integrated agency my opinion, led to inappropriate complacency on the
effort to collect agency msights, data, and other mfor- part of the NRC and the industry.
mation to assess and better understand the reasons for

'
. a licensee's performance. As a result, we concluded that additional and :arongth-

ened oversight of the quality of operations and opera-
. Now, note what I said, insights, data, and other infor. tional support, as well as design and design changes,

|- mation.This means that sal.P is not a totally objective was needed. sal.P is one of the oversight tools that we
'

tool. *lhere is a lot of subjectivity in it. It is a combina, use.
tion of subjective and objective evaluations and infor-
mation. We use many methods m. the NRC to oversee opera-

tional safety. These include the licensing: inspection

The product of the SAI.P report is used by the NRC to and eMorcement pmgram; the evaluation of the
events-you heard some talks on that yesterday-theimprove and manage our own program; and we hope

that it is used by licensees to focus attemion on their perform nec ind atm pmg(am, Weh you wiH kar
strengths and weaknesses for the Eurpose of improvmg nmp a todas th q pmgmm, d ww; ad

pernhe management meetmgs to discuss b,eensee per-
perl.ormance. formance. I might elaborate on that.

I.et me pass on now to the purpose of sal.P. We have I feel that one of the major tools that we use in Region
four major purposes. The first is to improve the NRC 111 is the management meeting. We sit down with some
tegulatory program and provide a mechanism for fo- of the licensecs' managers on a monthly basis, others

.

cusing NRC management attention on areas of con- on a quarterly basis, and some on an annual basis, toF
cern. review the performance of the plants. Most of the li-,

eensecs' managers attending these meetings have their
,The second purpose is to assist us to pmperly alk)cate own monthly performance indicator books, which we

,t our resources, and I will talk a little bit more about that basically use as a basis to discuss performance.
later.

As a result of those meetings, I believe that the licen-

A third purpose is to improve licensee performance by wes and the repon are pretty much in agreement on
where the weaknesses are and where some manage-

f- establishing a basis for dialogue between the NRC' ment attention should be focused. I think this is a major
management and license management so that we can tool that we are using, and I think it is paying off with ;talk about and hopefully agree on where weaknesses

- and strengths exist. f
'C8" N S'

There are other methods to oversee operational safety,
A final purpose, the fourth,is to provide a mechanism which I think are effective. I believe that the visits to
to focus your attention on both strengths and weak- the plants by the Commissioner and NRC manage-
nesses. ment have had an effect. I typically visit a plant a couple

of weeks before the Commissioner's visit, and I have c

I hope after a SAI.P meeting, even if there is disagree- seen pmblems. Ilowever, a couole weeks later, when f
ment in what is in the onginal sal .P report, that after a the Commissioner visited the pl..at, a lot of those prob- !

free interchange in a SAI P meeting, we reach agree- lems were fixed. So I think the Commissioner's visits i

ment on where the strengths and weaknesses are, have had an effect. |
|
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I think the NRC semiannual senior management meet- So, we have expanded what we expect of the enginect-
ing that Mr. StcIlo referred to yesterday is an effective ing departments in the plants, and we have focused on -
method for us to oversee operatkmal safety. And, of engineering efforts devoted and oriented toward im-
course, the SALP program is a key element of the proving operational safety and supporting operations.

7
multifaceted approach to monitor and hopefully bring

~ bout an improvement in operational safety. Another example is the broadening of our assessmenta
in what used to be a couple of different functional ar-

.

cas: quality assurance, quality control, and committec ;

Since the SALP was begun m. 1980,it has evolved and activitics, and the adequacy of licensing submittals.
improved. In thinkmg alxiut this paper and preparing .lhese have been put into the new functional area of

.

it,I went back and reviewed a ct)uple of tl.c first SALP safety assessment and quality verification. Previously,
reports that werc , issued in Reg,on 111.1 found that we quality assurance, quality control, and committee ac.i

.

. covered 17 functional areas. In my judgment, after tivities were pretty much evaluated as individual seg.
kiokmg at the report, we did not cover them very well m ments or areas. Now the evaluation emphasi/cs safety
the first SALPs. I think we are getting better as the assessments donc by various committees and organit.a. *

years go on, tions and how the assessments are reflected into the
operation and design of the plant. It also assesses how

in June 1988 the number of functional areas was re. management and each department imparts quality into
duced, although thc activities evaluated in the remain, their individual effort, thus, reflecting that quality is
ing functional areas have broadened considerably.The everybody's responsibility and not just the responsibil-
current functional arcas are: plant operations; radio. ity of the quality control and quality assurance organi-

,

logical controls; maintenance and surveillance, com. zations.
bined into onc arca: cmcrgency preparedness; security; ;

. and engineering and technical support, combined into The assessment includes all licensec activitics associ- >

one arca; and safety assessment and quality verifica. ated with monitoring and improving overall perform-
tion, combined into one area. We then have the flexi. ance of the plant. Many licensee activitics are consid- t

bility to add other functional areas, if we see a need. ered, including licensing activitics, resolution of regu- !

latory initiatives, resolution of safety issues, safety
committee results, and self assessment activitics such

Although the original 17 functional areas are mostly as the analysis of industry operating experience and !

captured in the 7 functional areas that we have now, root cause analysis-its effectiveness in identifying
the emphasis has changed. I would like to talk about and correcting performance weaknesses and in identi. -

two of the functional areas,just to indicate how the em- fying the precursor. As you can sec, there are a wide
phasis has changed. I will talk almut engineering and spectrum of things that we consider in the functional
technical support and quality verification and safety as- area of quality verification and assessment when we
sessment. cvaluate and write the SALP report.

Engineering and technical sup;mrt has replaced and I et me move on to the SALP process. When SALP be-

cxpanded the previous assessment of design changes gan it was predominantly a regional effort and product.

and modifications. We still eviduate the quality of de- Asy u heardoncof thespeakerss:.yyesterday,thishas
sign changes and modifications, but, in addition, we fo- changed.,Ihcre used to be some mput from program ;

cus on the irvolvement of engineering to enhance op- offices m Washington, and I think the project manager
,

crational safety. For example, we assess such impor- has always participaled in the SALP meeting. Today it -

tant functions as engineering support to operations is different than that.The SALP process and report are

when a request to solve operating problems has been truly an NilC product. The wnte-ups for cach of the
made. We also evaluate ent;ineering monitoring of op. SALP functional areas are generally prepared by one

,

crating problems for needed design enhancements. Hy individual, but there are reviews by many.

that I mean, engineering looking at the operation of
the plant and determmmg what needs to be changed to .Ihc SALP process varies somewhat from reE on to re-i

improve that operation regardless of whether a rcquest g n, but it bas.ically is smular. We are trying to ch.mi-
. . . .

has come from operations. nate as much as we can of the variation from one region
to another. Several things are helping us m this regard.
One is the NitC headquarters involvement in the

We look at engineering involvement in procurement of SALP processes of the regions. Another is that the
quality parts, in overview and participation in not. SALP procedure encourages us to have an observer
cause analysis, and event followup and safety evalu- from one region periodically attend the SALP process
ations. We also kmk at their support to other functions in another region. We recently had a deputy division di-
such as maintenance and radiological controls. rector from l<cgion I come to llegion III and sit in on

i
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the SALP Board meeting; subsequently he attended would be there, but that defeats the SALP process and !
the SALP meeting with the licensec.1 hose are some of ' I do not think any of the management in the regions or , !
the efforts we are using to achicyc uniformity, in headquarters would permit, if they knew about it, I

'

anytxxty downgrading your SALP rating because of ar-
flhe first sicp in the SALP process is to preparc a write- guments or honest discussions that you had during the 4

T up for each functional area for consideration, 'Ihis is SALP meeting. In fact, I really believe that if you have - !

based on inputs fror4 sh the regional inspectors and that kind of concern, the concern might not be proper.>

' "
from the appropriat42juarters offices.1hc write- If you sat in on one of our SALP Board meetings nad.

;
'

;

ups are primarily prepared by the perum who is most observed the give and take and the arguments and the -

' knowledgeabic in the area. In our region the resident discussions that go on among the SALP Hoard mcm. ,
'

inspector preparcs a number of write ups, but also the bers, I think you would realize that it would be pretty
specialist inspectors preparc some for those areas in hard for one perum to overly influence or dominate the - !

which they are assigned. SALP cvaluation.1here arejust too many peopic who ,

are on the Board and are aware of what is gomg on in 1
'these write-ups are then reviewed by a SALP Hoard, the plant to allow one person to really have a major fm. ]
which is composed of regional and headquarters man- pact on causing an incorrect rating to result. j
agers, the senior resident inspector, and the NRR pro- -

jcet manager; After the SALP cvaluation is completed, we use the i
SALP results in helping us decide where we should put ' :

A category rating of 1,2, or 3 is assigned to cach func- our resourecs. 'Ihat is a moving taiget as the year goes 'j
- tional area.1here is also a provision for assigning an on, but that is a startmg pomt, and I think it is an impor-

improving trend or a declining trend to cach of the tant starting point.*Ihc inspection program is modified i

1 functional areas, if we choose to use it. I will talk more as the S ALP penod goes along depending upon inspec. ;

about that later. tion findings, events, and those types ci things.
,

~ The SALP Hoard is also rcrponsible for assessing any ' d * N "# * #8MNME N' f
commonalitics among the functional areas to identify gory I ratm3 indicates performance that substantially

common underlying reasons for the licensce's per- exceeds regulatory requirements, and it may result in
reduced NRC attention.formance. I will not speak for the other regions, but I q

feel that in my region this is one of our weak areas and
--we are gomg to be paymg more attention to that next if any of you are knowledgeabic of our inspection pro- A

year to attempt to write a more meaningful portion of gram, the program for operating reactors has a number I,

the report dealmg with commonalitics among the func' of comp (ments in it. One of those components is called

tonal areas' the " core inspection program." 1 hat is the minimum
nspection program that can be performed and it is for !

. . the licensee that has a majority of Category I ratings. It'After the SALP Hoard review, the report is reviewed is less, certainly, than if we were to add to it the other r!
; by the Regional Admimstrator; he may either a: cept components of the NRC Manual Chapter 25151nspec- !
: the report or change it. After that the report is s(nt to tion program,
the hcensee and a meeting is held to discuss thtt re-
port. The meeting is a public meeting. A Category 2 rating indicates a level of performance '

that is above that needed to meet regulatory require- ,

After we send the report to the licensee in my region, ments, and normal NRC attention would be expected. '
'we allow two or three days for the report to reach the

licensee and then we publicly release the report. I un* A Category 3 rating indicates ihat performance does
' derstand. that the SALP procedure is now being not significantly exceed minimal regulatory require-
changed to make that a uniform process,if it is not al- ments, and increased NRC attention may be needed,
ready uniform throughout the regions, i

As you can tell from these definitions, SALP takes us I
1here is a provision for changing the SALP reports af- beyond j ust looking at your compliance with the regula- !

ter the meeting with the licensec and after we receive tions. It looks at the quality of your operation,
comments. I urge all of you not to accept the report if
you do not agree with what is in it. I have heard a num- 'lhere are many times in the region when we will see
Ler of licensees say, "I am a little bit concerned about problems at a plant and we will talk about whether or
raising questions or arguing about contents of the re- not there is any enforcement action that should bc ;

port because I will get the inspectors down on me and I taken as a result of those problems. In many instances [
will get a bad rating the next time." I wish you would we will decide, no. One of the statements that I make
not do that. I can understand why that temptation often, and I think a lot of my managers do, is file that !
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. away for the next SALP, it needs to be discussed then, tween cost to generate a kilowatt of electricity and :

So S ALP is not just a scheme to enforce regulatory re- sal.P ratings. I wondered if I could show a correlation - 1

>m quirements; it goes beytmd that. between plant tmtilability und the SALP rating. Well, I |
am not so sure based on this viewgraph, ;

I said I would talk atxiut trends, which is very simple. 1

An improving ' trend indicates performance was llut let me go to the next viewgraph /Hyurc 5/.
,

improving at the end of the assessment period. A de-
clinmg trend indicates performance was declmmg and ,Ihis is another waY of lookinE at that data. I had one of

the licensee was not takirg adequate steps,in our view, my guys who knows how to do linear regression analy-

to reverse the declining trend. ses to do that tyyc of,an analysis on the data that you ;

saw on the previous viewgraph. It does show that there. ,

is a weak comladon hetwm the SAly rating and thelet me pass now to a discussion of some of the data that pl nt availability.,ihe correlation coefficient wasabout )I put together for this talk. 0.5, and they tell me that you need a coefficient of
almut 0.8 to have a strong correlation. Nonetheless, it .

May I have the first figure fl..igure 1/ please, does show a weak correlation. My people tell me that if I

we had donc a nonlinear regression analysis on that .'What I did here was to look at the average sal.P rat- data it also would have shown a correlation, but a weak
ings for all functional areas versus the Ome from 1980 correlation.
through 1988.*lhis one surprised me. You can see that t

from 1980 to 1982 there was an improving trend, but I.et me go on to the next viewgraph /Figurc 6/. |
from 1982 to 1988 the trend curve became relatisely '

flat.That is the part that surprised me. I was stating to This is another one that has a lot of scatter. This at-
my people that the way sal.P ratings are going up, tempts to determine whether or not there is a correla- |
pretty soon everylmdy is going to be a Category 1 and tion between SALP ratings and performance indicator ;'

the SALP will be rather meaningless. It does not ap- deviation. lf you have looked at the NRC performance
pear to be the case. indicators that are put out quarterly, you know that we ,

have trends in there to show if a performance indicalor
,

l.et me have the next viewgraph / Figure 2/. is improving or declining. 'Ihis is depicted on the hori.
'

F

zontal bar chart. This figure is on algebraic summation
This next one is the same type of a plot, but this time we of the improving and declining trends for 1988 plotted i

only looked at four ftmetional areas: plant operations, against SALP ratings for 1988. We could have done a
radiation controls, maintenance, and surveillance. It regression analysis on this one too; we did not because
shows about the same thing. it seemed to me that just by eyeballing it,you could see '

that for the lower sal.P ratings it is pretty well scat-
Next one /Dgurc J/ please. tered and I do not think it would have shown much,

llowever, as you get up into thc higher S ALP ratings,it -

We looked at this one just for operations.The result is looks to me, from that data, as though there is a corre- [
about the same, although there might be an indication lation between S ALP ratings and performance indica.

that the operations rating has a small positive trend. tor deviations. I would hope that there would be. F

e Gnal vieugraph /Figurc 7/ please,
Now this is interesting because you have heard a couple
of speakers say yesterday that we generally believe the This is merely a histogram of the number of units ver-
plants are improving.They gave a number of perform- sus the average SALP ratings for the last SALP evalu-
ance indicators that would attest to that. Also, if you ation that was donc for the units. You can see that they 5

kmk at the INPO performance indicators, they also are somewhat skewed above the average of two, which
would show that.So,you nsk yourself if that is the case, would indicate that if our SALP process is valid, the
why are the sal.P ratings not improving? I do not plant performance exceeds regulatory requirements;
know the answer. It might be that we are getting a little and that is, of course, where it should be. I would like to
tougher in our sal.P evaluations.1 just do not know. see it even skewed further to the right as the years go

on, and I think, based on the performance improve-
I.et me go on to the next viewgraph /Hgure 4/. ments that I see, it is likely to do that, unless we start

This is a nice one. It is kind of meaningiess, you would
think, tmd it might be. Average SALP ratings versus in t. losing, it is my view, and I hope this is shared byyou
plant availability, inside NitC put a report out in 1988 in the industry, that the SAI.P process is one of the
that showed that there appeared to bc a correlation be- more important initiatives that has been taken by the
tween plant capacity factors and SAI.P ratings and be- NitC to assess licensee performance.
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L I believe this process has contributed to plant improvc- It has been' changed a littic bit in my region, not as j
'

9s ment along with a lot of other thinga, including other much as I would like. We have set a regional procedurc - b
'

,

L L NRC initiatives, certainly industry initiatives and the ' that requires every one of us, including me, to get out to ;

p> ; e i industry organization initmtives, because it is reallyyou the plants at a certain prescribed frequency,' I think' ~!
.

'

; who bring about the improvements in the plant.- that helps in achieving or making sure that people un. {
<

, ,Y .

;
'

' derstand a littic bit more about the plant before they - -|.

flho SALP process continues to evolve and we scck. participate in the SALP lloard.- . |
' -

constantly to improve our capability to assess the per. i

' j; !
formance and to use this information to preclude fu. I koked recently at requiring everylxxty on the sal.P

' ture problems. Ikiard to go to each plant a month before the SALP. I ,''

really would like to do that, I found out I cannot,'the l

L]a mWe welcome your feedback on this pmcess as we seek ' reason I cannot is because I am required to have a cer- s

E' ; the common goal of improved plant safety, tain cadre of managers in the regional office at all times -i

to handic an emergency With the number of plants wc 1"

sis there any time for questions, Frank?- ~ have, we just could not get all the people out there. It ]
: sounds strange, but my people conviaced me whencycr i

P A'ny questions 7 ; they showed it to mc on paper. |
fLf 1

QUESTION: How do you guard agal'nst increas. There is another aspect; it is not only the direct obscr. |j
4 < ing the tougher standard other than implying a vations at the plants that go mto the SALP ratmgs; wcf j

' decline in performanec7 consider a lot of different things: the sigmficance ofIhe j*

licensec event reports that we see and the evaluations ?
,

o . .. that come from Ai!OD, for exampic, on significant : ' !
Mr Davis:. events that have occurred. In our SALP process we '|,

,
, ,

il do not know that I have an answer te that. I have made w, w aamp , a ra a on pmtatyn pen who. j* a
E*E "" " " " E* "C " "" *"" "*"""

' a recommendation io Washington to increase the num. -

. ber of SALP categories to more clearly distinguish be- at pen maks a pgsmtatbn on that. Wm ne -[
others as well: the section chief, the resident inspec- 4

''

* tween the performance of the different plants, tors, they have been to the plant and have a feelmg on y.' '

all these things. .t

M{
Right now Category 2 is very, very broad. Category 1, ! )

,'

.

' . think, is very narrow. So basically, when you c(msider the number of plant >I
*'

'
'

visits that we are making and all of the other things ini '
' There is a natural tendency though, I think, for us to addition to direct observations in the plant that we con- g

"

'i become more demanding. As we become more dc* s der in arriving at a SALP rating I think it is pretty t
manding, I do not think the S ALP rntings will go down good. It would be better if we could all get out there '

'

<

because of that: I just do not think they will go up as but we are doing about as well as we can I think, "

, fast. j,

Mr. Miraglia: 'fMaybe that is the real answer to your question. I see in
.

; the S ALP Ik)ards in llegion Ill that generally the peo- Mr. Davis has received a lot of questions on the cards, j
ple will say, "well, hey, these guys are better this year and I encourage you to fill out the cards for the other JPn - 3

[' . than they were last year so we ought to reward them,' speakers as well. i
the rating ought to go up." I rarely hear peopic say, |4 ,

"they are better than they were last year, we ought to In view of the number of questions it appears that we !
decrease their rating or keep it constant." are going to be getting, I thiak I may forego a break. I :

>

was considering a break in the session because we had ,

e I am kind of the one that will say,"well, hey, we should appmximately Iwo and a half hours. Ilowever, I think I (.

1 read the definitions of SALP and we should make sure will just play it by car and get the next speaker up-get !
j, olhat the ratings meet those definitions." They are through the presentations and leave as much time for ]

.? -
,

pretty good definitions before they increase, questions as possible. ]
' '

,

In the past the members of the SALP lhiard had not The purpose of this conference is foryou to hear from
'

been in the plant during the SALP period and clearly us and for us to have a dialogue and I encourage you to
I ' had little or no involvement with the facility in any raise the questions.

way-meaning no firsthand knowledge. Yet, these i

e people discussed and voted on the proposed ratings. The next presentation will bebyTom Novak. Tomis !,

:Ilow has this been changed,if at all? a Division Director in the Office of Analysis and i
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Evaluation of Operational Data. Tom Novak's division In fact, surprisingly, when we do develop new indica-
has the responsibility for the performance indicator tors people are concerned about just how much more
program, the ongoing one and k)oking at new indica- infortnation they have to look at very quickly. ;

p' ' tors. Tom is going to talk about those activitics now.
As part of the senior management meetings, we do a
compilation of the 100 U so plants that are operating .

Performance Indicators so everyone has a chance to hiok at it and take it with
them, wherever they are going. So we try to condense

Mr. Thomas Novak: the information and make it cary to h>ok at and useful

'lhank you, Frank.
Another point is that it is public information. Alx)ut

t Frank said there will not be a break, but if somebody two weeks after we put together a quarterly report we
wants a cup of coffee, I am not going to be embarrassed put that report in the PDit [public document room).
If you get up to get one. I will the assume that is the rea. While we have not done this across the board, I do
son you got up and not because you are tired of hearing know that some disectorates in Nitit would routinelyi

,
what I have to say, send the PI [ performance indicator] data for a specific

plant to that plant so that plant personnel could see the
Certainly it is a pleasure to be here this morning and information.
talk about performance indicators.

I think it is useful to k>ok at the PI data for your own
pl nt and to Iook at the data of other people that have

I had not seen Bert Davis' slides until they were shown
I

,

gmng. It is there. It is pubh. p see pt kw ttungs amP """ #7 8'*""' I? Y""s t. on the screen. Bert said that we use all kinds of data. I c mformation. And I would
mean, we are garbage collectors when it comes to data. suggest you use A
Just pass it on and we can do something with it,

Statisticians have ways of simplifying it, refining it, and
it is surprising what you can sec. What I would like to talk about now are the current ef.

forts that we have under way to develop new perform.
The papers that are in your folder contain good infor- ance indicators. Actually, the staff has been workingon
mation. I plan on giving you the most current efforts programs to develop new indicators for several years,
that we have in the development of performance indi. We have been looking at maintenance for several
cators, years. We looked at training. I will get into the

maintenance one in just a moment,

You are all aware of the ones that are traditionally re- '

ported trips, safety system failures, significant events, Cause codes--coding the cause and corrective m. for-

forced outage rates, equipment forced outages, and ra- mation really is just kioking at the causes of events that
,

diation exposure. Through INPO we get about four of are reported in licensee event reports.

these that are common to what you typically report and ;

whenever possible we will just use that information in S fety system function trend is just another term for
,

our reporting. safety system performance indicator. It is very close to i

what you typically now report to INPO. It is really look-
ing at train unavailMfity, and I will talk a little bit <

Most recently, though, we have compared the 1988 an- about that. I,

' - nuals, INPCs and ours, and there are differences and
we are trying to understand the reason for this. Some of Let me have the next slide / Figure 2/. ;
it is the averaging process-what plants go mto it and

"]what plants do not. Ilut it is interesting Io look at. Now, clearly our focus over the last several months has
been to develop a maintenance indicator. Originally i

'

Another thing I think is worth mentioning veiy early is, our concept was to develop some leading indicator of
the performance indicators were not developed as a maintenance, and that was a very challenging approach
substitute for SALP. So when you see a relationship because we had a lot of difficulty in picking out some-

]that is not very strong, that is good in a sense because thing we thought was a leading indicator of mainten-
we have always said that performance indicators are a ance.
tool to understanding a certain kind ofinformation.To
put that information into a program that Icts you un- We chatted with a number of peopic and they said they
derstand it and look at it very effectively. had h>oked and it was very diiYicult. So I do not worry
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too much almut whether I have a leading indicator of Our results were not really that good.Ther c was a laige
.

maintenance. I think you will see that we are trying to spread. 'Ihc ccmsistency between utilities was one of I

come up with an indicator on the effectiveness of our problems. People will report information; they will
maintenance in today's time, do it consistently, but it is not across the board. You

,

could take the corrective maintenance backlog and say, '

'the Commission asked us to accelerate our efforts to "all right, across 20 plants how does it look compared to i

' develop a maintenance indicator in support of the the forced outage rate?" llowever, people treat cor. -

proposed mair.tenance rule. last summer we decided rective maintenance backlog specific to their own pur-
to put together a set of candidate indicators on poses, and when you sit down and talk to peopic you

,

i maintenance; they are included in my paper, quickly get am appreciation that that kind of informa-
i tion is very difficult to work with across the board-to

W(. put together teams of people to go out to specific develop a model.

utilities and collect the data that we could evaluate to One thing we did learn from these site visits, theresee if, m fact, an mdicator could be validated from
seemed to be consistency in the kind of failurc informa-operational data, tion that was reported to NPRDS [ nuclear plant reli.
ability data system). On a number of occasions when we

What this slide is intended to showyou are some of the wanted specific kinds of failure information, the people
results. Clearly, some of the ctmdidate indicators were we would talk to would just go to the NPRDS files and -

the same kinds of maintenance information that you pick it up from there. 'Ihis gave us a little bit of a warm
report to INPO. You can see them as process indica- feeling because it may be that there is more consistency
tors, corrective maintenance backlog, the ratio of pre- in component failures reported by utilities from
ventive to total PM | preventive maintenance] overdue. NPRDS.

We went out to the plants and gathered three years of The process indicators, we felt were good, but we
data and brought it back to evaluate, looked at them many times; they are a management

tool for doing maintenance. You need to know how

We also developed some indicators that are based on your resources are being expended. Ilowever, you re-

component failures. We developed indicators; we ally do not get a quantitative measure of the quality of

k>oked at rework, which had merit in terms of the qual, your mamtenance. How good is it? So we felt that we

ity of maintenance, because you could develop an indi- ought to continue to look very hard at component fail-

cator that would give you a measure of how much re- ures.The mason that I stayed with this process is simply

work had to be done. We looked at the length of time a because you, the audience, are the people we need to

component was out of service because that had a quan- convince that this is an indicator. it is very clear when

titative measure of the quality of maintenance. We you talk to people at the plants that they will track
even looked at failures per thousand comp <ments; we s mething if they beheve it is useful. If you ask them to

picked a set of components to find out how often they pr vide information on something that they really do

were failing. not think is beneficial, they will do it, but their heart is
,

not m it.

After these site visits, we h)oked at the information and So t was very clear to us, from talking with the people
did an engineering review of all the data that we had collecting information on maintenance, that if the kind
gathered. We looked at the information from an engi' of information we were collecting had a ring to it, if it
necting standpoint to understand the trends that this was some measure of the quality of maintenance, we
information was telling us about plant performance. would be more successful than not.'lhat is why I stayed
We kioked at outage times. We looked throtgh this in- with this idea a little longer,
formatio 1 and said, does it make sense?

,

At the end of this process, we found ourselves concen-
We also (lid a statistical comparison to see if we could trating on NPRDS. We tried to understand what we ,

"

correlate that kind of information to other measures learned from these site visits. Even within NPRDS
that we felt were indicative of the quality of mainten- there is a variability on reporting. For five ycars now we
ance-measures such as forced outage rates, availabil- have been looking at timeliness and completeness and
ity, capacity factor, critical hours. We were trying to see so forth. We do see variations of how quickly informa-
if, in fact, some of the information would be leading in- tion goes in and what kinds of information are re-
dicators of those kinds of measures of maintenance. ported.
'lhat is, from information on corrective maintenance
backlog, could we get an indication of what we might llowever, through our taws with people at your plants,
predict to be the forced outage rate of a unit. we learned that people report, more or less, the

1
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f important failures. We then decided to look at those ures. Asyou go across the X axis.you arejust lookingat
',

L - failures that most likely cause forced outages because time For a given system,you look at each system indi-
we felt across the board utilities are reporting them. vidually and tally up the number of component failures
Our goal was to develop a set of data, to find a set of that are identified from the set of NPitDS that have to
compments that led to forced outages, be reported andyou look for a rate of change in the fail-

ute rate. The choice of slope is arbitrmy. We picked a
I wil! now talk about the first effort we completed on number. You czm pick a different number. We kmked

- the inling water reactors /f7pm 3/.We are doing the at 28 plants. We looked at a lot of data and we chose a
same thing currently on pressurized-water reactors, number that gave us a reasonable amount ofindicators.

if your slope is too great, you do not have any indica-
; We used the Stoller report, which was donc for I!Pitt tions; if it is too flat, you will have too many indications.

several years ago and identified components most So you have to find something in between.'

likely to lead to forced outages.The North American
b Electrical Itcliability Council also came up with very Our indicator concept was that we will raise a flag if the

similar kinds of components in its efforts. From that set rate of failure of a given set of components within the,

of components, we koked for those that are required system exceeds a certain mark-that was the mechan.'

L to be reported to the NPitDS. What you see here is ics of calculation. It was done over a 5-month period.'
'

typical of the five systems that we looked at.These are You compare the latest 2-month average with the pre-
i three of those systems: the control rod drive, feed. vious 3 months. It is all in the paper. I do not want to

water, and neutron monitoring. We then checked the waste time now on the mechanics, but that was our

NPitDS to look at Ihe components that are reported as idea: to go ahead and see what we could icarn.This was

' failed in any of five systems. the model we came up with.

You will have to bear with me because what we were And remember,it has to be tallied on a monthly basis,

trying to do is see if we could see a pattern in terms of
maintenance and then we were trying to measure that 1 ct me see the next slide /Fipere 6/ please.

' as kind of an indicator to some of these more overall
; ,y g. gg

L andicators of maintenance. not remember which one. We koked at the five sys-
tems that we were watching in the NpitDS [ reactor te -

May I have the next slide / Figure 4/ please, circulation system, main steam system, feedwater sys-
em, nw mn nmn ng ystem, and m,mm%seAgain, what we wanted to do was maintain this consis- ytend and cad oMm large mah is an mhon

tency across plants. In other words, if we were going to As the model shows, you can now sum up over five sys-
develop anything it had to work for more plants than tems and M at (M numb d inh 9, ns ym wmnot. We selected only the failures that you have to re- mme up with as a measure of the change m the quality
port. Immediate and degraded failures were what we maintenance at ywr p! mt. I have more data that I-

!hmked at. Incipient failures are voluntary, so we 8 wym a e latenn k yntatmn, M Gatwanted to remove them from our data base. is the v ay we were hmking at this.

Again, the specific comp <ments and specific systems You also may sum up the indicators as a function of
that generally caused forced outages and that have to time, which, in this case, would show what I would call '

be reported to NPitDS became our data base. an " improving trend in maintenance." Certainly, in the
first several months, there were a number of clstered j

All right, let me have the next slide / Figure 5/ please. failures; but as you look towards the right han i side of 3

the slide, you can see that clearly there were sess and |
Now,I apologize toyou people in the back of the room, less failures occurring. This just runs straight through

'

even ifyou were sitting in the first rowyou would not be calende time,

able to read this. I will walk you through it.
)

One of the problems we have is that we do not distin- !
Our indicator was basically to look for clusters of fail- guish between refueling outages and operation.This is
ures in specific systems and say, "if you see a rate of in- just con'inuous. It is something we would like to do bet-

i

| crease of failures that may be indicative of something." ter. We thought about it and we said, "look, for a first
I orde' + cening toollet usjust run through an outage "

So o r data does not recognize whether the plant is
I will give you my end point: We are looking for some- shut down or opemting. /.ithongh you will see certain
thing like that to be a leading indicator of a forced out- peculiarities, ove all we do not think they discredit the
age rate.The idea then was to look for clusters of fail- indicator.
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May I have the next slide /Figurc 7/. An interesting point: We sent our report to lNPO, not

so much for a peer review, but just to show their peopic ,

.Why do liike this indicator? These are some of the at- how we had used the,NPitDS. Ilowever, when wc J

tributes, it is normalized to a specific plant reporting talked with some of their people, they noted that.when

practice, which provides a consistency. We like it be, they look Lt component failures, probably $0 percent of
them are unknown. I think that this mdicated that thecause it h)oks at a system,
failures Ihat we were looking at were better described.
Actually,I felt good about that. When we discussed this. .

One of the things that we recognized .m mamtenance is further with IN PO people, I think they also agreed that
that if you broaden it tno much, you lose the sensitivity. there might be some logic to our point. *

lookmg at specific s, stems and providmg a monthly
tally, at least as far as we were concerned, seemed to be The definition of maintenance failures is given below
the proper approach, on the slide. [ Failures experienced while conducting,

or as a consequence of, maintenance, upkeep, repair,
Again, the systems and the components, the emphasis surveillance, testing, and calibration of plant equip-
on NPI(DS, provides consistency.*lhe validation proc- ment,11xamples include personnel errors of omission 1
ess appeared to work and we did not see any reason why and commission by maintenance staff, procedure prob,
this could not be expanded to other systems. Again, this lems resulting in inadequatc/ improper maintenance,
was a trial program and we spent quhe a bit of time on problems traceabic to maintenance program adminis-
it, but it certainly was not limited to that, trative control, and equipment failures due to im-

proper previous repair.]

May I have the next slide / Figure 8/ please.
May I see the next slide / Figure 10/.

Once we developed the mairtenance indicator, we had All right, correlation with other data. We have been
to validate it. The Commission, before they will adopt looking at the NPltDS for several years. Over the last
any indicator, really puts us through the wringer in two years we looked carefully at a couple of systems
terms of validation. I think you would want the same and components. We h)oked at main feedwater flow
thing-before you decide something is useful, you control valves and flow control bypass valves-we
would like to understand it and have some confidence looked at all the failures reported in the NPRDS for
in it. those components. We were trying to understand it.

All right, we koked at it in three different ways: root- We compared these failures to see if the manufactured
cause analysis, correlation with other data, and plant differenccs in the design of the valves were the prob-
analysis. For the root-cause analysis, we went back and lem, or was something else.'lhe bottom line of those
read over 500 failure records that are in your NPRDS studies showed that plant specific maintenance prac-
files for about 40 of these indications, just to under- tices were the dominant cause of component failures. ,

stand the causes of the failure. We talked about some So again,it added to our belief that the kinds of things
correlation with other data, which I will show you in a we were looking at are truly a measure of the quality of r

moment, and then we did some plant analysis, which I maintenance,
will talk about in a minute.

The next thing we looked at was our licensing event
data base to see if there was a correlation between ourMay I have the next slide /Hgurc 9/.
descripton of the quality of maintenance at a plant,via

. .
the NPRDS model that we developed, versus that indi-

,this is the root.cause analys.is, lias.ically, we read the cated by the licensing event reports. We compared it in
500 descriptions of the causes of failure and summed terms of maintenance.
them up; almost 80 percent of them clearly could be
read as a maintenance problem.The others are on the May I have the next slide / Figure 11/ please. |

slide and you can read them.
This is the comparicon: let me walk you through this.

Now, to me, that was important because I am able to You can do this either way, but I will choose the way it is
see that maintenance problemscause most of the com- shown.
ponent failures. When we showed this slide to the
Commission, we had some comments that wearout We indicated the plants across the X-axis. We took 23
could be construed as a maintenance problem, which commercial boiling-water reactors, those that had t.een
would mean that 77 pereent could be more than 90 per- commercial from 1985 to 1988, and developed a 3-year
cent, if one chooses. maintenance data base, which provided consistency.

4-1i NURiiG/CP-0102, Vol. I
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We just summed the number of indicators that we re- plant analysis because it suggested some measure of va-
ceived over the 3 years of operation. Io and behold, as lidity,
you can sec, there is a plant way on the left. hand bot-
tom corner of the slide that had one indicator for those hiay I have the next slide /Hgure 13/ please.
systems over the 3-year period. As you move across,
there is a plant on the other side that had something, We have shown this slide to the Commission as part of
maybc N the order of 25 indicators, over that 3 year our maintenance development.This is another way to ;

period. % then went into our LElt data base for cach look at what peopic are saying. We tallied the ir dica-
plant ana for the same period of time we took all the tions for those same platits as a function of time across
LElls and looked for all of the LElls where the X. axis. The total number of indications for all the
maintenancewasoneof thecausesof theevent,andwe boiling water reactors are plotted on the Y axis. As a ;

summed the maintenance events per month.The slide function of time this shows,in ourjudgment, that the f

shows you that the plant on the left had about the same maintenance was improving for this clast of plants.The
number of LElls per month that were reported, slope of the line indicates the rate at which we see the

maintenance impioving. We did show that, and cicarly,
it gets a little busy now; time to find a statistician. Ilut, "'e, think it supports the general hypotheses that

,

. clearly, from two separate sets of data, really, there is a mamtenance is improving.
correlation.Those two lines really show a .6 correlation
and, if you talk to your statisticians, they are saying, hiay I see the next slide / Figure 14/ please,
"that is not the luck of the dmw, you have something
there." ,l'hese were our conclusions, I am not going to go

through them all, you can read them. Clearly, we
thought that this kind of an indicator was useful. We ;In a sense, this shows that the way we tried to distribute

plants by the NPilDS would have been supported, gen- py""n atonn k mgulatory guide m support of the
E "E# " " # "" "" #*"* '

crally, by the LEll data base, which was very supportive
*"* *" "C" "of our model. Again, because we found another set of

data and went ahead and correlated it, it was statisti.
cally sigmficant. We think that utilitics would go into more depth-they,

could do more-but the NPitDS was a common data
base that we thought the utilitics would find beneficial

hiay I have the next slide / Figure 12/. because you ctm look at your own information andyour
neighbor's. You both are using generally the same data

Now I will talk about the plant analysis. Our position base, and there is a sharing of knowledge.
was, if you are h>oking at the number of components
that caused forced outages and if they are increasing, I showed this information to the llWit Owner's Group
the chances are that the plant will eventually run into a recently. In some discussions the thought was ex- '

forced outage. So the idea was to see if, in fact, this pressed that you can see if changes that some people
would be a leading indicator, make in some of their systems are reflective in one way

or another, which would helpyou decide on changes or
We looked at the complete operating history and all maintenance practice differences. You can kmk at
the forced outages for the same llWits. We went to the somebody else's wrk to judge how effective it was.
grey tmok arid got them all, and for these plants, over
this 3-year period, there were more than 200 forced hiay I have the next slide / Figure 15/ pleasc.

outages reported. We have over 3,000 equipment fail-
urcs to h>ok at. That was our data base. I wuld like to talk for a few minutes about,cause codes

and then finally about safety system function trends.

We found a weak correlation, but we did find 10 plants. Cause coding is, in effect, a different way of cutting li- '

; at ! cast one time, where our indicator did in fact lead a
censec event reports because you have trips,you have

j foiced outage rate by 2 to 6 months. So, there was that
safetvsystem failures,you have a numberof things,andkind of correlation. you count cach of them one way. When we looked at
cause codes, we said, "let's look at the causes of these

Now remember, what caused the forced outage may events."
not have been the particular com[xment that we were
tracking; it could be something c!se. There is that vari. Ilecause the Commission was concerned that these
ability. Nevertheless, a correlation was there. I think, causes would have a certain amount of subjectivity, we
with time and more refinement, we could come up with were directed to not useyour causes for the event in the
a stronger correlation. I feel very positive about the trial program. Instead, we were to read the event
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[ reports and reach our own judgment to see if we could May I have the next slide /Hgure 17/ please,
a identify 1he causes and provide the lessons learned. We

[ went through a validation process afterwards. Corrective actions, again, here is what you tell us 'this
is kind of the industry average for 6 months in terms of

! ~ We asked ~peopic at Oak Itidge to help us read 1. lilts what you see as corrective actions: procedure chans;cs,
and code them into our sequence coding and scarch training, equipment repair, and so forth.These are the 1

. system, which is our general data base for all licerisec percentages of contribution.f

. event reports. We asked them to perform this review
for us. Ily itself it really does not do much, i.et me move on to

the next slide /Figurc 16/ and then you will see how we ,

We picked a 6. month period. We decided we would were trying to use this.

[ read all the Ililts from January 1 through June 30 of
!. 1988 for the purposes of identifying our own definition This is just illustrative of one idea; I stayed away from

of the causes of the event.'lhey were not single causes. maintenance on this one, Suppose for a minute thatI
,

if the event had a certain amount of information that you wanted to look at licensed operator errors, you ,

indicated there were multiple causes, we would put would go back to your causes and see how, on the aver-'

them down. We were not limited to one cause for cach age, you responded in termr of corrective action for
~ 1.1111. It was whatever we thought contributed, that population of events, causes that were due to li-

censed operator error. You can see that 27 percent of -

t As part of the cause code effort, we also k>oked at cor- the time you resp <mded with procedural changes,37
'

rective action. So you had the front end and the back percent with immmg, and so forth. '

end. We took your-wh,,tever you said would bc your
corrective action-and identified that. We think this is a useful tool because you can beg. tom

trend. in other words, how does one utility respond to ,

The problem was that 6 months of data was not very mtain egnts as opposed to others. Oak llidge did j
**#8"" II '" N *"8I" # 8d"E "8 ' *

,

rnuch to understand whether or not there was any kmking at corrective actions versus a given cause, "they
' trend. We had our friends at Oak Itidge develop an tmk out the populat on of recently heensed plants and,
analog; t hat is, they read those I. lilts and did a key word true enough, this caused a difference, the corrective
search, using Ihe information that is currently in ou r se- actions made by newly licensed plants had a different
quence coding and scarch system. If we went to the distribution than that for the mature plant with the
computer and used key words, how well would we have same kind of event.This did not surprise me because I
predicted the causes based on our algon,thm? Surpns- think you do things differently with t cgard to corrective
ingly they did very well. We came up with t'ne same actions as you get the plant up and shake it down.
cause 85 percent of the time that we had by readmg it
independently. I thought this was constructive in terms of the kinds of

""" "
We then went back in time and expanded our data base
to 3 years Io trend causes of licensec event reports for a May I has e the next slide / Figure 19/ please.
3.ycar period. We thought that was very helpful.

Again, let me remind you that this validation process
'

We only had a 6. month data base because we never was to convince the Commission that there would not +

coded in your corrective actions; but we are going to be be subjectivity if we applied the causes from 1.1111S.
doing more about that.

We did some comparisons, l'or all of our AIT |aug-
May I have the next slide / Figure 16/ please. mented inspection team] reports, we koked at the

events and compared what we found to be the causes of
I would like to pass on this information. l'or that the event to what was reported in the 1.1111 as a com-
femonth period, if you h>oked at all of the licensing parison. We looked at enforcement history and report-
event reports, you would see the distribution of causes, ing: we locked at our sal.P reports; and we looked at
You can read in our reports. We broke maintenance what we had been doing as 1.lill quality reviews. Gen-
into two areas: maintenance-1, clearly maintenance, erally it was good. In othei words, we believe that the
and maintenance *A we were not quite sure,so that was information is usable-it will not be manipulated and it
our maintenance subcategory, Administrative control, does give you a sense of what the causes and corrective j

random errors, and so forth-you can read them for actions might be. |

yourself. That was just a distribution of what you see in |

terms of reasons for licensee esent3. May I see the next slide /Hgure 20/ please.
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F^ C f We think the cause-code indicators will provide addi. Thank you very much,
tional performance information. This information will
be in the public document room foryou to hiok at.This Mr. Novak: '

,

L' is not something we are j ust generating. 'the cause calc
| indicator has been approved by the Commission for I will take one question, I have been told. I see none. ;

(. - implementation. We are in the process of trying to j

R come up with display methods, which is a challenge in Mr. Miraglia:
_ itself. We feel that it will be a useful diagnostic tool, i 1

think you will be able to use the indicator and under. Thank you, Tom.
: stand what your trends have been over the last several'

years through this kind of information. it is simply tak- During Tom's talk we had the wireless mike main-
c- o' ingyour data and putting it back again foryou to look at tained, which is a timely topic. f

' in perhaps a more convenient way. 1g
L The next presentation will be on maintenance inspec- t

i' ' May I have the next slide fligure 21/ please, tions and maintenance team inspections, primarily. .;
,

I do not know what my time is, but let me just take a Tony Gody-1 have a hard time calling him Anthony
minute now and. ; . shorten it? Okay, very quickly. because of my ethnic background. I ara also from New

L

~

Safety system function trends are very similar to what . York.'

you are doing when you report to INPO on safety sys- i
tem performance. It is intended to be an indicator of Tony Godyisihe Chief of the Performance lhaluation ;

cafety train availability for specific safety syst ems to en. Branch, lie has been at headquarters and NRR for,
'

sure system availability. We think this is an indicator approxtmately a year and he comes to us from the field,

i. . with certain specific merit. It had a risk base connota. lic has many years of inspection expenence m the
,t

t tion to it, and we think it could be useful, field. 'lhe mamtenance team inspections were
processed and the procedures were drawn up through '

Again, when you develop a model you wtml to validate Tony's branch. Tony will summarize our position with
,

it, which can be a problem. We have gone back to a respect to the mamtenance rule. More particularly, he -|
W number of plants trying to validate the model.Trying1o W8II summanze the results and the find,lhere have

,

mgs of the
,

go back severalyears toobtain information that may be tr,amtenance team inspections to datc.
. kept for a different reason, to understand whether spc. been approximately 20 of those.

cific components did take a train out of service or not is
7

,

s cry suspect.
v

'It has been difficult to get good solid data on train un- Maintenance Inspecilons .

availability at specific plants over the last three or four
; years. Mr. Anthony Gody:

.

**" "8May I see the next slide / Figure 22] please.
i.

My presentation today will cover the current area of
[ l think I have talked about retrospective data enough. emphasis in the NRC core inspection program, that is,

it was a mixed bag, clearlyt we found some good infor- the maintenance team inspections. |mation; we found some information we did not under-
stand. We are continuing to look. *lhe first slide / Figure 1/ please.

May I see the last slide /Figurc 23/ please. The primary objective of these maintenance team in.
spections is to determine whether component systems

.

l ct me make a pitch here for volunteer units. We are and structures of nuc! car power plants are adequately I

always looking for people to say, "come on out and maintained so that they are available to perform their
we'll explain how we tracked the availability of our intended functions.
safety trains." We intend to try to do that for the next
year or so. We are going to I >ok also at the NPRDS to An additional objective is to see if the maintenance
see if we c;m develop a model, and talk with INPO to process fixes things properly when t hey are broken. We
share some of its information. We also are going to see are h,ol:ing for prompt repair to a component once it
if there is any old information, before the rule change, does have a malfunction.
that might help us better understand whether this
model has validity. The next slide / Figure 2/.

NURl!GK'P-0102, Vol.1 4-14
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A little background, the NitC has examined nuclear During the same period, the NitC was revising its in. ,

. power plant maintenance programs for several years, spection program for operating reactors. *lhe revised i

and we have found a wide variation in Ihe programs and program included a core inspection program and man- *

in the implementation of those programs. datory team inspections.'Ihc team inspections were to
be conducted in an area of emphasis. 'lhe first area of 3

Inadequate maintenance has been identified as a sig. emphasis was the maintenance area. q
'

nificant contributor to plant and system reliability
problems. Analysis of operational events show that nu- I would like to give you some background on the devel-

clear power plant components were not maintained at opment of the mainten.ince team mspection program,

a level commensurate with their importance to safety. Our branch developed the temporary instruction puid-
'

ance and a logic trec m conjunction with the regional
'

<

. offices. We requested the regional office to provide
in the recent study by AI!OD, we found that smee senior inspectors, senior residents-senior regionally ,

1985,80 bulletms and informau,on notices have been based inspectors-and section chiefs to act as team ,

issued concerning maintenance deficiencies. the ma- leaders.'the regions responded with something like 16 '

jorny of these myolved industry wide problems. ihe is- individuals, and we conducted three pilot maintenance |
sues meluded madequate post mamtenance testmg, team inspections. 'l
procedural deficiencies, and problems with specific
components such as motor-operated valves. dicsci gen. At the conclusion of those inspections we all got to- '

erators, check valves, air systems, and the like. gether and had lessons-Icarned discussions. We went [
.

over the aspects of the inspection procedure, the guid- -

Consequently, the NltC conducted maintenance sur- ance, and the tree, and made appropriatc adjustments.
'

veys and site visits from 1980 to 1985.*lhe results were
published in June of 1986 in NUltliG-1212, Status of
Maintenance in the U.S. Nuclear Pourr Industry 1985. A few words about the team inspcetion, the pilot team

inspection. 'Ihe team leaders were split up in three

Some notable items in that NUltI!O included: compo, teams to go to the various sites. 'Ihis way they would

ncnt failures accounted for 60 percent of the total have gained experience. llefore we sent them out, we
trained them on the use of the tree and thenumber of forced outages,75 percent of engineered

safety feature actuations were due to maintenance sur- performance-based mspecuon procedure. ;

veillance or component failures, and 48 percent i After completion of the pilot program, we had the
1 Jills in 1985 were related to mamten mcc. the SALI less(ms-learned discussions and then the team leaders r

. ratings in maintenance remained steady for a 5 year set up their own teams for each region. {period from 1980 to 1985. In January of 85 there were t

'

10 sites, which equate to 16 plants, that were rt,ted a 7pj y7,yjg
SALP Category 3 in maintenance. Consequently, the
general conclusion at that time was that poor mainten* 'lhe inspection schedule for the teams consists of a
ance practices were the root cause of many operational 6-week inspection, that is for the team members. For .

'#

problems. the team leader, it generally is 8 or 9 weeks because he
has a lot of preparation in the beginning and at the end

in 1985 INPO issued guidelines on the conduct of he has the documentation to worry about,
maintenance at nuclear power plants. In 1987 INPO
requested all the utilitics to perform self assessment 'lhe 6-week inspection period includes I week of
activities, preparation. 'lhat is either donc in the regional office

or at the site so that they can obtain their badges.

'lhe Commission issued a policy statement on mainte- .lhe inspections are conducted by the regional office
nance in March of 1988 and a rule is currently under using a senior inspector, senior resident, or a section
considemtion. chief as the team leader,

in November of '88, NUlti!G-1333, Maintenance Ap- 'lhe schedule involves 6 weeks: the I week of prepara-
.

proaches and Practices in Selected Foreign Nuclear Pro- tion, I week of in. office revicw,2 wecks on site-the 2 I

gru nsund Otherindustries: ReviewundLessonsLearned, weeks on site is cither simultaneous or split by the weck
was published as a draft report for comment. 'this for in. office review-and then 2 wecks to document
NUltI!G contained a review of maintenance ap- the results.
proaches and practices .n foreign countries and se- -

lected United States industries, including the airline liefore the inspection, the team does a " bagman" trip:
industry. They go out to the site in advance of the inspection and

4-15 NUlti!G/CI'-0102. Vol. I
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y pick up the necessary documents, maintenance pr we- 1his one was by far the worst cmc of the 20 <xid inspec-.,

A dures, policy statements, and administrative procc- tions eat we had. You will note an awful kit of red, es-^

L = deres that thcy feel are necessary to conduct the in- pecially in thc lower half of the txu and that part repre- 1
,

p'y spection. Sents program impicmentation. |
.!

The itec, or the inspection, is initiated by several fac. 1hc next slide /Mpm J/. ;

,^ > tors: recent component fauures, PR A insights, inspec- .
.

i

the history, abervations from plant walkdowns, and I want you in note from thesc rharts that the twacs arc !" findings fr(un inspection reports or from the senior divided.1hc upper left hand skic of the txu is the -
|

ressdent inspector.~lhe team goes in, kioks at these ar. evaluation of the maintenance procese element ade-*
-

,

M't cas, and th ;n starts their int.pection. quacy-is the program establishc0 nd owumented? ;
o / 'the kiwer hatf of the box is the evaluation of thee a

b Sciccted exasninatkms of equipment failures attrib- maintenance pmccas implene:ation, is the program ].' uted to maintenance arc reviewed and an attempt is bemg effectively cxecuted? 1he majority of the inspec- ,

[ made to determine the effectiveness of the licensce's tion effort is spent evaluating implementation, the j"

i correctiec actkm and toot cause determinations of the kiwcr half of that bkek. .;i

k, ' ' ' ' failure.- 1hc nexi slide /Mpm 6/. j
1

;
'

F g

[ c1hc inspectos concentrate on obscrying maintenance hiaintenance team inspections arc planned to cover all '!
. activi es; work-in progress is a major part of the m. operating plants by the end of Iriscal Year 1991. To. !,; sPect n. date we have completed 21 inspections and five are t

h' currently in the process.~lhe final results have been re- i
lhe next s'ide /Dpe 4/, ceived from 20 of the inspections and we have used '!,

those to come up with the conclusions on the following .f
;L 1his is a brief adaptation of the trec *lhe tree is divided slides. We have got quite a series of slides and I am go. !

into three major sectk ns-following the top block of ing to go through them rather rapidly. !v
course, which is the entire maintenance process. 'lhe iY

,T'
'

*t,.
. first n ajor r,cetion is the overall plant performance re- 'Ihc next slide /Hpe 7/. i!
lated to maintenance; the secc nd h management sup- ,

port of maintenance; and the third maintenance imp. Generally, therc are the results-the overall results. ;

? Icmentmlon. As you can see in the program arca,55 percent werc [
L satisfactory and 44 or 45 percent were good. It was ;

1hese bhicks are subdivi. led into eight categories un. alxiut a 50/50 split,In the area of programs, we have' i
. der which program elements ure listed. 'these are: di. been coming out with some pretty g(xxl results. -i

7
rect measures related to plant performance; manage- '!*-

ment cor:. mitment and involvement; technicf| spport; On the impicmentation side, it is a little different: 75 *

management organization; work control; plant organi, percent of the implementation was satisfactory,25 per- !
ution; maintenance facilitics, equipment, and rnatcri, cent or so was g(xxi, and five percent was poor. As this

]
als control; and personnel control. points out, the programs are there, they arc in plai e, ,

,

and, as a minimum, they are at least satisfactory, llalf
I have threc slWs [not inctuded) with me today, they of them are considered g(xx1, but the implementation ;

are the results of complcad inspections is still iacking. |
6 j
'

May I r.cc the first.onc please. *lhis same split prevails throughout the remaining [.

slides. Sometimes it is a littic worse than others, but ..!

firiefly, really briefly-it is not showing up bo wdi: the you will be able to see that Ihe implementation portion ['

| green indicates adequate programs and adequate of it is not as good as the program area. ;
,O ' impicmentation, yellow indicates satirfactory, and red. i

. of course,indientes poor, .the next slide /Mgre 6/,

Can I have the scrn.J ac' Pleasc. formance asit relates tomaintenance.ynaH plant pu- |c t kand M tk trec cects o
-2- thisis the direct a

measures. f

j[
'These are pretty weak. *lhe first two slides are repre.'r'~
sentative of the inspections that were conducted.

*

Generally, the first section of the trec, that is, direct
measures, imulves the plant walkdown to hxik and sec |, , ,

N 'Ihe third one, what the status of the equipment is in the plant and the ||-

!
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material condition of the plant. If the inspectnrs see a ind ust ry initiatives. /Hgure 16 was not discussedbut is in-
couple hundred vah es leaking, they are poing to look at cluded/
vah'c maintenance, it heads them toward that direc-
tion. 'lhe very next portion of the tree was maintenance

implementation /Hgure 171. 'lhis branch and the third,

Next slide /Hgurr 9/. branch of the tree is subdivided into four areas: work
control, plant maintenance organinition, maintenance

in this area, direct measures, it was pretty much an facilities, and personnel control,
even split as far as implementation and program, with
one area coming up poor l'ive percent of the direct hiay I have the next slide /Hgert 18/.
measures was considered poor,

in the work control area you can see the program was
'lhe second branch of the tree is management support pencrally satisfactory or good, about an c"en spht. Al-
of maintenanec /Hgurr 10/. 'lhat involves manapement though more of the implementation was good than in
commitment and i svolvement, management orgamza- some of the other areas, the majority of it was only sat-
tion, and technic:0 support. In this branch, the techni- isfactory /Hgure 19 was not discussed but is included /
cal support area was clearly the weakest identified.

'the general weaknesses in this area were in the
Next slide /Hsure 11/. implementation portion of Section 5.3 of the tree,

mayenana equynt records and hir. tory /Hgure'Ihc management commitment and involvement was * I' *#" """#5 '" " #9*E*# h *I*I
aEain Fencra.lly good for both the Ptofram and the was not being used to its maximum advantage for
implementation aspects. trending or preventisc maintenance, hiaintenance

eq pment mm6 m not kng maintainchumnt
Next slide /Hyure 12/.

because of excessively long periods of time taken to
comph te packape renews. Also,there were difficulties

hianagement organization and admc . ation, satis- I" ''''iC"I"E PIC"' ntive maintemmce history of compo-
factory, was about 70 percent; good was about 30 per. nents and failure evaluations.
cent in both areas, program and implementation,
/Hgure 13 was not discussed but is included / Although plant failures were reponed to NPRDS, gen-

Next slide /Drure 14/.
etally thc use of NPRDS was poor. Several sptem en-
gmeers in the inspectons were not famthat with ru ent

, ,

events and were net familiar with NPRDS data,
'lhis third area in this branch was clearly the weakest of
the eight subeitegories. One of the more sig-ificant
findings from the maintenance inspection program is .the next slide /hgure 21/ please,

that technical and engineering support of maintenance
was weak and required improvement. 'lhat is generally In the plant maintenance organization, again, you will

the weakest area observed. see a large difference. 'mplementation was weak: 65
percent was satisfactory and only 30 percent was good

'the next slide /Hgurr 15/. and five percent was poor, in the program area, good
prevailed.'lhisis consistent with the rest of the findmgs

'lhis points out that for engineering r.upport only 25 in this area,

percent of it was good.10 percent was poor, the rest of
it was satisfactory for the program, and for implemen- Next slide /Hgure 22/ please.
tation, we identified 25 percent poor on engineering
support; but only 10 percent good, and the rest of it as Weak elements in the plant maintenance organization

~

bsing satisfactory. included establishing deficieng identification and con-
trol systems and performing maintenance trending.

1her: rc several examples of poor er,gineering hiaintenance trending was not performed as much as
su ppt . .. the repetitive failure of equiprnent not being we like to riec in many of the inspections.
identified by site personnel for changes to the preven-
tive maintenanec program, inadequate root caec liquipment history was not used to identify subtle
analysis was performed for equipment failures, trends. It was not used to establish preventive mainten-
documentation of engineering involvement in the ance programs or to add to existing preventive
resolution of problems was lacking, preventive maintenance programs.
maintenance activities were not conducted, and no
methodology existed to resp (md to or implement Next slide /Hgure 23/.
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"Ihis is maintenance facilities. Generally these came session. I have to admit that I had not thought about it
out pretty gaxl.'the inspection results contain the fol- much, but I had the last two hours to think about it.
kiwing example: ''lJcensec had pr wided execilent fa-,

| cilitics and equipment in support of plant maintenance 'the previous papers provide an insight irto mainte-
o methitics. Facilitics were enlarged to provide ample nance or into a broad perspective of performance

space " We were encouraged with the results of this iudicators. 'Ihis topic really could be classified as a!. .

L aspect of the inspection, regulatory issue, if you wanted to. On the other hand,it
scally does provide some special insight into safety;-

.'the next slide /Dgure NJ, decision. making at a plant.i

'Ihis lau area, perwnnel control, was by far rated the When a problem of equipment operability arises, it is |
! strongest area. the rate of experienced maintenance somethmg of a en, sis utuation and Ihe method and the

.

! personnel to apprentices was on the avempe three to 63IClX PCfhPective bnmght to bear on the issue does ;

one. Onsite experience was considered a strength in pmnde us with a performance mught of a sort, it is the
the majority of the inspections, lhere were well- kind of peiformance msight, I think, that goes into the
defined programs for hiring and good job descriptions sal.P area that flert Davis was speaking of carlier; the ;

and promotion policies existed. quality verification and safety assessment.'

In pencrat, the maintenance people, especially the %crefore, as I go through the discussion, I will bc '

craftsmca and journeymen, were very familiar with mainly dealmg with how equipment operability prob. |

their duties and responsibilitics. 'Ihey did a good job, lems anse and how we expect them to be dealt with. In ;f'
a sense, licensec management and the NitC are abic to t

draw saiety insights from how these situations are re- !
'Ihc next and last slide /hgure 23), solved.) >

t s

; - In summary, we have completed approximately one. I promised Frank I would do this in 20 minutes, so I will I
quarter of the inspections. Ilowever, already, several see how fast I can move. !

conclusions can be drawn from the inspection results '

i: and the activities to date. That is, all sites, at least have /Dgure 1] |

cstablished adequate maintenance programs: they are !

, ' .well documented. Some of them or almost half of them in dealing with the issue, I will be addressin' safety as- i
'.

.wcre rated as good, llowever, the implementation of sessment in general, operability determina'tions, how !

these programs was determined to be tagging in about 10 CFil $0.59 cvaluations fit into the process, licensing i
75 percent of the cases- amendments when they are required, how corrective I

'

action plans fit in, and lastly, documentation that might'- 'that concludes rny presentation. If there are any ques- be associated with it. ;

"tions I will be glad to answer them. !
Next slide /Dgure 21 t

'lhank you. .

"Ihc types of problems I would like to address are cases >

where equipment is in nonconformance with some con. -

Mr. Miragh.u: dition established in the original plant licensing. Either !
it does not meet a code or standard or it does not con- i'lhank you, Tony.
form to an as-built condition of the plant, or some con- L

dition that has been raised from operating experienec: -|Our next presentation is from Gary Holahan, who is it cow N fmm tk plant wnbr infmmath imm ;; the Acting Director Division of llcactor Projects Ill,
* another plant;it could be bench testing. Any sort of ex- ;

L
IV V and Special Pr('lects. Gary'8 Presentation will in- perience that leads to mformation that raises a ques. .

volve the topic of equipment operability. tion about the operability of equipment.'Ihere are ad- L

ditional examples; for example, there could be a prob- ,

Equipment Operabillly lem that arises with respect to equipment qualification: |
whether files are available, whether new test data indi- !

IMr. Gary M. Holahan: ca*.es that tnere could be a problem with equipment.
lastly, equipment operability issues arise when there is

Good morning. physical evidence of a degraded condition. The exam-
ple I have here is when a heat exchanger is fouled to

[
Frank asked me in the hall this morning, what the tie-in some extent. Ilut a question may also arise any time t,

was br' tween this discussion and thc other papers in th.'s some testing or observations of equipment put that |
1 .

,
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equipment in question with respect to its ability to per- In 19M1 or 50,0 e Fl(C issued a genericletter that re-
form its utfety function. quired all licensees to put an operability definition into

their technical specifications. 'lhese definitions are all
Next slide /Agure 3), pretty much alike; they all refer to operability in this

sense: it is a capability to perform a safety function.( I would like to discuss the initial actions or reactions to What I am stressing here is that operabilicy is a fune-
p

finding equipment in some degraded state.'1he fitst ac. tional defmition, whereas conformance to codes and

tion is to identify if, in fact, there is some degradcd state standards really are a separate issue. Onec * t.c iave es-
or a nonconforming condition: something is not exactly tablished that the equipment is in a nono .4mmg or
as it should be, as it was expected, as it was described in degraded state, the question of operability is e real
an l'SAll or some other document, question.

The second action is the responsibility of the licensee, it is not unusual to have equipment that perhaps does

the basic utfety responsibility, to determine what is the not meet a coJe or star'dard or might have an

impact of this information on plant operation.There is equipment qualification problem. Nonetheless, there

sort of an instant initial assessment that needs to be still is a legitimate judgment that must be made about

made.'lhis is the first decision with respect to whether its ability to perform its safety function,

plant operation is acceptable or not. In effect, the test llecause these are issues that arise on the spur of the
is: 16 there any immediate threat to public health and moment, operability determinations have to be made

CIN promptly. We recognize that they are not being made
with perhaps all the information that will ultimataly be

if a degraded condition rises to that i.crious a problem, available. Ilowever, when a prompt determination of
then the plant needs to be put into a safe condition re- equipment operability is made, it ought to be made on
gardless of any other commitments that might exist in the basis of whatever analysis is available, whatever
techmcal specifications or any other place. *lhat is a tests or partial test results are available, whatever op-

,

very rare condition. I cannot even think of any exam- erating experience can be brought to bear on the issue,
ples, in most cases degraded equipment raises some and it ought to be made with engineering judgment.
questions, but it usually does not raise a serious enough
question to warrant that the plant be shut down imme- In many cases engineering judgment plays an impor-
diately, tant role in making a determination of equipment op-

'the third action is to determine how Ihis new informa-
tion will affect the operability of the equipment. May I go on to the next slide /Dgurr 5/.
'lherefore, the next test is a prompt determination of
equipment operability. I will discuss a little later what I would like to cover four individual cases where equip-

elements go into that assessment. m en t is eit her covered by t echnical specifications or not
and the determination is made whether the equipment

Following that determination, there are followup ac. is operable or not. This gives you a total of four possi-
bilities.tions to be taken. depending on whether the equip.

ment is operable or inoperable. I will follow through .the first example covers a case m. which equipment
with some examples for open.ble or inoperable equip-

specified in technical specifications is determined to bement in a minute. operable, on the basis of Ibe factors I addressed in the
previous slide. This equipment may, in fact, be in some

'the last action is to put together the documentation degraded state for which corrective actions may be re-
that shows you know w hat decisions were made. That is quired later, but a decision has been made that it is ca-
really the final step that comes after all the decision- pa e of puforming its intended safety function. If it
making. passes that test, then m fact, by plant license and by

technical specifications, operation of the plant is
May I go to the next slide /Agure 4/. authorized and is not in question.

In the operability determinations, the first thing ! Ilowever, corrective action still must be carried out for
would like to stress is that operability really means the that degraded condition or lack of conformance al-
capability to perform a safety function. Operability though it can be carried out w hile plant operations con-
does not mean that something conforms to a code and tinue.
standard. It does not mean that it looks like it conforms
to the as built drawing. It refers to the equipment's There are tusically Iwo ways in w hich corrective actions
functional safety capability, can be done. The action can be taken promptly, in this

4-19 N Ulti!G/CP-0102, Vol.1
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case, I do not think there is any clear time period that in some respects the fourth exampic is the most com-
corresponds to promptly; I think it depends on the plicated. If equipment is not specified in technical
safety of the decision being made: how important the specifications and is determined to be inoperable,
equipment is. Whether a prompt corrective action there is still a pssibility that that equipment is really
means a few hours or a few weeks, I think, depends not needed for plant operation to continue in the short-
up(m the circumstances, it has to be left to the safety term. j
circumstances and judgments being made st that point.

A judgment must be made about whether there is rea.

*lhe ahernative solution is: If a licensee proposes, in sqnable assurance of safety,if that can be done-and I
effect, to live with this changed condition without cor- wiH discuss what elements fto mio, that judgment j

,

rective action, then, in fact, that could bc justified momentarily-then continued operation of the plant :

through a 10 CFR $0.59 cvaluation, which may or may would be appropriate. If reas(mable assurance of safe !
not call for a license amendment. 'the point is that op- operation cannot be determmed, then, m fact, the

crability of equipmcal covered by technical specifica- plan ought to be placed in some safe condition. That

i tions means that plant operation could continue in this *!ght mean takmg some compensatory measures or it
case; however, some sort of corrective action is re, might mean shuttmg down the plant.

quired to being the situation back into conformance. IAs with the other cases, because there is some commit.

.
ment to a code, standard, or some other commitment

let me go to the second exampic for equipment that is that is not being met as a result of finding a degraded or
covered by technical specifications and is determined nonconforming condition, that condition needs to be
to be inoperable. 'Ihe normal course of action is to fol- corrected. A ;ain, this may either be danc by bringingl
low the techmcal specifications. In many instances, this the plant back into conformance with the original com-
would put the plant into an action statement: it could mitments through prompt corrective action or through
require relatively prompt shutdown of the plant. use of the 50.59 process tojustify the altered state of

the plant.
An alternative to that would be where the safety cir-
cumstances would allow, or in fact dictate, that the May I go on to the next slide /Tigurc 6/.
safer thing to do would be to operate the plant perhaps
in some changed state-for example, to reduce power in cases where then c is equipment not covered by tech-
or to take some other comp nsatory measures, what- nical specifications, you need to make a judgment
ever, Under such circumstances, however, some emer- about reasonable assurance for continued operation,
gency liceve amendment or other regulatory action 1he considerations that would go into such a judgment
ought to bc proposed and dealt with promptly, in this irwolve the availability of redundant or backup equip.
case, also, the nonconforming or the degraded state of ment or other compensatory measures, such as opera-
the equipment must ultimately be resolved through tor action or stationing an operator by equipment or
cortcetive action or a 10 CFR $0.59 cvaluation. other kinds of activities that could affect your decision.

The third example is for equipraent that is not covered This judgement also should invoh,e the consideration
by technical specifications and is determined to be op- of what the safety fonction is: how important it is: what

crable. There still can be safety implications of the events it provides protection agamst. Such considera-

equipment being inoperabic. 'lherefore, a judgment tion also involves the amount of conservatism in the
about the operability of the equipment still ought to be analysis and what margins are available and the prob-

made on the basis of whatever information exists with ability of meeting that safety function.
,

regard to meeting codes and standards. In effect, we .

are using the same standards we would for equipment 'lhis is a case in which judgments about the probability

c(wered by technical specifications, that is. cngineerir g of seismic events would play a role in the decision-
judgment, experience, tests, and those sorts of judg. making process,

ments.
May I go on to the next slide / Figure 7/.

If it is judged to be operabic, then continued operation Corrective action plans are called for in most of these
is acceptabic. examples. Clearly, repair of the equipment to put it

; back into its originally designed condition is one option.
Again, the degraded or nonconforming state needs to Analysis to show that it can,in fact, perform the same

|_ be clear; cither by putting the plant back into confor. function in its changed state is another possibility. In
mance with the original commitments or by changing some circumstances, testing can resolve a question
those commitments by a 50.59 process. about i.onconformance or the equipment being in a

1
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| degraded state-for equipment qualification, for ex- lxt me say that in instancer where a physically de- !
ample, testing could resoh'c such issues. graded state is found in a plant and the licensec pro- ;

poses not to put the plant back into the condition as it ;

Corrective action plans could also include 10 CI'R was originally described in the l'S AR, then I think that '

50.59 cvaluations, license amendments, or other regu- is equivalent to proposing a modification to the plant
latory actions, in many cases, if corrective actions are and I think it does nced to be covered under 50.59.

'

going to require somt period of time to undertake, a
safety basis needs to be associated with that decision. On the other hand, if, in fact, this degraded condition is i

something that, as you mentioned, is covered in a work
May I go on to the summary slide /Hgurc 8/. order and that work order is intended to put the plant i

back to its original condition in some reasonably i

In summary, I would like to stress that degraded or prompt manner, then I do not think 50.59 is appropri-
nonconforming safety equipment must be evaluated ate. :

for its safety impact and for operability.
I recognite that there is some grey area in terms of tim-

I would like to also stress, as I did earlier, that operabil, ing between which corrective actions etm be donc al- [
; ity is the capability to perform a safety function, which most immediately and which ones are going to exist for i

is a different decision th:m determinirg whether the such a long period of time that, in effect, they become i

equipment is in a nonconforming or a degraded state, the normal operating mode of the plant.

And, in all cases, degraded and nonconforming condi- 1he example I would use is, if a licensee proposes to
live with a degraded situation for an extended period of

. ,

tions must uhimately be resolved, either through time. I believe it needs to be covered by a 50.59 cvalu. ;prompt corrective actions or through some process of ation,
showing that the changed state of the plant is still in
conformance with 5'l.59, which include the original li- t

censing decisions of the plant, Can I take any other questions?

t Arc there any questions? Yolce:

Are you considering a degraded condition of a safety
. Voice: related system. . . . ;

I guess I am somewhat nervous about equipment t

Mr. Holahan: *

that maybe degraded and we determine it is inoper.
able, , .will come up in any job order or maintenance . I will try to repeat the question. '

letter."Ihat appears to be overburdensome. I also won.
der if degradation with no action falls under 50.59, in effect, what we have is an example of potentially de- .

50.59 is really the appropriate documentation for graded piece of equipment. 'the question !s-
'

equipment we determine is operable that is rated. . . .
OUESTION: Is it possible to make an operability

Mr. Holahan: determination for an RCIC [ reactor core isola. ;

tion cooling] system in a llWR that, although re- 1

'

For those who could not hear the question,let me sum- quired to start automatically, rnay have some
marize it.1hc question, in effect, was that perhaps problerns and requirc operator action to immedi- t

50.59 is not the appropriate mechanism for dealing ately restart if it trips?
with equipment that is degraded because 50.59 is in-
tended to deal with proposed modifications to the ANSWER: I think in all of these cases, because oper.
plant. Using 50.59 for degraded equipment might be ability is a capability to perform a safety function, you -

overly burdensome, need to clearly articulate what is the safety function. lf
the safety function is automatic start, then probably op-

'

let me first suggest that this is an issue that I believe is crator action does not provide the safety function if
not dealt with uniformly throughout the industry. I this were an example where automatic start is not
think there are, as most of you are aware, a number of required-let me give you an casier exampic: An
discussions going on with the interpretation of 10 CFR action that would normally occur automaticah;, but the
50.59, and there is a staff and NUMARC activity on automatic action is not required promptly or your
that issue.'there is also a generic letter under develop- safety analysis report did not take credit for automatic j

ment on this subject, which hopefully will also clarify action, theri, if the safety function can be performed by ;

the situation, operator action-cither by pushing a button in the

l
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control room or by stationing someonc by the valve- ensure that the equipment is being maintained and in
[ and you can make an honest, legitimate judgment that the proper manner.

the safety function is not lost-it is still available-then
L . the equipment is operable. Requirements came out of the Salem KlWS cvent in
" ! Generic letter 83-28, which required licensees to -

*

I am not sure that I agree with this specific example. assure that they maintained appropriate interfaces .

Hut cases like that can be made, with the vendor. I think from our perspective we would
say that is a prudent thing to do and we would strongly

;Yes, Mr. Olshinski. encourage that.

Mr. Olshinskl: I know of instances where we have had meetings with !
licensecs relative to certain pieces of equipment wherc

QUESTION: Does the operability definition, either the licensec has brought the vendor in to assist in
which is capabilty to perform a safety function, the technical discussions with the staff or on occasion,
does it include the conditions under which the we have requested the etility to bring the vendor in. i
safety functi(m would be called for, for example, ,

seismic, environmental or any other condition? On the basis of the question, I would assume that the [
individual asking the question has some Fpecific inter- j

Mr. Holahan: faces with specific utilitics in mind, and I would encour- e

age you to discuss your views with those utilities. ;

ANSWER: Yes. *Ihc safety function may very well be !
automatic start of a pump following a seismic event. If Does anyone on the panel have anything to add? ;

the equipment is required in a harsh environment and '

following a scismic event, the answer is, yes, that needs |No resp (msc.) ;

to be included in the functional judgment. !

What I would propose to do now is go around to each ,

General Questions / Answers p nel member and have them answer a question.,a sin-
gle question or a group of questions if they are similar

Mr. Miraglia: and we will keep going through the panel until time
runs out. L

A couple of matters of logistics. A number of you etc ;
turning your cards in and I encourage you to do so. I Bert, would you start. -

have an announcement to make with respcet tc lunch.

Mr. Davls:
Lunch at the end of this session will be at 12 o' clock and

''

it will be in the State and Chamber Rooms. I think the 'lhe first question dealt with SAI.P. [
prot, ram j ust indicates State Room. It will also be in the 5

Chamber Room. QUESTION: Unlike the more customary grad. !
ing processes one is subjected to, the SALP :

I have a number of questions, one of which is directed results arc often a surprisc. It is used as a point to !
to me or any member on the panel. I will read the ques- begin improvement. Is this a misperception or a ;

tion and I will attempt to answer it. If anyone on the functional part of the program? i
panel would like to add to it, please f ct free.

ANSil'ER: I agree that the SALP results should be a I
QUESTION: As a vendor of complex safety point to begin improvement in weak areas. Ilowever, I ;
cquipment we believe we have the foremost ex- believe that if the sal.P results are often a surprise, )pcrts concerning operation and maintenance. that may be the misperception,at least from my experi- j
We notice a distinct lack of communication be- ence in Region Ill. I would suggest that whoever wrote

"
tween the utilities and ourselves. Does the NRC this should att empt to do some rnore interspection and !
encourage or discourage more active vcndor par- also some more communicating with their region. !
ticipation in day to-day operations?

in Region til we have a couple of utilities who are doingi

j- ANSil'ER: I think the short answer is that we would what they call mock SALPs: they are doing their own
encourage that. One of the outgrowths and lessons SALPs. One of the utilities had an opportunity for-1!

3

learned in the Salem KlWS event was the mainte- think the number is 22-agreements or disagreements !
nance of equipment is extremely important. It is with us. Out of that number, there were 21 agreements '

extremely important to maintain vendor interface to with what we decided in the NRC SALP process. ;
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) ~ Another utility has done one, and as I understand it [No response.] .

L ~ from what they have told me, they predicted exactly "

what our SALP was going to give them. So I think it is !! does indicate an improvement. I>

good for a utility to be able to do that. It gives me a littict.

h comfort for two reasons: one. they arc in perspective in *Ihc Commission is aware of what is in NURIIG-1212 ;
i4 - kioking at their own situation, and two, we are predict- and they will be petting the new data, in addition, I
L able und we should be predictacle because we are both gooted some SAlf numbers carlier, which show that L

working fram the same information. there has been improvement la the arca of SAlf. We ;
L

i will make those points to the Commission, and we will [
M r. % : ccmsider making the one you just brought up.

"

m

I bet you cannot guess what these questions represent. Mr. Miraglia: L

I am going to only read one because they are all pretty '
i

much the same thing. 'the other point to be raised-l think this question [
came up in a similar context at the session yesterday-

'

QUEST /ON: If maintenance programs are gen. is that, yes, the rule is under consideration. I think the ,ii

! crally good and problems arc cvident in the im. industry *r view on that rule is clear.'Ihcre are numer- |
| plemention of the programs, why doyou want to ous letters that have been received and that are prob.

create more problems with the maintenance ably in the mail in which the indust y's view is clearly I
,

rule? stated. ;
t

ANSWER: As you know, this rule is under considera. 'the matter of maintenance is viewed to be an impor. i- ,

tion right now.~lhere is no wayyou are going to get me tant item to the Commission and to the staff. Tony i
' '

to say that we need a rule or that we do not need a rule summarized the result of 25 percent of the inspections |
,

based on Tom's Pls or the maintenance inspections. to date, which means 75 percent of the plants still have j'

to be looked at. On the basis of the 25 percent samples, ,

What I can tell you, though, is that we have a presenta- programs appear to bc in relatively good shape; how. i

tion before the Commission on May 2nd regarding the ever, implementation is laggmg behind.'lhose are the ;

results of the maintenance team inspections later in I"CI8.and the basis. Whether that is sufficient 10 say a . ;

the month. I think it is the 20th or 21st, there is a pre- rule is needed or not, I think only time will tell,,that is ;

sentation on the proposed rule. So, all i can say to the the best answer we can give you to that question at this -

IISC-majority of these questions is that the rule is under
7

L consideration and we are presenting our facts to the !

; Commissioners in May. Mr. Novak: i
t

'the other thing, the results of the maintenance team Staying in the same rut:

inspections show that implementation is lagging 7
I

behind programs, and that is the one area that QUESTION: If your curves-hioking at 1985
regulatory requirements concentrate on. through 1988 data-show decreasmg trends :

- approximately 40 to 50 percent in mamtenance t
'

indications, how does this support the NRC's i,

Mr. Miraglia: rationale for a maintenance rule? It appears not f
at this time a right point for a rule. ;

,
Tony, will you repeat the comment and question, I am

. .

,

j: not sure everyone heard it' ANSWER I do not think, at ! cast in our discussions !

( when we presentcJ this same information to the Com-
,

Mr. Gody: mission, that it confirmed a number of other indica- ;
'

tions that the trends are positive in industry. What you
*lhe comment was that if the maintenance team inspec- heard yesterday in many overall indicators would not i

tions and the results of those maintenance team in- have occurred had maintenance not been improving ;

spections that we have ecmducted to date were com- over the last several years. |
pared to the NURl!G-1212 information and surveys,it !

would Mdicate that there is significant improvement 'Ihe answers will come from the Commission getting I
wiihin the context of the programs that the utilities the best information they can. I think, iryou are listen. j
now have m, place. ing, we are reporting the facts as we see them. I do not ;

think there is a question about that.'the clearest hear- !
Is that a fair summary of your comment? ing will be made.

'
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Mr. Holaban: their safety function. In many cases, these utilitics
consciously decided that the surveillance test did not

I would like to address a couple of these questions. necessarily give a s)$ tem's functionality check, and
they devised test programs that wut considerably

OUES770N: Is it acceptable to use 10 CFR beyond the surveillance programs.
$0.59 to undo FSAR commitments?

As Gary said, the surycillance programs are confir-
ANSWER: Yes. As a matter of f act, that is one of the matory, extended pre operational test prograus to
purposes of 50.59, to allow licensees to change commit * verify functions. 't here is a difference and I do not think
rnents within the limitations of 50.59. And those they arc an equal substitute.1 think you have to look at I
changes will be documented in an FSAR- it and make a decision on a case by-case basis.

;

QUESTION 'the second question has to do with I would like to go back through the panel at least one
surveillance testing, Weh I did not mention in more time. I am holding you over. We do have some '

the presentation, but it i discussed in the paper, time. There are lots of questions and I think this is the |
In effect, it says that ideally it seems that surveil- part of the conference that is probably of the most in- )lance testing should be the touchstone for oper- terest to you, if you have some additional questions, ;

abi!ity. Whereas, I suggested that operability will you pass them forward an.) w will answer as many j

means more than just passmg a surveillance test, as we can, j
ANSWER: I think the problem with relying on surveil- g ,, p ,,3,,'
lance testing as the one and only definition for oper-
ability is twofold. One, suncillance testing does not I will combine or address two of these at the same time . !
compictcly cover all the circumstances under which a '

system is required to perform its safety function: It OUES770N: What is NRC's view of using S Alf
does not cover seismic conditions: it does not cover en- ratings for a licensec's management incentives
vironmental conditions. In many cases surveillance goals? That is, SALP 1 equals a good bonus,
testing cannot really show total system performance. !

There are some limitations on surveillance testing that ANSWER: I might expand that a littic bh and say that a
mean that it is not an absolute detcrminant of Category 3 S Alf rating sometimes might cost a persan
operability. a job 'that is something that worries me a lot and it :

makes me feel that we have to even strive to do a better i

The second point is that surveillance testing is really job with SAlf because it is being used this way.
predicated on the assumption that the equipment does !
meet the codes and standards that the equipment was I guess, my view, as far as t he bonus is concerned, is that i

originally designed for. Surveillance testing is sup- I think SAlf should be a consideration, if I were the
posed to t c confirmatory, but it is not a substitute for CI!O of a comp:my, I would make sure that l listened to !
any design margin or any other commitments. the S ALP result, but I also would do my own evaluation t

of the overall performance in that functional area be- :
I think that operability means both passing surveillance fore I decided to give anytody a bonus or take a bonus |testing and whatever other judgments go into deter- away. !
mining the capability of that system to perform its
safety function. OUES770N: What is your perception of how

CliOs view SALP ratings? Do you think thsy
Mr. Miraglia: strive for Categery 1 ratings or is there a tradeof f

|where cost is myolved? ;

I th!nk I would like to add a bit to Gary's first remark.
,

We had a number of plants that were in extended shut- ANSWER: I have yet to talk to a top management rep- i
downs because of regulatory coocerns. Major equip- resentative in a company that did not say that the com-

'

ment failures and maintenance program problems or pany's objective was to get all Category I ratings.
quality problems or design problems were encountcred Unfortunately, I do not see managemera performance
and uncovered as a result of these concerns. It became following that statement all the time; it is mixed. '

necessary to assure that the systems would perform
their independent safety functions before startup. We had one licensec in our region that you probably

know who received a Category 1 in all functional areas
I believe those utilities, at least three of them that recently. In the last SALP, that licensee had received
come to mind, honestly tried to see how they could Category 1 in all but one arca in which the rating was a
provide assurance that these systems could perform Category 2. 'that licensce's managernent told me they

|
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were going to spend the money and do what was neces. PWRs to better articulate maintenance practices, I do
sary to get all Category I ratings the next time, and they not see that there would be significant differences.
did. Obviously, they wanted to pt all Category 1 !
ratings. I think this is a good question. |,

'

II think there is a realinterest on the part of most peo- QUESUON: What were the differences in main- i

plc to not get Category 3 ratings. Ilowever, I do think tenance practices that affected failure rates? I,

f there are utiliticsin my region tt are satisfied with a |
mixture of Categories 1 and 2 and t,.sy do consider cost.

ANSWER: I do not know. From our screening tool, we
and I am not saying that is necessarily inappropriate. recognize something about the maintenance that looks I

different. I think that is the part that is impottant to the j
Mr. Gody: utility, to try to understand what differences in prac. ;

tices might be responsible for differences in the quality |
1 am going to be real quick berc. of maintenance. 'Ihat is the purpose of a generic data '

base: it permits one to look at the differences in main. '

OUESUON: lias the need to adjust the inspec- tenance practices across the board at rclatively similar -

tion tree to enhance assessment of those utilitics systems, t

who have a truly centralized planning organiza. ;

j; tion been recognized? If so, are there any plans GUESUON: Why does the industry need to !
to restructure the tree to accomm(xlate this? have maintenance indicators that look into sys- |

tems and ccr ;ponents that are not necessarily as- }ANSWER: We have made some adjustments to the sociated with those systems and components ;
*

trec, following the pilot inspections. We have planned needed to mitigate Chapter 1$ type scenarios? ;

another lessons-Icarned meeting in June of this year. '

At that time, we were about a quarter of the way ANSWER * I think the Commission said very early that !
Grough the program; by then we should be about a it is not limiting its concern of maintenance to just i

third of the way through the program. We will evaluate safety related equipment. 'there have been many dis-
the findings, including this type of observation to see if cussions that balance-of plant equipment isimportant

'

we do have to make any adjustments. We will do what is in the Commission's views in terms of the safety of op-
'

necessary. crations. 'therefore, a maintenance indicator that i

looks at the whole plant is most desin,ble:
QUESUON: Do you have any suggestions for li- .

censec preparation for future maintenance team QUESUON: 'the new LiiR based on P1 appears !mspections? to have dcveloped a new cause-code system dif- >

ferent from NUREG-1022. Other informal ,

ANSWER: We have been finding that when we go out cause codes are used within the NRR, such as for
to the sites, the licensees already have the inspection the SALP process. llave you considered devel- i
tree and inspection guidance. 'that pretty much en- oping oniv one cause-code system for IERs that ,

compasses everything we are looking for. l would have is used within all the various programs of NRC |
to say,if you are following the INPO guidelines on good and industry?
maintenance practices and have programs that reflect
it and are implementing those programs, you should ANSWER 1 do not think we have ever considered that ;

fare pretty well. possibility. I do not know that you need new definitions
of causes. My crperience has been that you think you f

Mr. Novak: have written it down as carefully as you can, but you will
always get different interpretations from people who

,

Ixt me wrap up a few very quickly. read it. It is just a natural reaction. .

QUESUON: If there is a similar trend for I am more interested in getting the kind of information ;

Meintenance for pressurized-water reactors- that you need to really understand the causes of the
similar to what I showed you on boiling w ater re- event. I think that is one thing that we are learning '

actors-if so, how would you expect your data to from looking at licensing events: there are most likely
impact the mainte-nance rule 7 multiple causes regarding significant events. I am not

discouraged by variations in the definitions of causes. !!
ANSWER: We really do not expect there to be major has permitted us to use that kind of information. !! is a
differences other than breaking out differences in pretty good screening tool.
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[ Mr. Ilotahan: the personality of its regional administrator; I think it
does. 'ther e would be an influence, even with prescrip-

QUEST /ON: What are NitC's expectations and/ tive information, but I do not think it is that great.
or requirements relative to past operability ques-
tions? One of the things that I did not share with you in my

talk was that before I came in here, we took a look at
ANSIVER: I guess niy reaction is that I am mostly the SAIJ' ratings of all the regions for a number of
interested in the present and the future. My interest in years-1 forget how many years-to d~termine
past operability questions is not very great except to th'' whether or not there was a difference because some of
extent that those conditions continue to exist. the people in the NRC including myself thought there

was, it turned out, as Tom said earlier, statisticians can
If, m fact, we are dealing with a situation that is truly do anything with a lot of data. They did an analysis of
past, meaning there was an operabihty problem and in variance. Some of you might know w hat that is, I did not
some way it has been resolved an 1 cort ected, there may until they explained it to me. 'lhe statisticians look at
be some Icftover reporting requirement for 10 CFit the variation of sal.P ratings between regions and

| $0.72 or 50.73, but that is low on my list of priorities compare it with the varia&m of SAIJ' ratings within
the regions. 'Ihey concluded that, as a result of that

if the question means there may be some past prob- evaluation, there was nothing statistiudly significant in
lems that continue to exist, then I would have the same the difference between the sal.P ratings among the
expectations as I would if the problem were just discov- regions.
ered.That is, if there is a nonconformance or operabil-
ity question that exists, it needs to be resolved. it needs lhat is all I have on that.
to be resolved with an operability determina' ion, with
some corrective action, or with some sort of justifica.
tion for bringing the plant back into conformance with hlr. Gody'*

its original design basis. I have one more question on the sal.P. My branch has
the headquarters' function, the oversight responsibili-

Mr. Ihnis: ties for sal.P. One of the things that we are doing to
ensure uniformity is having people from headquarters

I guess I will have to adJ to Gary's comment: If we,in go out to the sal _P meetings; we also are having some
our inspection program, found that you had operated cross fertilization between the regions. In other words,
for a period of time in noncomphance, we would have people will not only go to one region, they will go to the
to address that from an cnforcement standpoint even other and bring their experiences to the other region:
though it is past history.

GUES770N What direction, guidance will be
I have several related questions. 'lhey concern the pos- given to regional inspectors and resident inspec-
sible variation among the regions in the S Al .P process. tors for inspection of maintenance programs if it

is not the utility...if it is the utility program and
QUES 770NS: If sal P varies from region to re- not approved by NitC?

{gion, how does the NRC achieve consistency?
,

Ilow does NitC normali/c sal.Ps between the ANSil'ER: I assume this means if a rule is in effect or
regions to ensure meaningful SAI.P compari- even if a rule is not in effect, right now we have issued
sons? Are the sal.P ratings regionali/ed on the inspection guidance. I would imagine that guidance
basis of the regional administrator's personal would be pretty much the same whether or not we had
philosophy and involvement in the process? a rule.

AVSIVER: During my talk, I tried to give you a couple 'lhe utility's maintenance program is poing to be based
of reasons why we think we are somewhat consistent on guidelines and requirements (M. are in existence
and why we hope to become more consistent. One is today. 'lherefore, the guidance we would give the in-
headquarters' involvement and the other is the re- spectors is to inspect against the licentee's program, as
pional observance of the sal.P process in a different we do in several other areas right now-we inspect
region. 'lhose things are certainly going on. against the QA plan or whatever.

'lhere is one other thing I would add: If you read the Mr. Miraglia:
sal.P procedure, and I just planced at it again myself,

.

the things that you consiJer or are told to consider in Right now the maintenance programs are in an area of {
cach functional area are pretty prescriptive. That does emphasis within the inspection program and they are
not mean that a region does not take on somewhat of being evaluated under the maintenance team
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inspections. 'the intent is to inspect the maintenance tion or startup, then it can be dealt with as an emer- |
programs at all the facilities. Certainly we could, drop gency license amendment. |

back, identify in lessons learned and modify the pro- !
igram after the first time through, and that will have to QUESUON: 16 safety significance included in

be done as well. technical specification compliance or !s it only re- |

ally involved la license amendments?

Mr. Novak: ANSWER I guess, in effect, I would agree with the ;

C"**cnt, but I do not see them as so diverse. lf, in fact, i
I have just onc qu:ck q.icstion. there is a sa ety reason why compliance with a technical

.
f

,

. specification is not needed or is undesirable, then that
OUESUON: 1 low does your maintenance m. di- 5 tuation can be dealt with. An emergency license
calor avoid be,ng skewed by repeat failures of amendment is one alternative for dealing with that.i

Items such as reactor coolant pump seals, which Certainly, safety significance can be taken care of in
are design weaknesses? that sort of review.

ANSWER: 'Ihat is a concern.1 think what we did was to in any case where safety would call for an action that is i

read these events in the N PRDS and, from a reading of different from what is involved in the technical specifi- .{the description of the cause of the failure, we con- cations, then your resident inspector, regional office. -

,A' cluded it was maintenance, We kioked at cach one indi. and headquar ters peopic need to bo informed immedi-
vidually. lf we saw the same failure month after month, atcly and I think we are capable of dealing with those ;

we recognized that it may not have been a maintenance situations,
prob |em, it may in fact have been a design problem.
Clearly 1here is a concern,'this is not an indicator with* Mr. Miraglia:out a certain amount of flew, Nonetheless, I think

|things like reactor coolant pump seals can be recog- I do not want to hold you up from lunch too much
nired as design problems, as traditional,if you will. longer. I would like to hold you at least to five of and at
Again, it is not a perfect indicator and it may in fact this point I am going to make this the Ilcrt Davis show, i

have a number of flaws such as this one, lie has a large number of cards. I have asked him to ;

summarize as many as he can hetween now and 11:55.
Remember lunch is in the State and Chamber Rooms.

Mr. Holahan: !I thank you all for your attention this morning.

I have two more questions. |
Mr. Davis: !

OUESUON: let me summarire one by saying,it I have 34 seconds.
alludes to the fact that if equip.nent is m a de- :
graded state, that implies that it will not pass a 10
CFR 50.59 test because there is an increase in Mr. Mir aglia: j
the probability of a malfunction, 'lherefore. You got three minutes by my watch. '

would not a safety assessment be a more appro- |
priate test than a 50.59 test? ,

Mr. Dav,s:i

ANSWER I think the answer is yes and no. For non- Okav.
'

conforming equipment there is not necessarily an im-
'

:

plication that the equipment is more likely to fail. QUESU()N: When the sal.P categories were
'lherefore, I think a,50.59 test is perfectly reasonable combined did the new lower ratings mask the
for nonconformances. In fact, I think a 50.59 test is very previously higher individual satings, therefore
reasonable for du.:aded equipment also. Ilowever, if resulting in an overall decrease in the sal.P rat- '

there is any significant degradation of the equipment,1 ings? i
think it would fail a 50.59 iest, but, probably, appropri- I

ately so. I do not think that the right thing to do is to ANSWER: I am not sure. I think it can go both ways. !
change the test because the equipment might fail. We had a case in our region recently where the utility

had received a Category 3 rating last time m a func-
If, in fact, there is some margin of safety lost in the tional area. 'they clearly would have gotten a Category
equipment because of its degraded state, then the ap- 3 rating this time if it had been a separate functional
propriate action is to request a license amendment. If it area, but it was combined with operations. The utility |
is needed on a prompt basis for continued plant opera- wound up with a Category 2 rating because operations
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had many attributes.1hus, it was in their favor this Mr. Miraglia:
,

time.
You have one minute.

We had another case in which it was clearly a Category ,

2 in maintenance and a Category 3 in surveillance.'lhe Mr, Davis: I
new functional area was combined. We did not know {
how to handic that so we used the option, as I indicated One minutc.
in my talk, to add a new area. We separated those two

|and showed one of them as a Category 2 and one as a GUEST /ON: lias there been any recent discus.
Category 3. I really do not know what the effect is going sion with the NRC and State PUCs [public utility
to be; it will take more than just the short amount of companics] with regard to the SALP process?
time we have to consider that. '

ANSil'ER: I do not have anything more to say on that |
QUESTION: 1hc SALP Category 2 rating en- than what I think Tom Murley said yesterday: We are ;
compasses quite diverse performance, is there watching the PUC rate decisions to see what kind of ef-
anythought beinggiver toexpandingSAIJ'cate- Icel that has on safety.1here had been a time in the
gories? past where one of the states considered using SAIJ's ;

ANSil'ER: I think so. I have made a recommendation
in that regard and it is up to Tony Gody and his people in my own region, I have had a meeting with one of the ;
to decide. PUC staff groups, they were more interested in using *

NRC performance indicators than they were in the
In particular there appears to be a need to add a cate- SALP ratings. We discouraged that.
gory between the current S ALP 1 and 2 categones to
reflect il performance. That issue is still under consid- 'QUESTION: During Session 1. Jim Snierekeration I guess.

stated that the number of IIRS are not used in

GUESTION: At therecent RegionlSALPwork- the performance evaluation of a plant.1hc
shop it was indicated that the threshold betw een f3 gjsnnd r nd

'
'

eJl.
2 and 3 rating was consistent over the years.The
threshold for a Category I rating has been in-
creasing. lias this occurred in Region !!! and ts jgy;;,ER: That is right, it does. I wrote that down in i

this overall NRC policy? my little txxik, to go back and take a look at that in my i

region. I think what we do is, we do indeed tell how i

ANSil'ER: I would say it is not overall NRC policy, many LERs we have and what the number is compared

N RC policy gives you a definition on what is a Cat egory 1o the last SAll' rating. We also attempt to put it in

1, a Category 2, and a Category 3 rating, and you are perspective by saying that some of these LERs were

supposed to try to follow those definitions. voluntarily submitled by the licensec. We try to look at
the safety importance of them. I think we make a state.

On the other hand, I would not disagree with what Re- mc' t in that regard, but I am going to go back and rnake

gion I has told you. I think, inherently,we have become sure we do that better than we have been domg m my ,

a littic bit tougher in Region 11!; it might be a littie bit 'CE'""*
harder to get a Category 1 than it used to be.

,

On the other hand, we have told our people for as long
as we have been doing SALPs in Region !!! that if it is a That is llert's last question. I am sorry if I held you up
close call between a Category 1 and a Category 2, make on lur.ch.
it a Category 2. If it is a close call between a Category 2
end a Category 3, make it a Category 3. We want utili. Again, thank you ladies and gentlemen for your ,

ties to clearly deserve a higher rating if they get that attention.
higher rating. Ihis policy has been consistent for a

,
'

number of years.
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Mr. Dennis M. Crutchfidd: Today wc are trying to focus on some of the broader
policy questions. I would encourage you not to try and

'Ihis is Session 4 of the llegulatory Information Con- get into too much detail because we tend to get bogged
ference on regulatory issues. I will attend to the admin- down that way and that tends to slow things down to
istrative issues while folks are still coming in. some extent.

We are going to have a breakout session this afternoon 'Ihese issues are not easy ones. I will tell you that in
at 3 o' clock in the Virginia lloom.'Ihat session is going some cases they are very emotional issues. llear in
tobe onlife extension. As part of the registration proc. mind, however, that we are testing some of our
ess, we asked you to indicate any panicular interest thoughts and processes out and we are very interested
that you would like addressed. One of the issues that in what you have to say,
many of you showed an interest in was the plant life-
extension issue.There will be a breakout session in the in general, the views being expressed have been passed
Virginia lloom, which is on the second floor, at 3 all the way up through the NitR office. Tom Murley
o' chick this afternoon on that issue. hasgenerallybeen awareof allof theseissuesandisin

concurrence with the direction we are taking. Ilow-
I have asked the speakers to limit themselves to almut ever, we have not fully coordinated with other offices,
15 to 20 minutes in presentation to allow extra time for nor have we run all these positions through the Com-
questions. That will give us about an hour's worth of mission. '!herefore, thesc are not necessarily agency
time at the end for questions and answers, which, I positions, but they are the views and the direction that
think is equally or more important than just presenting we are leaning toward,

our papers.
I have to remind myself that sometimes we handic is.

Please be sure to use the cards that were placed in the sucs sort,of like the clumsy veterinarian would ap-
hinder with your handouts to ask the questions. If you proach a hon: if you go to one end,you get bitten; if you

have a question that you want to ask and have not sub. go to the other end, you get dumped on. Ily the time

mitted it on a card, please come up to one of the speak- ym get your arms around the issue and the " lion"

crs so that the poor lady taking the transcription can wakes up, you are never really rtoe what you have or

hear the question clearly and everytxxly knows what it what you are going to do with it. You are going to hear
some of that today; so please bear with us and be pa-j3,
tient.

One of the principal themes yestc rday was trust. Today The first issue I would like to talk atout is our readiness
you will hear from some of the speakers about issues to process future applications,
that we are opening up a little more early in the proce.ts
than we typically do. You will hear about these early in
this conference. We are going to follow the lead on NRC Preparedness for I.icensing
talking about trust.

Mr. Crutchfidd

it is very important to us that your views be heard. You About six months ago the lmss told me we ought to pre.
know your plants. You know your staffs, You know pare ourselves for new applications: I thought he was
what is important out tl.cre. You know what the effect crary. Six months later, I find myself feeling that he is
of some of these issues will be on your plant and staff. less crary than I thought before: I hate it w hen the boss
We do not want to adversely affect safety; that is not and mv wife are right,
out intent. We do however want to push forward.

A number of areas that we are going to talk about today
are not finalized.1.ife extension of the plant is one; the We asked ourselves some questions about six months
10 CFR 50.59 review is another area. ago: Are we ready to process a new application if it

comes in? What type of application should we expect?
We encourage you to speak to us either individually or What process should we use? What type of documen-
collec:ively. Come forward and speak or speak as a tation should we consider updating? What are the re.

group representing INPO or NUM AltC or whoever it source impacts? What organizational structure have
is, we laid out?
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With those thoughts in rnind, let me to through the process we did 15,20 years ago. If you came in with a,

process that explains what we did and how we did it. custom plant and requested the Part $2 two. step proc.
ess, or Part $0 two step process, this is what you would

Next slide /Hgure 2/ please, pet,

We went back and looked at the historical two. phase, Next slide /Agure 4/ please,
two-step licensing process:'this is the old 10 CFR Part
$0 process. We looked at that process to see how wellit We took one of our recent applications that had been
worked. Apparently it worked very well because we through the process for which we had data to look at
processed 100 odd plants through a construction per. Some of the reuiurce projections. We plotted selected
mit and an operating license, scenarios and projected the resources it would take to

issue a construction permit, to issue an operating li.
Once we established that base process, we went on to cense, and to do the inspections on those programs,
look at a new custom plant f.cenario. We found that we
had to look at some items that we had not looked at be, We then applied factors to the applications to include
fore: fitness for duty questions, and severe accident the fitness-for-duty questions and those sorts of things,
policy statement questions, which include TMI up. We also included some contingencies because recent
dates, unresolved safety issues, PR A |probabilistic risk cases had shown us that a lot of problems are encoun.

. assessment] questions, tered during late parts of the constcuction phase before
! the operation phase begins.1 or example, allegations

We also thought it might be topical to look at a reacti- come up that have to be taken care of.

vated plant. Now we defined a reactivated plant as one
.

of those plants that held an actual valid construction .I.bese different scenarios give an indication of the type

permit.'lhere are not very many of them left; there are of resources that will be expended and the duration of

only about 10 or 11 of them. Some of those plants have time that beensmg will take.
,

resources already applied to them: Comanche Peak, .

cuMom scenado wM tak atut U$ staU pcople tofor instance, hus resources. Other facilities, like Perry
Unit 2 and Grand Gulf Unit 2, have been shelved. We complete the Heensing pnms spread over a 13 year
have not been doing much with them; that holds true PC" '

for WPPSS [ Washington Public Power Supply System]
Units 1 and 3. We are not applying much in the way . he reactivated plants generally fall into two catego-

of resources to these plants. nes: pere is a categopo consider the second unit on
.

the site, which includes an ASIJI [ Atomic Safety IJ-
"" "N""IU" "' " """ b l'"ICIY C""I""d'lhe final scenario we looked at was a standard plant re. repmt @r m opuadng &cy. aW emuruhn k.""view on a previously approved site. *lhis is the tradi- ng

tional 10 CFR Part $2 process that we kioked at. We nyout 40 percerit complete. lhe resources associated

are encouraging that Part $2 process. It is no longer "N.tys sccmW wwme alwt,M Md. Om expc eta-
n t w. ta a ut anoQr myms toget thrNghproposed; it is an actual rule that the Commission

voted on earlier, e pums of construction. imtial testing, and licens-
,

ing before that plant would be ready for mitial opera-
tion. Grand Gulf Unit 2 and Perry Unit 2 are the exam-.lhe purpose of Part $2 is to face the decisions that ples that fall in this category,

need to be faced much earlier in the pnicess. We want
to get certain issues out ofIhe way so that it doesn't im- lhe second category of reactisated plants would be
pact the licensing decisions. those that are about 70 percent complete. Incliefonte

and WPPSS Units 1 and 3 fall into this category. Ilow."< May I have the next slide /Hgure 3/ pleat.e. ever, for these plants we have not been through the li-
censing process, and we have not had an ASLil deci.

We developed a profile, if you will. 'this is an example sion or a staff Ol/SliR. It may take a little less time,
of a custom plant that shows the type of resources that about 5 years, because o construction activitics, butr
will be needed. I believe in the paper we show you the the resources to do it may be a little rnore, atmut 94

( type of resources applicable to other facilities, other staff.
types of plants in the scenario.

Finally, we looked at what it would take to do a stan-
As you can !.ce, the total resources are significantly in- dard plant application. We stacked the times in se-
creased, especially at the end period whenyou have to quence: a preapproved site would take about three
issue the OI . | operating licen!.c] 'lhis is a custom-plant years; the corobined CP and the conditional 01.would

I scenario on a custom site. It is similar to the licensing take another two years for review. In total, it would
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take atmut 126 l'Ilis| full time equivalent psitions}of revision we had to that program was in the early 1980's.
staff effort and almut 13 years, which is a long tirne~ l think every body agrees it needs to be updated. ,

especiaDy the cipht years f or the authoritation to oper-
ate. We expect, wi h the first one or two plants that We then asked ourselves: What M,rt of applicationst

come through the process it may take that long. Ilow- should we consider? What is the growth of this industry
ever, after the first couple of plants get through the poing to be?
process and the process becomes established-the de-
sign povblems and c<mstruction prob! cms get worked /Tigurr 6/
out-we think construction time will probably drop
Sutstantially. I know the Chairman [1.ando Zech] has We looked at a DOF. report [ Department of linergy,.

indicated that he thinks we can cut the time in half, and I!nergy Information Administration, DOli/F.lA-0055
the man is right. (88/01) MontMy Energy Rcricw, January 1988| to exam-

inc its capacity projections. 'lhe two cases, ar upper
/s igurr 3/ reference and a lower reference, indicate the type of

plants that DOliis predicting will be on line by the year

'Ihe next step we hioked at was guidance documenta. 2007. ~lhat represents a lot of plants, if indeed true.
tion. What do we need to do to update the guidanec7 'the upper reference case is based on projection of en.

Some of this guidance has been around for years and ergy growth and a certain percentage of that growth,

years. I know that if you look at the existing Standard which is likely to be r uclear.

RericwPlun |NUld!G-0800Lyou will see that we made
some major changes early in the process, but we have 'Ihe next slide /Figutt 7/ is a figure directly out of that

not n ade changes in a long time. DOli report and it indicates the upper and lower-
reference cases. 'Ihe only major plant we are talking

'Ihe principal 9urpose of updating the guidance is to in, about for the lower reference case in the year 2007,is

corporate operating experience and to provide some to compensate for a plant, about a pgawatt of power,
that has been decomrnissioned, dismantled, or other-

stability to the process. Scope and depth are questions
that we are kioking at: We want to oc sure that we have wise donc away with.

,

the appropriate scope and depth so that we do not get
carried awa) like we did 20 cars ago. Our intent is to 'lhe next slide /Figurr 8/ shows the NitC resources that

3

only update the guidance documentation that needsit, we have, or we anticipate or plan to budpet, to compen-

that is not covered by certification.~lhe reactor systems sate for that expected application.

area, instrumentation, and plant systems area, we ex-
i li18aPPcarsloE caltoassumetherewillbeanewaPP ca-pect will be covered by design certification and we are tion somewhere in the future. Somelody out there han

.

not planning to focus on that, a secret and they are not telling us but we are going to
be ready,if anytody wants to raise their hand as to who ;We are going to look at site safety aspects, the environ- has it, I would be happy to take their name and we will

mental aspects, and the construction inspection pro. start reviewing it right away.
gram.'thest are the principal areas that are poing to try
to get into and update as necessary. We think it is prudent to plan for a reactivated plant.

You may ask, Nhy a reactivated plant since there are
.there are approximately 30 sections of the Standard 50 few?" The answer we have is that this will have the
Rcricw Plan that address siting, and we need to hiok at rnost effect on our resources in the first fewyears of the

,

that. 'Ihere are about 20 regulatory guides associated review. A custom application would have less of an ef-
with the plant site that need to be addressed. feet on resources. A recommendation of 12 and a half,

or 12.7, is a large !?I11 expenditure for a reactivated
'lhere are some rule changes for which the staff needs plant.
to promulgate guidance documents to itself. For exam-
ple,10 CFit $0.75, which is a decommissioning funding If you took the upper reference case, the first year
activity, will require some staff documentation so that wouid be aluut the same, but by the time you got to the
we may better understand how we are going to imple- year 1995, the effect on resources would be over 103
ment the requirements. irilis. 'Iherefore, we think it prudent to plan for one

Fitness for duty and access authorization are other
questions that we need to look at. Next slide /Figurc 9/ please.

'lhe construction inspection program will take a sub- We also think it prudent to plan to update our regula-
stantial amount of resources to update.The last major tory guidance. We have set aside 9.517111s in our i
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planning resources for cach of the years 1993 and 1994 Voice:
to update that regulatory guidance.

D- p riN you cited for even the standardized |
.

plant is not really an inducement to start the process
At this point we need to consider the organizational again for a new plant. So,I am wondering if the target is
structure that ought to be in place for this effort. With 13 years, or some number lower than that,
one or two ncw applications, we can probably fit the :f.
font into the existing projects organization. To ensure Mr. Crvichficid: !

the right visibility, we are planning to assign such an ap.
|plication, one or two, to one of our atsistant directors. I 'lhe target is much lowcr. We laid the process out '

am sure that we will get adequate resources associated serially, You obviously could gain some mileage by do- !
with such a review because there would be a rather high ing your carly site review ahead of time and banking it,
level of visibility. Right now our indications in planning or perhaps doing it in parallel with your combined CP ;
are for one application, if we had more than two or so, and conditional 01 You could save at least three years
we think it would be prudent to plan for a new project that way. ,

directorate, and that is what we would do.
!

As you get better and better construction experience
lhe technical organization, as it was re established in and we learn the proecss a little better, I expect that ;

1987, is very c(msistent with what our needs would be. our early site rmws would also decrease and ctmde ;

We can just add a few more resources in the technical tional CP/OL times would probably decrease as well.

area to take care of those interface questions that
r

would arise. Y"Ict:

So what is your target?
frigure 10)

Mr. Crutchfield:
'the siting and environmental areas would be a littic bit '

different because those specialists either have left the .!he target is to get the time down to tiupport your con.
struction schedule.organization, retired, or have been spread to other ef.

forts, such as low level and high level waste areas. We
An issue came up ycsterday with regard to SIMS, and Iwould have to get them tuck in some sort of discreet see Tom Murley is here and he has indicated he would

entity to process these reviews. However, we do not like to offer a few thoughts on that.
think that would be too difficult to do. Previously we ;

,

used a lot of contractor support in those areas, which is
what we will probably continue to do. NRC's Crash Effort To Update the TML Actw, n

Plan Status List !

lhe anti-trust effort we have ander way. 'the staff is Dr. Thomas E. Murley:
still in place from before and we do not see a problem.

'! hanks.
,

We would need to add extra construction inspection ef. A question came up yesterday morning;it came up ;
forts to the regional staff as wc!1 as to the resident in- again in the afternoon session and during some of our
spection program.1 hose are the types of activities that hallway discussions; I think it probably needs morewe think would be needed,

claboration.
P

Part $2 is no longer proposed, it is actually in place and 1hc questioy is: Why did the NRC find it necessary to
can be utilized. We do encourage the use of 10 CFR come out mth a crash effort last week to update the
Part $2. TMI action plan status list and why did we find it neces-

sary to make everyone work over the weekend?
8

We plan to update our guidance documents in a limited it had its genesis in the preparation and evaluation ofnumber of areas: we see no major reorganization
the past 10 years since the TMI accident. We preparedchanges necessary; and we are plannmg resources in a report that was actually done on a crash basis because

the 1991 and out years. We are ready; we are withng; the thought occurred to us only recently. The reportand we asc able. I will be taking applications early this discussed what the NRC has done in the 10 years since '

afternoon.
the accident, particularly, what has been our response
to the recommendations of the Kemeny Commission

Any questions? Report.
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Our report was sent to the President. At about the piece of datum that went in was awurate, hiost impor-
same time, we received the congressional request for tant, we did not have a system to control what went into
the status of the'Ihilaction plans, including a printout SihtS so that there would be a paper trail from one ver-
of our SihtS file. SthtS is the safety information man- sion of SihtS to the ncrt. W :did not frecre it monthly
agement systems,a computerited list of the status of all and have monthly printouts to create a clear paper
the 'lhil actions. It is a task to keep track of all this in- trail,
formation.

We have learned from our mistake and we are going to

Just to give you an idea of the scalc,'Ihere are some implement a QA system. Also, it has implications for
10,500 individual post.*lhil actions integrated over all awountability.1 realire now that I did not have a single
the plants. person responsible for the accuracy of the data. I real-

ire that it is difficult and I apologize for the effort that it
in addition ta that, since 'lhit, there have been some has caused for utilities.
6,500 other generic actions. We had to keep track of
the status of some 17,000 actions: whether they have 'ihat is the complete answer of why we did it and what

been implemented, whether they have been verified, happened. I guess I will take any quick questions.

and whether they have been inspected against, and so
forth. [No response.]

Not to mention, of course, the large number of licens-
ing actions we have to keep track of. We sent the print. 'ihank you, Tom.
out to Congress, and we thought that would be the end
of it. Ilut I guess we were not lucky enough, some con. Our next speaker is going to be Cecil'Ihomas who is
gressional staffers started koking into the printout and Soing to talk about plant life extension. As you know,
they found discrep;meics between that printout and the we put out an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking

one we had put in the report on our response to the in 1988. We received comments from NUhiAllC and
Thil accident. Various folks, and we have a revision that will be ready

to go out a littic later on this year.

'lhe discrepancies between the reports was basically
that they were prepared at different times by different it is an extremely difficult subject to have to deal with.

people. In any case, Congress asked us to explain the
difference and the reason for the difference. We did At the end of Cecil,s presentation there may be one or

another SihiS run and got a third set of numbers. So we two questions, but I think the real detailed questions
probably ought Io corne at the end of the session. So ifhad to try to explain that, you will write them down, we will be happy to take
them.

Although I was not in the Chairman's office when the
proposed reply to Congress came up, I can imagine As I mentioned earlier there is a breakout session at 3
what they were saymg: "It kicks like we have given the o'cksck in the Virginia lloom.
wrong information to the President; it kioks like we
have given the wrong information to Congress, and
now we do not know how we are going to get the right Plans for License Renewals
information."

Mr. Cecil O. Thomas:

'lhe Chairman said: *1 have got to have it right. I want lhank you, Denny.
an all hands effort. I want it donc and verified by the
licensecs, and I would like it donc in a week." lie was As Denny said, I am going to talk about our plans for
very forceful about this; in fact, we had to appeal with license renewal. It is a very difficult subject to talk
him to let us have a weck. 'that was the reas<m for the about: Alot of peopleareinvolved;itisveryimportant
crash effort. to the industry; it is very important to us. I will talk

about Nitit's preliminary thinking on the subject of li-
I oes this deal with some of the problems that I pre- cense renewal.
sentedyesterday? Do we have some of the sarte prob-
lems that I have been preaching to everyone about? / Figure 1/
Yes, we do. 'Ihir is basically an NitC problem. I
thought that SihtS was accurate enough to date;in do- Specifically, I will discuss our view of the problem; I will
ing our recall analysis, we found it was not. We did not summarire the activities that are ongoing and planned
have a goal OA system in place to mnke sure that every by both the NitC and the industry; and I will share
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some insights into some preliminary thinking that we 'Ihe sec(md major activity is regulatory guidance devel- I

have regarding our regulatory approach and our posi- opment. Usually NRC tries to promulgate its regula-
tions for licer se renewal. tory guidance coincident with any new rules or require- ,

ments, llowever, in the case of license renewal, we
Next slide fr9gure 2/ please, decided not to delay the rulemaking at the crpense of

the regulatory guidance development. Further, we felt ,

Currently,112 licensed nuclear power plants provide that the regulatory guidance development could bene. t

approximately 20 percent of the nation's electrical I'I I*m a umba of paraHel activities such as industry
,

,

power.'lhe operating licenses of these plants begin to !cchn.ical report reviews, which I wCl be talking about ,

expire in the ycar 2000. lly the end of the ycar 2010, ap- '" 8 **ute, and a lead plant review program. We ex. '

.

proximately 43 percent of these licenses will have ex- pect to im for comment draft regulatcry guidance
p;n.d. carly in 1991 and to have our guidance finalized m

1994.

*lhe timely renewal of these licenses is essential to en- 1 mentioned the industry technical report program,
surmg the adequate supply of energy t,o the nation dur- .Ihis is a program that the industry, through !
ing the first half of the 21st century, therefore, steps NUMARC, is developing to address the *cchnical I

need to be taken now by both the NRC and the industry bases for license renewal applications. 'the technical
to ensure the continuity of these licenses and, at the reports are expected to cover a broad range of peneric -

same time,10 protect the health and safety of the pub- issues, to focus on potential age related degradationhc.
mechanisms, and to identify actions that are needed to f

support the license renewal program. |
May I have the next slide /Hsurc J/ please,

t

Finally, I mcntion our lead-plant review program. !
'this chart shows the distribution of current operating Northern States Power Company and Yankee L

license expiration dates.'the first license expires in the Atomic lilectric Company have agreed to participale .

year 2000 and the licenses continue to expire over the in a lead-plant review program with the Monticello and !
next 29 years. 'lhe average rate of license expiration is Yankee Rowe plants. We are expecting the Monticello :
about four per year. Ilowevu, between the years 2005 application to be filed in J une of 1991, and the Yankee '

to 2015, there is substantially more per year expiring. Rowe application in DecembLr of 1991. We expect to !
In fact, in the year 2008,17 licenses expire, be able to complete the reviews of these two plants in

approximately two years, exclusive of any hearings that i
'

Next slide / Figure 4f please, may be held. We view the lead. plant review effort as
extrcmely important. It will contribute significantly to ;

I will now talk about some of the ongoing and planned the development of the regulatory guidance and will
;

activitics by both the NRC and the industry. First, we provide experience for the beense renewal program
have a rulemaking proceeding under way, in Novem. and hopefully demonstrate the pnicess,

ber of 1986. we published a proposal for developing a
heense renewal polky, After that was issued, we de- May I have the next slide /Hgurc $/ please. !

t
eided that it was important from a time point of view to
proceed directly with the rulemaking-that really a his slik dpicts the major activities I described on a

policy was not that important. It was more important to time line. As you can see, we have already begun. We

get po, g with the rulemaking proceeding so that utill- expect to be completed with everything in 1994. 'lhem
ties would know what we were expecting in terms of h. other point to be made is that the regulatory guidance

CC"SC TC"C*"I' development activity overlaps and takes input from all I
of the other activities.

In August 1988, we published an advanced notice of May I have the next slide /Hgurc 6/ please,
proposed rulemaking in which we solicited comments j
on a number of regulatoiy options and positions. I will now describe our preliminary thinking on our

.

| regulatory approach and some of the positions that we
| We expect to issue for comment a proposed rule this are proposing. 'lhe appmach and positions that I am '

fall and to have a final rule in place by the end of 1990. poing to discuss represent the views of the Office of
We would expect that the rule would specify, to the Nuclear Reactor Regulation. As you probably know

; maximum extent practicable, those issues that need to the Office of Research has programmatic responsibil.
be considered in a license renewal application and ity for developing rules and regulatory guidance. We
would dispose of those that do not need to be consid- are working very closely with the Office of Research
cred, and these views pencrally represent those of the Office ,
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of Research as well. I would point out that these views renewed. Agair., it is consistent with the 40 year (
have not been presented to the Commission. Our ap. Atomic F.nerry Act limitation on the maximum dura. i
proach is based on the premise that: l'irst of all, the tion of the licenac,
current level of safety of each plant is acceptable for
license renewal. Second, the current level of safety "Ihc sec<md reason for the 5-year period, the 5-year i

must be maintained throughout the renewal period. limits would be based on the timing that is consistent
*

'that is not to say that some changes will not be neces with our current requirements for coming in with a pre- ,

sary to the plants. 'lhere may be wmc changes neces- liminary decommissioning plan. 'the thought is, if a e

sary to ensure, to provide, reasonable assurance that utility decided to renew its beense,it would not have to
the current level of safety cam be maintained through. come in with a decommissioning plan at that time,
out the renewal period, llowever, if for some reason we found that the license (

could not be renewed, then the licensec would have to L

*the current level of safety is really a perception based come in with its final decommissioning plan 1 year be-
on your perception and our perception of the design fore the license expiration date. We believe that this is
bases of the plant. Ilow well they are operated and so reasonably late in the period, thus the licensec would *

on. O,1cc we pet into the reviews, we may find that our be able to submit its application and we would be pro- |
perception is not correct, in those cases, there may be vided with a reasmable amount of time to complete
some changes made to restore the current level of our review, i

safety to what we thought it was. I

Itecalling the distribution of current license expiration ;

We hope to limit the number of issues that need to be dates, it appears evident that we are going to run into a |
considered for license renewal through the rulemaking logjam of applications pretty early m the process. ;

proceeding. As I mentioned earlier, the rulemaking 'lherefore, it niay be necessary to specify timmg for the ;

would specify those issues that must ha considered and submittal of these applications. Ou r goal is to complet e .

hopefully dismiss those that do not nted to be consid- the review of each renewal applicaten m approxi- ;

cred, to remove from litigation those matters from any mately two years, exclusive of any heanng. :

individual hearings.
*lhe third reason for the 20 and 5 years is that operation ;

yond the current expiration datc would require a "no j
Next slide /Tigme 7/ pleasc. undue nsk" findingby the Director of the Office of Nu- t

. .
clear Itcactor llegulation. We believe that more is |

1 will now talk about some of the preh.mmary positions needed than the current 10 CFR 2.109 timely submittal ;

that we sec for license renewal. of application prosision.'Ihc finding of"no undue risk" !

by the Director of NitR would be based on a completed
First of all, the type of license: we envision a safety evaluation report that documented the results of

';

supersession. type license that would be effective upon the staff's evaluation. |

issuance. It would cover a renewal term as well as the *

balance of the term under current license. 'the renew- We feel that wp need to pnvide some opportunity for
al term would be a maximum of 20 years, and there public participation. Ihis opportunity would be pro- f
would be no limit on the number of renewals that you vided through the rulemaking proceeding that I dis-
could request provided they were technically justified. cussed carlicr, as well as through any plant-specific nd- !

We believe the 20-year term is teasonably long. We judicatory hearings. i

believe it is abou as long as is technically supportable ;

today. It would allow for applications to be submitted 'lhe hearings that we envision would be somewhat ;

reasonably early so that licensecs could make iaformed similar io opportunity for hearing that is currently pro- r

. decisions on replacement capacity, based on ou r limita- vided at the 01, stage. It would not be a mandatory
tion of the 40 year totallicense. hearing. Presumably there would be some threshold ,

that a potential intervenor would have to meet to jus- !

Second, we would expect that applications could be tify a hearing. We would hope to specify in the regula. |
submitted, applications for renewed licenses could be tions a provision that would allow continued operation, ;

submitted between 20 years and 5 years before the cur- on the basis of a finding by the Director of NRR, while i

rent license expiration date,'ihe reasons for the 20 and the hearing is in process so that operation of the plant ;

S ycars: First of all, for the 20 years, we wanted to come would not be interrupted pending the completion of ;

up with a time that would provide for a sufficient the hearing.'the renewed license would be issuco upon
amount of operating experience to be gained. It is rea- the completion of the hearing,if a hearing were held.
sonably early that a licensee knows what is to be re- !

quired and whether or not it would be successful- We are considering requiring a pila to identify risk. I

whether its plants could successfully have their licenses significant components and systems.'lhe PRA would
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be plant specific. We envision it would be similar to the port the rulemaking proceeding. 'the same process
PR A that is required-similar to the PRA that you would apply to individual licenses,,.

might submit in response to your IPH [ independent
plant evaluation] generic letter requirement. We in summary, the NRC and the industry have under-
would expect Ihat a PRA would be maintained current taken ambitious programs to be ready to accommodate
and would be part of an ongoing reliability assurance the substantial number of license renewal applications
program. we expect to receive in the mid 1990's. Our ability to

meet the schedules depends not only on ourselves but

'the licensing basis that would sup irt the renewed li, the ability of the industry to provide quality and timely
cense would consist of the curtent icensing basis.'Ihat support, We intend to do all we can to meet our goals
is, the licensing basis to which the plant was originally and we encourage the mdustry to do the same,

licensed, as modified during the life of the plant, plus
any modifications that were needed to ensure that the I would remind everybody, I will take one or two ques-

curtent level of safety would be maintained throughout tions now.'thcre will,bc an opportunity for questions
the renewal period. Somchow this licensing tusis will following the completion of all the speakers' presenta-

have to be documented in the application. It will have lions. Ilowever,if you have any detailed questions that

to be referred to in the cnewed license. are not covered at this session, I will remind everybody
that at 3 o' chick this afternoon we wd, l have a breakout

We believe we need to reconsider any exemptions that
have been issued on the current license because the ex* .I have F ank Akstulewicz and Darrel Nash from my
isting exemptions would expire upon the issuance of staff with me today,'they have been working directly
the renewed license. We would need to reconsider the with Research on the development of the rule and on a
technical bases for any exemptions that you would re- number of the other activitics I have covered. WO will
quest for the renewed license,'!here are reasons for be prepared, hopefully, te resp (md to any detailed
this: Many times, explicitly or implicitly, time was a fac- questions that you do not get a chance to ask at this
tot in the issuance of the current exemptions. In some time.
cases there have been modifications made to the plant
through 10 CI'R 50.59 or whatever that could have an 'Ihat concludes my presci, stion. I will take one or two

'

impact on the current exemptions. We want to be able questions,
to h>ok at the exemptions requested for the renewalli-
cense in an integrated fashion all at once. y,; g

The tuckfit rule would not apply to any plant specific You mentioned the idea of part of the process going
changes needed to ensure that the current level of through all the existing. . . reviewing all the existing
safety is maintained throughout the renewal period. cxemptions throughout the life of the plant. It would
liasically, this means that the backfit rule would be off. secm to me that that alone is the 2 year effort. I am
it would not apply during the review of the application talking about all the plants that are out there. lf you are
for renewed license. Once a renewed license was is. talking about all the fire protective exemptions, all the
sued, however, the backfit rule would be in force just as Appendix J exemptions,all the ASMH exemptions that
it is today, have ever been docketed. Arc you poing to screen

those as to which ones were time dependent or are you

Finally, we will need to consider erwironmental fac- actuauy g ng to 6 a n&w d au tk technjeal {uses
or all exemptions that the licensee has filed smcc it haslors, both for the rulemaking and during our review of

received its license?cach application for tenewed license. We will attempt
during the rulemaking proceeding to generically bound
the effects of as many environmental issues as possible Mr. Thomas:
to try to cover these all at once and to remove them Well, hopefully, on an individual license there are not
from the possibility of litigation dun,ng the mdividual that many, We know there are quite a few, but we will

| licensing proceedmg* not be reviewing all of them for all plants at once. We
would anticipate that in the application, each licensee

We do not know how successful we will be, but we have would file, would hst, the exemptions that were en- 1

an effort under way to identify as many issues as possi- forced for the current license. We would do whatever
ble that we can handle generically. We will start out review of those that was necessary,
with a rulemaking proceeding with an environmental
assessment and that will tell us whether or not we need As I indicated, when you apply for your renewed li-

j to preparc a gencric environmental statement to sup- cense you would reapply for the exemptions that you
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felt were needed for that license. With regard to the lems. It gives us a sounder base for allowing you to op-
exemptions that you attcady had in force foryour plant, erate during that period of Umc.
our review of those would be in the context of the
overall application and the bases for those that you re- I will be happy to answer any more questions later on

and this afternoon.quest for the term of the renewal.
Mr. Crutchfield:

'

I do not see this as being that big of a job. |
We will be happy to accept the wn.tten questions a lit tle i

later on.
Voice:

'

I think one of the last items that Cecil wanted to em- '

'Ihank you, phasize was that in many cases we granted relief to a
utility for the remainder of itslife of the plant for a par.

Mr. Thomas: ticular item-we either granted yn exemption or i

granted a relief-recognizing that in 15 years or 12 i

'
: You're welcome. Any others? years or whatever it was that the license would be over
'

and we would not have to be concerned about that is-
"

Voice:
If we are going to extend the license beyond that pc-

Cecil, could you just develop a little bit more the idea riod, we need to rethink that issue to see whether we
of the unduc risk finding. Is that analogous to a justifi- need to make a change. Perhaps the area for which we
cation for continuMg operation? Does that mean you gave you relief should be reconsidered to see if we
are taking time from the renewal and adding to it the should withdraw the relief and make you implement i

word reinforcement? What is the idea behind that? whatever is required. 'that is part of the undue risk
question as well. !

Mr. 'Ihomas: .lhe next speaker is Steve Varga and Steve is going to

Good question, talk about our prioritization and categorization system.

We had to go into this process of prioritizing and cate. >

Right now the 2.109 timely renewal provision, as I re- gorizing our work because of resourec limitations on
call, provides for an application to be submitted 30 days the technical staff.'lhe buildup and backlog of licens-

'

before your license expires. 'Ihis was primarily in- ing activities drove us there, as well as our inventory
tended for cps. We used it in nonpower reactoni and a problems.
number of other applications.

The question of trust again comes up. Many of you ;

liowever, we feel that here you are talking about a new have learned to play the process very well in that some

license in effect for your plant, and, really, more is re. of you have recognized that one way to get some of the

quired than coming in with an application at the last regular work by us, is to bury it in a prinrity one appb,ca-
minute, at the eleventh hour. We have not had a tion. We have caught on to that, so we are awarc >f it.

chance to look at it yet. If we were to go with the 2.109 So Sicyc is now going to chat with you about that. One
provision as it currently exists, we would be going under of the areas we want to be sure to emphasize is certifi-

'

presumption that everything was okay for some un- cation, which was mentioned yesterday. If we issue a
specified period of time beyond what you justified in generic Ictter or i equirement, which we will talk about '

your current license and your current documentation. later with regard to technical specifications, and you
We feel that more than that is needed. We want to re- can certify that you meet precisely what is in that ge-

*

quire that you come in sufficiently early-at least neric letter or requirement, it will be much casier for ;

5 years carlict-hopefully, this would provide us with everybody, for all parties concerned. It will be casier
the 2-year goal for complet ng our review. for us to handle and it will be casier for you to get

through it. Thus, to the extent possible, it would be ad.
Ilopefully, our review and our issuance of the safety visable for you to be as precise as possible; I urge you to!

cvaluation report would be out of the critical path. You do that, to speed up the process.
would know whether or not you would qualify for a new ,

license. It would give us the assurance that we feel is Prioritization and Categorization of Licensing ,

necessary to allow you to operate beyond the term, the Actions
statutory term in most cases, of your current license. it
is just an added assurance that everything would be Mr. Steven Yarga:

okay beyond that time, especially if you were to wind up I came down here to give you a three hour presentation
in a hearing situation that would otherwisc cause prob- and he says I have Waut 20 minutes. I am goiag to do
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my own viewgraphs no I can control more or less how it /Hp4 #f j

G is going. I think everyone can hear me. 1
'

'

We have established three categories of license |
As Denny mentioned, our internal procedures were amendments: license amendment Category I is for j
driven by resource limitations, work load escalation, those amendment requests that we rejectt Category 11 9

: and several criticisms over the past year or to about 11 is for licent.c amendment requests that the pn> Ject .j
~' cense amendment buildup and delays in processing ap. management staff will process: and Category 111 is for j

plications or license amendment requests. heense amendment requests that will go through, will '

be detailed to, the various technical disciplines to go
fggyjj through the more or less historic way that we have han-

died license amendment requests. -

t

*
. So,very quickly, let me just go through the t wo that I am What is the rejection? Asyou know,if you kiok at the
somg to talk about, which are categonzation and prior *
. itization.1hc purpmc is more effcetive management, many thousands of amendments we have pmcessed in

cffective rescurecs, to formalize ti e programs and to the past, very few have been outright rejected in terms !

focus the technical resources on the important ncw is*
of safety significance. We may have made changes herc !

,

sues that need attention, and there for some of them; added footnotes perhaps f
to the license text specification. By and large, after a,in - j;many instances, fairly laborious question and answer/H 42/ process, we have found the amendmcnt request ac. !7
ceptabic, liventually the technical resolution was I

. With regard to our internal procedures, categorization found and the license amendment was it. sued. [
was initiated in September of 1987. We had some 1
startup problems with it, and we had several discus- We do not have the time or the resources to continue ]
sions to be sure we all undenitood what we were doing that question and answer phase with as many operat. j
internally.1he prioritization procedure was essentiaHy ing reactors as we have and with as many beense

.

. effcetive April of 1988, amendment requests as we have *Ihat phase must bc I

curtailed. We are establishing fairly rigorous requirc- |
jnpyJJ ments, which should be successful. j,

1

1hc categorization procedure initially focused on Y,m may n caH when we first started the Sholly process
'

amendments because that was where we were having w th regard to significant hazards, the staff at first was

much of the problems in terms of timely pucessing of somcwhat confused about exactly what it was that was

the licensing applications for amendments. needed, llowever, as we worked through it, and wc
|r

were workmg with the mdustrf, I oclieve that we re.

.the goat is to shift techm.calreview to the project man- solved the problems becausc most of the Sholly ,

agement staff as well as to be sure that the safety con- amendments that we require from licensees are pretty !

siderations arc met, there is fairly extensive library of good and the amount of time we spend on reviewing

knowledge and experience already established by the these amendments now is fairly short. .
'

manyyears'of amendment processing tiet the project We would like to do the same thing on the technical I
. management has accomplished.*lherefore, the goal is

side: 1hus we say an amendment is not adequately jus- '!
to use that extensive knowledge that project managers tified. Inadequate significant haurds consideration,1 - fhave.

think, is of secondary concern rpw, although we en- tj
courage you to continue the imxovements that you i' As you know, project managers are experienced people have made. An inadequate description of the licensing ~ t, ,

with many years of experience in the technical ficid: basis and an inadequate safety analysis of the reason |they can handle and understand the issues that are be- for the change is not good enough. Just as we have ac- g
ing raised. Approximately, at the present time,60 per- cumulated a fairly extensive library for almost any e

,
cent of incommg amendments are being pncessed by amendment request you can think of, and the justifica- |)K the project management staff, tion with it, you must also have acqui:ed fairly !

cxtensive knowledge about what we require in an #

*

lhere is an important area that I would like to concen- amendment request to evaluate it and to find it satis-
trate on, and it may seem like preaching or a tutorial, factory.
but I think it is going to be important. For the license ;
amendment process to continue, we need to increase 'lhis rejection approach is to encourage a heightened i
its sufficiency through the license amendment applica- sensitivity on your part. If we receive a license amend- i
tior. that comes in from the utilities, ment that we believe is significantly deficient, we will

;

I
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return it to you. We will not continue with the process have th( administrative problems of memorandumsi ,

of questi(ms and answers. We will, essentially, return back and forth internally with a Category ll.~lhe pro-
the request with a statement that it is inadequate and ject mana} cr takes it, understand it, and processes it.
must be resubmitted. lic can schedule his own time, and, within his own

group, he can process it and get the amendment out
F 'Ihis is also a discipline on the staff, not just on thc li- without having interaction with other divisions or other

ccusec, We do not want to use license amendment ic. branches.
;

views as tutorials for the stafft we do not want to have,
as someone onec characterized it, the tyranny of the tc. 'the other advantage, as I mentioned, is that it allows
viewer We want to be sure that the technical review the technical staff to be concentrating on steam gen.i

focuses on the significant salient events and salient crator corrosion, severe accidents, and all the host of

parts of that amendment and does not focus on what issues that have come up over the last year and will con-
,

would be nice to perhaps amplify or to know,'thus tinue to come up. Rather than divert the technicalf

there is a discipline required on the staff as well, staff, the detailed discipline technical staff, from,the
motc or less routine amendment request, we give it to <

Again, the rejection-I am sure it will cause some the PM.'lhis process appears to be working.' .,

questions, which is why I am spending a little time on it. As I said earlier, about 60 percent of the requests are !
,lhe rejectionys not going to be a request for additional now being handled by the project manager. |
mformation; it is going to be a request for more clarifi- '

'

cation of a subtle portion.'Ihe amendment request will 7pgy7gj
be returned with essentially a rejection, a closcout of ,

that particular action and a resubmittal if the licensee When a request is designa*ted a Category lit, it goes {,

so wishes, through the technical staff, it generally involves a more
complex issue, or basic policy issue, and the review t

For NRC initiated events, we have several instances schedule is strongly driven by the priority that is as. '

where the staff has a requirement that seems odious or signed. !

is odious or burdensome to the licensec, We are taking ;

a very close look at this from a management standpoint 'Ihe project manager's review cffort also is driven by
'

- in terms of what we believe is acceptable. Rather than priority, but he has a lot more control over his own ef-
having issues drag on in question and answer form, forts. 'lhose issues that might be a Priority 3, which I :
which goes on and on, the staff is going to come to a will get into in a minute, for a project rnanager perhaps

'

;

specific resolution, communicate to the licensee, and has a littic better chance of getting processed than a
essentially end the interminab1c process of questions Priority 3 in a technical branch because the technical ;
and answers.*lhe staff must be prepared,if faced with branch has a host of much higher priorities in terms of ;

f urther licensee resistance, to order that particular ac- generic issues or other kinds of actions. j
tion and close the action out.

[ Figure 7] I

If the licensec'samendrnent request has been rejected, let me talk about prioritization a minute. 'lhere has
it is up to the hcensee to make a resubmittal, to with- M Mi nal work in establishing priorities; it
draw the request, or to make a ne,w submittal at any has been documented and officialized in NRR officetime,1lopefully. this process will mmimtic the number letters. Ilowever, it is a subject that has continual revi- *

of Category I rej,ections that we process. g; g ;,,g.MI- -

action rec (mstitution, this exercise, of course, has a
IU " 0I very high priority because the directions came fromD

. Congress and the Chairman.
When a license amendment request is designated a
Category 11, the PM (project manager)does the review. Prioritics are needed to establish our efforts, but they
Again,it is dependent on the licensee's application. As do have flexibility. There is a uniform priority ranking ,

'
i mentioned earlier, a library of amendment requests scheme usad within NRR, not only for amendments
has been established so that we can maintain, within but for MPAs |multiplant actions), for bulletins, for '

the project management staff, evaluations that c:m be anything else that requires staff resources-severe ac-
used for very similar type amendment requests. I think cident efforts, for instance, the IPl! [ independent plant ,

we are making good progress in this, examination), the prelirninary work on IPfi, and those i

sorts of things.
'lhe advantages: it pencrally saves time in the entire >

NRC review process and it allows the technical staff to 'the establishment of a schedule,of staff assignments,
conecntrate on more difficult issues. We no longer of prioritics are based on safety significance, the

I
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g Commission's statutory responsibility, and the effect resolution and multiplant actions and topical reports,

R on operathms. Ist me give you a muple examples. Of that rely on accountability in the short to mid term to '
y course, priorittaation requires a significant amount of . - offer an operational or economic benefit,

discipline within management as well as within staff.'
,

-

'c Many of us have things we would like to work on that / Mere 111
are very challenging and interesting: it requires a great

b deal of discipline to be sure that the prioritics arc cor, Priority 4 is for issues not directly affect!ng plant safety,
rectly assigr.ed in tertns of the resources that we have, such as: administrative technical specificatum changes,

! changes removing the fire protection details out of the
0 - fg y gj technical specifications, topical report reviews withg

limited application to safety benefit, and generic or

' Priority 1 is for significant safety concerns or very high- confirmatory items with relatively low safety impact,
,

risk, significant events requiringimmediatc action. Any
7p y jyjp'.of the LERs that appear in our weekly operational

[p
j events briefing usually have a fairly high priority as- What arc some of the problems that we are experienc-0

'

signed to them. Emergency or exigency requests- ing here? Ilow are we doing? Well, as you might es.these are when some relici is needed, either an en'
pect,'a large number of Priority 3 and 4 issues, essen-

, forcement or an emergency techmcal specification tially Priority 4 issues, have an indefinite schedule,
request, immediate action needed for compliance of - 'lhey are constrmtly bumped by higher priority efforts,statutory or judicial requirements or Commission di- liowever, we have recently had an attitude readjust.
rectives. If we arc in a hearmg, the licensing bot.nl has ment by Dr. Murley on some of this We are nolonger .

<

catablished a hearing, a hearing schedule, for staff tes- going to have indefinite schedules on licensing actionst
timony to be produced, that also has a high priority, rather, we are going to have specific schedules estab '7

lished, particularly for amendments or multiplant ac-
/ MAN 9/p t'ons. ~lhe goal is to not have " sleepers" as these issues

mature, We must work on them.
. Priority 2 is for a significant safety issue requiring near-
term staff evaluation. Justification for continued op. /Mgre 13/;

i cration comes into play for these issues, and prioritics
"

are established within that framework. We determine Let me tell you where we arc-what our goal is, what
the safety significance of an operating event. Similarly, we arc striving for We are striving for an average of 20

'.

an issce may not have risen to Priority 1 because there or less active licensing actions per plant.Today, the av-
h> ' are circumstances where cont!nued operation or im- erage-the average, not median, but the average-is"

mediate action is not needed, about 31,32, or33 per plant. We would like to work on
. .

this distribution: 80 percent of active licensing actions .
Plant specific. resolution of vc significant gencric less than 1 year old,95 percent of active licensing ac .,

tot es also are considered Priorit 2. lf we arc in the li. tions less than 2 years old, and nothing greater than 2! l
censing process and the plant is in a particular status of years old,

F cither coming back from refueling or after an ext ended
/U re l#l'

outage, there may be some specific items that need to P
be resolved at that particular time, which may have the
potential for impedmg startup or contmued piant op- That is the. motivation for not ont cate8oritation and

,

71- >

'

cration. prioritization, but also for asking you to give us as good
* an amendment application as you possibly can.

h 4T : 'Ibpical report reviews, which willhave extensive appli- fg y jyjg
cation in the short to mid term, and licensing reviews

p for which SER, preparation is needed within 6 months. Whrt would be licensee participation? We know-in
are usually Priority 2. For instance, the South Texas fact I think it is cimost universal-the support andg

'

plant, the Vogtic plant, and coming up, the Lemerick cooperation that we are getting from licensees in the
fuel plant, will receive Priority 2 as the schedule of meetings with the project manascrs. I think about,

completion gets closer. cvery rnonth, two months-every six weeks or so-the
utility's licensing group, the licensee, sits down withn

/Mpv 10/ our project manager to discuss all of the various items

Priority 3 is for important issues that are essent! ally of
L moderate safety significance requiring staff action over We want you to recognize the priority system and to

t he long-t erm. 'lhis cat egory atso includes peneric issu e limit independent Priority 4 issues submitted for

NURI!G/CP-0102, Vol.1 5-12g
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review.1his does not mean that you should net submit All I can say is that there are significant actions un-
the.it, but recognize that Priority 4 issues are poing to der way with regard to not only SPDS, but detailed con.
be rather low in the immediate. action frameerk. trol room design review and Regulatory Guide 1.97 and
Comm unicate with the assigned project manager about !! ops |cmergency operating procedures] as well.

'' your own priority in an amendment and the reasons be-
' hind it, it is very important that you discuss your plans Mr. Crutchfield:for the next year; st is very helpful to us to know what
you have coming up, what your requirements and plans Our next speaker is Ed llutcher, lic is going to talk
are for an amendment request, and where you place about the technical specification improvemcnt pro-
them in your priorities. Submit detailed amendment gram.1his is a program that we fully expect will im.
requests that can readily be classified as Category 11 for prove safety at facilities. It is poing to remove those is.
PM review, sucs that do not beleng in technical specifications and

put them some place else. It is poing to focus on the
1 hat completes my presentation. If you have a quick principal key safety issues. Standard technical specifi-
question or two, I would be glad to answer it, cations should also probably be poing hand in hand withc

configuration management considerations that we
Mr. Crutchfield: heard about yesterday for updating your engineering

design and knowing what your plant design is,
lletter have a lot of questions, otherwise yoo ar e going
to have to stay after school and write them up. So make
sure you get them together, .oved Technical Specifications,

Mr. Edward liutcher:
the next speaker is-oh, we have a question. Good.

I would like to get down here where I can walk around a
voice: little bit in case I get nervous. I will start off by saying

that I am going to move through this as fast as I can this
Steve, asyou know there were many. . .of one Sell still morning. We are running a littie bit behind schedule.
out there controlling SPDS [ safety parameter display
system], Regulatory Guide 1.97, and that is not in the 'ihe presentation is accompanied by a companion pa-
project manager's role to do. llow are we doing on per that you should have in the materials that you re-
those? ceived w hen you registered. Everything that I r m going

to talk about here this morning is covered in great er de-
*lhat was one of the issues that made responding in my tail in that paper, so I would encourage you to read it.
letter a litde difficult. A lot of us are taking exceptions [Th: paper is contained in Volume 2 of NUREG/
to certain parts of those documents and submitting Cp.0102.) Also in the paper, I have provided a large
them. While discussions with staff in the past fewycars number of references to specific documents that pro-

. have indicated that those would be acceptable, we are vide even further detail about the topic matter. If
perting an SER back saying everything is okay except something is of particular interest to you, you can
for this item and that item, that item and that item. search out the reference and get the information that

way. Finally, if none o' those sources satisfy your need

Mr. Varga: for information, feel free to give me a call at Ihe office.
It is a simple switchboard and just ask for Ed llutcher;

Well. there are several answers to that. First, the they will find me somewhere in the building and we ean
SPDS Dr. Murley's discussion here about the prob. deal with your questions that way,
lems that we got into, I think focused on the SPDS situ-
ation. Second, there is a generic letter that is coming i always like to start off with this slide /Tigure 1/ re-
out-if it has not already come out-there is a gencric minding peopic that the whole purpow of the technical
letter that is going to attempt to put into perspective specification improvement program is to focus on
what it is that we believe is acceptable and what we re- safety. People have become increasingly aware over re-
quire from the licensees, cent years that the technical specifications had some-

how or another lost their focus on safety /lhey have be-
1here is a great deal of attention, not only because of come more of a catalog, almost an administrative
what we have been doing, but becausc of this emphasis collection of all of the requirements that had at one
that Dr. Murley was talking about: About being sure time or another been considered as being useful for
we understand where we arc, that the licensee under- maintaining a license for one of these reactors.1hus,
stands where we are, and that we are in agreement with the focus on safety was lost. 'the whole theme behind
it, the improvement program is to get that focus back.

5-13 NUltliG/CP-0102. Vol. I
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s ' 'the second slide /Fewe2/ reiterates ihat same theme. stated it.1hc first onc is a rather subjective statement,,

,- y lhe program has basically two goals: "Ihe first goal is to and then three very specific criteria for determining .'

improve operathmal safety. A key element in that is to which specific requirements would meet that overall'

reduce .the misc and complexity of technical specifica- statement of purpose. Ihose arc in the policy state.[# tions.'
'

ment. I will show a slide of those in a moment. -

I;;' Ihrough the program over the ycars, as we have moved 'Ihere is an element of the policy statement that deals ,!
, .

.

.i

*

*% ' towards the development. of the new STS | standard with risk considerations and how they ought to be fac. I
technical specifications), we have discovered that ap. tored into the development of the specification, a well. |

|K - proximately 40 percent of what is in the current stan. designed technical specificati<m. :

t- 5 dard technical specifications, and in many of the actual ;k specifications for the plants out there, does not meet a Another principal and key clement of the program is L ;
;

reasoned set of criteria for what are the most safety. that the new standard technical specifications ought to
''

' '

? significant requirements in the plant.1hc focus of the be, at least in the first draft stage, proposed and devel.
document will be significantly reduced to a finct set of oped by the users of these documents. Clearly, the ]

F' ' requirements. Approximately 40 percent t.meller than folks that are closest to the documents ought to be the ,

I
_ the current technical specifications.'lhat alone should ones that can make a significant contribution to deler. |

'

go a long way towards achieving our goal, mining what they ought to actually look like, ]
Another element is to make technical specifications Of course, the program has been a voluntary program. I

more understandabic to operations perennel. To a It was felt, that because cycryone shared the objectivec
L large extent, mme of the current technical specifica. of improvmg the focus on safety, it was not necessary to;

f tions read more like a novel than a technical document. make it a mandatory program. I think that has been 2 -

I I think when you see the new standard technical speci, borne out by the number of utilitics that have partici.

[ ficatiora that are being developed, you will agree that pated in the program.
{

; we have gotten a lot of that extra verbiage out of there,
,lhere have been many,inany different utility organiza. l,

i 1Another element in movirig towards the overall goal of tions and members of Ihe public, that have provided [C"**cnts and input to the process. I see several of - ; ;, improving operational safety is to reduce unnecessary them m. here this mornmg.some of the earliest partfen-I transient shutdowns and even the trips and scrams that pants in the program. I see llob Gill and Al Passwater, t
;

come from the requirements.1hese may not have been'

they go way back in the program, I think I saw liiff :. as well thought out as they could have been. liradley earlier. 'Ihc pomt I am trymg to make is that si
,

there has been wide participation in development of l'

n lhe second goalis to provide a clearer link betwecn the these new standards. 'lhere is no reason why any par. ;
. '

specific requirement and the safety significance of the ticular utility would find-should find-them alien to !1 <

E, requirement. We have become awarc that for as many the utility's perspective on how a reactor ought to be lr times as you go through the specifications, even in operated.
'

i
those cases where the requirement seemed to have ;

mme substance in terms of being important,it was not 1hese are the three criteth that I spoke of earlier / Fig. !
}E always as clear as it could be as to what the act ual safety urr 4/. I will ret say anythingabout them other than the !

significance of that requirement was. fact that they at c n+ the policy statement and they kind - J
J of provide the glue that has held this whole program ;

Our principal mechanism for achieving this goal is to together. Whenever there werc differences of opinion !
.>> (k)a complete rewrite of the bases section to rnake that as to whether or not something ought to be in a techni. i

|4
link a lot tighter. cat specification or not, we immediately went back to 4-

the Commission statement of purpose and these threc !
I fro provide an overall direction and focus for the pro- criteria for defining what ought to be in there.1hese !

gram and an engine to drive the process, the Commis- really have served us well in the process so far. .[br ~ '
~ ion issued a policy statement /Hgurc 3/ on technical ;s

y specification improvement.1 believe that was in 1987.1 To implement that policy ttatement and the nuts and i
do not have the exact date, it is in the paper. 'ihat pol- bolts of the improvement program, we have broken the i
icy statement had five principal elements.'lhe first cle- program into ttrec principal clements /Hgurc 5/.1hc !,.

I; ment was a statement of what the purpose and scope of first is the development of the new standard technical,

technical specifications ought to bc, An objective broad specifications.1hc second is a parallcl program with ;
statement of the purpose of technical specifications specific I!nc item improvements to the technical speci- i

t. was provided in the policy statement, and then three ficatior.s as we went along. 'Ihc third is the inclusion of |
y very subjective-excuse me-very objective-I mis- other activitics that weic r ,cessary to fully implement [
M !

:
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the policy statement. I will talk about cach of these cle- The additional conversions to the new S'IS after the i

L ments brieflyt they are talked about in much greater lead plants. You czm see that in late 1990, we plan to be !

! detail in the paper. prepared to receive wholesale numbers of applications i

i for conversions to the new S'IS. We have donc infor- r

- *lhe first element of the program is the development of mal polls: I think the licensees of something like 60 of
'

the ncw standard technical specification. I have listed the 110 reactors out there have already mdicated a de- !

some completed activities /Hgurc 6/. 'the most signifi- ure and a plan to canvert to S new STS. ! think Ihat is t

I cant of the completed activities so far is the industry's fairly remarkable at this early stage of the program. ,

'

submittal-I indicate this as ongoing, becadsc we do People must have liked what they saw in the draft ,

E not have all the new STS. We have actually received stages. |

the Westinghouse proposed new S'IS from the Westin- .lhe h.ne-stem impnwement actkin.es /h.gure 7/ have
.

:ghouse Owners G roup, and circulated them among the probably been the most productive element of the pro-
'

Flaff.There are some 37 different people at the NRC
that are hioking at that document. probably some of gram so far m terms of actually getting some changes

made because we have begun to get many plant.them are at the conference here, it is getting wide dis- specWe amendments to implement some of the !
tribution. On last count.1 think the feedback I got was

changes m the current techrncal specifications that ,

| that 31 of the 37 regard it as a vast improvement over
have been approved.

what they had before and see no reason why we cannot ,

roce d with a full scale review of the document.That .Ihc relocation of organistion charts, hopefully, will
cut way back on the number of heense amendments

'

that come in. We were getting an average of onc
Other milestones in the process include the submittats amendment per plant peryear from this alonc. Let me
of lead plants. 'lhe plan calls for -about half way just say one thing here. I might suggest that you wait
through the review of the new STS-to begin a review until the next time you plan to modify that organization
el individual plant conversions to it so that if there are chart before you submit an amendment to relocate the t

any problems with the new standard technical specifi- organization chart.'that way we do not end up gnerat- I

cations-even though it was, in effect, written by tne ing an extra amendment that we would not otherwisc ,

'

industry itself-if there are any problems with the have had. Some of these other things might fit in that
implementation of the new standard at any of the indi- same category. We are not trying to create a hundred ,

vidual plants, we can sort those out before the NRC new licensing actions by each one of these items.'Ihc ,

makes a final decision on whether the new stary. lard is timing of it is probably something that ought to be con- |
Tacceptable. sidered. |

1 will not talk in detail about the key implementation Relocating file protection program requirements and ;

issuca. llack in January of 1988, there were a number of radiological affluent technical specifications are sig- ,

questions related to how the new standards would be nificant items. I once did an informal survey of the '

implemented at an individual plant. Questions like: To number of LERs that were generated as a result of fire t

what extent would individual plants be required to ac. protection technical specifications. 'Ihc result was ,

cept things in the new standard that are not now in something like 20 to 25 percent of the total numberof |

their custom specifications when they convert to the I.ERs that any specific utility generated, was through _t

new standard? Ilow will we handle the Sholly noticing fire protection related technical specifications, which j

proced ures; will the bases need to be considered as part inuicates that that should result in a significant reduc- i

tion ta resoutec commitment,of the specification;will it need prior staff approval be,
fore it can be changed? Positions were taken by the ,

staff on all these issues, and they are documented in i briefly listed some of the other activities that are on-

formal communications back to the owners groups that going in the plan. The issue regarding removing the

we are working with.'lhe details of 1he staff position on limit on extending refueling outage surveillances is sit- .;

each of these issues are provided in a reference in the ting on the section chief's desk right now in the final :
stages of getting approval.'lhat should cause a lot lesspaper,
of what I will call nuisance interaction between the ,

"" *"

t'new mMmmteny"""s that am umry,
"" '

I would encourage all the individual utilitics to take a ,

look at these issues because they provide important in- cang
* *""7 C"" *# " ' " E '" ", "*'

formation on how you might convert to the new stan-
dards. 'Ihere is a major program of reduced testing at power. I

do not have time to go through *. hat. There is a refer-
let me see if there is anything else I want to highlight. ence in the paper that will give you some specific
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details on some more things that we are considering to Mr. Butcher:
reduce the amount of suryclllance testing that is donc
at power plants. Any quest!ons? [Ne opuase y,

* * *
Mr. Crutchlicid:

Marty Virgilio is going to chat about 10 CFR 50.59 re-
Okay, I am getting word to speed up. views. '!his is an arcs that has become more and more

interesting to as and toyou. de are working together.
Doyou want to e the next slide? It is clear we have a lot of progress in a number of areas;

however, it is also clear that we still have a number of
areas in which we have to make progress.

I am going to have in encourage you 1o read the paper. 'lhere are a lot of folks standing in the back. There are

W: are just going tr. run out of time, a lnt of seats empty up here. This is4ust like church We
are not going to take up a collection or anything, so
come on down and sit. Feel free to leave wheneveryouThis is the next to the last slide /Figim S.',, however, I wish, but please join in and have a seat up here, if youwdl not say anythmg at all about the guidehnes for con- would.

ducting 10 CFR 50.59 reviews because Marty is going
to talk about that. I will only say that it is very important
to the improvement program because the policy state. Conduch,ng Changes, Tests, and Experiments '

ment says that no individual utility can convert to the Without Prior NRC Approval
new STS until they have their 50.59 process squared
away, so it is e the mtb! path. Mr. Mdin 1 \'i@io--

If we could have' the first slide / Figure 1/ please, j
Finally, and this is an area that I am very excited about,

'

that is, risk-based technical specifications. We think we In 1962 the Atomic Energy Commission amended its
have gotten to the point where we have just abotit opti- regulations to clarify the extent to which a licensec may
ma.ed the deterministic approach to technical specifi- make changes or conduct tests or experiments without i
cations through the new STS. However, there are some prior NRC approval. Although revised several times

'

very exciting things going on in Europe and other part. since its first introduction, the intent remains the same:
of the world that relate to the development of a risk- to provide a framework for determining what changes
based specification. I would encourage you to read the do in fact require prior NRC aporoval.
paper in that area. Let me wet your appetite.*Ihis type
of specification would have no fixed AOTs or surveil- I would like to state at this point in time that 10 CFR
lance intervals. The goal here is to set AOTs and sur. 50.59 is not the principal safety test; thr. test comes

|
veillances such that you do them when it is an optimum long before you get into the 50.59 process. It is strictly a
for safety. You do not do them in accorda. ice with a set test to determine whether NRC and the public get in-
of arbitrary rules. volved in the process.

Let me just put this last slide /Figurc 9/ up here, be- What is the problem? In the mid-1980's, the NRC and

cause I would like to go back to the beginning: the the industry recogmzed timt there was a lack of specific

overati program effect on safety and resource require- standards for mterpretation of 50.59, which has led to

ment.i. We think the program willimprove operational misunderstandings in this area. Inspections and audit,s
safety; there is no question in our minds about that. We by the NRC staff found that there were madequate cri-

think it will result in inore reliable and efficient plant teria m the beensec's own procedures for determmmg
operation, and we are certain that it will result m re- when unreviewed safety questions might exist.The cri-

,

i

source savings to both the NRC and industry. The sig- teria of 50.59 were often narrowly applied; as a result,
;

nificance of this is that all that resource savings gets some changes were made without prior NRC approval -

plowed right back into the top two. and that means safe that should have gone through that process.

"P#*U "' What is the course for resolution? With a common

Denny, I guess that is it- goal of providing the tools for people to use in properly
interpreting 50.59, both industry and NRC established
working groups. In 1986, the industry working group

| Mr. Crutchricht: provided a firs; draft guideline document for review to
the NRC and its industry members. 'Ihere was much

L You m4ht want to take one or two questians. interaction and discussion between that time and 1988.

NURl!G/CP-0102, Vol.1 5-16
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In May of 1988, NRC released its official comments on somewhat degraded condition, bewuse of human er.
: that first draft guideline document.*Ihere were five key tors or equipment malfunctions that are expected to
issues identified and 33 detailed comments. occur no more frequently than once perycar.'!hese in- ;

clude loss of offsite power incidents, loss of feed water, ;

In November 198o industry responded to those NRC loss of load and turbine trip, and minor leaks that are - )

comments with a revised guidance document. 'Ihe capable of being made up by the plant's normal sys-
guidance document was substantially revised to include tems. Infrequent incidents are substantially degraded ?

'toth the NRC comments and the comments that had conditions resulting from human error or equipment
been received from the industry members, failure. 'lhey are expected to occur no more frequently

;than om,e in the life of the facility, and they involve
Although we still have not completed our review of things such as small-break LOCAs { loss-of coolant ac-
that revised guidance document, we are coming close cidents) and radioactive gas tank ruptures. Limiting j
to resolution.We havc had one meeting with the indus- faults, the last category, are substantially degraded
try that was held in NRC's offices on April 6,1989. At conditions with potential for releases of significant
that mecting, NRC identified three significant areas amounts of radioactivity.These are not expected to oc-
that we feel need further revision. We will get into cur at all in the life of the facility, but serve as the de- ;

those areas in just a minute. sign basis for the protective features of the plant. Ex-
amples of incidents in these categories include the !

The next slide /Hgure 2/ please, large-break LOCA.

As you can see,50.59 is a fairly straightforward rule Ilasically the NRC felt that this was too course a mcas- -

that includes two tests.The first test: Does it require a ure. Changes within a class may, in fact, involve an in. -

'
license amendment? You can make a change, conduct crease in probability beyond the licensing basis. Exam-
a test or experim,ent without prior NRC approval pro- plcs would include a change that might affect the
vided it does not require a license amendment. The reliability of the ties to the offsite network. Such a

,

second test: Does it involve an unreviewed safety ques- change might increase the predicted frequency of a ,

tion? The definition of an unreviewed safety question loss of-offsite-power event from possibly one every
is included right in the rule.'Ihe first part involves any twoycars to once peryear. While this would not change
increase in the probability of an occurrence or the con. the category because it would remain an incident of
sequences of an accident or malfunction. The second moderate frequency, we recognize that it would be a ,

part involves any probability for an accident or a mal- significant departure from the licensing basis and may >

function of a different type.'the third part involves any in fact be something that should be screened and re- .

possibility of a reduction in the margin of safety as de- viewed by the NRC in detail.
fined in the basis of the technical specifications.

With regard to accidents, the guidance appeared lim- .

L.et me go on to the issues. The next slide / Figure 3/ ited to transients and postulated events that were re-
plea.sc. viewed in the licensing process.'the NRC felt that this

was a little bit too narrow in scope: it appeared to ex.
The industry proposed guidelines and provided some clude a number of significant issues that have been [
direction on judging increasc in probability based on an added to the licensing basis throughout the years by ,

example utilizing a standard [ ANSI 18.2) that was de- regulations. For example, station blackout added by
'

veloped in 1973. The standard was principally devel. NRC rulemaking, and for example, intersystem
oped to provide guidance to the design and licensing LOCAs by NRC orders, as well as additions by generic
people in the ently stages of the NRC licensing proc- letters such as the loss of shutdown cooling during mid-
ess. It identified a number of categories for events and loop operation. We felt that there are accidents and >

it provided examples for those categories, events that should be evaluated pursuant to 10 CFR
50.59.

The industry proposal essentially looks at those catego-
rics and provides, by examp'e. a change in frequency Go to the next slide / Figure 4/, the second issue.,

from one category to another as the type of frequencyI

change involved in judging whether there is an unre- The NRC felt that additional guidance was uccessary
viewed safety question. with regard to an increase in consequences. The indus-

try proposal looks at dose and finds that as long as the
| Just to clarify that a little bit. Normal operations de- dose is increased up to regu!atory limits defined in
'

fined in that standard include the regular activities NRC's Stamlard Rcricw Man and regulations, there is
such as power operations and maneuvering, mainten- no increase in dme significant eneugh to cross the

|' ance, and refueling. Moderately frequent incidents are 50.59 threshold.

|
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, , 'Ihc NRC concern was that calculated increases up to As we established each one of these, we found that i

[ regulatory limits involve real increases, or may involve there are margins included in these. As part of the 10 |
F real increases, and as such, may violate the licensing CFR 50.59 review process, we felt it necessary to lack j
h basis of the plant and should trigger prior NRC n eview, at the design basis for the plant and see the margins ;

p For example,a fuel handling accident is outlined in the were located, where they were specifically identified by
Standard Rcriew flan, and the dose limits that are out. the NRC, and where one must look to determine j

lined there inciude 25 percent of the Part 100 limits. If, whether there really has been a reduction in the margin
for example, during the licensing process it was pro- of safety,
posed that the dose liinits would not exceed 12 percent
of the Fart 100 limits for some specific reason, and the Next slide /Figurc 8/ please.

{NRC reviewed and accepted that, that became part of! .
the NRC's licensing basis for the plant. Even though Those are the three areas thai we are currently working
the Standard Review Plan may allow up to 25 percent as on. As Denny said, this is somewhat preliminary; we
acceptable on a plant specific application, we feel that are documenting the results of our review at this time,
exceeding the 12 percent up to the 25 percent is some-

f ood news in the industry standard, and,1 isai,

8thmg that should be reviewed by the N RC and, as such, -

should trigger the 50.59 threshold, it is inconsistent I do not want you to think that we find it, totally unac-i

. with the intent of 50.59 to violate the design basis of the ceptabic. The safety review process that is outlined m ;
h plant without prior NRC review and approval. the standard provides a conservative methodology that

traces a change from conception all the way through
safety review and the 50.59 process, it does a very good |

'lhe third and last issue /Figurc 5/, in which we found job at hmking at guidance on secondary effects. it also - !
that significant improvement to the industry proposal provides very good guidance on changes to the design
was necessary, involved reduction in margin. The in- basis to provide consistency with the as-built conditions 1
dustry proposal was, by exampic again, defining certain of the plant when discrepancies are identified.

.
7

i points and limits. 1
! llowever, it does allow some changes to the licensing

May I have the next slide /Figurc 61 please, basis, and it does provide for judgments about confor- ..i
mance to regulations, which are part of the NRC s re-
sponsibility. Tools that NRC uses are the regulatory

This figure more or less recreates what was included in guides, siandard review plans, and other guidance that
the guideline document presented by the industry and we have at our disposal. These decisions are meant to
it shows bounding events, licensing acceptance limits, be carried out and documented in the public forum .

and failure points.The bounding event in this example when they involve changes to the licensing basis
was the pressurization of containment included in the through established administrative procedures, and
SER and FSAR. The licensing limit was what was that really is the intent of 50 59. As such, we find that

,1 found acceptable during the licensing process. In this additional clarification and guidance is appropriate in a
.

case the bounding cVent, the worst case scenario, took number of areas; specifically these three that I have .

,

L the containment to a pressure of 35 pounds. In the li- discussed.
censing SER, the NRC had said that was okayas long as
it did not exceed 50 pounds. We felt that there was suf- As a postscript, on April 6th we met wilh representa-
ficient protection provided. tives of industry and discussed each ore of these issues.

; Industry left that meeting and left us with the feeling
that they understood our position and they would go

in this insta,nce, mare n was defined as M-1 and M-2 in forward and try to modify their guidance documents
i

that figure. lhere were two components to margin. Al- before it would be reissued to ind ustry on a trial-use ba-
though we did not see any problems with this, we felt it sis to incorporate changes necessary to resolve thescrnay be a little bit narrow in scope.

.

concerns.

Go to the next slide /Figurc 7f p: case. That is all I have in my presentation. If you have any
questions, I would be happy to answer them at this
"*'

We thought about how we typically do a design review
and analysis, and looked at pressure in the reactor cool- Yes.
ant system of a typical boiling water reactor. We saw
that allowable limits are established in the technical yo;c,.*
specifications.There is an analysis set point.There is a
bounding event, a licensing safety limit and a failure On Issue No. 3, can you put up the slide of case number

;. point. once again, please?
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Mr. Virgilio: cifically taken credit for in the licensing process,if the
NitC said, when it granted you a license, that 50 was

Sure, okay, we, recognizing that the bounding event is 30,
and would say that it provides us a degree of marg!n be-

Voice: tween the bounding event and this limit, and also a de-
,

I did not have a clear idea of what the r:mking on that
' would be? 'Ihat is in pressures are cclculated by less ifyou start to encroach on that margin,you may, in fact,
than the. . . trigger the 50.59 threshold.

Mr. Virgilio: yoice:

If you got to the first margin case. . . I understand that, but the question is what is the mar.
gin that ... which margin?

Voice:

* DU"The first case on Issue No. 3 is 35 psig, which is a calcu-
lation donc usually by. . . accident pressure. If the NitC specifically focused on the 35 pounds and

said, we find 35 pounds acceptable because it provides

Mr. Virgilio: a margin between 35 and 50, as well as margin between
50 and the failure point, you have crossed the 50.59

Itight. threshold, and that requires prior NRC review and ap-
proval. That margin was specifically addressed in the

yo;ce: licensing process.

I use proof codes. I go look for them, ask them to yo;c,
change the parameters that go mto that code and the
number comes out to 38. 'that number is not in my I do not know if 100 percent of us agree with that,
technical specifications. In my FSAR, I have the
50. . . licensing accident. . .are you agreeing that that g,* y; g;9,'
can be made under the 50.59 process? ;

!

Okay. Any other questions?

Mr. Virgillo:
Y'IC'

What I did is really take the numbers right out of the
industry guidance document, that figure. I have a question on the same subject. It seems to me

that that controversy can be avoided completely by |
Voice: writing the SliR carefully. In other words, write that

the results are less than 50 pounds, which is the design
That is right. value. ,

J
:

Mr. Virgillo: My understanding of 50.59 is that it was published at a
time when the Commission got sick of being asked to )

'lhat guidance document says that you would have to rule on a lot of things that were considered trivial. It !

look to see if you decrease the margin of safety. What sounds to me that if this issue goes in the direction that !

you have done is you have decreased the margin mo- it seems to be going, we are going to be sending you a ;

lot more of those issues that in 1962 you decided you ;

did not want.yoice,

That is right. Mr. Virgilio: f
Actually, I believe that what is going to happen is thatMr. Virgillo:
you are tirobably going to, in you r pu rchase order speci- j

It has to be reviewed:I would not want to say right now fications for analyses. become a little bit more strict g

that it does cross the threshold of 50 59.'the industry and a little bit more precise. it could involve sending us i

guidance document provides more information on more information, but I do not beliese that is going to
that. Ilut, if it does decrease the margin that was spe- happen.
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Voice: would have to execed a certain threshold to have a

EE"So you want that stuff. . .you want the 38 pounds?

On the subject of(clays, we feel that'the finding of no
i

Mr. Virgillo: undue risk by the Director of NRR should allowyou to

If,in the safety evaluation report, we specifically took
continue to operate while the hearing is proceeding. I
recognize this is different thrin the current practice: for

credit for the difference between 35 and 50, prosidina example, you cannot beg.n ctmstruction, or you are I';

that margin of safety between the boundm, g accident|

event analysis and the failure point of containment, limited in what you can do under preconstruction

yes, that should be reviewed and doeurnented using ap-
agreement, or you are limited in power until that par-
ticular aspect is litigated. ,proved procedures m a public forum. a

We would hope to build into the rule a provision that
Voice: would allow you to continue to operate upon a finding

,

of no significant risk by the Director of NRR while the
Soit is up to us to watch the wording of those SURs very hearing is ongoing. We have, I think, taken this into
carefully, I guess, including recommendations. consideration ar.d. hopefully, we will address it.

Mr. Virgilio. QUESTION: What if, for some reason, the staff
rejects a renewal application, what would that

11 is incumbent on both of us to make sure that we imply about the ability to operate under the cur-
c!carly delineate where the margin is. rent license?

,

' General Questions / Answers ANSWER: I guess I have to qualify my answer. It,de-
pends on why we wculd reject the renewal application, ,

Mr. Crutchfield: ""*y we would not find the application suitable. it de-
pend; P ;he reason.

We have a numberof written questions. I think we will
get to some of those. lf you want tojot down questions if the reason is that we find that the plant simply is too [for Marty, we will pick them up during this question old, the vessel is too embrittled or whatever to ope. atesession, t eyond the term of the current license, that is onc !

thing. If we find a problem that has implientions "% !By far, Cecil has the big majority of questions. That is the current license, certainly that would have to be -

why I asked him to sit at the end of the tab!c. If you start fixed. It really should not imply anything. If we found a
throwing things,you will hit him and Steve and not me. problem with the current license, we would require it

to be fixed. There should be no adverse implicaiions
Cecil, why not start with a couple of your questions. beyond the current license. We would treat them as ,

two separate actions.
Mr. Thomas:

QUESTION: What is the relationship of the
Okay.1 will try to paraphrase the question and answer document issued by the staff as a result of the
it, rather than read the entire question. rulemaking to the current license, and is a re-

newat license more of an amendment or a re-
QUESTION: llave we considered any alterna- newal? If it is an amendment, does it have to go
tives to the heat ng process other than the cur- through all the current amendment hoops like

j rent adjudicatory. type pioceeding that we em- the uolly notice and so on?
-

ploy for the CP and 01.? The questioner notes
that this type of process appears to have caused ANSWER: Well, the result of the rulemaking would be
unnecessary delays, or have resulted in delays. a rule that would not have any effect at all on the cur-

rent license unless you decided to apply for a renewal
ANSWER: First of all, we have c(msidered other types license. We would view the renewal license more as a
of hearings. While we are not compleicly h>cked into new license even though it is not the same as a new li-
the adjudicatory process, as I indicated, we do intend to cense that would be issued for a plant that just had a CP *

cover as much generically in the rulemaking proceed- [ construction permitJ. There are clearly some differ-
ing as possible to try to minimize those issues that must ences, but it is certainly a lot more than an amendment.
be litigated on an individual. case basis. I am assuming
that if you get into a hearing, it would not I e a manda- We would envision an application would be submitted
lory hearing. persons whose interests are affected for a license renewal and that application would be
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noticed in the FederalRegistcr, or with opportunity for One last announcement: Lunch will be in the State and
. hearing and so on, much as a new application, it cer- Chamocr Rooms when the time comes.

''

,

tainly would be a lot more than an amendment.

: Mr. Yarga:.

'lhose are three of the questions I have. Let me give
somebody else a chance, QUESTION: Does the pn.oritization system dis-

. .

rourage priority for submittals, or should we load
the system beyond capacity?

Mr. Crutchfield:

GUESTION: A qucstion caine up with regard to
a project manager indicating that a particular ap- QUESTION: Has anyone passed the message on

: plication for a license expiration date is being put to the resident inspector?
on hold pending generic activity in this area.

ANSWER: The resident inspector should know what
ANSWER: If you received that kind of answer from we are planning to do because he should have received

your project manager, that is the wrong answer.1 would all of these documents, the internal documents that I

cither go back to the project manager or go to his/her mentioned earlier. lf not, I wili make sure that the proj-

branch chief and indicate they still ought to be process. cet managers apprise thcar resident mspectors of what

ing license applications for extensions from 40 years of is gomg on,

your operatinglicense versus 40 ycars of your construc-
tion permit.- As far as the question goes about h>ading the system:

you manage your plants; we are a public ag mey. If you -

m y u nce an amen ment request, you mah
If 6u have anY 9ucstions about this, Eo back and see that amendment request. I would encourage you toY
your PM or talk to his boss, work with your project managers to clearly identify

your prioritics for amendment requests. If it is an
QUESTION: A question that came up with re- amendment request that can be handled by the project
gard to the r ew t.pplications, license renewals,li- m mager, that is good. My assessment is that a Priority
cense extensions, and all those issues. 'l he com. 4 application will get a little mole attention when the
ment suggested that these activities would resul! project man:.ger has the flexibility to handle it rather
in an horrendous increase in staff for the NRC. than if we have to send it over to the techmcal review

branch.
ANSWER: Unfortunately, that is the wrong assump-
tion.The staff is not increasing; we are not getting the The qualityof the submittalisveryimportant as well. A
resources. Our activities with regard to prictitization nice, well-documented Priority 4 application, which
and standard technical specifications are intended to the project manager can handic, will move along, con-
free up some of the resources, make the process casier sistent with the priority scheme.
on you and make it easier on us.That way we both save |
resources so we can focus on these new activitics. Again, should ycu load it up? The answer is yes, but bc |

careful and load it up with quality submittals. )

We are encouraging you to take ihe certil'ication route
OUESTION: Please clatx) rate on the NRCfor generic letters or whatever. We are encouragmg standards for determining the adequacy of

you to use the standard 'echmcal specifications and ad- amendment submittals. It seems to vary signifi-
here to them completely-deviate as little as you can cantly from project manager to project manager. |from them, to save us all resources and effort.

ANSWER: That is true. I think that thcre is a variation -

GUESTION: The question came up about the fi- in terms of the projNt manager's view of a submittal. !
nal 8-year period of the 13-year standard plant depending on which project manager you are dealing i

'

review schedule limitation. Is it limited by con- with. Ilowever, I think we are establishing more consis-
struction activitics or by licensing activitics? tency because an amendment must be reviewed by the

project director and the assistant director as well as tbc
ANSWER: It is clearly construction activitics. Our in- project manager before it is rejected. It is not a cavalier
tent is not to hold up the licensing process. We recog- unilaterial rejection to climinate workload far the proj.

,

'

nize there are some hearing implications in the con- ect manager. It is a very careful and thought out proc-
struction activity time. We are going to try and make ess to ensure that we return an amendment for the
sure that these do not impact the licensing activity, proper reason and that you understand the reason it

,

~
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was returned. It will have been reviewed very carefully Mr. Ilutcher:
;- i ! for its deficiencies and they should be stated clearly.1

My presentation must have been very clear and infor-,

W QUESTION: With regard to the resolution of an mative because I only have one question here
,

I ongoing dialogue between a licensee and the .

NRC by an NRC order, how does the backfit rule GUESTlON: Are there any plans-! will para-
apply? Will advance notice of an order be given phrase it-any plans to make the conversions to
so that the licensee could initiate a backfit claim. the new S'IS mandatory at this time? If not, will

P utilities be able to choose those aspects of the
' ANSWER: AsIunderstandthequestion,Iassumeitis new S'IS they might like to implemt versus a
with regard to my discussion earlier when I had said complete conversion to the new TII.;
that there are initiatives and license amendments asso-
ciated with actions that the staff has deemed to be a re. ANSWER: There are no plans at this time to make
quirement.These would be the types of requirements mandatory conversion to the new STS. We have seen at

' that would result from NURI!G-0737, or action items, least one example where both the NRC and the utility
or a duly constituted MPA [multiplant action) i&m, itself was not satisfied with the quality of operation of
bulletin, or an order, which has behind it the reguhu , the facility and it was thought that conversion to the
requirement in a thought ont and deliberate way, new SIS might be an important mechanism for .im-

proving performance. There was mutual agreement
If that were the case, wc sill have negotiated, as I raid. I that perhaps that utility could benefit from a conver-

sion to the new S'IS.think we would then climinate the repeated question.
and-answer sessions, which in our view, may only be
amplifying areas we have already discussed, if we, col. The policy statement specifically addresses the ques.

' _*
lective'y, the staff and management, decided that an tion of priority on conversions to the new STS versus
order should be issued, we would be very careful to what I will call " picking and choosing." What it basi-
rr.c.ke sure that the order was warranted so that, if you cally says is that first priority will go to those utilitks
requested a hearing, we could support and sustain the that elett to make a complete conversion to the new
justification for that order. That we would do. STS.~After we have completed all of the reviews for

those conversions, we will entertain individual amend.

However, if we believe that an order is going to be ments to do partial conversions to the new STS.That
3

1 forthco.ning, I believe that you wi'l receive plenty of process can be very resource intensive for both the util-.

signals to knew that that is going to happen, or to know ity organization and the NRC.
that we are on that path to resolution of the issue. ;

I would just close by making the remark that it may not i

!
OUESTION: How can NRC justify downgrading be immediately obvious on the surface, but many of the

reviev. of Unrecolved Safetylssue A-46-! guess plants with custom specifications have looked at the !

that is the seismic margins-after industry and new STS and have concluded that they would convert |
the NRC have expended 10 years of effort and to the new STS even though they have a rclatively small q
are now essentially complete? and fairly compact set of custom specifications, it is in

i

their best interest and it would improve safety, j
ANSWElt I was not aware that we had downgraded it,
and I am not the definitive spokesperson for this issue, As I said earlit.r. about 60 plants have indicatet a desire -

necessarily However, my understandingis that as a re. to convert. Many of those are custom facilities.
sult of the extensive work done by the licensees and by1
consultants ano all the people associated and involved I would sugges' chat you do not automatically conclude !
with that issue, we have come to at least a preliminary that because you have an older specification, you will

,

conclusion that there is a lot more margin out there leave well < nough alone. You ought to pive honest con- j
- than we really had thought. While I do not think we sideration to a conversion; you may well conclude that !

have downgraded it, perhaps we realized, after weigh. it is in y;ur interest to do so.
ing the issue, that our specifk concern was not as great
as originally thought Mr. Virpilo:

However, I was not aware that the particular place of I wish, like lid, I could say I only had one cacd, but my
this issue in priority had diminished in any way in the presentation obviously stimulated a number of

.

regulatory scheme.Therclore, I will have to communi- thoughts. I have tried to combine the questions be- !

cate this concern to the appropriate people and have cause a lot of them really lend themselves very casily to
them then get in touch with you, conso'idation.

!
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QUESTION: I stated that 10 CFR 50.59 consti. was submitted to the staff as part of the licensing basis
tutes the test by which it is determined whether of the plant. ,

NRC gets involved or not, and it is not really the
safety test. 'Ihe question is: where do you do a OUESTION: 'the questioner on next card writes t

safety test? . about the results of a safety analysis generally be-
ing stated as fact with no specific wording regt.rd-

ANSWER: I think the industry guidelines provided a ing margm.

very good, cicarcut methodology for first doing the ANSWER: 'lhis is similar to the last card in that I think ;
safety review and then cascadmg down a process where you hav. to go back to what was submitted by the licen- (
you eventually get to S0.59 af ter you have gone through see to the staff for review and approval. On what basis .

that step. did we find it acceptable and what were the margins I

"
Again, fD.59 is not meant as the final test for safety;
that should be donc long before you get into the 50.59 OUESTION: Does the NRC plan tu adopt the "

. process. I referyou back to the industry guidelines be- NUM ARC guidance as a regulatory guide and is
cause I think they do a tremendous jeS of outlining the there a schedule for this?
process.

ANSWER: Although our plans are not yet concrete,.

OUESTION: This next card states that only that would seem to be the logical process that we would ,

three areas of disagreement remain. Unfortu. follow at this pomt.

te y they encompass the entire definition of GUESTION: Anothet question using PRA tech- '

niques: Can the probability of an accident initia-
'

tion be increased if down the sequence the prob-
' ANSWER: I will not go on to read the rest because ability of subsequent events or failures are
Denny says that it is his card, decrcased?

It is a little preliminary at this point to tell you where ANSWER: We are currentlylooking at this concept. It
we are because this is a proposed response to industry. was presented toindustry during the Ar,ril 6th meeting i

1 will, however, share with you w hat we said nt our April and we are trying to refine the concept and better ex-
6th meeting: plain our position on the matter.

With regard to probability of occurrence, we talked That pretty much summarizes the questions.

about utilizing methods such as the IPli, generic and nk you.
,

plant specific PRAs, and just plain old engineering
judgment to determine whetheryou have increased th Mr Crutchfield-probability or not. ;

Any more questions out there? We will have some-
With regard to consequences of accidents,again I think body pick them up if there are.
people have to go back and look at the licensing basis of
the plant: Why did we accept 25 percent of the Part 100 QUESTION: There was a question that came in:

lim!!? Is that clearly specified in either the licensee's if we are ready to process new applications, are

incoming evaluation or in the NRC's acceptance SER? we developing staff guidance for looking at com-
bined cps and OLs?

With regard to the margin of safety, again, you have to ANSWER: Part 52 was just finalized within the last
look clearly at the beensmg basis of Ihe plant. I am not week or so. We have not had the opportunity to do thatt ,

asking you to brmg another rock; I am just askingyou to however, we are beginning to do that. So we hope to '

go back and look at the basis to which we licensed the have some guidance in hand for the staff as to how to
plant. Are the four margms that I outlined clearly utilize early site reviews and combined cps and OLs.
specified in c:ther your incoming document or the
SER? That information comes right out of the incom- Steve h;. one more question so far. After that we will
ing that is submitted to us for our review of how you go back to Cecil to let him wrap up.
established the maximum pressures that would be ex-
perienced in a HWR reactor coolant system. This is Mr. Varga:
nothmg we made up,it is clearly a part of the mcommg
submittal. I grant you that it might not be clearly speci- I think this question came from a review of the printed

'

fied in the staff's SHR. but it was clear as day in what material
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QUESTION: It is indicated that the February So in general, my best answer is that we establish pri-
- 1989 licensing amendment backlog was 1020. orities for the topical reviews consistent with our view
He new guidance is an average of 20 active li- of the safety significance and the resources available. ;

censing actions per plant. His value multiplied '
,

by 110 plants equates to a new allowabk backlog Mr. Crutchfiefd:
of about 2400. %is is not the backlog reduction
result the NRC is expecting of the industry, 'I he other aspect we look at is the number of plants that |

that partictilar topical report is intended tu cover, if it is ;,

1sa factorof the iricrease in the backlog viewed as only applicable to one or two plants,it likcly will get a

acceptable by the NRC7 I wer prmrity than one that covers 25 or 30 piants.His ;
too mfluences pnontization.

ANSWER: let me explain the backlog a little bit.nat Cecil has a large deck of question cards that he has re-
number of 1020 license amendments constitutes about shuffled.1le is going to 1;o at it again.

;
30 to 35 percent of the total backlog of licensing actions ;
that the staff has. I was concentrating specifically on li- Mr. Thomas:

'

censing amendments.There are relief requests, there
. are S!!Rs that we issue,there arc other documents that I am going to rernain scated in answering these. I am
we provide, that we respond to and that require staff afraid I cannot stand up and hold all these cards at the
action,' that do not necessarily constitute a license same time,

amendment, a technical specification change, for in-
stance, OUESTION: Plant life extension has a signifi-

cant effect on the decommissioning funding rule:
* "E "De total backlog in February was about 4,000. '

Dr. Murley has established a projected backlog crite- ANSWER: Yes, that is true. It may sound like a Yogi irion, which states that of all the licensing actions we re- licrra type answer, but, until a renewal licose is i:.
ceive in the year, the backlog should be no more than sued, the current license expiration date is the deter-
that, in other words, if we receive 2400 licensing mining factor. '

. amendments, 2400 licensing actions in the year, we
should process about that number.They will not be the Of course, if a renewal license is issued, the date of the S

same ones that came in, but the backlog should consti- new license becomes the determining factor. We have
tute no more than the amoual of licensing actions that recognized this, and we will have to consider it in rule-
are generated during that year, making. Exactly how, we have not worked c'it yet; but it

.

'

is certainly on our list of things to consider in a rule-
QUES 770N: llow are review prioritics for ven- making package.
dor topical reports assigned? Which topicals
come first? We have not looked at the whole rulemaking package

yet. I refer to the licensing renewal rule, which may cer-
,

tainly be more than one rule. We may go back and
ANSWER. Again, I am not the definitive person to an- charte ind;vidual rules, such as, the decommissioning
swer this. Ilowever, the topical report priorities are es- rule, that are affected by licensing renewal, or this may
tablished by the review branches responsible and the be put into one part of the regulations. This has not
schedules are influenced by the specific safety issue in- been worked out, but certainly the decommissioning
volved. rule will have to be looked at.

I cannot speak to any specific one, but those issues, QUESTION: The speaker indicated that a PRA

those topical reports that ate related to current ongo- was bemp considered during the relicensing
ing significant safety issucc are being considered. process. Is this not a little weak as a statement or

Those topical reports have high priority and are being characterization? Is it not more likely the PRA
,

resolved, will be required?

ANSWER: Yes, there is a good likelihood that a PRA
i~ Those topical reports that will be used-perhaps by a will be required. Ilowever, I am not prepared to say
i vendor for instance-in establishing a generic position that one will be tcquired. To require a PR A is a sub-

that might influence several licensing actions that are stantial change in the way we do business. Thera are a
not of immediate safety significance would receive a lot of peopic who would have a lot to say about w' ether
lower priority, we go so far as to require a PRA.

O
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When we issued the IPil generic Ictier, of course, we ANSWER: As l indicated, thc licensing basis for the re-
encouraged the PRA. We indicated in the generic let- newed license would consist of the current licensing
ter that ifyou did a PR A, you would probably have a leg basis plus any changes that would be required to ensure
up on plant license renewal. that the current level of safety is maintained through- i

out the renewal period.
I think we are not really ready to say we are definitely

Aging relates not only to the renewed license but t
current heense. Anym, formationdevelopedonag,othegoing to require it, but, yes, there is a very good likel .

-

mgashood that a PR A would be required 3

it would apply to the current license would be applied ;.

GUESTION: A related question: If a PRAis re- to the current license.They really are separable. Any.
,

quired for license renewal, does it not become ng that would be required m addition to the current ;

part of the docketed epplication and therefore Heense, to ensure that the level of safety would be

become subject to litigation? maintamed inIo the renewal penal, would be reviewed
toward the end of issuing a new license, or a renewed

ANSIVER: Yes,it would be part of the application and
it would be subject to litigation to the extent that the Mr. Crutchfield:issues in the PRA were in controversy. It depends on
what the issuca are and how they relate to the PRA. l ucky lid has picked up another question. We will give

him the opportunity now, .

QUESTION: I have a couple of questions related ',
to the format, content, and level of detail for Mr. Ilutcher:
documenting what constitutes the current licens- . .

. ing basis. I am not quite certain I understand this question, but I
will try to answer it as best I can.

ANSWER: The current licensing basis, as I indicated QUESTION: If a plant submits new STS for re-
carlier, consists of the basis, the licensing basis at the view. will other plant specific technical specifica-
time the original license was issued, plus anything that t on submittals be considered?
has changed the lleensing basis since that time.

ANSWER: I presume the question to be: What hap.
'Ihcre is a whole plethora of documents that constitute pens to the current list of amendments that I have be-
the current, or define the current, licensing basis, in- ing processed whilc you are reviewing my conversion to
cluding the FS AR, as amended; the SER 1 hat we wrote the new STS,
to issue the operating license; any license conditions,
orders, amendments to the license and supporting Frankly, I do not think we have given a great deal of !

SERs, and so on. Somehow we have to pull all these thought to this, llowever, it would seem that, before
documents together, I say "wc" because that includes the new STS is submitted, we would have to sit down

thc NRC.We have to look at thc overali current licens- with the licensee and the project manager and the
ing basis as well as you; however, the bu rden really falls branch that will do the review and take an inventory of
on you and how you describe them, what is currently in house. We would have to deter-

mine which items should be folded into the conversion

We have not come to the point that we are ready to process and which are of immediate importance to the

specify how the licensing basis would have to be spelled operation of the facility. Those that are of immediatc

' out in an application for license renewal, whether it importance would have to be processed in the current

could be done in part by reference or whatever We format that the utility has.
have not come to that point Certainly we have to know
what it is we are relicensing. When we issue a renewed I guess what I am saying is that I believe the N RC world

have to exhibit considerable flexibility m scheduhnglicense, we have to document what it is that we are li-
the continuing review of pending licenst amendments |censing. when we desclop a conversion process.The practicali- !

8 # * "" " * " " " *

Somehow this is going to have to be faced.1 am not re- i

ally ready to tell you how, but it is something we are all
Mr. Crutchfield-gomg to have to face.

The question has come up about staff guidance on 10
QUESTION: llow can the licensing basis consist CFR 50.59 appearing to suggest that industry should
of the current licensing basis when studies about be filing more applications and more information with
the effects of aging are not yet done? u s.
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' QUEST /ON: In light of your backlog problem for examplc, that the plant is perfectly capable of mam- i

and your cut resources, how do you correlate taining its current level of safety for another 20 years,
those, is this in the best interest of plant safety? then maybe nothing would be required. For other

plants where there was less certainty, perhaps some- ;

ANSWER I do not think the 50.59 process is intended thing likc a rcliability assurance program would nced to
'

to get us more documents, more issues to review, in be impicmented.
those clear cases in the staff SF.R where we tied our
conclusion to a specific value, when that value is 'Ihcre may be environmental qualification considera-
changed, we want to know about it. In other circum. tions that would require some changes to be made. |

stances we may have not tied ourselves to a specific }
number whether it is 35 cr 38 psi. In those cases you do 'Ihose are just some possibilitics, but I did not have
the 50.59 analysis, you satisfy yourself, and there is no anyt hing specifically in mind as far as general modifica- i

real need for you to file an application or an amend- tions. i
ment with us.

QUESTION: 'lhe questioner questions the
The intent is not to increase our inventory and backlog 20-to-5 year range before expiration of the cur- .

as a result of 50.59; the intent is to get you to focus on rent license as a window for submitting license ,

what is important and to get us to understand what you renewal applications. lie says, would this not ;

are changing. force renewal license applications toward the
end of the initial term, would it be discouragmg

I have already had one more question, then we will let renewal applications, or is the intent to allow i

Cecil finish up in the next five or ten minutes. carly applications and delayed implementation?
s

ANSIVER: To the contrary, the window was estab-
Mr. Virgilio: I shed to allow as much flexibility as possible.

I had a couple, but they really go back to the heart of
Several considerations entered into that decision. First

"

'

what Denny just said,
of MI, we want the utilitics to have a very reasonable
operating base, operating experience period. We feit

. It was very casy when we went back and looked at the 20 years was a good basis. The 16-year window provides
reactor pressure in a llWR to see where the margm a lot of flex bility on when you could submit the appli-was. It was m big bold letters m a number of different cation'e

areas. It was part of what was submitted by the licensec
to us. We also had our own needs in mind. lleginning in the -

carly 2000's, we are going to have a lot of applications
These are the margins that became part of the licensing coming in. We hope to be able to have them spread out
basis. I am not asking you to go m and search for other naturally over a period of time so that we can accom- >

margins because a nuclear power plant,just by its very modate them, stay out of the critical path. As I indi-
nature, has margms throughout, marg:ns in cach one of cated earlier, it may be necessary to somchow time the
the components. llowever, the margin that constituted submittal of the applications.
the basis on which the staff accepted the application
formed the licensmg basis of the plant, these are the F nally, the renewed license would tacome effective
margins that we are talking about, immediately upon issuance, and it would not be put on ,

a shcif, as the questioner suggests. It would become im.
They are specifically outlined and taken credit for by mediately effective as soon as the license was issued.
Ihe staffin the licensing process.These are the margins
that if they are reduced, trip the threshold to 50.59. ~

Mr. Crutchfield:

Mr. Thomas: I think Cccil will answer the remaining questions in the'
>

session this afternoon. I am not going to tell you where
QUESTION: The questioner asks if I had any- the breakout session is or what time it is because we
thing in mind when I mentioned that modifica- have told you that 20 times already.
tions might be required to ensure maintenance
of the level of safety throughout the renewal pc- There have been a number of questions on the 50.59
riod. process. If during the lunch break there seems to be

enough interest, we will see if we etm schedule a sepa-
ANSIVER: No. it really depends on how good your ap. rate session to go into thc 50.59 questions in further de-
plication and your plant is. If your application shows, tail. If you do have an interest in that, do you want a
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show of hands now,'or come to me during ihe lunch it looks like there arc enough 50.59 pcopic. We will see
'?'- period and let me know and we will see if we can sched. if we can schedule a session. We will probably an- |

>

ule one. . nounce it at the start of the next session. We will do *

what we can. , ,

'

Again, a reninder, lunch is in the State and Chamber
~

[ A show of hands.] rooms. Thank you very much.
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LUNCHEON SPEAKER

Remarks by !
'

/ Commissioner Kenneth C. Rogers '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
at

NRC Regulatory Information Conference j
April 19,1989

PROFESSIONALISM IN PLANT OPERATIONS
r

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. It is a pleasure to Meet their commitments with quality performance.e

be with you 1oday and Io participate in the NRC's Regula.
tory Information Conference.1 would like to speak toyou Have high standards of honesty and live by them.e

briefly on professionalism in nuclear plant operations.
Organize their lives so as to be physica'ly, mentally,The Commission has continually considered profession, e

alism of plant personnel when addressing such issues as and emotionally prepared to perform work assign-
education and experience requirements for supervisors ments.

and senior reactor operators, the requiremerits for reac-
tor operator (RO) and senior reactor operator (SRO) re- Enhance the overall performance of the organiza.e

qualification examinations, and other Commission initia. tional unit to which assigned.
>

tives which aim to enhance operational safety of nuclear Assume complete responsibility for their own atti-e
plants. In domg th,s, we had to consider what we mean by tude, training, performance, and career develop-i

" professionalism." What is a professional? l-Iow do we ment.
measure professionalism? Webster states that a profes-
sional is one " characterized by or conforming to the tech- Establish the requirements of assignments and en-*

nical or ethicalstandards of a profession." A " profession" sure that the work is commensura'e with these re-
in turn is defined as "a callhg requiring specialized knowl. quirements.
edge and often long and intensive academic preparation."
llowever, these definitions do not help to identify or Maintain the demeanor and appearance of a profes.e

measure professionalism in nuclear power plant opera- sional.
tion. More useful is to ask what are the attributes of a pro-

Encourage proicssionalism in peers and subordi-fessional? Might they be the same for a respected jurist or e

a scholar, a sea captain of an ultra large crude oil carricr; a nates.
747 captain or senior pilot, or even a professional .

Assume responsibility for their effect upon the or-.sportsperson?
ganizational umt and its performance.

In considering the n .: tral elements of professionalism
g and whether commonality may exist between diverse oc- Demonstrate respect for human rights and ersona!. P

. cupations,I came across a list of key attributes of a profes- dignity,

sional by an American Nuclear Society colleague, Dr. Get the jeh doac even in the company of peers who.
William R. Corcoran of Tenera Corporation, the gist of may not be as profess.onal. I

which I would like to share with you.

Assure completeness of their work and the work of*
The foundation of professionalis.r the acceptance of others.

i p:rsonal responsibility. A frofess assumes personal
responsibility for all aspects of his o, professional ac- Insist on minimum standards of performance at all*

tivitics. The standards of this element suggested by levels of the organization.
I Ilt. Corcoran have been abbreviated as follows:
| Continuously seek to develop further their talents,.

Professkmals skills, and knowledge in order to improve the overall

NURI!G/CP-0102, Vol.1 5-28
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mission rciated performante of the organizational also all regulatory standards that apply within the four
unit. corners of the technical problem to be solved.

o Do not allow elements beyonti their control to affect The second point stresses the importance of personal ac-
their professional performante, countability in technical work: careful examination of the

underlying assumptions, selection of a calculational
o Do not provide professional advice or recommenda- method, and self-checking of numerical results.These are

lions on issues that they are unqualified to address. particularly important in using computer programs.
'lhere the engineering professional should ensure that

o Welcome supervision of their work and review of the program itself has been validated, should be aware of
their work products. significant assumptions and possibly uncertain physical

'

constants embedded in the computer model, an j should
e Support peers or subordinates and asist in the train- check the reasonab!cncss of the calculated results by ap-

ing and development of others. proximate analytical calculations.

One could reduce this list of eighteen attri5utes to a sin- In general, consistency of engineering solutions to various
gle global statement: A true professional conports him or subparts of a total problem should be checked. This in-
herself so that he or she always contributes to the solution cludes the consistency of assumptions, the applicability of
of problems and avoids becoming a part of a problem. codes, stanArds, and regulations; the appropriateness of

the solution method; and finally the global sensitivity of
I would like to apply these measures or attributes of pro- the solution to any possible uncertaintics in data and
fessionalism to two positions in a typical operating nu- method.
clear plant crganization: Plant Engineering Manager and
Plant Operations Manager. 'lhe third point refers to remaining abreast of current

technical developments in one's field: sccking profes-
Professionalism in Plant Engineering sional registration by state authoritics where appropriate
Management or useful, participating in appropriate technical profes- <

sional technical societies, and constantly searching for so-
A definition of nuclear plant engineering management luilons adopted by other professionals to simi!ar prob-
shculd include such engineering-related functional activi. lems. While engineering professionals should not be
ties as expected to participate in a discipline other than that in

which they are trained, they should be sensitive to the ef-
o mechanical / civil structural engineering fcct of their discipline on the tcchnical"Imundary condi-
e electrical engineering tbns" of another discipline. This is another situation

. . which illustrates the importance of a systems engmeenng
o instrumentation and control engm.cenng approach in the nucicar industry. 'I ne designs of current
e nuclear fuel management and safety analysis licensed reactors are complex and operating expenence
o configuration management has revealed unpredicted intersystems dependenacs that

o chemical engineering and corresion control have occasionally resulted in common-mode failures.

A professional in plant engineering Professionalism in Plant Operations

o identifies all the technical requirements, including
regulatory requirements which are technically- All eighteen attributes apply, but particularly important
based and ensures they are met in the work product. are six which relate to communication, coordination and

team work-all essential for effective plant operations.
e is alert to errors and omissions in the work product They are

(whether his or her own or those of others) and cor-
high standards of honesty in all duties and relation-rects or seeks resolution as appropriate. e

o Continuously increases his or her professional
physical, mental, emotional, and professional prepa-knowledge. e

ration for excellent performance when on shift or at
1 et me expand on each of these, a work location

The first point emphasizes the vitalimportance of assur- assumption of complete responsibility for one's owne

ing not only the incorporation of good engineering prac- morale, attitude, tniining, job results, and career
tice, codes and standards of a particular discipline, but development
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c. a proicssional appeanmcc and demeanor to others age in the home through parental insistence on high stan- 1

dards, honesty, and doing a good job on time every time? ;

; o respect for human rights and dignity of all team Put the other way around: for those of us who may not
; rnembers (not just operations personnel) have rcccived such virtuous training or guidance at an

early nge, is there a chance that we also might become a
L o contmuous expansion of knowledge of plant opera- professional? .

'
tions details and of unsafe operational regimes,in-
cluding appropriate corrective actions to plant 'there have been many attempts in the past by different ;

' transients (e.g., cmergency operating procedures, organizations to confer the seal of ' professionalism" on .)
accident management strategies, et cetera) an occupation; as some of you know, the National Society

f ,' of Professional l'ingineers has long labored to establish
.I believe that there is a hallmark of the professional, the broad field of applied engineering as a " profession." ;,

whatever his or her occupation, and that is: an unrelent- More recently, thc Institute of Nuclear Power Operations ;

ing personal independence. The true professional in my (INPO) has stressed " professionalism" in the control . ;

opinion takes complete responsibility for his or her atti- room, and INPO's utility members have established a i

tude, morale, training, personal fitness, job performance, Code of lithics of 1(cactor Operators--a joint proclama- ..

!career development, and almost anything you can think tion by cach person of his or her own unrelenting drive for
of! excellence in performance.*IheJapancsc have embedded i

this philosophy in their very successful *kaizen" ap-
'Ihis observation leads naturally to a question. If some- proach: a neycr-ending quest for ways to improve a proc- I

how we could measure objectively the key attributes of ess. That philosophy is the antithesis of "if it ain't broke l

the orofessional coupled with certain specific and basic don't fix it." It replaces that farmer's homily with a more
technical knowledge, would not a formal attestation of aggressive quest for uaiform excellence. And perhaps in
this achievement be a very valuable and transportable reevaluating our prioritics and allocation of resources we
credential foran individual? It would be a credential iden- should add a pinch or two of kaizen to our recipes!

'

tified with the person rather than a particular organiza-
tion emphiying him or her. Would not an individual hav- I have asked more questions than I have answered. The
ing such a credential b more independent (and therefore fact is that I do not have the answers. However, I urgeyou

i far more pmfessional)veithin the U.S. nuclear commu'1ity to think of new imaginative ways to nourish and encour-
and thus be potentially more valuable to our society? If age professionalism in your own organizations-perhaps

. the answer is strongly affirmative, the next questions such as providing credentials to plant staff as a first step. ;

would be: Should such credentials take the form of certifi- A credential would bolster an individual's self esteem; it !
cates or licenses? What mechanisms tmd organizations would serve as an objective measure of accomplishment
would be most suitable for awarding them? and personal success.

In what other ways can we create or foster the sense of There are many other ways to mercase professionalism at
personal resnonsibility and othcr attributes that are at the every level in an organization. I invite your thoughts and
heart of professionalism? Can these key attributes be ideas on the subject of how best to foster and measure
taught or reinforced through some cognitive process? Are professionalism, and I would like very much for you to
we born a " professional," or can we become one through share them with nac.
some systematic learning pioccxs? Can one be a prof es- ,

!sional without having an identified specialized profes- I thank you for being here, and trust that your attendance
sion? (I think the answer is emphatically yes.) ls one's fu- at this conference will prove to be time well spent
ture professionalism on lack thereof shaped at an early together. i

,

!
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Mr. Fn.ak P. Gillespie: peop!c do not Icel comfortable with what they see at

Normally I do not get to speak to industry groups,
mainly because they keep my staff hidden in the back' I will give you an example. I was at a plant within the
ground at Nlllt [ Office of Nuclear l<cactor llegula- last two months, and I spent some time with the resi-
tion].We do report directly toTom Murley. Fred lieb- dent inspector just to get a feel of how the program was
don is part of the staff. Fred is overseer of the poing. We were going to obserse nis monthly mainte-
mspection program since the reorganization of I&b nance observation of a calibration of a DP cell, it re.
[ Office of Inspection and linforcement) and NRR two quired an instrumentation and control technician to be
years ago, at a panel, and it required another technician at the

control.The inspector and employees were in the con-
What has happened Nr the last two years in the in- tainment and the I&C technician and I were talking to
spection program has been a change in both the sub- them oser the telephone. Apparently the procedure
stance and management approach, which has caused called for a manifold that is supposed to be there and it
the headquarters organization to get much, much more was not.The manifold was not there. So, the I&C tech-
involved in enforcement meetings and generally with nician said, "Okay, wrap it up, come out, and let's find
what is going on in the regions. Part of that involvement out what is wrong." They looked around and found out
.dso includes master inspection planning. In several that there were also a half a dozen valves that had to
cases, a division director from headquarters has gone to replace the manifold that did not have any valve labels
the region for quarterly meetings on each plant to dis- on them. They checked the prints ind talked to the
cuss the focus for the next quartcr. This gives the re- shift supervisor.The manifold was taken out something
gions insight to the issues that are occurring at head- like two years earlier. The prints were never trought
quarters, such as problems with implementation or up to date, and the valves were never labeled.The l& C
whatever. 'lhese insights are now being factored into technician had been at the plant for about six years do-
the inspection planning process. ing the same preventive maintenance work, and he did

not know about it.This work had been done semiannu.
Another major change that has happened over the last ally for the 2-year period since the manifold had been
two years is a view rom e towards a subjective program removed; the procedure was invalid because there was
rather than a quantitative program.The nomenclature no manifold in itt yet people were signing off on the
within our office-you will hear peopic in the office work.This did not become a compliance problem, but
say, "we are going to look at safety versus compliance." it certainly did not give me a warm feeling about how
'that is, the number of hou rs that any particular plant is that plant was being run and the attention to detail that
inspected is actually not correlated to the number of was being paid by plant management.
months and what was found over the last year, it is actu-
ally correlated more toward everyone's feelings of how i can give you another instance. I went out to a plant
good that plant is doing. that was going into a major outage. The licensee had

happened to do absolutely phenomer' ally well on an
I go to a plant or two a month and spend some time with equipment qualification inspection. There was a big
the resident inspector. It seems that at every plant they 110 review and the plant did really great. After the in-
keep track of the numberef hours that NI(Cinspectors spection, the licensee had cut back on the number of
spend on site. A utility will inevitably ask me: "If we are people working in 110 from eight to two, before the
doing such a good job, how comeyou are still beating us outage. As you can imagine, after the outage, they had
to death?" Well actually we get about a thousand a followup I!Q inspection and they had problems. 's he
hours of onsite time between resident and regionalin- utility had consciously decided that it did well in the EQ
spectors on an inspection effort. Right now, with 25 area with the NRCt it was having a problem financially

plants in the country, we have, on the average, about an1it wanted to cut back; and they eut back in that area
three full time inspectors workir.g on 25 plants, and a little too far, and they paid for it. l low come the utility
with another 50 plants in the country, that doubles. dio not know that there was a procedural problem?
These tend to be the plants that are looked at as being That is very, very subjective, and it is very management
actually pret'y good performers /Figurej. This is the av- oriented. You will fmd that we are more and more not
crage, i.et me concentrate on this little piece right counting numbers, not counting widgets, in our pro-
here: that piece is where people are perceived to be in gram now. When someone goes in and sees something
trouble. "In trouble" means that wc, the NRC, may not like that, when f he resident inspector sees a probiem,
have an exact opinion on what is gomg on or not, but we are interested in knowing the root cause.There was
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a discussion earlier about root cause. 'lhe root cause definitely not routine, We really are focusing on that
'- ' many, many times seems to be that no one at t' c utility indication, suspie:on of a probicm, when Charlic's

bothered to look. No one bothered to go ou with an team is involved.
I&C technician and watch him go through a procedure.

. You are not checking the technician's skill, you are The ultimate team inspection is a diagnostic run by
checking the other peripheral things. AEOD. More and more the diagnostics arc becoming,

g or act ually have become, a t001 at a senior managemen t ;

That type of involvement tends to tell us how good or meeting.'lhe senior management meeting was co<cred '

bad that operations management and that engineering by Frank carlier this morning. *lhe diagnostic evalu-
management at a facility is. That is staning to have a ation can be performed either before or after the sen-
n ore and more, a larger and larger, impact. Those are ior management meeting, but it always has the consen-
the kinds of things that are being focused on very, very sus , view and has been agreed upon by everyonc

participat, g in the senior management meetmg. In!- much at the plants, m ,
'

the cases where the diagnostic evaluation is before the
Fred is going to go through our programmatic ap, meeting.,it is to find out whether that plant really needs
proach to this-on how we are trying to allow the re, special discussion and attention at the senior manage-

I gions a significant amount of discretion in what they ent meeting. When it takes place after the meeting,it
look at to follow u p on these kinds of findings, intuition, s to confirm that things are t,he way that was thought.
the subjective half of thinga. We, at headquarters, are So the diagnostic evaluation is very much tied into the
trying to give the regior.s as much suppon as possible to overall view of the site, >

make it a total picture.
. .

-

The reconstitution of design bases and documents is -

If you are having a problem with an inspector and you another goad example of an area to watch out for. We

- are being reticent about mak ng safety changes-you are not trymg to design inspectionsjust to accumulate a

have submitted a package that is poorly done from an list of things that are wrong. One of the things that

engineering sense-the inspector is going to feed that came out of the regularly scheduled mspections for ,

back into the SALP process and back into the inspec- S.SFIs was that there was a problem with the design by I
tion program in the region. You will then have some- sis. In fact., what we have seen smcc then is actually a ,

one looking at you from an engineering point in the re- sl wdown m SSFIs being done.

gion, looking for similarities.
It is a generic problem, and Gene is going to cover how

''

. that was turned into a generic approach and what the
Fred is going to discuss how the program is trying to put plan fo, resolution is. You will see simi!ar things hap-
together the pieces. Stu is going to talk about how the .cning in the future, possibly in the area of mainte-

'

region deals with this quantitt,tive, subjective trade- nance inspections. which are part of the program, and
,

, ioff-how it is arranged in the region, and who makes in the area of EOP inspections.what kinds of decisions, and how that feeds into the
SALP process, which now drives the inspection finding. We are going to do a sampling of plants. If there are
Charlic ts going to talk about special team mspections indications of a generic issue, we are going to slow theand what the results of those are,

process down, get some generic communication out,
and then loilow up on it. So we are not necessarily go-

Let me talk about how those are initiated. Those are ing to go out and just try to get a count of compliance
initiated by someone at the director level of Nills, at problems across the whole industry.
that person's discretion more and more, in the past,
they tended to be somewhat more scheduled and rou- With that let me have Fred start on the overview of the '

tine. If there is a feeling that we have not quite gotten a whole program.
handle on what is happening at a site but we are getting
indications-be it more maintenance action, more
LEl(s, or an accumulation of things-that somethmg is NRC Inspection Man
going wrong, you will find someone from Charlie's

141r. Frederick J. llebdon:
'

bnmch leading the team and showmg up, or you will
find them participating with the regions to lead a team I am Chief of the inspection and Licensing Program
and show up and look at you. and I will be talking to you about the NI(C inspection

pla t. I would like to givn you an overview of the operat-
When a special inspection team shows up, that is your ing reactor inspection proj' ram. Ilopefully that will
signal right there that there is someone at the director giveyou the context for a number of the other speakers
level of Nillt questioning your plant's performance. So who are going to talk about some of the areas in consid-
it is not a coincidence when they just show ep-it is erably more detail.

|
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/ Figure 1/ and Stu llubin is going io talk about the diagnostic team !
inspections. 'lhis is one particular one that is consid-

.
"Ihc purpose, or the objective, of the reactorinspection cred to be part of what we call the fundamentalinspec-

| pr ogram is to obtain infortuation through direct obscr. tion program. !
LL vation to determine whether the plant is being oper.

ated safely und whether the licensing management The mandatory team inspection is donc at every site ons

control program is effective. This is really the bottom a biennir.1 cycle. We will make some mid. course correc-
'

!ine. Certainly we are looking al com pliance and we are tions as we work through the cycle, but basically the
concerned about whether the licensec is complying concept is that it will be donc everywhere over a 2-year
with the regulation, but the bottom line to all of it is cycle. For cach 2-year cycle, we identify an area of em-
whether the plant is being operated safely We also phasis that will be emphasized by the teams for that
gather information to support t,'c systematic assess- particular cycle,
ment of licensee performance, the S ALP process, that
I am sure that you are all quite well aware of.11 ope. Itight now the area of emphasis is maintenance. So
fully, as we go through this,you will see that there is a when you heard Tony Gody, for example,in his presen.
very strong tie between the SALP process and the in. tation this morning, talk about the maintenance team

'

spection program, particularly now that we are trying inspection, that is what we consider the mandatory
to develop tailor made inspection programs for each team inspection, and it is the first cycle of the manda-
facility. tory teams.

[ Figure 2] [ Figure 4]

This is a list of the elements of the reactor inspection 'Ihc next element of the reactorinspection program is
really one of the key parts and one of the most impor-

program. There are basically four principal elements,
and I am going to spend a few minutes talking about taat parts of the program. It is an area that we have

cach one. Some of them, like the special team inspec- been changing fairly substantially over the last couple

tions, Charlie llaughney is going to discuss in consider- of years. It is called the regional initiatives and reactive '

able detail. inspection program. .

Most plants wi!! receive some regional initiative in-l%"" 3l spection. As I said, there is the core program that is
. done at every facility. Only the best plants in the coun-

'Ihe first c!cment that I want to talk about is what wc
,

i
, try would receivejust the core program. Almost every-

refer to as the fundamental inspect,o,n program. It is one else will receive some amount of inspection in
made up of two parts, the core mspection program and some technical areas based on their performance.That
the mandatory team inspection. Now the core inspec- is the whole key to it, it is based on performance,
tion program is a selected set of m, spection procedures
that are done at every facility, at every site. 'lhey have The resources are alk)cated and they are focused on
different frequencies. Some of these inspections are the basis of performance of the plant.There are two
donc as often as monthly, and some of them are done as parts to this: One part is the regional initiatives, which
infrequently as once every other SALP cycle, but they are the planned inspections that are based on the re-
are donc at every facility in accordance with the frc~ gion's and Nillt's perception of the performance of the
quency that is defined in the program. particular plant. The second part is a reactive insp;c-

| tion, which is the unplanned part, and that is, for exam-
'lhey cover all of the SALP areas, and so they are fairly plc, reaction to operational events or reaction to situ-
broad. They are considered to be the minimum of ef- ations that are rather rapidly emerging.
fort that we would devote to the best performing plant

.

in the nation. They do include a large portion of the 'lhe idea, the philosophy, of this is that we cannot do
resident inspector's time. If you k>oked at the procc- everything everywheret therefore, we have to focus and'-

dures themselves,you would sec that they do require a alh>cate our resources to try to get the maximum return
L considerahir amount of effort by the residents, and from the resources that we have available.The way to
L they account for a rather large percentage of the resi- do that is to try to focus on the areas that we feel have
i dent's time. the problems, both the areas witha a particular plant
|. and whatever plant we perceive to have a particdar

The next part of the fundamentalinspection program is prob;em. Let me give you an example. This is a littic|

the mandatory team inspection. This is just one oi simplistic, but I think that it will help illustrate the
many team inspections that we do. There are a large point. It is in the area of security. I was talking to the
number o teams. Charlie i7 going to talk about some, people who do the security inspections for one of ourr

1
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. regional offices, and they were explaining how they wide range of both scope and level of cffort, liverything 1

were planning to allocate their resources, from the emergency operating procedure team inspec- :-

, ,
.

. .

tions, which are a substantial effort and require about .!

For its good performers, the region planned to have five peopic for a period of five or six wecks, down to !

one inspector on site for one week, liasically, the re- inspections that require a relatively small effort like i
'

gion will send a single inspector to the site for one the receipt and storage, and handling of dicsci fuel oil,
weck, and that inspect or will just do the core inspection which is a relatively small issue, but still an issue that

: procedures in the security area. For the plants that it we consider to be important. ;

perceives to be average or maybe a littic bit belowaver- i

j' age, the region will send two inspectors for one week. 'This is the way that we would inspect a concern that is '

'those plants receive twice as much effort. The inspec- addressed in either a bulletin or a generic letter. For
tors will do the core inspection procedures as well as selected bulletins and selected generic letters that we !

some number of regional initiatives, feel are very significant and are amenable to inspec- -
tion, we will develop an inspection program, and go rot

For the plants that it Icels have some real problems in and conduct inspections. Usually the inspections are
security, the region is planning to send two inspectors, donc at all of the plants, although there are provisions '

plus the region will request that someone be sent from within the program to addres:just specific plants. For *

NRR.This illustrater .wo points: Phst of all, that par. example, llWR power oscillations obviously applies
'

ticular plant is going to get three times as much inspec. only to llWRs.
tion; it also shows how we are trying to integrate NRR <

into the process by having NRR participate. NRR peo. The inspection requirements are defined in a tempo-
ple participate in inspections with regional people, par. rary instruction (I'l), which is the name that we use for.

ticularly in areas like this where you have a poor per. the document that defJ.cs the mspection requirements ,

fermer and you need to expend a lot of resources, to be conducted. Ocncrally we t y to complete cach *!
temporary instruction within a period of about two ;

. Stu 11bneter will giveyou a !9t more detail on how these years. Some go a little faster and some take a little

decisions are made and how the region does this alk)ca. longer, but generally the goal is to have them done in t

tion. I think that Frank Miraglia also discussed it to just one m,o years. They are a one-shot deal, generally
about tw

spection or one senes of mspections at eachsome extent in his discussion earlier about operating
performance evaluations. facility. The TI is closed out at that particular facility

once the mspection is done. ;

$8"'' N The next slide / Figure 7/ please.

The next element in the program is the special team in. There are some related activitics to the ructor inspec-;-
spections.This is a special set of team mspections that tion program f hat could be considered a fifth element r

are structured to address specific concerns. Some ex- to the program.
n amples are the SSFI [ safety system functional inspec-

|' tion]. the SSOMI [ safety system outage modification The first of these related activities is the systematic as-
L mspection). and the OSTI [ operational safety team m- sessment of licensee performance. I am sure you are all

spection]. I am sure that most ofyou are famihar with at quite familiar with it. It is very closely integrated with
leastsomeof theseacronymsandsomeof thesenames Ihe inspection program.The inspection program feeds
because they have become quite well known m the in- the information that is used as the basis for the SALP
dustry. boards, and the SALP results are used as the basis for !

defining the inspection program at a particular facihty
Charlic Ilaughney is going to talk about this particular for the coming SALP cycle. They are very closely inte- .

part of the program in quite a bit of detail.This will give grated and they have a lot to do with each other,
you an idea of how it fits into the overa'l process.These
inspections can either be led by NRR people or they Another related activity is what we ref er to as the mas-
can be led by regional people. They can be initiated by ter inspection plan. We hwe developed a master in-

~L

the regions as well. spection plan for each site. It is initially based on the c

SALP results. One of the things that will come out of
/ Figure 6/ the SALP procass at a particular facility will be a mas-

ter inspection plan for that facility for the coming
The final element is what we refer to as the safety issue SALP cycle.
program. These are one time inspections to address'

specific safety issues or concerns. I have previded a few The idea is to have a tailor-made inspection program
examples here. As you can sec, they can cover a fairly for each facility. livery facility gets a different
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inspection mgram based on their particular strengths Mr. liebdon:
and weaknesscs. If you would come to the microphone, please, because

one of the things we want to do ir make sure we do cap-

The master inspection plan at each site is updated ture thc questions. j

t
quarterly as the perceptions about the plant's perform-
ance change; so it is also a living document. At least on Voice:
a quarterly basis we will go back, look at the facility, and is the quarterly update a scorecard whercyou check off
see if our perceptions about the facility have changed. the mspections you have completed?
If they have, we will modify the focus of the inspection
cffort: take a little of the resources from here, borrow a
littie from there, and adjust the resources that are de. Mr. Ilebdon:
voted to the particular facility based on our perception One cf the things we do look at in the quarterly review

b of their strengths and weaknesses. is what inspections have been done and that part of it is ,

more of a management tool to make sua we are getting

The last related activity is p robabilistic risk assessment. cverything finis' icd.

We have been trying to use the insights from PRA in
the inspection program to identify the activities, the is- Voice:

sues, the systems, and the components that are the Do you plan to share that plan with the licensecs?
greatest contributors to risk. I or example, if somebody
is going to observe maintenance as part of the inspec- Mr. llehdon:tion program, it would be good if they could observe
maintenance on a component that has a high risk con- My understanding is that generally such plans are not
tribution. The staff will use the insights from PRA to distributed, that it is really an internal management
try to focus the program. Again, the idea is to try to get document that is available to the region.
the maximum results for the resources that we have
available and to focus those resources on the areas Mr. Gillespie:
where we have the biggest chance for a payoff.

Would it be beneficial if they were distributed to the
" "

That is basically a vey quick overview of the program.
As I said, a number of she speakers throughout the ses- y9;C',
sion are going to discuss some of these subjects in con-

'

siderable detail. If you have questions in those specific . . . instructed as to the task.
areas, keeping in mind ti e agenda. I would ask you to
hold those for the other ccople. Mr. Gillesple:

Or at least the knowledge of what areas you are per-
If you do have any broad programmatic questions, we ceived to be weak in.
can try to handle those now. If you think of something
as we go along. I think we are going to have another yo;,,.*
question and answer session at the end where we will
give everybody an opportunity to ask any other ques- [Not heard.]
tione they might have.

Mr. Gillespie:

Anybody, the people that are standing in the back, Well, the question is more if it is going to be updated
there are all sorts of seats up here in the front if you quarterly and it is kind of a progress report, the status
would like. We will just give everybody ar. opportunity of that quarterly update may not necessarily be com-

,

to come on forward and grab a seat while we are filling municated.
| out cards.

Mr. IIchdon:

if there is anything really significant or fundamental, I
M'' UIII'8P* think that will bc communicated by other mechanisms.

.

|

| It is not like in church, you do not have to leave the I am not sure that the master inspection planning proc-

| front seat empty. ess really is the right vehicle. If the region has an

|
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emerging concern about a weakness developing in a Mr. Gillespic:e

- particular arca. I am sure they will find an effective
.

' mechanism to communicate that toyou. Again Iam not 'There are 25 plants in thi. ountry that do not have a lot,

sure that the master inspection plan would be the best of disruption. That is something to consiocr.*1 Mraph
way' I put up there to start is actually real data. We did .mt

even have to hokey it up.

. Mr. Gillespie:
'Ihere are 25 plants in the country that I will say have )

Okay. One more. been rated as SALP Categories 1, and I and 2, that
have not complained about our being disruptive. So the
disruption is directly proportional to the perspective

Mr. Hebdon: that the NRC has at your facility.

We have one more. Now, if our perspective is incorrect, you need to work
with the regions to correct the perspective. The system

Volec: does, in fact, allow for the Regional Administrator to
cut back to a very bare bones program if he perceives

Recognizing that inspections by the NRC, as well as that things are going well at a facility.
others, can be very destructive to the plant organiza-
tion, are there any plans or doyou have any rnechanism I do not have a lot of sympathy for universallyjust say-

'

to evaluate the benefit and results of the inspection ing we are going to cut back across the board,
and compare that against those effec:s to the plant or-
ganb.ation or do you think this would be something in fact, it is there, and Stu, maybe you could address it '

worthy of giving some consideration to? cither now or when you get up. How doyou perceive it?

Mr. liebdon: Mr. Ebneter:

There are two parts to that really. We do in Ihe master We will perform the inspections in their most appropri-
inspection planning process try to identify significant ate fem. In conjunction with the new philosophy of

,

things that are noing on at the licensets facility so that puforming maced mspections, we want to see pu-
we do not for example have two teams there at the f rmance. We do not wa'it to comc out and reviewyour
same time or two groups of people that need to talk to records ano procedures. We want to seeyou m action.
the same person there at the same time.

I know what you are probably referring to is outages.
We also rely very heavily on the resident inspectors to ".ta%, we seng people out there during those time

,

,

petiods and it is disruptive even though the itry and coordinate the activitics to make sure that we
is scheduled. We do the best we can to mm, nspectionget the most out of the inspections.1 think that is sorac- imize the

thing that we have been doing a lot more, particularly disrupinon. Ilowever, I can assure you that it does not

in recent years, using the resident inspector in that d m any gpod to visit a plant in the middle of a nice
,

i

process. For example, if for nothing else, we rely on the i ng perating run because we do not see anything
resident inspector to make sure the right people are then. We am going to look at plant operations m the
availabic. If somebody is going to do e security inspec- appmpriate time penods,

,

tion, it does not do any good to have that insrector at
the facility when the security manager is on leave. We Mr. Gillesple:
have been relying a lot on the resident inspectors to '^'

Stu?to help make sure that we do inspections at a time when
we can get the most out of them and in such a way as to
not place an unreasonable burden on the licensee. g ,

-

' We also are going back and looking at the results of the
inspections to try and get a feel for whether or not we
really are getting a lot out of them. If we send someone Integration ofInspection Findings "

,

to a site for a couple of weeks, or a week, and we do not
Mr. Stewart D. Ehneter:get much out of the inspection and that starts happen-'

ing with any degree of consistency, then obviously that Thank you,
is something the region is going to want to look at to
decide if we should redirect that resource in some dif. Well, good afterno(m. I am certainly g"d to be here

- ferent direction, and I am glad to see all of you here.
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As Vic Stello said, we certainly have to communicate 'this is basically a matrix of inspections, typical of what
hetter. We have to develop some trust. 'Ihe main we are doing. If you look down the column " Inspection i

Coing to focus directly on that, spector, regional team, program team, and special
. ;theme of the conference is operational safety; we are 'lype,"you will see region-based specialist, resident in-

iteams, Going across the other columns, I have listed
'Ihc topic that I will be presenting is the integration of the typical riaffing hours that are involved and the
inspectien finding'. i hope throughout this that I can characteristics of each team.

'

integrate some of the thoughts that have been pre.
sented to you by the other people who have made pres- 'lhe region. based inspections are typically one or two .i

entations at the conference, specialists 'they look at a highly specialized area. It is i

focused, in. depth, and lacks some perspective in terms ;

For example, Dr. Murley's concept-if you get one im. of interfaces. It is directed towards our specialty area. 3

age out of this conference that should be most impor- 'these generally are done within one week, and you will |

tant toyou,it is that one that Dr. Murley presented, the get an inspection report that defines our findings.
twocultures: the Plant A Culture and the Plant B Cul. These inspections reports may have one, two, three
ture. We look at Ihat in SALPs: I will cover that a little findings in the enforcement category and many others, ;

more, perhaps in the unresolved item area, which I will dis-
cuss in n minute.

'

My presentation will bring together some of the things
The resident m.spector is at the facility full time, lie

. .

you will hear from Gene and Charlic and some of the
things you heard this morning and yesterday. deals with you daily. If we have two residents at your

facility, you can get 160 to 200 man hours of direct m-
,

A couple of concepts that are really important to all spection in the plant per month.'lhe resident inspector

this integration of inspection findings are root-cause s more system oriented, more generalized in his tech-
,

analysis and self-assessments. You heard Jack Martin nique. He h>oks at interfaces and he focuses on a lot of :

talk about self assessments and you heard Mal Ernst different operational areas. II:s report is produced

' talk about root cause. In fact, several people have men- once a month;it comes mto the region, gets reviewed

lioned both of those concepts. by our managers, and becomes another set of findings
that we wdl integrate over the different time penods.

,

if you do not develop both of these techniques to the Frank mentioned, or Fred mentioned, regional initia-
'

nth degree,you wdl almost always get into t rouble. You tives. The region has certain initiatives that it can im.
should be using our findm, gs and integratmg ours with plement depending on how we see your plant. You can -

yours to end up with your root-cause analysis' be assured,if you are getting some team inspections
mm thgion,smaWem overa pcWaycar,

What I will do basicall is start with a viewgraph show- you are a suspect licensee.Y
ing some of the types of m.spections we use. 'they vary ,

from a single inspector to very large teams. Now, some of the team inspections that we do are man-
dated. Some others are performance based, such as the

. I will briefly discuss some of the findirigs we have and operational safety team inspection, which means that
how we group them as well r.s discuss some of the con- we want to know a little more about operations. We
cepts related to them. I will discuss some integration have a few findings, but we want to amplify those,
techniques, not techniques, but the method we use at
management levels and over periods of time. My main 'Ihese regional team insp :ctions typically range from 5
focus will be on how we iritegrate findings for enforce- to 6 people. 'Ihey will be at your facility for probably
ment and how we integrate findings for sal.P. two weeks. *lypically they will look at interfaces. These

'

,

are the types of team inspections that will have an ef-
Now, the SALP is extremely important because as you feet on your operations.
have just heard from Fred and Frank, the SALP helps
determine where we put our inspection resources. I have listed program teams.These teams are primarily

the ones that are directed by headquarters. the ones
I want you to keep in mind one thing that Frank said, if that Frank and Fred talked about.These ar: very large
you get a diagnostic evaluation team at your plant, you teams. The ones that Gene Imbro runs. for example,
knowyou are in trouble, you knowyou are being looked have up to 15 people on a team and they may be there
at scry, very closely. That is a very large team inspec- for a total onsite visit for three weeks or more. When
tion. So just keep that in mind. you total up the direct man hours on an inspection like

that, you will get 900 to 1500 direct man hours at your
May I have the slide /Hgure 1/ please. facility. It is a lot of effort, very manpower intensive.
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They are multidiscipline, many different engineers, defined by an inspection, we mtegrate those and come"
.

. disciplines, engineering orientation, functions. 'Ihey up with a vulnerability,
will look at specific systems, specific disciplines. 'lhese a
inspections are very broad in scope, but they also go Deficiency is an official term that we use with regard to J

very deep in the s'>ccific areas, emergency planning inspections. FEMA will use this ;o

and the NRC will transmit it to you. You will see that '!;

. The integrated design inspections that Gene will be term used.:
;

talking about fall in that category,'Ihe maintenance ;

team inspections are in that category. SSFIs fall in that 'lhe next group, concern, weakness, and improvement i

category. There are quite a few of ther. items, typically are not framed in the enforcement re-
gime. 'they may be used interchangeably by the staff,

k The diagnostic team inspections that Mr. Rubin will be and they typically mean that you have not fully imple.
'

talking about are even a greater team effort.'lhe deci. mented a program within the intent of what the NRC
sion to do a diagnostic team inspection comes from the thinks it should be. These terms will be wed in reports.

I
integrated viewpoint of the legion and NRR headquar- You need to watch them.They are definitely there.

|

,

ters r,tafft it is typically presented at the senior manag- !

cr's meeting, which is chaired by Vic Stello, One that I did not list that I have seen used on occasion
is the word flaw, your program is flawed. That has got a

So if you get a diagnostic team inspection, as we said, I t of attention recently in relation to emergency pre- i

you are at the highest level ofintegration of inspection paredness. ;

findings and redirection of the program.
.the last one on the list is strength. I am sure you have

Next slide / Figure 2/ please, n t seen us use that very much. We have used it
though. We have used it on team inspections: I have

,

. been on some and I have used the word strength. It
I know you did not all realize there were this many dif- means that we really do believe your program, as im-ferent findings. Actually, there are many more than plemented, is superior. There is a provision for the
this. I put them up here just to give you an idea of what
we consider as findmgs when we go through our inte- staff to use that term and to put it into the inspection

gratton of data, report. As I have said, you do not see it very often. It is
rare,

in the first grouping, I have listed violation, deviation, One other term that I did not list was the word ade- f

unresolved item, open item, inspector followup. These quate and that is used quite frequently for us to express ,

terms are typically defined somewhere in the inspec- some satisfaction at some minimum level. !
tion program or within the documentation of the NRC.
I am not going to go over each of them individualiy. I would like to give you a little different perspective on'' , You know what a violation is. It is a failure to meet a what these findings are. '

requirement. A deviation is a failure to meet a commit-
ment. These are conveyed to you in the inspection re- Next slide / Figure 3/ please.
port, normally in these terms. Typically when you get a,

'

' noncompliance, the cover lett er will indicate this, some I have categorized them into hard findings and soft
people will read that. Ilowever, many people do not findings.The hard findings are those that are related to
read what is in that inspection report with regard to un- enforcement programs. They are quite quantitative,
resolved items: that is a major failure on their part. specific, well-defined, not too much argument over >

Those indicate precursors to areas that we have con- them. We occasionally argue over an enforcement is-
cerns about. sac, but usually it is an issue of compliance: you are (

supposed to do this, you did not do it; therefore, this is
The second group of findings may not be as familiar to the finding and this is the result. Ifard findings tend to

'i

you; you may have never seen some of these such as be compliance structured and more oriented towards
vulnerability. We use that in relation to safety when we hardware and procedures. These findings are items
are trying to assess safety; we are going to say the plant that we can get our hands on, can look at and review in
is vulnerable to a certain area. Within the framework of depth. Thus, they tend to fall into this hard category.
the program, vulnerability ir used officially in terms of
safeguards inspections where vulnerability is an issue The soft findings are more difficult.Those are the find-
that requires prompt attention because, for example, ings that we come up with that are more qualitative.
there is a sabotage vulnerability at your plant. A vul- They are imprecise. We do not always have an exact
nenibility in itself can be an integration of several in- definition that we can fit these into. They may not di-
adequacies, if you have several inadequacies that are rectly relate to regulations, but there is some indirect
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nexus to the regulation.'these tend to be more subjec- We look at the integration of these findings in two dif- i

; tive.These are the ones that we have difficulty with and ferent ways and of course the management integration iwi
i'you have d;fficulty with. Nonetheless, when you see occurs at different management levels.1 am not going;

,

- soft findings in inspection reports,you certainly should to spend a lot of time on this. This is typical, We inte- 1
,

;
pay attention to them and you should do something grate at line management, middle management, and !

,

"

f about them. You should not let them lay in the inspec- senior management levels.
~

|'

tion report for a year, particularly if a specialist inspec- j
tor has found an issue and he has it listed as a concern, At the line management and middle management lev- .j

i something very soft, but you ought to be putting in cis, at section and branch chief levels, we typically find, ,

some effort to try to resolve it before it becomes an particularly.in the projects,in the Division of Radiation ;

E even larger issue. Safety and Safeguards, and in the two specialist o"gani-
|; zations in the region, that we can identify generic issucs

. j
>

4 flhe subjective nature of some of Ihese soft findings by because those managers su pervisc inspectors who go too

the way, and I do not like to tell you this, but they may all the sites in the region.'therciore, we can relay the t

not get transmitted to you. Some of them may be opin. information to headquarters, if any of you heard Carl ;

lons of the staff. However, they will get incorporated llerlinger yesterday, Carl commented on his interface ,

into the SALP report; they will be discussed Ihrough with the region and how they take generic findings from y

. the SALP board process. Soft findings again, are the the region and try to massage them into bulletins and j'

ones that are difficult to really put in total perspective genenc letters.

because they are not precisely defined. |

The senior management integration occurs quite frc- j
quently when we ar'c anticipating escalated enforcc- !^

Now, let me give you an example of a couple of soft ment and quite often through the SALP board.'Ihosc ;
findings that you heard yesterday, You heard Jack Mar- two are semor management integration activitics. ;tin say-Jack Martin is the S.wional Administrator in

,

Region V-he madc a cammem in his speech . . . lly the There is one other that I did not put on the slide and
way, he made this same comment on the executive tele- that is the senior managers' meeting. 'that meeting is '
phone call last week and I made a note of it and I was the one for which the regional peopic come to head- I

' sort of glad that he made it yesterday. Jack said there is quarters. We prepare packages on our plants, we send - |
a plant out m Region V at which the QA manager is not them to NRR-Tony Gody's group,if any of you heard (
even badged to get on site. You do not think that is a Tony talk-he puts those into a package for presenta- l

finding? [lc told yo,u people about it and he told all the tion to the senior managers; the senior rnanagers are i
NRC semor executives about it. IIere is a licensee with Vic Stello, Tom M urley, flugh Thompson, Jim Taylor,
an att,itude problem. the OA manager is supposed to and the regional administrators.They meet and discuss
be an important part of a self assessment program,and the plants. Many of the soft findings really come out at
he car.not even get on the site; he does not have a per- these meetings. The soit findings complement and are

'

- manent entry badge. Ihat is an attitude problem. integrated into some of the hard findings and soft find- ;

ings from my level. This process is continuous by the :
llow many of you heard the Commissioner, the Chair- way; I just wanted to mention that. For example, the
man talk yesterday? Ilow many of you heard him? last senior management meeting we held was last De- ,

Most af you? Good. Ile also made a comment that is cember, and we presented all those findings to the sen- i
lanother soft finding by a senior executive in the a,gency. ior managers.Throughout this time period the region

lie was at a plant, he did not say when, but he went to was continually updating their data base and integral-
the plant with the Vice President of Nuclear-an im* ing findings into the data base. Then, in April, we ,

portant official.The man could not get on site, he had prebriefed Tom Murley and the NRR staff on what our
to get a visitor's pass to get on site. That is terrible,The present finoings are. These will be put into a new :

iVice President of the nuclear organization and he is not form-it is ongoing, continuous integration findings-
even badged at his own facility. That is a soft finding and it will be presented to senior managers on May 17
you will not see written up, but I can guarantee you and 18. This integration process is continuous and it is +

when we sit down in the senior exccotive meeting that at senior management level.
is in the back of somebody's mind, in fact, you know it is
when it is brought up at a conference like this.Those Next slide / Figure SJ please,
are soft findings that are not forgotten. If your facility
happens to fall into this category, you had better get The time integration occurs over various different time
badges for your vice presidents and managers. Those frames. We use this for specific sites. 'lhe sal.P proc-
are just two. ess is used in the escalated enforcement. The sal.P

!typically will cover a 12-to-18-month period, maybe
Next slide / Figure 4/ please. even shorter, depending on your plant status.
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We have donc SALPs at plants on a 6-month level, if You should integrate your findings and look for root
the regional administrator in conjunction with the causes-the ones that have the common thread run-

. EDO's office, decides that we need to have a closer ning through them.Then you should bc doing your scif-
look. We have done SALPs on 6-month intervals. nis assessment and correcting the problem. It is just as sim-
is donc in some cases on a plant that is basically in plc as that.
trouble, one that has a lot of precursors of problems.
We can get it down to a 6-month interval, but typically The integration of escalated enforcement means that
the SALP will cover 12 to 18 months, when we go into escalated enforcement, we have the

option of taking integrated findings and either mitigat-
The time integration for that site escalated enforce- ing the civil penalty or escalating it. I am sure you are all ;

ment-1 am going to hold that until my next slide, aware of that. %cre are five factols that we look at
when we do that. Those five factors are listed on the ;

chart: identification, corrective action, past perform.. .

, rime integration of generic issues-as F. rank men- '

"

tioned, you will frequently hear the comment, "we are ance, prior notice, and multiple occurrences. You get

really focusmg on safety." Ily the way, many safety is- credit for some of these. nc one I really want to focus

sues are hidden in unresolved items: they are safety is- on is past performance. When we integrate findings for

sucs and they are hidden because they are not defiacd the escalated enforcement and go through the analysis,

m the regulations.%cre is not a regulation that will al- we look at all these findings that have occurred over a

low the staff to put it in a compliance context. time period as well as previous enforcement actions.
We look at the SALP ratings and we integrate all these
factors to determine whether you hre a good per-

So many unresolved items, many safety issues, are ie- former,
ally hidden down in these soft areas, which just are not
well defined. You should look at them though because If you are a good performer, we can mitigate the fine
we k)ok at them over a time span to try and define the 100 percent. lfyou are a bad performer, we are going to '

safety issues. nc time span involved varies, but it does escalate the fine. Therefore, your past performance in '

give us the opportunity to see recurrent problems. If it the integrated inspection findings that we put into this
is strictly a random failure on some safety system, it will enforcement effort largely determine how you appear
show up as a random failure. If we have systematic fail- to the press, the public, and the NRC with regard to the

,

urcs and recurrences, then there is a basic problem. fine in the escalated enforcement action.
When you integrate these findings, you can certainly
identify recurrent systematic problems md then relate I just wanted to emphasize past performance; you
it to say a design area or pers(mncl area. should really be concerned about it. Particularly-and I

,

knowyou are-in the SALP arca,in the l,2, and 3 cate.
The time integration also gives us a chance to check on gories. I think flert Davis mentioned this morning that
our positions and our rules. I do not like to tell you this, every licensee has told him, "we strive for level ones."
but we are not exactly perf ect. Some of our rules are II wever, as !!crt said, the facts do not support that.
not that good. His integra. ion process does come into Many of you are level twos, some of you are level
effect and we do feed back to headquarters to try to get threcs, and this mdicates that there is something

,

the rules changed or position statements changed. wrong.

With regard to the enforcement, this slide / Figure 6/ to I recently had an experience with a lknsee that in-
cluded past performance. We were in a startup situ-

me is a compliance- oriented slide and it is an extremely ation at a utility. We had three different incidents overimportant one.
a period of time: one was a spill, one was a misposi-
tioning of a switch in the control room, and another one

The integration of findings in which we are looking at was a failure to follow procedures. We started looking
recurrent findings and similarity of findings. When you at these in an integrated fashion. What did we find?
have multiple findings, the integration process should They all occurred on the same shift. The licensee had
tell you that, yes, there is a problem here, which is re- not looked at this that closely. We wen a little bit fur-
curring and there is a root cause that is related. The ther and we found that the same ope por had made
similarity of findings is interesting to us because in each one of these mistakes. The same - scrator. The
many cases, when we have similar findings, they do not licensee had not detected that, which int..ated a very
look the same.They kiok like they are something else. poor mot-cause analysis,
flowever, when you integrate them with some other
facts,you find that the basic root cause of these prob. When we brought that up, the licensee had to replace
lems is the same not cause.That is another reason why that operator, take that operator off shift, and put him
you should focus on mot cause. into training. Ily the way, at that enforcement
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conference, we had that opera'.N crew come into the 'Ihis is also an interactive process. For cyampic, as we
enforcement conference so ' W they could hear our go through these functional areas, we do operations
comments, which was very e'. wive; I know Jack Nor- first and when we end up two hours later down in main-
ton has used that technique also, tenance and surveillance, something that may have

been ascribed to the operators making a personnel cr-
Enough on the enforcemen"past performance,inte- ror in the plant may really have turned up in final dis-
grated findings, are real!y important. cussions as coming from the maintenance department.

Therefore, because this is an interactive process, we
. 'Ihe SALP process /Figurc 7/, this is our premier inte. will go back and revisit the operations area to integrate
gration technique. It is a board, a committee review, that finding in the appropriate area.
that consists of seven or more peopic. A significant, ,

number of SES managers, senior agency managers, not 1hc integration can also be done in a vertical direction.

only from the region but from NRR, participate on this If you look at the first column, management involve.
board. ment-which may not appear as a rating to you but I

,

can guarantee you that I use it and I know others use it.

A unique feature of the SALP process, which Hert When you go down that first column of management

Davis, if any of you heard his talk this morning, com. involvement in that matrix and you find the integrated

mented on also, is that it incorporates subjective find, findings for several plant departments-operations,
ings.Therefr,re, it is not a perfect process. We do have rad con [ radiological controls), and EP-have a rating

our own views and that ends tip as an agency view. If of Category 3, you have a significant problem in your

you have problems with the process because it is sub- management involvement. I can tellyou that if a vice

jective-Ilert made this comment and I will reiterate it P. resident came in and he did not have a badge at the
and I am sure every regional administrater in the 8'IC' I would list him as a threc right there on manage-

ment myolvement..

agency will tell you the same thing: we do expect you to
tell us where you think we are wrong. You have to have
some logical basis for that; we do catertain such objec- I want to focus on a couple of areas that have gotten a

tions, and we incorporate them in the final SALP re- lot of attention: engineering and techmcal support. We
have a lot of findings lately in that area. This is prob-port,
ably, I would guess, one of our biggest problem areas
n w. Jack Martin touched on ityesterday. He discussedThe basic difference is that the SALP process does in- it at length. Tony Gody mentioned it in his findings. If

,

corporate subjective findings.1 hey do get rolled in
there. Again, thisis where those soft fir. dings come into any of you heard the maintenance presentation, much

of the mam, tenance program came out pretty good on
E; Y*

these maintenance team inspections, but one area that
w s flawed was the technical support for the mainte-

The next slide /Fgurc 8/ please. nance department.Therefore, if you are paying atten-
tion to these other speakers, a word to the wise is suffi-

When we do the SALP, it ends up as a seven by-seven cient. You go back home and you look at your
matrix. We take each functional area related to operat' engineering and technical support parts, you had bet-
ing the plant and put them in one column, and on the ter pay some attention to them.They are really going to
other axis, we list the criteria to be evaluated for cach get looked at in our inspections and our SALPs.
one of those areas. When the board meets to discuss
the SALP and go over each area, they will fill in that In Region 2, I have already told the staff that we will be

,

l matrix. inspecting engineering departments, not engineering
'

The final integrated value will appear in the S ALP re-

| port on the horizontal integration by functional area. One example in that area from when we were working
I We will rate you as a Category 1,2, or 3. I am not going on the1VA recovery effort-Gene Imbro did the basic
( to go into those. Bert discussed them earlier this morn- inspections for us on the integrated design inspec-

mg- tion-we found all of those problems that Jack Martin
| talked about and we found them in spades. We found
| The integration process includes inspection findings, thoumnds of calculations that were missing; the calcu.
.

NRR inputs, and subjective findings of the staff and lations on supports were thrown out because there was
| managers. We do get input from AI!OD; we do get the lack of engineering.
| performance indicators; and we do look at them. All of

those sources of information arc integrated into a find- Every station we have ever h>oked at with regard to
ing for each functional area.That is the horizontal inte- configuration control and growth on structures and
gration and that is the one you see in the report. electrical buses has had a problem.There has not been
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!, a station yet Ihat has come away clean on configuration 'Ihey are in thi', matrix. You may not recognize them,
t management and load growth on the buses. If you have but if you sit down and try to piece those two together,
'' not looked at those,you should look at them, you will find they are all there. When we look at you .

through the S ALP process, we are really looking at the ,

Those are the kinds of experiences Ihat are going to get culture of the organization. '|
- factored into these SALP ratings. "Ihc last SALP we :

did in the region came out a three, very clearly You Let me put one other slide /Tipac 9/ up here quickly. ]
ought to be looking at those and you ought to look at
safety assessment and quality verification. The safety 'lhis is an integration of SALP findings over a 5-year
assessment that is your self assessments, are a signifi. period. Does anything look strange about that chart?
cant factor and that is tied directly into quality verifica. What do you sec mostly on there? .'threcs? Did some- ,

tion. T ou need to look at them. tody say three? You better be right. Just look at the
threes on that chart.

If you get level twos-I looked at a SALP recently in
which the licensee had mostly Category 2 ratings. fic "Ihese are actual figures. I did not make them up. I took

had one Category 1. I talked with the staff about the the name off, but you can find out who it is because

past history of this particular licensec.'Ihey said,"oh, there is only one like this. If you go horinmtally across

well, Stu, he's been a two performer for years." My the chart and you look at those time penods, you will

question was, why is he just staying a two? 'lhe staff's see that the first one back in the 1980s had 20 percent

view-and this was based on interviews with licensee of those ratmgs as threcs; the next t,me penod,40 per- -i

managers-was that this licensec did not want to be a cent of them were threcs; the next one was 50 percent,

number one. That licensee, one of the utility people, and then 60 percent and then 70 percent.'Ihat is abso-

had told me he wanted to be a number one when I lutely atrocious.
, '

asked him. llut the staff was getting different feedback.
Why did that licensee not want to be a number one? I know what you are going to say: "Well, NRC, why

Perhaps, because he wac afraid of all the publicity and didn t you do something?" We did do something, even-
,

that the other utilitics would know he was a number tuaHy.

one and they would come and hire his good managers
away. I am serious; that is nght. If you look at that column vertically, there was not one

bit ofimprovement in that management in the opera-
'

Let me tell ou thou8 ,1f ou want to be a number two' threes [ca. h a hear pcM &cy had 2 pacmt
ns a

Y h Y m operations. Look at rad con [radiologi at con-
you are not going to stay a number two, you are going to trols]. 80 percent were threes. Maintenance did not do
end up a number three. llecause, as they mentioned too badly, they were only 60 percent threcs; security 60yesterday, it is an evolving standard. I'wo is not good

,

percent; and QA had 100 percent Category 3 ratingsenough. You constantly have to work for number one. over a 5 year period.
"Ihc more margin you have from Category 3 to 1-and
by the way, three is not an unacceptable rating. If you Where do you think that plant is today? Anybody want
are really a bad guy, you know, we shut you down. llow- to guess?
cver, with a Category 3 rating, you do not have much
margin left. You are right on the edge. You are the
ones living on the edge if you have a bunch of threes. Y"3C':

You are about ready to flop over when you have a prob- Shut down.
Iem because there is no margm foryou to pick it up, and
that is directly related to that comment I made before, i

past performance. Mr. Ebneler:

You better believe it.
Random errors and significant enforcement actions
can be accommodated by past performance if you have

g".C',
margin. Ilowever, when you are operating in the three '

level, you do not have any margin left. Ilow long?

One item that comes out of this matrix is the culture of Mr. Ebneter:
the organization. Tom Murley's chart on Plant A nnd
Plant 11, I want to make sure you all see that: I did not it has been shut down since 1985.

| make one one, but if you did not see it, you ought to go
| hmk it up. That is really a culture chart. All of those I do not think that I need to tell you any more experi-
| characteristics in Murley's culture chart are in here. ences with regard to some level threes. Pretty bad.
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Well, that is enough. Someixxly said this is not church, why doesn't he have the ' Attitude' pin on?" Jack said
.'t and I guessyou think I have been preaching to you. Ilut he would check.

,

n seriously, the integration of the findings is important to' t

us and to you, in lxith enforcement and in the SALP 'lhat is all I have. If anytxxly has questions, they can put
rating, particularly in the sal.P ratings. If you get them on the cards. Do you want to take questions nowX

threcs, you will get more inspections because our pre- or later?
'sent program does require that we look closer, if you

H get ones, as lirank and lired talked about, you will be, if Mr. Gillespie: !
. you get mostly Category I ratings, you will be up in the
core inspection program, and we will reduce our in. We are not willing to take questions now because we ;

spection effort. Now, I do not need to tell you, or I are running a little late. Mr. Haughney is going to talk
,

should not need to tell you, the more we inspect, the' about special team inspections. We let Stu carry on ;

more we find. The' more findings we have to inte. longer than we had intended, so we are going to march ,

grate-guess what? 'the more inspections we do.'the right through these,
.,

more inspections, the more findings. You are in this ;

vicious cycle. Where does it end up? 11 cnds up right Spwial Team luspections
where that other plant was unlessyou can correct your '

problems quickly, through go(xl self assesnments and Mr. Charles J. Ilaughney:
"

good root-cause analysis and gmxl management in-
_

ivolvements. All right, I am going to start, Good afternoon, I am
.

. .

Charley llaughncy, Chief of the Special Inspection '

Ifyou want a little better, a clearer definition of it, and I Ilranch.This is a group in the Office of Nuclear Reac- <

: was in the Office of Special Projects for a white-any- tor Regulation. It is a new entity as a result of our
lxxly from Comanche Peak in here?. There are a cou. Spring 1987 merging of the oldOffice of Inspection
ple. Anylxxly from TVA in here? There are a couple. and linforcement with the statutorily required Office !

. Any.of you who want a clearer idea, talk to those peo. of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.'
' pie after this meeting.

Ot.r functions are steeped in history and go back even

Do you know how many inspectors we had at Com- before TMI to the performance-appraisal-team days,

anche Peak? Anybody want to guess? We had 15 to 17 the construction-apprmsal team days, the mtegrated . ,

full. time inspectors at Comanche Peak, full time. I design mspections, and some other fonJ teams that <

nican, t hey are sitting in your buildings, walking around some of us remember very well. ;

. your plant, every day.
In 1989 my branch has been doing three principal types !
of inspections / Figure 1/. They have been alluded to

At Sequoyah, we had five full-time resident inspectors, earlier todayand i am gomg to briefly talk about them. I
' four full time contractors supplementing ihem, and at'

think most of you are frmhar with the types, but just to
least one team inspection per week. set the stage, I will spend a few minutes on those.

IIfyou think we are picking on you in an outage or some' If you need more details, I can talk about how you c m
thing, think again because you never want to get to the get that from me or some of my staff members. *

' place where these other utilities have been. They are
recovering. Do not take me wrong, but it really is a bur- Incidentally, we occasionally do other types of inspec-
den on the licensce:it is a burden on our staff, we rcally tions at the behest ef senior NRR and regional man-
pet a lot of resources into these facilities, agement. l'or instance, this last summer, on short no-

tice, my branch led and conducted 13 emergency 4
,

linough said. I just want 'o make one last comment operating procedurc inspections at ilWR facilitics with ;
'

about a plant culture: I talked with Jack Carey this Mark I containments. We had that donc in about five
' morning. Jack Carey is senior executive out at Ileaver months to satisfy a particular interest on the part of '

Vaticy. lie had a little pin on, and it said " Attitude." Dr. Murtcy. We are out of that business for now, but
' Safety culture is attitude. And let me tell you, we can every nowand then we get a tap on the shoulder. As far +

pretty much get the pulse of yourattitude. You see it in as I am concerned, we respond as quickly as we can and
a lot of different things out there at the plants: you can still do a good job.

j see it in maintenance practices, badging practices, you
, can see the attitude. May I have the second s|ide /Hgure 2/ p! case.
1.

L lt was rather interesting because one of Jack's senior The first of the three principalinspections that are on
' managers was right behind him.and l asked Jack,"well, my plate focus on the most important aspects of any
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b plant opetkms. We have coined the neionym Now having said that, I will not say it is necessarily our 'l
j "OSTI.'' for oper:tional safety team inspection. Re- best inspection technique. For one thing, it does not j

gion 2 has adopic , that as its term that it uses for simi- necessarih look at attit udinal issues. Ilowever, to get to <

hr inspections. I must c(mfess some of the other re- the lurkin unreviewed safety question, th's is the best |.

, - g!vis are still creating a few other terms for some fairly way I know (f how to do that today. Of course, it is a |

i similar inspections, but I will not debate the team in- deep, vertical sticc of a single safety syst em.~lhat is a bit |
spection naming issue in this forum. of a sirnplification because we will look at supporting :

'

systems that feed that safety system.
Very quickly, the principal technique we use is direct

-
.

observation of aethities in the cont ol room and in the I,or instance, if wr would pick emergersey clectric
|L

.

plant. We do this usually with round4he-clock cover, power, we will look at room cooling for the batteries. |
age and when we do the round the clock coverage, we the swi:ch gear rooms, the dicscl, and those are cer. '

will put about three to four people on the team on shift tainly mechanical systems. We will take diesel cooling *

i

L work for typically about a 72 hour perird, usually on all the way tock to the ultimate heat sink, but =c will
Wednesday through Friday of the first weck, not inspect all of senice water. 'Ihat is the kind of ap-

proach we use in our vertical slice.

We will av,u | that and maybe just do deep back thift .lhere arc other key aspects of this inspection that ex-coverage, depending on the V of team members and
activities in the plant. M e have sometimet stayed on pand t eyond engineering. We get into the opcrations

a tM thetivities that support that systemt theseshift work for eight days. We have seen startups, shut-
downs, all kinds of interesting thmgs. % e have never include the surveillance tests, the normal system oper.

'

ating procedurcs, the abnormal operating procedurcs,ast cd that anything be donc specially for us, but there the annunciator procedures, et cetera, et cetera- !is just routine survedlance and maintenance activities
and penal c problems that might arise in the day to- maintenance similarly.

~

day running of the plant that you de:,1 with a!! the time. Ily using this vertical slice technique, we avoid the clas- :We observe those as we can, sic problem that a team inspection used to have, of hav. [
ing to look at maintenance for the whole plant. You can ,

So the focus is on the operations department, but it ex* narrow it so that you can look at all the maintenance :
tends outward into the key support interfaecs. We typ!- work requests done on a single system for the last two
cally will look at mamtenance, engineering, OA, onsite years. You can hiok at every modification done on that ;

and offsite safety review committee activitics, and system for the life of the facility. Ily narrowing your ;

maybe some other things as they support operations sample size, you can get deeper into the fundamental |
,

hioking inward. problems. ;

t
The level of effort for this group is tgically a six to We get into all kinds of interesting interface issues la t

seven person team. Two weeks of onsite activity is the the design area. We will typically pick an A!![ architect / i
most traditional way of doing it. We can vary that. engineer] designed system with a lot of interfaces be- }

cause we are more likely Io come up with issues there.
'

In addition to that, we will have, of course, some up. *lhat is nnt ncressarily the best choice if you are going .

front prepration time and some post inspection to pick an SSFI to do yourselves. ;
report writing time. For us, this inspection consumes

-

typically about one staff year of total effort. 'lhe level of effort requires a little bigger team than the !

OSTI. We vary the team size depending on system i

The team memb n di be a mix of my people, regional complexity: whether we have some trainees along or ,

people, contractors, anybody who has the talent and not, how much we want to push some buitons and op- ;

meets my standards. emtions, or what have you. So, it is a bit larger.

The time on site v 11 vary depending on a whole lot of
Next slide /figurc J/. factors such as where is the engineering office related !

,

. to the site and how much travel would we have to do ;

Well, th. .is inspection, of course, is probably one of my and that sort of thing. If you examine our inspection re. I

more famous ones, the safety wstem functionalinspec- ports, which, of course, are all available, you will see
tion, or SSFl. In my view, this particular inspection this sort of variability. We do it for a reason.
technique gives us the most direct safety bang for our ;

buck today. In terms of our nspection man hours ex* Next slide //7gurc 4/ please,
pended, we can get to more fundamental safety issues ;

that would certainly trouble me, and I think trouble '!he third principal type of inspection is the SSOMI
most (J the licensees, the quickest. [ safety systems outage modificati. ins inspection). It has ;

t

!
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not only the most complicated acronym, but it is the in a nutshell, if I had to summari/c the installation and
most complicated inspection for us to do. I think it is testing fmdings that bother me the most, I would say
the most complicated inspection for you to receive as that we still see many of the same problems we would j
well because it is intensely involved in outage activitics, often see at construction sites years ago and at operat. |
To da it right, we cannot avoid being on station during ing sites years ago: personnel tmder pressure in the |
portions of the outage. field making changes without proper cregineering and j

line tranagement review. We observe those problems !

I will agree with the adjective "disruptin," brt I will in spades. ;

also add *necessary," in our view We never used to i

look at outages in any depth: I think that was a mistake Now, when we maw note of it, it gets fixed. When we :

from a safety standpoint. Now we do, once in awhile. pnnt it out,1 hwe found that most of the management
at the sites get upset and start lookmg more carefully
themsch es.That is wonderful, but we are not at every >

*lhis is a multiphased inspection. In the first phase, we plant during every outage. So please take my perspec. i

will look at the modification packages that you are go. tive and think about it. :
ing to do in cycle 6 outage, or whatever is coming up. |

'this is a bigger inspecti:m effort, We may have up ,o !

You know what happens most of the time? We cannot three, sometimes four teams, because sometimes we !

do that inspection before the outage. You knew why? have a procurement phase. We have probably only i

'Ihe engineering packages are rot ready. You know donc that almut 25 percent of the time in any depth, j
what? Most of them are not ready until halfway We will lir k procurement sometimes with the design ;

through the outage.~1 hat reminds me of construct on phase with a couple of pmple. We sometimes send thei ,

plants that used to have problems: We keep doing as. procurement inspectors out to the vendors. We can tal. |
builts and redo the calculations, and hope it will work lor this inspection in all kinds of ways. Sometimes we !

out the way the craft managed to install it.*lhat is bad combine the installation and test phases into one |
news. A lot of peopic are trying to get away from that 2 wcek inspection, or two 1. weck segments, particu. (

and I recommend it heartily: Get that enginctring larly for the smaller outages such as your typical six. to
donc carly, and then your field changes that you have to cight. weck refueling outape, which has a reblively f
make will be more modest and narrower and easier to modest modification package.'lhat is the SSOMI. ;

control, t

I have a confession to make: We have not articulated, i
other I h*m in the inspection reports, out thinking about ;

When we are done with the design inspection, the w. how we do these mspections. We have been staying off ;ond phase will be a direct observation of fictd activities, the road a littic bit in 1989 and some of my crackerjack !We will h>ok at the craft. We will c(mcentrate on instal.
lation of modifications. We also will look at mainte. inspectors have been putting do,wn on paper some

-

nm detaHs of how to do these mspectmns. We are
nance on the big jobs that are in progress at that out.
age, whatever strikes our fancy. We also will look at alut to pmWde W.phpk and W &bdon sm ,

. . in fact, we already have given them at least one pro.
some jobs that are not high on the plant manager'slist cedure. I would say by the end of the summer,if we do
of things to watch every day in an outage. When we go

npt spend um much time on the road, which may cometo sites where they are doing IlWil pipe replacement ,ww pu s nt p n anual ;or replacing steam generators, we note that those jobs Im aH to su-the 1% don inspdon puches ;get all kinds of attention. llowever, when we go Io a Stc on , th W, and & NE May tuned
during a really big outage like that, we may concentrate ,

on the ones m the middle of the plant manager's list I would like to shift gears.1 have talked about the three f
because those are often safety related, important to inspections. If you have questions,you can buttonhole !
safety, very important, and are not getting as much at. me later or call me on the telephone, although I am al. !

tention. ~1 hat is my way of thinking. I suggest that per. most never there; I am usually on the road; talk to my !
haps you think about it too, il you ate myolved m, a big people; they know the procedure.

'

outage,

let me have the next slide /Hgurc 3/.
We kiok at testing. 'this is one area that is difficult; we 7

have not been able to look at it often as I would like. You may wonder: "llow do I get so lucky to have
Perhaps partly because we are thcre, but the testing is llaughney call me up on thu phone and say, I'm com. !

often delayed and we have got to finish up some time, ing?" lircquently the region initiates these inspections. i

We have not been able to see as much of the post. One of the regions will have an issue at a plant and re. |

outage tening as we would like, but we have secu quest to have an outage inspection donc, or feel they ',
en9 ugh. need a new, fresh pair of eyes to I iok at the operations .

.
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1 at this plant. We will mme and do an OSI'I. Perhaps a 'the bottorn line, thopph, is in the first bullett and I cim- t

p regi<m is not very happy wit h the performance of X YZ not emphasite that ollen enough. *lhis is very impor- |
L spiem, and it will request that we bring some of your tant, and it is not just my view. We really do encourage j
L crackerjack people out to shake things up with the your thorough, technical i.cif askessments. Perhaps -)SSI't, some of these three techniques that we have developed i

<

y could be usefut to you. 'that igour decision. Probably
f

Similarly, the licensing half of NRR muy occasionally, exactly the way you do roomethmg that will not exactly -
f ' and as the office has t|ecn integrated with the inspec, fit your staton, so think noout it carclully and plan
h tors, this happens more and more frequently, they may what is right foryou,

trigger a similar series of questions.
.lhe reason 1 feel that way is you have a lot more peo

1- ple. fly "you," I mean the whole collective n uclear com-
!! is rare now that I will go to a plant because I feel like
it. We used to do that. We used to rummage through

munity, including the contractors and the AEs and any.,

|

N,dy that perhaps may help you.'the industry has an
L the I.ERs and the sal .ps and figure out a likely candi* incredible safety resource leverage that we cannotb date and call people up in the region and NRR. They touch, w hich includes the very fine people ttat pope-

usually would not like that call very much, but we would late all of your stations. I have yet to be at a station even3

E forec our way through, call one of you and away we in deep troubic where I have not found some real super
would go. That does not happen very often. Stars.

The team, are led by either my staff or the regional of. We would much rather you uncovered the safety prob-
fice because I have been under extreme and apropri. Icms first. It is an opportunity for you to discover ther

'

ate pressure to export this technology to the regional madvertent, unreviewed safety question,it may be the
' offices. 'the regional offices arc starting to do the in. tesult of an installation through a change in the facility,
spections, and I think they are doing a pretty good job. or, perhaps, the original design, it has never been de-

L We usually are involved to some extent. I like 1o always tected carm,q normal operations, and it did not show up
[. have one of my statf members, if not tmditional con. in rome exotic pre-operational or startup test, but that''

tractors, as a member of a regional team, and we can safety question is sittmg out there at the edge o 'hc de.r

usually do that. In fact, I will usually try to go to the exit sign envelope of that system, as it exists today in that
meeting if I am not some place else, plant, ready to bite you if you get in a compicx event,

i. Yesterday there was an interesting exchange about
! You also might get chosen for an inspection through how much is enough and enough is not enough. I am a
: the senior management meeting process. There have

been three or four inspections from that source smee f rm believerin any endeavorin human society,includ-
ing farming or hair dressing or whatever it might be,we reorganized. One time my entire agenda for the baseball, but certainly nuclear power plants ye1 must

next six months was by request of the ilirectors from the
keep striving for better. I personally feel that nuclear is

,

semor management meeting: another time none of my
j, activities were, a fine way to rnake electricity, but if we do not under-

stand it and treat it with respect, it can do all kinds of
!. damage nationwide. We need to find and get after the
L 'lypleally, one to three or four, particular key inspec- problems.

tions, are explicitly directed by the senior managers. It
i is wonderful, I would just as soon do it, although it is a In recognition of the staff's view that these self-
g little disruptive for planning purposes, but it makes life assessments are crucial, there is a bullet missing from
0 interesting.'that is how a licensee can get chosen for an this chart. A few months ago our lawyers made a rather

[' inspection, significtml change to 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, the
g enforcement policy. That change allowed for codified
I Next slide /Hgurc 6/. exercise of regulatory discretion in the enforcement
k arena for self. identified problems that you may come
E up with Ihrough a meaningful self assessment. I am not
p .ihis is more for my views of what the utilities are doing* an expert on all Ihe subtleties of Part 2,but Mr. Lieber-

I will give you 13 littic preamble. I myself have notm man-1 have seen him around here--would be de-E
'

. hioked at a utility conducted self assessment in any
; great depth at any facility although I have stacks of re- lighted to discuss that in detail with you. Of course, we
l' ports that you have shared with regional offices. Re- are still implementing that newly changed polig.

gion V, wit h some of my people. did a detailed review of The last slide /Dgwc 7/.
some self conducted SSl'Is and SSOM!s at one West
Coast plant just last winter. I have not personally ad a 'lhis chart involves what I think constitutes self-

K chance to even talk about how it went. assessment excellence.17irst of all. technically sound
3
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issues are developed and resoh ed. I have seen a num. Diagnostic Team inspections '

ber of Stations w here the issues are developed and they |
sit for conective action and they do not get worked on Mr. Stuart D. Itubin:
for a variety of rcas<ms-some of them execilent. Ilow-
ever, it causes real frustration on the part of the staff |Mr. Spessard's paper is being presented by i

that has wor ked on that self-assessment and those who Mr, Rubin.] |

are respcmsible for (vtreeting it. It is a tough manage- ,

ment problem, but if you do a crackerjack job on the it hioks like all of the sal.P Category 1 plant repre- !,

first 90 percent, why forget the last 107 sentatives have kind of left the room. 'Ihey probably [
think that this is not applicable to them, anci they arc

'lhe other thing is the training leverage for your staffs. probably right. j
tIf you do these self assessmentr, get your key people

involved as best you can, link them up with some out. First, I wtmid like to explain what the diagnostic cvalu-

side experts. Ilowever, do not have a etmtractor give ation program actually consists of, explain w hat a diag.
,

'

; you a bunch of glossy three ring binders that are going nosuc evaluation is, what our program objectives are. |

to sit on a shelf and not doyou any pod.~that is useless: and finally the special features of a diagnostic in terms

it is a waste of moneyt and it does not enhance safety, of how it compares to other NRC team inspections. [
Now that is my personal view, but I think that I can back
it up. With regard to the evaluation process itself, I would |

hke to briefly go through how a plant is selected, the
evaluation areas that we consider, the planning andNext, root-amse determination-my own view is that

sometimes that is a bit of an abused buzz word, but prepamdons that arc involved as well as the evaluation ,

'
needicss to say, it is nice to find out what really caused secluen:c, and finally, how we communicate our re-

Wts. I would like to talk about the results to date m ;the problem ~lhere are also contributmg causes along general terms and try to sum up with some ccmclusion8 ,

the way that can spider their way throughout the or- on the effeeWeness of the program. .

ganization and cause other problems. At any rate, es
Lyou do a deeper analysis into the reasons of whatever .lhe slide //rgure 1/ please,issue has come to the plate, that is where I think you

can get the biggest mileage out of these self- . . >

A diagnosu.e evaluation is a broad based independentassessments. For God's sake, do not merely coirect the evaluation of licensee and plant safety rcrformance. Il
'

symptoms. 'the bottom line is a very good phrase from C"C""PMSC8 techmcal, propremmatic, management,10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 11, that is, "ccrrective action .

to prevent recurrence." We must learn from our mis- and orgamzational aspects. ;
i

takes, and we must go onward. linough is never t
.N next sHde /h.gurr2/. |enough. 'lhat phrase, as I thought about it over the

.
iyears, has given me an encyclopedia of ideas to help

In terms of our objectives, we provide the agency,s sen- i

find the path to excellence. I hope it serves you as well.
ior managers with an unproved understanding of licen- !

'lhank you,
see safety performance to guide appropriate regulatory ;

action. We give them an up to-date snapshot of plant ;

Mr. Gillesple: performance at that time. Second, we provide a fresh, |

t kg at f* pant pehmanec, h@
in pen

Are there any questions for Chartic? I know that he NI" "U"" P"d** "" "# " i
.nd/or his teams have shown at a number of sites. Now

.
mvolved with the plant before to any great extent.% e '

is the charice to put him on the spot. evaluate the effcetiveness of the licensec's programs ;

f .

and management practices for achieving and maintain- t

Mr. llaughney: ing a high level of safety performance, l'inally, and 1 .

think most importantly, we determine the probable ;

I am going to hang around for a bit afterwards too. root causes of identified prot.lems that affect plant or !e
organizational performance. Root causes are 'ery im- !

Mr. Gillespic: portant because they enable us to determine whether
'

or not the licensec's or4;oing actions and plans for im- ,

Ilis findings tend to be somewhat controversial at provement arc likely to succeed. it is very important io
!

times. Nothing? Oka,i. If anyone has something that the apercy's senior managers in determining whether

| they want to write down. we do not read the names on or not additional regulatory action is needed. >

the cards. We will be happy to collect some cards. i
l

! 'lhere are a number of special features of a diagnostic .

Iet me now turn to Stu and dhgnostics. that sets it t part from other NRC team inspections.
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First, as I indicated before, the !!DO, Mr. Stello, se. tions. We also brief the involved utility on our evalu-
lects the plant that we visit. '!he lido also approves ation process. On the basis of the review of extensive
the team, as well as the actual plan, that is developed. information co"ected from the licensee and NRC staff
flach plan is different because plant performance briefings regarding the plant's prob! cms and improve-
problems are different, sa cach is tailored to the spe. ment programs, the tearn forms what we call our "regu.
cific needs of the NRC senior managers, latory picture." 'Ihis gives us a good idea poing in of

what the performance issues have been over time, as
The diagnostic team is headed by an NRC senior execu. well as t he actions ongoing that are intended to address
tive managcr.~Ihe team members are also independent those issues.
in the sense that they have not had I.ignificant prior in-
volvement with the plant.'that is, the team members We also make sure that we have an understanding of
have not been significantly involved with the plant's in, NRC senior managers' concerns about the plant, and
spection, liccnsing, or enforcement actions. We also from that, we map out the special areas that need
make extensive use of management consultants as well evaluation, as weil as develop the team itself in terms
as engineering consultants, if engineering support of the requisite experience. 'the team develops de-
problems are evident. tailed evaluation plans for each functional area. Within

those plans, we have previously identified performance

'lhe evaluation is very comprehensive from a perform- issues that we want to better understand, to see if they
are still there or have been fixed.ance standpoint, as opposed to a compliance stand.

point. It cos ers the plant as wcP as the corporate offices 'the plans are also intended to identify new issues soand manligement effwtiveness as well as the assess-
toent of organizational culture and climate. 'that is that we can see how they tie together ar d build a pic-

ture. The objective of our preparations is for the team
typically where we use our management consultants as

to be as w ell informed as it can be without having a bias
well as our team leaders, We do this by conducting ex- or predis[wition as to how it might all come out. When
tensive interwcws 'lypically, we conduct about a hun *
dred interviews from the chairman of the board down

the team arrives at the site, it is fully prepared and
ready to go to work.

to the working level peopic in the plant, and interviews
generally last from one to two hours each. As far as the onsite evaluation sequence is conectned,

it typically covers four weeks. The team is on site usu-
'lhe diagnostic evaluation emphasites root causes and ally for two weeks. We then come back to the office
evaluates, as well, if the NRC was a contributor to any w here we continue our in-office evaluation in terrns of
performance problems. Finally, the 12.DO, Mr. Stello, evaluating our rcsults as well as redefining our plans
transmits the report to the utility, and generally will re- for the third week out. We go out for the additional
quire a response.The !!DO assigns NRC staff followup week to complete our efforts, and then we begin our
actions 1a follow up on any generic or plant specif;c is- actual report preparation phase.
sues.

'the next slide //7gurc SJ shows our e mluation process
I would like to go quickly through the evaluation proc- sequence. We cover our evaluation at four levels, and
ess. 'Ihe process starts with plant selection //igurc J/, we work it from " level one" or step one at the bottom
which evolves from the discussions at the semiannual up, which is hioking at performance issues across the
senior managers meetings. Out of those discussions functional areas. At this icvel, we use proven inspec-
flow senior managers' recommendations to the !!DO, tu n techniques such as reviews of documents and of
and Mr. Stello makes the decision in terms of what completed work and observations of activities in prog-
plant he wants to e,aluatc. ress. 'lhis can include shift training on l! ops, observing |shift activities and turnovers, meintenance and testing

'!he areas covered by a diagnostic closely parallel the activities in progress and so on.

functional areas in the S Al.P program. We typically fo. We do this to identify functional area performance is-
cus on plant operations and operations mterfaces with sues as well as strengths. We then evaluate the licen-
other organizations, such as maintenance, engineering see's technical program documents in terms of theirsupport, and so on. As I mentioned before, we also em-

| phasue management practices and organizational cut overall scope and content and effectiveness of impic-
mentation. That is our " level two." We also hiok forture,

| strenj't hsas well as weaknesses in the documented pro-
grams, and how they contribute to the problems that

Team planning and preparations /tigurc 4/ are very ex- we identified in the first level of our evaluation,
tensive and typically cover six to eight weeks. This in-
cludes a trip to the site as well as the regional office in New " level three" is where we do our assessment of
order to collect information to begin team prepara- manapement and cultural factors and their

NURl!G/CP-0102, Vol. I 6-18
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contribution to the weaknesses that we have identified ment focusing on completing new plants, such that the
in levels one and Iwo 'lhisis where we use our detailed other operating plants did not get adequate attention, ;

formal interviews and obtain input from our rnanage- or highly focusing on things such as TMI action items,i

' ment etmsultants. and completing those, as opposed to addressing their .

; own identified performance inues.
! Management factors would include: goals and objec-

tive setting, pedormance standards, monitoring and A fossil plant attitude. Ily this we mean seeing band aid :

feedback, problem solving and staffing, et cetera. Or, fixes, runnmg equipment until it t reaks, or emphasir- ;
*

ganizational culture would include: worker attitudes, ng short term availability over long term reliability. ,

morale, teamwork, accountability, and so forth. Another one was a lack of clear performance goals this
was a bigger problem at some plants than at others. In- |

| When the interview results are pulled together and effective planning for operations,.a lack of staff operat- (
| cvaluated by our management and organizational spe- mg expenence, a lack of attention to human relations j

cialists and team icaders, the team can develop a rather manen, n'4 corimrate micro management are some r

good picture and detailed mapping of the management other examplcs of root causes for the performance |''
issues and the relationship to the performance prob- P"'blems that we observed. ;

lems, in terms of such things as I:,ck of teamworL, ac* In terms of the performance strengths and improve. [
countability, poor communications, et cetera * ments that we have seen //igurc 9/. We did visit a plant I

with gm,I overall performance. We went to that par-
l'inally, we merge these findings with what we believe ticular plant in an effort to get better calibrated in our !to be the not causes of performance inues that we program, although at the same time there were plant i
have found at levels onc and two, and therefore man- performance issues for that plant that did not seem to '

agement's contribution to those issues. To develop match up with the utility's reputation. We observed i
this, we have nightly team meetings with a lot of team that corporate leadership. oversight, and involvement
synergism and discussions, and tlic picture begms to were clearly there for that particular plant. integrated
emerge after we have been on site for almut a week and plans, which flow from the strategic plan from the
a half. Imard of directors, to the company business pla , and i

then to division level plans with established tasks, ac- r

After compic bg our onsite evaluation, we provide our count ibilities, schedules and measures for feedback !

senior management with a briefing on the results /lig- were other example'
'

urr 6/..We have about a 95 percent good snapshot [within abaut two weeks after we come back. Following Technical staff capabilitics in one organization were -

these briefings, we meet with the utility and present clearly a strength in terms of the corporate support or-
our findings.The team report is then transmitted to the paninition, as well as the engineering staff capabilities. {
lido. Strong management and staff attitudes tewards safety

and managerial and organinitional improvements arc
Foll, sing his review, and any discussions that 1 c may other examples. t

have with the agency senior managers, the !!DO trans- . i

mits the Mport to the licensee. At that point, the docu- One of the Ihmgs that has become ev. dent to us is that ;

ment becomes a public document. 'lypically, the !!DO if a plant 's m trouble, it takes a sigmficant amount of

will requke a response as well as assigning NRC staff time and effort to bring in new managers, reshape the -

t followup actions to the office directors involved and to organization, and change the pohcies to get it out of
,

,
trouble, jthe regional administrator,

,

in terms of the performance weaknessen that we have :
With regard to the results of our effort /Figurc 7/, we seen, strained resources was one problem //7gurc 10/. !
conducted four diagnostic evaluations, and one is cur- Ily this 1 mean that poor performing pl mts have more !

,

rently in progress. One special evaluati m was also work than the staff is capabic of doing in ecs tain areas. i
done at the request of Mr. Stcllo.The plants, as well as Another would be continuing change in the orpaniza- |the dates, as you can see Ihere, are listed for your infor- tional structure, managers or functions. Comn.unica- [mation, and I will aot discuss that further. tions problems and ineffective engineering support are '

a few other examples of weaknesses that cont ributed to
With regard to the results to date,I will talk about some plant or personal perfortnance problems. The sheet
of the root causes of performance problems that we contains a number of other examples that I will not get
have identified //igurr 8/. 'these are just typical; there into here. I

are others.17irst, onc particular plant had been ne- !

g!ceted in favor or other prioritics by utility manage- in addition to the plant specific issues, we some,imes ;

ment, lixamples of this might be corgmrate manage- see what we view as generic issues requiring generic
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staff actions /Dgure ///.'these are handled either gen- Mr. Imbro:
crically, or on a plant specific basis, by the lilX),
through assignments to the office directors or the re- Ihc or six years.
gional administrator. A typical generic staff action
would be for the staff to expedite review on IST pro- Mr, Gillespic:'

grams for pumps and valves. As far as plant-specific ac-
tions go, they are handled on an individual basis either lie will be our last speaker,
by the ofG :e or the region that has been assigned the
action. Reconstitution of Design liases ard Design

Documents
in conclusion /Dgwe 1.'f, I would like to say that the
success and the c!Icctiveness of the program depends Mr. I:ugene b, inihnn
heavily on intense preparation, an experienced team, lhanks.
and good team communications.'the management and
the organizational culture evaluation also enhances I am going to talk today about the reconstitrtion of de-
our root cause assessment. We think that the root * sign bris and design-basis documents.'lhis u mewin-
cause determinations improve our understanding of itiative within NRL. We have been workinyn t';is for
the performance problems, and therefore the likeh- about the last six months.'lhis task really carm, about as
hood for improvement in terms of actions that are pres- a result of the SSl71s and the SOM!s. In many instances,
ently ongomg or planned by that particular utility, and we have iden ified modificctions that have been made
whether additional actions by the NRC are needed, to the plants without sufficien, cugineering basis and,

in some cases, these modifications have compromised
We view this as a proactive program to make sure that the functionality of safe:y systems,
we can head off problems before they become more se-
rious down the road. We have also genere!!y found that Missing documentation appears to be a root cause of
the diagnostic evaluation has confirmed the agency's some of these problems; in fact, we have numeroas in-
senior managers' views on performance that we have stances where this has been the case.
obtained and that they have deliberated on at the sen-
ior managers' meeting. Unretrievab!c documentation, is really just as mech of

a problem, i.e., if you have documentation and it is in-

lastly, the evaluations have been well eceived by the accessible, it is the same as if you did not have it at all,

utilities as well as the agency's senior managers. We 'Ib .itle of this slide /Dgwe If is "What are Design
also believe that these evaluations have contributed to

I)ocuments." I have to confess that we changed our no-the licenrec's action plans for dealing with their per* menclature after visiting the first plant in our survey,formance problems. % hen we h>ok at the perfonnance which I wi|1 discuss a little bit later. *lhe initial title of
{. mdicator data and other s'alf data for the earliest

, the slide was "What are Design Ilasis Documents."
plar.ts, we sec that performance has, in fact, improved .lhere is really a lot of confusion about terminology.at those plants.

if you kiok at 10 Cl R 50.2, there is a definitian for de-
'therefore,I believe that safety has been enhanced on a sign basis which includes system functions and ranges
plant specific basis as a resuh of these evaluations as of controlling parameters as reference bounds for de-
wcil as on a generic basis through staff actions. 'Ihat is sign. 'this definition has generally been interpreted by
all that I have to say. people in the industry to be eqaivalent to the term "de-

sign input".

Mr, Gillespic: 'lherefore, to be more general and not to confuse peo-
ple with design basis documents as we perceive thern

Okay.Thank you, Stu. Any questions for Stu on diag- and as you perceive them, we just took the word "hasis"
nostics? out of the title and referred only to design documents.

I have defined design docements as documents to
Mr. Gillesple: which you can refer to verify that structures. systems,

and components have been d signed to perform their
Gene is going to talk about one of1he major results that identified function. 'lhat is a lot more encompassing
has come out of the SSl'1 inspections over the last three than the definition of design basis in 10 Cl?R 50.2.
years. What we are t rying to get across is that the term destpn

)
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document really encompasses three types of docu- that, when yN change the plars,you can assess the ef.
mento feet of the change on the facility. Obviously, ome you

know the margins and have defined the operating enve-
lirst of all,it encompasses the design inputs and design lope, you have the basis for the 50.59 ev duation.
bases.~those are made up of the the kind of informa-
tion a designer would need w hen he starts with a clean 'lhe third reason design documents are neceu.ary is be.
piece of paper to design a plant. Obviously, you need to cause they form a Ining record of the as-etmfigured
know what the system is supposed to do, You have to plant.*lhat is reaHy important so that you, as an owner,
define the systen, function, which is a des'gn basis. Lnow w hat you have in your facility, why it is there, what

it is doing, and how it was designed. We have seen a lot
I.icensing commitments are also design bases. N1(C of plants-Stu libneter was mentioning Sequoyah be-
regulations at e design bases design inputs.'there is an- fore -that is one such plant, Sequoyah, where they re-
other term under the category of design basis, which is ally did not have a gooJ idea of what they had in the
put engineering practice. That is really a design input facility.'lhat wasone of their major problems: they had
hio because there are a lot of industry atandards, corpo. lost track of the design basis over the years.
raic standards Ali design standards, that are used to
design plants. These engmeering practices are not 1)esign documents are also necessary t.ecause they pro-
mentioned in the l' Salt and are not licensing commit- vide a technical basis for continued operation, I think
ments, but it is obvious that the plant cannt.t be de- that probably a large impetus driving the regeneration
signed without adhering to them. of design. basis documentation is life extension of the

plants.'lhat issue has not been addressed yet, but peo-
In terms of soft findings, which Stu libneter talLed ple in the Office of Research are worLing on a rule, We
about before. I am digressing a little bit. Ilowever, are working with them to factor in the experience we
enany times we will go out and do inspectons and find are getting f rom our site visits.
things that we do not like.1 or example, we U > not think
the calculations are donc right, we do not apec with We became aware of a lot of well intentioned utilities
the assum ptions; these are not nece.wuity a violation of spt nding a lot of dollars trying to reconstitute design-
a regulatory commitment or regulation, but they give basis documents /Hgurc 3/ We felt that,in trying to be
us an uneasy feeling. Typically these items are classi- responsible regulators, we at least owed the industry
fied an unresolved items and we try to follow up on some guidance as to what final product should be, be-
these, but they are not violations or deviations. fore they went out and spent all this money. While we

may be a little late in developing this guidance, we are
To continue on my original path, design documents. doing it. Ilopefully, we will not have any major adverse
You have design inputs and design bases. 'lhat is one effects on wnal people have done.
category.~the nest category of design documents is the
analysis. Once you have the design input,you need to /Agurc 4/
examine it, and that is the analyas, it is what you do
with the inputs to get out the final product, which is de- We have decided that before we can put out any mean.
sign output documents. You have thrce categories of ingful guidarce, we needed to go out and talk to utili-
documents: inputs, analyses, and design outputs. ties. We are doing it on an informal basis. We may visit

,

up to 10 plants. Whethec we do that many is doubtful at
I)esign output documents are facility drawings, pur- this time, but we are poing to visit enough utilities 50
chase specifications Q lists. valve lists, et cetera, liasi- that we can feel comfortable with what the status of the
cally they are the documents that people need to con- industry is in terms of design documents and design
struct and operate the plant. control.

Next slide /Hgme 2/. We tried to take a cross i . ion of plants: we p;cked
plants that are old plants ome plants that are new,

Why are design basis documents necessary, or why are some plants that h. ,'c gone through Slip, to try and get
design documents necessary? l'irst of all, they form the an overall cross ..cction of where the industry stands.
basis for future plant modifications. You need to have a We are collecting information, basically rayself and
starting point before you moddy the plant to know ex- three consultants one in mechamcal systems and op-
aetly, as the accond bullet indicates, what the margins crations, one electrical and MC, and another fellow
are. that h>oks at piping and seismic analysis. We talk to

teth the engineering people and the plant people to
The derign docunient calculations, et cetera, are the get both perspectives. I think the operating people also
rormal startiny point for making the modifications so certainly have irput into what we are trying to do.
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We are trying to first of all determine the availability of ments that affect safety related systems should bc .

design documents: we need to know the types of docu. c mtrolled and probably arc. Ilut all utditics do not nec- I

ments people have and the types of calculations that essarily maintam all the documents or drawings as c m. i
are availabic for people to use as a basis for modifica. figured. In other words, every time you make a modifi.
tions. *lhe first plant we went to was Robinson. Ile- cation, you do not necessarily roll it in and redraft the '

cause they are an old plant and probably started some. drawing. ,

time before Appendix II, they do not have a iarge
|calculational base, but they do have a DilD [ design. 'there is obviously a certain set of drawings that are re.
[Imsis dicumentj reamstitution program. Other and quired for plant operation that are in the control room
;

newer plams we have gonc to, are PP&l,[ Pennsylvania and every tirne you make a modification you probably ;
Power and IJght Co.| and PG&Il | Pacific Gay and should be updating the drawings. In some cases, you !
F.lectric Co.]. llectusc they are relatively new or have might not went to revise a drawing every time a modifi.
gone through an estensive review, they have a real cation is made. Some people are doing that and that is
good Let of calculations. We want the whole gamut. We probably okay Again we are trying to get a feel for what !

w;mt to define the types of dicuments people should ddTerent people are doing in industry so we cim try and
have to define their design, provide at least some guidelines as to w hat you should -

and should not be updating all the time.
We are also hioking into the design-change control
process. We arc trying to look at a modification, or sev. To the best of my recollection, in the thr(c plants we '

eral modifications, and go from cradle to grave, from ha"c surveyed so far, they do maintain all the drawings
inillation of the modification through the design proc. as configured. In other words, every time they make a
ess to how it is iristalled and how it is declared opera. modification, they revise the affected drawings. In
tional, liasically, we want to understand how you utili. some utilitics this occurs betwecn 60 and 90 days oi 120
tics do business when you change a design, days, depending on the level of importnace of the draw. i

mg.

We are looking at not only the engineering, but the in.
.

'

terfaces octween enginecrhg, maintenance, opera. .IhC other thing, as I said before, a. that we are lookings
;

tions, training, and licensing. We felt that, to really un. at circumstances and the time frame m which design.
derstand the engireering modification p r!,; s, wc basis documents should be created, if at all.1 guess "if
needed to hiok at not only the enginecting groug. but at at all"is the operatmg phrase there. We do not expect a
all the people that they interface with, plant that is an old plant to go back and regenerate

every calculation that was ever donc in the design of its .

We started out trying to defmc what design-basi'. dieu- facility. For older plants, t hat would probably cost them
,

ments should be and how they should be controlled, morc to do than it cost to build the plant initially. Ilut
llowever, we are reatly getting into the confirmnion clearly, there are somt design documents that you peo- -,

management area and it is hard to draw a box around pie should have. We hope locome up with guidance to .

just design basis reconstitution. It is all conf'.guration help you decide which types of dicuments you should
management. To rne, design basis documents are re- have had which type of dicuments you do not need to

ally the cornerstone. If you have an adequate set of recmak, ccept hw rn@ that pad of tbyskm m |
design basis dicuments, you really have pretty much stmetum m emnponent.

the key ton good configu ation management progmm.
We me going to talk about the strengths and weak.

.Ihc other thing we arc trying to assess is the utilities nesses of utility-initiated design basis &icument rc..

design basis dicument reconstitution programs We n,nstitution programs.

are poing to understand what they are doing and define
To date, Robinson is the only plant, of the ones we vis-

'

the strengths and weaknesses of the different pro-
ited, that has had a DilD program in place. We expectE 55- ,

to hiok at more utilities that have those types of pro-
grams in place. We intend to not criticize any or praisellow is this going to be amomplished? We intend to any particular utility's program, but just tg and list

issue a NURilO and it is gr.ing to define what we would what we think a good DilD program should have and '

term " good practice." It is not going to contain manda- the types of things that rnay not be necessary or could
tory requirements; we are just trymg to publish our detract.

3

r

views.

Finally, we are poing 1o try and address the adequacy of
We primarily want to address Ihe types of dicumenta- the current NRC reputatioru and industry standards in '

;

tion that should be controlled and maintained as con- this area, in configuration management. *lhe definition *

figured. Just to make that a little bit clearer, all docu. of design basis needs to be revisited sometime, and we
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| are going to look at that and other things to sec that That is really a design change.and it probably should go
L other types of NitC guidance need to be added or back to engineering. Changing the type of grease in a

amended. We have not really done that yet. motor operated valve is a design ba:.is question really
because you are affecting the environmental qualifica-

livery licensec we visit gives us a new outlook and a dif- t'on. Perhaps some peopic in maintenance want to go
ferent perspective.1 am sure that Ihere arc no Iwo utili- out and move some instrument tubing, well, there are
ties that arc doing things exactly the same, it is really, high-energy line break considerations that can be af-
for us and for me personally, a real education to go out fected by that. Severat changes can be mMle in a plant
and talk to different peopic, that really affect the design basis of the plant and op-

crations peoplc should be at least aware of what the de-

We cxpect that the guidance we are going to issuc is go. sign considerations are so that they do not inadvert-

ing to be as nonprescriptive as possible and still be of ently change things that will cause some problem,

some use. In other words, every utiuty has their own
'

Just like oPcrations, enE ncerinE al.m needs to be re-i
needs ant, their own way of domp busmess, and what is sponsive to the plant operating considerations lingi-
good for Carolina 'ower & l.ight is not necessarily
good for l'G&ll and vice versa. Ilowever, there are neers cannot work in a vacum; ney need to go out

there when they do a modification, to walk down the :

some basic things that everylxdy should be doing. We system, to undu tand that the operations people have
are going to try and craf t the guidance in such a way as to hve with it for maybe the next 20 years, anci they have

,to have it be useful so that it does not necessarily nc- to do somethmg that is reasonable fro.n the operations
gate anything you have donc or cause the money you perspective too. Ihcre really has to be mutual respect i
have spcnt to have been spent in vain. and emperation tween the plant staff and engmect- j

"E'We have not really reacned conclusions yet. We have
really only visited three plants. As I said before, we ex- Final slide fligurr 6/, level of design documentatie...
pect to issue a N Ul(IIG; hopefully, it will be out some-
time next spiing. Ilowever, do not hold me to that be- As an interim position, you should have sufficient de- !

cause I think we have taken on a big task, maybe more sign documentation available to support any future j

than we can handic, but we are poing to try and get modification you make to the plant. This has not been i

through it, true in the past, and I am sure this is going to requite f

regeneration of missing documentation. Ilowever, at |

Ntxt slide //7gurc 5/. least for the future, modifications that you intcod to do i
should have sufficient design basis or design documen- j
tation available so that, if we come out and do an SSF1 ;I just wanted to talk a little bit about design authority,

After the OI. is issued. the operating organization gen, or another type of inspection, we nn understand, or a r

crally drives the modifications and maintenance, as it knowledgeable person could u vrstand, what the ;

should be. Ilowever, the engineering organization te. teases are and what the margins are. ;

ally needs to be resp (msible for controlling the plant Just some final thouEhts before I answer some ques-
design. It is my own personal view, that utilities should ,

tions.
have a strong centralized organization, engineering or-
ganization, to control a design. I really think that is the g: rst of all, the question, are DilDs necessary?
key toconfiguratmn management. it has been my expe-
rience in industry over Ihe years that people tend to cut I guess, I do not really know now. I think, f or some utill-
corners on engineering. I think, being an engineer, that ties that arc older utilitics, they are probably necessary
engineering is a wise investment. You have a and may be essential, l'or plants that are newer, that
multibillion-dollar facility, engineering is such a small have inmost a 100. percent calculational base and all
fraction of the cost of operating it, and io nickel and the design documents and they know how to use them.

- dime engineering is penny wise and dollar foolish. maybe they are not necessary. In any case, I thing they
are beneficial for everybody, I think everylvdy should

I think too.just as it is important for engineering to un- think about creating DilDs. llowever, DI:Ds are not a
derstand the design basis, the operating plant staff also substitute for competent experienced engineers; they
needs to understand the design basis and the design are not a substitute for a well-controlled and rt*iev-
considerations. Not necessarily so that plant staff can able set of design documents, an effective design proc-
make design changes, because they probably should essor, and certainly you need to have the personnel
not be domg that, but there are things that operating trained to know where to get the information. A DilD
people can do in terms of modifications and mainte- is not going to be the answer to everylxdy's question or
nance that can violate the design bases, and they can do problems. It can be a raadmap document,it can take a
this unknowingly, l'or example, changing set points. lot of forms.
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I think'that enaciudes what I s to say for now. Mr. Inibow:

Okay. Charlic.t-
! General Questions / Answers
b Mr. Houghney:

Mr. Beihew:
I am hardly a reportability cipert, llowever, I can tell

'lhere wasone question that i received beforc and l will you, we have not changed a single word in 10 CI R
try Io answer it as best I can. It h from Mr. Gill of Duke 50 n or 50.73. 'Ihat is not to say we will not do that
l'ower,if he is still here, someday, but we have not changed them yet.'Ihis is a, ,

; very tough issue, and I do not w mt to dismiss it. I think t

QUESTlON: 'Ib design basis reconstitution ym have to be very cautious almut using an claterate, ;

well executed design basisieconstitution p ;

Imtential excuse for not reportmg somethm,rogram asaprogram will identify many issues that may be re-
g. 'lhat is ;portable, have operability questions, may involve

potential enforcement action. What can be donc "Y "* " " C **
i

,

| to balance keeping the NRC informed yet not
j. burdening limited resources with extensive I.liR Nwid avoid getting virapped up in all the administra-

reportmg and responding to siolations, enforec- Svc bells and whistles, but keep the NRC informed of i

ment actions, tI cetera? what u happening at your station. My own personal i
j- perspective is that the ostrich approach to nuclear !

8ANSWER: I will take a shot at that. Charlic tal sed be* t e su c.
' fore a lit tle bit about the new enforcement policy. liasi- 1;

cally I think it says that anything up to a Level til viola- Yes, sir. !
"

tion can be, I guess the civil penalty can be waived if; ou !,

! can demonstrate that you would not have found this- yogy,.
'

*
that firw of all it was found by a self initiated program
and secondly that you could not have found it in any of I think you may have misint .pteted the question. ;
your normal surveillances or oiher testing or checks -

that you do. Mr. llaughney:

DAs far as the reportability question goes, it a a tough ""Y C E'
one to answer. y .

We talked about it a little bit with Carolina Power & I believe that the ntion, my question also, is that
l.ight 'Ihc discussion we had therc-well, as you arc once something is wntified through a design-basis rc.| , *

going almut recreating design basis documentation. constitution and reports are made and NRC starts this r,

j. you may come to a point where you have a partial pic- almost self perpetuating inspection, more resources - i

ture and at that point you think some'hing is wrong. nrc Jevoted to enforcement conferences and preparing
'

f lowever, as you progress and get the rest of the infor- w.... ,

mation, you find that you really did not have a problem :

at all Should you report at the time that you thought Mr Haughney: [you had a problem? I would say probably not. Ilow-
ever, if you think you have a problem-1 guess what I I think we aic in fact miscommunicating. ;
said to Carolina Power & Light, I guess I will say here-
you probably should inform the region and on an expe. first of all, on the issue of reportability, you have to

.

}
dited basis determine whether or not it is a real prob. talk to some people on the staff that know far riore i

lem or not. If it turns out to be a real problem,you Pave about it ihan I do. I see a bunch of them here in this
to report it, and if it turns out that the problem goes room, some from headquarters, and some from the re-
away, then obvbusly you do not. At ! cast you should gional office. Wayne lamning, if he can raise his harut,
give NRC a heads up as to the fact that you have identi, is with the Operating and livents Analysis 11 ranch. Ile
fied some concern and you arc working on it. etm talk to you about it from the headquarters perspec-

tive. John Jodonce, Regional Deputy Division Director

Did 1 answer that question? from Regpn IV. Ilill llehl, a Deputy Division Director
from Region 11 is in the back of the roota. lhey can give

'

you their views on 50.72 and 50.73 bettet than I c:m. L

Mr. Ilaughney: f

Ilut. I will tell you again, take a Imk at 10 CI R Part 2. i
1 want to add something to this. Appendix C read it for yourself. I have not read it in '

i
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i about Ihree months. Talk to your corporatc legal staff 1ive action was not prompt and complete and effective.,

! and your licensing staff.There is a windo y of opportu- In those cases, we have gonc in and taken enforectnent
nity there to foften the regulatory hammer for these action. '

j, well intentioned, aggressively pursued, very appropri-
; ate at.d effective self. assessment programs. Whether M6 citiesplet

Ihat language is perfected or not,I am not about to de-L .

;' bate it with you, but I think it is a start. We will keep Onc question. Stu Ebneter, arc you hiding in the back?

looking at it.
!' Mr. Ebneter;

incidentally, one other thing. We have started a dia- yes, a
p ' logue with NUM ARC on this design imis reconstitu.

tion issue. It is just begmning and, as you can hear from hir. Gillesple'*
| Genc's presentation, we are still thinkiag ab. at this

'

wholc issue. So this is hardly the end of this whole story. Stu, let me ask you to answer this question frcm a rc--

1

,
'

-We would appreciate your feedback. gional administrator's point of view. -
-

[ GUESTION: In using past performance for miti-
. g g; gig, gating or escalatmg the violation penalty, how'

t m ny yean bac dxs me E conW !
I think you will find that several utilities have embarked
on very, very intensive programs in this area and they -

Mr. Ehneter:
, . have come up with things. I do not think you will find

anyone in the NRC devoted to going in and beatingyou ANSil'ER: 'l\vo years. 'the policy says the last inspec-
. over ye"r head with your own effort. You will be ap- tior, or two years, whichever is greater, i

plauder' sersus beaten to death. I would ask that you

f giver regical administrators more credit than that. Mr. Gillesple:
'

lhe are not going to drag you mto enforcement con. !

I nees over a self initiated effertt truly, we are giving i think we could probably add on to that. If thcre was a'

you credit for it. significimt chanp in management which contributed
to the violation in that 2 year period, consideration

[ I had one question and one comment. would probably bc given to how it hi,} pened. :.

Mr. Ehneter: !

Well, it says you consider it, it does not say that it abso-
We have recently had some experience within Region lutely drives the decision. I would expect that we would

'

.

11 dealir.g with findings from the design-basis reconsti- use some judgment in that, if you go back 2 years, you
tution efforts. Specifically, we have had some dcalings find the utility has had five recurrer.t enforcement ac.

. with Duke on this subject, with Carolina power & tions, or three I.evel 111 enfor ;cment actions, it does !
'

I' l ight. not take much on the part of my judgment to say the j

,.censee has not donc too well in that 2 year period. ;

j i think by and large as long as the issues are communi-

i cated clearly, in the evaluation stage, and at a point You know, if you only have one, you cannot overem. ;

F where th9 engineering gronp says, " hey, we have a phasite tb importanec of taking the past performance ,

problem,"you promptly report that, take prompt cor, and putting it into perspective. Random events, I think i

b rective action to mitigate that issue.*lhen, we wili prob, I mentioned before, if it truly is random and you are a f,.

ably have an enforcement conference because Appen, good performer, you are bound to have some random'
'

dix 2 does require that to take place. If it reaches a situations occur. 'ihey will appear in your history as ;

level severc i.evcilli.under the new enforcement pol. more or less randon events. If you arc a poor per- ;

icy, there is a provision for no issuance of a civil penalty former, it will show up in Ihe sequence, ;

on the basis that this issue came out of a design-basis }

type of program. Mr. Gillespic: j

"'

We do have exa mples. We have a track record that is
being established to demonstrate that, in fact, we are Mr. linghncy- '

'
taking then findings from these programs and soften-
ng the blow of regulatory process. On the other hand. 'lhis reminds me of a presidential press conference, ex-

there arc cxamples where the NRC feels that corree- cept that I have got all of the followup questions on
,

T
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both sides of this card. 'ihis is an excellent series of 'lhe final question is into regulatory space. Does the
questions. Unfortunately to talk atmut them in any de- team consider the requirements of the "backfit rule" i

tail will take cuite awhile, but let me try to go through prior to issuing the SSFI report? The answer is yes,in i
them quickly that we try to carefully describe the findings such as ac-

tive versus passive check valves or other different kinds

OUEST/ON: Are the safety system functional of code growth issues, so that they are in fact described

inspections based upon plant specific design ba- and put on the table m a technical viewpomt. llowever,v
'

3;37 we do not end up the closing sentences of the para-
,

;

graphs with "we think that you must," or "this is a po.
, tential enforcemeni issue,"or that sort of stuff We arc

ANSWER: 'Ihc answer is, shortly, yes, among mat.y very careful almut the wording of those last few sen-
other things. 'the followup to that is a statement: tences to avoid getting into a backfit space. ,

4 "Many reports that I have read,"and of course we send
.

the reports to everybody, "seem to identify cancerns If you disagree with us,10 C171150.109, I think that is !

'

anc recoramendations that go beyond tbc specific li- the right number. is a two way street. Ilowever.1 would icensing basis for the plant." I would agree with that. I suggest to you that you think about my viewpoint on :
would want to caation you that there is a considerab!c this issue. We are all after the same goal, saft plants. !
difference between the licensing basis and the design The real question is, is that design issue worthy of
basis. I would rather not go into all of that here. You change, and not necessarily should we get into some -

'
,

can talk to Genc Imbro, or myself, or a number of other clatmrate backfit analysis and protracted litigation . !
people in tbis room from both the NI(C and other utili* about whether or not this particular item should be
ties on that topic. changed at facility X. I hope that helps answer that very

complex and excellent question in a nutshell.
,

In parentheses after that statement. ''that is applying '

dein concepts of the new plants to the older ones." Mr. lmbro:
"Ihat is really a different issue, and I will give you onc '

,

example: Should check valves be considered passive or i just would like to add something to that. i

active devices for design basis? 'lhat is an issue that we
,

have been wrestling with on a number of plants, and I Mr. llaughney: c

do not want to debate it here today. llut just in general, ;

it gets back to what Gene was referring to as a good en. Yes.
gineering practice, if that check valve lias to reposition !

to perform its safety function, then its testing and de- Mr. Imbro: "

sign basis ought to consider it as an active device an far
as I em concerned Now I am not a designer, but I have Whenwegoout todoadesigninspection westartwith
spent a lot of time operating different plants with a lot the FSAlt. Whatever we find, we just verify it against t

of curies in the corc. If that check valve has got to per, the FSAlt. We are not really out there to backfit or
form some function, I better be corfident that it is go. propose new regulations on you or to bring you up to a ,

ing to work.That goes from design to testing to opera, standard above which you are licensed. If you thin k that ,

tions to rc.tintenance. Otherwise, the thing is useless we are backfitting, please let us know and let the team
and n.ay get me into trouble. leader know when he is out there. Ilut it is not our in- !

tention to do that.

There rnay be a concept that has evolved and improved
in later designs that was r.ot even considered in an older Mr. Ilaughney:
plant. If you want to address it meaningfelly, you could Incidentally, I have never had that brought up as an is-
be talking many megabucks: I know that. That is not an sue in the middle of one of o'ar inspections that we have
issue. When we describe it in our h ports, we say that donein the last twoyears. '

you must change the design basis for 357 check valves,
we will put it on the table foryour consideration.

Mr. Gillespie:

p I will be honest with you. We do not hr've universal If them are no other questions, most of the people here
agreernent within NP.lt about that particular issue. llut will be available at 5:00 at what I willcallthe Diet Coke

'
'

| from my standpoint, it is an operational issue that can. session. In accordance with the fitness-for duty rule, i
not be ignored, there is no alcohol at our sessions. .'

;
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hir, lawrence Shao: hearts. I think that one of the things that you will r,ce,

liefore I start Ihe session, I would like to make one an- though, is that in many cases, the staff is taking a differ-

nounccment. *lhe meeting of 10 CFit 50.59 will take ent approach at bringing these issues to resolution.

place at 2:00 p.m. at the North Carolina Itoom. For ,that is one of the pnnespal focuses that will be empha-
,

sited m these talks. I think this change m the way thatthose who do not know, it is on the second floor,
we go atmut doing our business has been reflected by
what you have heard earlier in this conference; that is,

I am I arry Shao. Director of the Division of lingineer- N MC U N " d " ** N N'*ing and Systems Technology in the Office of Ntx lear the utilities, to take, on more responsibility for theIteactor llegulation. As noted e t your program, I am safety of its plants. It is, agam, a matter of mutual trustthe chairman of this i,ftemo(m's session entitled * Cur-
and professionahtm, both on the part of the staff and

rent Technical Issues. the utility, that would make this a successful approach,

For those who may not know us, t,he Division of lingi- 'this session will be the same as past dessions. As ques-t

r-enng and Systems Technology is the techmeal dm. tions come into your mind, write them on the cards, if
sio n ihat tackles many issues in the area of mechanical you would just raise your hands, collectors will come
engineering, materials engmeenng, che,mical cngi- around and p ( p the questions. After the first five
neenng, ttructura' engineering, and geosciences, reac; papers, we wit. have a 15 minute session of answering
tar systems, plant systems, electrical systems, and I&L your questions.
systems.

So with that,I willintroduce our first speaker Ted Sul.
Today, we have experts here to discuss many im portant livan, who is a section leader in the hicchanical Engi-
issues. Ilowever, as you can see, this podium is small; neering Ilranch. Ted will be talking about inse vice
we cannot have all the speakers up here at one time. testing.
Therefore, this presentation will be given by two sepa-
rate panels. 'lhe first panel is chaired by Jim Inse.mdec Testing
llithardson Jim is the Assistant Director for Engineer-
ing. 'this panel will discuss five technical stibjects that h1r. Edmt.nd Sullivan, Jr.:
have been around for awhile, but they are still ongomg.
'the second panel will be chaired by Ashok'thadani Insenice testingof pumpsand va. fas first explicitly
who is the Assistant Director for Systems liis p mel required in the regulations in 191, m a revision to 10

CFil 50.55a, codes and standards.
will discuss five of the more recent issues.

N" OIlenuse there are so many sg.cakers here, altogether
13, the presentations will be very brief, llowever, time in 1976 and in 1978,1:ie staff issued generic guidance
has been made available for questions at the end of the on inservice testing; this generie guidance was in the ar-
presentations for each panel, cas of format, content and, to some extent scope ofin-

senice testing programs. Up until a couple of weeks
Now, I want to turn the session over to our f'st panel ago, the staff had not issued any other generie guidance
chairman, Jim Itichardson, on insenice testing.

W " 21
First Pancl: Status of Past issues

On April 3rd of this year, we issued Generic letter
hir. James 1(ichardson: 89-N, which is entitled * Guidance on Developing Ac-

'lhank you, larry, Niy name is Jim 1(ichardson. I am the ceptable Insenice Testing Programs." 'lhe codes and
Assistant Director for Engineering.'ihis session is enti- standards rule requires that insenice testing be per-
tied " Status of Past Issues." formed in accordance with Section XI of the AShill

Code, liowever, Section XI was written in a time after

There are certainly issues that have been around in the mar.y of the basic plant designs were completed and it

past. Ily no means should we infer from that that they was written ira a very general way, not written in such a
are issues that have been concluded. I arn sure you will way as to accommodate plant-specific design features,

agree with me that the subjects to be disces: ed are very 'lhus, the writers of the current codes and standards
current and, I am sure, neai and dear to mary of your rule recognized that it would t'c appropriate for the
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staff to grant re!ief to requests for deviations from the un some resources so that we will be able to turn to {
Code, flowever, the flood of relief requests far ex- other iksues and initiatives that we feel need out athtr :

eceded, I think, the eriginal expectations of the rule tion,
!makers
I
,

i 'the third slide /Fijptr J/. '

s- livery 151'linservicc testing] program contains any. -|i- where from 3h o "I relici requests.'the cmics and
1

standards rule res .s that cach program be updated One initiative that wc have under way is a symposium
L every 10 years, wh!ch amounts to approximately one on insen' ice testing that we are wocking on. It is a

.

|
|. pogram coming into our branch every month. In addi- jointly sponsored symposbsm with ASMi!. It is to bc ;

'
1

! tion, licensees frequently revise the programs one or held August I through August 3 at the !!yatt Regency
[ more tirnes during the year intervcL 'lhe net result has Ilotel in Washington, D.C. We are going to be discuss- |
! been a tremendous amount of effort on our part in try- ing issues that are both technical and regulatory in na- !

ing to keep up with this stream of relief requests. We lure. 'lhe format for the symposium WI basically be t
have, at times, applied tremendous amounts of re- presentation of groups of papers followed by panel ses- 1,

L sources to this work and we still have a backlog. sio is. We are hoping that beensees will send both .|
,

!- working level personnel and management personnel.
'

. One of the main purposes of Generic 1.etter 8941 was
to address this problem. The other principal purpose I nave two other initiatives that I would like io touch on o

.
was to address programmatic technical weaknesses briefly. We are comidering the development of a scc- i

p that we have identified frorn doing reviews of programs ond generie letter, the second generic letter would be !
and doing inspections 4t plants,'the generic letter con- aimed at addressing a number of shortcomings that we !

i

tains 11 positions that are attached to it,'Ihey deal with See in the way IST is currently implemented. 'lhe types i
"

!. Code interpretations, technical specification interpre- of issues that we would like to deal with are basically 'itations that interface with inservice testing, and what scope and method. An example of a scope issuc that we r
we call, acceptable alterrmtives to inservice testing to are concerned with is that the codes and standards rule !
that required by the Code. Interpretations and accept- deals explicitly with ASMl! Code Class pumps and i
able alternatives are wh,'t we have used in the past valves, whereas, there are a lot of other safety related Iwhen doing plant-specific reviews. Ilowever, we Iclt it pumps and valves that are not necessarily falded in un. !
would be appropriate to put this information out in a der that program. An example of a method issue that igenenc way. we are concerned about has to do with rniniflow testing |

of pumps. '1his type of testing gives little information |
'lhere are three poups of plants addressed in the pe. on pump operability in the mnge of interest and may ;:

neric letter.The finit gr oup is plants tha'. have an SliR damage pumps.
issued against their current program. *Ihese plants arc

[

.

specifically identified in the generic letter,
. not need to respond to the generic letter, fmd they do| "Ihe third initiative that I would like to talk about is thatlhe secondc e

group are also identified, and these are plants where we are considering rulemaking. *lhe current rule is

thc sta f has nearly completed work on the Sl!R and it written in the framework of n;potiating indiv:Jual re- i
' will bc(is:.ued in the near future, these piants,likemsc,lief requests, We feel, based on our experience, !! at !

,

do not need to respond to the generic letter. The third this method is unworkable and needs to be revampc<l. .

q. group of plants how;cver. arc cxpected to send ir a con- We feel that an integral part of trying to revamp the j
j firmation letter i ilmg that their progmms will, withm Mc would be to issue a regulatory guide that would i

6 months, conform with the generic letter. have a fair amount of detail defining what we consider !

to be acceptable testing pn.ctices and acceptable devia- f,

tions from the Code.
* his is basically n inechanism that we are using to ap- ~ !'

[- prove relief requests that have not been individually !
acted upon by tbc staff up until this time, All plants, in cor clusion, I would like to characteri/c Generic let- ;
regaidless of the:r category,are expceted to review ti.e ter 8941 as a significant step in addressing frequently y
generic letter and ensure that their plant procedures encountered programmatic weaknesses and m provid- y

are consistent with the poshions in the generic letter, ing a mechanism for closing out pending relief re- [
quests. We feel that the other initiatives will put ISTon ;

In May and June of this yor, we are planning to go to a permanently improved hais for assessing the opera- !

cach region to hold meetings svith licensees to du. cuss tional readiness of pumi, wd valves. I
i

the generic letter and to respend to questions. We )

hope the net elfeet of the generic letter is going to save Thank you.
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$ LMr. Ridinedown: 'these appendices address the penonnel and procc- [
'ihankyou Ted.Our next paperisby C Y.Chengwho durc qualificalion for UT[uhrammic testing |. Our con- [

'

J'' :

is the Chief of the Materials lingineering Ilranch. C.Y. cern is that the utilities may not be sufficiently pre- .;
will be talking about inservice inspection. pared to implem-ot those appendices in the future. II

i
r

,

think we ought to consider this particular area now.(-
,,
.,

J laservice Inspedien in the technical area. I want to briefly discuss fout i
items. First is the need for additional information to - .i

;Mr. CWag.Yao Chens: Generic letter 88-01, which involves the H% R

.-|
,

DIhank you ' Jim.1 was told I have only 10 minutes. So i IG SCC [intergran ular st ress corrosion cracking] issues.

- am going to run through this very q'aickly and briefly the genenc etter was issuediastyear,a id man clyou

discuss the inservice inspection ictivities within the have responded to that genenc letter.The staf has re-

NRC.. quested additional information f om llWR lice:. secs :
T with standard and plant speci~ic questions primirily to 1

I would like to discuss the regulatory area of interest facilitate the review,instead of going through a plant- ]'

YP""I6P'# C "d'*' ' *".nt ym to answer the jI
''

and concerns first and then discuss where we were be-
fore in terms of ISI activity, where we are today, and standard questions to verify certam arcas bo that we can ;.

where we are going from here. " ** ' 'C"#" " 'C***8 * ""I I ""I * 'i.sponses. .;
/Dgure 1/ We also have a problem with regard to the number of 'f

- t '

the overlays in the IGSCC area. Some plants have a - 'iin the ISI activity, we are myolved in two areas: the
.

very high percentage of recirculation piping welds ;
. programmatic and technical, in the programmatic overlayed. We are encouraging the utility to consider i
area, a concern of the staff is resourecs for revscwmg the ultimate replacement of the piping. Somcwherc |,

< the ISI program and the relief requests. lloth the NRC betwecn 70-80 percent of the recirculation piping for !
t

' and industry spend a lot of resources m this particular some plants have been overlayed. 'that is an area of '
area since the major revision so regulation was made in '

concern.
1976. Originally, the division required that every 40 t

months the utility had to submit the updated ISI pro- Another arca is the hydrogen addition in mitigating the !
gram, We reviewed those programs, and, obviously, at IGSCC in llWMA. 'Ihc recent experience from operal- |
that time, wc had only a small number of operatin8 ing plants indicatch that perhaps the hydrogen addition

~

plants compared to today, almost a factor of two differ * may not he as effective as we ora, Aally thoright. Wa ni c
'

enec. We and the industry have spent lots of resources evaluating the effectiveness of tiydrogen additions to
in that particular arca, mitigate IGSCC.

We have encountered many relief requests as a result 'lhe next issue is the reactor vessel examinations. fly j
of a utility using its ISI program during a regular outage the way, because of the first Ihree technical issues, it !
and then finding out that it could not meet the Code may sound like only llWRs beve problems. Actually, ~j
requirement.'the utility then v,ould send in lots of re- PWRs have their own prc ccms, too. 'ihe require- !

lief requestsJand some of th:m were rush items. We ments for each interval of reactor vessel examination, j
would have to evaluate the requests on a rush basis, which involves both IlWRs and PWRs, has been j, which would consume other resources within NRC* changed. 'the ASMll Code changed last year to indi- j,,

cate that the 10-year ISI will require all llWRs and *

Another atca that uses a lot of resources is when the PWRs to ).crform a 100-percent inspection for cach in-
utilitics send in the 10.ycar IS.' program. We perform terval. Right now only the first 10-year examination rc.' -

: the review, which, of course, takes some time, llow- quires a 100-percent inspection; the second, third, and ;

/ cver, before we complete the review, the utility may re- fourth 10 year intcavals faly require you to inspect one j
vise its 10-year ISI program. We then have to review circumferential wcld and one axial weld. ;

the revised program. Sometimes the utili'y may revisc j
. the program Iwo or three times during ;he cotac of te 'the next slide please /Agurc 2/. ;

' view. Again, this takes a lot of time. !

On this slide, I have given you some b..ekground as to
Ihc second programmatic area that I show on the where we were before in terms of the ISI activitics.10'

,

viewgraph is implementation. We have a ctmeern right CFR 50.55a(g) was first publi hed in la 71 and required j
"

now with ASMiiSection XI.In 1988,the ASMiimem- each facility to have an IS! program for its plant. As I .

bcrs adopted Appendh 7 to ASMll Section XI, and, I mentioned briefly befoic, there was a major change to |
think, Appendia 8, will come out sometime next year, the regulation in 1976, which required the utility to j

!
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i' update its ISI program every 40 months to me :( what. Mr. Richartison:
! cver the applicable edition and addenda of the Code, .lhank you, C.Y. If once and a while you notice some
! Section XI, was at that time. "Ihe utility had to update tr'ovement up here I am playing hardball with them !

;

' the program, and we had to review those programs, and making them keep their talks to 10 minutes. So,I |

'

<,

Otmously it requird alot of resources to revier those am having to play the heavy, iprograms, in 1979, we changed the rquiation 1. gain. 'r
g Instead of requiring an update every 40 months, we
g. changed it to every 10yo rs, that is the standard today, Our next speaker is Conrad McCracken, who is Chief

i cycry 10 years the utility Iv s to update its ISI program, of the Chemical lingineering liranch. Conrad will bc ;
,

|- Another improvement in this area is that we separated talking on the subject of pipe crosion/ corrosion. !

!
the ISI and IS'l40 that we could speed up our review of .

. the ISI program. Pipe Erosion /Corredon !L

I will now discuss where we are going. I have indicated Mr. Conrad E. McCracken:
{

what we are currently doing in terms of IS1 progrr,m re. lirosion 'mtrosion is an area that both the indust ry and 1
view. Of course, we review to make sure that the utiUty the NRC have been kioking at for a long peritxt of timr ;

is using the correct Code edition and addenda and that !!PRI had developed a program in the early 1960's; the t

i it is propoeing the correct sampling in its program.'lhat NRC had evaluated this problem repeatedly t-fore ,f

is, during every intpection period,40 month period, that. As late as the mid 1980's, we had concluded that itL '

you have to esamine a certain perecntage of the welds, was primarily an operating concern because the major. i
ity of erosion / corrosion problems occurred in two- (

We also review to make sure you have correctly used phase systems.*Ihese problems were not catastrophic ;
the exemption criteria in the Code. Sometimes you failures although t hey did result m outages. 'Ibey werc ,

may misinterpret the exemption criteria and not in, no' com;'licating eventst crosion/ corrosion failures ;
clude in your IS! program a certain category of the typically did not cause any coucquence to safety. ;

w(Ids that should be included in the program. 'those related systems at that time. '

are areas we review, in addition, during the courst of i
/II Fr 1/ (the years, if you have committed to an augmented in- P

spection to meet certain requircraents or regulationt., i
we want to make sure those augmented inspections are in late 1986, there was an vrosion/ corrosion (vent at |

I included in the program: we review that too. the Surry Station in which a catastrophic rupture of an i

18 inch singic phase line occurred. When that oc- '

Where are we going from here? We are thinking per. curred, there were fatalitic.,and injuries to people and i

haps in the future that we are going to turn the review safety 4clated nsems wcrc ahed. We Hrc supp[es. ;

of the ISI prograrn over to the utilitics. We are not go- sion sy>tems were set off,,this resulted in carbon diox.
,

ing to review all the program, nor the ISI relief re- ide entering the control room. Ihme were electrical -

quests. We want you peopic to keep those documents sysums affected: the key card security nstem war dis- ,

at the plant site. Of course,in order to do that, we have abled, which made it very difficult for operators to go j

to make a regulation change. We also have to provide kom place to place and perform their duties. Conse- |

acceptance critcria, guidance and criteria for particu- qucndy, both indt|stry and the NRC decided to reassess
the issue of .osmn/ corrosion. We kioked at several jlar relief requests-is it okay or not okay. You take up

that review responsibihty and decide what you are go- other events that occurred: a coup % are listed on the
,

ing to do. Keep the review documentation r,t the plant slide and there are additional ones given in the paper,I

site, and we will audit it. You will have to certify that T

/0 " 2l9j you are meeting the applicable edition and addenda of
'

the Code and the requirements of the corrent retN!a.
tion. We will select and aucit some plants to see iiyou The conchsion was that we needed to assess the states ;

'e are indeed complying with those requirements. of single phase piping systemsat dilitics. Additionally, |
we needed ta '~,k at two. phase piping nstems at a |

-

# *'"* # " " '
Iissential'7, we are adoPIin8 the certification and audit we had a cooperative program going that was formed by

' '
+

approach. Certification has to come from upper utility NUMARC, EPRI. INPO, and NRC.'Ihc inteat of the |
management and should indicate that t he Code edition program was to make a determination as to how wide-
and addenda are correct and that the requirenients of Fpread the problem was and to get inspections ron. I
the regulation have been me'. '

ducted, if they needed to be conducted md establish
repair critcria or crReria to permit plantsIc. continue to ,

'lhank you. operate. !
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[ 'Ihc program, as it developed, was established under 'the next viewgraph /Tigurr 3/ provides a surrmary of *

the sponsorship of Ihe Nucicar Management and Re- how this program worked,liasically, from Janua y 1987
,

sources Council. It took the ! cad for industry, ensurir; until February 1989, all plants did conduct examina- i

that all plants would look at the progam and would tions of single phase, and in most cases, also, two-
4 make a dcarmination as to whethen they had an phase systeres.*lhey used a program similar to the onc ;
: crosion/airrosion problem. In addition NUMARC developed by !!PRI and NUM ARC, or 6. program that :
I would try to comince these utilities that they needed to they themselves felt was equivalent to that. T

| have a long term program for examination of crosion/ i
i corrosion. 'Ihc guidelines that were put in place did i.how the *. E

there was significant crosion/corrosioa. Conkcquently, !

we issued a buildin in July 1987,in svhich wc requested i
We did make a decishn early on that we would look alllicensees to report to us the results of their examina- [

i, first at single phase piping and then go back and reas' tions for crosion/ corrosion. 'Ihc responses b*.ically |'

sess two phase piping.'lherc alrcady were programs in providcJ past results, which gave us an idea of how !

! place at imwt utilities to address two phase piping al- widespread the problem wal Ily this time, probably 60 -

IIhough they were not coordinated, they were not stand- percen' > the plants had conducted *ome type of ex.,
,

ordized, and people were trying to amduct repairs or amination. -

exammations to different criteria. We felt that stand. !;
'

ardleation would probably be useful. 'Ihc bulletin results were reported in an information f
notice in April 1988. It basically concluded that all

'the Electric Power Research Institute set about devel- plants had reported crosion/ corrosion in two phase ;

oping a treans of standardizing the program. It devel- systems, and a segmDeant luion,of the plants were re- ;
rumon in smgk phasc systems.

,

oped a computer nWe that basically took the factorsaf. .lwting enson@hevedIhatitwasalong termproblem
,

erefore, we be {fccting crosion/cormslon ard developed a method to
inspect for erosion / corrosion. Using the compulcr that would contmue m exist because the system condi. |
axic, a utility could make an assessment of the various tiom mat existed were not gomg to change shortly, To .

hications in its plani that are susceptible to crov,sr./ get rid of the problem wwld require design changes to |
corrosion and prioritlic those that are the most suscep- the pipmg, materials changes that would be long term,

tible, thereby redue ig the amount ofinscrsice inspec- there are some chemistry changes that have been im- ;

somethm.ted thai could improve the system, but st is notjE "C"tion that had to be c mducted to get to the kications of
g ihat wiP. So away by a simple change. It is go. ;concern. lhat pmgram has subsequently been devel-

*

oped further and it now includes two phase systems. mg to be with us for a long time. ;

!!PRI issued that part of the pregram this month. A particular concern is that crosion/ corrosion is very
susceptible to chemistry conditions, and some people j

'the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) arc in the process of changing chemistry. Ilowever, you
'

,

pmgram, it issued an INPO SOliR [significant operat. may be gmxl today, but if you make a chemistry changc
ing event report), which is the basis for continuing tomorrow, you could be in trouble 18 months from ;

audits through INPO. !NPO is investigating and exam. now. We felt that on that basis, we had to look a little ;

ining each utility as it goes oct to see what the licensce's further at the individual plants. [
inspection program looks like: the corrective action :

the licensec is using what kind of criteria, and what the We conducted an inspection of 10 different plants.'Ihis -

licensee is doing to enstre against rupt unes in both sin, was an audit type inspection. We did not do what the
,

gic and two-phase sys' ems. NRC would typically have donc in the past, which was
require everybody to respond and then review the pa- -

'per. We decided we would be better off reviewing the
'the NRC's role,in the majority of this pmcess, was to plants. i

review what waF:ing done by industry. We did that on
an expedited basis. Wc reviewed whatever industry With regard to the 10 plants that we inspected, we werc j
would provide. We had numerous meetings with thern satisfied that they had donc an outstanding job in im- ;
to ensure that they knew they were taking a direction plementing the program the first time around.*Ihc first< ,

that we agreed with. We would address this simply by kiok, the first assessment, the first attempt at repairs,
written documentation as we went through each :,tege everybody had donc an outstanding job. What we did
of the pixess, stating that we reviewed this and we not find was documentation to support continuation of
concurred-we think it is adequate to do the job 'this the process. We found that in most cases, somebody
way industry knew that they had NRC concurrence, had donc the work. 'there was normally one engineer
and we were not going to come to the back door later on who had been assigned the lead, and Ihat individual had
to second guess them. told people how to do it, lie had procedures that he .
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knew should be used, and they were being used. 'lhe all the plants in accordance with the rule,10 CI'It
first round of examir.ations were great, but if that per- 50.62. That is the objecthe of this program,
son happened to leave, you would have lost a lot of the
corporate histc;y. In many cases, you would not know Just a quick reminder of the requircracnts of the
what )our new baseline should be from the last exami- N!WS, which are shown on this viewgraph /Dgure 1/,
nations you conducted. l'or boiling water scactors, the automatie |alterrate]

rod insertion (Alti) system, recir<:ulation pump trip,
'lhere were about five plants that were in the process ol and an opgrade for the standby electric control systern

a plan 'o develop long term programs. *lhose utihties are required. Cl! |(. ombustion lingineerii.,] an't il& W
were going 'o pu in long term programs of their own |llabcock & Wilcox} plants are required to have a di-

.

vohtion that would have assured c(mtinued examinati- Verse scram system inqalled as well as diserse actua-

on. Ilowever, the other ones did nt . have plans for a tion of auxiliary feedwater and actuation of turbine
.

long-term prognan. We audited by telephone a few ad- trip. In Westinghouse plants, diverse actuation of aux-
ditional plants and again found the s:une thing: sort of ihary feedwater and turbine trip, commonly called
a inixed bag, that some people did or did not plan to put AMSAC, is required.
in long term written procedures.

Just to reflect a Eccond on the chronolopy here to put
things in perspective /Dgurc 2/,'ihe rule was issued in%,e deciled, based on ti.e lack of commitment across
the summer of 1984; and, of course, the QA guidance

mdustiy, that someth.ag w;as ueeded to have lor';'- talking about maintenance aa * juality assurance of
tsrm, written procedures, the evidence shows that these systems was issued shortiv afte .. it.
crosion/ corrosion is going to be a long term problem

.

that must be addressed, we needed to do somcthing as Considerable resoun were assigned by the industiy
an agency to ensure that all plants would do that, to design these systems. Topical reports were sub. nit-
therefore, we prepared a generic letter that would re* ted in the 1985-1986 time frame. N1(C reviews for
quire all plants to submit a document stating that they Westinghouse began in the 1986 time frame. 'lhe
have, in fact, implemented such a program. It will llWit Owner's Group review-the ll&W Owner'.t '

cither meet the NUMAl(C gu,delines or will be Group Lept that review from being completed, primar-i

equivalent to the NUMAllC guidelines and that pro- ily because of a technical issue on power supply inde-
gram will be m, place by such-and such date. 'lhat par- pendence along with a large effort on ll&W reasscss-
ticular document has bcen reviewed internally. It is ment. Ilowever, the review was finally .umpleted last
prepared for issue. It will be issued very early next June. Some of the Cli arguments on adequate diversity
month.The only thing delaying it is simply me getting for auxiliary feedwater actuation were act ually rejected
the paper work out of the way, by the staff back in 1986.

I would like to thank you for your attention, and pre- We have come a long way on the plant specific reviews.
paie for the next speaker. As of right now, the number is appreximately 82 com-

plete; we are just about done with the plant specific re-
views. I expect them to be done within the next few

ATWS Implementation months. A temporary instruct.'a was usued in 17eoru-
ary of 1987 to provide inspection guidance. About 30

Mr. Scott Newberry: inspections have been done to date. We will be inspect-

'ihank you, James. ing every plane every NI'WS system will be lacked at
by an NitC are:ctor.

Anticipated transients without scram, I was just r.akinE I w ould like to make two additional points here on this
Ashok 'thadant what his recollection was for the age of viewgraph: You can see a lot of progress has been
this issue. Ihs recollection is that it was identihed in made in terms of the reviews; on the other hand, a lot of
approximately 1968. I believe thr.t makes it about the time has passed: the issue has been around for a long
same age as the engineer that prepared these tims it has now been five years since the rule was pub-
viewgraphs, so it has been around for a while. lished, and befom I get into implementation, we are

getting to the pc 1 where there is a potential for delay-
I am briefly poing to go through a little bit of the back- ing implementation m , esolve technicalissues 'lhat is,
ground and focus a little bit on the status of implemen- in some cases implementation may be held up awaiting
tation as we understand it: I tow far the industry is go- issuance of a safety evaluation from headquarters if
ing in actuahy putting systems in the plants. I will then that is a problem, you should be talking to us because
talk about a few issues that remain to be worked on. we are tending to take a pretty hard line now in terms of
The goal really is to have operable, reliable systems in getting the systems in the plant.
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let me to to the next slide //igurrJ/ and talk about ac. of and wc have seen some problems with respect to ca- '

tual implementationt the progreu that has been made. ble separation.

I have a lot of abbreviations on here, I think they are 't he last inue is operability and surveillar|ce.There is a ,

self-explanatory.'lhe numbers that you see there rep. Commission policy statement on icchmcal specifica-

resent systems that either have been installed under tions. Dave an me ngb1 now with regard to whether
the "donc' column or commitments, as we understartd them should be techm, cal specifications for these

,

them, to have tbc systems installed at all the plants un- fly, systemsMen is an merwhelming agreement i

der the appropriate icar the commitment has been in the mdustry that there definitely should not be. I am

made, not sure it is that clear, We are going to be makmg a ,

poli decision on whether there need to bc KlWS !

technical specifications or not,
i think some of the figures vnder Ciland likW may not
be correct because of the work that is ongoing. Ilow- Regardless of how that comes cat,I think there are still ;

ever, you can see that the industry is about halfway two questions: llow often should you test these sys-
done with putting these systems in plants. Ily the end of tems, and, if they are found to be not operable, what

'

this year, we are poing to be approaching three- should the plant do? What sort of action statement "

ouarters of the way done. We are almost going to meet would you have7 it is my view that it needs a harder
..Ithe goal we had set up about a year and a half ago of hiok, in fact, I would challenge the industry to do a lit-

being complete in the calendar year 1990, I think it will tle better job in that area to help us out, >

be about 85 to 90 percent complete. ;

That is all I have,'thank you, i

*there are a few plants in the 1991 plus column that we
'

are concerned about. The implementation is lagging a Mr. Rkhardson: !

littic bit.'there may be a good reason for it, but that is 'ihank you, Scott,
really where my concern is right now. If you are one of
those plants hnd you have not been contacted yet, you 'lhe last speaker for this half of the session is Goutam t

will be getting contacted to discuss potential schedule llagchi,
improvements at your plant. ,

Goutam is the Chief of the Structural and Geosciences c

141 rne go to the next slide //igurc 4/, !!ngineering Ilranch, Goutam will be talking about ex.
ternal events.

I have identified four issues that stand out from the
others. About half of the Ixiiling water reactors,in our External Events for Severe Accidents !
view, ao not have sufficient diversity right now. 'lhe i

ilWR$ have gone a long way and actually lead the in. Mr. Goutam flagchk r

dustry in terms of having these systems installed and My topic is external events for severc accidents. As op- [
oper:itional, llowever, many of the plar,ts, about half posed to other speakers, I will be talking to you about [
the plants, have transmitter trip units that we 'hink something that is beir.g work (d on eurtently. -

thave a diversity problem. We have made that view clear
to the Owner's Group and. I believe, to all the licen. In terms of backgreund //igure If, the Commission's i

sees of those plants. I think those plants that have the severe accident policy statement does not distinguish !

NITUs [NIWS transmitter tri . units] in both the all. between internal and external initiators, and external !f
tod insertion and reactor trip systems will be contacted, initiators do need to be looked at and worked on.
or have been contacted, aNiut identifying a plant- ,

specific schedule to resolve that issue, Treatment of external events with repaid to the severe t

accident policy statement was clarified in ,

Sl!CY-86-162, published May 22,1986 in this paper it
We arc currently working with Cl! to put the AMSAC was pomted out that the internal and external events ;

,

[NIWS mitigating system actuation circuhtyj diversity could be treated separately, which is pretty much how
,

( ucstion behind us. We recently rejected thice exemp- we am tmating them now.
I on requests, and I see that problern moving along
""** The external events work shop was held in 1987. At this

workshop, the results of various pRAs [probabilistic ,

Inspection findings, like I said, we are poing to be hiok- risk assessments] of external ucnts were discussed.
ing at all plants. We arc-just three points there: lie
careful aN>ut compromising the reactor trip system. 'lhe integration plan for closure of c vere accident is-
'Ihere are some interface issues you need to be careful sucs was presented in May of 1988. In that paper, the
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Commission laid out in detail the regulatory and re. consequcoces of these external initiators will not bc
scarch type of activitics that are goir g to be completed something that the plant would have to be Iackfitted '

on this issue, 10. liased on previous PRA results /Dpirr $/, we note i
that carthquake, for example, contributes anywherc ;

'the individual plant examination for severe accident from 1 to 68 percent to overail core damage frequency, i

vulnerabilities came out in Generic I etter h'-19 [cor. Fire somewhere between0 percent and $5 percent. As ,

rection: Generic 1. citer 8840). I mentioned earlier for other events /Dperr 6/, the re. !

sults are rather plant-specific, it depends on the weak. ,

'the focus of my talk really is to indicate the inute need ness of the plant. Asr result of the individual plant ex- |
for individual plant examination of how to treat exter, amination llPE), we expect that there will be a '

nal events. thorough familiarity of the plant layout and plant
*

"

physical characteristics by the operators and personnel
Oiganizationally /Dptre 2/, inside the NRC, we have of the plant. A detailed plant walkdown will be per.
set up extemal events steering group under the chair. formed and true plant weaknesses will be identified, i
manship of Mr. larry Shao. 'th s steering group has tmd meamngless discussions about core damage frc. !

subdivided its wor k into three subcommittees: the scis, quencies will be avoided. ;

mic subcommittee; the fire subcommittee; and high !

wind, fkul, and others subcommittee. Ily the implementation of individual plant examination
for external events, we would have an opportunity to !

On the industry side, NUM ARC is handling the exter, integrate a number of gencric safety issues. I should i

nal events under the leadership of Mr. William Rasin, mention a few; the sysicms interaction, Unresolved
'lhey have set up two groups: "t he scismic issues work. Safety issue A-17; scismic design criteria, Unresolved 1

ing group is exclusive in dealing with scismic issues and Safety issuc A-40; residual heat removal requirc- |
the severe accident working group will be dealing with rnents, Unrcrolved Safety Issue A-45; and scismic ,

fire and other external initiating events. qualification of equipment in operating plants Unre. !

solved SafetyIssue A-46. Anotherimportantissue,the
The key external events /Hpere 3/ that we need to liastern U.S. seismicity issue, as you know, is the issue ;

consider are carthquake, fire, high svind, floods, and of the Charleston. type carthquake, which, because of a

transportation type accidents. lack of information about the initiating geological fea- t

tures for that particular carthquake, could occur any- |where within the castern seaboard,liasically there are two methods for individual plant
examination of external events /Upere 4/: the protrbil- ;

istic risk assessment methals and other simplifico Finally, when these individual examinations are donc, ;

methods. lu the traditional way, the probabilistic risk the resulta will be reviewed by the NRC, Should there : ;

assessment methods would look at hazard, delcrmine be any need for a backfit, that will be determined on the !

the plant da nage, outlay the core daman frequencies, basis of the bac(fit rule,10 CFR 50.109. As I pointed i

and estimate the probability of loss of co itainment in out, we are working on this issue.'lhe developments of j
the simplified methods, both simplified probabilistic criteria have not emerged yct. We necd to gather infor. ,

and deterministic methods are available. In the deter. mation from th: industry and get active participation to ;
ministic method, one estab!ishes, assumes, a success maka : rue a' decisions at this time so that we can have a .

path by making sure that everything will withstand or mehoogfL.' examination of the individual plants. *

resist those external initiating events. ;

'lhank you. ;

For carthquakes, both methods are feasible. For fire, I

the PR A method is acceptable. I lowever, other simpli. Mr. Richardson: !
fied methods are feasible and currently there is some ;

work going on to develop the simplified methods. 'lhank you, Goutam.

For other external events, which are rather plant- *lhat is the end of this first half of the session in which ;

m rific,a progressive screening type of plant examina. we are talking anout past issues. I suggest we all stand f
t,a is feasible. For example, if the initiating event it. up and at least stretch. You might want to jot yror
self has very low likelihood, that event could be questions down and we will be glad to attempt to an- '

climinated for that given plant purely on the basis of swer them.
,

likelihood. If the event could not be eliminated, then
7

maybe the resistance of tic plant to that particular 1 am going to start down to my right, your left, with
event could be done on a realistic basis, if not, then one Goutam llagchi. If he would read the question and
would have to go on to the consequences. Sometimes then give his answer. |
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General Questions /Anmers-First Panel is at least a concern that a plant running on hydrogen -

water chemistry is, in fact, experiencing additional;

Mr. Itagt hl. cracking in its primary piping system. ,

| QUEST /ON! Is it not agreed that the internal
So as long as that concern esists, we cannot say it is noting is an esternal event for IPli? II not, why
as dicctive as we thought, but there are certainly some
issues that need to be addressed now, it does not look
quite as gmd as it may have looked a few months ago.ANSWER: I do not want to answer this question. It is

cicarly supposed to be covered by the IPl! for in'ernal
events. Mr. Rkhardson:

'lhe next question is for Ted Sullivan.
i

! Mr. Newberry:

'lhis is one question I did expect, it has becn asked Mr. Sullivan:

twice. QUES 770N: With regard to the generic letter
on IST, PMs have been requesting licensees to

OUESTION: Please discuss the rationale for voluntarily withdraw their IST technical specifi-
NIWS technical specifications in the contest of cation chanpc request, many of which are in ex-
the technical specification improvement pro- cess of 10 years old What is the reason and basis
gram criteria. for that request?

ANSil'ER: That is a good question. We are bound by ANSWER: I am not very familiar with IST technical
the policy staiement just like the industry; that is w hat I specification change requests. I have seer a couple that

'

meant by taking a look at the issue fram a policy stand- we have looked at m the past couple of weeks, some-
point. The decision will be based on an understanding what coincidentally, not connected with the IST ge-
of what is in the Commission policy statement.There is neric letter,
a criterion on risk significance. KlWS is a risk based
rule. I want to make sure that a reason judgment is in those cases, the reasons why we were reluctant to
made explicitly by NRR on whether there needs to be process the amendment were either not related to IST
AlWS technical specifications. or because of some sort of significant departure from

current thinking in standard technical specifications.
We are definitcly awarc of the criterion in the Commis-
sion policy statement in terms of what shJuld be in the In this specific instance I would need more infortnation
technical specifications, and we will be looking at that. on the technical specification amendment to respond.

Ilowever, I will be happy to look into this with the PM
of this plant.Mr. Richardson:

Conrad, do you have a question? Mr. Cheng:

I ham two qMms h
Mr. McCracken:

I had a question passed on to me, which was adJressed FIRST GUES770N: Is the NRC giving etmsid-
to C.Y. Cheng's presentation. cration to ISI change because of the license re-

newal or extension?
OUES770N: What specific intocmation do you
have that leads you to believe that hydrogen ANSWER: My answer is that, right now, what we are
water chemistry is not as effective as onse considering is not because of the ticense renewat exten-
thought? sion. Certainly this will be part of the consideration.

llowever, our thinkiag is prompted by the resourec
ANSWER: The last ISI examination at Dresden-2 problem 50 that we can concentrate n.c. c on thc opera-
shovted a large number of new cracks in the piping at tion event. That is my answer.
3resden-2. Dresden hrid been on hydrogen water
c.icmistry for longer than any other plant.Therefore, SECOND QUES 710N: What is the 8taff's/Com-
ttere is concern as to w hat caused that, it has not been mission's timetable for irr.plementation of Sec-
fully evaluated. We have not made a determination be- tion 1111!!! of the cede?
cause some of the instrumentation was out for hydro-
pen water chemistry and it may be that it was not main- ANSWER: That is a containment inspection. I cannot
tained '.he way it should have been. Nonetheless, there give you the exact timetable, but right now. I think we
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are in the process of endorsing the Ilil!!!. So once this would to this issue as well. So, iin that sense you arc
is endorsed by the Commission, say, maybe sometime quite correct. ,i

' this year or early next year, then we will have to imple-
!

ment it right away because the commitment of the Mr. Shan: '

regulation becomes effective.
If there are no more questions, we are going to start Ihe
5 d panel. One more.

Mr. Mchandsm:

Are there any other questions to be submitted? We Mr. Itagchi:

will entertain any questions from the floor.,llgo toa
We will

take questions from Ihe floor verbally if you wi OUEsTION Arcyou coordinatingyour work on

microphone and identify yourself and ask your ques- external events with Ihe research IPli?
tion.

ANsil'ER: Yes, the external events steering poup has
members from the Office of Research. It i., a multi-

Mr. Rhome: office group that is looking into IPli for internal as wc!!
My name is Rhome United !!ngineers. Maybe my as external events.We fully cxpct:t il to be coordinated. i

qucStion got lost.
|

! do not know how many of you attended the three day Mr. Shan: )
IPli workshop in Dallas at which Mr. Ilt ekjord and his Let us start the second pancit we have a set of new I

team expanded on the very first question to speakers coming to the table. !Mr. Cratham that the internal flooding as a pas t of in- j
ternal . . . N URIIG-1335 currently says it is an internal *

cvent. NRC is not so sure. Secowll'ancl: Recentissues

Ily June of this year, hopefully, they will decide. I was Mr. Ashok Thadani: !

hoping that there would have been more coordination Good afternoon. My name is Ashok'!had:mi. ! am As- i
between this meeting and the one we had in Dallas. As sistant Direct (! for Systems in the Office of Nuclear [
of now it is really up in the air. So it isjust a e'arification Reactor Regulation. 1
based on my understanding.

The format of this panel will be identical to that used '

In NU_RF9-1335, the final draft should finalire that, for the previous panel. We have five speakers. Ilach i

'Ihere was one editorial comment, unicss NRC issued speaker will present material on a specific subject for
two generic letters that I am not aware of, the severe 10 minutes. At the conclusion of all presentations, we [accident generic letter is 88-20 and not 88-19. have allotted 15 minutes for questions. |

t

Thank you. Ilefore we get started, let me give you my sense of the |
message for this set of papers. )

Mr. Shao'
There are three key elements.The first element is that |

1 thought we just answered the question, that internal these are very irrportant safety issues and they range, !
flooding is an internal event, in terms of the aspects that they cover, from hardwarc !

issues to operations issues, an exampic being mid loop .:
Mr. Thadani: operation, i

>
I think you are quite correct: this issue did come up at The second element is the need to be very efficient in i
the INrt Worth worksbop on IPl!. We indicated on the the use of our resources. From the previous panel dis-
very first day at the mecting that the internal floods is- cussion, you get the sense issues have been hanging

,
*

suc was considered an internal event and had been con- around, and it is critical that we develop some efficient
sidered an internal event during our dcliberations of mecharusms for conf. crying our resources as well as
the IPil and the scope of internal events. yours.To that extent, it is important for us to define the

scope and depth cf our involvement up front. What do
in fact, that was an understandiag we had with IDCOR 1 mean by scope and depth? I mean that there are many
[ Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking Prog;nm]. I was issues in which perhaps, it is unnecessary for us to be
not there the last two days but we did say at the work. involved; there is perhaps no need for us to review any
shop that we would take all comments and carefully material-for example, the instrument air systems
consider each comment and respond in writing. We presentation.
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L Another way we can conserve resources is to work with and with no serious consequences. As a result of this
you, the industry, up front: to bc very, very specific concern, the station blackout rule was promulgated be-

|j
,

about what the intended requirement is and to develop cause the station blackout has been shown to be a sig. t

; guidance and criteria that we jomtly agrec and under- nificant contributor to core melt. ,

stand is really what was intended by the requirement. !*

Early on, as far back as the WASil-1400 study inck in
I think this is an important clement, if we do follow up 1975-speaking of long. lived issues-it was found toe
on that, I cxpect it will not only save you resources, it be safety significant. 'lhe more recent document, s

L
will, of course, save ours as well. NURl!G-1032, which deals with the issue itself, also :

showed it to be a significant contributor.
This ! cads to the third element, it is probably the most
important one. *lhat is, we want to find ways to make What is a station blackout, according to tbc rule? l'irst
sure that there are no undue delaysin implementation. of all,it is a loss of offsite power and that means a loss
Many times what we have found from our past experi- of all offsite power to the site-not just to an individual :

,

i

ence is that problems develop, and there seems to be a unit at a site. Diesel generators are also unavailable as j

lack of decision making-at least wv lave seen that in a result of maintenance or failure of some sort. Alter- .

some cases. Our intention now ;>, if goblems do de- nate current, through battery supply of inverters, is
-

;

; velop, to have them surface, to move them up to the availab!c as long as the battenes arc availab!c. In addi- i

right level of management so that decisions are made tion, there is no single failure included in this event,'
i

fairly quickly, other than the ones that are already taken as a result of
station blackout,'lhere is no concurrent design basis '

Why are we so concerned about inat? 1,ct me use Scott accident. lleyond the minimum redundancy require- ,

Newbeny's prosentation on the NIWS issue as an ex- n,cnts for safe shutdo" ue sources can be considered ;'

ampic. The NIWS rule was issued in June of 1%4, I as candidates for an a. r,tc ac source, f
!think it was, and as he pointed out, that five years later

about half the plants have not yet implemented the re- May I have the second slide /Tigure 2/ please. [
quirements of the rule, This is not just a criticism ofin-
dustry;it is also self criticism,in fact.1 think we want to Primary requirement, of the station blackout rule re-
find ways to change that so that we do not find our- quirements,is that cach plant be able to withstand a ,

selves five years from now saying the same thing about station blackout for a specified duration and recover

important issues like station blackout. 'the message, from that event.*lhe specified duration of the event is - ;

that I hope will come through, is that we want to work to be based on the redundancy of the onsite ac sources, .

with you, work with you up front to try to get these is- the cmergency power sources-which have to do with ,

sucs resolved fairly quickly, the configuration of eme.rgency sources compared to !

the number that are needed-and the reliability of

Without saying very much, let me go on to the first those sources. Another factor is the reliability of the i

speaker, Jim Knight, who is Section Chief of the Elec- offsite system, that is, the expected frequency of loss of i

trical Systems tiranch. lie is going to discuss station offsite power, which has to do with the weather and !

blackout. Jim. configuration of the system.The next factor is the time ;

needed to restore offsite power. 7

|
Station Blackou( Implementation The next ree.uirement of the rule is that a coping analy-

sis is required to show that the plant can cope with that
Mr. James E. Knight: duration.'Ihis means that you have to be able to main-

For the benefit of those who are not too ihmiliar with tain the plant in hot standby or hot shutdown condition
the station blackout (Silo) issue,I would like to go over as the case warrants.'lhat would mean you would have
a littic background. to provide the water, batteries, environmental cooling, ;

instrumentation and control, and the decay heat re-
May I have the first slide /Tigure 11 moval for the duration of the station blackout.

First of all, what is the concern for station blackout? Now, an alternative way of satisfying the rule is to pro-
Well, a prolonged loss of ac power has unacceptable vide an alternate ac sourec These sources arc beyond

consequences, it ultimately leads to corc melt and con- those that are used to establish the station blackout du.
Iainment failure. There have been a lot of total and ration. One way is with a source that can be made oper- .

partial losses of offsite powcr over the years. There able to provide power to the bus within I hour. In that
have been many diesel generator failures. Many of you case you would have to do a 1 hour coping analysis. If ,

are wellaware of this. In some cases, there have been a you have a source that you can get going in 10 minu' i

totalloss of ac power, but only for a short period of time then no coping analysis is required. That is vei,,
,
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advantageous to the licensee because it would not have Everybody is supposed to send in their response within 8
to do all that work to show ability to cope, the next couple of days. In the beginning stages, we )

plan to priorith.c the plants according to risk. We plan |
Each of these sources has to satisfy the criteria that is to do the highest risk plants first so that we can get the a
spe!!cd out in Regulatory Guide L1$5. most reduction of risk at the front end of this review.

. We will do the review and produce an SER. We will
~

May I have tn.e next slide //igure 3/, look at the required station blackout duration basis.
We will be: hx) king at the coping analysis and other al.

Some of the documents associated with this are of ternativcs, and we will be looking at the modifications.
course the regulatory guide, which was carried right
along with the rule, it is the guidance document for We will not be kuking at the dieselgenerator, the reli-
implementation of the station blackout rule. It ad- ability program, unless at some later date we find a util-
dresses the process to determine the required plant. ity camnot maintam diesel generator reliability,
specific sta: ion blackout duration, which can be any.
where from 2 to 16 hours. it cos ers maintaining dicsci We may perform site vis:ts, as necessary, to resolve
generator reliability. !! provides the basic elements of a questions rather than do a lot of turnaround questions,
diesel generator reliability program. It also gives you handwritten questions toyou.There will be regionat in-
the guidance on how to establish the target reliability, spections using a temporary instruction that has been
be it at .95 or .975. There is some latitude in the num- issued. You can expect some action from the regions.
ber that you choose, but not for all cases.

We expect to completc these reviews by early 1991 and,,

'lhe guide also covers procedures and training for re, hopefully, the major modifications can be completed
D 1994*storing ac power, both on site and off site.1 low to han- Y

die a station blackout event,in effect,it also provides
some guidance on QA and specifications for non. Thank you,
safety related equipment that is taking credit to satisfy

[the station blackout rule. Mr. Thadani

'Ihank you, Jim.
The licensees must do one of the following: It has to
show that the plant utn cope for the required duration Our next speaker is Bob Jones, who is Section Chief of
and recover. Initially you would start out with a decay the Reactor Systems Branch. lic is going to discuss the
heat based on 100 days of operation at 100 percent shutdown decay heat removal issue. Bob.
power. And, of course,you have to keep the core cool,
remove decay heat,and take care of the equipment and
environmental considerations. Or, the licensee may )'ilent Removal
use the alternaic ac source, which has to meet the re-
quirements of the regulatory guide, if you go1o the al. Mr. Robert C. Jones:
ternate ac sourec, then in either case,you have to meet I want to discuss the shutdown decay heat removalis-
one of thesc-coping capability or AAC sourcc-ifyou suc that has had a lot of action over the last, roughly
cannot meet either one of them, then you have to per- year, year and a half.
form modifications to do either of tnem.

Slide pleasc / Figure 1].

In the early stages of this thing we had a lot of interac-
. .

tion with NUMARC. The purpose of that, of course, I guess the first thm.g is, w hy are we here? Why is this
was to try to cut down the use of staff's and utilities' re, an issue? In a sense it is an issue because the mdustry
sources that would be needed to resp (md to this issue. did not jump on it by themselves many years ago.
We haa many meetings with them. W reviewed their
8700 document, which provides a step by step process Ipssa of decay heat removal have occurred, have con-
for responding to the rule. NUM ARC also developed tmued to occur for inany, many years. In 1987 Diablo
the standardized response format. Canyon had a fairly serious loss of decay heat ternoval

everit, and an AIT [ augmented inspection team) was
dispatched to investigate the event. As a result of that

We hope that these efforts will work together to help investigation, we found several concerns. One is the
reduce the resource burden. deficiencies in procedures. hardware, and training re-

lated to causing losses of decay heat removal as well as
Could I have the last slide /Figurc JJ please. to responding to those ev"ats.
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We have recently got PR Ainsights, which indicate that auditing the responses as they come in. Right now, we
'

core damage frequencies could occur on the order of 10 are basically looking at the expeditious actions. We arc
to the minus $ with 8$ percent of the risk occurring dur- auditing Ihe responses to determine if they address all ;

ing mid kop operations when the plant has contain- the major issues and recommendations that were pro- !

ment open many times. If you had a core damage event vided in the generic letter,if we find areas in which the
during that time,you could have a direct release to the responses appeared not to address one of the recom- t

j' public, mendations, we are highlighting that to the individual !
utilitics. ,

. .

:All of these rcastms led us to conclude that we needed
to take some action now to resp md to this issue. W'c intend to do an implementation audit at the plants ,

with regional personnel, such as resident inspectors
.

and maybe regional inspectors. For some plants in
,

'
.

. Next slide /Fiperc 2] please. which we Icel that the responses appear to be weak, we
intend to perform detailed inspections at the plant.Wc

i Following the Diablo event, we had several discussions cxpect to do this withm about five plants.
,

<

I' with industry. We issued Generic !stter 87-12 to de-
termine the status c.f industry for responding to a loss Next stiac /fipere 4/ plearc.

( of decay heat removal event. As a result, we came up
'

with Generic letter 88-17, which provides recommen- 'the findings from our audit review basically fell into
i dations for dealing with the issue of a loss of RilR [re- three major areas that seem to be generic in all the re- >

| sidual heat removal) while the reactor coolant system is sponses. i
partially filled.'that is the most risk-significant portion i

t
of the concern. One, we have some concerns with regard to the con-

tainment closure issue. Many of Ihe responses do not
address what kind of administrative controls will be j'Ihc generic let ter is broken down into two parts.'there

were a reries of expeditious actions that were oriented emphiyed to control penetrations to the environment; ;

primarily toward mitigating an offsite release by show, nor do they address whether they are just controlling *

is g that containment closure could be accomplished direct paths to the environment-from the contam- !

t efore a core melt could occur. In addition, there were ment to the outside environment-or controlling indi. [

L practical acticus that we felt could be implemented rect paths as well, such as from the containment to the ;

readity-rea: ily implemented at the plants-to miti. nuxiliary building. When we were discussing this issue, j
gate a loss of decay heat removal, should one occur. we had some utilitics who said that they did not have to

|

control this penetration because it goes to the auxiliary |!

Those actions, however, do not get to the root cause of building. Sorry people, but that path c:m ultimately go t

to the environment. We also want those paths to be
the prabicm.'lhus we came up with a series of what we controlled and closed, to ensure containment closure. .

called program enhancements. Program enhance,
monts arc actions to be taken over roughly the next two We recognized and provided relief from the typical
yean to respond to improved instrumentation and pro- containment closure requirements, from containment ;

ced. ires and to ensure a defen'.c m depth philosophy isolation type provisions,byallowingyou,forexample, i

fo. respending to loss oidecay heat removal.That is, to on the equipment hatch, tojust ensure that the matting !
prevent it in th : first pine with proper operations, con- surfaces are touching. You do not have to install every 5

trol, and instrt: mentation as well as to provide procc- Imit in the door, llowever, at this time, some utilitics ;

dures for resp (mding io an event, should one occo , and have responded and said they will put in four bolts. We
I

to have adequate equipment available, and, as a last re- do not know whether that is good enough; we assume
sort, to have the conta, ment available to contain any you do. We are suggestmg that you should check andm
core damage es ent in the unlikely event that one would make sure that the number of bolts, whatever it is thst !
occur. you believe is necessary, does indeed meet the closure

'
requirements that we have outlined.

To emphasize the safety significance of this issue, the :

Director of NRR sent to each chief executive officer of With regard to instrumentation, there is still going to
ithe utilitics a letter to raise their attention to this issue. be tygon tubing used in the short term. Perform

Ixtters also were sent to cach operator in recognition walkdowns of it immediately before you pat them in
of their very important role in respon(%g to these use. It is those types of things,l.ke draping tygon kinks,
types of events. that have causcd losses of DIIR. Check them before

you use thern, and check them daily. We have had in.
Now that we have the generic letter and the industry is stances in which maintenance personnel just pick up
kuking at h and implementing and responding, what is the tubing, move it, and drape it. You have the same
the stak poing to do with it /Figwe 3/? First off, we are problem and you do not have an accurate instrument.
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l'inally, discuss operating experience with all person- thermal Stresses and fatigue as a result of stratified
nel, including maintenance personnel. J ust for the very flow,
reas<ms we have discussed, such as moving tygon tubes.
'lhey can affect the plant when in this mode. We have issued several information notices and bulle-

tins. 'the ind istry is hard at work looking into these.
In Summary /Hgurc5/, we have expended a lot of effort Nonetheless, these arc concerns to us.
Since the Diablo Canyon event. We understand the
various issues much better, and we think w e have a set I would like to describe cach one in a little more detail.
of recommendations that reflect just simply good op-
erational practices and control of the shutdown activi- Next shde /Dgure 2/ please,
ties. We do not view this as an overly burdensome re-
quirement to the industry, and we have had feedback A problem occurred at a U.S. plant and a foreign plant
from some utilities that are in agreement. as a result of intermittent safety injection flow. A crack

occurred at a 6 inch, rchedule 140, safety injection
We do recognire, however, that there are some modifi- Class 1 piping. It was in an unisolable section of that
cations and expenses involved. We encourage you to system.
hiok at these recommendations for all modes of shut-
down heat removal. 'the generic letter simply ad. 'lhe problem resulted from leaking of a boron injection
dresses a partially drained reactor coolant system. You tank bypass valve such that the safety injection piping
can have a loss of 1(llit when you are full, You should was pressurized. When that piping pressure reached in
ensure you have bacicup equipment; for example, you excess of the reactor coolant system pressure, the
should ensure you can have adeque,te containment clo- check valve swung open, the cold injection fluid then
sure capabilities at that time. We encourage you to hiok flowed into the reactor coolant system. '!he pressure
into that, then dropped in the charging safety injection header

and the intermittent flow of cold fluid, while restrain-
'lhank you. ing the hot flow from coming back up again; this caused

thermal fatigue, bending, eventual cracking, and fail.

Mr. Thadani: ute of a weld in that piping system.

'lhe next speaker is Ledyard Marsh. Tad is Chief of the it is interesting because this involved the Clacs I sec-
Mechanical lingineering Ilranch and he is going to dis- tion of piping, but it was started by a Class 2 section of
cuss the thermal fatigue issue. piping. 'lhat is, the safety injection Class 1 piping that

was eventually affected, was initially caused by a prob-
Thermal Stresses and Fatigue in l'%R Coolant lem in a small bypass line of the boron injection tank

System Piping that was neither tested nor surveilled in any way.

Mr. Ledyard 11. Marsh: Next slide /Hgure 3/ please.

'lhank you Ashok. '!he next problem is more complicated. It involves in-
termittent leakage out of the reactor coolant system

First slide /Hgure 1/ please. and into the containment, llulletin 88-03, Supplement
3, was recently issued to the industry to explain this

I would like to begin by just drawing your attention to problem.
the fact, as I am sure you are aware, t hat PWit primary
Class I piping systems are designed as they are because llather than poing through this slide, I am going to go to
we heavily rely on them from a safety perspective. 'lhe the next slide /Hgurr 4/ because the sequence of events
standards, the ASMl! CoJc, inspection, the construc- is better understood by using this slide.

[ tion eritcria are all geared around making sure that that
'

part of the pressure boundary is of the highest quality. Irt me start on the upper right hand part of the draw-
mg, which shows the reactor coolant systern hot leg.

It is designed to account for differential exp msion, for The section of the drop line in the 111111 system shows
thermal transients, and for thermal fatigue. Nonethe- the 1(1111 isolation valves, and the drawing also shows
less, there have been three recent events in PWlb in the remainder of the Fvstem going outside of contain-
which we have seen some thermal effects that have not ment to the 111 lit pumpt
previously been accounted for and that have resulted in
primary piping integrity being compromised. 'lhese 'lhe initial condition shows that the single wedge disk
transients have involved thermal fatigue as a result of gate valve, which is the valve shown, has leakage. 'lhis
intermittent flow of different temperature fluids and leakage, which causcs stratified flow in the drop line
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itself, allows hot Duid from the hot leg to how down, that the pipe whip restraint shims, which are small de-
out past the Acat, out the stem, and into a m(mitored vices held within the whip restrain; to keep the pipe
path to the pressuriier relief tank, centered, were crushed.

When I say, * monitored," the system that was used to Normally th( shims are placed in such a configuratior
monitor the path was an unisolated sectian of piping that when the system is hot, that is when it is up to full
with a thermal monitor in it. 'Ihe system would htat system ten.perature, the pipe is shimmed.*ihe thought
up-the hot fluid I ow would heat the disk-the disk being that when the pipe is fully expanded, its largest
would expand, the leakage would stop. Once the leak- movement, condition, it will shim to the piece where
age stopped, the flow would stop, the piping would we would expect it to be hot, in the cold condition,
then cool, the dtsk would cool, the disk would then con- there should not be anymore contact, if there was con,
tract, and the system would start over again and con- tact, in other words, during the cold condition, the con-
tinually cycle in this way. tracted condition, the pipe should be loose in its whip

rest aint,

A small amour.t of leakage, not a lot, in the rder of a
tenth of a gallon per minute.~lhe net effect was, again, At this plant they found the shims crushed.~lhere was

thermal fatigue of this Class 1 section of piping.'lhe damage to the pipe itself, plastic was deformed. 'the
flow is out the stem and out the packing into a moni, conecrn arose, how did this happen? We have never

tored path,in that,it was a directed flow, it was not di. seen this happen before.

rectly onto the containment floor. Ilowever, it was
monitored in such a way that the temperature effects 'through subsequent analysis we found a phenomenon

that had not been found before and that was that thewere not sensed,'t he pipe flow was unlagged, cooled by
the environments. Any amount of hot fluid that would surge line itself-when the reactor coolant Fystem is in

flow out did not cause that temperature sensor to sense a startup condition-has stratified flow. Stratified now

the problem. is hot on the top, cold on the bottom, to the extent that
there is a 250' to a 300'F differential top ;o-bottom

'lhe plant was able to accomplish a safe shutdown, temperature. We found the systems are not designed

I!ventually they found the cracks in an cibow in the up, for that. It causes large bending stresses; it c m cause

stream piping; there was extensive crack 5g. It was on large movement; and in this particular plant, it caused

weld and on based metal. It went through wall, circum, damage to the pipe itself. Although the integrity of the

ferential on the pipe to weld-excuse me-pipe elbow system was maintained at t his condition, there was a lot

weld upstream.*lhere was also cracking, about 200 de. of plastic deformation. 'the piping integrity had to be

grees worth, on Ihe pipe to valve weld as well. So there found acceptable through subsequent evaluation,'ihe

were extensive problems. important parameters to examine are the length of the
pipe itself, the slope of the pipe-which determines
how widely spread the stratified layer is- the differen-'there was also evidence of continual leakage, and
tial tempecature, and the sup[rrt configuration.

there was rust and other debris in the stem.

'lhere are ways to minimize the stratification and that is
A contributing factor to this problem was that this how gmWy the plant mady to start up-how long the
plant closed this valve by a limit switch; it did not close differential temperature between the pressuri7er and
this valve by torque, Most of our plants accomplish clo-
sure by torque, w hich ensures a better seating capabil- yu '
ity of these valves. So, that was a contributing pro'alem.

# E "*
lxt me go on to the last problem.

In conclusion, there have been newly discovered ther-
Next slide /Hpur 3/ please, mally induced phenomena that can have,and have had,

'the suige line stratification issue deals with a problem
that was found, again in a U.S. operating plant, on a 'the design margins for the code and for ANSI Stand-
14 inch, schedule 140, surge line, it is the subject of ard 11-31 and other criteria may not in some cases ac-
llulletin 88-11. You have it in your handouts; we will count for these phenomena.1(emedial actions have
find it in just a second. been and continue to be taken. Ilulletins have been is-

sued. Ilut I think it is important for the industry to not
'lhis problem was discovered by an ir.spc<; tion, a nor- look at each one of these bulletins individually. Al.
mal routine inspection of the surge line during an out- though they are addressed individually for each one of
age. At the time of the inspection, the licensee noticed these events. it is important to look at the underlying
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,- symptom for each event. Each one of these problems accumulators, or other air systems with seismically i

was caused not by the piping under code, per se, but by qualified cumpressors or something of that sort in or-
.

a connecting i;ystem that had a problem, with the ex- der to ensure post accident operability and the safety._

ccption of the curge line, related function that is intended to be provided.
'

The prob!cm was caused by a bit valve problem.1hc Next slide /Fiprc 2/.
111111 system problem was caused by a ste n leakage
that was unmonitored, The surge line problem was 1 ollowing the TMI-2 accident, the staff realized that a
caused by its own phenomenon, which we think is bet- number of systems in the plant had been overlooked in
ter understood at this point. large part because they were not considered safety re-

lated or did r.ot seem to fall into the traditional acci.
Although there are bulletins and information notices dent evaluations that the staff was reviewing. These
out, industry needs to look at these things collectively systems needed to be looked at in more detail because -
for cach of thc planis and determine what phenomena 'ney nppeared to play a roll in plant safety. This reco;-
that have not been thought of before,like valve leak- uition resulted in a number of staff studies by various
age, enn affect prhuary Class 1 piping, people.*

Thank you. With regard to the instrument air system m particular,
the Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational

" # " ' " "Mr' Thadani-
events that mvolved instrument mr system problems.

Thank you, Pat. This study resulted in the recent publication of
NUltEG-1275, . Volume 2, which was distributed

'the next :peaker is Jerry Wermiel. Jerry it 'he Acting throughout the industry by Information Notice 87-28.
Chief of the Plant Systems Ilranch and he is going to Supplement 2. In the information notice, tbc staff
discuss concerns with instrurnent air systems. pointed out a namber of events that it considered sig-

nificant because of instrument air system problems.
Instralment Air System .hese problems involved to maintenance errors, de-

,

sign errors, and other issues in which tiv: c4f was con- |

Mr. Jared S. Wermlel: cerned that the industry had overlooked something 'j
that needed to be considered more specifically.

I will be discussing la a biicf fashion what the staff has
done i:i recent years with regard to instrument air and ' llc AEOD study did have a number of recommenda-
how we have gotten to where we are today, tions in it Those recommendations concerned the

need to improve air quality, the adequacy of proce-
/Fipre 1/ dures and training, and the adequacy of the design

backup air accumulators, as well as Inc need to perform
lhe instrument air system is designed and intended to a test to confirm the systems function in a gradual loss-
provide clean, dry, oil free f.it for both safety-related of air situatica. j
nnd non safety relaicd eqCpment in operation during '

normal powemns and during post-accident safe shut- Concurent with the AEOD work, the staff had under
down. way a similar study of instrument air systems as a ge-

neric issue. Generic .lssue 43 was intended to specifi.
Thedesign of the system vanes somewhat from plant !o cally address the need for new critcria or changes in ex-

.

i
plant, be primarily consists of compressors, air dryers, isting critcria in order to ensure the prop;r functioning !
air accJmulators and air re ceivers, and the distribution of the instrurant air system. This generic issue was ;

system . The system is in almost every case a non-safety- handled by the Office of itescarch. They recem!y re-
'

related system although it serves safety related compo- solved the issue.The research staff concluded that ti.e
nents.The reason this can be found acceptable, and has ( : ting staff criteria that is specifically contained in t'ic

'

been by the staff, is because the safety related compo- Standard Review /Wm Section 9.3.1, was sufficiera to !

,

nents thr.i are served for the most part are designed to ensure that the instrument air system functions were I

fail in a safe way when the instrument air system is lost performed as intended; therefore, no new criteria were
during a design basis event. needed. This mmelusion was based on the ri.sk impact |

that the instrument air system had to overall core melt i,

Those components that are intended to function fol- risk and plant performance. !
lowing the event, must have additional support that is !

safety related. They are ustally lit with some sort cf a flawever, the Office o' acarch also recommended m
' backup capability.This taay consist of safety-related mr its res 'lution of Generic Issue 43 that Generic Issue

]
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11-56, which is still under review by the stalf, include in lieve that initially a large part of the industry may have
its study of dicscl generator reliability issues the instru- overlooked the importance of the air system to plant
meut cir's contribution to diesel generator reliability safety, which we view to be significant given the func.
specifically. tion that it does provide.

The result of the instrument air system studies I have Mr. Thadani:
mentioned, as I believe you all are aware, led to the is- D'' "Y'

L .

suance of Generic Letter 88-14, which specifically nd.
dresses the staff's perception of the problems with the 'ihe next speaker is larry Phillips larry is Section
instrument air system and actions necessary by licen- Chief of the Reactor Systems liranch and he is going to
sees to correct these problems. ihe generic letter m- discuss intersystem LOCA.
vrporates the staff s recommendations for improve-
i.ar* n the in'.trument air system. The primary focus
of the gen:ric letter is to have the industry perform a Intersystem Loss of Ceolant Accident
design basis verification of the capability of the instru-

Mr. Lawrence E. Philh.ps:ment air system to perform as it was intended.
Again, this is an old issue with a new twist.

Specifically, it asks for a test to confirm that air quality
to safety-related components is what the manufacturer 'Ihc slide / Figure 1/ please.

haa sp(cified was needed to ensure that tbc equipment
works properly. Secondly, maintenance, training, and The issue was i&ntified in the 1975 Reactor Safety

other procedures reg .eding the function of the instru. Study, WASH-1400, as a V cvent, which consists of a

ment air system were to be reviewed and determined 1o configuration of two check valves in series with an open

be adequate, again with regard to the intended func. motor-operated valve.The concern is that there will be

tion. The industry also was to look at the design of loss of the isolation capability between interfacing high

pneumatic accumulators and to ensure by test that pressure, low pressure systems with potential rupture

their capability was as intended. Finally, the iadustry of the low pressure system, which gives you bypass of

was to perform a review of failure modes for valves that containment. To carry the scenario one step further, it

are not provided Cth air accumulators to ensure that could also result in damage to safety injection systems,

their failure position was correct and proper for the which could result in a core damage event or even core ,

function intended. melt. There is low probability of this happening. but
very severe consequences if it did. The study also

To date, the staff has been reviewing a number of the 8howed that periodic testing of check vaives is an effec-
t.ive way of reducing risk.| responses to the generic letter and, we have noted that ,

our initial perception of the prob! cms with instr ment Next slide / Figure 2/ please.
air was indeed correct.The responses indicate hat the
industry seems to have begun in recent years t , .ake ac- The staff took actions to identify end require testing of
tion on its own. A number of the responses indicated the Event V valves by sending orders in 19811o 34 reac-
that licensees were alret.dy pursuing upgrades to their tor licensees that have been licensed before the TMI-2
air system by additional capacity, seismic capability, or ace! dant.The staff further required technical specifica-
functional capability. tions for periodic testing of newly licensed plants,11-

"" "
The generic lettes nponses have also pointed out that
cutain problemt . hat were being uncos cred by licen- 'lhis included r essure isobtion valves that were not
secs had implications to other p' ants: v.cre generic in considered for the V cvent. In other words, not just
nature.'Ibe finding resulted in the staff recenth is- check valves but motor-operated valves as well. We
suing Information Notice 89-26. ' Isis notice specifi- also considered whether this should be donc to pre-
cally 1sted out, Lor boiling-water reactor plants, two TMI-2 licensed plants and opened Generic Issue 105
instances in which tne intended function of the instru- 7o evaluate backfitting of test re juirements for all pres-
ment cir system indeed would not have been per- Nore isolation valves on the pre-TMI-2 plants.
fart., ' by the air system as it was designed. That infor-
mat.'.a was made available to the ind.ustry in the mkhaven is performing a study for us, which is neat-
information notice. r , ccmpletion.The study included at least the evalu-

ation af three PWRs and three llWRs as they were
in canctusion,ik st.iff beheves that the generic lett nearing licensing completion.This evaluation indicates

that a test program for the valvu versus no testing im-had the desired effcet: it focusco industry's attent -

on theimportanceof theinstrument airsystem We ac- proves the core damage frequency considerably, ap to
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two orders of magnitude. Other study findings regard- General Questions / Answers-Second Panel ,

ing plant vulnerability, some of which are pretty inter- |
esting, are discussed in the paper-not all the findings, Mr. Thadant: '

but some of the more significant ones.
'Ihank you, larry. i

I Next slide jMperc 3/ please.
!

liefore we entertain questions from the floor, let mc )
make an announcement,lleginning at 5:00 p.m., there

'

NRR recently has cssigned high priority Io resolution will be a reception in the State Room which I am told L
.

<
,

of thisissuein regard to testingof all the pressure ssola- across the hallway. We have already received some
lion valves and has developed an action plan. We plan

'

this summer to perform a pdot mspection program on questions. Jim, please state the question, before you
provide your response.

six additional plants.'lhis would complement the study!
,

already pei formed in G eneric issue 105 and expand t he
scope somcwhat 'lhe plants selected will likely be all Mr. Knir,ht:
pWRs. *lhe scope will include human error, w hich we GUESTION: What is the current position rela-
have discovered to be a major factor in most of the pre- tive to the resolution of the station blackout-
cursors to this event, iluman error has been found in related issue of the reactor coolant pump seal

,

maintenance, wi kn can lead to causing an event, and integrity? !in operator response to failures; these have been sig-
nificant factors. ANSWER: I de not know. There is a generic issue on i

tha'. I do not knew ;. hat the status is. >

Additionally, procedures will be evaluated. We have '

found that in many instances there are no procedures Does a .yone here know?
for depressurization of the low pressure systems; if the
isolation is lost, the operator ends up winging it.

|.ggg

'A!! of the pressure isolation valves in the high/ low Yes. In fact there is a gi. ncric issue on the reactor cool-
pressure configurations will be evaluated, not just the ant pump scal.

,

I! vent V. L

My understanding is that the proposed resolution will
i

PR A techniques will be used to aid in the identification be available in the fall of this year, at which time it will '

and evaluation of the most serious consequences, or se- go to CRGR, and we expect final resolution sometime
quences, next year.

.

Next slide /Fipere 4/ please. That is the way I recall it.
.

On the basis of the results of the pilot inspections and Mr. Knight:
'

other studies, new generic actions will be considered
and recommended,if needed, to achieve the mtersys. Do you want me to take care of all the questions here !

7;f*
tem 1.OCA goal. We want to achieve a high confidence i

' that the probability o 5tersystem LOCA with unisol- |
r

able LOCA outside enntainment is 10 to the minus 6 Mr. Thadani: !

per reactor year for each plant. Please, yes.

Some of the c;mdidate actiont.tn hsted.They include
improved operating procedures: improved mainte- Mr. Knight: '

nance procedures and training; and correction of QUESTION: What is the NRC doing with
designer testing sulnerabilitics that are discovered in respect te increasing starting time for dicsci
the study. generators? Ten seconds does not appear to be

necessary to meet emergency requirements, and L

Finally, we expect to upgrade our inspection tech- is then r rc unnecessarily taxing the equipment
niques to evaluate the capability of each plant, and as a involv- vbich, in turn, has an ellect upon reli- *

result of the pilot studies we plan to perform inspec- ability. &.o, is the NRC reviewing frequency,
tions of all plants,if necessa(, to ensure that our goal is duration, and types of dicsci generator tests?

| achieved.
l ANSIVER: It looks like there are a couple part to this
[ ' Thank you. question.

.

.
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(One pmt of the question has to do with what arc we do. ANSWER: "Ihe answer is no because the results of Ge-
,

? ing with respect to dicsci generator testing in general, neric issue 105 really are j ust now Secoming available.
'

g
t- ..

&}
' Gencric l etter 84-15 waant out in 1984. Many licen- Mr. Jones: I have two questions,
secs have taken advantage of the reduced testing from' "oe' the normal testing, which is described in the cu:crent QUESTION . Will guidance for relief from
regulation Regulatory Guide 1.108.The genericletter - containment closure be issued if a plant dennon.< -

,

; reduces the testing that you have to perform when you strates that all of the Ocmiric letter 88-17'

: have dicscl generator failure: You used to have to test requirements have been met?*
s

all the dicscl generators, now you only have to test the
' dicsci generator that has failed, which reduces consid- ANSWER: I will make the assumption that this ques-

"1 ' embly the amount of testing to be donc. it has also re- tion is addressed toward the program enhancements in

' duced it from the standpoint of how you etm do the which we have significantly reduced the probability of a

tests. You are only required to do a fast start once eveiy loss of RIIR gomg to a core melt.
. 6 months. In addition, the frequency of the test is once .

.

7every 3 days instead of once every 24 hours. The a,nswer is, at this point, we are not particularly
s planmng to come up with guidance in this area. If

: With rc ard Io thc other part of the question,which has somebody has a particular concern, we said up front'

that we would be flexible and would consider it.'~ to do w th the design basis for the dicsci generamrs, I
m ' do not know of any work that is going on in terms of as-

Jessing the need for diesel generator tests when it has I think part of this would be rap.d shutdowns and excur-
.

i

: to do with the large break LOCA.That is where that 10 sions into mid loop with some so" of compensatory ac-

seconds, or roughly 10 secondsMomes from. tion, which would be somethir.g we would probably
need in order to grant some sort of closure. We do in.

- I would expect that we would entertain something on }cnd to keep a containment closure requirement cycn -
y* ' the part of the utilities to show that it is not necessary to in the long term as part of an overall defensc-in depth

. ' ' have the dicsci generator start in that short period of philosophy.

. r time. Ilut as yu, outside of a few instances where we'

have extended it for a few seconds, I do not know of any GUESTION: As notcd in the shutdown decay

activity going on in that area. heat removal presentation, core damage could
occur within I hour. Arc there any station black-
out concerns in the stasion blackout rule con-

1: ' Mr. Thadani: cerning station blackout at mid-loop operation?
.

LJim, how m'my more questions do you have?'

not combining station blackout with the shutdown de-
Mr. Knight: I have one more que:, tion, cay heat removalissue,

.

. QUESTION: Ar::uming a two-unit site whosem ,

J . response to the blackout issue is cross connec'. ion 'ihe instances related to core damage events within an 4s

of normally independent electrical systems, what hour, we think, ctm bt mitigated with proper procc-.

type of periodic crosstic capability would be re- dures in genert.1 and proper operational controls so
quired considering potential problems th a could that the time frame indeed would be extended.
be introduced into this configuration

in addition, as part of outage planning, we would hope
ANSWER: Crosstic capability is already allowed by the that you consider, before taking out things like dicscis,
regulations, with certain controls over those things- the appiopriate time to do something. I?or example,'

" administrative controls, with two breakers in between, you would take the dicscls out later in the outage when
d- So I do not see that this represents a problem, from my decay heats are down so that a loss of decay heat re-

' Imint of view, anyway. moval could be tolerated for a much longer pviod of
time; you would not try to frontload your emergency

Okay, that is all I have, power supply because il you had a loss of offsite power
you almost have a given that you would have a station"

',- blackout, with a single failure of some sort. |s g ,

OUESTION: llave the results of Generic issue In other words, we are hoping that those types of out- f
'

105 studies been int roduced or incorporated into age planning activitics, as we said, good practices in this
{

', Generic 1.ctter 89-04, which, I believe, is inscr- area, would essentially make this an incredible event,

i

|vice testing? that we need not consider. {
'

-gy
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; . Mr. %adant: GUESTION: he second question ihat was
%cre is a question addressed to the whole panel. Iet . passed to me was originally addressed to lh>b j
me tairc a c ack at it, Jones. I cannot decipher it. I need a little help

, from the person that asked it, it was asked by a
fellow frem Connecticut . Yankee, and it concerns

.

QUEST /ON: What is the reiananship between the spent fuel pool building. lf tht. person would i

resolution of A-45 USI A-45, an IPl! program, identify himself and would not mind going to a j
versus what you cxplamed? - microphonc and reasking the question, I think i

we could understand it hetter. ;

ANSWER: What you explained refers, I believe, to t
f what ilob Jones said, let me go back and briefly state yo;ce: ;

the scope of these studies. *lhe scope of Unresolved i
Safety issue A-45 included everything except large My comment was, we worry too much about decay heat t

removal. What about if we have the whole core in theLOCAs and ATWS.That is the very broad I. cope of the ;

unrewived safety issue. If you recall, the e, cope of the spent fuel pool?
.

IPil io, in fact, to focus attention only on those issues .

I

that might develop during power operation. D. Wermiel: -

You are asking the question from the standpoint of -|
%c biggest focus of the shutdown decay heat removal containment integrity? '

issue that ilob Jones pisented was, in fact, operation
in a different mode-not at power, particularly during yo;c, 1,

lowered inventory.Therefore, I believe, it.cre is a fairly
good definition and proposed mechanism for resolving No, loss of decay heat removal.

thc issuc Ilob Jones discussed and that it is clearly sepa-
rate from the scope of IPl!. Mr. Wermlel:

So now let me go on to Jerry Wermiel.

Voice:

Mr. Wermlei: If you take all the fuct in the core, move it into the !

I have two questions here. One ! can address prctty spent fuel buil< ling, do the same requiremerits that ilob

straightforward. For the other one, I will nave to ask just talked about m decay heat removal still apply to
,

<

the questioner to identify himsell. I ss of spent fuel pool cooling?

1.ct me do the one I can handic first. Mr. Wermiel:
"

Maybe llob has an answer. Ilut of ".e top of my head I
OUESTION: It is in two parts. It says: How many would say probably not. ;

Iutilitics met the deadline for 88-14? I assume
that is submittal of response to 88-14. The Mr. Jones:
second part says: llow extensive were the No.
respons ? Were they one or two pages or a

'
many.page report? ,

ANSIVEd: The answer to the first questien I do not An casier answer.
have. I do not know by a count witether all licensecs re- ,

sponded to the generic letter per the deadline that was Mr. Sullivan:
~

,

specified. I do know that we believe most licensees 1.ct me first comment, there was a question earlier that
'

-

have responded, dealt with Generic letter 89-04 on IST and Generic
issue 1d5. !

The second part, the answer is that the responses vary
from licensec to licensee. Some licensec responses do QUESTION: To what extent have the results of
give a fair amount of detail and are relatively extensive. Generic issue 105 been factored into the
Others, on the other hand, are only a page ar two and Gencric letter 89-04 on IST?
indicate that they have done, or intend to do, per a pre-

- scribed schedule, what is indicated in the generic letter. ANSIVER: The answer was right. It said it has not been,

. As would be expected, I believe, the responses do vary. because the findings are just emerging. Ilowever, there
'

'

.
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are very important livent V considerations in the IST We see cases in which the stratified layer is very Darp, ,

Generic Letter 89-00 it is a very discrete gradient at one moment and the next i
moment it will have a more linear profile to it. "Ihc an-

One problem we have found in the course of reviewing swers are not clear on why it does that, why it shif:s :

IST programs and doing IFI' inspections is that there frcm a sharp gradient to a more linct.r gradient.

are a lot of livent V valves that arc in technical specifi- .lhe other suggestion here dealt with a possible pres-,.
-

cattons with regard to license,es having to test differen- surizer spray. I am not sure that would work.The rea-
tial pressure ihey have trps m their system that enabic son I am not sure it would work is because the amount
them t,o do that differential pressure tcst, but Ihey are of spray that could be introduced into the pressurizer to
not domg the test. So, the generic letter says that if you cause flow through the surge lines so that mixing would
have the taps, test those valves, mdividually, not in se- occur-r.o that you would not get stratified layer-

,

quence. We have seen cases where plants think they would, I think, be too great and would cause too much.

are testing individual hvent V valves, individually test- of a re. suction in oressure in th: first place.
ing them, when, in fact, they are testing a series of

,

. them. Again,Ihe gencric letter says ifyou have a tap,do 'lh s event occurs because there is low flow in the surge
them individually. line, on the order of I to 2 feet per second;it does not

occur at high flows w hen you have a transient going on.
'the other question that I have in addition to this one If you start to spray into the pressurizer at such a rate ,

that I wanted to comment on related to the surge line that you could initiate mixing in Ihe surge line itself, my
stratification, thought is that it would be too grent a rate. You would

be losing too much pressure in the system.

QUESTION: llave you examined operation itemember too, this gradient problem is worst during
stmtegies to resolve t.orge ime stratification startup and shutdowns, when you have the biggest dif-
problems? For example, pressurizer Spray in ferential temperature in the system.
modest capacity to draw a steady flow through

,

the surge line. 'the gradient is there. Any time you have subcooling in I

the system for example, in normal operation when you

ANSIVER: We have looked at operational strategies to have a differential temperature, the gradient is there. *

minimize the effect of stratification in the surge line. Ilowever, the effcets are not as great as when you me
shut down and you have the big gradient. *

In general, anything that you can do operationally that I would be glad to speak with you some more about ,

icstricts the differential temperature between the pre- that, too, Itick, after, if you like,
ssurizer and the hot leg is going to improve stratifica- ;

tion. Anything that can be donc cither to minimize the Mr. Thadani:
magnitude or the duration of time when you are in that .

differential temperature regime. That means that if There is another quest. ion,

y' u can raise the reactor coolant system pressure to a GUESTION: What is HitR's role in the IPlilower value, that is, draw the pressurtzer bubble at a program?
lower temperature so the differential temperature :

between the pressurized and the hot leg is less, that im- ANSI"ER: 1.ct me give you a littic background first,
proves stratification. If the pressurizer can be pressur-
ized with nitrogen or air in some way that enables start- Tom Murley, Director C NRR, has taken, as some of
i ;of the tractor coolant pump without drawing steam you probably know, a voy active interest in severe acci-
in the pressurizer, that enables strattficalion. That im- dent issues, in fact, he proposed actions that need to be
proves stmtification, taken to finally bring to closure the issue of severe acci-

dents.

[
Oth r things that are being looked at, and answers arc IPl! is one element in that program, a very important

| not yet availabic, are what are the effects of reactor element. NRR has been very actively myolved up front
'

coolant pump start? What are the effects of letdown in the definition of the IPl! prot, ram m terms of its
flow, varying letdown flow? scope,in t.:rms of the methodology that would be used

and in the schedules that have to be considered in com-
| We ir ow there is some change with the stratified layer ing to closure of this element of the program.

whnm the surge line depending upon the amount of'

letdown flow that is going on.To some cxtent the an- NRR would also be involved in the review process.

L
s:/crs are no' clear. Right now we nic thinking about forming teams from
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research as well as from NRR. So the sense you ought : Are there any more questions before we bring this final l;- o

to get from this is that NRR it cry actively involved discussion to closure? .;
; tx>th in the definition, the scope,cnd the review of this ;
.. program.; .

[No response.] }
,

Further, the generic letter that was issuc' on IPE only'

d4" ' ' ,

considered internal events and indicated that work is !

Mr. Thadani:ongoing on external cycnts. As you heard earlier, there j
fis nn external cycnts working group chaired">y larry . lhank you very much.
: Shan; larry, of course, is with fiRR, and Resc irch par-

,
' ticipates in that '

~

.:
""

This.whole program has very active narticipation by .
.

*

both the Offices of Research and of Nuclear Reactor I am very sarprised that we finished on schedu!c. I' 't<

Regulation.. would like'to thank you very much. :
1
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b SESSION 7: HUMAN FACTORS / OPERATOR LICENSING

Mr. Jack W. Itoe: tors. It touches the Office of Analysis and Evaluation
of Operational Data and our Office of Nuclear

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I would like to llegulatory ltescarch. Most importantly, it touches
welcome you to the morning session. I am Jack lloc and each and every nuclear utility and nuclear power fant,
this session involves human factors and operator
licensing issues. 11uman factors is an operationally focused,

performance. based concept. l'or exmaple, our new-
liefore we get into the particulars of our session, I requalification program is one under which a test is
would like to make a few administrative remarks. With given that is open book, content valid, and operational
respect to this session, the speakers have agreed to take in nature. You will hear more about that program irom
a few questions immediately following their presenta- Ken Perkins. .

"tion. Additional questions will be taken at the end of
the session. We would suggest that you use the three- It is cperationally focused and performance based as
by-five cards to write them on. We will have staff mem- exemplified in our emergency operating procedure re-
bers circulate llorough the room, passing out the cards views in w'.ich the NitC actually conducts a test to de-
and pickirg them up at the end. termine if yoc, the utility, the nuclear power plant

staff, can actually carry out your emergency operating
lior those questions that come from the floor at the end procedures in the plant by using the simulator and ny
of the presentation, we request that you do come for- walking through those procedur.:s in the actual plant.
ward and use the microphone for twc purposes: 17irst, It is also operationally focused by using an NitC staff
so that we are able to obtain those questions on the re- that has walked in your shoes or has watched you walk
cord of this particular session; and second, so that those in your shoes at the facility.
people who are in the audience behind you can hear
the question and tnen understand more fully the an- We have people that have experiences in many of the
swcr to the questian, following categories: senior resident inspectors, resi-

dent inspectors, engineers with degrees on our staff
As you are aware, today's lunch is at you r own option. lt who hold current SitO (senior reactor operator) li-
is a short time period. The next session starts at one censes from operating plants like Dwayne Arnold, en-
o' clock. gineers with degrecs who have 110 licenses, individuals

that are Navy nuclear power propiam veterans, and
I wish to stress the importance of being back for that people who have worked at actual nuclear power plant
very important afternoon session, sites.These peopic ve not only in the regions, but they

are at headquarters, and they give us an operational
I would like to take the opportunity now to give you a view,
little bit of an overview of our perspective of human
factors. The human factors program also promotes a profes-

sional relationship with the licensed industry. We have!

We ask the question, what is human factors? In sum- donc that by endorsing accremtation of training by
mary, it can be considered a broad, operationally INPO, oy significantly revising our requahtication pro-
focused area that is interested in obtair;ing and main- gram for licensed operators in coordination with the
taining a professional relationship with the licensed NUM ARC organization, and by holding workshops on
industry, it is broad. it touches many subject areas. numerous subjects with the invastry. These include
Some of these are, operator licensing, simulators, workshops on emergency operating procedurcs, which
training and qualification, management and organiza- are currently planned for the near future; systematic
tion, man-machine interface, the safety parameter appraisai of licensee performance, which was recently
display system, detailed control room design, emer- conducted in llegion 1; and maintenance, which was
gency operating procedures, fitness for duty, plant held in this very hotel late last year.
performance evaluation,11, gstematic assessment of
liccasce performance, maintenance, quality assurance, I believe that we all reali/c that human factors is a very

,

diagnostic inspections and special team mspections. important part of safe operation of nuclear power!

i plants.
liuman factors, in its broad scope, touches many or-
panimtiors. It touches the Office of Nuclear Itcactor This morning we have four presentations that are
llegulation, our regional offices, our resident inspec- selected topics in the human factors bn,ad an;a.The

8-1 NUltlRi/CP-0102. Voi. I
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first of those is on operating licensing by Ken Pc Lins, liefore the operating test was ad ninistered, both the,

Chief of the Operator I.icensing iltanch in the Off;ce NRC and facility personnel clearly defined the critical
. of Nuclear Reactor Regul;. tion. Ken is responsible for tasks that must be performed satisfactorily in order to
! the broad prograrr overview and for po? icy pass the examination. |

dcvelopment. 1

The significant contributor to the ef fectiveness of the 1
revised program is the expertise provided by the

Operator Licensing exammation team assigned to dcvelop and administer
the examination. Each examination is developed by a

Mr. Kenneth E. Perkins: team consisting of NRC examiners and experienced
facility representatives.This approoch has resulted in a

'

L. Good morning. I would like to provide you all this technically sound and an operationally oriented
morning with a situation report of where we are in op- examination. In addition, co-evaluation of operator
rator licensing, performance by the NRC and the facility has enhanced

the staff's ability to assess both individual performane
As Jack has mentioned toyou, we have made some re. and program effectiveness.
visions in the area of our requalification program and I '

g; ;; ; g gy g,would like to start with that program.
Ms W m hvelop the examination. In addition, the
quality of open reference and job-performance meas-

lhe first slide / Figure 1/ please. ute examination questions require continued improve.
,

ment. Examination teams are spending a great deal of
As a result of industry feedback and the staff's ongoing tbc preparation time modifying and developing new
review to upgrade its operator licensing program, a re- questions that test the operator's ability to address
vision to the requalification examination program was real life or potential operational problems rather than

' implemented October 1,1988. just testing their ability to look up correct answers.The
'

effort expended in this area should decrease as facill-
'Ite revised program examination requirernents, out. ties continue with theit upgrade and their examination
lined in Examiner Standard 601, were developed based question banks.
on systems approach to training. It provides the staff
with an assessment of both individual licensed operator feedback fro:n the examinations conducted to date
ability and operator training program effectiveness, indicate that rr significant programmatic changes are
Since implementation of the program, requalification re quired. The staff is contmumg to evaluate the feed-
examinations have been conducted at 10 facilities. back from examinations admmistered to fine tune and

,

improve the program.

The experienet gained from the examinations con- Next, I would like to talk toyou about our plans and our
ducted to date has been convincing. The revised pro- work with regard to the generic fundamentals
gram has enhanced the NRC's ability to assess both examination. May I have the second slide /Fi ere 2/flicensed operamrs performance and training pro- please.
grams' effectiveness.

The NRC has developed and pilot tested a generic
Each NRC requalification examination is based on the fundamentals examination (GFE) for llWR facilities.
facility's requalification programs, and its learning ob- This pilot examination was administered on September
jectives are derived from specific job task analysis. 21,1988, to 209 candidates from 19 different facilities

across the cou ntry. One examination was administered

The examination is composed of an operating lest and a to test both reactor operator and senior reactor
written examination. The operating test consists of a o;1erator generic fundamentals ,xnowledge. The nmda-

plant-specific simultdor demonstration and a facility mentals exammation provea to be a successf ul modife

walk through evaluation. ihe wntten examination cation to the NRC imtial licensing examination
consists of a two-section open book examination. process.

Maximum use of the plant's simulator to assess time' The 50-question, multiple-cho:ce examination wascriticaland team dependent behaviors hascontributed
graded using an optical scanner that allowed for bothto a realistic environment fer testing performance. rapid grading and automatic generation of item

lhe walk-through examination, conducted in the plant,
evaluates operatar knowledge of rpecific systems re- The passing critena was maintained at 70 percent to be
quired for safe p5nt operation. consistent with the current fundamental section of the
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licensing examination passing critcria. Ninety-five Generic letter 88-13, issued August 8,1988, solicited L

percent of the pcople who took the cxamination passed the examination need for cach facilliy tidough fiscal :
st.'the item statistics indicated that the majority of the year 1992, and stated that the NRC intended to imple-
questions asked discriminated bctwcen good und poor ment a national examination schedule beginning

.

5

performers. 'Ihose questions that did not discriminate October 1,1989. The agency's goal is to provide a
adequately will either be deleted or revised before predictable environment for scheduling examhier :

'their re use, resources and for facilitics to better plan their training *

cfforts. Generic letter 89-03 has been issued and it |

'Ihc next and last pilot examination will be admin- schedules the examination needs requested for fiscal j
isteted on June 28 of thisyear for both IlWR and PWR year 1990.

license candidates. 4i-

Semi annual examinallan site visits were scheduled for .i
*

. cach facility. Initial and requalification examinations,Questions are being developed. . reviewed, and as well as any re takes, will be administervd during
'

: validated by the NRC, INPO, and other testing cach site visit on the designated month, unless docu. ;
CXPCfl8' mentable extenuating circumstances warrant a change !

. to that schedule. In conjunction with this, the Operator
.'the NRC will have apprcximately 1,000 questions 1.icensing Ilranch is working toward a phased imple- -

developed for cach reactor type. llecause of the oitot mentation plan to incorporate the lessoas learned<

nature of these examinations, the decision has been from the requalification program into the initial cran.i-
,

made that if an individual taking one of these pilot nations. During this period when the staff is cvaluating 1

cxaminations were to fail, he would not be penalized the feasibility of corabining the requalification >
~

for this failure and wcold be allued to take the program lessons learned into the initial examination -

regularly scheduled completc examination including schedule, adjustments to the requalification examina-
fundamentalt- during the plant spccific licensing tion schedule will be negotiated with the regional *

cxamination. When we implement the generic funda- offices.
'nentals examination, the staff intends that individuals ,

will be required to have completed this evamination 'lhe staff is confident that the national examination
before taking the site-specific examination. schedule will provide the NRC and each facility with i

the necessary p'anning required to efficiently schedule i

Only those individuals enrolled in a licenced training valuable resources.
,

program will be allowed to' take the fundamer.tals
examination. In additie, once an operator successfully Next, I would like to speak to yoa alxiut our simulator
completes she fundamentals examination, he or she facility evaluation pregram. May I have the frarth slide
will not have to take this examination again upon / Figure 4/ please.
relicensing to an SRO level or upon transferring and
relicensing at another facility of the same reactor type, The simulation facility evaluation program is the ,

# that is llWR or PWR. NRC's program of implementation of 10 CFR
,

55.45(b). Simulation facilitics, which must be a %bic "

"the NRC staff believes that the second pilot examina- by March 1991, may be either certified by the facility

tion will confirm that the fundamentals examination is licensee to meet the guidance of ANSI 3.5 orapproved

I: a successful revision to the initial examination by the NRC. While NRC review is not required, the
staff intends to perform a desk top audit of selectedE*E* ** certification submittals to identify any major prob! cms
and to conduct onsite inspections when required, based

Phased program implementation is scheduled to begin on citner major problerus identified in the desk-top e

| in Octooer 1 of this year. Fo: lowing October 1, we an- review or on fidelity problems identified during the
ticipate that three examinations per reactor type will examination process,

i
'

be given annually. 'lhe resources saved from adrain- i,

istering this type of examh ation will be applied to the If an unsatisfactory simulation facility is identified, it
effort to develop highly reliable plant specific exami- has the potential of hal'ing the licensing examination

y nat!ons. Feedback from future fundamentals examina- process until the problem i3 corrected.

| .
tions will be used on a continuing basis to upgrad: the

,

initial licensing examination process. With regard to approval of approaches different from !
i. ANSI 3.5, the NRC continues to work on a case-by-
L - Next, I would like to speak to you of our natior.al case basis with those few facilitics without plant simu.
j : cxamination schedule,'Ihird slide / Figure 3/ please. lators that have submitted alternative plans.
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Slide five /Figurc 5/.- Critical tasks wit! be developed ar.d agreed to b; both ' !
J the NRC and the facility before administering the i

'Ihc intent of the regulation requiring a certified or an plant-specif% simulator examination.

approved simulation facility was to allow licensed can-
Vidates to be trainco and evaluated on their perform. Job performance measures will be identified by each
ance as well ns their knowledge in a setting that was as fat,ility, submitted as part on the reference material re-
realistic as possiHc. quirement and used to develop plant walk-through

,,

exammat ons.'

:

In addition to the obvious benefits gained by such an The staff's goal is :o be prepared to administer either
impiovement in the cxammation process, the facility li- an initial or a requalification examination, including- .

censees will also be allowed to omit certam details and any retakes, during carh site visit, that is, every 6 !
documentation of an operator license applicant's months. With the implementation of the ungmde pro- 'I

qualifications when the utility has a certified ,or grams for the generic fundamentals examination and
approved simulation facility and an acciedited trammg the national examination schedule and the modifica-

,

program, includmg requalification program based on a tion of the initial licensing examination, we belicyc the -

systems approach to trammg. goal is achievabic.
'

With the ongoing upgrade activitics currer.tly being 'the NitC is sensitive to the limited amount of experi-
implemented for the initial license examination and enced resources that are available to support both the
requalification program evaluations, the staff has de- industry initiative for training and development of li-
termined that the success of these activitics is largely censed operators and the examinct resources required
dependent on the initiative facility licensees take to conduct content vaiid examinations.The efforts to f1-

toward upgrading their simulators for certification. combine and upgrade the iniGal examination program
Justifications for extensions in compliance with the and requalification program will reduce the redundant
implementation date are very unlikely. resources expendit ure. This will allow the facility licen-

secs and the NRC to better use the valuable resources -
Next let me talk about the proposed revisions or the re- available for training and examination process.
visions that we are working on in the initial examination
program. Our schedule for initiating the phased implementat. ion

of this program is 12 to 18 months.
,

The NRC is planning to incorporate the applicable
good exam, ation techniques developed from the To follow up, the NRC is ccmmitted to ensuring that .

m '

- re'cised requalification program into its initial examina- cach nt. clear facility is operated as safely as possible.

tion program. As previously mentioned. 'lhe operating licensing program is ene of the most im-
implementation of the generic fundamentals exam,theportant inspection functions provided by our staff. 1,

ma-
tion will allow the regional examiner staff to concen-
trate on the safety sigmficance of plant specific system .Ihat each licented operator is fully qualified and re-

operation durmg mitial examinat,on development. sponsible to operate the controls of that reactor is ex-i
pected by the public, the NRC, and each facility

,

licensee. Operators and senior operntors must realize
'lhe ongoing work each facility is doing to upgrade its the safety significance of thejob demands placed upon
written examination bank and the continuing develop- them. Senior facility representatives must tuppon >

ment of safety significant job performance measures both industry and NRC initiatives to upgrade the pro-
will identify the core examination criteria used for fu* grams used to train and evaluate license applicants.

,

ture licensing and requalification examinations.

The requaliktion program developed to maintain
,

'Ihe similarities identified to test importance, knowl- operator preficiency must be informative, perform-
odge, and abilitics will be incorporated into all exami- ance based, and realistically achievabic. j
r.ations. Identification of initially required general
knowledge versus experienced licensed operator Facilitics need to take seriously the opportunity for
knowledge will differentiate between test items used to pre examination review. We are providing the oppor-
measure performance for each examination admini- tunity to review these examinations for salidity before
stered. The written examir.ations will have some sec- they are administered. Iletter examinations will result
tions that are very similar ihe operating tests for from a thorrugh pre-examination review. Post-
initial licensing will be modeled after the techniques examination comments generally will be considered as
developed for requalification examinations. cvidence of a superficial pre examination review.
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'the NitC regional office will evaluate the results of Mr. Roe: i(
initial ,and, requalification examinations. Increased .lhank yo's, lien. We do have some additional ques-
laspection efforts will occur for those facilitics whose tions that have been passed up and we will addressexamination results mdicate that license applicants those at the end of the session,
were not adequately prepared to take beensmg exami- ,

nations. In addition,'the icgional operator licensing . Our next speaker is John Zwolinski. John is the Deputy
staff will continue to evaluate the qualityc: the training Director of the Division of Licensec Performance and

'

material submitted for examination preparation. Ex. Quality I! valuation in our Office of Nuclear Itcactor .

aminations may be postponed or cancelled if the mate- llegulation. John is going to speak ori the subject of the :
,

'

rial submitled is inadequate to develop a content valid man-machine interface.,

examination.

M:m Machine Interface i

1he NitC has endorsed the industry systems approach [

for developing initial and requalification training pro- Mr. John A.Zwolinski: ;

grams and will monitor the results of operator per- 'lhank you, Jack. liefore beginning my presentation '
formance through the operator heensmg pmgram. the would hke to acknowledge the efforts of two staff, din
NltC will continue to fine tune its policy and proce- Aken rode and Claire Goodman, as far as presenting in-
dures based on feedback from the regional examiners, formation contained in your handout,
staff and through information obtamed from mdustry
initiatives. 7gy, fj

'Ihc intent of this situation report presented today is to lhe terminology " man-machine interface" has been

outline the activitics currently in progress to upgrade used by the staff for some time to capture the initiatives

the effidency and effectiveness of the !icase exami- following Tht! in the area of upgrades to the control

nation process. 'lha staff is confident that unce these mom and the requirement that evolved for the safety

upgrades are fully implemented, the quality an3 reli. parameter display system. v

ability of the operatr.rlicensing progcam will be f urther /%"r 2/enhaned.
l am going to give you a stat us report on where we str nd 3

'that concludes my remarks. I understand that if there with these two initiatives and talk about the futun of
are any questians that I may take a couple of questions. human factors to some extent. -

Arc there any questions?
As many of you are aware, the events at'thil did I %
into sharp focus the need for numerous improvwem

Voice: in control rooms in the area of human factors, ni avr. ,

ous improvements in the area of training, ove a 1, a
I am Morris McIntmh. My question really came from wide variety of areasassociated with the human f ictors ,

my training folks. I understand that you held meetings Jiscipline.
here in Washington annually so that the utilitics and
the regulators coulJ get togetherand talk about the ex. Over time we have become increasingly aware of the

aminations and the pmcess to be sure that everyone need to focus on human performance as it relates to

was tuned in ta that process and up to speed on any new operat;onal events and root.cause analysis; what, in-

initiatives the NitC might have concerning those ex. deed, are people doing to contribute or not contribute

aminations. I understand those meetings have been to operational events as they may emlve,

discontinued. My question is, do you plan to reinstitute Nite's focus m. seekm.g to upgrade control rooms was
those meetings? If not,I would ask that you reconsider to provide assurance not only to ourselves but to the
having those meetings. mdustry and the public that accurate, reliable informa-

|
iion was being conycyed to operatois. Operators could,
in turn, have reliable pmcedures that could be exer-

Mr. Perkins: cised-whether they be emergency operating procc-
dures, abnormal procrJures, or just plant procedures.

| 'there are no immediate plans for reinstituting those he ned for mform . tion that one could trust was of i

meetings. We would be happy to rer ider it based en
P#3*""' ""Wil3''cc to the staff.I'

an expressbn of need. Are there any other questions?
Concurrently, emphasis was placed on bringing a lot of

L If not,I thank you very much. I turn it back over to Jask, inf ormation together in a central location thmugh our
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safety parameters display system. The thrust being to I thin: it is importam to note that about half of the in-
focus on the overall plant status as far es safety was dustry r as eithu completed or has on its schedule the

|
?

M concerned. actual innlementation of reseNtion to these human !

cagineering discrepancies. *Ihc other half have nat.'

So there were two irritiatives that were identified ca-ly
on. !!oth were of the nature to enhance safety for tae About a third of the industry have one or more impor-,

; entire power plant revolving almut the actual operator tant liEDs to be corrected. We feel these are the kinds '
'

' ,

and his/her interface with current control rooms and - of areas-or actions or initiativer-that. In working i

this new instrument called the safety parameters dis- with the staff by a telephone conference call, or per- 1
; play system, haps a meeting face to face, can be moved off the platt.

We can declare victory with many of these open items. ,'

Over time, our DCRDR, detailed control room design The concept being, let us get on with the licensing
revie"r process, has evolved and taken a course that, process expeditiously.
!ooking back over 10 years, one could question much of
what the staff has done and how we have gotten to Those at the bottom of the barrel, the bottom 10 or 15

,

where we are today. percent, are far more troublesome to the staff. In some
>. cases summary reports have not been received from

I would like te rive a little bit of a historical perspective the industry. A concern exists that some utilities did not
bringing you up ia today's time f;ame. take ihis particular effort as seriously as others. On one

hand, many heensees have act ually corr.plewd this task.
Following the accident, we issued NUREG-0737. It Others are at the very beginning or the it. fancy of the
contained such issues in the human factors area as task. For the bottom 10 to 15 percent, we would envi-

DCRDR and SPDS [ safety parameter display systen.]. si n m difyu.g our licensing review process by under.
More importantly though, in December of 1982, the takmg onsite audits.

staff chose to take a harder look at emergen':y response
capability, and within that context, we identified the I would envision these audits to le two to three days at
need to expand the vea of DLRDR and Si,DS with your site working with yout coming to grips with what
more specific guidance and requirements. the significant HEDs truly are and what kind of a

schedule can you propose to make upgrades to control
ms to come No coMonnance w% Ws paMarr

Much of whr.t was done in these two areas was con.+
,

,

" '#*""*firmed by order in March of 1983. In the area of
DCR D9 m enfirmed that the industiy would provide

So I think the bottom line to DCROR is that the staff
,

the staff with a summary report /Hgure 3/.That sum-
mary report was to contain human engineenng discrep- wants to be as innovatiu "nd creative as possible in

ancies (IIEDs) as identified by you, the licensees. At dcing a first class review or onsite inspection to bring

that time, we did not state explicitly to highligh' those closure to this issue as quickly as possible within the

of greaten irnportance or medium importance or lowe' context of the accident at TMI having occurred over 10
years ago.importance, flowever, over time, our guidance to our

project management st9ff has been to continue to fo-
cus, or push, on bnngmg closure to the more sigmficant The report card leaving essentially half of the industry '

or truly important human engineeriag discrepancies open is not good for us and it is not good for you.

that you have identified, thus bringing closure to this ,

issue. I would like to move on to SPDS / Figure 5/.1 have some '

news to sha.e-at least, it may be news to some of you.
Once tigain in Supplement I to NUREG-0737, we

I think that is a very important point, that the industry highlighted the need to bring a delected amount of in-has had quite . Dit of time to work with our staff in de-
formation to a central location so that an individualveloping an implementation schedule to make en-

hancements or modifications to the control room.
could assess the safety status of the plant quickly-take
the broad overview and help direct shift operations.
Just recently the staff has taken a vcay hard look at theI think the bottom line thrust, whether it v.as communi-
success to date in petforming licensing reviews in the

cated accurately or effectively from the staff, was cer- area of the safety parameter display system. The report
tainly to do the important things first, get those behind card is certamly not one that is very good.
us, and then look at the less significant human engi-
necting discrepancies. We do recognize that much of the industry has tried ;

carly on to install a safety parameter di., play system.
The next slide /Figurc 4/ is an overalt status or the For one reason or another, they became very
marks earned by industry to date. unreliable. Many of you had to essentially take them
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- back out of your control room. Others ofyou have actu . 'the third alternative would be an op' ion that is less at-
tily implemented the SPDS very successfully I have tractive. it is more along the lines that H you f eel that
' t'c entire gamut to span as far as success and lack of you ca: mot conform to the information that is being !s '

success ;n actually getting on with bringing closure to sponsored by the NRC in Supplement 1 of the generic
this particular isme, lett:r, the information contained in NUREG-1342, ,

you would provide other information to the staff as to
*

h . I think the bottom line is that we fdt that we are really why you are not certifying compliance.
"'

getting nowhere. We we re spinning our whccis as far as
doing licersing technical resiews. What would culvc out of the responst., to that generic

g 7 ;g , g, ,

c three. Those that have esxntially certified that they
It brings into question what our role really thould be in arc in compHance, bh one. Those tha*. have given a
reviewing such things as the safety parameter display date when they would be in compliance, bin two. And,
system. We have chosen-1 think you have heard this in the third bin would be for the enes that we would prob-. '

other sessions over the last couple of days-to get li- ably want to take a look at. When I say,"take a look at,"
censees morc involved. 'Ihat increased involvcin >nt is I am targeting staff to get out and kick the tires so to

. y manifested through something called certification.1 do speak, really take a look at what you have,
not believe that is a strange word to be using: we ares

s passing the burden to the utilities to cert.fy the status Once again, I em back to talking about onsite attits
of your particu|ar plant'to the regulator. In other versus in house . technical reviews,4

,
words, pat the burden of proof back on the industry

4 rather than putting it on the regulator. The bottom line to thit particular g;.: de letter is that
'

. we are not impos!ng new requirements. We are simply,. ,

i We are trying to re-est.Nish a balance as to who is r':. attempliag to get a better handle on those designs that

sponsible for what at these power plants. This is a very are in conformance with the regulatary requarc ments *

- recent occurrence; in fact the document describing and those that are not. With that information, we cara
focus cur resources to the licensect that we should re-this is dated April 12. We i. ave issued a generic letter

that sponsoa this concept of certification. You should ally target and not just go helter sketter to the root of
be aware 'that it comisins a NUREO document, safety (mrameter display sysiems-

NURl!G-1342, which contains a great deal ofinforma.
. have discussto DCRDR and I have discuseditiot, the staff has gained over the years from dom, g on the SPDS,I ucss the httom line to these two top csisE i

'
,

the order of 50 to 60 technical revacws of safety pa- >
,

rameter display systems. The NUREG presents infor- that we envision work dyt still needs to be done. We'

mation that we found acceptable and designs and recogmze much of the mdustry has tried hant in th,siI

area. We are all in the same boat, so to speak. ,Ihereconcepts that we found to be acceptable, as well as in-
formation that we found to be not acceptable. It is tar- are pressures bem, g brought to bear, so :et us bring clo-

sure to these long-standing TMI action plan issues.seted for you as a licensee to be able to use, rock up
your system against much of what we have done, things Our staff sands prepared to work closely with you-
that we have found acceptable in the past, whethcr it is to talk over the telephone or to meet with

you. It is our intention to move expeditiously to bring
The generic letter requests that you a espond, under 10 closure to both of these issues.
CFR 50.54(f), to the staff in one of thme ways.

I would like to take just a couple of minutes to talk
'the first would be to compare your system with the in, abot.t some future in!'atives that might be a little bit ;

formation provided in this particular document more fim und get us off of the TMI action plan.
'

' {NUREG-1342] and you may und that your system
indeed is fully operational and in compliance v/ith N"" N

.

regulatory requirements. You would simply certify What is the future of human factors for our agency?
to us that your system meets our requirements; that Many of the speakers have touched t ron numan per-

- e option one, and you are done. formance. I was Inken by Chairman ' ech's r marks atZ
lunch the other day. Many of the issues that the Chair-

The second alternative would be to state that it is your man raised are right in our division. The human
intention to be in full compliance with requirernents performance aspect is clearly an area which the Com.
that the regulator has sponsored; however,yours,w tem mission is very sensitive to.
is not fully operational to date. We would ask yon to t

provide a date by which time you would envision your in that regard, we are in tne procew of developing a
system to be fully cperational. very limited scope inspection procedure that could be *
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( used by a wide uriety of profcssionals to take a very face, ticback to procedures, all of the integration that'

"
quick glance at you as a licensee, or at a particular takes place within the human factors arena?
plant,in the area of human factors, generally rpcaking.

'Ihc bottom line-I touched on it--the ever changing |
--We also see the human factors protocol evolving so le of the reactor operator in coatext with upgrades cr ;

that it wih bc of assistance to our All's or llTs [aug- modifications to your control rooms using advanced
mented inspection or incident invey,wn teams]. display techm, ques. ,

The role of the human factors prcl w J is being
- more integrated into the entire agency s activities. 'lhus with these comments and remarks, I feel like I

,

.We see that in response to events as they occur. have kicked you a little bit m the areas of sately pa- |E rameter display system and DCRDR. 14 .

tT . We also envision doing a m uc h better job looking to ,hc
future building up(m operational events of the day. In We do recognize that there hrse been mixed signals t

many cases, heensecs submit licensec event reports ov.r the years. It is our agency's position, it is time to i

that attribute the root cause to human error and it get on with it, and we sincercly want to work diligently i

q}} stops short. One of the things iaat we are going to take with you in bringing closure, We are also asking the |

staff to take a hard Icak at new innovative means to *

a harder look at over the next ycar or two is question-
brirg closure to these long standing licensing issues. ;

o.
^

ing: Should v c look harder at what the real human per-
i

formance issuc was in a given event?
I wanted to reemphasite that particular point.1 appre. [
ciate your time. *lknk you. Any questions? Can you ;

Any number of examples would evolve. Just off of the corr e to the " mike"? '

top, if procedures etmtinue te be a troublesome point
-) with the industry, and they are the root of many of the |g,g;

human performance usues, obymusly thc agency
would need to do something in that area. For example, I have one question, John. I note that the Office of Re- !

> p

'(. a generic communiention in which we state that we find
y procedures are really at the root and resui.:ng in a lot ser.rch has what appears to be a prctly large effort in

,

t

the human factors. Ilow is the NRR activity pmviding 1

of crmrs, can be t'ed intoyour maintenance activity or input in shaping that rc:; catch program? itied back to r,perational events, surveillances bemg .;
pulled. If there are truly roots to the hun.an perform- ~

ance issues, or the bottom line ends up being peopic, Mr. Zwolinski: ,

we 'want to get a bmter handle on this from an opera-
tional perspective. ,Ihe process is fairly uniform regardless of st.bj.et,

Moch of what Research spor. sors is basc. on users

needs deve'opc<1 frora NRR and other offices such as
So the principal thrust is far the staff to do better in its NMSS or AEOD.The user need is sent to Research.
inspections, incorporating human factors. We envi- The research staff willattemp! to uccommodatc our re- -

sion, and we have seen by the way, a large number of quest far research in a given area. They will evaluate - i
p,

the licensees taking a more concerted effort to inte- the subject in the context of other work they are doing.'

grate human factors into their efforts. We have seen We would like to think, in the area of human factors
|this to be a very positive initiative. It is more one of especially, we are in the pmcess Of developing ana 1

bringing a common knowledge base to the industry ver- agency human factors program plan.
sus working individually on plants.

We will propose that to the CommissioClhe responsi-
Anotherarea, speaking to the future, ..ould be our rec. bility of staffing the program belongs with the Office of -

I; agnition that mar.y licensecs are beginning to use ad. Research. NRR will concur in that program. We work
'j vanced computer systems advanecd achnologies. We fairly closely with Research in identifying research -|

are working with some of the vendors on their ad, needs and in bringing resolution to research issues as-
i vanced control room designs. The staff fccis it is veiy sociated with human factors,

j
V im[nrtant for us to get into a position to understand '

hm goal these mystems are, how well are these new We also attempt to have the rescarch staff panicipated. 3 ,'l
systems being integrated or hackfitted into current day with our staff in undertaking selected inspections, try-
control moms, For example, if an advanced display is ing to bring a more hands-on approach in the rescarchj' '

being piaced in a current-day contml room, have pu, of the human factors area.
.I as the licensec.1hought through the impact it will have

on your operational staff, training, the operator inter- Any other questions from the lhor: Thank you.
'

. l-
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Mr,, Roe: 'Ihe Commission has subsequently voted to issue the ;

final rule with some modifications to the staff
Our next prerentation is on a very important topic and proposals,
the prcrenter is loren 11ush. Loren is Chief of the Pro- .

'
gram Development and 11cview Section in the Reactor Let meinterject right here that orct ry commor, ques-
Safeguards akanch. tion is, what is the status of the rul< When are we go-

ing to see tne rule in the FederalRegistcr? I can report
to you that the rule package was delivered to the Com-

Fitness 4cr-Duty Rule mission yesterday for their final affirmation before
publication in the Tcdcral Register. I would guess, and it

Mr. Loren L. Ilush: is strictly a crystal ball guess, that there is a reasonable
possibility that we will hm it pt'blished in the Federal ;

Thank you, Jeck. Good morning. liefore I start my re. Register by the middle of !viay,

marks this morning I would like to share some of the
credit for the development of the fitnc;s for duty rule / Figure // ;

wl h a few of the happy faces in the audience: Gene
McPeck who works directly for me and does a lot of In response to the proposed rule, there were a total of

3079 comments. Almost 3000 of these,2800 or 2900,running around with my whip in hancl. Scated right next
to him is Valerie llarnes, Dr. Valeric Ilarnes from thc were in wri;ing by 378 responders. A 188 additional

Iluman Affairs Research Center in llattelle. Over comments were meio during a public meeting in Octo-

there is Dr.Jan Olson. Dr. Ilarnes and Dr. Olson have ber of 1988. Compnation of all similar comments re-
sulted in a total of 632 comments that were addresseda very sizeabic staff that have donc extensive research

work on all of the technical issues associated with fit. by the staff. A detailed summary and analysis are con-

ness forduty. You will see some significant things as w; tained in NURPG-1354 and that will be published

get, later on, to some of the products of their work, hopefully about the time that the rule is publishe'i.

'
I have the final draft of that NUREG on my desk. As

Some general remarks so start out.'the NRC believes soon as the commission affirms the rule, we will hr vc a '

that its licct. sect should ensure that nuclear power f nal rule and NUREG sent to the publisher.
.

plant personnel perform their tasks m a reliable and1

trust, worthy manner and that they are mentally and 'Ihe NRC staff, assisted by Pacific Northwest laboro-
physicady fit to perform their duties safely and compc- tory in Ilatte!!c's research centers, gathered and
tently.*Ihat is a very broad definition, if you will, of fit- analyzed the information on the technical issues, which
ness for duty. are summarized in NUREG/CR-5227 and in Supple-

ment I to that NUREG. Supplement I should also be
Furthermore nuclear power plant personnel should published some time within the next iciv weeks. ;

not be under the influence of any substance, legal or
illegai, which adversely affects their ability to perfecm Next slide / Figure 2/ please.

, their jobu. Consistent with this policy, the NRC be- i

lieves that there is a need to ensure that the work plase Some Key provisions of the proposed rule are that it| :

is drug free as well as free of the effcets of such takca into account the many positivc aspects of cxisting

substances. licensec programs while providing for minimum pro-4

gram standards with due regard for both public ando
worker safety and the rights of individuals.

lly way of a little backgrounu, on August 4.19d6, the
Commission issued a policy statement to encourage Let me emphasize that point, the rights of individuals.i

utilittes operating nuclear power reactors to imple- It has causcd a lot of thinking on the part of the entirei ,,

i ment fitness.for duty programs. Commission staff, to achieve the prcper balance be- .

tween rights of individuals and safc s. 'in appropriate
I ~q.

Following a December 1987 biicting by the NRC staff areas, the experience gained from, and the standards
amd representatives of power reactor licensecs, the established for, the Federal Government's testing pro-n
Comuission determined ihat a rule was desirable and gram also serve as a basis for the rule. There are severalu

i directed the NRC staff to prepare a proposed rule, key provisions that I will describe briefly.,

L,f, 'lhis propored rule was published for public comment
on acptember 22,198F. 'lhe Commission was briefed First of.all is the rope. The rule will reqv:re cach'Il i

on the staff's proposed rule on February 8,1989, and ticensee authori7ed to operate and construct a nue: car

y the staff pajwr was tnade publici; uvallable nt that time. power reactor to implement a fitness-for. duty
y program With li nited exceptions, such as NRC
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repres.cntatives, law enforcement personnel, and eff. category ofIestingis the random teste., which are unan-
-F site cmergency fire and medical response personnel, nounced tests imposed in a random manner at a rate i

the rule will apply to all individt'als granted unescorted equal to 100 percent of the pgulation, administered,
. access to protected areas of the plant as well as to at a minimum, on a nomnial weekly basis. -
known licensee or contractor personact required to
fiysically report in an emergency to licensee emer. 'Ihc third area is the testing for cause.1 hat should be !
gency facilitics. conducted as soon as possible following three specific i

occurrences. 'lhe first is observed behavior indicating i
NRC personnel will be st'bject to the NRC's d ug test. possible substance abuse. 'Ihc second is after acci- '

ing program, which will be implemented in response ic der.ts.There is a lot of words in the rule that try to fine
the executive order. 1Jnc and characterize that so that you are not t: sting

everytime you have io put on a band aid. 'Ihc last area is ;

. Another kiy point here is that licensees must imple. after receiving credible information that an individual
ment the program within 180 days of the effective date is cbusing drugs or alcohol. "Ihc last asca is the fol-
of the rule, lowup testlig, which is conducted on an unanaounced ,

basis to verify continued abstration from the use of
'The rule will require certain elements inter.Jed to prescril:cd substances. ;

ensure proper management of the fitness-for duty
program. The standards developed by the Department ofIIcalth

.

2

and H u man Services for drug testing programs for Fed-
/Fiperc J/ cral employees have been adopted and modified as

NRC standards for the collection and testing of urinc >

These include establishment of written policies and specimens and tests for blood alcohol content,

procedures by licensecs to ensure thtt all persons sub-
ject to the program clearly understan0 what is expected Ni!C testint, standards require the use of HHS-
of them and what consequences may result from viola- certified testing laboratories and other I rocedures to

tions of the fitness-for-duty programs.The rule wil pmvide considerabic protection against wrongly
'

quire collecuan and analysis of data, audits, and act,I re-identitying a person as a user of drugs. In the testingions
to correct problems subsequently identified. Em- guidelines, there are five drugs that are specified.'Ihey

phiyee-assistance programs and appeal procedures are are the same drugs that are specified in the HH3 gu:de-

also required. Additionally each heensee wdl be re lines, and we have also added alcohol. We alsa speci-
f ed cutoff levels that are c-)nsistent with those that arequired to inform the Commission promptly of sigmfi-

cant fitness-for-duty events. in the HHS guidelines.
t

/ Figure 4l
Those two areas have been a very signi'icant issue with
the Co:nmission and the industry, and we will see how
we end up. I think what I have just said is how we are '

A L *v key area of the program is training, which must going to end up.
be provided to ensure that persons subject to the pro-

,

| . gram-ana this is primarily licensec and contractor As for quality a.nurance features, there are a lot of QA
emphiyecs-understand the program ard their re' specifications in thc NRC guidelines. llasically the use
sponsibility in its implementation as well as the hazards of HHS-certifitxl laboratories is a key point. The ad-
associated with substance abuse. Supcivisors and othe r ministrative process of the testing, the chain of custody, /
key personncI will be trainad in , techniques for recon- and how the specimens are collected and shipped to
nizing drugs and indicalions of the use, sale, or possc> the laboratory are important O A features. An area that
sion of drugs, and in behavioral observation techniqu es we have inciuded in the guidelines for quahty assur-

'

,

for detecting impairment and related conditions. ance is measures to prevent the subversion of the test-
'

ing program and obviously the security for the facility'
/ Figure 5) itselE.

Testing is the aren th',1 causes the most inti;rs st, I We are concernt.d about tb: quality of personnel whop
guest To provide a means to deter and detect drug conduct, perform, testing and so forth.
abuse. the licensee will be required to implement cer-,

1 tain chemical testing programs for alcohol and drugs ProbaNy, the biggest aspect of the quality assurar.cc'

for perons object to the rule. These provisions me feature is the medical review officer (MRO). Maay li-
f' testing with;n 60 days before the initial granting of une. cemecs currently have a licens:d pl vsician on staff

scorted access ta protected areas or assignment to ac- that review test results, but you s'out.: oc vcir careful
'

tivitics within the scope of the rule.The second general when you get int i f his and make m0 that he has the- >

s

,*?
)
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right background and does all of the things that are riod before being called in, if alcohol had been con- '

pelled nut, not only in the testing guidelines but in the sumed, the licensec would determine the fitness and
MitO's handbook. establish appropriate controlled conditions under

,
which the person can perform work.

- Another key point is certainly that the licensees may
' use more stringent standards than those that are speci. Disciplinary actions would be inappropriate for a per-
ficd in the rule, son called in for unscheduled work. For confirmed mis-

use of alcohol, valid prescription, and over the counter

/Hgurc 6/ drugs, licensec's sanctions must be sufficient to deter i

abusc of these legally obtainable substances as a substi-

'Ihc rule prescribes specific minimu;n sanctions when tute for abuse of proscribed drugs.

persons test positive for illegal drugs. Persons having
the first confirmed positive test must be denied Whentner a person is testd for drugs, the test for alco-

.

,

unescorted access for a minimurr' of 14 days. During hol is also required. A blood alcohol content of 0.04 ,

that period, appropriate counseling and developmcat percent or greater is considered positive. Tests for

of treatment, followup, and future en ployment plans alcohol must be by breath analysts. Iloth screening and
,

must be undertaker llefore return 1o duty, a determi- confirmatory tests must be admimstered with an
nation of fitness veill be required. A second confirmed evidential grade breath measurement device that con-

positive test will result in denial of unescorted access forrm to National liighway Traffic Safety Administra-

and exclusion from certain other dutics for a minimum
tion standards. Shou!d further confirmat,on bci ';

period of 3 years. Persons detumined to have been in, demanoed by the person being tested, the test must be -

volved in the sale, use, or possession of illegal drugs a gas chromatography analysis of blood,

within the protecte d aren will be subject to these same
/ U "'C 8/Ksanctionr for a minimum of 5 years.

1.icensec management will be reo; ired to conduct a -llemstatement of persons will require medical assur- suitable inquiry before granting unescorted access and
'

ar.cc of abstinence fo-3 years, assurance of fitness, and to maintain records that will help to determine if a per- i

ran lom tests at least once every 3 months for a 3-year
son being considered for unescorted access was ever re-

'

penod. That is slightly mcorrect. It is t.; least once a moved or denied unescorted access as a result of notmonth for the first 4 months. being fit for duty.

Any subsequent involvement with illegal drugs must Licensecs will be required to retain records to support
result m permr.nent removal itefusal to provide a the tracking system and to disclose that information i

specPnen and resignation before removal for violating upon inquiry la any licensee or its contractor falling u n-
~

the litness-for-duty pohey must be recorded as der the scope of the rule.
removals for cause. .

t

(Hgure 9]
~

Offsite sale or possession of drugs or offsite use of ,

drugs are matters that usually result in la,w enforce- Cor. tractor personnel will be subject to a fitness-for-
ment actions and are handled by the crimmat justice duty program. Furthermore, contractors will not be
system. permitted to assign any personnel previously removed

L from any other nuclear power plant for fitness-for-duty ?
'

|- The Com.ni,sion expects the licensec's personnel poli- related problems without the knowledge and consent
i- cies will address these matters. Additionally licensees of the licensee. r

are exoccted to determine if offsite activitics orce i

1- identified indicate questions concerning an individual's Licenstes are required to report significant fitness-for-

| reliability, trustworthiness, and fitness for duty. duty events to the NltC operations center by telephonc
' within 24 hours.These include any sale, use, or posses-

L Next slide /Hgure 7j please. rion of illegal drugs within the protected area and any

| acts by the license:f operator or supervisory personnel
As a minimum, the licensec's wntten policy must pro- on or off the site with illegal drugs, confirmed positive
hibit ths. consumption of alcohol preceding and during tests on such persons, use of alechol within the pro-
any t;heduled working tour. Licensees must have a tected arca, or determination of unfitness for sched-

L call-in procedure that will ensure that persons called in uled work as the result of the consumption of alcohol.
,

to perform an unscheduled working tour are fit to per-
form the tasks assigned.The person should be required ia conclusion, the NitC has done extensive studies to

L to state whether alcohcl was cor.sumed during the pe- understand an'J resolve the technical issues.The rule is'

1

1
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I designed to build upon existing licensec programs a id is collected and how it is controlled and protected. So ;

to establish uniform minimum standards in those areas we would not consider that a valid test result. :
F for which none exist. ;

! 'lhe Commission will require the industry to follow
many of the same standards for protection of the indi. So tr.: cnd result of that process was that he has had
vidual that are being applied to the Federal Govern- one confirmed positive test?
ment.

Mr Ilush:
The NRC intention is to provide add;tional assurance
of safety by creating an environment that is free of 'Ihat is correct.
drugs and free of the effects of drugs. Doyou have any
questions? I answered the only question you had. Yes? Mr. Roc: '

Yolce: Our next presentation will be on the unergency oper- '

atmg procedure program. The presenter is 11111 Regan.
Arc there any actions required subsequent to a nega. lie is Chief of the lluman Factors Assessment Ilranch.

!

tive test following the initial posi'ive? 'Ihat is if some. lic's going to tell us a story of a program that has
body tested positive and went back and had another evolved significanfly over a period of time, one that was
test later and it came back negative, is thcre any subsc. previously focused on paper review and now is opera-
quent actions involved? tionally focused on site with actual tests of how you

conduct your EOPs.

Mr. Ilush:
Emergency Operating Procedure Inspection

When you say he tested positive, are we talking about a Program
presumptive positive on an initial screening test or are
we talking about a confirmed positive test result? Mr. William 11. Regan:

. Good morning. In May of 1980 the TMI Action Plan
Voice:

[NUREG-073?J was issued. item !.C. dealt the issue of
J ust the very first test. I take it by confirmed you mean operating procedures. The objective of that item was

,

a backup test? weil staf cd and bears repeatm, g now,it is the underpm-
ning of the tremendous effort that was subsequently
taken by the nuclear industry and the NRC to "iraprove

Mr. Ilush: the quality of procedure; to provide greater assurance
that the operator and Flaff actions atWell, the testing process is normally that the specimen a cct, explicit, and easily understood.;c technically cor-

is taken and an initial screening test is performed.'Ihat
is a presumptive positive.

In response to this item, the owner's groups, the reac-
tor vendors, the NRC, and the individual licensecs and

Voice: utilitics initiated an effort to improve operating procc-
dures that is continuing even now,10 years after the ac-,then the followm.gone. cident at TM!.

Mr. Dash: The lessons that we learned at TMI regarding procc-
dures can be put into two major categories: techr. ' .al

If the confirmatory test comes back negative. . . . content issues and hurr.an factors issues.
i

Voice: | Figure 1]

No, that came back positive. He went on to a private It was obvious after the accident that there were events
physician and had a second series of tests. that were possible,if not probable that were not ad- i

,

dressed by the (.xisting generation of emergency procc-
Mr. Bush: dures.

;

1

The prcblem is, il an individual goes off to a private The industry responded to this shortcoming by
physicitm, then the collection of the specimen and its reanalyzing transiuts and auidents, taking into I
testing really does not meet forensic standards in how it accoun; multiple failures including operator errors.

NURliG/CP-0102, Vol. I S-12
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Much effort has gone into redeveloping the technical If diagnosis is possibic, event-based procedures may be
basis for the EOPs. Vendors and owners' groups have used to provide a quickcr, optimal response to an

. collaborated to develop generic technical guidelines event. l!owever, the basic concept is that thc operators
and licensees have developed plani specific technical orientation should be towards n.onitoring plant saicly '

guidelines, functions and maintaining them by whatever means
pocsible to I n cent breaches in the barriers to radioac-

This initial effort to improve the technical content of tive releases -

the EOPs is drawing to a close; with the industry's
cooperation, the NilC hopes to close out its review of In addition to the changes in the conceptual orienta-
generic technical guidelines by the end of 1990. There. tion of the !! ops, of her inaprovements to usability were
after, it is expected Ihat there will be no need ihr major identified by the industry and the NItC.
revisions to the generic technical guidance and, there-
fore, no oced for NaC approval. l'ollowing perfor. In 1982 the NitC issued NUllEG-0899, Guide-

'
mance of the safety review rcquired by 10 CFit 50.59, lincsfor the Preparation of Emergency Operating Pooce.
cach Ilcensee may incorpor tc any new information durcs, to provide a description of an acceptable EOP :

gained from refmed analytical techniques or data from design process as well as some basic human factors
the operating experience into its plant specific techni. principles that could be applied to improve the under-
cal guidance and its !! ops without pre-approwl by the standability of !! ops. Ily the time NUltEG-0899 was
NilC. issued, the agency had already been significant progress

by the owners' groups in developing generic technical
/Mgure 2/ guidelines. A parallel effort was now needed to ensure

Ihat plant specificissuesincludingimman factorswere

The other major lesun learned at TMI regarding pro- appropri tely addressed. Therefore, NUltEG-0899 -
focused on what the staff censidered to be the neces-cedures was that they were poorly designed from the

operator's point of view. They relied very heavily on sary elements of the EOP development and imple-

operator training and experience, using general or am- mentation program.
,

biguous wording that put an unnecessary burden on the
It was felt that licensees necdad to formalize the im-operator s memory. plcmentation process, and in doing so would accom.
plish two things. First, it would add rigor to the EOP t

They were riddled with log. flaws, "If A and 11 or C, writing process, which had, before TMI, often been a
.

ic
then do X or Y and Z., Additionally, the conceptual one man show, a task delegated to the operations de-
format of designing a separate procedure for each pe? partment, based as often on intuition and limited op-
tulated event, required that operators successfully d'* crational experience as analytical data and broader
agnoac the correct event before the procedure could be industry experience.This process that had rarely been
executed.This event based format also did not piovide subjected to independent peer review. Second, it was
a prioritized safety function monitoring task. As a re- hoped that it v.xid allow the NitC to step out of the
sult, the operatcrs ut i MI, after failing to diagnose the critical path and allow "uickcr implementation of the
event coirectly, took actions that worsened the event. improvements. Unfon .;ately, neither cf these goals
in addition, they lost track of certam critical safety has been fully accomplished.
functions, such as core cooling i.nd heat removal, caus-
ing the vorst accident in the history of the American jgjy7gjg ,

nuclear mdustry.

later in 1982, Supplement I to NUREG-0737 was is.
I At the same time that technical improvements were sued as an enclosure to Generic 1.ctter 82-33. Supple-
[ being developed for EOPs, attention was also focused ment I described the essential emergency response

on improving the usabih,y of the EOPs-the human capabilities that would be seguired ot licensees after
factors issues. The NitC and industry agreed that the they submitted a plant specific schedule.,

I EOPs should take a new form that woti|d not require
diagnosis. This new form was called function. based or The basic requirencnts for emergency operating pro-
symptom-based EOPs. cedures were included in Supplement 1. Supplerrent I

directed each licensee to submit to the NitC a procc-
1 Function based HOPS do not require event diagnosis dures generation package (PGP) that included:

| ' for execution of mitigati"e actions. They do require

|' cor.tinual monitoring and mainienance of the critical (1) Plant specific technical guidelines or the
safety functions for the plant, such as reactivity, core methe<! to be used to develop plant-specifict

| cooling and heat removal, reactor coolant system integ- guidelmes from the generic technical guide-
rity, radioactivil." con trol, and containment conditions. lines including plant-specific information.

8-13 NUREG/CP-0102, Vol. I
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(2) A plant specific writer's guide for preparation inspection A sample of 16 plants representing the four :

of the EOPs. vendor groups were selected for the pilot phase '
,

(EOP-1) of the inspection program.'

(3) A description of the pmgram to be used for
verification and validation of the upgraded The first of these inspections began on March 14,1988. ,

'

EOPs. Soon after EOP-1 began, a second phase of inspec.
,

H tions called EOP-2 under the leadership of the Divi-
(4) A description of the training program for the sion of Reactor inspection and Safeguards was {

upgraded I! ops. initiated at all boiling water reactors with Mark I con-
,

tainments with special focus on containment venting '

Using this PGP, the licensecs were to develop func. pmcedu rcs. 'Ihe third inspection phase. called EOP-3,
tional or symptom basec EOPs that would provide the is in progress now and will include inspections at all
operator with the ability to mitigate consequenecF for a plants not included in EOP-1 and EOP-2, and any fol- ;

h broad range of accidents and multiple equipment iail. Iowup inspections that arc deemed necessary,
*'

ures.
;

_

| Figure 6]

[Rgure4]
'lhe great majority of EOP problems that were identi-

These upgraded EOPs were to be developed using hu- ficd by the EOi' inspections, thus far, resulted from in-

man factors principles.'lhc N RC staff's earlier reviews adequate or incomplete implementation of EOP
,

of the licensecs' EOP programs and pmcedures gen, upgrade programs. Although the inspections focused

eration packages identified potential concerns with on the EOPs themselves, the kinds of pmb! cms that'

their implementation, in response to Nsc findings, were identified led to an examination of the program.

the NRC staff conducted inspections at four plants to matic weaknesses that caused those problems and al.

monitor the industry's procedure upgrade programs. Iowed them to go uncorrected. [

During thesc |nspections, a number of problems were One major cause of the widespread program weak- i

identified. As a result, Information Notice E6-64 was nesses is that the licensecs have generally not followed
,

,

issued in August 1986 to alert licensecs to the specific the published guidar.cc regardmg the upgrade of
.

problems found during these inspections. HOPS. Il copears fmm the mspect,on findings that, ti

rather than intentional disregard, there is a lack of un-
derstanding on the part of the industry of the principals ;lhe stafiinspected six more plants over the courre of includ^d in the staff s guidance. The most s;gnifican'

'

the next year with similar results. Information Notice pmgmmm Oc pmWms am
86-64, Supplement 1, was issued on April 20,1987, to
describe further problems with EOPs and PG Ps and to (1) lack of multidisciplinary team approach, espc-inform the industry that the inspection effort would be cially a lack of human factors expertise. '

irtensified.

(2) Imck of an independent review to ensure tFat
/U8"'# 0/ tne EOPs are correct and can be performed.

In late 1987, the NRC developed and implemented an (3) 12ck of a systematic process for ensuring that
accelerated pilot inspection program. The program in- the quality of the EOPe does not degrade over i

,

,

| corporated a de: ailed performance-based inspection of time. '

EOPs, in contrast to past inspections and audits, and it
emphasized a review of programs and supporting docu- (4) lack of adequate management commitment

; ments. and sufficiently high priority for the EOP pro-
! gram within the licensee organization.
| 'the primary focus of the pilot inspection program,
I which has now been extended to all operating reactors / Fig:<re 7/
i in the United States, is to assess the adequacy of the
L EOPs themselves and, as a secondary issue, to e,:tablish With regard to the multidisciplinary approach to the

that the supposting progmms and documents are suffi- EOP development, what is needed? We need teams
cient to ensure the integrity and continued adequacy of with backgrounds in engineering, operations, training,
theI! ops. human factors, and technical writing at a minimum. We

found in the inspections that backgrounds were often
NRC Temporary Instruction 2515/92 was issued in limi;cd to engineering and/or operations er.d, again,

| April 1988 and specificidly defines the objectives of the sometimes it was a one-person operation.

|NURiiG/CP-0102, Vol. I 8-14
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. /Hgure 8/ meeting these expectations in addition to continuing,
as I have indicated, the inspection program.

With regard to the independent review or the verifica-
tion and validation program (V&V), what was needed in addition to today's presentation, meetings have ,

was fresh eyes and brains to look at the EOPs and fol- beca held with appropriate representatives from each
low them l'"ough the plant, including a desk top re- of the owners' groups-usually the operations subcom-

,

view, ctmtrol room and plant walkthrough, operating mittee or the equivalent-to discuss the inspection
team review and simulator exerciscs? What we foJud findings so far and the generic implications for each or
in the inspection program was lack of independence, the groups.
Often the same petson, or organization, who per-
formed the EOP preparation carried out the V&V pro- To provide licensees with the opportunity for furthu
gram, in additio0, there was pervasive evidence of lack clarification, wt.rkshops are r.lso being planned by
of verification and validation. 'Ihcre were incorrect, NUMARC,'Ihc workshops will allow for a two-way
missing, or unnecessary steps. References to equip- communication between the industry and the NRC.
ment, instrumentation, and procedures no longer in 'Ihey are tentatively planned for the latter part of
use, and necessary in plant tools, access nids, jumpers, June-I belicyc it is the last week of June.
and local information needs missing.

,

At least six weeks before the workshops, hopefully next
/ Figure P/ week, the NRC will issue ad distribute to all licensecs .

(NUREG-1358, Lessons Leamed from the Special
With regard to the EOP maintenance revision, what inspection Programfor Emergency Operating Procedures
was inteadal and what is needed is a formal program Conductedfrom March to October in 1988. 'lhis docu-
for maintenance and revisions, controlled basis docu- ment will form the fout dation for the dialogue to take

. ments, the writer's guide and the plant specific techni, place at the workshops. 4

cal guidelines; adequate documentation of changes; a ;

. revision frequency con.mensurate with reasonabic 'Ihese efforts should enhance the industry's under- +

change request backlog: and training on changes be- standing of the issues and of tbc potential means for
fore they are put in place, What we founJ during the impmvement.
ins;)cetions were missing or incomplete programs; ba- ;

sis documents that werc incompletc or hcorrect: pen- To provide licensees with a complete review of the ;
erally poor or missing documentation of changes; and EOP programs, the NRC staff has accelerated the re- ,
backlogs of as many as 50 or 100 changes. In some view of the procedure generation packages submitted
cases, these were several months old and equipment by licensees in response to Generic Letter 82-33. Re.
modifications were not reflected. In addition, we found view comments are being forwarded to the licensees as
inadequate training or no training, on changes and in- soon as possible.The staff does not 1,lan to request fur-
sufficient resources to support an adequate program- ther information from the licensees. Adequacy of im- i

plementation t f the PGP commitments will be
/ Figure 10/ assessed through onsite inspections, rather than fur-

,

ther paper review.
With regard to management commitment, what is
needed is to have a high priority placed on quality pro- As I have said before, the EOP inspection program will .

| cedures and an adequate resource allocation to make etmtinue in a very similar mode to that used thus far.
I sure this is carried out. Management needs to be in- 'Ihe program will include all remaining plants and re-
|' volver! with the proum on a continuing basis, and turn visits to any plants with identified problems in
: quality assu rance cotarols need to be in place and oper- implementation of appropriate corrective actions.Our
I ating. We found little or no management involvement goal is to complete this final round of inspections by
'

in many cases; EOP development and maintenance October 1,1990. 'Ihc staff expects that these actions .

were sometimes turned over to centmetors, with little will result in both Fnmediate and long-term improve-
or no involvement of an independent review commit- ments to UOP upgrade programs and to the EOPs

i
tec or QA organization: and Ihere was a lack of staffing themselves.
and resources.

In summary, as we look on the efforts of the last 10
/ Figure 11/ years, we can congratulate ourselves for some

successes in the area of emergency operating procc- t

To correct the general problems that have been identi- dures, especiallyin the development of approved tech-
fied, the NRC intends to take action to further clarify nical content and a function-based accident mit@ation

. its expectation:, of licensecs and to assist licensees in strategy.

i 8-15 NURUG/CP-0102, Vol.1
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'llowever, in other areas, such as human factors and in the event that we do not, and you have both initial
procedure validation, we need to apply more resources license appik. ants and requalification individuals, we i

to solve continuing problems of liOP t.sability. A wili consider doing those two cxaminations at the same
special responsibility falls on the shoulders of plant time in 1990.
management to oversec the I!OP development and re-
vision processes and to ensure that adequate personnel QUESTION: What process is used to select
and resources are available to allow their staff to im- operators to take a given requalification i

'

prove the quality of procedures, to provide greater as- examination?
.surance that operator and staff actions are techriically
correct-cxplicit and casily understood now and ANSWER: Ily definition it is random-but random
throughout the life o the plant, may not be a totally valid word, it is random to the ex-r

tent that the facility identifies those individuals to us,.

!- Thank you. Arc there any questions? who arc-at the time that we schedule to come and
!

conduct the examination-available to us to conduct
L the examination.That is, they are not standing shift at !

General Questions / Answers that particular point in time. We then make the selec- f
tion from those individuals as to who would take the ;

Mr. Roe: examination.

Now we will answer questions that have been provided I may not understanJ this next quer, tion. If I do not,
by the audience. I would like Ken Perkins to go first and please claborate. "

select several questions. We will then continue around1

t he table having each one of the presenters answer sev- QUESTION: Will utilitics be asked to provide an
cral of the questions in turn until we run out of ques- examination bank to the NitC for use?

'

tions or come to the end.

ANSIVER: We are currently using facility provided
Mr. Perkins: questions in our requalification program. I anticipate

that when we revise and upgmde the initial examina-
I will read the first question. tion, that we will use a similar technique and continue

*

to use facility provided questions.
QUESTION: Where will the generic fundamen-
tals examination be held? The next question is a very fair question and I would -

like to have the opportunity to address it.
ANSWER: The generic fundamentals examinations
that are scheduled for this June are bemg arranged m QUESTION: What is a desk top audit? ,

1

cach region. liach region is setting up a location to con-
ANSWER: I threw the term out assuming it was asduct the fundamentals exammation. It will be at five

different h> cations, and I suggest that you check wnh familiar to you as it was to us who have been throwing it
back and forth in the office,you re: ion to get the specific location.

Desk-top audit, by that we mean thrt the desk top
QUESTION: Does the NitC intend to adm. i-m au;!its that we were talking about doing on simulator *

ster both initial and requahfication examinations certification will be an in-office review of the simula-
during the same visit in 1990, if requested by the gion facility package that is submitted ee your certifica-utility? tion package. The initial look at it will be to determine

whether the documentation is complete enough to
ANSWER: lly 1990, that is fiscal year 19901 assume. I support a statement that it is certified.
do not anticipate that we will have the initial examina.
tion program completely revised. It may be that if it is in doing that kind of review, we may identify potential
late in 1990 we would be in a position to pilot test a revi- simulation facility problems. If we identify those poten-
sion.1 cannot make the categorical statement that we tial problems, we will provide that.as a flag, a red flag to
would be prepared to do that as two similar examinr,- the region. lf the region concurs er has information-!
tions. should better describe it this way: If the region has in-

formation based on their examination experience that,
I suggest that whoever it was that has this interest stay yes, there is a fidelity problem or there is some simula-
in touch with their region and if they are interested in tion problem at that facility, then besed on the signifi-
participating in a pilot test of two similar examinations, cance of that problem, we may determine to do aii
we would he glad to do it. inspection.

,
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"! I hope that gives you a better understanding of what an 11 falls into two areas in my mind, and if you want to fol-
audit is. Iow up, I will be more than happy to discuss this,

i OUESTION: What plans doyou have for simula. One issue is certainly fitness for duty. The other issue
tion examination in the few cases where plant would relate to the facilities training program. As many
simulators are still under construction? of you are aware, INPO has indeed sponsored trainirg

in the area of maintenance for plant staff. So, I think,
both of those touch on this issue,I ' ANSWER: In those cases, the generic simulators are

being used for training. First, we will be looking, for ;

completion by the implementation date in the regula. QUESTION: Does the staff plan to use the'

tion. In the interim, we will be looking to see if you had INPO IIPES, the human forms evaluation sys-

, an adequate arrangement or setup for using a generic tem, program as a model for your hu nan per-

! simulator so that we may use it to exainine your opera, formance, human error program speakmg to the
'

tors, that process will continue until the point at which future?
'

t

your new simulation facility is implemented.
ANSWER: We have had very limited contact with

Jack, I an going to beg off because I have not had a INPO in this area. What we have seen seems fairly in-

chance to read the last question. I will come back to it. tcresting and appropnate for the regulator to be aware
of; that is, about where the program stands currently. I
believe we would probably work through our Memo- |

Mr. Roe: randum of Understanding with INPO to pursue the
!! PES any further than we have right now. But it is a

John, you now have an opportunity to address some good thought. ,

. questior.s.
QUESTION: From LERs and other data, what is
the freauency of human factor contribution ver-Mr. Zwolinski: sus equipment fauure nr other causes?

OUESTION: Regarding safety parameter dis-
p'ay system, does the licensee certification mean ANSWER: It is out understanding in the causal codes
that we incet what is in the NUREC, and I as, when evaluated, personnel error cquatec to nbout 4010

sume that is the 1342 riocument that is being sent 50 percent of the problems that are actually the bottom ,

line cause code as communicated in the current LER '

out, or does it mean that we meet the require.
ments specified in NUREG-0737, Supplemert reporting system.

17
Unfortunately it says, " human error" and stops right
there. Going down another tier would give us a muchANSWER: Good question. The two documenta are

certainly not exclusive. They are complementary, and better handle on what the human performance issue
'"'I '8-Jyou will need NUREG-0737 Supplement 1.

I" " " " " " ""# # ""

- QUES 770N: . I.s the NUREO an informative pcter network that ties all plant processed com-
document or is it a document? puters to a central display and super computer

accessible to USNRC for online processing and
l ANSWER: I had to think abota this a little bit. I feel it is review?
| both, it contains a great deal of information, which I
|

believe will certainly provide not just information but ANSWER: At one time the agency was con:;idering a
some guidance to you who have not made decisions nuclear data link in which much of the information'

about the direction you intend to take with your safety available at plant sites would be automatically trans-
L parameter display system. mitted to our operations center here in Washington.

QUESTION: What is done to ensure reliability We currently do not have online processing capability.
I of maintenance personnel who take apart and re- As Bill Regan mentioned earlier, in our operations
| build the plant? center, we do have a wide telephone networking sys-

tem to all facilities.
ANSWER: If I understand the question correctly, I

|. think it is targeted at what is done to ensure reliability in fact, Ken was the individual responsible for setting
of maintenance workem. much of that pr9 gram.'
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Mr. Roe: QUESTION: Does the fitness-for-duty rule ap-
ply to construction before issuance of an operat-

John I think it would be important for people to know ing license?
that tha NRC's initiatives in this area are going to be i

addressed by lid Jordan, the Director o( AliOD,in this ANSIVER: The answer to that is, yes. ;

afternoon's session under the title " Emergency Re. '

sponse Data Systems." OUESTION: Would fitness-for-duty testing 9p.
,

ply to state and county emergency workers, offi- '

So whoever is interested in that particular question, cials-not enforcement-who report to the
the NRC's initiatives and obtaining emergency data emergency operations facility?
will be addressed then. '

ANSIVER: Yes If a state official, for example,is to bc
granted unescorted access to the protected area, thenMr.1wolinski:
they must be subject to a fitness-for-duty program.

The last question.
Now the licensca has tne option of examining a state

GUESTION: Root cause is explanatory, PRA is program and determining that it is equivalent to the ;

predicted; is there any effort under way to corrc. Program that isyxpected by the rule. As long as that
late results from these two methodologies? state employee is subject to a fitness-for-duty program

admimstered by the state that kis comparable, then he
can accept the state program.ANSWE!!: In short, the answer is yes, and the princi-

paltie of these two particularaspectsof agencyintcrest Otherwise, in order to have unescorted access-maybe
are being conducted by our Office of Research. I should rephrase that:1hc .'undamental expectation is

that everybody granted unescorted access will have a '
We are doing a very limited amount in our risk assess- fitness-for-duty program that they are subject to.
ment arca. I prefer not to comment any further. I
would probah!y get in over my head. Thank you. QUESTION: Ilow doyou justify a different rule

or standard for NRC personnel and contractors
Mr. Bush: than for utility personnel?

I have 15 questions here and I would gather from the ANSIVER: As I just stated, everybody who has ,

time that I migt.t not be able to get to all of them. unescorted access to the facil:ty will be subject to a
fitness-for duty rule. And, as I stated during my

GUESTION: Isit clear that the rule preempts all presentation, NRC employees will be subject to the
state laws regarding drug tests in the work place? fitness-for-duty program for all NRC personnel.

1hc primary reason, I guess I should say, for NRC per-
ANSIVER: The statement of umsiderations that ac, sonnel not being subjected to the program by the licen-

companics the rule in the discussion under the legt.1 is. see is that there can be a perception by the public that

sues has a very lengthy dissertation on that subject. the licensee could intimidate the NRC from perform.
ing its responsibilities properly. We certainly do not

Very basically the Fedeml Government has the right, it want to leave that implication.

is a standard generic right, if you would, that a Federal QUESTION: Will the NRC's fitness for-duty
rule or law preempts a state law, program have the same requirements as the in-

dustry rule?Now where our rule is silent, then, if there 2; a state
rule, the state rule would obviously prevail. Ibt this ANSIVER: There may be some subtle differcrces in a
rule gets into a lot of specifics and covers the areas that few places, but essentially the two programs will be
are important to us for proper implementation of the very similar.
rule.

QUESTION: Does or will, the NRC require all
in fact, ont of the bases for having the rule in the first NRC personnel whwre or may be called upon in
place was that there were some state laws that were on the event of a major nue' accident to meet the
the books and hmked like they might be enacted by the fitness-for duty rule lic
various state legisla' ion that would in some manner im-
pede implementation of a proper fitness-for duty pro- AdSIVER: Yes. fhe NRC rule requires that anybody

, gram. who would participate in responding to our operations
.i

,
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center during an emergency be covered by the rule or ANSWER: 'Ihc rule states a rate equivalent to 100 per-
by our NRC program, internal progngm. cent. What thas means is an annual rate of 100 percent.

If you have 1200 people, that means 100 tests a month.

QUESTION: Is a call in refusal to respond by an DpicaHL we find that several licensees test about 2
off-duty operator because of alcohol consump- percent a week, which works out to be 104 percent per
tion a 24 hour reportable event? year, giving them a little bit of a cushion, it permits a

f airly stable testing basis, if you would, throughout the
ANSWER: No. year,

OUESTION: When you say contractors will not GUESTION: lias the Commission definitely .

be permitted to assign any personnel previously climmated the 300-percent option for the ran-

removed et cetera, is h safe to assume this is the dom drug testmg rule?

plant licensec's responsibility? ANSWER: As I stated, the rule that is beforc the Com-
mission, and v hat the Commission has indicated to the

ANSWER: The fundamental responsibility for im- staff, is that we will have a 100-percent rate.
plementation of the rule is the licensec's.1 think what

- we expect in this particular area is that,in the contract, We might see some adjustments in that rate as we go
there would be a condition that would require the con. down the road and gain some experience. Whether it
tractors to notify the licensec, whenever they wish to will go up or down I cannot predict.
assign somebody to work at that facility, as to whether
or not there has been any history of a fitness for-duty I would hazard a guess, if I could at th.is pomt, that it is

. . ,

: problem.Then,it is up to the licensec to make the deci. unlikely that we will see the 300 percent testin; rate at
least in the near future,

sion as to whether that problem has been corrected and
this person can be permitted to work on the facility or QUESTION: At present there are few lillS-
afforded unescorted access. certified laboratories '!he proposal wquires test

results within the specified time frame, lias the
- QUESTION: Will the rule require licensees to NRC considered the effect that the required use
ensure that an employec assistance program is of certified laboratories will have on the ability of
a 'ailable to contractor employees as well as its the licensees to meet the time constraints of the
own employees? Particularly of concern are the rule with the volume of tests going to a few certi-
small independent contractors and vendors. fied laboratories?

ANSWER: First, frequent celays were encountered
ANSWER: The rule only requires that the licensees with fingerpnnt results when that rule was imple-
provide an employec assistance program to their em- mented.
ployees.The rule also permits the licensecs to accept a
contractor's fitness-for duty program that is equivalent Yes, we have looked at the laboratories and have had

,

to the provisions of the rule. several conversations with the National Institute on
!' Drug Abuse, which is in the process of certifying testing
! What that says is that if the licensee accepts a contrac- laboratories. There are a number of laboratories that

tor's fitness-for-duty program, it must include an are currently approved and the institute plans on add-
employce-assistance program provided by the contrac- ing more to them. The institute anticipates, I do not i

tor. And, of course, that program is audited by the li- know that this is what we are going to end up with, but it

censee. anticipates having something on the order of 50 certi-
fied laboratories throughout the country by the end of

3

In the case of very small contractors, it could be that this year,

the licensee would provide, the fitaess for-duty pro- The National Institute on Drug Abuse has stated that it
gram admimstration, the trainmg and testing and all of fccis it would take only a few of these laboratories to

,

that, but they are not required to provide employce- meet all of the anticlyted capacity from the nuclear
assistance programs for contractors whether they are industry. So there is plenty of excess capacity for not
I"#EC ' 8*^U' only the NRC but the Department of Transportation ;

and the rest of the Federal Government.
QUESTION: Regarding the random, unan-
nounced tests for alcohol and drugs, how much OUESTION: Do you, the NRC, intend to en.
time will be allowed to perform tests on 100 per- courage certification of more laboratories to per-
cent of the population? form drug testing?
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ANSWER: I think we have had those discussions. ANSWER: With time this coordination has changed.
'

' At one time a couple of organizations ago, coordina. .

QUESTION: Why 24 hours for reporting drug tion was at the branch level. In other words, both the )
activity? This implies the NRC will be taking technical and human factors aspects were within one |
some action on the report, branch, later on, coordination took place at the divi. ;

;' sion level. Currently it is within the associate director
'

ANSWER! We require what we regard to be significant or technical programs; it is within another division. ,

,
events to be reported within 24 hours. 'lhe reason is, I

! first of all, because they are significant. Second of all, llowever, as a practic;I matter, coordination is ex. q

we may very well take some sort of action. We will most tremely close. Wayne Hodges, who is Chief of the Re- '

certainly discuss the event with the licensee to make actor Assistance liranch, has responsibility for the )
. sure we understand the full nature of it, technical guideline review and works very closely with ;

me on emergency operating procedures. So, as a practi-

It could be that, in some cases, you will see a reactive cal matter, coordination is excellent.
? cffort by the region to come out and visit your facility '

and look at how the particular event was handled. Mr. Perkins: r

q on at I recM bekm mat I had not hadGUESTION: Please explain the indication of dis- e

an pportunity to read asked for some detail on our ji charge for cause, only an individual's access to plans m r nn al nam aton.h another site other than the site from which he or ,

she was discharged. I am forecasting toyou that we plan to revise the initial $

examination program. The details are not all worked
ANSWER: I am not sure what the question is.11asi- out. t

P cally, if somebody is removed for cause, well, the con- r

text in which we talked about a person being removed The questioner was interested in knowledge and ability 1

for cause was if they refused to submit a specimen or and job performance measures and how they would be
''

remgn, developing.
|'

If sometxxty has been removed for cause because of a We will try to paralici requalification to the extent that
fitness for duty problem at one facility, then the pur- it is appropriate, recognizing that we are dealing with
pose of the tracking system is to obtain that informa- an initially licensed individual as opposed to an individ. '

tion from the previous employer.11asically, as the ual who has been at a site and has some operational ex-
Commission said some time ago, their purpose really perience over a period of time. There will be some

.

'

was to prevent a person from having several bites out of differences in the expectations.
P the apple, to move from one facility to the other and

keep getting a first positive test result but never getting On the operating examination,I do foresce that we will
j

the second. use a dynamic simulator portion of the operatmg
examination. 'lhe difference from the requalification

So, if a person had tested positive at one facility and program would be that it would be inappropriate to
moved on to the next, tLe sccond facility should pick up place the same emphasis on crew performance for an
that information, make the decision whether they want initial examination as we place on crew performance in
to hire this individual and grant them unescorted ac. a requalification examination.
##88'

In the walk through, we will identify the appropriate
if they do, then they would treat him as'if he had, or job pufmmance measmes, working with facilitics, for

they should treat him as if he had been an employee a person bemg mitially h, censed.

and had tested positive as an employee ,before they Now I think that we will have to wait for any further de-hired him as far as how they admituster their program.
tails on what the program is going to look like until the ;
staff has had a chance to develop some kind of a straw

I think I have taken up enough time. man. 'lhen we wil! be happy to give you more detail.

Mr. Regan: Mr. Roe:

GUEST /ON: At what point in the NRC does the 'lhank you. Ken. We have one final question, clarifica-
technical content and the human factors issues tion lirian Grimes whois the Director of the Division
come together,i.e.,is this at the branch, division, of Reactor inspection and Safeguards, has some com-
or office Icvel? ments on fitness for duty.
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Mr, Grimes: a state has a resident at your site who is reluctant to
come under the fitness for duty rule, the NRC would

As leren said, anytody with access to the protected be wi' ling to work with you and the state to make some
area is going to have to be under a fitness-for duty pro' arrangement to cover that person under the NRC rule,
gram. With regard to most state and local people who i

respond to emergencies,I cannot think of any instance
where anybody would be absolutely required to come .Just one other thought, when the rule is published,
inside the protected area in an emergency. there will be a notice in the federal Register that will

summarize responses to public comments. A NUREG :

So for the most part, we are going to be reporting to the document will also be issued that will have in detail all ;

cmergency operations facility, which is outside the the comments and responses.
~

,

protected area. Although we would like to see people
who are assigned to go to that facility covered by the Mr. Roe:
rule, state and local people will not be covered.

*lhank you, Brian.That brings to conclusion our formal
The other aspect is that some states have residents and question and r.nswer session. Panel members will re- !

they may be reluctant to come under a licensec's fit- main here for a while if you have informal questions. ;

ness-for-duty program. I think, if you have a case where Thank you very much for your attendance.

!
.

;

I

!

>

;
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Mr. Steven A Varga: that even the best licensee can do more to improve
safety and performance. *lhe focus of enforcement is

Good morning. My name is Steve Varga, and I am the not on the failure to achieve excellence but rather on
chairman for this session on linforcement and Investi" assuring that the minimum regulatory requirements
gations. I think this is gomg to be a very interesting ses' established to protect the public health and safety are
sion based upon some of the comments that I have re- met.
ecived. I look forward to a lot of discussion almut the
two subjects that we are going to be discussing. We recognize that there will be some noncompliance

in enterprises as large and complex as nuclear power
We are fortunate to have Jim l.ieberman, the 1)irector reactors, llowever, neither the NitC nor the utilitics
of the Office of linforcement, who will be speaking can tolerate failures that may have the potential to af-
about enforcement policy. We have 11111 Ilussell, the Icet the public health and safety.1 use the term "poten.
Itegional Administrator of llegion I, who will be dis- tial" because that is the threshold of emphasis in the
cussing the implementation of enforcement. We have enforcement program. A direct impact on safety, such
lien llayes,1)irector of the Office of Investigation, and as an offsite release, or an over exposure, is not neces.
Ilob Martin, t he itegional Administrator of llegion IV, sary before we have a significant regulatory concern.
who will be discussing allegations from the regional
perspective. 'the fundamental goal of the enforcement program,

which I am sure is shared by all of us, is to emphasize
So what we would like to do is present cach one of the that failures of equipment, systems, and human per-
discussions rather succinctly, and entertain a question formance need to be identified and corrected before
or two af ter cach speaker concludes. Ilowever, I would there is an impact on the public, including the workers
encourage you all to write your questions on the little at a nuclear facility.
cards that are included in your brochurcs, indicate the
speaker to whom the question is directed, and we will 'lhe NitC enforcement program is based on "Ihc Gen-
collect those. At the end of the four speakers' presen. cral Statement of Policy and Procedure for NitC lin-
tations, we will rotate a round-robin session answering forcement Actions," which is found in 10 CFil Part 2,
those questions. Appendix C, of the Commission's regulations. The

purpose of NRC enforcement actions is to promote
I might point out inat there is a plenary session this af- and protect the public health and safety by (1) cnsuring
ternoon at 3:15 where further opportunity for ques- cornpliance with NI(C requirements, (2) obtaining
tions may anse, prompt correction of violations and adverse conditions

that can affect safety, (3) deterring future violations,
So without any further claboration,let me pet rieht to and (4) encouraging improvement in licensec perform-
the heart of the matter, and I will have Jirt 'n.h a m ance.
head the discussion on enforcement.

Some have questioned the need for enforcement ac-

Enforcement Policy tions with a negative impact on licensees who, for the
most part, are trymg hard to comply with the many re-

Mr. James 1.icherman: quirements of the Commission.1.icensecs, it is recog-
nized, have an inherent incentive to safely operate

Thank you, Steve. I appreciate the opportunity to be their facilitics. No one wants another TMI, or worse.
here today to discuss the NRC enforcement program. I!xtended shutdowns for performance failures have sig-

nificant economic costs. Nevertheless, notwithstanding
My goalis to provide an overview of the NRC enforce- these incentives, there are failures to meet regulatory
ment program so that if you are subject to an NRC en- requirements.
forcement action, you will have an understanding of
the policy and where NRC is coming from. l.ct me give a few examples.1)csigns have not always

assured that safety systems function as intended. Tech-
Following my talk, Ilill Russell will be discussing some nical specifications are not always followed. Supervi-
applications of the policy. sors and licensed operators are not always attentive to

duties. Maintenance is not always correctly performed.
'lhere is much discussion within the nuclear industry of I)cficiencies are not always identified, and when iden-
seeking excellence. Chairman Zech has egnphasi/cd lified, are not always properly corrected. Proper
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radiation surveys are not conducted, and persons have censed activities. "Ihese include examples for reactor^

been dis riminated against for raising safety issues, operations, safeguards, radiation protection, transpor- 1

tation, and miscellaneous matters. 'ihis last category l

'the enfomcment program is designed to provide addi. includes examples for failure to provide complete and
tiona! incentives to avoid these and other failures and accurate information and discrimination against em-
to emphasize the need for meticulous attention to de- phiyces for being involved with the protected activities,
tad and to maintain the high standards of compliance Discrimination here refers to taking action against em-
that both the Commission and the public expect from ployees for raising safety issues to either their manage-
NRC licensees, ment or the NRC, Licensees found to have discrimi-

nated against their employees may be subject not only i
llefore getting into the policy, it may be helpful to un, to remedial action by the Department of I Abor to com-
derstand some of the NRC internal processes used in pensate the employee, but also subject to NRC en,
developing enforcement actions. 'the Office of En. forcement action.

1

forcement, which reports to the Executive Director for
Operations through the Deputy Executive Director for it is important to note that the examples in the supple-
Nuclear Materials Safety Safeguards and Operations ments for the severity levels are only guidance. 'lhey
Support, is responsible for developing the Commis. are neither exhaustive nor controlling. Judgment is
sion's enforcement program and for overseeing its im. used in determining the seventy level best suited for
plementation, the circumstances of the particular case. 'Ihe charac-

terization process considers not onl) the individual
Enforcement is, however, primarily a regionally driven safety significance of the violation viewed in isolation,

| program. 'Ihe regions initiate and issue most notices of but also the circumstances surrounding the violahon
violations including those involving proposed civil pen, includmg its root causes.

altics.'Ihc regions generate and process more than 90
percent of the enforcement actions without involve, In the October 1988 revision to the enforcement pol-
ment from the Office of Enforcement. My office be- h, a number of sigmficant changes were made to the

,

comes involved in cases once the region decides to hold examples m, the supplements. Iet rne highlight a few. ,

an enforcement conference.
Supplement I, " Reactor Operations," was changed to -

Cases that involve violations characterized as Severity emphasize that a licensee who violate,s 10 CFR 50.59
lxvcis I, II, and 111 are called escalated cases and are and operates in an unanalyzed condition may be sub.

required to be approved by the Office of Enforcement get to a Synty byel m Wadon acn if ahap
and the Deputy Executive Director. 'lhis approval fact analysis shows that an unreviewed safety question

'""b.t wyh a technical specificatwn did not exist.
."I'his provision is mtended to capture the circumstancesprocess may include reviews by the Office of General ,

Counsel and, in the case of reactors, by the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 'this process, which is * C" ". mas na engincuwould necd to performan

na uon mm u ng that an unreviewed
,

often time-consuming, is conducted so that escalated
actions reflect agency wide positions. safety question or a conflict with a technical specifica-

,

tion did not exist and an evaluation was not performed.

With that background, let me now focus on the en-
Extensive changes were also made to Supplement III,forcement policy. Recognizing that violations have
" Safeguards," to provide more flexibility to address the

varying degrees of significance, a graded enforcement
significtmcc of safeguards violations, particularly in the

process is used to distinguish between minor and sig*
area of access controls.'lhis area has resulted in a num-nificant violations of regulatory requirements. 'lhe ber of escalated cases and has been the subject of con-three basic enforcement tools are notices of violations,

civil penalties, and orders. troversy both within and outside the safeguards com-
munity.'lhe key issue here is that the significtmcc of an

,

access control violation is the function of the case of ex.
The first step in the process of determining whether to ploitation. *Ihc policy has been changed to consider the
initiate an enforcement action is to determine the sc- predictability, the identifiability, and case of passage
verity of the violation. Five severitylevels are used, Se- demonstrated by the violation in determining the sc-
verity Ixvel I being the most significant and Severity verity level of an access control violation.
level V being of minor concern. A Severity level III
violation is defined as a violation of significant regula- Retuming to the process, the next step after character-

| tory concern. izing the severity level is to determine the type of en-
) forcement action to be taken. Usually, all violations'

'Ihc policy provides for examples in characterizing vio- result in notices of violations. Ilowever,in order to en.
lations in eight supplements for different areas of li- courage licensee actions to identify and correct

| NUREG/CP-0102 Vol. I 9-2
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violations, certain Severity ixvel IV violations and Sc. Following the conference, the regional evaluation of
verity level V violations would not result in a notice of the case is completed ifit is determined that no viola-
violation. 'these are those violations that arc docu. tion occurred, or that the violation is a Severity level
mented in an inspection report; licensee identified; re- IV matter to be treated by a notice of violation, the
ported to the NilC, if required; corrected within a rea- region proceeds. If, on the ether hand, the region be-
sonable time; and are not repetitive or recurring. lieves t he matter involves (1) a Severity level IV viola-

tion deserving of a civil penahy, (2) a violation that
should be categorized as a Severity level 1V but fits an'Ihe October revision also allows not citing for Severity

Level V violations that are isolated and corrected be- exampic of a Severity I.cvel 111 problem, (3) a violation
at any seventy level involvmg willfulness, or (4) a Sc-

fore t.he inspection ends, regardless of who identifics verity level 1,11, or 111 violation, the case is referred to.

the violation. #

rny office for headquarters coordination and approval.

If the violation involves a Severity lxvel 1, ll. or III vio- I et me now focus on Severity Ixvel 1, II, or til viola-
lation, or a recurring Severity level IV violation, an en- tions. 'these are by definition violations of significant
forcement conference is normally held.To me, this is regulatory concern and are never acceptable. Conse-
the most important step m the escalation process. quently, civil penalties are frequently used to empha.
There are two purposes for holding an enforcement size our concern and to (1) encourage effective and
conference. First, the conference is insed to ensure that lasting corrective action tiy the licensee involved, as
thc licensec understands thc NitC's views concerning well as other sirnitariy situated licensecs, for the
the significance of the violations and the need to take purpose of deterring future significant violations and i
effective corrective action. lhe second purpose is to (2) to encourage licensees to which signific:mt viola-

~*

provide the licensce an opportunity to brmg up factual tions have occurred to identify, report, and correct
difierences in the understandmg of the violation, any them. In my view, the desire to avoid civil penaltics with
extenuating circumstances, the licensee's views on the their attendant negative impact contributes to im.
safety sign ficance of the violation, the licensec's cor- proved performance.1.icensees should recognize that
rective actions, and the licensee,s views on the applica* while civil penallin are not the only indicator of poor <

tion of the escalating and mitigating factors m the en* performance, Ahose who are repeatedly subject to civil |
forcement policy. penalties are fiewntly considered poor performers.

Such licensees need to clearly examine their past per-
The conference is not a meeting to debate and negoti. formance and management controls to take effective

ate the sanction.The NilC will discuss the facts and the actions to avoid more stringent sanctions.
issues, but not severity levels or the amounts of a possi-
ble penalty. It is important that when a licensee leaves 'therefore, to provide added incentives to identify and
a conference, it has understood the NitC's concerns correct significant violations when a Severity level I,
and the licensee has presented its views on the matter. II, or 111 violation occuTs, the staff considers civil penal-
For the enforcement conference to be useful, the ex- ties.'lhere are six factors that are considered in arriving

'
change of NRC's and licensce's viewpoints should oc- at a civil penalty determination. Application of those
cur. In the part, some licensees have not effectively factors is intended to provide messages to the licensee
used the enforcement conference to communicate in the interest of improving performance, llalancing
their understanding of the violation and the associated these factors may result in no civil penalty and, con-
safety significtmcc, root causes, actions to correct the versely, may result in civil penalties even if a licenscc

,

| situation and those steps taken to avoid future viola- identifies and corrects a violation. In some cases, not-

| tions, poor preparation and grasp of the facts and is- withstanding the factors, the staff, to increase incen- j

sues by the licensce's managers do not present a posi- tives for identification and corrective actions, may exer- -:

| tive reflection of the licensec's attitudes towards cise discretion and not issue civil penalties.

! safety. Detailed handouts with the licensec's position
I are helpful for conducting the conference, as well as in if the decision is ta consider civil penalties, the first

the review of the licensce's position. My concern is not step is to establish a base civil penalty value from Table
'

on the quality of the presentation but whether the root i of the linforcement policy. For example, $50,000 is a
causes and effective corrective actions have or are be- base civil penalty for a Severity I .cvel !!! reactor viola-

| ing developed. tion.
|

| Let me assure you that the NitC staff evaluates the in- 'Ihere are six assessment factors that are then consid-

I formation presented during the enforcement confer- cred. 'these factors are identification and reporting,
cnce, our minds are not made up and finalized before quality of corrective action, previous past performance,'

the conference has ended. prior notice, multiple examples, and duration.
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Ilecause of the recent changes in the policy, I will focu. The second case involves licensee-identified and
. on two of the factors. First, identification and report. -corrected violations where the violation was not rea-
ing.To encourage self identification, a penalty may be sonably preventable by licensee action in response to a ;

'

decreased if the licensee identifies a violation.To pro- previous regulatory concern or prior notice of a prob- !

vide an additional incentive for licensees to identify lem.'Ihis case is intended to avoid penalizing the licen-
violations, a penalty may now be increased if NRC see whose current performance is consistent with the 1

identifies a violation. Given the number of licensecs' objectives of the policy, that is, the licensee is identify-
employees, the limited number of NRC inspectors, the ing, reporting, and correcting violations...

'; . audit nature of NRC inspections, Severity Levels I,11,
and 111 violations should be identified first by licensees. 'Ihe third case involves past violations that are not

.

NRC should not need to be identifying significant vio- likely to be identified during routine activities of a li-
lations. 'lherefore, it is appropriate in our view to in. censee. Many licensees are embarking on major volun-
crease a penalty if NRC identifies the violation. tary efforts to review past activities such as having an

SSI:I [ safety system functional inspection] or a design- !

The prior notice factor was also substantially changed. basis reconstitution program. From a safety perspec-

A penalty may be increased if a licensee had prior no- t ve, clearly there are benefits for both the licenscc and
, ;

tice of a potential problem by its own actions, its re- the public to,have past problems-such as those involv-
sponsible employees, industry, or the NRC, and did not ing engmeeting, design, or installation-identified, re- >

take effective action.This factor provides an incentive ported, and corrected before a system with deficiencies

to respumd to notices of safety issues. is called upon to operate. In these cases, discretion may
be exercised if the licensee is aggressively pursumg a
formal program to identify and correct past problems.

It is important to note that this factor applies where
there is notice arising out of activities of a licensee at 'Ihc fourth case involves additional occurrences of a
other facilities it controls. If a licensee is aware of a sig- violation for which enforcement action has already -

; nificant issue at one of its facilities that needs correc- been taken.'this change is to encourage the licensee,
tive action, it should consider the application of corree- as part of corrective actions, to identify additional vio. -

tive action at all other facilities that it controls. This lations with the same root cause without the concern
factor should provide additional incentives for the li- that it may be penalized.
censee on its own to identify and correct problems at all
of its facilities. The licensee should not be dependent The final case requires prior Commission approval and
on the NRC to identify a violation once the licensee has allows the exercise of discretion where application of
had reasonable notice of a potential problem. 'Ihis the normal policy is not warranted.
does not mean that every similar violation at another
facility of the licensee will be cause for escalation. Application of the civil penalty factors and discretion
However, escalation may occur if it was reas(mable to have resulted-for power reactors for 1988-in 91 civil
expect the licensee to consider the need for corrective penalty cases, including the 33 civil penalties issued to
action at its other facilities. the Peach llottom operators, and 17 escalated cases ,

without civil penalties. '

, In addition to the six factors, a penalty may be in-
I creased because of willfulness or significant break. In addition to civil penalties, orders may he issued. Or-

downs in management controls. ders are relatively infrequent. Confirmatory action let-
ters are a more frequent action. This is a formal agree.

ment of a knsee to take m rdrain kom smne a%omNow,1et me turn to situations in which discretion ma7 Ile aware that while a confirmatory action letter is not
,

'; be exercised not to issue civil penalties for Severity directly enforceable, the failure to meet a commitment
. ..

Level 111 violations for the purpose of providmg meen- in it is a significant ccmccrn. The staff is prepared to is-
| tives for licensees to identify, report, and correct viola'

sue orders to ensure that those commitments are met.tions on their own mitiatives. ihere are five cases set'

L out in the policy, but whether to exercise this discretion Let me turn to actions against individuals. In the past
is dependent on the circumstances of each case. year, the Commission for the first time has issued civil

penalties to licensed operators. Notices of violations
The first example involves plants that are in an ex- and letters of reprimand have also been issued to op-
tended shutdown because of poor performance. Addi- erators. Orders have been issued to remove both li-
tional action in the form of civil penalties may provide censed and non licensed individuals from licensed ac-

) disincentives to some employees who are trying to tivities. The 1988 resisions to the !!nforcement Policy
'

identify additional violations that occurred before the made it clear that enforcement action may be taken
1- shutdown. against an individual's license or against a corporate
1
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license that may affect an individual if the person's con- of on the cards, and we will collect them and address ,

duct places into question NRC's reasonable assurance them after we are through with the speakers.
that licensed activitics will be properly conducted. I,

. would expect that this is an arca that will be getting 'lhe next speaker now will be 11i11 Russell who will dis-

more attention in the future. cuss from the regional viewpoint the cnforcement pol-
icy.

I have been discussing the civil enforcement program
under the Atomic Energy Act.'there are also criminal Mr.1.lcherman: ;

sanctions available for willful violations of Commission if you are interested in specific data on the number of -;

!requirements. In that regard, the NRC and the Depart' civil penalties that we have given for the last few years
iment of Justice recently completed a Memorandum of on reactors: in 1984 we had 35 civil penaltics, in 1965

Understanding that should provide a framework to bet * we had 39, in 1986 we had 52, in 1987 we had 46, and in
ter coordinate civd and enminal cases. 1988 we had SS, not counting the Peach llottom opera-

llen 1layes will shortly be discussing the investigational
process that may lead up to a criminal referral. NRC Enforcement Trends j
in closing, let me emphasize that escalated enforce- Mr. William T. Russell:
ment actions are considered significant regulatory ac-
tions. I encourage you to review the actions taken at Good mornin8. I am 8oi"8 to start out a little bit differ-
other facilities, learn the lessons from them, and take endy. Jim has described the policy we use, and he char.

.

the necessary actions to avoid similar problems at your actented that that pobey was used for cases wherc

facilities. You can obtain a compilation of past esca- NRC regulatory reqmrements were not met, it is ,

lated cases by subscribing to NURl!G-0940, which is clearly a licensee s responsibility to meet those re. ,

published quarterly, in sum, it is our intent to have a quirements. Ilut I think it is also important to reallic
,

tough but-fair enforcement program that encourages that if you substantially exceed those requirements, the

good performance and penalizes poor performance. number of Omcs, that you get close to or that you fall
below NRC m,immums is smaller, it is very important

I hmk forward to your questions later on, unless we 30 encourage that execlience. As a result, I identified,
<

'"'". paper, the thmgs that I think are most sigmficanthave some now. te heensee s organuation to improve performance i

aad increase the margin between where we would be
Mr. Varga: discussing an enforcement action and your current per- ;

formance level.. .

Perhaps we could take a quest. ion or two,if there is a
question or two. Why not use the microphone that is I think these are equivalent to seeking execlience in op-
right there behind you, Jack. eration.They are pretty straightforward.1 used a dollar

sign ($) to highlight them rather than a list of bullets
GUESTION: You gave us some statistics on en- because I think it is a way that you can save money. I .et
forcement actions in the most recent year. Do me go through them:
you trend enfercement actions, have there been
more in the last two or three years than there ($) Use the best possible equipment, and assure

i

I were in the early 1980's, or something along that that the criteria for safe operation and trainte-
i linc? nance of the equipment are met.

($) llire well. qualified personnel; train them prop-
,

Mr.1,leberman: crly; equip them with good procedures and ad-| ministrative controls; communicate the basis for
| It varies from year to year. I have the statistics for each the procedures and the admmistrative require-
| year.'thisycar it was a little more than t hc last year, but ments; and demar.J procedural adherence.in 1986, it was more than in 1987.1 think it is,iust a func-

| tion of what licensees are doing. We certainly do not ($) Clearlydelineate personnelresponsibilitics;de-
have any scheduled goal that we are trymg to meet, if mand and reward good performance; disciplinei

that answers your question, poor performance; and communicate to others
| the lessons learned.

Mr. Varga:1-

1 ($) Create and foster a safety altitude and culture
Any other questions that we could take now? 'lhen I within your organization, and quickly identify
encourage you to put any questions that you may think problems, assess them, and correct them.

1
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. ($) Create an atmosphere of teamwork and com- been poor performance, in want to provide a balance
;

| munication where personnel recognize that in- through examples to show that we are intending to use ;

i. dividual and department Boals exist only to fos- the enforcement policy to reward good performance in i

ter the overall goals of the organization. identifying, solving, and correcting problems and, at
the same time, to escalate or become more severe in

($) lixpect all managers from the chief executive of- those cases where the requirements are not followed,,

ficer down to the first line supervisor to be 1

aware of, involved in, and support safety activi- llecause I am more familiar with cases from Region I, I
ties and quality assurance activitics, intend to use those cases. And because I think that it is

,

appropriate where a utility, even though it has had a 1

($) Periodically perform critical self assessments of problem, has done well, I will identify the facilities that
all aspects of plant performance, were myolved.

Now, I have taken the time to discuss ihat because i The first exampic 1 would like to talk about is an event I'

want to go through and give some examples later in the that occurred at lleaver Valley, Duquesne IJght Com. |

talk where utilities that met those attributes, even pany 'lhe licensee had a situation where two of four ;

though they had violations that would otherwise result channels of containment spray and containment isola--

'in civil penalties, had the civil penalties completely tion were bypassed during operation. *lhe licensee
mitigated. identified the situation through i;s normal surve'llance t

program and promptly corrected it. A very extensive

Jim has discussed the role of enforcement. A lot of rgot cause analysis was puformed. Essentially, it was
times we focus on the size of the civil penalty or the ac- discovered that, while there were no mdividual viola-

,

tion or what gets into the newspaper, but more impor- tions of the procedures, there were conflicts between

tantly, in my view, is the quabiy of the corrective action procedures. The surveillance procedure called for the ;

that is taken by the utility and whether that corrective c mp nent tobe put m eitherbypassornormalopera.
action has a lasting effect or not, tion, depending on the mode of operation of the plant

at the time.1-lowever, this occurred durmg a plant
If a problem or violation is repeated, and we come back startup while plant operation was in a changing mode. >

' to discuss it at another enforcement conference, that in 'This resulted in two channels bemg bypassed and two

my op nion is a significant failure and is one of the rea- ther channels being operational-the two procedures

sons that the policy provides for escalation, somedat Mappd in Hmm ;

We fe!! that because of the prior performance of the
At the same time, we wish to encourage performance licensee, the quality of the root.cause analysis, and theby specific licensees. We recogmze that from tune to

actions that were subsequently taken, this was an exam-
time, violations may occur and where that does happen,
if the licensee has been effective in identifying and re- pie where full mitigation of a civil penalty was appro. I

priate even though it was a Severity Level til violation.
porting the problem, takes prompt corrective action,
has a good prior history, and if it was an event that the A second example that I think is quite significant, oc-
licensee did not have a reasonable basis to identify ear- curred at Yankee Row. In this instance, the licensee
tier,if there were not multiple examples, and ifit was of was in the process of doing an upgrade of the nuclear
a relatively short duration,in cases where those factors instrumentation-shifting from the old mag / amp style

i

I are met,it is the staff's intention to reward that licen-
nuclear instruments-when it discovered that over the

'

see by potentially fully mitigating the civil penalty, course of years, the fine-gain adjustment on the nu-
,

'

clear instruments had beca improperly controlled and
L Similarly, as Jim identified, there are plants in ex- it was possible that periods of time of operation, the in-'

tended shutdowns where there has been, as a result of strument gains, were such that they were outside the
licensee initiative, an identification of problems; there safety limits of the facility.
has been a comprehensive corrective action program
put in place; the issues identified and corrected were Again, this was identified by the licensec. 'there was a

. timely and were not normally more severe than a Level prompt and effective evaluation of the problem;it was
!- III. In those instances, we can also fully mitigate and,in reported in a timely manner; and the facility had a good
l some cases, not cite as a violation the items identified prior operating hir. tory. In this case too, although the

by the utility. violation was identified as a Severity Level 111, the civil

I intend to give some examples of each type, as well as
I some examples in which we have increased the size of Jim mentioned an example of a facility in an extended
'

the civil penalty or taken other action where there has outage that was being held down for other problems.
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that is the Pilgrim facility. In this instance, the licensee 'through the confirmatory action letter process, we are i

| identified problems with fire barrict penetrations and having the utility evaluate its overall performance i

P . scals. Through its own efforts, the licensce identified problems, identify the root causes, and propose to us
some 4000 penetration seals that had not been found to activitics that will turn around performance because ,

meet the acceptance criteria of its own program 'the the trend, up to that time, was one in which the licen- i

L licensec promptly put compensatory measures into ef- sce's previous programs and responses had not turned
feet and upgraded the scals. As a result of this signifi- around performance.

L, cant activity on the part of the licensec during an out-
''

age that was for other reasons, we concluded that it was I think it is important to recognize, and I believe, that
not appropriate to cite the liccosce or take enforce- the staff has been ctmsistently using the policy. I per.4

;

ment action, sonally believe that the revisions to the policy, which
provide recognition fora utaity's self assessment,iden.

'

catkyn of ppems, anHmely emeth aedon, am
>;

l.ct me shift to the other end of the spectrum and give a m ng c tmn. We intend to condnue to
you some exampics where the staff has escalated civil ,

3', *

penaltics significantly because of continuing poor per- .

formance and prior problems.'the first example is one lhank you very much,
'

that most of you are probably familiar with: the Peach
llottom shutdown order and civil penalty action that,

Mr. Varga:
: was taken. We issued a civil penalty of $1.250,000 and
- some felt that it could have been even more severe. Arc there any questions that we could take for the mo-

ment? '

The history of past performance at that facility showed
that there had been six civil penalties and one order in if not, be sureyou fill out your cards so that we can have i

the past fourycars. We had had the utility in for 14 en. 11i11 answer whatever questions you may have.

forcement, conferences. We had issued four confir. The next speaker is llen llayes, but I would like to take i
matory action letters covering such issues as violations just a moment and give you a personal perception of

;

of technical specifications, radiation protection re- mine.
' I

,

quirements, fire protection security programs, and dis- ,

criminatory practices. We had had enhancement pro- Some time ago, although at the time I did not think it
grams, betterment programs, and upgrade programs. was that, I was fortunate enough to be involved in a '

In general, we found that the activitics on the part of field investigation that the Office of Investigations was
the licensee, even with the various enforcement tools conducting. Up to that time,01 people in my view-

j we had used, were not effective m turning around per- and I had had very little interaction with them-were
formance. As a result, we issued the largest civil pen- thought of in terms of tax appraisers, IRS customs
alty that the agency has ever issued to a facility. agents, that sort of thing.1 was asked to participate as a

technical consultant to a rather complex investigation >

Another example of what I will characterize as "esca. that was taking place.
lating enforcement" relates to Nine Mile Point Unit 1.
We had concerns with this facility related to the ability I spent about three days ia various cities and was in.
of management to identify problems and follow up on volved with other governmental agencies and the inter-

|. - them. We issued, in one instance, a civil penalty of faces that werc rcquired. I was truly impressed with the !

' $50,000 because of a violation that essentially had that professionalism-observing this from a rather safe ha-
root cause. Shortly thereafter, additional problems ven since I was just a technical consultant-the dedica-
were identified in another area, inservice inspection, tion, the meticulous observance of rights, not only for

| that had the same fundamental root cause. That is, the alleger but for the allegee. My thought, after talk-
'

I problems were known to the organization, but were not ing with llen and 11111 Ilutchinson and his people, was

L being acted upon appropriately by management. We that we could learn a lot about root cause evaluation
escalated that civil penalty to $100,000, from the way that 01 cvaluates and objectively comes

to its conclusions.

later, as a result of reviews of this continuing trend of So w th that remark, let me introduce lien llayes.
performance, at a senior management meeting in the
summer of 1988, we concluded that this facility's per- hvcsligations Procelluresformance was one that merited close agency-wide

I monitoring, and we put this plant on the-sometimes Mr. Ilen 11. Iluyes:
referred to m the mdustry's jargon-agency's problem-
plant list. Thank you, Steve. I did not know you really cared.
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I have not even spoken, and there is already a question tionship betwecn the regional administrators and the .

up here for mc. He has already got a question for me, so Directors of the Office of Investigations in the regions. !
let me get to it. The allegations arc basically evaluated there. ;

Usually when I speak, I speak for approximately ten 'lhe investigation is started normally on the basis of !
minutes and then answer questions for a period of what we call an inquiry. 'lhat is a real quick look sce at ,

three hours after that. What I wot ld like to do is just the allegation. We would probably contact the alleger, j

briefly go over the Office of Investigations, what we do, get the alleger to tell us a little bit more about who, i

how we do it, what we consider our mission to be, the when, where, why, and how, and try to understand the i

capabilitics of our staff, my staff, the results of our in, motives of the alleger We would then interface with
,

vestigations, and what we do with those results when the technical staff to determine if, in fact, this allega. ;
we interface with Jim Licherman and the staff, tion is true, do we have a violation; is it a violation of g

some rule or regulation; and what is the safety signifi.
As most of you already know, we are the investigative cance of that violation or that allegation. ' j',.
arm of the Commission. We are the investigators that

. investigate the alleged wrongdoing by licensecs, their Once we have accepted a matter to be m, vestigated, af.
;

contractors, vendors, and what have you. tu the m, qmry stage, which usually lasts 40 to 60 hours ;
on the case-it is a quick look sec-the matter then

Wrongdoing, a basie general definition would be that of goes into what we call a full-scale investigation. A full- ;

a violation of the Commission's rules or regulations by scale jnnsdganon umaHy mtaus intmewmg an of
other than mistake or error. Some indication that the the witnesses in the case that we, feel necessary to c

staff senses or sees that a violation has occurred either " E* *E" "" # E"" "" ^" I """I
'

by willfully avoiding or evading the Commission's rules, here that as far as the Office of Investigations is con.
7

some willfulness, some intent, something there that cerned, we really do not have a dog in the fight as it

keys the staff to refer the matter to my office, wne. Om jq M,o prepam a factual package Cnb
mation and give it to the approprtate decisionmaker,

,

which is usually the regional administrator, the Com- f

I will not get too much into allegations and trackm.g or mission or Vic Stello, the EDO. We do not participate '

what have you because Bob Martm is gomg to address in enforcement conferences. We do not review Jim
that. Let me just say that the sources of our cases are Lieberman's notices of violations in terms of whether i
from the regional administrators and from a majority of we agree ordisagree with the severity of that particular
the Commission. I think you should take note of that: a call. We do assist Jim and the region in understanding !
smgle Comnu,ssioner cannot request an mvestigation; the facts of the case as we have developed the case.
It takes a majority of the Commission to do so. The i
EDO can request an investigation or whomever is in Another important thing is that during our investiga. ,

the chair as Director of O! has the authority to self- tions, should we encounter or even suspect any safety
initiate investigations. issue, that matter is brought immediately to the staff |

for their review to determine whether or not a licensec |'Ihc capability of the 01 staff. I think that we have accu- should be notified right then and there to take some ap.
mulated some of the most capable men and women in propriatecorrectiveaction. Also,ourinvestigationsob-
any investigative body that I am aware of. We have viously entail a technical violation of some type, and we

'

agents who served many years in the Fill, IRS, DEA. get support from the regional offices. Most of our in.
ATF, and Naval lnvestigative Service, Army CID, what vestigations are done by a member of my staff and a
have you. We have yet to accept a green recruit as you member of the technical staf f working as a team. Steve ;
might call one. We look for very experienced agents just briefly noted that he was the technical advisor on ;
and coach and counsel them in the ways of NRC and 10 one particular case, and he learned how to spell the .

CFR and what have you. Our staff usually has a very word " cocaine," in that particular case. It was a dope
'

strong-very strong-investigative experience before case that we were working on involving a particular li-
accepting positions with us. censee. Steve's function was to be there during the in-

terview process so that, as we asked questions, Steve
When we do get an allegation, we are charged with was able to ask technical questions. This happened to
looking at that allegation to determine whether or not, be in the QA area to again assess the technical signifi- ,

in our view-even though it came from the EDO or a cance and make a determination as to whether or not
regional administrator-whether or not that particular that licensee should be notified and corrective action
allegation warrants investigation. That is usually done taken immediately.
at the regional level. If we get allegations in the head-g

L quarters office, in my office, I dispatch those to the re. As we progress through an investigation, at that '

j gion because I strongly encourage a day-to-day rela- particular point, or at a particular point-when the

I
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investigator Iccis as though he or she has reached the Department of Justice that was given to a grand jury
end of the investigation, has looked at all Ihe significant and indicted just on *.hc information we had provided io

~ documents, inteniewed all the significant witnesses in them, it is a suspicion of a criminal action. Usually a
the case, then that particular individual sits down and gnmd jury is impancied and the investigation goes for-

. makes an assessment as to whether or not, in their ward to meet the particular indictment criteria.
view, the particularallegation was proven or disproven.
If, in fact, it was proven, then we are required by the We do not, let me emphasize, we do not investigate to
Commission to make a call as to willfulness and intent. that criteria. 'lherefore, the matters that we refer to
As to whether or not in our view the particular allega. the Department of Justice if they elect not to pursuc
lion was, in fact, committed and, in fact, was donc in. the matter, then they do not have the Fill or whomever
tentionally or willfully, continue the investigation. In many instances, they

elect to do so and will writc to us and ask for our investi-
'

The first call is made by the investigator in the field. I gative support, which in the past, we have been able to

feel very strongly that cach investigator should have . give them. They also will ask for technical support. As

the independence to make that cali notwithstanding everyonc m this room is well aware, the rules and regu-

the review by their immediate supervisor or manager, lations of the Commission are somewhat techmcally
!, or by my headqtiarters staff's review or by me, person. or ented and we provide engineers and support person-

aij , nel to the gnmd jury to move those cases along.y ,

I have statistics, so I will finish up here with some broad |Ixt me say that if the investigator Icels as though the statistics for you in a few moments.
investigation does not indicate willfulness.Then our di.
rectors in the field, or my directors in the field, at each if a field office agent feels as though there has been a
of the regional offices has the authority to sign that par- call or an act of willfulness and it comes to the head-
ticular case out over their signature.That is, they write quarters staff and l look at it and l say, no, I do not think
it up, they say that the allegation may have been true so-and there have been some disagreements between'

but that they do not feelit was done willfully, intention- me and the agents in the field-we have developed a
ally, and it is issued at the regional office level. check and balance system. I will take that particular

case and forward it to three other regional 01 offices,
If, on the other hand, the investigation indicates that and not allow them to communicate with each other,
there is some willfulness and intent involved in the vio- and clicit their views. The bottom line is that I have the T

'

lation or the allegation, then the investigator draws 51 percent. Ilut the file is well documented as to the
that conclusion in the written report. You will find that views of everyone, and sometimes I accept it, and
that is basically the only place in our reports where sometimes I do nat. That is just the way it is,
there is a conclusion. The report is reviewed by that
particular agent's immediate supervisor. If there is 1.ct me touch a little bit on some statistics. We have in- -

agreement with the agent, then it is forwarded to the itiated in excess of 1000 cases so farin the history of 01,

headquarters office. The director of 01, me, person- from January 1980 through March 31,1989. Ilut 01
ally, signs off on all cases where there is a substantia. came into being I believe in July of 1982, if I am nc,t
tion of a willfulness call, mistaken, and I came aboard in February of 1983. To

date, we have forwarded to the Department of Justice
in excess of 100 matters for their consideration, which

When the case comes into my headquarters office, I
have other investigators that have worked with me, and have resulted in 16 convictions so far. Seventy of the

they do a QA/QC review of that entire report and make 112 have been returned to us m which they elected not

a recommendation to me through the Deputy Director, to pursue the matter criminally through additional m-

If we feel as though the case crosses the threshold of vestigation or what have you. We have two mdictments

criminality, then the matter is referred to the Depart- right now pending, two trials, and 21 cases are under

ment of J ustice for their continuing investigation. The review by the Department of Justice now to determine

report is issued out of my office to the staff or to the whether or not they want to go forward with those
CUSC8-requesting person.

We also have some pending indictments coming out
1.ct me address one of the questions that came up, at probably in the next 60 days by region, possibly in lle-
least a partial question. My office does not investigate gion IV, hopefully in the next 90 days in llegion V, we
to the level where we can say a criminal act was com- are working with the Department of J ustice in some of
mitted. My office investigates to the point where we those matters,

feel as though the particular decisionmaker, the staff,
has sufficient information to make a regulatory call, a I.ct me touch a little bit. as a sidchne issue, on some
civil call. At no time am I aware of any referral to the vendor matters that have concerned us and occupied a
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lot of our resources in the last Iwcive months or so. We Mr. Hayes:
!' have and are required to maintain liaison with other

Yes, we do and we arc. The basis for that is, at least in
Federal agencies. In doing so, a year or so ago, we
started to get information concerning product sutntitu- my view and possibly it is shared, that a particular ven. '

tion of material commg m where t he certifications were dor that would produce a fraudulent commercial item,
would be subject to investigation. We would go out to

falsified. Material that was just not, up to the qualityi-

and standards that are required in this industry. We are that vendor and get its customer list, look at their QA

| investigating approximately 20 cases around the coun- standards along with the staff, rmd try to determinc
I

[' try involvmg circuit breakers, valves, flanges, p,pe, et whether or not that particular vendor has sold any
i

product to any NRC licensec, including the power re.CCI""'
actors. Asyou well know, we have 7000 otherlicensees

'r out there.
The reason I mention this issue is because it is of major .

concern to us. it is requiring a lot of our resources. For We try to determine whether or not any of that bad ,f the most part, in fact, I know of no instance today product has in fact infiltrated into the nuclear system. ;
where I can stand here and say that there is any culpa- So we do it in that vein, Pat.o

bility on the part of our licensees, the power reactorst
in most instances those particular people involved have Mr. Mcdonald:
been very cooperative and are facilitating our investi-
gations. We are trymg to identify and trying to, basi- llut there is no question ofyour authority to go to a ven. ,

'

cally, bring to the bar on the criminal side of the house dor who for all we know does not sell safety-related ma-

those particular vendors that have taken at upon them- terials? You have no Problem with going toa vendorof
3

selves to falsify documents or material. So we are ac. any kind?

tively involved with that.
Mr. Ilayes:

If any of my staff approach you on these particular in. Well, I do not know about of any kind. I have to have a
vestigations, I would clicit your cooperation. I think it is basis to suspect that a vendor has, in fact, provided '

best for all of us, faulty products. My role is to determine, along with the
staff, whether or not that vendor supplied fauhy prod-

With that, I will sit down. Steve, and entertain ques. ucts to any of our licensees.
|

tions.
Note some of the bulletins that the staff has put out
identifying vendors. I think we raided a half a dozen

Mr. Varga: places not too long ago on the West Coast, and the pur-
pose of that was to get in and get their-msybe I better

Arc there any questions we could take for the moment? not talk about that-but we were trying to identify any iPlease step to the mierophone if you have one. utility-and it is usually unbeknownst to the utility-
that had accepted and installed any of that particular

Mr. llayes: faulty equipment.
,

Pat Mcdonald always has a question. Ourjob, just as any gentleman at the NRC will tellyou, ;

is public health and safety. Until we are convinced that !

that material has not infiltrated the system, we are go-
Mr. Mcdonald: ing to do what we have to do, Pat.

I have a question; I do not have a microphone.' Any other questions before I sit down?

'

Mr. Varga: Mr. Varga:

. Thank you, llen.
Well, let me see if we can hear you, Pat, and if we can-
not, I will repeat the question. Next, we will hear from 'llob Martin, Regional Admin-

istrator of Region IV, who will discuss allegations from

Mr. Mcdonald: the regional perspective.

Do you have any authority to investigate fraudulent llandling Allegations
commercial grade procurements? That is,if it is a non-

Mr. Robert D. Martin:safety-related item and does not have a specified ;
safety-related OA, doyou have any aut hority to investi- I did not expect to be able to get up here this early. I am
gate an apparent fraudulent component? wondering why some of my predecessors did not get
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flooded by a larger number of questions before I When forming a judgment about a licensec's activitics,
reached the podium, be it at a power reactor or any other facility, there are

the usual sources of information. 'lhere are the direct
NitC reviews or inspections or evaluations or special#'Y"'E" team assessments that go out. We do those and that is

''
'lhey did, they did. one of our information sources.'lhere is, obviously, the

-

large amount of information that we call upon the li-
censee to provide.

Then there is that third element that I alluded to in my
Oh, they are comm.g, general opening comments; the information that ,

comes in through allep dons. Now, basically, an allega.
Mr. Varga: tion is an expression oMmeern by an individual. Alle-

gations often come from individual contacts, I am
Yes, the best is yet to come, speaking of those allegations that are received by the

NI(C, or those that we become aware of,'they are ucu.*

ally individual contacts, often by telephone, occasion-Mr. Martin: ally by mail, sometimes by catching an inspector or any<

What I would like to describe is the general process for other NI(C staff member when they may be at the faci 1-

handling allegations that we attempt to follow in the ity, near the facility, at the motelin the general arca, m,

NitC. I will say the " general process and " attempt to a restaurant having a cocktail before dinner .. . we
follow " because there are so many degrees of freedom have received allegations through the full spectrum,

that can be introduced into this very human process.
Usually, allegations originate from an individual con-

.

'Ihc handling of information and concerns from a wide tact of spmc sort in which the opportunity for a dia-
logue with the individual occurs. Occasionally, they

range of people who are in a wide range of emotional come through the news media. Sometimes they are
states of anger, fear, other things, introduce so many claims that are just made in newspaper articles, which
degrecs of freedom, that I will try to talk in some gencr- assert information that we did not know before. We willalitics about how we attempt to process these things. I Iwsue these claims, try to find out who made the asser-
Ihink more importantly is to perhaps ofIcr a few digres- tions: sometimes it is quoted, sometimes there is an af-

,

sions and some personal observations on the nature of firmation to the statement, sometimes there is not, In
the process, the things that are not institutionalized any event, we try to pursue it.yet, but that represent the experience that I have
gained through observation and, in some cases, A lesser number of allegations, occasionally, will come ;
through attempts to improve on the process over the from some members of the media who want to verify
last 15 years or so. infortnation that they have received or believed they

have received from a source of theirs. Sometimes that
So, basically, we are going to be discussing, in the main, places the news reporter in an intermediary role, which
a process. It is an expensive process. It is expcnsive in we try to get him out of, if possible, if there is significant t
termsof resources, be it requiring the use of the Office nformation there. Sometimes the news reporters, the !

of Investigations or just straight technical resources. more responsible ones, will check with us for an inde-
One could argue that the amount of inspection effort, pendent confirmation and we will suddenly be aware

j review effort, evaluation effort per allegation com- that we are discussing information we have not heard
pared to normal inspection activities is a rather expen- before, or a perspective we have not heard before-we

, ,

save process. It is a resource-intensive process. now have an allegation that we will then attempt to

llut right at the outset, we have to recognize that-us-
ing the way we count numbers and in my experience- Occasionally, we get allegations from local congres-
roughly 15 percent of all allegations turn out to be sional offices-occasionally from their Washington of-
safety significant and often represent information and fices. Ilut I would say they usually come in from the 10-
knowledge about conditions that we never would have cal offices in the area where the activity is going on.'!he
been able to obtain in any other fashion. That yield, allegations will be referred to us by staff from the con-
that fact, makes it incumbent on us to continue to pur- gressional office. We will look at them. Occasionally,
sue allegations, evaluate them, judge them, and follow the congressional staffers will serve as the intermediary
up on them, but in the main, they will attempt to form some mecha-

nism to assist us to make dircet contact with the alleger.
May I have the slide /Tigurc // please.
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- We can get notification and a number through other general process followed is to not discuss the identity of
governmental agencies. Now, in the main, these are the alleger except on a "need to know" kind of basis.
usually Department of labor cases where employees; '

of the company, the utility, whatever the organization in fact, the information about the allegation is also
' may be, have filed a complaint with the Department of handled carefully because the nature of the allegation
labor fordiscrimination under the appropriate section can very often identify who the alleger is. 'Ihis is par-c

of the Atomic Energy Act. In those cases, copics of ticularly true with smalllicensees. it is less likely with a
thme complaints are sent to the local regional office utility, unless the alleger holds a very unique position
from the local Department of l_ abor offices where the or function. Ilut,ifit is a small radiographer in the mid-
complaints are filed. We have a starting point in that die of Wyoming and there are only three people in the!

regard. organization, it is not too difficult to identify, from the
nature of the allegation, who the alleger might possibly

As you can sec,if there is a method of human commu- be. Therefore, in some of those cases, it becomes a lit-

nication, we usually find a way to-or there is usually a lle bit more difficult to handle, but we still attempt to
do that.use of that method of communication-to provide us ,

an allegation.
The process calls for always screening the allegation
for safety significance. Then you inspect or investigate,

/Mgm 2/ please. or both, based on a priority sched ule, which is driven by
the safety significance of the issue. Usually, we use the

' We also have to recognize that under that provision of criterion,"if the allegation is true, what is the safety sig-
information, we then have the degrecs of freedom by nificance." 'ihere are some exceptions to this and I will
which people may or may not identify themselves-al- talk about those. Ilowever, during the evaluation, in
legations may come in anonymously.lf allegers idcntify order to make the first priority cut, the safety signifi-
themselves, they may rise to the level of wanting a cance of the allegation must be assessed.
grant of confidentiality. In general, we always handle
the identity of the alleger as discrctcly as we can. I low. We try to provide basic feedback to the alleger after the
ever, a pledge of confidentiality rises to a much higher agency's action is concluded. On some issues that may
star.dard in which the responsibilitics that are placed drag out over a long period of time for a variety of rea-
upon us in protecting alleger identity are much more sons, we try to contact the allegers periodically to let
onerous. No matter how that word " confidential" has them know we have not forgotten them, we are still
been used interchangeably or indiscriminately over the working on the allegation. We do not provide them up-
past 20 years or so, this agency has really only had a dates or technical status however, but, rather, an ac-
process for handling confidential sources of informa- knowledgment that we have not forgotten tnem and
tion for about two, two and a half years, maybe three the case is still being worked,
years. As I get more mature, time slips in terms of accu-
racy, but it has only been a matter of a few years. As a general premise, all allegations, "all" under.

lin ed-l hate "all inclusive" adjectives because they al-
Now, the process for handling allegations, once re- ways get me in trouble-all allegations are evaluated.
ceived, is fairly well spelled out in manual chapters, in Not all allegations are followed up. There are a num-
agency policies. liasically, it addresses the collection of ber of reasons that they may be screened out.

the allegation, the evaluation of the allegation, and the
resolution of the allegation. I'he manual chapter, as The first screening out basically occurs because they

most manual chapters would be mvolved, is a fairly de- are not under ourjurisdiction: there may be a plumber

j tailed document covering a wide range of subjects. who is terribly concerned about the quality of the pipe,

used in the toilets in the facility.That is not something
that rises to our level. We will explain those concerns.

I will not presume to go through that document m. any We might suggest other people he might want to talk
fashion now, llowever, let me talk about a couple of to, but we will not follow up on an allegation of thati

| highlights associated with that process. Fundamen- sort.
I tally, dealing with the individual is to be donc courte-

ously, if you have the opportunity to have direct con- There are some allegations that are too vague. We get a,

| tact, which you do not always have. lot of allegations that come in that are anonymous alle-
| gations, for example, " Plant X is all screwed up,"

The "need to know" principle generally applies in the signed, anonymous. We cannot follow up on something
'

handling of the information associated with the alleger. like that,it may be a true statement, but unfortunately
Even if a pledge of confidentiality has not been we cannot follow up on that premise alone, which is,

granted, the general process used by the region-and I one of the reasons we try so hard to obtain the identity
'

think I speak for all, but certainly in our region-the of the individual, to be able to pursue it.
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A third reason might be that the allegation really is there.That is to me, from my perspective, a fatal flaw in
rather crisp, rather well-focused, well-articulated, and dealing with an alleger. llecause, if he says, "I'm wor-

. happens to be in an area where we have just donc ex. ried about such and such because so and so is no good,"
tensive inspection or evaluation-we have formed a and you say, "well, it really is. , ." you are putting him

_ judgment, we have a good knowledge base of what that down. You are essentially running the risk that he is go-
activity is. Either we already knew the information or ing to feel put down about his concern. Now, he is not
we have solid reason to believe that the allegation is not going to giveyou concern number two because he is not
correct. Under those conditions, we would not neces- going to get embarrassed about concein number two, r

sarily expend resources just to continue to follow up on or three, or four, and that might be the " nugget" that is
the same issue that we have just formed a conclusion really worth looking at.
about.

When we have the opportunity to get one on one with
Finally, the absurd.1 see some ofyou have the proceed. an alleger, we need to use somebody who has a broad
ings open. I gave one classic example I can recall. If it enough technical background to be able to ask reason-
was not in the region that I am in, it was during a previ. able questions, to (. licit information, and be able to
ous assignment at another region. ljterally, the allega. write down the right kind of notes-to at least under-
tion, a woman called in the middle of the night com. stand what arca it is that may require further follow up,
plaining that her husband glowed blue every time they
had sex. We would not proceed to follow up on an alle. The first criterion is the interviewer learns how to lis-
gation of that kind. We do get the patently absurd from ten, as opposed to being inclined to talk. The second is

time to time, and we do not follow up on them. to keep the number of people involved in the interview
fairly small. I believe it is a serious error to interview an

We do look at all of them. We also look at the number aHegu with a team of four or five people, four or five

of them, the style of them, the focus of them. Now, technical people. I have seen it occur over and over.

some of these allegations may not warrant a follow up .These techm, cal people listen to the allegation and they

of and by themselves, but if we have a particular utility say, " gee, Fred -and Fred is not the alleger, Fred is
,

in which we have a flood of allegations come in, broad another technical member "If that's really true, there

numbers of people very upset, very angry, very dis- c ujd be a problem about x, y, and z. , Yeah,it could
tressed, very distraught, tirere is a message in that clus- be., ,They start a dialogue back and forth. Now, these

,

ter, a pattern, a grouping of allegations that is worth technical people are myolved with developing what
,

paying attention to. The individual technical allega- might be the safety significant consequene,es of the al-

tions may not have much substance, but what is it that legation. The alleger now takes ownership. He says,

suddenly triggered a large number of that utility's or or- " yeah, and that bothers me too!, We now have a ncw

ganization's employees to start flooding us with allega- allegation from the alleger-he has been generatmg
,

tions of concerns? You cannot fail to pay attention to new c ncerns based on the dialogue between the tech-
meal staff,

the pattern as well as the content. All of those are in-
troduced into the basic process.

We really have to keep it fairly small and comfortable
.. between the interviewer and the alleger. Ilecause if we

This is one of the areas where I would like to digress for are going to provide feedback back io the alleger, we
a moment, offer some comments based on my expen- want to provide feedback on their concerns. The fact
ence. that, as a consequence of the knowledge we have, we

1;enerate new concerns-technical concerns, staff con-
All of our technical staff in the regional offices are cerns-that is basically our business, and we should fol-
trained in the basic process of handling allegations. Iow up on them. Ilut, allowing our concerns to be per.
They are all trained in that process because you never sonally claimed by the alleger burdens our process, if
know when somebody is going to call and you are goin8 we are not careful. We have to select people carefully
to be dealing with that person in the context of han- and hold the numbers down, in my view.
dling an allegation. So we try to train everybody in the
process. There is a numbering exercise that we go into, which is

troublesome at times, if we allow it to become more
I am sure you can speculate about it, and I can assure troublesome than it is. Sometimes we will become
you, by the same token, that a large fraction of our staff aware of certain types of allegations and we will decide
are not very good at handling allegations. As a general to cluster them together, sort them, stack Ihem, ar-
rule, technical people are pretty bad at handling that range them. We start worrying about how to define
kind of a circumstance.The most prevalent flaw tht.t terms. Is this one allegation consisting of four concerns
they demonstrate when an individual comes in with a for which there are three examples each: Do you have
concern is they try to answer the concern right then and 13, or do you have 5, or do you only have I allegation?
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- We get trapped within our numbering system because should turn over any to the licensec for them to do and
we start believing that our numbers have to match for us to monitor, lleing a resource-intensive process
somebody else's numbers. "Ihat is unfortunate. 'lhat and being a frugal regulator, I have decided if I can use (
occurs periodically when some of these issues get your resources to do my work, that suits me just fine. '

thrown into a public arena. What we really have to bc So, I see if I can to turn them over to you,
sure of is that we are dealing with all the same issues ,

that someone else is dealing with. Do we have all the 'ihere are a scrics of criteria laid out to determine un-
issues and are all the issues getting resolved.The num. der what conditions that can be done. Ixt me go over a
bering system is less important. very bricf synopsis of the essentials.

<

"""#.c nyicti n that the utility, the com-C
May I have the next slide / Figure J/ please. pany, the organization, has the ability to follow up on

| such an allegation. That usually means they are a large
t As a related issue for the utilitics, I believe they would enough organization, they have the sophistication, they i

be well advised, in my view, to make sure, perhaps dur- have had the interaction with us to provide us with a
ing their general employee traming, that they mform confidence that they have the capability to look into the
their staff of the distinct difference between an inspec- changes. A mom-and-pop organization, a radiographer .
tion and an investigation. We find utility employees, at consisting of two people. . .if there is an allegation
all levels m the organizat,on, including executive man- against the owner of the company,it would bc hard fori

agement, who do not undentand the fundamental dif- us to turn over the allegation to the owner to look into
ference between an inspection and an mvesti,ation. the charges against himself. So clearly, there are somel

limits to this; but within a broader framework, there are
Many people claim that we have drawn that distinction many organizations that are capable of (k)ing it,
when there is not a difference.That is not true. The '

philosophical underpinning of an inspection presumes The next is our ability to protect the alleger's identity
that we are going out and we are going to confirm that because that aspect is still inherent in the process. We
things are what they should be. Now, clearly, lots of have to be able to transfer over the information with-
times we do not find that to be the case. Ilut, if you out identifying the alleger because we will not turn over
study the inspection program, if you look at the meth- the identity of the alleger. We will turn over the issue
odology that is used, the strategy that is followed, the that needs to be looked into. He issue itself might
fundamental philosophical undes pinning is that we are identify the alleger,
going to confirm that the things that are supposed to be
there are there.Then, if we find out they are not there, The cooperation of the alleger is another factor.There
we are still dealing with the fint premise, which is that is clearly-rarely, but it occurs-the issue of the al-
they are not there because of error, because of omis. leger's safety. Once in a while, fortunately we do not
sion. Fct them very often, but once in a while, we get an alle-

tation under a set of circumstances and involving per.
When we go to an investigation, probably through in- scmalitics in which there is a serious concern about the

spection or by other mechanisms, we have already ability to protect the safety of the alleger.That places
reached the level of presuming that what is there is not us in a difficult area because we do not have authority,

right and it is not right intentionally-not by error, but under whatever legislation exists, to afford allegers
witness piotection"-kind of physical protection,

|Ihose cases occasionally stress our system pretty se-by design, by overt act. Therefore, the strategies have
to change very dramatically. The burden that is placed
on 01 in trying to scarch out such things is the pre- verely m, terms of how we can do that. Fortunately, in
sumption that something wrong has been donc and was the main, most allegations do not involve an alleger's

,

done intentionally. The finding of that is a far more safety.

complex process. Our experience, given this criteria we have used and
. . the screening we do before we turn them over to utili.

I am amazed, when investigation is under way-when ties or other companies, has been good. In general, the
lien or his people decide to identify it-or when we companics have done well in following up the allega- !

come in and do an entrance mterview and talk about an tions that we have ;'iven to them in general, they have
inspection, at the lack of understanding between those looked at them in terms of the broad implications and
150- have donc pretty well. There have been a few times we

had to re-index the system, but generally speaking, they
Now let me talk about allegations that are turned over have done well.
to licensces. Do we ever do that? After the screening
and evaluation process, we come up with a number of 1.et me talk a littic bit about licensec concern pro-
allegations that we have to decide whether or not we grams. In Region IV, roughly half of our utilities have
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. some sort of system in place-some far more complex, not enter our jurisdiction or really have any safety sig-'

sophisticated, bmader in scope than others, but none- nificance.
! H theless, about half of our utilitics have a formal system

of a sort for collecting concerns from employees, mem. Roughly half of those allegations over that period ofi

bers of the public-for the purpose of esscalially fol- time were technicians or craft personnel. In general,
lowing a process quite similar to what I have just de- the technical / craft personnel-type allegations tend
scribed. more to focus on procedural, that is, did they do the

things that they were supposed to do, or their boss told ,

them to do-something that violated pnxedures,
We look at those programs. We acknowledge the fact 'lhere was usually a pmcedural component, procedu ral

,

that they are not a required program. We certainly adherence, or procedure ignonng clement Ao the ma-
,

I have urged on many occasions-NRC as an agency and pnty of those. Agam, these are broad generalitics.certainly in Region IV as a specific region-we have About 25 percent of the allegations were from private
urged a lot of utilitics to put in such programs for find- citizens. Alx)ut 10 percent from professional employ- .

ing such difficulties, resolving them, and finding out if ces.'lhe ones from the professional employees are the
! there is merit to them, to improve their own opera- most complex.'lhey are not necessanly the most safety

tions. Ilowever, it clearly is not a required activity. We sigmficant but they are usually the most complex. We
look at those programs periodically to make sure that then get atx)ut ten percent from all others,
any issues have been handled appropriately from inc
standpoint of informing NRC, if NRC has to be in- In summary,I think it is the third item |value of the re-
formed, or for fixing any quality programs.'the compa. sults worth the expenditurej that I think remains the
nics have been very cooperative with us in letting us see bottom hnc, that keeps us contmums to look at allega-

,

how their program is working and how they have been tions and expending the resources that are needed. We
dealing with the issues. Our experience with the tech- still find a substantive amoun t of information, although

t

' nical ismes that are identified is really quite good. I difficult to obtam at times, that we would not have ob.
think, in the main, we have been more than just com- tamed m any other fashion. 'lherefore, we cannot af-
fortabic with the resolution of technical issues. ford not to continue to follow up on those allegations.

Ilowever, when we get into the area of a wrongdoing 'lhank you.
type of allegation, we have a more mixed result. Some
companics deal with them with a certain vigor and oth- ,arga:
ers will tend to try to not pursue them at all,if they pos-
sibly can.They will very narrowly define what the tech- Arc there any questions that ilob could take at this
nical issue is and take the wrongdoing issue and just set time?
it aside. So we have a less uniformly good feeling alx)ut
the handling of wrong doing issues by these utility pro- I see one.
grams.1 think we would certainly feel better if luth Ihe
technical and the wrongdoing issues were handled with Questioner:
about the same vigor. We do not see that uniformly oc-
curring. Rick Anderson from Pacific Gas and Illectric Com-

,

I pany. We have had a great deal of experience with alle-

May I have the next slide /Hgure 4/ please. gations and we certainly defimtely appreciate the need
to keep them anonymous and to protect the alleger

. . .
from any kind of retaliation. On the other hand, it is

This is a quick rundown of results over about an very difficult for us to operate as engineers in an envi-
18. month penod in Region IV. In Region IV, we had ronment that suddenly is quite different than we are
98 allegations over this 18 month period. Roughly half used to. We are used to open controversy, we are used
of them were substantiated. About 35 percent of the to disagreements, particularly technical disagree-
ones that were substantiated, turned out to be safety ments, and we think that g(xx! designs and good solu-
sigmficant, which makes it roughly about 15 percent tions come out of that. All of a sudden, we only see our
overall. part of this story and we do not see the other part.

I did a lot of rounding; the data is not gmx! cnough to Now my question is, is there some time limit, is there
carry it to anything more than maybe one significant some way that we could see the other part after suffi.
figure, possibly two with luck. Ilut about 35 percent of cient time has passed and after them is no opportunity
the substantiated allegations turned out to be safety or no concern alxiut retaliation, th.it we could at least

significant, which means the others may very well be learn from that, from historical records of what the
truthful statements, they were concerns, but they do whole story was, so that v.e could perhaps gain from
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that and itsprove our way of operating with people? Is get. We will start the way the presentations were. We
there some kind of time limit that we could have access will limit the questions for the first round to about
to transcripts orinvestigation records that we currently three or so, so everyone gets a chance, and then we will
do not have access to now? recyc!c as time permits.

Mr. Martin: Many of the questions that I looked at perhaps would
have more than one of the speakers who would have

let me respond. I think you are dealing less in an area some input to it, so there rnay be an answer that will |
of policy because I do not think we have really estab. require more than one of the speakers. '

lished any sort of policy in this area, except, except if
there is a confidentiality agreement between the alleg- We will start off now with Jim Lieberman. The proce-
erand the agency.Then such a request would clearly fly dure we should follow is to read the question and then
in the face of that confidentiality agreement. We would to answer it.
have to be released from the confidentiality agreement
with the alleger, by the alleger, before we could do that. Mr. Lieberman:
Now, that is for the confidential ones.

Okay.
I am not sure, under the actions of the Freedom of In-
formation Act for allegations, how that would be dealt GUESTION: At what point would the NRC find
with in the event that the allegation has now been dem. it important to contact a nonoperating owner re-
onstrr.ted, it has now been proven or disproven, what. garding an enforcement action?
cver the case is, and the agency handling of the issue is

,

done and over with it. ANSIVER: I think the basic view here is thai we deal
with the operating owner. So in an enforcement case,

I think you raise an interesting point, which would be we would not deal directly with the nonoperating
worth pursuing, but I do not know the answer to it at 0*"C f-
this point.

The second question is two different questions but they
are related.

If I could add something to that, Bob. QUESTION: What do we do with the proceeds
from civd penaltics?

With respect to the O! investigations, once the civil en-
forcement action's been taken, as well as any possible ANSWER: The NRC does not keep the proceeds from

enmmal action if there is crimir:al action, that particu- civil penalties. I have often said that if we did, we would, ,

lar report is available under the I reedom of Informa- have a stronger program. Ilut the civil penalties go to
tion process, exclusive of the privacy and the confiden- the general treasury and it does not affect our appro-
tiality safeguards. Ilut those reports and those exhibits priations in any way.

are available.
The followup question.

Mr. Varga: QUESTION: What agency sets the maximum
civil penalty and how often is the maximum levelAny other questions? readjusted?

I think it would be appropriate if we were to take about
ANSWER: If we are talking about other agencies here,

a ten-minute break before questions. We have atx)ut
I do not know what other Federal agencies have higher

20 some questions that are very interesting. I have re-
viewed them all. So let us take a break and meet back

civil penalties. I do know that I have seen in the press

here in about ten minutes. that OSIIA has given multi million dollar civil penal-
ties and so has FAA. As to how often levels are ad-
justed, Tom Gangiak initially came out with a civil pen-

General Questions / Answers ahy authority in 1969. At that time it was $5,000 forany
one violation with a cap of $25,000 for all violations m a

Mr. Varga: 30-day period. It was adjusted in 1980 for the $ 100,000
civil penalty authority and there was a bill introduced in

We are going to start the question and answer session. the last session of Congress and reintroduced this ses.
We have abcut 25 to 28 questions. All of them are very sion that would adjust the amounts of civil penalties to
pithy and very penetrating and we will see how far we reflect inflation. I do not know where that is going.
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Mr. Russell: utility. I think that is appropriate, and that is indeed
what we are doing.

I have a question related to industrial safety violations.
So I think the question was more a statement of fact,

OuESTION: Please furnish examples of recent that is what we are currently pursuing,

poor industrial safety practices and the penalties
awarded; and then there was a request for vari. Mr. Hayes:

us types.
There are three cards with basically the same question.

ANSIVER- Recently, the NRC has entered into a
Memorandum of Agreement with OSII A, Operational OUESTION lias 01 or the NRC staff ever con-
Safety and IIcalth Admimstration.Some examples, we sidered or investigated an individual and/or or-
have not gotten, NRC docs not impose civil penalties ganization who may have deliberately initiated
for OSH A violations. 'those are donc by OSI I A, but we an exercise to make allegations in an attempt to
cooperate with OSH A. We identify mstances that may nfluence or impede the licensing application, re-
be violations of OSHA standards. We pass that infor- start, et cetera? What enforcement action or re- |
mation to the appropriate office, and we have had par- course does the NRC provide to applicants and/ l

ticipation by OSIIA representatives m meetings with or licensees if such a situation would occur, and is '

licensees and we have provided support- there an opportunity for damages, et cetera? |

Some examples that have occurred, we have had two ANSWER: I do not know.'1 hat is a legal question. liasi-
instances of falls, one into a reactor vessel, one into a cally, what we do, at least from the 01 perspective, is
refueling area when hydrolyzing was going on. We more often than not, we place an alleger under oath
have had some cases where individuals have been over- early in the investigation. If you will remember my
come by heat when they were fully dressed in prior address, I said that we usually go out during the
anti-contamination clothing and wearing respiratory inquiry stage and discuss the matter with the alleger,
equipment. We have also had one recent fatality asso- that is usually under oath, a transcript is kept. Should,
ciated with a diving event. during the course of our investigation, we find that any

individual, any individual, has willfully misled us or lied

So industrial safety accidents do occur, it is a difficult to us in any fashion, then that particular individual
line to draw when you are in a radiological health and would probably be referred for criminal consideration,

safety area of concern that is regulated by NRC and whether it is an alleger or a licensec employec. In my ,

when it is a clean line as to an OSHA type concern. We view, there is no difference.The purpose of our mvesti.
,

are providing some training for our inspectors to be gation is to uncover the facts and the truth, as to the

able to recognize these kinds of problems. We encour. best we possibly can, and that also includes the allegers,

age that they be brought to the attention of manage-
'lhere have been some instances when we have lookedment so that management etm correct them. Ilut, in

fact, it is an area of responsibility for OSH A and not the at allegers. Obviously, I mean, we are not so dumb that
we do not realize that there are motives behind allega-

NRC.
tions. We look at those particular motives. We look at
the alleger in terms of: Is that individualin a profes-

|
QUESTION: Enforcement is based upon meet. sional status even capable of knowing about the allega-
ing minimum regulatory requirements, yet lower tion? What evidence do they have to support the alle-
SALP ratmgs result in increased mspection. In- gation? There is a litany of criteria that we exercise to

,

| creased inspection results in more violations, and determine whether or not this investigation should go
I more violations result in higher levels of enforce- forward.

ment. Doesn't this mean, m fact, that you are
regulating and enforcing on the basis of perform- One of those criterion is, basically, to determine if this

|
ance excellence? particular individual is telling us the truth. So the nn-

,

|
swer is yes, we screen those very closely. We are cer-

; ANSWER I could create the scenario in the converse. tamly cognizant, aware of that potential. Should we bc

| That is, the utility that performs well gets less inspec- able to prove any willfulness or intent under oath or
j tion if they identify their own problems and bring them otherwise, then we would take the appropriate re-

to our attention, we mitigate the civil penaltics. Yes, course against that individual,i

we do tend to focus on both ends of the spectrum:
those that perform poorly get more inspection, and we QUESTION: What is the average length of an 01
tend to find more issues by the N RC, rather than by the investigation to the report completion stage?

|

i
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Does 01 take into ecmsideration the impact of have you. Usually the first notification is probably the '

publicity on the personal and professional lives guard at the gate says that Ben llayes' staff is out here
of " targets?" and they want to see Mr Sam Jones or Sally Smith.

IA' ANSWER: As youmay know,Iamunderinvestigation I have one easy one here, Steve,
now, as a matter of fact. I am being investigated by the
FBI as the Director of 01, and I think there are three Mr.Varga:
internal investigations on me, personally. So I can cer-
tain!y appreciate this. All right.

We have more investigations ongoing or docketed than Mr Ilayes:
we have resources to investigate promptly. What we
have done over the past two years, I believe, is we have OUESTION: What is 01 policy concerning in.
closed out investigations for administrative purposes, vestigators carrying firearms?
for lack of resources. We do not have enough investiga- i

tors, and rather than hold these particular investiga. ANSWEIO We are not authorized to carry firearms,
tions in an open status, we have basicallyjust stamped it We do not carry firearms. It goes along with my previ-
closed for lack of resources, and given it back to the Re. ous statement toyou ladies and gentlemen, that is, we
gional Administrator, these two gentlemen sitting do a civil investigation. It does not rise to the criminal
here, and then in working with Jim Lieberman, they indictment stage durir.g our investigation. An issue has
may do a special inspection or take what we have and go to be further investigated to rise to that particular
with it. level. So, obviously, we do not arrest, we do not serve i

scarch warrants. We will go along with United States !

Ilut I do appreciate that particular situation. I do not marshals, and we he.ve done that, in executing search
,

know what else we can do to resolve that. Our investi. warrants, but without that particular criminal author- '

gations-this is something i did not cover that I think is ity, there are a lot of things that we cannot do. I am not
very important-when O! receives an allegation and a suggestmg that we should not do them. I am just sug-
request, it is prioritized from a safety-significant stand, gesting that we cannot do them.

,

point. On a quarterly basis, on a national basis, Jim
Lieberman, myself, the regional administrators, Hugh Mr. Martin:
'Ihompson, NRR, we get together and we review al-

All right, I will take a few.
'

h; most all ongoing investigations on a nationwide basis. Ifnecessary, we re-establish on a nationwide basis the
/ priority of those investigations, recognizing the health QUESTION: With regard to allegations, how big

and safety impact of those cases. Some go to the bottom is the problem today?
of the list.Those that go to the bottom of the list then
become candidates for closure for lack of resources. ANSWER: I gather with respect to the number of

,

That is the method that we are currently using to try to hours spen'..

m,0ve our cases faster.
In recent history, it is basically an up-and down proc-

. .

Shall I take one more, Steve? ess. It is feast or famine as a general rule. One could
probably go back and h>ok over history. 'there is, how-
ever. I would say, a declining trend. I think there are

Mr. Varga: two fundamental reasons for that declining trend in the
amount of resources spent on allegations.Okay, take one more.

The major source of allegations in terms of time frame
Mr. Ilayes: in a utility's or a facility's life usually is during the con-

struction, more often focused towards late stage con-
QUESTION: When is a licensee informed that it struction phase, of a project. There are less projects
is being investigated by O!? under construction; therefore, the number n umerically

has gone down. I think that is one contributor.
|

ANSWER: Usually when we go through the gate and '

ask to interview someone. I would hope it would not bc The second contributor, I think, is that many of the
any sooner than that. If necessary, we will do interviews plants over the last several years in mid- to late-phase
outside the licensee's premises if we think that is ap- construction have instituted their own programs, and a

,

'

proptiate. We do not send letters, nor have opening very large fraction of allegations that would have been
conferences, nor discuss what we are doing or what coming to the NRC are now being dispositioned by the

|
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licensees themselves. So I would say, in general, there do it or else, they did it, and they stopped griping about
has been a decline for the nuclear power industry, it.

In the materials area, I would say it is more consistent, So there are a wide range of possible solutions to the -
has not substantially changed. It is a fairly stable work- kind of interactions that take place.a
load.

Mr. Lieberman:
QUESUON: Is not the root cause of some alle-
gations poor morale or a lack of respect for the QUESUON: Please estimate what percentage '

individual and, if so, should not the point be that of civil penaltics are: one, reduced as a result of a
licensec's self identificationt two, are escalatedmanagement should focus on how to prevent ver.

sus how to handic?
as a result of NRC identification, and threc, rc.

.

ceive the base penalty.

ANSWER: 1 hat is ti very true issue,1here are a large
ANSWER: This will be ust an estimation because I donumber of allegations that become interpersonal con, not have that data m ront of me. I would estimateflicts between individuals and their supervisors. Some.
about 25 perceni of Ihe cases are reduced because 11-

times the supervisor is wrong; sometimes the individual ccusces have identified the violations and about 25 per.
is wrong. Sometimes it is a lack of communication, no- cent are escalated because we have klentified them, .'
body is wrong but it is not working. Clearly, what man- and that is only since October 1988 when the policy was
agement should do, what we look for management to changed. About 50 percent of the cases are neither es-- do, what wc expect from them is corrective action, calated nor mitigated on identification.
which is really geared towards the nature of the prob-
Icm.1hc kind of general comment made here is quite - Identification' includes more than just who identifics
"EE' E' the violation: it includes whether the identification was

QUESUON: How does NRC view a plant that timely an,d whether corrective action was taken once
thmolauon wasidcntified.and if a report was made, A .

has an unusually large number of allegations licensec may have identified the violation but not done -
,

cither all of a sudden or consistently? anythmg with it; we are not going to give that licensec
#' " #"

ANSWER: I think I tried to allude to that before. lfyou
get a sudden flood of allegations at a particular facility 'lhe second question had to do with a revision of the
that has been relatively quiet, there are two things that policy conecrning 10 CFR 50 59,
are significani. One is the number, that that has not
been a continuous problem.1hc other is the nature. QUESUON: If you are going to have a severity
We look at both the number and the nature of the alle- level 111 civil penalty when the condition was
gations. Clearly, it is indicative that some dynamic has later evaluated and determined not to be repre-
taken place that has caused this to occur, senting an unreviewed safety question or a tech-

nical specification conflict, this appears to be in
By the same token, there taay be the persistent, con- conflict with the definition of a Level 111 viola-
tinuous, never ending, never changing allegations that tien. This seems to represent an error of judg-
come out of a particular facility. 'lhat also has its own ment as to whether a safety evaluation was re-j

1- indications. Remember, this is, again in many respects, quired and it would seemed to be more focused
a judgmental process, on whether staff approval was necessary or that

staff approval is more important than the safety
Every so often, you narrow down to a specific technical violation at issue. '

.Iitem, a piece of hardware, a piece of gear, a broken pro-
cedure, but in the main, much of this is judgmental. ANSWER: It is a long question. I will just condense
Therc are a great dcal of interpersonal interactions and that a little bit. 'the real issue here is that we do not

I you have to start reaching towards: is it a managerial want situations to occur where it is gratuitous that a 11-
|' problem, is it a supervisory problem, is it a morale censee is in compliance with the FSAR in the licensing

problem? basis. If a licensec makes a change to the facility and
does not realize it has an impact on safety, and the li- ;

In some cases, we have found it has been a severe train- censee just lucks out that it does not present a problem, .

Ii

ing problem. Peopic just were not trained to know what we do not find that as an acceptable situation. If rea-'

they were doing or why they were doing it. Once they sonable peopic differ as to whether or not an evalu-
were informed about why they were told,''look, do it or ation was necessary, or you do an evaluation and rea-
clse," and they understood why they were supposed to sonable people differ as to the outcome, that is not

.
1
I

|.
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what we are talking about here. We are talking about a able. You have to do more than just meet the require-
case in which it is clear that you would have to do an ment on a given date.
evaluation to determine whetheryou did have an unre-

,

viewed safety question and no evaluation was done. Mr. Russell:
'

'Ihat we think is a significant concern.
QUESTION: NRC appears to be expanding

QUESTION. Since a breakdown in QAis such a from a compliance orientation to one that con-
significant statement to make about a licensee's tinues to recognize the need for regulatory com-
program, do you think the NRC has established pliance and envelopes compliance by encourag-
sufficient guidance to both the licensee's and its mg good pmetices to manage risk. What do you

- inspectors as to what the NRC inspector must es- see as the key management challenges facing the
tablish as a burden of proof before pursuing this NRC in implementing these changes in areas
type of violation? such as implementation of consistent manage-

ment philosophy, use of processes originally in-
ANSWER: We do not issue citations for breakdowns in tended to assess compliance, and management
quality assurance programs. We issue citations for the level communications between licensees and
failure to meet a criterion in Appendix 11 to 10 CFR NRC7
Part 50.*Ihe violation is a violation of Appendix 11, not
this overall breakdown in QA.1his is a judgment call ANSWER: We have already heard in th,s conferencei

that, like in many aspects of what we do, we could have s me of the processes we are usmg, such as the senior

better guidance. I do not think anyone could disagree management meeting activities to assure an agency-
there. Howev er, it is a judgment call that many people wide perspective and consistency as it relates to prob-
are involved in when we reach a conclusion of a break- lem facilities, whether or not there have been viola-
down, and it is obviously a very significant statement to tions of regulatory requi'rements at those facilities. We
make, also, durmg those meetings, do have discussions that

focus on good practices and which utilities are perform-

I have another question here that Ilen asked me to re. I"8.well, although the bias is more to those which are
havmgdifficulty. Ilut i
tency, and we are dom,t isimportant to have that consis-spond to. It relates to several years ago. An investiga-

g a number of thmgs by way
exchanging personnel between regions, participat,oftion occurred concerning a material false statement in

,

the Appendix R area to 10 CFR Part 50 of D.C. Cook. ,

mg

That particular case went down to the engineer's Icvel in SALP board activities in other regions, et cetera.
and the questioner asks:

,Ihe second is using a process originally intended to as.
* ""# "" "

QUESTION: What is the status of that case?'
~

tion program, the core program. We have modules now
which directly evaluate the abilityof the utility to assessANSWER: In that case, American Electric Power
tself, find its own problems. We are putting more em-

Company and an engineer for that company was in- phasis on that, and we think that the changes in the in-
dicted for rnaking a false statement to the agency con- spection program will allow us to assess some of those
cerning the status of the fire protection program and areas better,
not having the modifications required by Appendix R
to be completed on schedule. The district court threw 'Ihe third area is management level communication be-
out the indictment on the basis of exceeding the statute tween licensees and NRC. In Region I-and I am
of limitations. aware that some of the other regions are encouraging

utilities to come in and make presentations on what
The case was appealed to the sixth circuit and just re- their programs and plans are-the philosophy that we
cently, about two weeks ago, the circuit court offered use is very simple: the utility should tell us first what
its opinion and stated that the Government could pro- they are going to do, and then the NRC through its in-
cced on the false statement issue, but dismissed the re- spection program will see if that has been done or not.
mainder of the charges. Iloth the Government and the If it has, we find that reinforces our understanding of
licensee are in the process of deciding whether to ap- what they are doing. If they tell us they are going to do
peal that case. something and then they do not carry through and

achieve that, that gives us another message about the
'Ihe only message I would give to the industry on that, utility.
because the decision of the court is somewhat compli-
cated,is that if NRC says you have to implement some- It requires some degree of risk taking on the part ofIhe
thing by a given date, we also mean following that date, utility to describe up front what it is they are going to
we expect you to continue having the component oper- do. Ilut I certainly encourage that and, particularly, in
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planning for major outages or other corrective action QUESTION: Are the rights and obligations of in-
programs. terviewees outlined anywhere? Is it publicly

availabic?

So I think we recognize that there are changes. We do
expect people to have programs that exceed the ANSWER: I think the 9ucstio'ils probably from an at-

minimums. That is clearly embodied within the SAly torney, and the answer is, I think the rights and obliga-

evaluation process. I think that we are moving in the tion,s are availabic. Our mvestigative procedures man- ;

area of being able to handle these on a consistent basis ital is available m the public document room.There is a
,

'

across the United States. section in that particular manual that deals with inter-
viewing and it may address this particular question.

Mr Varga: Another attorney type question: |

QUESTION: When will the final sequestrationIlen, did you have any further questions?
rule be published? Isit sutstantially the same as
the proposed rule?

'' I'* ANSWER: My answer to both questions is I do not ]
I have a few here. Save the hard ones to last, Steve."Ihis know,

is a good question. This next question is very very difficult to answer, but of

GUESTION: What is your view on licensee in-
vestigations conducted in parallel with the Office OUESTION: Much 01 documentation, that is,
of Investigations? 01 investigation Icaks into the press and other

entitics, licensees are generally barred imm ac-

ANSWER Early on, I was an advocate and today I am cess. What is being done to address this situ-

still an advocate of having each licensee have the capa. ation? l-low doyou hold allegers accountable?

bility of conducting an investigation as the Commission I think I addressed that,
does. But we have looked at some of those particular
programs and for the most part we have found them

, 1.ct me read on:
very deficient. That is to say, I have very little-it gives
me no great sense of credibility, I guess, when I see GUESTION Many if not most allegations are
those particular products. not substantiated.

As an example, I have yet to see a licensee write us and ANSWER: That is correct.
say they willfully did something. I have yet to see a li-

,

censee send something to the Department of Justice GUESTION: Many are malicious; and yet the
I and say they think one of their employees ought to be perception is that you are guilty until proven in- q

criminally prosecuted for violating the Commission's nocent, llow does this square with the traditional !

rules and regulations, sense of U.S. justice? |
|

ANSWER: lleing constantly under investigation my.
h llut at the risk of maybe eating my words later on, there seU, I can assum you I sham some oMose fmstmdons.
I is one utility that has done a pretty good jcb in this area, Ilut let me say this about the leaks and what have you:
I and they have hired nn independent outside investiga. As I sit here today before you, ladies and gentl.: men,I
| tive organization to do that.'that is GPU. GPU for the am unawam of any lea fan investigahon odacts

last three or four years found it necessary to do investi- that leaked out before a report was written. I am un-
|gations, and they went outside their organization and awa e of any such event. That is to say, from the day we .

gave that particular association the independence to do received the allegation from the staff, conducted the
a job that we have looked at, most recently we have appropriate investigation, wrote up the results and the

i looked at an Oyster Creek event. We had also donc an appmpnate concludon. We genemte a pmduct, p
I investigation, and the results were basically the same. I that particular product is distributed.1 mean, there is a

hope I do not have to eat my words on that later on distribution list within the agency, and it goes outside!

! down the road, but that is one utility that has done that. the Office of Investigation.

The next question is one that is a very interesting and As I am sure that each of you are aware that we get
current topic with us, requests from various oversight committees for

|
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investigative products. Obviously the more peopic that dustry that basically the staff is never off the record.
see r,omething and know something, the higher the po- 'therefore,if they get a concern they 1. ave to recognize
tential for leaks. I am unaware of anyone on my staff that it is a concern, whether or not the person wanted
that has intentionally lcaked any investigative informa- to just sort of gripe off the record a htlic bit, or well,
tion during that process, ilut our tcports go every- "gec, you know, I'm really mad almut this but I don't I
where, and I too share the frustration of reading about want you to do anything." Ily the same token, I will '

a particular investigation in the press because, for the have an inspector come back and say, well," boy this guy
most part,it may or may not be accurate.1 have experi- was really dumping on me, but he didn't say he was
enced the same situation when I am under investiga- making an allegation." To that, I would say, that is not 1
tion and things get out. I do not know what else that we the point 'there is a concern.'Ihere is an assertion that ;

can do that we have not already donc, except to con- something is wrong, and until we are comfortable that
'

tinue to be vigilant in the arca, and possibly re-examine it is right, wc will deal with it." Qi!D, we have an alle-
)our distribution pattern, decrease it. We even number gation.

it, I mean, we number our reports, we try to do every-
thing to preclude duplication and what have you, flut, Therefore, no, nobody is off the record. Notxxty can
obviously, that has not always been the casc. just sort of generally lob one across our bow. We will

pick it up and we will do something with it.
Let me sec, there is one questien here. '

OUESTION: Arc licensecs ever made aware
GUESTION: Arc there plans for screening re- that the NRC receives the " plant X is all screwed
ferred matters to the Department of Justice by up" allegation?
an attorney before referral? 'lhat is to say that
once we have concluded that there is a suspicion ANSWER: 'lhat is a judgment call. I mean, it depends
of a potential criminal act here, and we elect to on what we know about the alleger, what were the cir-
refer it, do we have an attorney view it? cumstances under which we received it, what knowl- '

edge do we have about the circumstances, we it singu-
ANSWER: Well,Inc Department of Justice is full of lar or are they in the midst of a major layoff I am not
attorneys that in fact do review it. That is theirjob. All sure that I would necessarily pass on to a utility or to a
we are doing is basically giving them the opportunity to company that I received one telephone call under a |determine whether or not they wish to pursue the mat- certain set of dynamics that had that kind of a comment
ter criminally, in any event, we do send our transmittal in it, if I received 400 of them, then 1 might very well
letter to the Office of General Counsel before it goes pass that on bectmse that is a different flavor. Now, we
to the Department of Justice.*lhe Office of General are back to the number versus the character.
Counsel hx)ks at the transmittal letter and gives us
their views. 'lhey do not hiok at the evidence or the

D'IM *""""Indy of the report or what have you, but we do clicit
their views as to whether or not, given these facts, does

QUESTION: You termed the enforcement con-this rise to a potential criminal matter, and Ihey sayyes ference the most important step in the escalation
or no or give us their views on that. process, the key opportunity for licensee input.

You note that an inspection report, in most
Mr. Martin: cases, has already been issued. Where an 01 in.

*

vestigation is the basis for a potential enforce-
I have a few more. ment action, how is the conference a meaningful

opportunity for licensee responses and inputs if
'this one is always an interesting one. It is as interesting the NRC will not provide a copy of the 01 report
to my staff as it is, I am sure, to licensecs. with a detailed basis for its imdings?

-

OUESTION: You mentioned that some of the ANSWER: In most cases, when we are going to have an
allegations may be made over dinner to the resi- enforcement conference based on an 01 investigation,
dent or other inspectors. Can any statements of the primary reastm for not providing the report before
concern in just talking language be considered an that time is bect use there is also a referral to the De-
allegation or does the person have to clearly say partment of Justice, llowever, once that process is
that I have a concern which I want NRC to han- completed and the Department of J ustice has declined,
dic? we are going to go forward with a civil enforcement ac-

tion and hold an enforcement conference, the reports
ANSWER I have as much difficulty training my own are availabic. We always provide the synopsis, and we
staff, at times, as I do trying to inform peopic in the in- leave it up to the licensec to ask for the report.
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In some cases, the licensec does not want the report be- I am here to tellyou that probably my investigations are i
cause the report, if we give it to the licensec, will also not totally 100 percent complete with all the facts sur- !

' be placed in the PDR.- rounding any given instance. %c licensee is in the best l
,

position, in my view, to get more of the facts quickly, ;

here have been some cases where we have not given They are the licensec's emphiyces, the licensec's con. .,

the O! trport out. I can think of one where we were tractors, thc licensec's vendors, or whatever. My view is j
having an additional investigation, and we did not want that there is a legal process that says, if you disagrec !

to have certain information provided but, in that case, with the Commission's notice of violation, then let us ,

the licensec also had substantial information of the in. exercise that pmcess-and in the discovery process we j
terviews because their attorneys attended some of the get and you get. -

7,

interviews. !

Ilut to give you the farm, as it were, on the first go !
around, I am opposed to that.To me it seems like utility 1

Mr. Russell: management has an obligation to do their own look sec j
and their own examination and their own root cause i

%cre is alsoa piccc of that question that I think is im- analysis, to be abic to present to the staff an account of ' 1

portant and it goes along with the following scenario: what the situation was and what corrective actions have !

%cre is a combination of technical violations and also been taken and what the root cause was, as wcll as some |
a referral to 01 on a matter that has potential willful assurance that that particular violation will not occur in r

connotations and the 01 investigation may or may not the future. [
'

yet be even completc.%c staff elects to proceed with
j!an enforcement conference on the techmcal issues so Hat is llen llayes' personal view though.-

that we can get timely correction of those items to get ic

the plant back into conformance with the rules and Mr. Lieberman:
'

regulations. We will have to make a judgment, at that
point, as to whether we proceed with the enforcement Next question,
conference to scck resolution from a corrective action '

. standpoint of the technicalissues while the 01 matters QUESTION: You remarked that the purpose of t

are continuing, enforcement is to punish licensees. . .' Let me .

stop here and say, I do not view civil action as [
So in some cases, you see a two-step process with the punishing but rather to provide emphasis and to t

technical issues being treated first, and then the willful- encourage and give attention to issues for im- '

ness issues coming later, in some instances, we will ac. provement ilut, as the question goes. . .is to '

tually make a determination, if the safety issue has punish licensees who fail to meet minimum regu- ;
been resolved, to defer both and wait for the Olinvesti. latory requirements, as opposed to enforcement ;

gation to be completed, of excellence. Yet, the proposed maintenance [
'

rule embodies as a regulatory standard, the con- |
ccpt ' of even more stringent requirements. 1

~ Mr. Hayes: While rising standards are certainly an excellent 3

.. . management practice, a rule that is based upon i
This is my personal opinion.1 have resisted and Jim and rising standards would seem to imply future en- |
1 have had a lot of discussions about this, turning over forcement of a subjective nature. Please com- .

an 01 report for an enforcement conference. It is not ment.
| my call; Jim has the 51 percent on that. Ilut I look at it ;

j this way: We do provide the synopsis and that synopsis ANSWER: When I use the term " excellence," I am re- r

is written specifically for PDR distribution to the licen- ferring to action by licensees going beyond regulatory {
- sec. requirements. lf the maintenance rule becomes an ac- ;

p' tual rule or a requirement, then achieving compliance ;

j 'It seems to me that if a licensee comes to an enforce- with that rule becomes the minimum level necessary.
! ment conference-and again this is my view-they -

i- should already know pretty much what the situation is, As to subjective issues. I have another question herc ;

L what the allegation is, what the technical violation is. I that is similar, talking about 110, environmental quali- ,

L mean,I am sure that the licensee just does not sit there fication.

[' mute and wait for the staff, to see what they have. I
i mean, my view is that if the licensee is aggressively pur- GUEST /ON: linvironmental qualification en- -

suing this and making the corrective actions on an on- forcement has caused much heartburn in the in- '

going daily basis. then they know as much as we do and dustry in dealing with subjective issues, lias the
probably more. NRC rethought this approach to encourage issue
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resolution, or might we expect unique enforce. Another reason, I think, is that we are looking harder,
ment policies in dealing with future issues? giving more attention to the licensees that have more

concerns with poor performance if we look harder, we
ANSWER: As to subjective matters,I do not think we may find mote problems.1 think our inspectors and in-

.

should be taking enforcement action for subjective vestigators are doing a better job in searching out more
- interpretations of requirements.1 think it is only fair to problems. I think the wholc agency is focusing more on
licensecs that we have a specific requirement that we operational issues. With that type focus, I would expcet
are enforcing. In the enviromnental qualification area, to find more violations and some of those may be sig-
I have to say, because I look at all these enforcement nificant and worthy of escalated action.
actions, reasonable peopic must differ as to what the
requirements arc. Mc Commission established th( Bob and Bill, do you have something?
standard, ard in hindcight, I wish we had a different
phraseology for that standard. Clearly it should have Mr. Martin:
known that what the licensee was required to do in the Here is one feature I would like to add. ncre are a -
EQ area was known to the mdustry before the dead- number of conclusions being inferred by 11:at question:line, Novernber 30,1985, so that we could avoid these that somehow we should be looking askance, "gce, if
subjective issues. the plant's performing better, maybe we shouldn't be

having so many civil penaltics.'' I think that is a misuse
in the fire protection area, we also had problems with of data. By the same token,I could urge: "If the plants
meeting requirements. We clarified those require- are getting better with increased civil penaltics, let's
ments, and we based our enforcement actions on the open up the gates and really start pounding civil penal-
clarified requirements.nis is an important issue; it is a tics, and you'll have outstanding performance every-
difficult issue. When we establish new requirements, where." That also would be an illogical absuidity to
we must make sure that we are clear on what we expect draw from the data.
and that licensees know what they have to do to comply
with requirements, look at the number of plants that have been shut down

foryears.There is virt ually no dollar amount associated
As to future issues, I would expect changes in the en- with that. Ilut to a great extent, what kind of nexus do
forcement policy to address those issues. EQ, again, we draw there.That is clearly an clement of enforce-
was an action taken by the Commission because, I ment, or it has been an element of industrycooperation
think, they were frustrated with the state of compliance in the case of some plants. I think it is very dangerous
by the industry and they wanted to do something more and not the way we should approach issues: to try to
to emphasize the need to comply. I can think back to take two sets of data and because they both apply to
the 1982 period with regard to emergency planning, power plants, try Io draw a correlation betwecn the two i

when the agency was concerned with the progress in sets, without a full look at all the various ramifications.
getting the proper notification systems in place, and we
had a special policy for that to encourage a faster com. I think this almost ties, to some extent, to a quest. ion 1

.

pliance. So, in time, I would think there may be other that 11111 is going to handic expertly for all of us, be-
cases where we have to have special policies. cause I have read it, and I have decided to let him han- )

die it. Ilut there is a real factor, I think there is a danger |
Re last question I have is a very interesting question.1 associated with drawing the wrong nexus between two 1

i am sure 11i11. Bob, and others may have some thoughts. sets of data.Here is a relationship but it is not a one on
one.

| GUES770N: In earlsr sessions, we have heard I have no trouble at all as a regulator dealing with the
about significant improvements in most aspects technical issues and the enforcement issues that come
of plant operations. How do you reconcile across my desk. Dealing with them as promptly and as
marked improvements in plant safety with the fairly and as firmly as I believe the policy calls for me to
near doubling in civil penaltics from 1984 to do. Still, I also recognize that thankfully the plants in
1988? my region are performing better this year than they had

a few years ago-maint) through their efforts and their
ANSWER In myview.theindustryisimprovingin per- commitment to try to do better. I have no problem
formanee, but enforcement, as I said in my talk, focuses bringing a resolution to that because I think the two is-
on potential problems as well as actual problems. sues rellect that everybody is working harder to do their
Here are potential problems out there, and we need to safety job better,
stop those issues, correct those issues before they be-
come significant events. So that is one reason why cn. And,in that regard, I find the data quite consistent with
forcement may be increasing. cach other.
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' Mr Ruseth you are going to do and then do it.'Ihen we would not.

have m meet at enforcemert conferences, and that
We!!, that kind of leads in to the last question, would be my objective.

QUES 770N: Is the current emphasis on excel. Mr. Lieberman:
,

lence and subjective evaluation of a utility's atti- If I could add io that, Ilill. You mentioned the structurc !,

tudes and atmosphere, safety culture, et cetera, and the process, and some people think we have too i
'

really an intimidation tactic that requires brown much structure and it takes too long. Ilut one of the
nosing to stay on the good side of the regulators 7 things we do do is we h>ok at the history of the perform.
"Ihis seems inappropriate. Certainly we would ance of the licensee, we value the regional recommen.
not condone or institutionalize to this degree ac- dations. I have my own staff that looks at these things. ,

'

tivities by traffic police, food inspectors, or IRS We deal with NRR, both on the project side and on the
auditors. Please note that there is also a large po* technical side, to get input. Ii om time to time, I mayr
tential for bribery or kick backs to the NRC as a discuss issues with another region to get input. So we
result of the large dollars involved in shutdown are trying to tec enforcement actions that are truly 3

orders, SALPS, fines, bad plant lists, et cet- agency wide actions in their objective. "Ihey are not
cra. ,lihe person closed with. , I realize that based on the subjective views of any one of us in the !
this question and observation is probably viewed agency toward the licensec and how the licensec re- i

as indicative of a bad attitude. sponds to enforcement action. What I mean by that is
just saying the right things without performance. We

ANSWER: I.et me point out. I think, and some of the are hioking for results and not just how licensees say
utilities from Region i I hope would agrec, that one of they are going to do things,
the things that I find most disturbing is a utility that
rolls over if it feels that it has been wronged by the Another point in this area is that licensees do need to ,

NRC. I enjoy technical debate and dialogue. I think challenge us from time to time. Sometimes, I think, the
7

that enforcement conferences should be a two-way better licensecs are those who do question what we are

. conversation. SALP board meetings or S ALP meetings doing because we do make rmstakes-not very often,

with utilities ought to be a two way conversation. but we do. % e have reduced civil penaltics, we have
,

withdrawn a number of civil penalties, and we have j

* ' " * " " "" ""
If you feel that you have been done in and you do not
speak up, you have no one to blame but yourself. We Recently, there was a licensee who, through its attor-
maintain a very much arms-length approach to en- neys, said, " boy, we'd really like to challenge this case
forcement. It is a very structured process. We do not but we're really afraid of what the agency's reactions
have meetings in closed rooms, et cetera. We let the are going to be to the challenge." We told the attor-
chips fall where they may. If you are deserving. I would neys to challenge it.'Ihc tast thing we want to do is take
hope that you would agree that the process results in an action that is wrong; that does not serve the purpose
about what you expected. I do not, in many cases, find of anybody,
when I talk t,o utility senior management, when we fi- Now, at the same time, when you do challenge a case,Inally are givmg them the news, that they are terribly
surprised by what we are domg. think you should be right. What I mean by that is, we do

not want foolish arguments just to make a case. I con-
. trast the resgxmses I see in res|xmse to civil penalties

I think it is a fair process. It is one m.which we m. iend to compared to responses I see in litigation when every 5

encourage quality performance. 'lhat was, m, fact, the po nt on an issue is challenged whether there is real
|

thrust of the presentation that I made. We do not want meat behind it or not.'lhat type of challenging serves
you to work to minimums. If you work to immmums, no purpose. In fact, it may even serve a negative pur-

'

t. you are going to find that often you will drop oclow the pose for the licensec,
line. If you have some margin above minimu ms and you
do not always meet your own expectations, hopefully We have seen some responses from time to time that
when you have missteps they will not cause you to drop are so off base that we say to ourselves," hey, does this
below regulatory minimums-you can rely on that mar. licensee really understand what the issues are? And are
gin. they making arguments for the sake of argumentsT' in

those cases, we bring the licensee in for a conference to

That margin comes about through excellence in opera. make surc that we have a meeting of the minds,
tions. The simplest approach is to lay out your own
standards, have some margin in those standards, pay at- h1r. \,arga:

,

| tention to the detail, be rigorous in your approach, and Well, that brings to a conclusion Ihis session. I want to
follow your own procedures and guidance. Tell us what particularly thank you all for your attention and your ;
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perucipation.'As chairman,'I sure want to thank the ' there are no shrinking violets here. It sure makes the '

. panel with such forceful and vigorous personalities, panel chairman's job very easy. &i thank you all. ; j
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10 AFI'ERNOON Pl.ENARY SESSION: SEVERE ACCIDENT ISSUES

Mr. Frank J. Congth During this afternoon's session, we will have four sen.
ior members of the NI(C management describe their

We are ready to begin the last session of this three-day respective responsibilities and program areas in the
seminar. On the af ternoon of the last day there is cer. NI(C, all in the area of severe accidents.
tainly a tendency for us all to be letting down a little,
but I believe the topic of this afternoon's session is one We will lead ofI this af t crnoon's session with Tom M u r-
of great interest to all of us, ley. You have heard from Tom at least twice that I am

aware of during these past three days lie is going to
We have a panel of very well.known, recognized indi. describe Nitit's program to integrate severe accidertt
viduals in our agency that are responsible for carrying issues for operating reactors and the plan that willicad,
out some of the various aspects of our severe accident presumably, hopefully, to the ultimate resolution and
program. I want to say first off that there is one substi. the closure of these issues.
tution. Ild Jordan, who was scheduled to speak ttday,
was called to Vienna, Austria in his placc he has Gary We also have with us liric iteckjord, who is the Director
Zech. No relationship that I am aware of with our of the Office of 1(esearch, lie is going to describe his
Chairman lie is liranch Chief of the incident ite- office's research program, which provides the complex
sponse liranch. Ile will be presenting lid Jordan's talk technical bases for the severe accident program ele.
this afternoon. ments that will be carried out.in part by NI(It.

I would like to say a few words before we get into the 'lhemis Speis, who is the Deputy Office Director of the
session, I think, to set the tone somewhat.'the fact that Office of 1(esearch, will describe the procedures and

nuclear power plant accidents with substantial conse, bases that are planned for reviewing and evaluating

quences, are possible has been recognized from the be, industry produced individual plant examinations.
ginning of the nuclear industry. 'lhe earliest designs 'lhese reviews will be performed by technical staff

members of both the Office of 1(esearch as well as thewere produced with the interition of having defense in
depth that was sufficient to prevent accidents that Office s Nuclear 1(cactor llegulation,
would result in any offsite releases of large amounts of
radioactivity. Now, I mention Gary Zech last only because his talk is a

little out of the sequence that I have just described. Ilis

llowever, even though our earliest positions were that @ommWs mpon ty, ampng others, is to develop the
( on s ga y in the area of mponding to

no accidents with severe consequences wer e ctedible. it accidents. I would like to put that last simply becau>e
was recogniicd that the production ated the contain- n hope that we never have to make use of the facilities
ment of megacuric quantities of radioactivity required that he has so well developed, flut the emergency re-
special care and consideration, sponse data systern is somethmg that the NI(C would

be very, very dependent upon should another accident
Over the last 25 to 35 years, our understanding of occur.
rnechanisms that could lead to large releases and po-
tential consequences has steadily improved. 'the manner in w hich we are going to carry out this af- t

ternoon's session is that each talk will last on the order
WASil-1400 was the first principal document to de- of 20 to 25 minutes with time for questions after each.
scribe severe accident consequences. Since then, we Depending on the overall timing of all four talks, we
have developed numerous technical documents that can have an exchange session at the end.
describe the rnany severe accident mechanisms and
their probability of occurrence 'Ihese scenarios have Without any further ado, I would like to present
been hypothesired to develop potential offsite conse. Dr. Murley,
quences.

As we are all acutely aware, the accident that happened
at TMI, which was 10 long years ago, and then the Dr. Thomas I . Murley:
Chernobyl accident, which was only 3 years ago,
brought the reality of acciderts to us, from analysts' Thank you,17 rank.1 think that does quite well to set the
computers, as well as to the general public. stage for this last session of this conference.
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As I mentioned in my opening talk, the theme of the currently operating plants were not designed with core- I
whole conference has been on improving operational melt axidents as part of the original design basis. !
safety. '

AA you know, there were a number of design basis acci. ,

I think we in the NRC have been generally successfulin dents, the most serious of which was thought to be a |

getting the staff, particularly the headquarters staff, to large break of the largest cooling pipe, a large break ;

focus on operations as opposed to hardware. We have I.OCA. I
donc that to a large degree. Iloth the headquarters and ,

regional staffs of the NRC, I think, have shifted atti- I do not see that we can avoid this issue. 'lhe question
tudes in the last 5 years or so, maybe 10 years, but cer, that arises is what additional features or procedurcs, if

,

tainly in the last few yeacts, from strict focus on strict any, are required for safety systems and containments :

compliance to focus on the safety significance of things, to provide reasonable assurance of protection against ;

the risks of core-melt accidents? ;
.

1 hose two kinds of shifts, together, have been healthy !

and have been clearly in the right direction for improv- We have known ever since 1hil-2 that we had to ad- '

ing safety. dress core. melt accidents. Actions were under way. For ;
instance, at one time, in 1981, we had rulemaking for i

One of the concomitant responsibilities of the NRC degmded-core cooling.'Ihis now has been taken off the
staff, it seems to me, is to reduce the distractions to books m favor of a policy statement. r

utilities that could detract from operational safety.1his g gg g ;g g g 39ghas been happening, although I do not know that you
would notice it specifically.110 wever, I can tell you that and that, to some extent, rcraised the question, in this |

sense: clearly, Chernobyl was a severe accident that !internally there are discussions that rage among the
staff about doing something that might detract from had a big imp 3et in Europe-much more than it did '

rhemthe focus on operational safety. ,

One discussion in particular I recall that was going on lhe question that arose was whether this could happen I

about ayear ago mside NRR, had to do with whether a here. Our response to Congress, as agreed with by the !
'

particular class of containment penetrations had been industry, was that a Chernobyl type accident could not

strictly qualified to meet the requirements of the rule. happen in the United Statca. First of all, the design of i

there were discussions on one side and dbcussions on
the Chernobyl reactor is different. We have different, ,

another. Ilad we concluded that the containment procedures and rules in place, flut most important, our i

reactors have containments, we certainly can takepenetrations had to be npped out, or the plants credit for that. llowever, are these containments de-
stopped, the effect on the utilities would have been signed to withstand and to function in the face of agreat,

core melt accident? lie answer is no, they are not.

I kept asking my staff: "What does it mean with regard We have to be honest with ourselves. We cannot have it
to safety? What is the safety significance of it?" As we both ways: We cannot take credit for having contain. '

moved toward that goal, I think we finally concluded mehts and telling the public that severe accidents of
that, yes, it was an issue that had to be dcalt with. It was the Chernobyl type cannot happen and at the same
a regulatory issue, but it was not an overriding safety tirne refuse to examine our containments to see i

issue: therefore, it could be dealt with in proper time whether there are pr.rticular vulnerabilities that might
and not have a big impact. I only mention this to tellyou cause the containment to fail under serious accident
that we are anc of the responsibility that we have not conditions.
to distract you by issues that do not have to be settled
immediatcly. 1he Commission issued a policy statement in August of

1985 that was developed over several years /Fiprc 2/.
I can assure you that my staff, particularly the engi- 1he essence of the statement is that the agency con-
neering staff, Frank hiiraglia and larry Shao and cluded that existing plants posed no undue risk to the
Ashok'Ihadaniand Jim Richardson, spend a lot of time public health and safety and that there was no basis for
focusing on these kinds of issues. immediate action on regulatory changes because of se-

vere accident risk.110 wever, at the same time, we rec-
1here is one distraction, however, that is unavoidable. ognize that there could be vulnerabilities to severe ac-
It is the last residual issue from the 1111-2 accident cidents that might not be known because a detailed
that has not been settled in a regulatory sense, the issue examination of each plant has not taken placc. 'lhat is,
of severe accidents /Fipre 1/.1hc issue, which I have there may be plant specific vulnerabilities that need to
tried to framc in as simple languagc as i can, is: All the be looked at.1herefore, in the policy statement, the

,
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' Commission concluded that an exarnination of each ! think I have just described the main objectives. Ilow. |
plant had to be donc, ever, there are other related efforts in the NRC such as

the safety goal effort and the probabilistic risk assess- ;

I should mention also that in an attempt to have some ment (PI( A) methodo'ogy.'the staff hasjust sent to the :

regulatory stability, the Commission, in the policy Commission the latest version of a new draft of i

statement, said that the issue of severe accidents could NURi?G-1150.
'

not be litigated in individual hearings 'this was tested
just recently in the case of 1jmerick, whi;h has been in We are looking at futurc plants,in particular futurc

.

!
the courts for several years. *lhe court of appeals, I light water reactors, so called evolutionary light water i

think it was for the thhd circuit, although I am not sure, reactors, to see what features should be considered for

recently issued a niling that, in fact, we do have to liti, these plants to deal with severe accidents. |
ate severe accidents in the case of Limerick.'the court
urther went on to say that the policy statement had no We atc looking at external events, which h will talk i

legal standmg. *lhat is to say, absent a rule, a policy about, liric lleckjord will talk about the tonIpterm se- I
t

statement is not a sufficient i. gal basis for that finding, me accident research program later, ;

'lhe Commission is 9ppealing the decision and the out- IIxternal events includes carthquakes, fires, highcome is not known,
win.ds, fkuls, and even particular aspects of transpor- t

tation accidents. 'lhese are going to be added to the i
All I can conclude is that this is another aspect of facm.g IPl! cffort, hopefully toward the end of this year, with,

- up to the severe accident issue, which I think we need the purpose of kioking for particular vulnerabilities in j
to do. the plant. l'or example, an external event not only ;

'

causmg the accident, but wiping out the safety systems
'the plan that is shown c.n the slide /Dpre J/ was put and perhaps even the containment that are normally ,

together in the last couple years, ~1here is not sufficient used to mitigate such an accident. I

time to go over it in detail, llowever, those of you who
have seen it and studied it know what it means. We would prefer not to have to develop brand new,

state-of the art methodology, but to use simple, com-
liasically, we tried to pull together all the disparate mon sense methodology Our plan is to use our reason- ,

functions and programs in the NitC and the industry able assurance standard with regard to external events.
'

that were dealing with severe accidents, and possibly Specifically, we are not poing to insist on a numerical
add some new programs and functions to create a co- risk standard that has to be met to deal with seismic ,

herent picture of the actions necessary toicad to what events and fires and so forth. Ilecause these areas are |
we call closure of the severe accident issue, subject to such uncertainty in estimating the frequency t

of the initiating event, I do not think we would get any-
'

/Dpre 4) where if we tried to deal with a numerical risk standard. i

Generally, there are three major areas: (1) to improve Whh regard to implementation of the external event >

plant operations, (2) to kiok for plant specific vul- studica, we would prefer the industry develop the i

nerabilities-Dr. Speis is going to talk about the so- methodology, through NUMAl(C of course, and we i

called independent plant evaluation (IPli) program in are workm, g my closely with NUM Al(C lo do that. We

some detail later on-and (3) to kiok specifically at recognize that m some cases mdustry methods are not ;

containments. available or would take too long to develop. Now that
we arc on the path with regard to the independent t

This program was presented to the Commission c. year plant evaluations h is quhe impor! ant to get moving |
d ot have the development of this methodology de-

or so ago. All clernents of the program arc well under
way. ;

if industry methods are not readily available, I think it
One could argue whether improved technical f.pecifi- might move things along faster if the NitC presented a |
cations belongs in here. Ilut, in fact, it is a means of im- proposal as a starting point. After all, we do have some
provmg operations by making the operator's job cas* thoughts and we have been working in this area forc
ier-less onerous. many years now; I think the staff could fairly readily put

together a proposal. We will probably do that. .

fAnother element is accident management. I am going
to spend a fair amount of time on this and then We are geing to be working very closely with
Dr. Speis will talk about individual plant and contain- NUM Al(C in the next month to see if we erm come up
ment. We are going to examine cach type of contain- with an approach that will lead us to methodology for ,

ment separately, examining external events.
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My goal, and I am talking with my staff about the feasi- come too prescriptive. Now that we are in the general
bility of reaching it, is to see if we crm get the guidance agreement, we should work closely with NUMARC :
out tw the end of this year and maybe even sooner. and the industry to nurture this process and not over.
However, it is important that we do it right. it is impor- burden it with restrictions and details, even though I
tant that we do not act prematurely because we always know, quite frankly, that the NRC staff has a tendency L

,

get into trouble when we do not take the time to really to become very prescriptive and very detailed. !
<

- know and undemand what we want to do.
With regard to containment performance /Mgurc 9], I

Let me turn now to accident management /Myurc 5/. the staff is performing generic analyses of various ;

'Ihe goalis to return the plant to a controlled state. Ac- classes of containments. Where we see ways to improve
'

' cident management deals with the actions to be taken containment integrity, and where we judge these ways
when the plant is considered to be in a severe accident to be cost effective, we are going to recommend that
condition, that is, degraded cooling of the core, the be- some changes and improvements be made, j
ginning of heatop, probable zirconium oxidation, very

, , ;
high temperatures, no additional cooiing, and so forth, llecause of the m, tense interest m, contamments after

the Chernobyl accident, in particular by the llWR
We think from a safety aspect that it is very important hiark I, we focused our attention on generic improve-

,

to give thc operators the tools, the information, and the ments for that type of containment /Sgure 10/. Im- 6

methods for dealing with a severe accident no matter at mense resources were brought to bear by the NRC and
'

,

what stage, its contractors on this question-resources that I do not
think any individual utility could afford. We concluded

"Ihrough my talks with those of you in the industry, I that there were ways to improve the mitigation capabil- ;

think we agree that this is where we ought to put our ny of the hlark I containment. 'Ihese improvements
emphasis, rather than building bigger and bigger con- would also enhance the prevention aspects of accident
tainment structures, management. We also found that the cost of these im.

provements would be modest.

Accident management has two aspects: prevention
and rnitigation /Sgure 6f.1,revention deals with actions g.c also found that the licensee of one plant, the Pil-

that the operators can take after the plant has gone be- prim plant, had implemented these changes, and more, !

on its own initiative before we made our recommenda- !
yond the design basis, but before the core has fully
racited. hiitigation deals with the actions that can still tions. Some of the licensec's analyses were first class :

be taken after some fuct damage, even fuel melting, and we based many of our conclusions on those analy- {

and perhaps vessel penetration to limit the offsite re- ses. Pilgrim's effort substantiates the fact that this work L
'

leases. l'or example, there etc sources of water and can be donc at a relatively modest cost.

power that are not safety ;;rade, tyut that nonetheless
can be used to improve the situation, We are recommending that other types of contain- |

ments such as llWR hiark lis, ice condensers, h1 ark
. Ills, and large, dry containments (including subcle-Our goal, therefore, is to have each licensee imple-

ments) be evaluated.ment a plan that provides a framework for using the ,

information derived from the IPli program, or other
As the next slide shows /Mgure 11/, there are some ge-

programsordeveloped by the NRC,to p
accident operating procedures, to tram, reparc severe-neric areas for potential containment improvements.

the operators Clearly, these are just common sense areas that we. in
m their use, and to implement those procedures /Mg-
ute 7), conjunction with NUh1 ARC and the industry, will be

examining.
n

in addition to the elements of this accident manage- With regard to hydrogen control, we will be looking at ]ment framework that I havejust talked about, there has venting capability for all types of containments as well i
to be some guidance on computational aids. For exam- as alternate water supplies and enhanced power sup-
plc, certain computational aids should be available in plies for containment sprays. In addition, we plan to en. l
the technical support center so that they can be used by hance the emergency procedure guidelines (IIPGs) so
the technical support 3'aff during an accident. Some in- that licensees ctm use improved methodology to handle ,l
strumentation and even some special hardware might these kinds of accidents. i

be needed for accident management /Mgure 8J. I

Although I recognize the issue of severe accidents is a i
I think the NRC and the industry, working with major distraction to the daily focus on operational INUh! ARC, are in close agreement with regard to the safety,it must be dealt veith, l.ike a powder keg or a I
goals of accident management. We do not want to be- time bomb,it cannot be improved if an accident were to

!
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occur, even at a foreign plant, the urgency of this issuc I think you have a written paper; I have modified it a
might be greater and we might be forced to deel with it little bit in this version, but in substance, it is much the
on a hurried schedule-in a way that might not be of same,

our choosing.
First, I will talk about the background. Important deci- i

sions in the early days of the nuclear power industry '

I think what we are suggesting here is a common sense took the possibility of severe accidents into c(msidera-
*

logical program that the staff has already worked on for tion. In 1950, the Advisory Committee on Reactor
the last year and a half in frammg our actions and phi- Safeguards recommendcd that the West Milton test re- i

losophy to icad to the ckssure of this issue. As I told the actor be enclosed in a steel containment sphere. Since
'

Commission, closure is a process by which we are gomg then, all U.S. light water reactors have had contain-
to assess cach plant against the general atcas of opera * ment buildings.'the rationale for containment was de-
tions, vulnerabilities, contamment performance, and fense in depth, to provide a backup in the event that
so forth. Once we are satisfied that cach p? ant has ex- there would be an accident and a failure of engineered
amined these areas and that it has determined its vul- safety systems to prevent its progression or to mitigate

'

nerabilities with regard to severe accidents, then we it*
will consider the severe accident issue for this genera- ,

tion of plants to be closed. Designers focused on the definition and analysis of de-
sign basis accidents. In 1966-and some of you who are

'

As I said, the limuick case is causing the agency to rc. here today will remember that well-the Atomic fin-
evaluate what it should do, To date, the Commission ergy Commission established a task force on core cool- !

has not decided what action to take. irig to look into double-ended rupture of the reactor F

coolant system piping. Shortly thercafter, the decision
was made to augment the capacity of emergency core 'I talked yesterday w h a special working group about cooling systems for all second generation commercialit

,

license renewal.1 told the group that I think it is incon. plants.1hc goal was to prevent severe fuel damage and ,

ceivable that we contemplate extending thc licenses for thereby block the threat of a core meltdown to contain- !

this series of plants for another 20 years without having ment for this larger design basis accident,
,

resolved the issue of severe accidenis m a regulatory
sense. We may end up resching this issue during the in 1975, WASil-1400 intraluced probablistic risk as- !
license renewal process with a rule. !!ven though I do sessment of nuclear plants, and found that the loss-of.
not think that is the best way, it may be the only way, coolant accidents from small pipe breaks could lead to -

We have a good working relationship with NUMARC severe core damage. WASil-1400 also pointed out
and with the industry on this matter. l encourage you to that severe core damage could lead to failure of con-
continue working with us to resolve this issue. tainment and leakage of radioactivity to the emiron.

ment.1hc result was to focus attention on small-break
loss-of coolant accidents considered to be more likely

1 hank you.
than large breaks. t

In 1979, thc1hree Mile Island accident resulted from aMr. Congel:
stuck open pressurizer relief valve, the equivalent of a

| We have a few minutes for some questions. Well, if small break.1hrough a series of errors in both equip-
ment and training, an anticipated event, the loss of '

that is the case, we will move on,
main boiler feed pumps, turned into a severe accident [
with more than a quarter of the core mclting and rel+

| Severe Accident Research cating to the bottom of the reactor vessel. Fortunately. (
the melt was quenched within the reactor vessel.1'

think that is a point of some significance to accident
Mr. Eric S. Becyord: management as they work on it now-it did not

threaten theintegrityof the containment 'IhcTMIac-
111. Ihank you Frank. cident confronted the industry and the regulators with

the fact that core damage accidents were not as remote
I am glad to be here, ladies and gentlemen, to speak be- as previously supposed and gave impetus to expanded
fore you today. Severe accident research is the subject study of, and research on, the mitiation and conse-
of my talk and i am going to talk about the background quences of severe accidents-on their prevention and
and progress to date. I will then describe the key cle- mitigation.
ments of severe accident research plans nn;l show how
these elements relate to resolution of severe accident I will speak a bit now about the severe accident re-
safety issues, search conducted from 1980 to 1987 /Hgure 1/. During
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p this period, a broad research effort explored several ar. difficult to predict because it varies greatly depending !
<

cas, on the accident segoence, the temperature, the form of :
melting fuel, the reactions with water, the manner of ;

He first area .is dominant accident sequences at oper. failure of the primary system, the transport of fission i
ating plants. With the aid of PR A, these studies identi. pmducts to the containment, and the chemical reac- (
fied the most isnportant potential accidents at a num. tions, condensation and revaperisation that take place. .

ber of operating plants and detennined the range of Experiments in codes such as VICIORI A, CORCON, i
consequences. nc important sequences included loss VANESS A, and CONTAIN have greatly improved the (of coolant accidents, A'IWS, loss of feedwater, and sta, ability to quantify the source term, but large uncer. ,

tion blackout. %c dominant sequences vary from one tainty still remains. Containment perfonnance is a par. !

plant to another because of differences m the configu. ticularly important factor, If containment keeps its in. [
ration of safety systems and in design detail; the robust, tegrity for a day after release of core material to the
ness of support systems required, such as instruments containment, the source term will decrease by a factor r

and control; clectrical supply and heat removal sys. of about a hundred.
[tems; and also because of dit ferences in the balance-of.
c

plant.%c studies also considered operator actions and Mc fifth area was hydrogen generation and burning. I
crmrs to assess the potential for accident management. Mc rate of hydrogen generation and whether it can ;

burn or detonate is of specs.1 importance because of f

Mc second area was damaged fuel behavior within the the ensuing pressure load on containment. As a result !
reactor vessel.nc objective of this work was to analyze (f this consideration, segulations have changed over !
severe core damage awidents within the reactor vessel, time to require the Mark I dry well area to be inert and r
Experiments at the Power Burst and LOIT facilitics in provide for igniters in ice condenser in Mark III con. j
Idaho, at the Annular Core Research Reactor at San. tainments. Melt progression and the amounts of water i
dia and at the Canadian National Research Universal or steam present rnake the rate of hydrogen generation
Reactor, and also out of pile experiments in combina. highly uncertain. Ilowever, research has yicided good !
tion with analysis and computer code development, understanding and ability to predict threats to contain- jprovided extensive information on severe transients, ment from hydrogen combustion,

tfuel melting, metal water reaction, and neutron.
!

absorbing control rod failure and melting. Codes such He sixth area of research was containment structaral l
as SCDAP/RELAPS and VICTORIA made it possible performance. Scale models of containments-1/8th ito begin prediction of the progression of fuel damage scale in the case of sicci shcIls and 1/6th scale in the iand the release of hydrogen and fission products, case of reinforced concretc with liner-have been i

tested to failure at Sandia. Mc architect engineer de- !
De third area was the ex vessel phenomena. In the signers used ASME Codes and the builders used the !
cvent of a reactor core meltdown and reactor vessel practices of actual containment construction.ne tests !
failure, the molten mass of fuel and structural materi. have confirmed a factor of safety in excess of 4 over de- '

als would come into contact with the containment con. sign pressure for the stect shcIl model and in excess of 3 '

cretc base mat, causing ablation of concrctc chemical over design pressure for the reinforced concrete !
reactions at high temperature, and releases of gases model.
and acrosols. These phenomena could contribute in a

pnumber of ways to the course of the accident,ir.cluding De seventh area was reactor risk.nc knowledge from a
additional pressure loading on the containment, direct the preceding six areas provided the technical basis for [| loss of integrity by ablation through the base mat, and the Draft NUREG-l l50 two years ago, " Reactor Risk :'

adding to the fission product source term. He com. Reference Document" which incorporated improve- i
! puter codes CORCON and VANESSA arc useful for

ments in both data and methods since WASH-1400.L calculating concrete ablation and fission product acro- Now, Draft NUREG-1150 has received three peer re. I

.

sol generation from molten core concret c interactions. views and it will soon be published and peer reviewed !
I - The NRC carried out molten core concrete interaction again under the title of" Severe Aaident Risks: An As- Iexperiments in the United States, as did the KFK at sessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants." In fact, ;
o

Karlsruhe in the Federal Republic of Germany, we deliver:d the copy that will go to the printcrs to the ;

Commission on Monday of this week. %e findings in
He fourth area was fission product release, transport, NUREG-1150 are that risks are somewhat lower than
and source term composition. Source term is one of the in WASil-1400. An irnportant factor in this result is j

most important of severe accident parameters because the fact that vulnerabilities that were uncovered in the t

it is the basis for determining radiological conse. course of the study and corrected by means of equip-
quences of a severe accident in the event of contain- ment and some procedural changes made the differ-
ment leakage or failure. The source term is extremely ence. At the same time, NUREG-1150 explicitly

,
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examined uncertainties in 1.cycre accident phenomena, bottom of the vessel, eventually causing failure possi- |

and they were greater than suggested in WASil-1400. bly at a bottom head instrument penetration, liigh "

pressure in the reactor coolant system would expel the
'the knowledge accumulated from the entire program molten material into the reactor cas ity, causing heat of ,

has made it possible to identify the important r.crident the containment-remember this is going to be going
sequences and to rank them according to risk. Severe out at extremely high velocities and spreading through-

accident issues that arise are the ones that are ad- out containment. Metal water reactions could produce
dressed in the revised severe accident research pro- more hydrogen and es en higher omtainment pressure,

DCll, then, could threaten containment. [gram. .

'the inttpration plan for closure of severe accident is. Ilowever, this is not a foregonc conclusion.'lheoretical

sucs is another major input to the severe accident re, calculations show that natural circulation of gases
within the vessel before vessel failure would occur and |scarch plan. And Tom has already outlined this toyou
could carry heat from the core and cause heating of thein his presentation. I emphasize that the revised plan ;

will provide the additional technical base for three of piping in the primary system at some time before the

the six clements that he described in the closure plan. failure of the reactor vessel. !!ven though the evidence

'Ihc containment perfonnance improvements (Cips), at Thil does not point in this direction, we are still pur-
#

including the Gli hiark I containment recommenda, suing it. In particular, the failure niuld occur in the ;

tions altcady presented to the Commission, the acci, pressunter surge line, thereby retteving the pressure in i
!

dent management program, and the individual plant the containment. 'lhis would not necessarily prevent
examinations, which Dr. Speis will talk about shortly, reactor vessel failure, but it would prevent DCll.

l'rimary system failure could occur in a more serious |I am going to talk now briefly about the research plan way in steam generator des. Re resW wmW be a jitself, if this seems to you a heavy subject,it seems also
to me. I think of it as a rather large grapefruit, impos- cpntainment bypass sequence through the senmdary .

side relief valves rad release of radioactivity. A third
sible to swallow and not readily digested if you manage possibility here would be the decision to depressurtre ;
to swallow it. Ilut if you cut it into pieces, I am con. the pnmary system through 1, lief valves taken by op-vinced that we can and will be able to deal with it, and crators m order to p' event DCil and a ntainment by. i
so I will go on to some of the pieces, pass. Active depressurization would have a down side ,

to be considered, an increased rate of water loss, possi- i
,Ihere arc four program goals /h..gure 2/: first, provide bly, and a hastening of core melting.

I

new knowledge for assessing containment perform. :

ancet second, cvaluate the effectiveness of the contain- Research on DCil and depressurization will aim to
ment performance improvements; third, support de- answer the folh> wing questions: What is the risk of
velopment of genene accident management methods; carly containment failure from DCll? Does natural ;
and fourth, assess fission product behavior and release. c rculation prevent DCII? What is the risk of failure of ^;

the steam generator tubes? Is operator controlled
I will go on to the near term research /Hgurr 3/, thcrc depressurization preferable to spontaneous depressur-
bemg a near term element in this program and a long- ization? .

term clement. Near term research will focus on thc ac- ;

cident sequences that can lead to early containment I will go on to llWR hiatk I containment shell melt-
failure.'that is direct containment heating, biark I con- through now pH A shows that ilWR hiark I dominant ,

!tainment melt through, molten fuel-coolant interac- sequences are station blackout and KlWS. A core melt
tions in llWR hiark 11 and hiark til containments and could cause vessel failure and then rehication of mol-

'

hydrogen detonation in !!WR hiark 111 and ice con- ten material to the confined floor area below the reac-
denser containments. tor.'lhis material would react with concrete structures

!and, in the absence of a strong mechanism for cooling,
First, the direct containment heating-DCll in pWRs spread across the floor, then coming into contact with !
is a high pressure, core melting sequence that could the steel shell that is the containment membranc in the i

arise from a station blackout. Essentially, it would be a drywell. Failure of the shell would create a path for *

bleed sequence without the ability to feed the primary leakage to the reactor building and eventually to the
system. 'lhe reactor coolant system would lose water emironment. ;

I

through pressurizer relief valves at high pressure, with
eventual uncovering and melting of the core, as oc- There are significant differences between the llWR
curred at Th11-2. Without emergency power to add and pWR core melting. ilWRs contain morc zirconium
water, the core would become dry and melt, and mol- than pWRs because of the channel boxes. On the one

,

ten core and structural material would rekicate to the hand, llWR core structure may permit molten material
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lo flow continuously downward so that a crucible would overseas, chaired by Dr. licrbert Kouts, performed I

) not form as, in fact, it did at 1MI Unit 2. I call your at. and published a" Review of Research on Uncertaintics |
lention to the critical role that the crucible at 'IMI in Estimates of Sourec Terms From Severe Accidents i
played in limiting the amount of core melt that iclo- in Nuclear Power Plants " 1hc panel reviewed infor- 1

cated to the bottom of the vessel. In the case of IlWRs. mation from NRC rescarch and cooperative interna- i
-

3,. it is possible that the control rod drive structures rn the tional severe accident programs and evaluated the un. !

lower part of the vessel with their large heat capacity certainties and their risk significance.1hc repcrt is the }
oculd delay and affect the mode of failure of the vessel, starting point for long. term rescarch in this program.

'Ihere is also some more recent input to this in the lat-
Research on Mark I containments then will focus on est NUREG-Il50,
these questions: }iow would melting core material re- t

locate? What would be the effect of control rod strue. 1here are six areas included in the lor.g terrn rescarch. [

tures on the relocation? What would be the modc of "Ihe first of these is severe accident modeling. llecause ;

vessel failure? Ilow would water from drywell sprays severe accident experiments are so expensive, research j
affect cooling and spreading of core melt and also moi, has undertaken to develop and validate complex

. ten core concrete interactions? Finally, under what mechantstic cales for purposes of analysis, the r
I conditions would mntainment r, hell failure occur and SCDAP/RELAP, MEl. PROG /I'RAC.1here are |

under what conditions would h not occur? practical limits to this approach and we propose to dc.
'

;
velop alt (rnatives, that is bounding analysis and sto- )

IlWR Mark lits and PWR ice condensers, these mn- chasde codes, such as MEl COR, for resolution of
I

tainments do not have the pressure capat.ility of large, some severe amdent issues, j
dry containments and they do not have inert atmos- i
pheres as do Mark is and Mark !!s.1 hey do have ig- .the second area is core melt, progression. 'the late ;
niters for controlled hydrogen burning, llowever, the phase of core melt progression is not well understood, ;

injection of high pressure hydrogen from a mciting mcluding questions about thermal attack on the reac-

cure into already existing mixtures of hydrogen and t r vessel and structures by core material, fission prod- !

steam is not well understood. Research will seek to de, uct release, acuol generation and transport. Differ- j
termine the likely mode of hydrogen burning and to es, ent considerations apply, as I have said, to llWRs and ,

tablish deflagration and detonation limits for hydropen l'WRs, but the important questions include: how water i
associated with PCl!.1hc potential exists for molten addition affects m vessel structures; how water adde :

core materiallcaving the vessel to mix with water in the don affects core relocation; how it affects hydrogen
{

suppression pool that could lead possibly to steam ex- generation; and how it might affect vessel failure and .

plosions. Whether such an interaction is sufficiently the release of molten material from the vessel.
|

#"#(8 ,"[# C""ta nment failure is the subject of Small scale experiments, experiments at the CORA f
*

,g , m h*
facility, and the Federal Republic of Germany, NRU '

The next element herc is accident management sup- fuel melting tests, and further study orihil-2 data will !. .

port. Severe accident management in general means be used.'lhe goal of this work will be to reduce uncer-
, taintics or to establish bounds needed to resolve theaddmg water to the reactor vessel. Clearly, this is the

right thing to do, but there are some important ques- open questions. i

i
tions to answer: What are the consequences of adding
water to a severely damaged core? Ilow can control 1hc third area is steam explosions. Molten fuel coming !

room operators assess the condition of the core? nto contact with water could cause a range of results !

Should operators limit cooling water flow when con- from very energetic alpha mode steam explosions in- !

tainment pressure is high? Is there an important con- vessel that could give early containment failure to less (
flict betwech adding water and delaymg excessive con-

energetic events that could change the accident se- ;

tainment pressure? What potential is there for llWR quence or the source term. 'lhe Kouts review judged i

recriticality in the event that control rod absorbers the former to have a low probability, but the range of f

have melted and relocated below the core? events needs further research attention. lixperiments i

and analyses will be done on basic questivis of premix- |
, ing, triggering, and fragmentation for purposes of con-

1hc answers to these questions may lead to some qualb firmation and to assure that no significent events have
c

i
fication of the general principle of pouring on water, been overlooked.1hc effects of adding water to a de-
We are sure that accident management development is bris bed and of molten material falling into a water sup-
on a useful path with the best likelihomi of success. pression pool will also be assessed.

Just a few words about long range research /Figurr 4/. 1hc fourth area is molten core-concrete interaction,
in 1987, a panel of five experts including people from Additional work is needed in this area to establish '

.
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cooling rates and debris spreading for a Nel of core pxxl to follow your leaders because most of the things
material theded with water,*lhe long term coolability that I wanted to say have been said already. So I will
of initially molten corium pots interacting with am, only abuse you for almut 15 minutes or :o. |
crete and thusled with water and the spreading and re-
location of melt will be assessed for accident manage. As the program indicates, I will focus my remarks on
ment use, the indivklual plant exarnination program. As Tom al-

ready said, the IPlis represent a key element in the
"Ihe ftfth area is fission product behavior. Commissien's overall appmach to addressing sev(rc
NURl!G-1150 expert clicitations show that the most accident issues for existing plants.*lhe other important
important source term uncertainties now relate tolate issues were shown on Tom Murley's diagiam. I also ,

release of iodine in core melt, fission prtsluct have a picture of that diagram, but I will be able to dis- [
t evolatilization and release during core-concret e inter. pense with it. ;

!

action and acrosol generation. Hescarch will seek to
narrow the uncertainties or to tvund the risk important 't he ot her Iwo areas that are crucial Io closure of severe
issues, accident issues for existing plants are the accident man- e

agement program that Tom dwelled on for a while and
'lhe sixth area, finally, is fundamental data. 'there is a the generic improvements to the various containment i

lack of fundamental data in some areas, lurticularly types utilised in the United States.
material, thermal, and chemical properties, high- I
temperature properties, generally. 'the lack of these I ct me to to the first viewgraph / Hare 1/ please.
data gives a problem in interpreting core melt experi-
ments and in making predictions from the experiments. ItasicaHy Ihe 1Pil program is the outnime of the Com- ;

So a review is under way to identify and o forth to get mission's Severe Accident Policy Statement which was
t

the data, issued on August 8,1985. Some of the other things on ,

this viewgraph have been said already.
,

in conclusion, I have talked briefly about the back-
ground of severe accident rescarch, the accomplish. 'lhe key thing here is that based im NRC and industry
ments since the TMI-2 accident, and I have described PR A and other systematic analysis and experience, the

the essential role that the severe accident research pro- Comnmon felt that systematic examinations would

gram plays in supporting the resolution of important be extremely beneficial m identifying plant specific
vulnerabilities for severe accidents from which furtherregulatory issues that arise from umsideration of se- ,

vere anidents and their effect on c mtainment per- safety improvements may be appropriate. And, of j

formance and how research is expected to provide amrse, that is the essence of the mdividual plant
C"A i"8tIU" P'"Ef"*-sound scientific and engineering basis for accident .

management. Now, we have been working with the industry for the *

The plan is oriented to the risk.significant issues in the last few years, since the Commission issued its policy :
statement, and we have ahed a immber of issues !near term and to confirmato research in the long'
tmd problems. Ily the end of last year, we were ready to

term. I have high expectations or this program to play issue the genenc letter, which all of you have received i

an important role in the resolution of severc accident
by now.issues,

he generic letter, which was issued on November 23,
'ihank you. I thank you for your attention. 1988, and which requested the licensees to perform an

individual plant examination, contains the NRC guid-
Mr. Congeli ance concerning the objective and scope of the IPl!s

.
and specifies approved methods of examination. ,

Arc there any questions?
'the IPl! is directed to two areas of severe accidents: |

[No respmse.] a,rc damage prevention as well as mitigation of the
radioactive source term. Again,in a broader sense, the

Individual Plant Evaluatiori purimse of the IPl! is for each utility to develop an ,

appreciation of severe accident behavior, how severe
accidents develop, how they evolve, and how they canDr.Themis Speis:
evolve to the point of challenging the containment and

'there is a quiet crowd this afternoon.1.adies and gen- to understand the most likely severe accident
tiemen, I am glad to be here. I am happy that Frank put sequences that could occur at plant. A further purpose
me third so I can go home earlier. Again, it is always is for each util;ty to gain a more qualitative
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understanding of overall probabilities of wrc damage lirtensive efforts have been made in personnel train-
and fission product release and, if necessary, reduce ing. We also made an effort to go further into the be.
the overall probabilitics of core damage and fission verc accident arca by considering large amounts of hy. ;
product releases by modifying, where appropriate, drogen released beyond the original IDCA related v
hardware and procedures. One of the important things produced hydrogen. In order to accommodate the con-

.

that will come from the IPil is insight that can be trans- sequences of that, some containments were either in- j
lated into plant-specific procedures, which Tom talked etted or included burning of the hydrogen to make sure ,

about, the so-called accident management part of the that the hydrogen does not accumulate and harm or de- !
i. severe accident program. teriorate, leading into unacceptable consequences-1 ['

am referring to the hydrogen control systems in Mark
'

On my next slide /Hgurc 2/ I have indicated the cle- Ills and iec condensers. ;

ments of the plan. I can dispense with it beniusc Tom '

has explained it already. A fourth line of defense was added, the emergency ;

planning.'Ihc severe accident source term of that is ad- i

liefore I go a littic bit deeper into the !Pil, I would like dressed in NURiiG-03%-even though some people ;

to provide just a few minutes of context, how does the consider the fourth line of defense the symptom- f
severe accident program fit into all the other things, oriented emergency procedures.
Again, the previous speakers have touched on this to
some extent. Ilut, as all of us know, the safety approach Another element Ihat has received attention has been

,

!

utilized in the design and licensing of commercial nu. continuous assessment of operating experience. As a
clear power plants in the United States is based on the result of it, we here have put a few rules into place, for
concept of defense in depth, which of course involves example, the station blackout rule, .

the use of multiple successive lwriers to the escape of
radicactivity and the assurance that these barricts arc Or.c of the most important arcas, of course,is the con.
not compromised as a result of transients and acci- tinuing effort to make kurc that improved plant opera- '
dents. All the things that we do are to assure that this tions receives the highest attention of you people, the
indeed happens, that these barriers are not compro- utilitics, and the regulators as well. Among these are
mir.cd. the SAlf process that we have in place, regular rc. I

views of problem plants by senior NRC managers, >

/Mgurr JJ tcam inspections, regulatory actions to improve opera- [

tional perforraance, and continuing improvements in i

The hierarchy of defenses involves prevention, protec. areas of operating procedures. |
tion, and mitigation. 'lhe mitigation element, as Tom '

very well described, involves only design basis acci. Now we come into the areas of severe accident consid- t

dents, the limiting one being the 1.OCA: cren though erations: we are talking about consideration of the !

we alt.o arbitrarily dump a radioactive source term into complete spectrum of severe accidents versus the more ;

the containment, and then proceed to evaluate the bounded considerations followmg the 'IMI accident i

leakage of the containment. The only problem with that led to the hydrogen rules. i
that is that the large radioactive source term that is
dumped into the containment, even though it comes /Hgure 4/ |
frorn a severe accident, does not have the pressures and '

temperatures associated with a severe accident. 'Ihese liarlier, I r, aid that the thing that led to the individual
are the two elements that have been missing. When plant examination was the extensive experict:ce from *

you ccmsider them, then you really have a more com- I RA and other knowledge, which indicated that the !
plcte consideration of the severe accident challenge only way to understand your plan and to kok for vul. !
that we are talking alxmt. nerabilitics is to really look at your plant specifically. i

After TMI, things have changed substantially, The t have listed examples of vulnerabilities that havc been I

regulatory approach was modified extensively by con- identified by PRAs in a number of areas. In support sys.
;

sidering multifailure considerations versus the single tems, dominant accident initiators, human errors. So
.

failures that were the essence of the effort before. All this area is very rich, at least generically. 'Ihis is the i
of you, that is, utilitics, put into place symptom- area that will be further enriched by doing the individ-
oriented emergency procedures. 'these procedures, in ual plant examinations in which you will identify areas

,

some cases, for some plants, even went beyond loss of that further improvements can be made either in the t

,

inadequate core cooling and extended into severe acci- design or in the operation of the plants. Most risk con-
dent regirr.es, again, only for some plants and for some tributors are plant specific, excluding some of the more
containment types. generic vulnerabilities.
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Now, going to the next viewgraph /Dgure 5/, I want to the process of revising NURl!G-1335 to address the
be more specific about severe accident considerations, questions and the concerns that you peop!c raised.1hc

,

I

and again. Tom talked atout it to some extent attcady. revised NURIlG-1335 will be out m the next month j
and a half or so.

-

We are talking atout existing plants. A key issue is: ,

what are the margins in existing plants to severe acci. Getting back to this information that I have on this '

dent challenges? The next question is: what practical viewgraph, again, the quality and comprehensiveness j

krnprovements can be made to the existing plants? of the IPil results will depend on the utilities' commit-

1hese improvements can be made either in the area of ment to the IPliintent,

prevention or accident management, as well as mitiga- We believe that Ihe maximum benefit from the IPlistion.This is the so called balance approach that we rec. would be reallied if the licensecs' staffs ate myolved m -
ommended to the Commission for Mark I improve-

all aspects of the examination. Knowledge gamed from
m ents. the IPl! should become an integral part of plant procc.

dures and training.
'Ihc pants we are talking about are, of course, already
built.1hc goal thing, though, is that the existing con- We hope that you will use, as much as possible, your |
tainments-cycn thoup they were designed for n. house resources. I understand that a number of
design basis accidents, and as Tom said, let us not say questions have been raised by utilities that ah cady have
that they are able to accommodate everythmg havmg to PRAs. We know that a number of you have already
do with severc accidents-luckily, are able to accorn- donc quite a bit of what is intended in the IPliletter
modate a lot of abuse, even when it comes to the severe and, also, almut some other elements of the severe ac-
accident arena. cident program.

Ilased on analysis and experiments of scale models, as You know, w hen we put out a generic letter or regula.
Iiric already said, some of these containtnents have ca- tion, it is for all of you. Utilities that choose to use an
pabilities that go well atmve their design basis. One of existing PRA or possibly adopt some of the PRAs in
the things that we want to make sure happens is that NURiiG-ll50 or some similar analysis, should certify
this capability is exploited. So we look at this severe ac- that their PRAs meet the intent of the generic letter.

,

cident program as kind of a pragmatic exploitation of Certify that it reflects the current plant design and op- .

the present containment capabilities. eration.Then, do the things that we expect all of you to i

do. Make sure that you go through your PR A, you un- }

! will give you an example, large dry containments, if derstand what it is t citing you about your plant, see how t

you take 100 percent of the core and you dump it into a you can utilire the insights of the PR A and translate its
'

pool of water, the pressurization that will ensuc as a re- findings into fine tuning existing procedures-and/or
sult of the cooling can be accommodated by that con- putting into place new ones.1hese are the types of
tainment based on a realistic evaluation of its capabil- things that one does when one goes through an exami-
ity. Ilut, again, there are t.ome severe accident loads nation process of this sort.
that can challenge the containment: it is very impor-
tant that those k> ads are understood.*Ihere are things, A lot of questions have been raised about the "ami- i

however, that can be done to further reduce the prob- nation of the containment itself. And l want to say a few ,

ability of those challenges and/or improve the contain- more things about that,
ment performance against those challenges.

fl.ugure 7] ,

N8"" N As I said earlier, the containtnents likely are very much [
'

more robust than needed for design-basis events so it is
Getting now to the IPl! a little bit more. We spent important to understand that margin and be able to ex-
three days at the cod of February this year in Texas dis- ploit it. Ilut, again, there are challenges that can lead to
cussing this whole program with representatives of the early or late containment failure, depending on the ac-
utilities. Maybe some of you people were there. We tident scenarios and containment types,
went through the process in some great detail.

The IPl! peneric letter discusses some of the important !

1hc generic letter itself describes all this. In addition to severe accident phenomena, which affect containment i

the generic letter, we have put out another " thin *' performance, and provides some guidance for contain-
document, NURI!G-1335, which tries to further ex- ment system performance evaluation.
plain some of the things that possibly were not as clear
in the generic letter itself. At the Texas workshop, we 'there is nothing mysterious almut the containment
had a good dialogue, we had many questions; we arc in performance. A number of you people have already

,
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performed outstanding PRAs even with less guidance On this next viewgraph /Dgure 10/, I have listed, based
than exists in the letter itself. So, we are saying, make on our total understanding thr4 we have accumolated ;

use of past guidance on containment performance and over the last 5 or 10 years, a hierarchy of the most im- '

bring past guid4mee up to date using more recent infor- portant containment failure rmdes. *lhis is for a Mark I ;
mation. We give you many references on that, containment, and tN ''yes" on the right hand w!umn ;

indicates '.he most risk significant one. We feel that ;

We are also saying, do not dismiss possible severe acci- these are the ones that you can put in place in the acci. i

dent outcomes because of uncertainties in phenomena, dent management procedures so that the challenge to
,

At the same time, we are also saying, do not make the containment frorn those failure modes can be sub. j
major containment or other changes as a result of one stMah lessened,
or two phenomena that are still being debated: liric
m ntioned direct containment heating and liner Mark I let me go to the last viewgraph /Dgurr 11/, the sum- !

inary, I guess because of the time constraints, I have !
'

had to race through some of these things,llowever,
most of the things that I have summarized, we have

I think, even in these two areas, there is a lot ofinfor- talked about extensively at the Texas IPli workshop ,

snation that can be valuable. l'or example, in the area and in other arenat I think that we have enough infor-
of potential liner failure for Mark I ct..itainments, we mation and knowledge available to us now to develop t

have a lot of information that tells us that if you are and implement technical solutions to a broad spectrum
able to dump water on the cavity, even if you cannot of severe accident issues. We do not understand every-
quantify whether the failure probability is high or low, thing, but I think the existing information is robust
the corium flow towards the liner will be retarded: it enough to begin the implementation process.
will most probably delay liner failure. During that time,
the suppression pml can be utilized to clean substan. We are hoping that the li'thhould provide the basis for
tial amounts of fission products; therefore, if you vent the utilities' appreciation of severe accident behavior:
the containment, you are taking credit of the suppres- how the contamment could be challenged and what ac-
sion pool's filtering capability. tions could be taken to reduce the probability and/or

mitigate the consequences of a severe accident,
<

So, there is a lot, of information even in some areas
rc uncertainties exist-that is what we are talking As liric indicated, research in support of outstanding

issues in generic accident management strategies will
7*

continue, but again, the bottom line is that we have in- p

formation to start the process now. We feel very confi-
'

Again, the big point is the goal is to understand how 1he dent that we will be successful, all of us.'! hank you,
containment could be challenged so one can under-
stand what could happen and what actions could be ,

Mr. Congel: 1taken to mitigate the consequences of a severe acci.
!

dent. Of course, as we have been saying, the results of Any cuestions? !

the evaluation should ultimately result iri development
of accident reanagement procedures that would both [No response.]
prevent and ameliorate the consequences of t,ome of '

the more risk significant challenges to the contain. Emergency Response Data Sysicm !ment.
t

Mr. Gary G, Zech: i

1 think I can skip the next viewgraph /Dgurr BJ; it is kind
of the same, if you will go to the next /figurr 9], Good afternoon. I am very pleased to be here this af-

ternoon. Ild Jordan, as 17 ank mentioned, is on travel. |r
He is sorry he could not be here and he does send his t

I have listed some of the things that I montioned two or regrets.
three times already about the robustness of the con-
tainments in severe accidents. 'Ihese are based on I guess being the last presentation has its advantages to :
analysis and experiments. We have listed here the con- some extent. At least, hopefully, you will remember
tainment design pressures and their best estimate ca- what I say a little bit longer. Since !!RDS is a volunteer ,

pability 'lhese are the type of analysis that we are not program, that has its advantages as well,
going to expect you to do in the severe accident pro-
grams that we are asking you to undertake. This is in. What I would like to do is give you some background for '

formation that you can use and adapt to your specific I!RDS, the emergency response data system, some of
plant analysis. the bases of our thinking that went into the system, and
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! then a description of the system itself and how it fits '!hc NRC as the government agency with the lead tech-
into the NRC response program. nical responsibility for the ressmse to radiological t

events at the power plants, has a number of roles / fig- >

'the incident Response liranch in AliOD has the day. ute 2/. One of the most important ones that we con-
to day responsibility for the NRC's response to all ra- tinue on a day to-day basis is a monitoring role,in addi- :

diological events.'lhe subjwt this afternoon, sevet c ae. tion, we would monitor during an accident to ensurc !

cidents, is clearly, above all else, why the response that appropriate protective action recommendations i
center crists and why it is there to be available to NRC are bemg made to the offsite officials. This is primarily

'

management, a passive role where we gather information and we as-
ser,s the information as it comes into the operations

,

A little background //7gure 1/, !!verybody gears their center, We also support offsite authoritics, mcluding
,

the confirmation of licensec's recommendations to the '

thinking to'three hiile Island, with pod reason.17 10
lowing 'Ihree Mile Island, the Commission examined offsite authorities both if requested or if the need is |
its role during a nuclear emergency, including informa. seen as being necessary, We work with other 1 cdcral |!

tion it needs to support that role in the event of an acc , agencies in this regard: I'lih1A, Doll, and lipA, '

dent, and any changes that the Commission felt were among many others. We support the licensee d aring
,

needed to respond as far as its authority was concerned our response role through technical analysis and logis. +

to those emergencies. 'Ihey recognized the need for tic support that we can provide. We keep the other .

17 deral agencies, such as I'llh1A, and also the Con- teimproved response capabilitics, not only in the NRC
but for the licensees, other I cdcrat agencies and the press and the White llouse informed of the status of
state and kical governments as well. NUREG-0654, the incident. We keep the media and the public in- ;

which you are all familiar with, I am sure, is just one of formed of our knowledge of the event,and also coordi- ;

many NUREGs and documents that came out of that nate with other public affairs groups including the li-

post. accident environment. censee, state, and li deral agencies.e

'Ihe NRC itself responded by hioking at its response "N7' I"I"*"
'" "" "C *

t s //wn #, h is especiaHy imponant in the early
capabilities and NUREG-0728 assigns responsibilities

,

5 ages an went Wn k aWM w@M i
by the NRpn Hethesda, Ma$and, and informatm,Mto the staff for the functions and decisions that need to n at

be made by the NRC during a response to an accident. at lxaton is needed to evaluate and to determine
,

Among other things, we moved our response center to what the proper NRC response should be. Typicallya dedicated facility in the hiaryland National llank between the mitial activation mode, when headquar-
lluilding in liethesda, Maryland, back in February of ters has the lead for the agency, and the exp;mded acti-

|1985. We have dedicated operations or duty officers on

them an aMt 6 to 8 m ncn m'#"* "EN" 'Nch head-
* * " * ' * " " "E ""I " " " 'watch therc 24 hours a day, seven days a week. They re- hows m w

spond to all calls that come in,4000 plus per year. Obvi-
ously most of those are not of the significance that qu nus e nunus to han N kad y th ageny

I lant information is very important dunng that penod
,would rise to a response, but nevertheless there is a lot 1ime.

of traffic that comes into the response center related to !

events at nuclear power plants. In our review of the !!RDS program or system, we basi. !
cally broke the data needs out into four different '

Perhaps most importantly, what was recognized by the groups: the core and coolant system data, c(mtainment f

post /Ihree Mile Island review was the need for accu * building data, radioactivity release rates, and the mete- !

rate real time data during emergencies and the need to orological data at the plant. 'lhese are shown on the
substantially improve the NRC's ability to acquire that next slide //7gure 4/. as they are broken out into PWR i

data. One of the first steps that was made after Tht! and ilWR parameters. I have rnentioned, this was
was to provide for a single dedicated telephone line, hmked at quite closely by the staff when this program
the " red phonc" or the emergency notification system, was being reviewed. 'lhe intent was to not receive so
from the e(mtrol rooms of the plants in the country into much data, or so many parameters, that the system
the operations center. You pick it up and it rings at the would be flooded with information into the operations
duty officer's desk there. center, but to have enough information to do w hat we

needed to do to fulfill our functions.
A little bit of review of the roles. Obviously, the licen-
sees have the primary and the ultimate sessmsibility To correct the data problems and to provide for the in-
for the onsite respmse to an accident: both the pre- formation needs, liRDS was developed //igurr 3/.
v:ntion of that accident the mitigation of it should it oc- liRDS would be a direct electronic transmission of in,
cur. State and kical officials, likewise, have the offsite fortnation from the plant process computer or SPDS.
responsibility for the protection of the public. *lhis data stream would be real time. It would be
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~ ~ ' . transmitted only during emergencies, by that i mcan, at plant on the far left hand.sl3c there, cither multi-<

a declared Alert or above.To put that in perspective, plexed or single feder, through a telephonc line into a
we have received over the last four or five years, ap- switching network at the operations center."Ihat is the
proximately nine alerts per year in the operations cen- middic square, it is a redundant system with Iwo DEC -
ter. MicroVAX 3600 minicomputers, one of which is nor->

mally on line and the other is a 100-percent backup
Now, the same information or a subset of the informa- unit. In either case, we would have the capability of re-
tion that is r,cnt to the TSC [ technical support center] cciving and storing four simultaneous plant data
and the EOFlemergencyoperations facility]is what we streams into the operations centcr.
would expect to receive on the ERDS transmission. So,
it is information that is already there, information that 1hc far right hand side shows PC terminals that would

' with a port on the process compulcr. would be trans- be in the operations center for displaying the data and
mitted to the operations center in llethesda, and it to show trending ofinformation from the databasa that
would be licensee activated. It would not be automati- would be stored on tape. Also on the far left, it shows
cally activated, but would be activated by an action on other transmissions out of the operations center to the
the part of a licensee individual at an Alert declaration, region office for the plant that may be affected and also

to our training center in Chattanooga,
in looking at the rystems out ti, crc, we recognized that
not all utilitics or plants would have the parameters 'Ihc next slide /Myre 71 provides some informat,oni

that our list would call fer, so we made a decision not to about the irnplementation of the ERDS. We con-
require or ask for any parameter backfit, ducted a survey through a contractor back m

1986-1987, which indicated that of the 92 units and 59

That information that we could not receive from the sites we visited, approximately 80 percent of the pa-

parameter list, we would ask to be supplemented by rameters that we were lookmg for would be availabic,

voice transmission over the ENS [cmcrgency notifica'
tion system] telephone. Agam,an output port would be looking at the costs that would be associated at that

required and scitware forthe a uisition of the data on time with work necessary, we estimated then that the
Wtwe would be betwecn $20,000 and $50.000, de-

site and the transmission of that nformation to the op-
pending on whether or not a licensee was able to do it incrau nscenter.
house. Hardware costs varied. In many cases, or most
cases, ndadwadanges wm ucessapr womeThe telephone lines, or the lines that would transmit necessary. And in very few cases some output ports

this information, would be NRC-funded, dial-uP tele- may be required or necessary to mstall, but m most of
phone lines, that we would arrange for. those cases, we learned that the utilitics were already

planning to do some upgrades to their in. plant process
Now, we have tested this in the last three or four years computer,
during various opportunities, llack in July of 1984 at
the McGuire plant, we tested about 69 parameters dut* NRC costs have been estimated and a contract has
ing a limited cxperiment at that plant. Also, at l2Salle been let for $2.6 million.1 hat contract has been
in August of 1985, and probably the best demonstra- awarded to E.1. International. It was let in 1988 and
tion of this concept was during the Federal field exer * runs through early 1993. Again, it is a MicroVAX de-
cisc at Zion in June of 1987. sign with Compaq PC terminal displays for our use.

'lhe software preliminary designs arc in final review. In -
In all of these instances, we found that there was great fact, our contractor is proceeding along with that work
value to be provided to the NRC response during the right now,
transmission of this data because the teams and the re-
sponse center were much more efficient in performing As I mentioned, and as I think you are well aware, this
their dutics.1 hey were able to focus on significant fac- is a voluntary program at this point. We are proceeding
tors of the event. Any voice communications over the with software and systems development with the initial
ENS line were primarily of a supplemental nature onlyt volunteers that have stepped forward. We have a ge-

| therefore, they were much less than we would expect or neric letter that has gone through the concurrence
' normally experience during a normal or real event. chain and we hope will be issued within the next few
y Also, it would be limited to projected or updated status weeks that will solicit participation from other utilitics

of equipment that was out of service. that have not yet volunteered.

The next schematic /Fipre 6/ is hard to read on the We will have points of contact mentioncd in that letter,
slide, I realize, but it is in your paper. It is a schematic as it is in the paper that you have. Once you do volun-
that basically shows the information flow from the teer, we would expect that a questionnaire would be
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' sent toyou that wbuld either update the survey that was were sent demn from the Commission to clarify some :

conducted a couple of years ago or ask that you provide aspects of our recommendation. So, we expect to hear |

additional information or initiat information that we do from the Commission in a couple weeks.
not have. We would then meet with you and work out a
schedule to start the software development for your GUEST /ON: What is the relationship between i

system. the emerging accident management program
and the existing emergency preparedness pro-

As an aside, the staff is pursuing approval-we do not gram?
have it yet-to go to rulemaking in this area 'the main
reason for that is to ensure 100 percent participation. ANSWER: Right now there is no connection. We have
We are fairly confident from our dealings with placed our main focus in accident management on ex- ,

NUMARC, with whom we have worked very closely, pandingthecapabilitiesof thconshift staff to cope with
'

that the utilities in general are very favorably inclined core damage acciden 4. 'this means better procedures,
toward volunteering. Again, with our efforts through better hardware, better training, and so forth. Ilut,
NUMARC and the initial licensees, we have worked clearly, it has application for the staff in the TSC, as I
out answers to a number of questions that have come said, and even, perhaps, the offsite response capability
up regarding the ERDS system, and those Q&As and the emergency operations facility.
[ questions and answers) are provided as an enclosure
to the paper you have. Rather than try to do everything at once, I think we >

have tried to focus on where the major payoff is in- ,

We are available for any questions that you may have, itially. I think we want to start thinking about whether
John Jolicoeur and Ray Priebe of my branch are here there r.rc areas where we can apply the insights from
today, John's telephone number is in the paper that the IPl!s, or any other ana!ysis that we get, to the kind
you have. Any question that you may have regarding of information that experts have in the TSC. Perhaps ,'
the program, before the generic letter comes out, we we would consider something like a severe accident
would be more than happy to try to answer. handtvok so that operations will know how thcir plant

is likely to behave in a core meltdown situation. Obvi- ,

'
'Ihank you very much. ously, they do not have that now in the TSC.

General Questions / Answers QUESTION: What is the nature of the NRC re-
view of the IPE7 Why perform licensing review?

i

Mr. Congeh Why not do an audit by the regional inspection
staff?

'that concludes the forrral presentation this afternoon. ,

ANSWER: Our plan is now, when the IPils are sent to
We did not have, during the talks, any questions from us, we will have found a team of research staff, NRR i

the floor directly. We do have a number of questions staff, and some contractor help to look at each submit-
that were submitted in writing.The manner in which I tal. 'lhe purpose of that will be to see how thoroughly

I
plan to handle these is to go through them in the same the IP11 was done and the quality of it. Most important.
order in which the speakers gave their presentations. in the spirit of really trying to look for vulnerabilities,
Some of the questions branch between one or two of we will look at what did the licensee find and what is he
the speakers. In that case, we will have one answer pro- proposing to do about the vulnerabilities.
vided, and the other speaker can enhance the answer
himself. Ultimately, of course, there is a licensing decision that

has to be made; that is, what backfits, if any, are needed
Tom, will you start out with responses. as a result of the IPIL We would hope that these would

be proposed by the utility themselves. If we reach a dif-
ferent conclusion, we would have to decide what vul-

Dr. Murley:
nerabilities need to be fixed. We may have to prepare

QUESTION: What is the status of the staff rec- our own backfit package, liowever, the nature of the
ommendations to the Commission on the Mark I review is, as I said, to look over the quality and to come

improvements? to our own independent conclusions. We hope that we
will be working with you so that our review will not be

ANSWER: We expect to get some guidance from the totally adversarial.
Commission in the next couple weeks. We have just re-
cently answered, our prepared answers-1 think they GUES710N: 'lhe question is the timing of clo-
have gone to the Commission-on same questions that sure.
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ANSWER: We have been saying that we think closure I am so ry if there has been any misunderstanding. In !
should occur in three to five years.1hree years would fact, there has not been a change in policy. We always |
apply to the earliest plants, those that have donc most did contemplate external events. -

or all of a PRA who have thought about accident man-
agement, who are close to implementing an accident Mr. Congel:

'

management plan, and who have taken steps to im- !

prove their containments. This could conceivably occur 1 hank you, Tom. Eric? i

as early as a couplc years, but most likely, three. On the
other hand it could extend all the way to fiveyears-we Mr. Becyord-

.

'

hope not more. We would not like to see it extended t

further. There are several questions here.

QUESTION: Will your cfforts-this is on severe
QUESTION: Doyou have an operational defini, accident research-will your efforts be com- !

tion of a reasonable assurance standard as a basis pleted in time to complement NRR initiatives or
for making decisions in this area? will this be a living process? ,

ANSWER | I would like to go back to the diagram that
ANSWER: I know I used the phrase in the context of Tom put up during his talk, showing the various cle. '

cxternal events, llowever, I do not have a good opera. ments of the program for severe accident resolution,
tional definition. We make reasonable assurancejudg. and to my slide which referred to the near term issues. |
ments all the time-every time I sign a license. In ef. 'Ihc items listed on the near term icsues are keyed in Io |

fect, I am saying that we have reasonable assurance that diagram that Tom showed, it is our intent to com- !

that this plar.t can be operated safely, plete the work on those on the schedule necessary to
complete our evaluation of set :re accidents. We will

in the area of external events, what I meant was that we '

are not going to insist on a numerical standard and we 1here are a number of things that feed into this deci- ,

are not going to insist on detailed numcrical PRAs to sion, one of which is the latest work on NUREG-il50,
show that you have met that standard. Rather, we are which tells us a great deal about risk importance. Also, i

going to use qualitative assessment, flow did you go one thing 6 hat I did not mention is that there is very
about assessing your plant for its vulnerability to recent information on severe accidents that is incorpo-
floods, let us say.1 hat is the context in which I used rated in NUREG-1150. It is basically through about
reasonable assurance. The staff is going to be reason- last summer, the information that was available
able,!ct us put it that way, through last summer, has been factored into i

NUREG-ll50. 'Ihat gives us-when it is completed i

and reviewed-we will have a good basis for making de- ;

QUESTION: The final question that I had here, cisions in that area. .

Frank, was the scope of the IPE. Why has NRC [
expanded it from the initial scope of internal 1 hen I referred to long-term issues and long-term rc.
flooding only to now consider external events scarch. Those are on issues that we knew we could not

'
,

like winds and so forth, scismic cvents? complete-the research work-that we could not com- !
plete before many of these other decisions are going to
be made. I view that as confirmatory research, the pur.

ANSWER: We have always contemplated both inter * pose of which will be attempt to confirm the basis for
,

'
nal flooding and external events, but we made a deci- our technical decisions.
sion about a year and a half or two ago to decouple the
external events from this initial phase of the IPE.1he lhe second question, living process, I hope I addressed
reason was that we coukt see ourselves getting bogged that one. In other words the plan, the near term and
down in ourarguments over the methodology 1o use for the long term issues are keyed in with the diagram.
external events. We said, let us not get bogged down on

,

the whole thing if we can get started on 90 percent of it QUESTION: Do you plan to use NRC's severe
now. We decided to do that. That is the path we are fol- accident simulation codes to help identify and i
lowing. looking back, I think it was a wise decision. We evaluate potential improvements to severe acci-
have not begun to focus on external events. A separate dent operating procedures that come out of
group under the lead of larry Shao of my staff is bok- plant specific IPEs?
ing at it now. We are going to start putting int ense focus
on external events in the hope that we can come up ANSWER: As I understand the question, the answer is
with guidance by the end of the year. yes, we do intend to use it; but I interpret it a little
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differently, We want to get the severe accident knowl- on hold until DOli comes back to us in J une with some
edge and codes in at the front end of the process. Tom further studies and evaluations that they are making at
talked a lot about accident management-develop- this point on this question of containment and also
ment of the concept of accident management-and we their look into possible improvements in tbc residual ,'
are gearing our rescarch on accident management in heat removal system, !

the near term to provide the answers that will support ,

the decisions that will be taken there. As I showed it on I am saying that the Commission has not made any de. |
the slide, those are near term rescarch issues. cision on it.1 ctm tell you w hat my own opiniori is, and it j

certainly will not be any surprise. I think that the con. |

OUES770N: Assuming that research deter, cept that they are developing is an intcresting one. Ob- '

mines that the degree or damage can be in, viously the high heat capacity of the core has an advan-
creased at high rates of water injection, do you tage in regard to severe accidents and in the ability to ;

emision any practical way of telling operators to ride out severe transients and also in providmg rnuch
7

reduce their water addition while extreme ther- more time for operator decisions and actions.
,

mal conditions exists? It does seem to me, under the concept that was origi.
nally advanced, the critical question becomes the integ.

ANSWElt I guess myanswer to that is that what we are rity of the fuel coating. It seems to me that that would
hmking at late core damage m relation to accident man. have to be a very important element of a future R&D
agement, I think obviously before a core has started to program, both to prove that the triso coating can act as .

degrade, you can put water on it, and there is no ques- a containment and also to show that you can depend on i
tion about rates. As it becomes more and more de- it in the course of manufacturing new fuel and that type

'

graded-l think the first answer, the starting point is, of thing,
yes, you put water on it, I mean, ivater is either on or it :

is off, and the best situation is going 1o be that it can bc QUESTION: 'there are also questions related to
on. I think, what we are looking at, is to determine, in the requirements for prototype reactors:
the late phase of core damage, if it will be necessary to whether a complete prototype should be re-
put some limits on the rate of water addition. As I say, I quired, whether that prototype should be sited
think it is desirable not to limit t hat for obvious reasons. remotely, and whether it should have a contain- !

If we find out that there are problems, then we will deal
with those.

'

ment.
-

ANSWEIO 'these questions I think are all ones that the [
QUESTION: 'lhe final question, not on the Commission will be mnsidering, probably late thisyear ;

water reactors, it was a question to Tom origi- after we have gotten back and restarted that reviewand >

nally. llave you looked at the modular llDOR completed it. !
[high-density gas reactor] in regard to severe ac- t

"
cidents? Mr. Congel:

i ric, there is one thing I wanted to add in response to
ANSWER: I am sure that many of you are aware of the the first quest:on dealmg with the living portion of the ;work that DOR is doing on the IIDGR development severe accident plan. It is our intention thiit the acci-
and probably also the review, the safety evaluation re- management pgipn of the severe accident plan !

port, that NRC had been woiking on, doing on that have, what we call, a irrmg componenL. So if the long-
concept, now for a couple of years.'! hat work is on hold tenmscarch indicates anything new, they have the cts ;right now as of last fall because of the question that p bility existing at each plant to be able toincorporate ;

,

came up over containment. As you know, the modular that into their overall severe accident plan. So, if con- &

HDOR for commercial application does not have a Unn tory rewap comes up @ tk n-@ Wat we
l- ~ conventional containment. 'Ihc containment is the ant @ ate, that |s one tMng, Nt newlemns an akays" triso coated fuct. We were looking at that entire con- intended to be mcorporated as part of Ihe overall op-

cept. I should say the proposal, the concept, is an inter- "" ""' ** ~

esting onc because there is not a containment and no
evacuation would be needed in the event of r.evere !

1)r SI>els:.

transients.
if I may add something to your statement on external

We were studying that when the DOli announced its events, you said, of course, that we had decoupled the
,

I ,

conclusion on the NPR [new paduction reactor], external from internal events. Onc of the basie reasons

| which it announced would have a containmert. We has been to make sure that we work with you peopic to,

| wanted to understand the basis for the difference be- come up with a methodology that makes sense and is
! tween these two lvsitions. Our work on it has been put not very complex and we can apply it very effectively.

!
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'Ihcre were some other reasons that I would like to culty in talking this thing over with us. We say that in
mention. One of them, I think, is an important one, the letter also. ;

One of them was to identify weak external events. A
plant should be assessed again in this system module OUEST/ON: liasically, the other question has to

i examination,'the reason for that is that we feel that as do with reasonableness, what type of criteria or
part of the licensing of the plant, a number of external numerical standards are to be used to evaluate ;
events hase been adequately considered that span the the IPl<'

so called design basis. So we do not want la repeat
those external events again. ANSWEll: As we say, for the Pita, there are no hard-

and fast standards; the criteria will be both qualitative

Another reason was the existence of a number of pro- and quantitative. As Tom said already, he applies the i

grams dealing with external events that we want to 6tandard of reasonableness. llowever, if we do not
,

make sure are properly integrated and properly consid- agrec and we think that something else has to be donc,
f cred, so that we do not have to ask you people to do you kn w our process, you know the backfit rules.

|
things twice. Once in awhile we do that, I guess. I think that covers the questions.

Getting back to some of the questions here, I see some Mr. Zech'
t of them have been answered byTom, but one of them

says: Frank, I have two that came in, both basically relate to ,

the same question.
QUESTION: Can licensees provide detailed de-
scriptions of their IPl! process and get written ac. QUESTION 1 lave you kbked at the feasibility

'

.

ceptance from NitC of the approach? of extending the lids to n continuous mode using
an advanced computer that will tie together

ANSIPER: Well, we hope that this document, pmcess computers and go on line continuously?
NUllEG-1335, that I mentioned earlier, will make it .the other was basically the same is this similar

clear. llowever, if someone [a licensec] still has any dif. to the nuclear data link that was in the Commis-
ficultics or worries that he might undertake something sion's budget back in the early 1980's?

and then the staff would say,you pursued the wrong ap-
proach I do not think there will be any difficulty in ANSil'ER: The answer to the second one: It is prob-
coming to meet with us. ably an outgrowth from the nuclear data link that you

may be aware of or familiar with, but it definitely is not
a continuous flow of data, nor will it ever be, as far as we

Tom, maybe you can say more about this,
arc ccmccrned, a system that would have a continuous
feed of information into the operations center. As I,

Dr. Murley: mentioned, it would be activated as we perceive it at
'

,

the alert stage. Information below that level we do not >

I think we would encourage that. Come on in and talk. feel is necessary for our response function.
Once you r.rc ready to talk, I think the more communi-
cation the better. Mr. Congeh

Dr. Speis: o that the chairman does not feel left out, I did get one
question,

j- QUESTION: When doyou expect to issue final
gmdance on performing the IPs? OUEST/ON: Do you have any preliminary

'

'

thoughts on potential regulatory and research

ANSil'ER: We hope to do that sometime in mid June t.ceds that may dewlop hpm neantenn al ka-
"

or so; then you have two months following that to start ion of electrochemically induced fusion, t it is, -

the chick, m fact, pmwn to be a valid technology,

ANSil'ER: No, but our bureaucratic brethren at DO!!
OUESTION: 1Iow socm do you expect utilitics are clearly very interested and will be sp(msoring, I arn
submissions? certain, a good deal of the early research that will be

necessary to even demonstrate ifit is working like the
i ANSirER: I think we say in the letter, within three claims indicate it is.
I years. Licensecs arc expected to submit the IP results

within three years. Ilowever, if some utilities with no Only when we have it well under way, a proven technol-
Pit A experience, for example, want to do a rnore com- ogy, will we think of ways to write new regulatory guides
plcte Pita and need more time, there will be no diffi- and rules.
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Dr. Martry: . Mr. Consel: -|
'

It gives off neutrons. We are within five minutes of ourc,
.

. .. .

eksing time. I would like to thank you all for attending'l J If it is fusion' that does not give off radiation, rnaybe .,
t'regulatory rules will not be needed. and thank the speakers for their presentations.
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11 CLOSING PANEL

Mr. James M.Ta3 or: attendance at this conference is made up of managers,l
or others who have influence in this industry, and i

I would like to ask everyone to take their seats. 'lhis re- want to tell you that concentrating on the day.to-day
minds rne of my last period in high school on a sunny problems, as onerous as it gets, is all very much a part of
spring day when there were very few of us left to go to operational safety, And who knows,you may-by cor-
class. recting a problem-you may correct a condition that

might have been part of the sequence for the next ru-
We are going to conclude the conference in a little dif. clear accident. You are never going to know, w hen you

ferent way with some questions to the panel, liefore fix something, whether that item might have beet the
doing that I wanted to make one or two comments. dominant sequence or pith to a nuclear accident,

First, for those of you who are still here and who have I urge cach and every one of you to look for the prob.
lems. It is my mode in life to say that a tcchnology as

been participating in this conference, certainly from complex as th,s is full of problems and even at the bestithe NRC's side I would like to thank you for attending.
plant, there are problems. It is kind of a dark look, but

We hope it has been beneficial. it is tme and I can tell you every day, every single day,
reports of problems come in. Some of them are rather

I would also like to no.c that the final topic on the con- awesome, telling us of things that are not satisfactory at
ference agenda was severe accidents.There are some plants across the country. In many cases, they atc being
of us in this room who have been to two hications of the identified by beensees themselves and that is a credit to
most severe accidents in commercial nuclear power, them,
not onlyThree Mile Island but at Chernobyl.'there are
some of us who were there and have been working with I just want to encoerage people to continue to look for
the Sov9t Union on an agreementt we know that the the failures not only on the part of the operators thern-
devastation and effect of that accident m the Soviet selves, but the mnintenance failures. J ust as important,
Umon is nothing short of phenomenal. as you heard as part of this conference, are the engi.

neering and design failures because some of those are
Of interest to you, there was a NURIIG just published showing up and they do bother me no end. We owe it to
with regard to this trip, NURiiG-1348, which is a re- the operators to make sure those kind of problems are
port cf the United States visit led by the Chairman of found and fixed before they cause an event at two
the agency. If you ever wanted to understand the im- o' chick in the morning.
portance of operational safety in nuclear reactors I
wish I could transplant each and every one of you to Again, from my view point in closing the conference on

spend a day or so at Chernobyl as we did. We were not operational safety, I say to you, keep looking for the
only in the environment of Chernobyl, the abandoned problems. I do not think we arc in a condition where we

city of Pripyat, we were in the sarcophagus, we were the can feel secure. Operations are better in the United
first non-Soviets allowed in there. We were abic to States, but we are a long way from feeling secure that

view just above the damaged coret we could see the an accident will not occur at one of the plants across the

awesome destruction and the devastation.We were ac- country.
tually ab!c to peer through fluoroscopes through sar-
cophagus walls into and on top of the core. I would like to leave you with that thought as you leave

here. I think another accident would be a very, very
devastating situation here and also, frankly, if one

We are poing to learn from the Chernobyl accident, we should occur overseas.
hope-not only within the Soviet Union, but for les,
sons learned that may be appropriately applied in the I would now like to go to our concluding part. We have
United States. I mention this because we talked a lot the panel of major people who have participated from
about safety of operating reactors and I want to remind the NitC side in parts of this ccmference.
everybody of that theme. Tom mentioned this at the "

very opening of the conference, with regard to opera- We have asked several of the utility people-and
tional safety. NUMARC is participating-to pose questions to the

smel.
We ju;.t received a get.well plan from a utility that is
having some operating problems; it makes a big point First is Jack Ilrons who is lixecutive Vice President of

of management wanting to know about problems.~Ihe the New York I'ower Authority. Jack.
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her. J. C. Brons: nize that investment without return cannot be sus-
tained?W< Well, I have several sheets of paper.1 do not intend to

; give a specch. Some of the questions that I have, I
We have also heard some comments on the themethink, have to be put in some context.
hased on a question asked on the first day of Ihe confer-
ence, which basially was: "when is enough, enough?"

First of ail l wound like to thank you for the opportunity *Iherc was a icaction that was rather strong and I be-
! and topplaud the effort your therne was to try and com. lieve heanfelt, but, I think, there was also a failure to
F municate in this new age of opcmting experience. I t ap- communicalc.

proached excellence

I think that we all agree that reactor safety requires
I would like to assure you that I think all of us here feel constant vigilance. I think, perhaps the theme behind
strongly the need for effective regulation in this indus, that question of "when is enough, enough" might be
try, dealing with our feeling of a need for setting practical .

and realistic safety goals firmly-an end to some of the -
I think all of us also recognize the awesome power in a churning on process and procedures, regulatory stabil-
reactor core. Ilopefully with your understanding of our sty and time for consolidation of gams, an end to cle-
recognition of that, or at least mine, you willinterpret gance in engineering.
my remarks and questions as critical but constructive.

I personally fear that preoccupation with performance
.

We have heard remarks and opinions and sometimes under rarc event circumstances may be m,issing the
conflicting opinions on safety culture, importance and at as far as reMMy m da@y operatmg con 4
scope ofinspections, SAlf process, performance indi- tions. Indeed, it could lead to an increased pnibability
cators, increasing emphasis on subjectivity. We heard pf accidents. It certainly has the prolmbility of one, of
two regional administrators tell us that executives in increased person tem in installmg it,

their regions pursued or told them that they wanted
SAlf once but that the reactions did not always match, My third question and next to last is: Will the NRCsin.

I would like to offer an answer to the why, perhaps be- cercly commit to rcalistic assessment of cost versus

himi that que ttson, and then 30 to the first of my ques- benefit, risk versus reward?

tions.
Much has also been said about excellence.~this has led

'Ihc utilitics represented here made a training invest. fon'
t " " ' " ' P P 8"

ment over the last sevend years that amounts to bil-
i li<ms of dollars. Each of us is spending about $$ million

a year per plant in direct O and M [ operations and We have also heard in this conference of development
mamtenanec] costs and training, and in an additional of g(xxl practice in NURl!Gs. In some sense, I find this

amount of training time, flut trammg is no longer a appnech intellectually very appealing. When I lack at
SALI category, the results of compliance inspections focusing on non.

prescriptive regulation, I have some severe reserva.

Performance indicators were reported Io us to be gen-
erally up. Enforcement actions are also up. And these
things are in areas that are m absence of new regulatmn Policy of regulating execlience without significant and

that indicate perhaps the fact that thc SAlf ratings are extraordinary management and full assessment of the

poing down, that we arc seeing over the last couple of many, often conflicting prioritics that must be evalu.

years a slidmg or an unregulated standmg.
ated by individual utilitics is an invitation to econornic
strangulation.

We arc in business. We are also humans and subject to inspectors in the field lack the objectivity, experience,
reward and recognition. We have a fiduciary responsi- and judgment that you gemicmen represent in many
bility to stock and bond holders and rate payers. We cases. 'they lack that objectivity that the framers and
hr,vc a public trust for safety and reliability, the intenders of nonprescriptive policy or regulation

have. Without some restraint, sucn policy is tx)unded
My first two questions, which I would not ask for an im. only by Iheir imagination.
merliate response, but perhaps an overall reaction
when we are finished, are: First, will the NRC ac. In my view regulation to excellence is a contradiction in
knowledge achievements, collective achievements of terms-particularly so when excellence is confused
this industry, publicly? Second, will the NRC recog- with elegance.
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ITo risk, nuclear power cannot be regulated to sero, and I will reiterate my statement at the opening session and
- so my final question is; is the NRC willing to accept the I realize it is a heartfelt cry: When arc you guys going to ' !'

e.
F traditional role of a regulator? acknowledge that enough is enough? -

F
I probably should have made a distinction between :

(O ,' g,' yg hardware and operatkms because i think we are close.
.

*lhank you, Jack. let me sec, those are some good to saying that we have gonc about as far as we can go in ;

' questions. Tom, doyou want to start? *Ihat is known as hardware. Once we get some of these severe accident :" ,.

issues and station blackout issues behind us, I, at least : -;
6 the executive privilege of duck.- for one, think that there is not a lot to be gained in" 4

safety by demanding more hardware at the plants. 1
-

Dr. Marley: ,j
In tenns o peu mns we, anhadwe knM . !

f * Yes, I will start and acknowled c that these are ve'Y keep sinymg for real excellence, and even aiming for : !
.

8
tough questions. I also will acknowledge that there is a excellence, we are going to fall into complacency. l

J' ' lot of judgment involved in thesc questions. My staff Nonethclcss, we will be reasonable. We also recognize l
E < and I and the regional admmistrators and Vic Stello that we are placing, to some extent, a burden on our '

'

L f,
.

; and Jim Taylor kick these issues around a lot amongst inspection staff by aiming for excellence in operations.
ourselves.

,
.

1

-
- I guess I will let some others on the panel here talk I'

. Starting with the last question, can NRC accept trads,- about some of the other questkms. I will phrase them I

d,tional role of regulation? We have heard this kind of as I heard them, Jim,
theme throughout a lot of the questions at this confer-v

:'"CS- One question is: Do we have a sliding scale of perfec- !
tion in achievements and arc we going to acknowledge [

J >lhe issue of regulating to the standards, let me call that there have been, in fact. pains nationwkic? .:
i . them the minimum standards of our regulations, gets E

!
F t to some of the other points that Jack made about the Another question, which was kind of rhetorical, I am1

policy of regulating execIlence, which in a way can be not sure how we can answer it, but: recognire that in-
. dangerous < vestment without return is not sustainable in the long '

-run.
!

L We have people out there doing the inspecting who arc
L ' not perfect. Perhaps they do not have the breadth and Mr. Taylon

the perspective that we who set the policies have.1 un,'

derstand that comment. However, I do not think that I would like to add sust one thought to what Tom said
. we are going to go back to the old ways of just inspect * carlier.*lhat is that n my view in a regulatory rcnse the3

; mg for comphance and accepting mere minimal com- management of the agency is deeply trying to concen- 1

: , pliance with our regulatkms, trate on problems in performance so that we hopefully [
can head off the forced sht'tdown conditions that num- i

Maybe I am starting this a littic too starkly, but I think bers of plants have undergonc in the past few years. {
we have to encourage performance that is higher than t'

our minimal standards. As we have seen time and *lhese have occurred for various raisons and you all ib. '

again, if you aim for minimal standards, you are goinS know what they are. I think it is prudent for us to act if !'

. to slip below them and that becomes a safety concern we have the view that plant performance is sliding, that ,I
,forus. events are occurring that indicate tmd performance. it j

is prudent to act before the utility is into an extensive r

We are not so smart as to think that we can fashion multi year shutdown and then trying to recover. |
,

regulations so well and so finally that if you just barely 1
meet them, you are going to be safe under all c<mdi- So I think we have an obligation to try to understand, j

(kms, when we f.ec what is coming, and use whatever means j
we can that are within our authority to point that out. ;

We recogniac the role of INPO in this area as well. We 'lhere are plants where we are trying to do that, wherc !

invite INPO to strive for standards higher than ours problems have been occurring, causing us to stop and i

and to inspect and do team evaluations to even higher pausc. I think to stand by and just use a compliance j,

standards than we have. I think there is a role for both concept when we at least can see that plant perform.
organizations, and we are going to c<mtinue striving for ance is sliding-and, it would be unc<mscionable for us j

better performance, not to at least raise the issue.

,
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Do you agree with that Tom? I can tell you very are basically the same. We have slightly different roles
strongly that the concentration of thinking, at least to play, i
back here and thmugh the regions and through the re-
gional se'tior people, is directed to those plants w here I think the Sillen report back in 1985 tried to put it in
it is perceived that performance is slipping. 'lhere are perspective. 'the industry has to improve and,if the in-
many plants that day by day, week by weck, pesform dustry is to have credibility in this country, it needs a
well enaugh that they do not show up as having serious credibic regulator 'lhat is what we are trying to be.

,

'

problems. i

Vic Stello mentioncd a word and I think it was picked -

Frankly those plants seldom cause us any major regula. up by Jim Snierek. It is trust. In this time and age and
,

tory concern of any consequence. And there are a lot of perhaps when you hiok over the decade, here is a 17ed-
.;

plants that have worked themselves up to that status, eral bureaucrat saying, we are trying something differ-
Someluly said, what do you want, perfection? No, ent. It is not going to be easy. Yes, we have to get this
perfection may not be there, but they have certainly kind of different message out to the inspectors in the |

worked themselves out of being of a running concern to field and it is going to take time, trust us, let us work -

the NltC. together on that kind of thing. !
t

I did not mean to dwell on that. Frank, you wanted to It brings a smile and I know with recent events, and ;

hit that? maybe not so recent events, it is kind of hard to hear i
somebody in Washington say, trust me. Ilut,I think, we
have to work in that kind of way,I think we should, weMr. M!raglia:
are not going to see things the same way all of the time,

I want ed to respond to Jack's invitation for a reaction as llut I think we ought to put the issues on the tab!c and

opposed to response. 'those were tough questions, we wgM to deal in an up front way, i ou have a role to

Jack. I think they were all good ones. play and you ha,c responsibilities and we have a re. ,

sponsibility as an agency. We are here to protect the

I think what we have tried to say here at the conferer.cc public health and safety. We are going to meet that

for the last three days that our approach to regulation is mandate and I think we are trying io do that in a mutu-

a little bit different. % e are trying to get a Mferent ally constructive way. *

ethic into the way of doing business. And if you are say- liven though we have perhaps different objectives, Img do we want to get back into the traditional ap- think the end is the same,
proach of strict adversar
think that is our goal y kind of relationship,I do not

e

'

g

I think we are saying operational safety is important. Ist me add on what Frank said just a little bit."Ihere is !
Compliance is part of a regulatory gain, but we are no question in my mind that the industrydoes not trust i

looking for safety significance and we are looking for us. And I know why I can say that. A few years ago we
performance and improvements in that area, issued a backfit rule, a rule to guide the stalf. We wrote

,

to every CllO. We gave seminars in four regions to all
Ido not think that isin. conflict,the seeking of an excel. of the utilitics.We said,if the reviewer, theinspector,

,

,

lence of level does not necessarily have to be in conflict in your mind is pushing an unauthorized backfit on you,
*

with INPO. I da not think we are trying to usurp appeal it. We are not getting appeals. So maybe that
INPO's and NUM AltC's role. I think we are both striv- inspector that lacks judgment, maturity is doing what i
ing for the same en;l Perhaps we have different objec- he is supposed to do out there beenuse we have not |tives to serve there. You at e serving your stockholders heard any cornplaint from the utilities that they are be- '

and your rate payers. You are doing both.'that is your ing backfit,
responsibility. You have a fiduciary type of responsibil-
ity. Why are the complaints not coming in? Do you fear

retribution? 'that means you do not trust us.
I do not think I am willing to say that we do not want to ,

i
go back to a traditional role. I think we are trying some We have lectured our staff. We have told them w hat we t

new things. We are going to slip and fall and we are go- expect. We expect cost benefits. We expect to do things
,

ing to have problems and we are going to have difficulty that will cause a substantial improvement in safety, but
comrnunicating, but we should not let that stop the the cost has to be commensurate with that improve-
communication path. Where we do differ, we should ment in safety. 'lhere is no question that we are not
talk about the differences. We should try and under, fully implementing that across the board. Yet, I do not
stand those differences.1 think our goals and objectives hear any appeals. Why is that?
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Is it because you do not trust us? There must be a rea- It is a credit, first to you who rperate the plants. It is a |

hon. We have not heard that reason and we do not see credit to all of the others, INpO, NUMARC, perhaps I

the results of a good rule we put in place, a rule on the us, but whatever is making it happers, we are very i

staff. pleased to see that..
,
.

' You have an opportunity,if the stafIis not doing what 'that is an important message that does not get a lot of
*

they are supposed Io do, raise it to senior management, press because it is always the bad stuff that seems to set
You have to trust that we are going to deal with those mto the press. Ilowever, it is being said and it is being

appeals fairly, said in important places. You do not read about it be-
cause the press does not want to-you know, it is like
saying s nething nice about somebody, they do act ,

Mr* tai '" particularl react to that. llut it is understood. It is ec.I -

lirian, you had something you wanted to add? lirian ing used w th the oversight committees and I think it is *

important to know that the staffis saying it.The Chair.Grimes?
man is saying it. Stello is saying it, all of us who have an :

3k opportunity Io speak in public arenas are q.h p.ased ,

Mr. Grimes: about the gains that are being made.

' Yes I was going on the same subject of the inspectors Mr. Crutchficid:in the field versus the intentions of the managers in the
regions and in headquarters. We recognize that this is a You asked us to end the elegance in engineering. I
contmumg problem. think we are kind of caught in the middle and maybe

'

Over the last fewycars we think we have made substan-
tial progress in getting people to focus on safety versus Your vendors are constantly coming to you saying: >

the paper compliance end of things. Ilut I have to say, "Well we can get you another Iwo megawatts out at this
when we go out and inspect, we expect people not to plant. We have this voy fancy compulcrcode that you ,

inspect against excellence, but to inspect for perform- can go to." So you come to us with that. We spend a lot -

anec: whether it is in the engineering arca or opera- of time Soing through it, getting into the details of it.
tions arca, whether the maintenance procedurcs arc We come back to you with a scrics of questions and .

being followed in a way that results in things being things like that, it takes a lot of time. It takes a lot of !

maintained so they are still operational after the main- cffort on both sides. I recognire you are trying to get
tenance is finished, whether it is in the design area, more power out of the machines so that it is more eco- .

whether it is the c(mtrol room operators following their nomical for you.
procedures and whether the procedures arc all right.

At the same time,it is bringing in instability to the proc-

110 wever, but when we do look at those performance ess. It is fostering that atmosphere, it is causing us to i

aspects, we tend to find that the root cause of that is an have to go back and look at reducing the level of mar- !

attitude in the management of the utility. When we gins that we do not necessarily like to do all of the time. ;

have very poor performance, the reason is-as objec-
'

tively measured-the rcanon is usualiy not striving for So, you can help us by kind of kceping a littic more con.

cxectlence in all aspects. I think that NRC manage. trol over your vendors and suppliers and getting them |

ment has picked that up and reacts to those specifics to put some stability into the process also. J

and wants to get back with you and tellyou our percep-
tions that this is an important root cause. Mr. Taylor:

Jack, I hope we have been of some help. I do not think
Mr.Taylon you feel mmpletely satisfied but, on the other hand, '

you all come in and meet with Vic or the regional ad- '

I v ould like to add, I think, Jack, you asked about-say ministrator or Tom or senior peopic in the agency and
something good about your mother in law or that type you should let your hair down,
thing on the part of the agency.

>

I realize that PUC and others are on your case very

With the improved plant performance there are many heavily, it is not a happy environment for you. Ilut you
*

speeches bemg made by senior people in the agency in certainly should take the opportunity to talk about it. If
various forums that the signs are very positive. We the staff is being onerous in a way that we ought not to
were not in that position a few years ago. We really be-we are not infallible-so do not hesitate to talk,
were not.The plants were not there collectively.1 hey You really need to talk to us about it and you need to be
are there today, and we are very pleased to see that, as specific as you can because we ought to fix it.
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NRC is a big organization too and there are sometimes We are going to spend 1,ome money on this, but we can |
miscues about what to do, spend a lot of money on it and not get much out of it if

we are not careful.
Next speaker, Don Shelton, Vice President of Toledo
Edison, Don, are you here? There he is. Don, I have So my rhetorical question is, what are you going to do

;

been saying nice things about Davis.llesse after you about it? L

came out of that big outage and had a record run. -

Mr. Taylon >

Mr. Donald C. Shelton:
I will take a shot at that. Although I have gotten out of i

, , , or down at INPO a number of folks that have real the enforcement end, it has been our intention in this ;

cxperience with design activities and that is the prepa- area that self identification and correction even of sig-
ration review of specifications, calculations, drawings is nifictmt safety items is what we would like to sec.
very, very few.

Nolxxty in this agency is going to solve this problem. It '

Today we are moving into an area for lots of good rea- will have to come out of the effort by the utilitics, par. isons. We are looking at engineering activitics and I ticularly the older plants it is going to come out of the
have a concept I would like to put out there. utility effort itself and out of the architect engineers or -

experts that you can employ.
We arc doing SSFis and Jack the other day went i
through a laundry list of all of the things we are finding It is disturbing to continue to see engineering failures
wrong; those things are wrong all right, ilut that, I such as overloaded buses, cmergency buses. I had just -

guess, is a representative characteristic of the activities been reading earlier this month of conditions where
that designed and built these hundred and some odd under an accident sequence the Class lE buses could
plants we have running ioday. be overloaded. 'Ihat is a basic clectrical issue;you are in

the electrical business. Now a lot of these issues get
As we look at things like improved safe operation and down to the very remote single. failure problems and

.

!
we are looking at our design base to make sure we un. they are not nearly as important. it is important to be
derstand what is out there and looking ahead to licens- able to be sure that in an emergency the buses will con-
ing extension, those are important activities to have tinue to supply power to the emergency equipment
handled on the engineering. I see it as kind of a new that is supposed to run and not get into some type of
growth industry, it is kind of unavoidable, overload condition.

,

!

On the other hand, given the lack of expertise and ex- I believe it will be the intent in the enforcement area to
perience of the people that may get involved in that, I encourage companics to investigate when they believe
just want to make a cautionary note: As we go out that there are engineering problems or difficultics and
there-kind oflike the severe accident business and so to find and resolve them. ;
on-we have a great epportunity to get through a com-
pliawe drill, like Frank says that we do not want to do. I just read of an incident in the last week or two in which
Or, on the other hand, to look at things that are really turbine building sump pumps that were to have both

,

significant. That is really the point I wanted to make. alarms with an automatic start feature, per the FSAR, ;
in the case of flooding of the turbine building and the

I gave Jim Sniczek last year what I consider a rather auxiliary building. Those features were not there. The '

droll package of an unauthorized modification we company self identified the problem. I can only look at
made back in 1980 at Davis llesse for which the inspec- that type of thing, flooding the turbine hall as a result
tor did not give us a violation. However, he gave us a of a service water failure, as a remote possibility, but it
violation for the calculation that went with it-for put. is possible. 'Ihe conditions were not there to alert the
ting a 1 pound gauge glass on a 1600-pound sump. Ilut, operators to a problem and to automatically start the :
when you look at the engineering that went into that pumps.

t
calculation, there is really nothing wrong with it except '

that it was not perfect. It was an important finding, and it is to the credit of the '

utility that it identified it. That is an example of the
That is the kind of thing-wrong wisdom-that, as we kinds of problems that lurk out there that you surely do
get into these activitics for the future, we have to be not want to find out about at two o' clock in the morn.
very careful we avoid. That potentially gives you a real ing. It is a credit to the utility that it was kicking and
problem with the enforcement side of your business; I saying. " wait a minute, we thought we had that. We,in

,

guess we have to work that out somchow, fact, do not and we are going to do something about it."
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I hope we can keep our enforcement sanctions in that Mr, Taylon
area in the mode of encouraging a solution. I do not !

want to dwell on this, but these problems may indeed if it does, I agree with , rom, I think it would be detri-
,

,

cause your plant to go through a very serious event. I mental to safety. We do not want to allow that. t

will tell you, though, if it goes through a serious event So if you see signs of that, I think that is another issue i
and you have design featut cs that do not wor k, then you that we would hke to hear about. Iet me see, anymore !
get in the position of havm, g to explam why thmgs did on that one from the panel? Any others? Ilill Rasin :
not wor k.,then you have to appear m front of the Com- from NUM ARC. Now we are really going to catch it,
mission and try to explam why your plant did not re- '

ri M' Hill?Espond and why, in fact, the equipment was not there.
*lhat is a very difhcult position to get into because you
end up trying to re-establish your credibility, which is a Mr. Bill Rasin:
hard job. You bet, Jim. Well fortunately Jack covered a number

*

'l'om, I did not mean to dominate that answer.1 can tell
you, though,I hate to harken the Navy experience, but I was interested, at the opening of the conference, to
we went through some of this in the early submarine hear the talk about trust and we must trust one an-
days with multiple designers and thought we had things other. I certainly have had conversations with some of
that we did not have, and it was a probicm. lixcuse me. you and with Vic Stcllo on that-that clearly we do not.

I guess, I think maybe that is almost too much to hope
Dr. Murley: for, maybe even going too far. I am not sure chould

'

emnpletely at m anok becayse w L h
No, I think that was a good answer. Let me pose the ent mens aMet nmhtmns. M ekady w
question a little more starkly because I have been hear- aw ow an cm mutualmpcet a& wor
ing it through the conference and in the halls and so an understanding as to what motivates cach of us,
forth, it is a legitimate concern. rather than the total distrust that has been displayed in

.

the past. I believe that we are making progress in that
'Ihat is, we, the NRC, now have discovered enginect- endeavor,
ing, so to speak, and the whole thrust of what we are
proposing in terms of design-basis reconstitution and You stated that the staff is trying something new and it
better support and responsibility of engineering is to is hard; it is difficult; it is not perfect. Industry is also <

Ihelp improve operations. If we start pushing on that doing that and it is hard for us and it is not perfect.
theme and then doing more SSFis and finding more
and more weaknesses, design weaknesses in the plants, I have told a lot of my colleagues that I have stumbled
that provides the opportunity for almost unlimited mis- on to the way to tell whetheryou have the right balance
chief in terms of distracting operators from operating at NUM ARC and that is for the industry and the NRC
their plant and distracting the management of the utili- to be equally upset with you. I think I am doing a great
ties from operations. job from the indications I get so far.

You mentioned that you have not heard-Jim Snic7ck
I think all I czm say is we recognize that possibility. We did-but you have not heard a lot of complaints on t
are going to do what we can to manage it so that it does backfits and yeu have not heard a lot of feedback from ;
not get out of hand. the regions who stated, "gce, you have to hear that.") .

think that is correct; you need to hear that. You know,
On the other hand, as Jim pointed out, every day we see Jim, that everything is not perfect and you are not hear- i

examples of cases where the engineering has not kept ing it because of c(meerns and those are valid concerns.
up.The plant modifications are being donc m such a
way that it is not the same plant that was designed and I have had some direct feedback from inspections that
that we licensed, l oads are being added to emergency indicated implementation of a regulatory requirement
systems, and they are not being reanalyzed. was discussed and the response was,"yes, that's what

headquarters wants and if that's what you do that's
We have a responsibility, and we are going to meet it, to worth a S Alf 3, but here's what I think really ought to
make sure that the engineering does keep up in sup- be done." We know that is going on and you have to
port operations. All I can do is give you our assurance realize that is going on. We both have to just continue
that as managers we are going to keep an cyc on engi- to work at it so that the people with the wisdom and the
necting, but we are not going to let it get out of hand so experience are the ones that really can set the require-
that it distracts operations. ments and go ahead.
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I would be interested in any ideas you have as to how we llowever, some of Ihose things, I think, have been of
can help you do that rather than simply ask the poor concern to the industry over the last couple of years,
guy in the utility to risk the wrath of his resi&:nt inspec-
tor over those things. I think we need to give that some Mr. Taylor:

| thought as an mdustry.
'Ihank you, Ilill. Tom, doyou want to take a first shot at
that?

'

From the standpoint of our work in trying to proceed to
1

resolve some of the longstanding generic issues on the
books, it is difficult to do that because we keep getting Dr. Murley:
interrupted, !,am speaking for both the staff and the I would like to ask Jim Snicick to answer most of it.mdustry, with issues that come up, short term issues.

.Ihat is the good thing about having your deputy here.
Jim is the one who pulls all this together on genetic

I wonder if we always have the right perspective on the communications and the role of CRGR and that sort of
priorities. I guess I would like to hear your thoughts thing for NRR.
with regard to the generic communications.

Ilowever, I must say that I have been somewhat trou-
'the last reorganization at the NRC certainly has mud. bled myself lately about the large increase in generic
died the waters with regard to what is a generic letter, communications, particularly information notices and
what is a bulletin, what do they each mean and who can that sort of thing.
initiate one,is the issuance of the generic communica-
tion coordinated at a high enough level, and what the Maybe Jim and my other staff can speak to this as well.
role is of CRGR in the reorganization? Our thinking has been, when we see a problem out

there to get that problem communicated as widely as
we can-1 suppose it is a " cover ycur-butt" kind of feel-

I think we all generally know these things; we know ing. You know, we got zinged very badly at 'Ihree Milewhat happened in the past. Yet, I think, the clear un-
Island because we did not tell everybodyabout a similar

derstandmg-even of someone like myself who has event at Davis llesse, which was almost the exact pre-
spent about two years now working on these things cursor,
every day-does not have a clear understanding of how
you make that distinction and what guidance you really 'that was the reason the IIOD was r.ct up.That was the
operate under m that area. reason why we do try to communicate as much as we

cim. 'lhus, there is a feeling among the staff that we
It does seem as though many times a generic communi. have an obligation when an event comes up or we find
cation . . . last year we had what we thought was a tre- some phoney equipment or whatever to get it out to the
mendously alarming increasing trend of generic com. industry,
munications. You have to understand how disruptive
that can be to the ir.dustry-1 am sure you do. I am I think maybe we need to bc a littic more introspective.

I wondering if we are not exercising too little discipline We will do that to see if this is being too disruptive. I
| in the number of generic communications that we is. guess, what I can say, is that I will commit to you that we
| sue, will examine this over the next six months. We will con.
I sider whether we are exercising, as you put it, too littic

'Ihc other point in generic communications that I discipline,

would like your thoughts on is the fact that it seems to
I do not think that is the issue. I think it has been ourus ,m a number of cases that thcre are actually new re.

quirements bemg put on the mdustry and individual h- policy, my policy, to get as much information out and to
not inhibit the flow of information.censees by generic communications. We need to have

c::re given that we are not circumventing the rulemak-
ing requirement, which does bring into account t hc wis. Mr. Snicrek:
dom of the senior element of the NRC andof the pub-
he m deciding what new requirements should be put on I think 11i11 brought up a lot of good questions and

the industry. I!rnic Rossi, be ready when I am donc, Ernic is the re.
sponsible division director.

Again, this can be a judgment. It can be hidden in terms liasically we have three generic communications: in-
of well, "no,it is not a new requirement, it 6 just a new formation notices-which were an old I&li method of
way we are going to look at what is good enough to meet communication, when 1& E existed, to get information
dn old requirement." "Ihere are some fine lines. out-bulletins. and generic letters. We are probably on

NUREG/CP-0102, Vol. I 11-8
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the trend of about 90 to 100 a year. Part of that goes I know the staff, in the last two ycars, has not disagreed 1

' back to the plenary session in which I said, "you are re- with any of the CRGR recommendations and has al- !
J: sponsible for the safety of your reactors " ways impicmented them. I think that is about it.

When we have any safety information, we do not have Mr. Taylor:
' time to analyze us applicability to every individual
. plant, so we say, "let's get the information to the utility I think Ern.ic may want to add some thoughts, j
so they can do with it what they please." We ask the ,

individual utiltics to review the information to deter- . Mr. Rossi: !

mine whether it applies to the facility. ';
Yes, I am not sure whether the comment on generic r

communications did or did not apply to information no-
' There should be abso''itely no requirements or staff tices. You might want to clarify that because what Jim

posinons m information notices. In other words, we are Sniczek said about information notices is exactly cor- !

very careful about the wording. If anyone, tells you, rect:They are to provide information and to make sure i
"well, you did not do what_this informat' ora notice that everyone knows about problems that have oc-

;

showed you should be doing, they arc wrong because curred * '

they should not be telling you that you should be doing ;

anything. It is information. It is meant to be informa- We do work closely with INPO and we also work with i

tion for you as an early warnm, g regarding a potential vendors to try to determine whether they have dissemi-
'

problem that may or may not apply to your facility 7 nated information on problems that have occurred, if
nothing more, nothmg less. The only thing we ask is we are satisfied, generally, with the information that
that you look at it to see if it applies toyour f acility; and they have disseminated, we would refrain from issuing i

tf it does, then you do whatever you think is right, an information notice under many situations.

The other two types of communications, generic letters in some cases however, even though we know a vendor
and bulletins, may or may not establish new requirc- has disseminated the information, we feel that it is im-
menu. Again, going back pre-rcorganization, before portant for us to issue an information notice to further
Apr;l D87, a bulletin was an I&E tool and the generic emphasize our concern. i
le m s basically an NRR tool.When we reorganized

'

in. r '987, we left them both on the books because Just this week we did that in the case of some differen-
'

the , n . common usage and we did not want to con- tial pressure transmitter problems where the vendor
*

< fut; O :stility.They come through Ernie Rossi's divi- had disseminated the information and so had INPO.
sion. We followed it up with an information notice to further i

cmphasize the concern and to make sure that everyone i
knew.Basically a bulletin, in most cases, is something that we

look for, for a shorter term response and it normally is
precipitated by an event at a facility. Whereas a gencric Jim Sniezek indicated that every bulletin, cvery generic ;

letter is normally used to give longer term guidance. It letter that has any kind of a requirement m, it, has to go

has something to do with a licencing action. It is nor. to CRGR and every one has gone to CRGR. |
matly the type of thing that NH R used to be invol ed in.

With respect to whether these do or do not contain new
.

requirements,let me just make one comment. I tried 1o
Occasionally generic letters and bulletings do cross make a list of things that I could think of off of the top
over: they both have to go to the Committee for Re- of my head where we have issued either generic letters
view of Generic Requtrements. or bulletins in the last year or so.

The Director, AEOD, Ed Jordan, is the chairman of I think all of these were issued not with the intent of <

that committee.'Ihc staff has to show CRG R that it is a new requirements, but because we had found problems
new requirement and that there is a cost benefit analy- with equipment or systems that are in the plant that we
sis that meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109 cach needed responses back in some form from all of the
and every time. If you ever hiok at minutes of the utilities to make sure that they had indeed fixed these
CRGR meetings, when they come out, you will see problems. let me just mention a few of those.There
many times the staff is turned around-the whole com. have been the ones on fraudulent materials, the flange

plexion of the generic requirement changes. In fact, bulletin, and circuit breakers. These bulletins were
bulletins and generic letters have been killed by the i<. sued because of actual problems that had been found
CRGR saying there is no need to go forward. with the existence of fraudulent material.
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There was a gencile letter that was issued on air sys- And what we have donc basically, we have !;. sued ge-
tems. That was issued because thes e have been a large neric letters on both of those issues and we have said, |
number of problems with the air systems."Ihcre was a ' lST programs here are some critcria to which you can i
bulletin issued on thermal stratification problems in give yourself an exemption." liasically, a genenc ex-
plants in which we had seen actual cracks in piping as a emption is what we have essentially issued through the ;

result of thermal stratification. So, there was an actual generic letter and said, "you meet these criteria you do
problem there.'Ihcre was a bulletin on power oscilla- not even have to come in and talk to us about it. Just do ,

tions in HWits. Again, that resulted from an actual it."
problem that we did not expect to occur in the plant, i

Therc ,was a bulletin Issued on some relay failures, With regard to SPDS, we have said, "we are donc quib-
- other circuit breaker failures, and, aga, , those were ts- bling with you. l lere is some information. Digest it and,m

<

sued because of actual problems. 'lhere was a bulletin then after you digest it,you decide whether or not you
'

issued on new phenomena that resulted in an actual meet NUltEG-0737, Supplement 1."
.

tube rupture m a pressunzed water reactor and, agam. -

that was issued as a result of an actual problem.
That goes back to the trust issue,in many cases,we
do not feel we were going to have to do pre-

Dr. Murley: implementation reviews. We found you to be techni-
cally and managerially competent when we issued theSo the conclusion, lirm.e, is that where there is an ac-.

license. You do it and tell usyou have donc it and that is
tual operating event or problem, we have to get those the end of it. We are not going to play this game of
out. rocking back and forth.

I guess I will reiterate my point and then also tell you
'

that we will talk to you to re-examine it. Mr. Rossi:

My point has been and my policy has been the more One more comment on generic letters. There have
ccmmunications the better. Now if that is causing dis- been some generic letters issued in the last year to in-
ruption or overloading operating staff or something form the industry of the availability of technical specifi.
like that, I guess I would like to know it. cation improvements. We would hope that those are a

true benefit to safety and to the industry. 'lhose,1
So maybe,11111, we can chat. If there is a sense in the think, are a different kind of generic letter,
industry, we can re-examine that policy.

'
Those also have gone through the CitGit, but those

Mr. Sniczek: have been issued independent of there being specific
cvents and problems, I would hope that everybody

Let me add one more thing.11rnie's listing has taught would agree that those truly benefit safety and should
me, I think, that, basically, bulletins are initiated be, also reduce resources m many cases.
cause of events or problems that we saw. Whereas the
generic letters are more, like the one we sent out last
Friday, the result of having to correct something.That Mr. Taylor:

one did not go through CitGil. It is the only one that I
I would like to thank Jack and Don Shelton and Ilillam aware of that has not gone through CitGit, the one ,

we sent out last Friday on the TMI status. Itasm for bringing these frank issues to us. You have
'

left us with some closing thoughts. With that,I will turn
to Tom who has been our host for this conference.

The other thing is, we have seen an increase this past .rmn,you have the last word.year of bulletins and generic letters. One of the big
drivers was the fraudulent materials issue--completely
unexpected. 1)r. Murley:

| The other thing is that some of the long. term actions Well, thank you. We appreciate you coming. We ap-
1 we have had on the lxeks, we have been quibbling with preciate your candid thoughts. We have all learned
I each other over SPDS for cight or nine years now. some things. I hope you all have. We will follow up on
| some of the issues that have come up throughout the
| IST programs have been a disgrace from the NitC per- conference. I think that many of you have plancs to
I spective in the way we were reviewing them and every- catch and that sort of thing so I appreciate your coming

thing had to come in for exemptions. and let us follow up on some of these items. Thanks.

NUllEG/CP-0102, Vol. I 11-10 i
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DEVELOPING A SAFETY CULTURE

by

Thomas E. Murley
Director -

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989 |
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WHAT IS A SAFETY CULTUREJ

A PREVAluNG STATE OF WIND !

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR WAYS TO IMPROVE SAFETY-

CONSTANT AWARENESS OF WHAT CAN CO WRONG-

A FEELING OF PERSONAL ACCOUNTApluTY FOR |-

SAFE OPERATION .

A FEELING OF PRIDE AND " OWNERSHIP" IN THE .
-

'

PLANT

A DISCIPLINED, CRISP APPROACH TO OPERATIONS

HIGHLY TRAINED STAFF-

CONFIDENT BUT NOT COMPLACENT- ,

FOLLOW PROCEDURES --

ICOOD TEAMWORK AND CRISP COMMUNICATIONS-

AMONG STAFF
'

INSISTENCE ON SOUND TECHNICAL BASIS FOR ACTIONS
i

PROCEDURES UP-TO DATE-

DESIGN BASIS UP TO DATE-

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION FOR PLANT CHANGES --

ALWAYS STAYING WITHIN THE DESIGN BASIS OF-

THE PLANT

RIGOROUS SELF ASSESSMENT

OPENNESS TO PROBLEMS-

FACING FACTS; BAD NEWS-
,

DEALING WITH PROBLEMS IMMEDIATELY-

i

Figure 3 (Murley)

'

HOW DOES ONE DEVELOP A SAFETY CULTURE 7 r

POLICIES MUST COME FROM THE TOPL

MUST BE SINCERE AND FORCEFULLY ARTICULATED-

ACTIONS ARE NEEDED TO SET EXAMPLES: WORDS-

ARE NOT ENOUGH

INSISTENCE OF COMPETENT MANAGERS THROUGHOUT ORGANIZATION

MAKE SURE MANAGERS UNDERSTAND SAFETY POLICY-

MAKE SURE POLICIES ARE UNDERSTOOD DOWN-

THROUGH ORGANIZATION

INSIST ON STRICT ACCOUNTABILITY FROM MANAGERS

PICK GOOD PEOPLE-

GIVE THEM CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS AND AUTHORITY-

HOLD THEM ACCOUNTABLE-

NEED A BALANCE OF STRENGTHS IN THE ORGANIZATION

PLANT MANAGER-

ENGINEERING MANAGER-

QA NANAGER-

Figure 4 (Mur!cy)
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EXAMPLES OF TWO DIFFERENT CULTURES |

PLANT A PLANT B |
| WELL-TRAINED STAFF POORLY TRAINED STAFF

PLANT SPECIFIC SIMULATOR NO PLANT SPECIFIC SIMULATOR :STAFF RIGOROUSLY Fr LLOWS STAFF DOESN'T USE PROCEDURESPROCEDURES
FULLY STAFFED MANY MANAGEMENT AND STAFF >

VACANCIES '

VERY LITTLE OVERTIME RollTINE USE OF HIGH OVERTIMEGOOD NUCLEAR WORK ethic FOSSIL PLANT CULTUREPROFESSIONAL DECORUM IN NOISY, UNDISCIPLINED CONTROL
CO,NTROL ROOM HOOM

SCRAMS EXTREMELY RARE FREQUENT SCRAMS
DILIGENT. PROBING PORC INEFFECTIVE. PRO FORMA PORCCOOD PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE RUN EQUIPMENT UNTIL IT BREAKSSHUT DOWN TO FIX SAFETY ROUTINELY OPERATE IN LCO ACTIONSYSTEMS STATEMENTS
LOW MAINTENANCE BACKLOG lilGH MAINTENANCE DACKLOGEQUIPMENT REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE FOR

LONG PERIODSCLEAN PLANT MANY HIGH RADIATION AREASSYSTEMS ENGINEERG ONSITE NO ENGINEERING SITE PRESENCE

Figure 5 (Murley)

THE POLICIES AND TONE SET BY TOP MANAGEMENT
.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS EXPERIENCC IN NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES*

SENIOR MANAGEMENT AWARENESS AND INVOLVEMENT IN PLANT*

ACTIVITIES

EXISTENCE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF A CORPORATE LEVEL NUCLEAR*

REVIEW COMM11 TEE -

* PARTICIPATION IN INDUSTRY INITIATIVES

POLICIES FOR REWARDING GOOD PERFORMANCE AND DISCIPLINING*

POOR PERFORMANCE

MANAGEMENT A1TITUDE REGARDING QUALITY ASSURANCE*

|

MANAGEMENT POLICY OF "DO IT HIGHT THE FIRST TIME"*

l

MANAGEMENT POLICY OF DEING SELF-CRITICAL*

1

COMMITMENT TO EFFECTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM (SIZE OF TRAINING i
*

STAFF. COURSES TAUGHT, AND SUCLESS OF OPERATORS IN NR.
EXAMS)

{
lRESPONSIVENESS TO NRC CONCERNS AND SUGGEST]ONS*
|

1

Vigurc 6 (Murley)
| |

|

3
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iADEQUACY OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

* CLEAR LINES OF AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY
*

DEPTH OF TALENT IN THE MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION*

ADEQUACY OF ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR OPERATIONS* ,

* TECHNICAL SELF SUFFICIENCY

Figure 7 (Murley)

\.
3

\

t

. s,

EFFECTIVENESS OF ON SITE MANAGEMENT

ATTITUDE OF MANAGEMENT AND WORKERS TOWARD ADHERENCE*

TO PROCEDURES
,

EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMUNICATIONS AMONG PLANT STAFF (DAILY*

PLANT STATUS MEETINGS)

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ON SITE SAFETY REVIEW COMMITTEE*

IN REVIEWING P1 ANT OPERATIONS

EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS*

EVIDENCE OF OUTAGES PLANNED WELL IN ADVANCE*

j. MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY REGARDING MAINTENANCE*

(PREVENTIVE vs. REACTIVE),

ADEQUACY OF POST-EVENT ANALYSIS*

AWARENESS OF OPERATIONAL EVENTS AT OTHER PLANTS*

EFFECTIVENESS OF WATER CHEMISTRY CONTROL*

EFFECTIVENESS OF ALARA PROGRAM IN THE PLANT*

MAINTENANCE OF UP-TO-DATE DRAWINGS AND RECORDS*

HOUSEKEEPING AND GENERAL APPEARANCE OF THE PLANT*

* NRC ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Figurc 8 (Murley)
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ADMIRAL RICKOVER'S CRITERIA OF MANAGEMENT COMPETENCE '

1. RISING STANDARD OF ADEQUACY
,

2. TECHNICAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY
f

3. FACING FACTS

4. RESPECT FOR RADIATION

5. THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING

6. CONCEPT OF TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY

7. CAPACITY TO LEARN FROM EXPERIENCE

Figure 9 (Murley)

!

,

SOME ROOT CAUSES OF POOR PERFORMANCE

1. COMPLACENCY

2. MANAGEMENT OVEREMPHASIS ON PRODUCTION VS SAFETY |

3. A'ITITUDE OF MINIMAL COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS

4. LACK vF ACCOUNTABILITY FOR PERFORMANCE

5. FOSSIL PLANT CULTURE

6. EXCESSIVE DEPENDENCE ON OUTSIDER 9

7. INBRED MANAGERS AND INBRED ATTITUDES

8. PLANT MANAGER BURNOUT

9. " GOOD OLD BOY" SYNDROME GOVERNING PROMOTIONS

10. ALIENATION OF OPERATIONS STAF'" FROM MANAGEMENT

Figure 10 (Murley)

i
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AREAS FOR FUTURE EMPHASIS ON
'TEVELOPING A SAr riTY CULTURE
:

!

HOW TO DEVELOP MANAGERS WITH LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL-

.- HOW TO MEEP PLANT WORKERS HIGHLY MOTIVATED AND .I
-

ATTENTIVE TO THE DETAILS OF THEIR TASKS

HOW TO KEEP OPERATORS ALERT DURING QUIET.-

MONOTONOUS TIMES ,

Figure 11 (Murley)
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THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION INTERFACE
WITil INDUSTRY GROUPS

by

James H. Sniezek '

Deputy Director -
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

8

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel -

Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989
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|M P R O VE M E NT OF OP ER ATION AL SAFETY
;

* Safe enough orgument
i

* Backslide toward inadequacy
,

* Principle of cost effective
safety im provement

Figure 1 (Sniczek)

P F O P O M S I0 lLIT Y FOR S AFETY

* li t ilit y recront.lble for r.ofoty

* NRC is re0ulator
|

| * Neod for nuclear industry safety colf ure

* Trust is foundation of NRC/ industry
rela tio n s hip

,

| NUMARC-
,

| IN P O-

|. EPRI-

NSSS Owners GroupsI -

Vendors-

Standards setting organizations-

|

| Figure 2 (Sniczek)
|

| :
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R E L ATION S HIP WITH U TILITIE S

L

License based on technical / managerial*

com petence. ;

, .

' NRC hands off, if true-

NRC octive involvement, if not true-

NRC emphasis on communicotlon of*

e x p ect a tio n s

Utility certification of performance*

:

U tilit y re s p o n sible for safety evoluotion*

i

NRC responsible to regulate*

Figure 3 (Sniczek)

R E L ATIO N S HIP WIT H flV M AR C
,

* NUM ARC focus on Generic issues

safety enhancement-

cost offective im ple m e nt atio n-

* G e nerally positive his t o ry

erosion / corrosion-

fitness for duty-

10 CFR 50.69 guidelines-

fraudulent com ponents )-

|

L *
Need for industry-wide support !

t Figure 4 (Sniezek)
!
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R E L ATIO N S ilip WITil IN P O
,

'
* Industry self ossessment and ossistance

fu n c tio n

* IN P O is not the regulator

* Peer perspective to utility octivities

* R elea se of findings to public 'i
merits of good self assessmont program-

enhance ' public confidence-

* Major INPO/ nuclear industry accomplishments.
3 trolning and occreditation i-

event response and followup-

performance im provement-

* Good perform ance results in fewer NR C
req uire m ent s

Figure 5 (Sniezek)

:

R E L ATION S HIP WITil N S S S _ OWNE R S GROUPS

* R esolution of tachnieni issues [
.

|' operational sovvy-

i technical com petency-

* P ositive e x p e rie n c e

EOP guidelines-

Tech S pec' spilt-

USI/GSI resolution-

Design reassessment-

'
* Additional attention worronted

a u t h o rity-

dupilcotton of effort-

irn p u c t of regulatory action-

Figurc 6 (Sniczek)
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R E L ATION S HIP WITH , VENDOR S ,

;

* 10 C FR 21 o p plic a bilit y ,

* E xpert kn o wle d g e and com m ens u ro t e
re s po n sibility

.

* G eneric res olu tion o f sa fe ty m atte r.s
-

r

topical reports-
,

resource conservation i-

priority NRC ottention< -

* P ositive int e rf a c e s.

allowed outoge times-

!survelliance test intervols-

'
* Utility acceptance of topical reports

.

odopt in entirety-
,

recognition of design differences-

Figurc 7 (Sniezek)

R E L ATIO N S HIP WIT H EPRI

* Research arm of industry

i * Contribution to safety and efficiency
,

! plant life extension-

erosion / corrosion guidelines-

NDE techniques-

|

; * Expertise in unique and difficult e v olu o tio n s

Figure 8 (Sniezek)
.

e

|

|
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| R E L ATIO N S HIP WIT H

STAND AR DS S E T TIN G O R G ANIZ ATIO N S

.i
* NRC supports consensus opproach

volunteers >-

h a n d s -o n . e x p e rtis e-

* NR C desires to endorse industry standards

rather thors develop regulatory standards
P

'' R equires committed utility support

* Must elim in a t e long lead tim e

Figurc 9 (Sniczek)

S UMM AR Y

,
* Most N R C /Ind u s t r y in t e rf a c e s are positive

|

* Intes f aces in u s t be s traig ht f or wa r d and
h o s . ,z e t

* R esult in o f f uctive and e f ficie n t safety
- prog ro m s

|
.

') * G reater NR C em pha sis on propor intertoces e

in the future

j- Figure 10 (Sniezek)
,

i

!

|
|
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'NRC'S OPERATING PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

by i
.

Frank J. Miraglia.
Associate Director for Inspection and Technical Assessment -

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

:

,

,

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hctel
'.

Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989

.
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NRC PERFORMANCE INDICATORS '

ANNUAL INDUSTRY AVERAGES' '

.

FOR i

.

1985 1988 '
-

:

EXCLUDING PLANTS IN :

EXTENDED SHUTDOWN MODE
i.

!

t

|,
,

l.

'

i.
,

' Source: AEOD Qtaarterly Hegiort lesued 1/09

|:
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REGULATORY REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS |
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10.C ER_50,72 ;

* APPt.lES TO HOLDERS OF OPERATING LICENSES {
* TELEPHONE NOTIFICATION TO NRC OPERATIONS |

,

CENTER .
t

* 1-HOUR OR 4-HOUR REPORTS
* REVIEWED BY EVENTS ASSESSMENT BRANCH, NRR

'
10 CFR f4.73

* APPLIES TO HOLnERS OF OPERATING LICENSES :

* WRITTEN REPORY ON EVENT !

* MUST BE SUBMITTED TO NRC WITHIN 30 DAYS j
* REVIEWED BY AEOD

,

10 CFR 21 j

* APPLIES TO HOLDERS OF CONSTRUCTION PERMITS, !

OPERATING LICENSES AND VENDORS ;

* WRITTEN REPORT ON DEFECTS ON SAFETY RELATED !
COMPONENTS OR SERVICES

* " SUBSTANTIAL SAFETY HAZARD" |
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! 10 CFR 50.55 (e)
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS I
}
l

e DEGRADATION / LOSS OF IMPORTANT SAFETY EOUIPMENT IIMULTIPLE, COMMON MODE FAILURE)
|
ie DEGRADATION OF FUEL INTEGRITY, PRIMARY COOLANT
t

PRESSURE SOUNDARY, CONTAINMENT, AND IMPORTANT i
SAFETY RELATED STRUCTURES |

.

* UNEXPECTED PLANT RESPONSE TO A TRANSIENT I

:e MAJOR TRANSIENT '
;

* SCRAM WITH COMPLICATIONS f
1

e UNPLANNED RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVITY ;

e OPERATION OUTSIDE THE LIMITS OF TECH SPEC !

e OTHER 1RFCURRING INCIDENTS. PLANT MANAGEMENT OR !
PROGRAMMATIC BREAKDOWNS) '

r
<

Figure ? (Lanning) :

i

.

PO1ENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT |EVENTS ,

l

e SOME BUT NOT ALL ELEMENTS OF SIGNIFICANT
EVENT

s

e NEW OR UNIQUE EVENT (FAILURE MODE, CAUSE, i
OR SEQUENCE PROGRESSION) I

e EVENT WITH POTENTIAL GENERIC IMPLICATIONS |"
(USUALLY INVOLVING A SPECIFIC PIECE OF !
EQUIPMENT OR PROCEDURE) i

i

e AN EVENT WPICH DOES NOT CONFORM TO KNOWN
DESIGN!CPLRATION FEATURES

L
e OTHER (SUPERVISOR'S JUDGMENT, MANAGEMENT '

INQUIRY, RECURRING SYMPTOMATIC EVENTS)

Vigurc 8 (Lanning)
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EVENT NOT UNDERSTOOD

e MISSING INFORMATION COULD RESULT !

IN SIGNIFICANT CLASSIFICATION |
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e DIFFERENCES IN DESIGN, TECHNICAL ,

SPECIFICATIONS, ETC. j
Vigure 9 (Lanning) \
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,

Figure 10 (Lanning)
i
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NRC'S PROGRAM FOR Tile EVALUA' LION L

OF OPERA' LING EXPERIENCE ;

by

C. J, lleltemes, Jr., Deputy Director ;
Office for Analysis and Evaluation

:
of Operational Data :

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

9

W

i
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,
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I

SOURct$ OF OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE ;

t

i i

4 OPERAllONS CENTER TELEPHONE CALLie [

PUR5UANT TO 10 CFR $0.72-
.

!

-

0 REGIONAL OFFICE DAILY REPORT $ ,
, ,-

r

0 INSPECTION REPORTS

:

4 LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (LERS)
iPUR$UANT TO 10 CFR 50.75-

,

4 NUCLEAR PLANT RELIABILITY DATA SYSTEMS (NPRDS)
'

OPERATED BY INPO*

0 FOREIGN REPORTS
,

,

0 SPECIAL REPORTS
,.

Figure 1 (Heltemes)
:

;

i

.

,
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CURRENT NRC RE PORTING REQUIREMENTS !

! ;

i

! !

4 APPLIES EQUALLY TO ALE OPERAllla NUCLE.AR POWER PLANTS j

f
4 NINIM12E5 EXISTING REQUIPEMENTS To REPORT EVENTS THAT ARE NOT INDIVIDUALLY SIGNIFICANT

c

i

e REQUIRES REPORTING OF POTENTIALLY SIGDIFICANT EVENTS [
ACTt,AY10NS 07 Rf ACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM*

,

'ACTut.TIONS OF OTHER ENGINEERED S VETY FEATURES-

LOSSE3 0F SAFETY FUNCTION AT SYSTEM LEVEL*

SIGNIFICANT SY6TEMS INTEkACTIONS*

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION VIOLATIONS*
,

fiMTERNAL AND EXTERNAL THREATS TO PLANT SAFEYY*

,

4 EEr. REPORTS CONTAIN DETAILED NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF REPORTA8LE EVENTS !

!
O COORDINATES LER REPORTING AND RELA 1ED REPORTING REQUIREMENTS I

Figure 2 (Helteme,5)
,

PERCENTAGE OF EERS BY REPORTING REQUIREMENT

|

!

i

PERC(NT

50.73(A)(2)(IV) RPS/ESF ACTUATION lo!

$0.73(A)(2)(1) TS SHUTDOWN OR TS V10LAT10N 40

50.73(A)(2)(V) REAL OR POTENTlAL LOSS OF A SAFETY SYSTEN 8 ;

$0.75(A)(2)(ll) UNANALYZED CONDITIONS 7
P

$0.73(A)(2)(Vil) FAILURES IN MULTIPLE SYSTENS $ ]

$0.7)(A)(2)(lli) EXTERNAL THREAT (1 [
!

$0.7)(A)(2)(X) INTERNAL THREAT (1 ;

i

50.75(A)(2)(Vill)(A) AIRBORNE ACTIVITY RELEASE 0 <

50.75(A)(2)(Vill)(B) LIQUID [FFLUENT 0 !

'

Figure 3 (Heltcmes)
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|

{|{XAMPL ES OF PE PORT I NG PROBLEMS
!

6

0 EQUIPMENT FAILURES INDICATING A POTENTIAL GENERIC PROBLEM OR COMMON CAUSE !

EXAMPLEt DAMAGED CABLES IN MULTIPLE SYSTEMS

SCRAM $0LEN01D PROBLEMS CAUSE MULTIPLE ROD 5 TO HAVE EXCESSIVE |
SCPAM TIMES i

;

|
:

9 INCONFLETE REPORTeng |

EXAMPLES: SCRAM REFOR1 DID NJT NOTE THAT SEVERAL RODS l AILED 10 INSERT-

STEAM GENERA f0R TU6E RUPTURE REPORTED WITH 1.EAK RATE :

UNDERE$flMATED BY THREE TIMEF
I

:| |

4 $ TATE / LOCAL GOVERNMENTS NOTIFIED OR MEDIA INTEREST ;

i
EXAMPLE: LEAK OUTSIDE PRIMARY CONTAINMENT-

MEDIA COVERAGE OF EVACUATION OF PLANT AREA

Figure 4 (Heltemes) i

i

!

AEOD Analysis and Evaluation Program }
{

!

~ "
9 us. evALWA,9005 V i

< :
e- -

< > t > t > t , ,

. A4/ses, fi.'peet. i

* Po.ser Reester twente |

i

! SUPPLEM00ffAL ),,,, .
COMPUTRA _

SATA ;,
ssAmenM e l" 0 M.vw.

"
*3:2 2,2 , '.'.....I e4 .,* , m

- * .e M. mv

cm euens
* GEllE44Tituy

' * ' * " ' * * * " * "

.
.

c . Men.,-
.ti c n.

.

l***"""**

Vigure 5 (Heltemes)
1
I
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:

TYPICAL ALOD CRITERIA FOR ID(NilFYING $AFETY $1GNIFICANT EVENTS '

'h ,

i
,

1. EVEN) $EQUENCE NOT PREVIOU$lY ANALY2ED OR COULD SE FAR MORE FERIOUS W11H CREDIBLE |

AL1ERNAT1VE COND1TIONS

,

2. $YSTEM IN1EkACTION RESULTING FRON A PREVIOUSLY UNRECOGNIZED INTERDEPENDI.NCE OF

$Y$1 ENS AND CCutPONENTS,

3. INPROPER OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, OR CsESIGN THAT HAS OR COULD CAUSE COMMON *

CAU$E/Ct m MODE FAILUflE OF A SAFETY SYSTF.N ,

i

te . UNEXPECTLD SYSTEN OR COMPONENT PERFORMANCE WITH SERIOUS SAFETY IMPLICATIOtt$ OR '

RADIATION RELEA$E I

$. MULTIPLE FAILURES (INCLUDING PERSONNEL ERROR $) OCCURRED IN THE EVENT

6. EQUlPMENT FAILURES (PARTICULARLY NONSAFETY EQUIPMENT) THAT CAUSED SERIOUS TRAN$lENTS i

AND CHALLENGES TO $AFETY $YSTEM

Figure 6 (Heltemes)

.

$1GNIFICANT EVENT CtNSIDERATIONS
,

,

0 WHAT HAPPENED?

8 WHY DID IT HAPPEN? |

0 $HOULD |T HAVE HAPPENED?

8 HA$ IT HAPPENED BEFORE? '

4 WHAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED?

0 WHAT CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ARE NEEDED?-

Figurc 7 (Heltemes)

i
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'

?

!

!

,

1

AtOO PRODUCTS ;

i
L

!

i

0 1ECitNICAL REPORTS

CASE STUOY RLPORTS **

.
*

ENGlWEERING EVALUATION REPORTS*

TECHNICAL REV)EW REPORTF- j*

'
TREkD AND PATTERN RfPORTS-

SPECIAL STL,0Y KEPORTS- .

!
'

8 ABNORMAL OCCURRENCE REPORTS TO CONGRESS
!
i

e POWER REACTOR EVENT PUBLICATION [

t

0 LER MONTHLY COMPILATION REPORTS

!
'

O REPORTS OF U.S. EVENTS TO THE NEA.lRS
!

4 1985 ANNUAL REPORTt

\ i
1

0 OUTPUT FRON OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE DATA BASES j
i

Figure 8 (#citemes) ;

,

I

'
|

{

| I

1

{
1

'
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_I NC I DINT INVESTIGATION PRit. RAM
t
>

r

08JfCTIVf$ ,

!
!

I

{e CONDUCT A T IMELY, eHOROUGH, SYSTEMATIC AND FORMAL. INVESTIGAflON OF SIGNIFICANT

EVT.NT S , ;

[

f
4 COL LLCT, ANALY7E, AND DM* TENS F AC~f t. A t. INForMATION AND DETEP.MINE CAUSES AND -

CONDiTSONS, ;

Fignre 9 Ole:temes)

!

CSNCEPT.OF NPLjNJ g 7 INVFSTIGATlON PROGRA?t i

!

$ PROGRAM HAS TWO NLW INITIATIVES

I

EVENTS WITH CLEAR AND SERIOUS IMPLICATIONS REGARDING $AFETY !-

INTEROFFICE, INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM l$ ESTABLl$HED BY $ENIOR MANAGEMENT h--

LAND SENT PROMPTLY TO THE $1TE

06JECTIVE l$ TO DETERMINE WHAT HAPPENED AND THE PRINCIPAL CAUSES AS TO--

WHY IT HAPPENED, AND TO DEVELOP FINDING $ AND CONCLU$10N$ FOR POb$1BLE ,

FOLLOW-ON ACTIONS
'

TEAM l$ TO FOCU$ ON THE EVENT AND WILL NOT NORMALLY: (1) IDENTIFY AND-*

ANALYZE ALL OF THE 'WHAT IF* QUESTION $; (2) REVIEW THE OVERALL DE$1GN

OR REGULATORY BASE FOR THE PLANT; OR (3) DETERMINE POS$1BLE VIOLATIONS |
r

OF NRC REQUIREMENTS

EVENTS WITH LES$ER $1GNIFICANCE BUT WITH POTENTIAL IMPORTANT $AFETY LES$0N$ .-

TECHNICAL PF.R$0NNEL FROM HEADQUARTER $ OFFICES WILL AUGMENT REGIONAL*-

INVESTIGATION

POTENTIAL GENERIC ASPECTS AND IMPLICATIONS ARE CONSIDERED- ,

Figure 10 (Heltemes)
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[

At)CWENTED sNCIDENT 5
'INSPECTION lttvCsilGATION i

TEAusTCAWS
..

'

. i
'

' usNec j
INCIDT.NV

IMfVCBTIOAflON -%'
fPROGRAW

Normolly Aotivoted i| Activated I I | 'bys EDO

>

!

!

w Team i
**"*" * I Leader I ii

SES I
t

j

[

l
' Teem Slee Team Slee |

ne l I winimum I '

uinimom 4-s .:
t

'

| |

! Figure 11 (Heltemes) !
: !

;

i
:

-

!

| |
i
)

,
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!

OPE R AT IONAL EXPFRIENCE REVIEW PRCCR AM

,

O EMPHA$l$ ON ROOT CAUSE IDENTIFICATION. EFFECTIVE CORRECTIVE ACTION TO l'kEVENT ,

R2CL/RRENCE DEPEND $ UPON A 4'L EAR VNDFAS EANDING OF WHAT HAPPEf?FD AND, 'e2W1 !
IMPORTANTLY, WH?.

,

ANALY$l$ livVOtVES COkPREHEN$1VE AND INTERDl%Ci *LINAR/ APH.OACH.*

t

COMPONENT FAllDRES ANALY$15 DETERNitet$ UNUERLYlhG CAUSE($) FLR FAltUAE,*

NOT .IU$T WHAT f AI E ED. I

ANALY$$$ CONT ~ NUEG UNTIL THERE t$ HIGH CohrIDENCE THAY CORktCTIV: ACTION- .

l$ SUFFICl[NT TO PREVEN' LECURRENCE. ,

*
,

!

O BROAD VIEW TO NOT ONLY ASSURE THAT EVENTS OR FAILURES WILL kOT RECUR, B01 AL$0

THAT GENERIC IMPLICATIONS ARE ADDRESSED FOR OTHER $YSTEMS OR LOCATIONS AND !

OTHER UNITS.
|

f

9 FEED BACK OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE TO LICENSED OPERATOR $ AND TECHNICIANS. I

RECOGNillNG THAT FEEDBACK NEEDS TO BE $ ELECTIVE 50 THAT PER$DNNEL ARE NOT
'-

ROUTINELY OVERWHELMED BY VOLUME OR EXTRANEOU$ INFORMATION.

9 FEEDBACK TO OTHER$ VI A AVAILABLE SYSTEMS l$ TIMELY AND COMPLETE :

LER$ AND OTHER NOTIFICATlDNS ARE DETAILED AND CLEAR.*

COMPONLNT DATA REPORTING VIA NPRD$ 15 ACCURATE AND COMPLETE.-

Figure 12 (Heltemes)
1

!

I
!

|

1

l
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE SESSION j
'

by
t

Charles E. Rossi, Director |
Division of Operational Events Assessment ;

(P Office of Nuclear Reactor Regelation |i

; U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission }., . 7 ,
1.,

nnd ],.

b, NRC GENEKlC COMMUNICATIONS ''

.,

by ;,7
.

f Cart 11. llerlinger !
Generic Communicat ons llranch ';i

Division of Operational Events Assessment !

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -!
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ;

i

!
!

,,! |

|
:

For Presentation at the NRC !

Regulatory Information Conference |
The Mayflower liotel t,

Washington, D.C. !
l

L April 18-20,1989 i

i

.' $

c ;

|

L |
, i

!
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| NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS

I

'

MAJOR TOPICS
;

!

i
'

PROCESS OF SCREENING AND REVIEWING OPERATIONAL SAFETY DATA
*

!

;

!
DISCUSSION ON 10 CFR PART 21 AND 50.55(E) REPORTS AND AE0D

*

;

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SVGGESTIONS ;

i

:
t

*
IDENTIFYING POTENTIALLY GENERIC SAFETY SIGNIFICANT AND ,

GENERIC ISSUES

!

*
PROCESS OF DETERMINING NEED T0 ISSUE GENERif COMMUNICATION

!

DIFFERENT TYPES AND PURPOSES OF NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS !*

:

EXAMPLES OF NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS |
*

Figure 1 (Berlinger)
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1

NRC GENERIC COPNUNICATIONS I

:
,

OPERAT10!lAL SAFETY DATA {
:

i

OPERATIONAL SAFETY DATA IS ROUTINELY SCREENED AND REVIEWED BY [*

NRC STAFF AND INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING TYPE OF REPORTS AND !

NOTIFICATIONS
s

P(~
;

REPORTS AND NOTIFICATIONS REQUIRED BY THE FOLLOWING NRC-

REGULATIONS: 10 CFR PART 21, 10 CFR 50.55(E), 10 CFR ;

50.72, AND 10 CFR 50.73 i

"
DAILY REPORTS SUBMITTED BY THE REGIONAL OFFICFS-

|

|CASE STUDIES, SPECIAL REPORTS, AND ENGINEERih0 EVALVA--

TIONS PREPARED BY AE0D AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS |

AND SUGGESTIONS

:

NRC INSPECTION REPORTS PREPARED BY NRC STAFF AND-
,

CONTRACTORS ;
|

| POTENTIALLY GENERIC SAFETY QUESTIONS IDENTIFIED BY-

!
REGIONAL STAFF ;

!NUCLEAR INDUSTRY REPORTS (INP0 SERs, SOERs, AND OtMRs, .
-

VENDOR SERVICE LETTERS, AND GENERAL ELECTRIC

GERMANE-TO-SAFETY REPORTS) ;

REPORTS OF OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE AT FOREIGN NUCLEAR i-

FACILITIES

Vigure 2 (Berlinger)

|
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|
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i

NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS !
;

SCREENING AND REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY DATA j

i
!

EVENTS ASSESSMENT BRANCH IN 00EA IS RESPONSIBLE FOR C00RDI-*

NATING THE SHORT-TERM ASSESSMENT OF 10 CFR 50.72 NOTIFICA- |

TIONS AND REGIONAL DAILY REPORTS !

GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS BRANCH IN DOEA IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ;
*

SCREENING, REVIEWING, AND ENSURING THE CLOSE OUT OF 10 CFR f

PART 21 NOTIFICATIONS, POTENTIALLY GENERIC 10 CFR 50.55(E) !

REPORTS, AND POTENTIAL GENERIC SAFETY OUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY

REGIONAL STAFF

;

THE OFFICE FOR ANAL.YSIS AND EVAt.UAT10N 0F OPERATIONAL DATA IS |
*

PESPONSIBLE FOR SCREENING AND REVIEWING 10 CFR 50.73 LICENSEE ;,

EVENT REPORTS, VARIOUS INDUSTRY REFORTS, AND FOREIGN OPERA-
|

TIONAL EVENTS TO IDENTIFY TRENDS AND PATTERNS IN OPERATIONAt.

EXPERIENCE i
i

IF ADDITIONAL OR SPECIALIZED REVIEW IS REQUIRED ON AN EVENT i
*

TO DETERMINE ITS SIGNIFICANCE, THE EVENT MAY BE TRANSFERRED !

BY THE OFFICE HAVING LEAD REVIEW RESPONSIBILITY TO ANOTHER

BRANCH FOR REVIEW AND LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP

REGIONAL AND RESIDENT INSPECTOR STAFF SUPPORT REVIEW 0F |*

OPERATIONAL SAFETY DATA BY ENSURING TilAT INFORMATION RECEIVED !

BY HEADQUARTERS IS ACCURATE AND TIMELY 1

1

REGIONAL AND RESIDEllT INSPECTOR STAFF ARE ALSO COGNIZANT TO )*

SERIES OF SIMILAR OR RELATED EVENTS THAT WHEN REVIEWED

TOGETilER MAY BE POTENTI ALLY GENERIC AND SAFETY SIGNIFICANT
'

| Vigurc 3 (Berlinger)
l
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NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS

POTENT!AllV SAFETY SIGNIFICANT AND GENERIC ISSUES

i
|

NRR MAY TAKE ONE OR HORE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS ONCE AN !

ISSUE IS DETERMINED TO BE POTENTIALLY SAFETY SIGNIFICANT AND |
GENERIC ,

CONSULTS W1TH VENDORS OR INDllSTRY ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS !-
'

INPO, NUMARC, OR YENDOR GROUPS TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE

1NDUSTRY HAS TAKEN OR IS PLANNING TO TAKE ANY ACTIONS TO ;

APDPESS YHE ISSUE
i

!$ SUES AN NRC INFOPp.ATION NOTICE, SulLETIN, OR GENERIC I-

LETTER
,

f[PROVIDES INPUT TO AND COORDINATES WITH THE ACTIVITIES Of-

AE0D

PROVIDES INPUT TO PROGRAMS HANDLED BY OFFICE OF NUCLEAR :
-

REGULATORY RESEARCH SUCH AS NPC GENERIC ISSUES PROGRAM, |
tREGULATORY GUIDES, AND REGULATIONS

FORWARDS THE ISSUE TO THE DIVISION OF REACTOR PROJECTS !-

IN NRR FOR POSSIBLE LICENSING ACTIONS (WHEN ISSUE :
'

APPLICABLE TO LIMITED NUMBER OF PLANTS)

:

REQUESTS THE PREPARATION OF REGIONAL TEMPORARY
'

-

INSTRUCTIONS !

FORWARDS ISSUE TO OTHER OFFICE RESPONSil;lE FOR SPECIFIC-

PROGRAM AREAS ,

Vigure 4 (flerlinger)

:
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NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS
'

|

i

DETERMINATION TO ISSUE NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATION !

!

!

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM IS TO !
*

ENSURE THAT ALL UTILITIES THAT MAY BE AFFECTED BY GENERIC
SAFETY ISSUE ARE NOTIFIED AND THAT APPROPRI ATE ACTIONS ARE '

TAKEN TO PREVENT ITS RECURRENCE i

|

MOST COMMON RESPONSE BY NFC 10 GENERIC SAFETY SIGNIFICANT I
*

FROBLEMS INCLUDE ISSUING INFORMATION NOTICES, Bull.ETINS, AND i

GENERIC LETTERS i
-

,

'
, _ NRC MAY SEND lWDIVIDUAL LETTERS ONLY TO THOSE PLANTS POSSIBLY ;

AFFECTED BY A SAFETY .tSSUE THAT MAY NOT BE WIDESPREAD ;

*

THE TYPE OF NRC COMMUNICATION TO BE ISSUED DEPENDS ON THE >

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ISSUE, GENERIC APPLICABILITY, I

URGENCY OR NEED TO TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION, AND ACTIONS TAKEN i

BY INDUSTRY TO ADDRESS ISSUE

*

NRC CONSULTS AND COORDINATES WITH INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS SUCH
AS INPO, NUMARC, AND OWNERS GROUPS TO DETERMINE 1F INDUSTRY i,

IS TAKING APPROPRIATE ACTIONS TO ADDRESS SPECIFIC EVENT OR !
ISSUE

|
*

IN MOST CASES, NRC WILL NOT ISSUE GENERIC COMMUNICATION ON AN

EVENT OR ISSUE IF VENDORS OR INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS HAVE !

APPROPRIATELY INFORMED ALL AFFECTED PLANTS, UNLESS ADDITIONAL

REGULATORY CONCERNS ARE IDENTIFIED !

Vigure 5 (Berlinger)
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NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS ;

E i

INFORMATION NOTICES
,

!

t

INFORMATION NOTICES ARE USED TO NOTIFY LICENSEES AND CON-*
,

STRUCT10N PERMIT HOLDERS OF PROBLEMS THAT COULD AFFECT THEIR

FACILITIES AND GENERALLY DESCRIBES ONE OR MORE RELATED EVENTS

T'

INFORMATION NOTICES MAY DELINEATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN BY
*

ONE OR MORE UTILITIES, BUT NEITHER ENDORSES ACTIONS TAKEN BY

UTILITIES NOR PRESCRIBES ANY SPECIFIC ACTIONS FOR ADDRESSEES .

,

TO TAKE
,

,

l EXPECTATION BY NRC IS THAT ADDRESSEES WILL REVIEW INFORMATION*

NOTICE, DETERMINE APPLICABILITY OF PROBLEMS TO THEIR FACIL1- -

'

TIES, AND IF APPLICABLE, DETERMINE APPROPRIATE CORRECTIVE

ACTIONS
:

INFORMATION NOTICES ARE SOMETIMES ISSUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER AN
*

EVENT TO ALERT THE INDUSTRY OF THE EVENT AND TO INFORM THEM

THAT THE NRC IS CONSIDERING FURTHER REGULATORY ACTION

Figure 6 (Berlinger)
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NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS
'

BULLETINS .

*
BULLETINS MUST BE APPROVED BY NRC COMMITTEE TO REVIEW GENERIC
REQUIREMENTS (CRGR)

* BULLETINS DESCRIBE " '? MORE RELATED EVENTS OR PROBLEMS [

F

*
BULLETINS REQUEST THAT ADDRESSEE 9 PERFORM SPECIFIC ACTIONS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH NRC ESTABLISHED dCHEDULE

*
BULLETINS REQUIRE THAT ADDRESSEES CONFIRM THAT THE ACTIONS *

RE0 VESTED BY NRC HAVE BEEN COMPLETED OR WILL BE IMPLEMENTED
AS REQUESTED

BULLETINS MAY ALSO REQUIRE ADDRESSEES TO SUBMIT SPECIFIC
*

|

INFORMATION REGARDING THE ACTIONS TAKEN

'

1

*

BULLETIN RESPONSES ARE SOMETIMES SYSTEMATICALLY REVIEWED BY
NRC TO DETERMINE THE NEED FOR FURTHER REGULATORY ACTION,

L WHILE OTHER RESPONSES ARE REVIEWED ON A SAMPLE BASIS
|

IF AN ADDRESSEE FAILS TO PERFORM A BULLETIN REQUESTED ACTION
*

OR TAKES EXCEPTION TO A REQUEST, THE NRC MAY ISSUE AN ORDER

Figure 7 (Berlinger)

,
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NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS ,

)

7 ~
GENERIC LETTERS

i

GENERIC LETTERS ARE SIMILAR TO BULLETINS, HOWEVER, IN SOME* -

'
CASES THEY MAY REQUEST THAT ADDRESSEES DEVELOP APPROPRIATE
PLANT-SPECIFIC CORRECTIVE ACTIONS, WITHIN STATED GENERAL f

IGUIDELINES, AND TO SUBMIT THEM TO NRC FOR APPROVAL

GENERIC LETTERS ARE GENERALLY APPROVED BY COMMITTEE TO REVIEW ;
*

GENERIC REQUIREMENTS (CRGR) ,

!

GENERIC LETTERS DESCRIBE ONE OR MORE RELATED EVENTS AND* '

REQUEST.THAT CERTAIN ACTIONS BE TAKEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH AN t

NRC ESTABLISHED SCHEDULE

,

!- GENERIC LETTER RESPONSES ARE SOMETIMES SYSTEMATICALLY RE-*

VIEWED BY NRC TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS NEED FOR FURTHER |

REGULATORY ACTIONS, WHILE OTHER RESPONSES ARE REVIEWED ON A
i SAMPLE BASIS

IF AN ADDRESSEE FAILS TO PERFORM A GENERIC LETTER REQUESTED*

ACTION OR TAKES EXCEPTION TO A REQUEST, THE NRC MAY ISSUE AN ,

ORDER

Figurc 8 (Berlinger)
.

|
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NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS
,

EXAMPLES

:

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO, 87-34, " SINGLE FAILURES IN AUXil-*

IARY FEEDWATER SYSTEMS," DATED JULY 24, 1987
.

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO 87-28, " AIR SYSTEMS PROBLEMS AT*

U.S. LIGHT WATER REACTORS," DATED JUNE 22, 1987

tlRC GENERIC LETTER 88-14, " INSTRUMENT AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM*

PROBLEMS AFFECTING SAFETY-RELATED EQUIPMENT," DATED AUGUST 8,

1988 e

NRC'INFORMATION NOTICE NO, 89-26, " INSTRUMENT AIR SUPPLY TO*

SAFETY-RELATED EQUIPMENT," DATED MARCH 7, 1989

,

* NRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO, 38-46, " LICENSEE REPORT OF
DEFECTIVE REFURBISHED circuli BREAKERS," AND SUPPLEMENTS 1

AND 2

|

L NRC BULLETIN NO, 88-10, " NONCONFORMING MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT [
*

! BREAKERS," DATED NOVEMBER 22, 1988

* NRC BULLETIN N0. 88-03, " INADEQUATE LATCH ENGAGEMENT IN HFA
TYPE LATCHING RELAYS MANUFACTURED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC," DATED

MARCH 10, 1988

Figurc 9 (Berlinger)
|

|
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NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS

CONCLUSION

.

:
.

NRC PROGRAM FOR SYSTEMATICALLY REVIEWING OPERATIONAL SAFETY
'*

DATA AND FOR INFORMING NUCLEAR INDUSTRY OF SIGNIFICANT ISSUES

PROVIDES REASONABLE ASSURANCE THAT THE INDUSTRY IS KEPT

INFORMED OF THESE ISSUES AND THAT STEPS ARE TAKEN TO PREVENT

THEIR RECURRENCE
h

1. b

NRC GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS HAVE PROVEN TO BE EFFECTIVE .

-'
*

'

FEEDBACK MECHANISMS TO MAINTAIN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY INFORMED
'

0F THESE SIGNIFICANT ISSUES AND TO ENHANCE THE LEVEL OF

|:
SAFETY AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Figure 10 (Berlinger)

|..
l.

|
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ROOT-CAUSE ANAL.YSIS OF OPERATING PROBLEMS
,

,

by

Malcolm L Ernst, Deputy Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 11

i

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel i

Washington, D.C. !

April 18-20,1989

|

1

|

i

|

|

l
|
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REGULATORY BASIS FOR

ROOT-CAUSE ANALYSIS

10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B, CRITERION XVI

" MEASURES SHALL BE ESTABLISHED TO ASSURE
THAT CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO QUALITY, SUCH
AS FAILURES, MALFUNCTIONS, DEFICIENCIES,
DEVIATIONS, DEFECTIVE MATERIAL AND
EQUIPMENT, AND NONCONFORMANCE ARE PROMPTLY'

IDENTIFIED AND CORRECTED. IN THE CASE OF
SIGNIFICANT CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO QUALITY,
THE MEASURES SHALL ASSURE THAT THE CAUSE
OF THE CONDITION IS DETERMINED AND CORRECTIVE
ACTION TAKEN TO PRECLUDE REPETITION...."

Figure 1 (Ernst)
e

:

DEFINITION

ROOT-CAUSE ANALYSIS -

THE METHOD BY WHICH THE MOST BASIC CAUSE OF
AN EVENT IS DETERMINED IN ORDER TO BEST
PREVENT PECURRENCE.

|
|

|
'

CRITERIA FOR A ROOT CAUSE -

UPON REMOVAL OF THE CAUSE, REPEATED EVENTS*

,,

DO NOT OCCUR OR ARE MUCH LESS LIKELY TOp
OCCUR.

CAUSE MUST BE WITHIN MANAGEMENT'S CONTROL
*

TO CORRECT.

Figure 2 (Ernst)
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IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD ROOT-
CAUSE PROGRAM t

SAFETY BENEFITS
* '

>

*
DECREASES LIKEllH00D OF REPETITIVE OCCURENCES
RESULTING IN REACTOR TRANSIENTS OR SAFETY SYSTEM
CHALLENGES. :

!
* MINIM 12ES LIKELIHOOD OF SEVERE CORE DAMAGE, GIVEN-

A SAFETY SYSTEM CHALLENGE.
* INDICATOR THAT A LICENSEE IS THOROUGH, OBJECTIVE,' *

AND A SELF-EVALUATOR.

*
ECONOMIC BENEFITS
*

REDUCES UNNECESSARY OUTAGE TIME '

*
INDUSTRY BENEFITS '

*
FEEDBACK

Figure 3 (Ernst)

EXAMPLES OF RECENT ROOT-
CAUSE ANALYSIS

1. MULTIPLE FAILURES OF SILICON-BRONZE CARRIAGE HEAD BUSS
BAR BOLTS

1

L

2. NUMEROUS FAILURES OF THE HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT
INJECTION SYSTEM

|

|. 3. REPEATED EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURES

L

4. FAILURE OF REDUNDANT CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES TO
CLOSE ON DEMAND

Figure 4 (Ernst)
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EXAMPLE 2: NUMEROUS FAILURES OF HPCI |

SITUATION

NUMEROUS OPERABILITY PROBLEMS HAD BEEN
*

IDENTIFIED WITH HPCI

NUMEROUS " FIXES" OVER A SEVERAL YEAR PERIOD
*

-

RECENT HPCI INJECTION FAILURE DUF TO A*

HPCI TURBINE TRIP-
',

INJECTION- FAILURE DUE TO PUMP TRIP FROM* '

LOW SUCTION PRESSURE DURING STARTUP

( gj lS_Q N S L E A R N E D L
|

| .

NUMEROUS ISSUES RELATED TO HPCI SYSTEM
t

*
|

CLOUDED REAL ROOT CAUSE.

HPCI SSFI CONDUCTED BY LICENSEE, BUT
*

,

RECOMMENDATIONS NOT AGGRESSIVELY PURSUED.

* MAJOR QUESTIONS REGARDING RELIABILITY OF
SAFETY EQUIPMENT SHOULD DE COMPREHENSIVELY
ADDRESSED WITH A TEAM APPROACH.

,

Figure 5 (Ernst) ;
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EXAMPLE II: FAILURE OF REDUNDANT CONTAINMENT i,

ISOLATION VALVES TO CLOSE
;

SITUATION
*

PREVIOUS PROBLEMS WITH ASCO SOLEN 0ID VALVES
t

*
BEGAN TESTING AND TRENDING VALVE PERFORMANCE

*
FOUR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES FAILED
TO CLOSE UPON RECEIPT OF AN AUTOMATIC SIGNAL

,' *
LICENSEE IMMEDIATELY FORMED INVESTIGATION TEAM

*
THE VENDOR CONTACTED TO PEPFORM AN INVESTIGATION

ROOT CAUSE
*

FAILURE OF SOLEf40lD VALVES DUE TO STICKING
OF' LOWER DISK TO LOWER SEAT

*
CAUSE WAS ACCELERATED OXIDATION OF EPDM
SEAT WHEll IN CONTACT WITH LOWER COPPEP SEAT

CORRECTIVE ACTI0t S
"

*
SHORT TERM - CYCLING VALVES AT INCREASED FREQUENCY
UllTIL REPLACEMENTS COMPLETED

*
LONG TERM - REPLACEMENT OF EPDM SEATS WITH VITCON

[ Figure 6 (Ernst)
L

|.L

|

L

|
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'

ROOT-CAUSE " TRAPS"

|

ASSUMING THE IDENTIFIED PROBLEM IS THE CAUSE !
*

:

,

*
BLAMING THE CIRCUMSTANCE ON PERSONNEL ERROR WHEN
THE INDIVIDUAL MAY HAVE BEEN SET UP TO FAIL

*
JUMPING TO CONCLUSIONS

!

OVERKILL - TAKING S0 MANY ACTIONS TO ADDRESS THE*

!PROBLEM THAT THE CAUSE IS NEVER KNOWN

,

*
DELAYING RESOLUTION UNTIL AN 0U7. '

,

*
LOW MAINTENANCE PRIORITIZATI'.

Figure 7 (Emst)

|

MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT

|
IS THE KEY

| ASSURES PROPER ATTENTION IS PLACED ON*

| SAFETY IMPORTANT EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS

ASSURES PROPER EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON :
*

LEARNING FROM PAST EXPERIENCE
'

*
ASSURES FEEDBACK OF ROOT - CAUSE
DETERMINATIONS IS FACTORED INTO ALL

'

ASPECTS OF PLANT OPERATIONS

ASSURES PERFORMANCE IE TRENDED TO MEASURE
'

WHETHER BASIC ROOT CAUSES ARE FOUND

Figure 8 (Emst)
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llANDLING OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE
f AND

'

DRY CASK STORAGE
''

by

Robert M. Bernero, Director i

Office of Nuclear Material Safety
'

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

7
-

,

(
For Presentation at the NRC

Regulatory Information Conference
,

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989 i

.
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HANDLING OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE AT PLANT SITES !

|
,

i

I* 10 CFR 90.811 requires waste generators to meet waste
wasto characteristics requirements of to CFR 81

+ STRUCTURAL STABILITY is an important waste characteristic
of Cisee o a C waste

,

m |

'

Figure 1 (Bernero)
1

STRUCTURAL STABILITY

e STA8LE WASTE
|

e e PROCESSING TO A STABLE FORM
'\.. ,

* HIGH4NTEGRITY CONTAltlER OR STRUCTURE ,

Figure 2 (Bernero)
e

TOPICAL REPORTS
#

* 30 SUBMITTED ON VASTE FORMS AND HIGH4NTEGRITY CONTAINERS
,

* APPROVED ,

- 3 High latogrity Container Designe'

I, ' - 3 Solidification Medle

* OTHER ACTIONS
|o - 3 Topical Reporte Not Approved

- 10 Revleu Discontinuedi :

- 8 Reviews Still Ongoing
- 3 Withdrawnjq.

f * HIGH-INTEGRITY CONTAINERS NOT APPRCVED
High-Denelty Polyethylene Deelens

'

* REVIEWS ONGOING,

= 6 Topical Reports on Coment Solidification Media
2 High-integrity Containere

I ' ' * NRC Information Notico (No. 89-27)
!! Limitations on the Use of Waste Forme and High

Integrity Containers for the Disposal of
Lo.v-Level Radioactive Weste.i ,

1

* Workshop on the Coment Solidification of Low-Level
Radiosclive Weste,.

i. NIST
'~ May 31 - June 2,1989
|'

Figure 3 (Bernero)
,

t- |
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SUBSTANDARD MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT .*
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I- DEDICATION AND PROCUREMENT

i' by

E. William Brach, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch

Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

'

' INSTANCES'OF COUNTERFEIT AND FRAUDULENT

VENDOR PRODUCTS HEIGHTEN CONCERN ON ADEQUACY j

OF PROCUREMENT AND DEDICATION PROGRAMS

' RECENT DISCOVERIES DEMONSTRATE CURRENT
>

PRACTICES HAVE NOT ALWAYS BEEN SUFFICIENT
,

* PROBLEMS DETECTED IN BOTH PROCUREMENT AND

DEDICATION PROGRAMS ,

Figure 1 (Brach)

CAUSES FOR INCREASE IN MISREPRESENTED

VENDOR PRODUCTS *

;

* SHRINKING NUCLEAR MARKET

INTERMEDIATE SUPPLIER'S UPGRADING OF*

.
'

MATERIAL
i

* ECONOMIC INCENTIVE

' INCREASED AWARENESS RESULTS IN INCREASED

DETECTION

| Figure 2 (Brach)
|

|
PROCUREMENT OPTIONS

?

.

SAFETY-RELATED PROCUREMENTS FROM APPROVED*

[ VENDORS
1

* COMMERCI AL-GRADE PROCUREMENTS WITH SUBSEQUENT

L DED ICAT ION FOR SAFETY-RELATED APPLICAT IO'l

Figure 3 (Brach)

|

|
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RECENT PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS
!

*
INCOMPLETE PROCUREMENT PACKAGES

* LACK OF ENGINEERING INVOLVEMENT

' REllANCE ON CERTIFIC/. TION FROM UNAPPROVED
VENDORS

*
INADEQUATE AUDITS OF VENDORS '

*
INEFFECTIVE RECEIPT INSPECTION PROGRAMS

*
|NEFFECTIVE DEDICATION PROGRAMS

* SECONDARY MARKET PROCUREMENTS
<

Figure 4 (Brach)
,

CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE

PROCUREMENT AND DEDICATION PROGRAMS t

,

' ENGINEERING INVOLVEMENT

- DEVELOPMENT OF PROCUREMENT SPECIFICATIONS

- DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS ,

- DETERMINATION OF INSPECTION / TEST REQUIREMENTS

- EVALUATION OF RESULTS
;

*
EFFECTIVE PRODUCT ACCEPTANCE PROGRAMS

| - VENDOR AUDITS

- SOURCE / RECEIPT INSPECTIONS I

- SPECIAL TESTS /lNSPECTIONS

|
* DEDICATION PROCESS j

- TECHNICAL EVALUATION TO DETERMINE |
..

CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS |

- ACCEPTANCE PROCESS TO ENSURE THOSE |

CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS ARE MET I

Figure 5 (Brach)

|
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SUBSTANDARD AND FALSIFIED MATERIALS

by

i Edward T. Baker, Chief"

Reactive Inspection Section 1
Vendor Inspection Branch

'. , ; Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards' .

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1

:

?

!

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conferenceo

. The Mayflower Hotel
| Washington, D.C.
,

|
April 18-20,1989 ;

i-
|

|,
1
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I
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|
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I' SUBSTANDARD AND FALSIFIED MATERIALS
f ;

l

* FASTENERS

* FITTINGS AND FLANGES
"

* VALVES

* VALVE PARTS
,

* PUMP PARTS
1

Figure 1 (Baker) ,

,

FASTENERS
,

* BULLETIN 87-02 TEST RESULTS
!

2218 SAFETY RELATED FASTENERS TESTED

8% NONCONFORMING

!

* 1355 NONSAFETY RELATED FASTENERS TESTED '

12% NONCONFORMING

Figure 2 (Baker)

FITTINGS AND FLANGES

' SUBSTANDARD /NOT COUNTERFEIT *

* COUNTERFEIT /NOT SUBSTANDARD

* COUNTERFEIT AND SUBSTANDARD

1

| ' ACCEPTANCE OF INSTALLED MATERIAL

BULLETIN 88-05 TEST RESULTS

RESULTS OF NUMARC EVALUATIONS
|'
1

* ACCEPTANCE /USE OF WAREHOUSE STOCK

ESTABLISH HOMOGENEITY OF HEATS

SAMPLE TENSlLE AND CHEMISTRY

| Figure 3 (Baker)
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VALVE AND PUMP PARTS

INADEQUATE PROCUREMENT QUALITY REQUIREMENTS ]
'

' PURCHASED FROM SECONDARY SOURCES ,

* SUBSTANDARD OR MISAPPLIED PARTS ]

Figure 4 (Baker)

'

NRC CONCERNS

t

* COUNTERFE|T PRODUCTS

INADEQUATE DEDICATION PROGRAMS I*

* 3ECONDARY MARKET PURCHASES

INADEQUATE PROCUREMENT QUALITY*
,

REQUIREMENTS
'

INADEQUATE VENDOR AUDITS*

INADEQUATE RECEIPT INSPECTION AND*

TESTING
$

|NSUFFICIENT ENGINEERING INVOLVEMENT'

| |N PROCUREMENT
1

1 Figure 5 (Baker)
|
l.

'

l

|

l
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SUBSTANDARD AND FALSIFIED EQUIPMENT

by

Paul Gill i
Electrical Systems Branch

Division of Engineering and Systems Technology
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.

'
For Presentation at the NRC

Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel ,

Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989

'
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SUBSTAbOARD & FALSIFIED EOUJEMQ{[ |

.

ISSUE IDENTIFIED BY PGECO REPORT THAT DIS-*
>

CUSSED REFURBISHED CBS SOLD AS NEW EQUIPMENT !

:

NRC CONCERED ABOUT:*

#
REFURBISHED CBS DO NOT MEET trOUSTRY AW-

MANUFACTURER STAtOARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS

- REFURBISHED CBS BEING UPGRADED TO
SAFETY-RELATED APPLICATIONS i

-

,

- UCENSEE'S DEDICATION PROGRAMS NOT r

STAtOARDIZED APO UNABLE TO IDENTIFY
REFURBISHED CBS

SAFETY SIGMFICANCE OF REFURBISHED CBS-

INSTALLED IN SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS

|- NRC CONCLUDES THAT:*

|

|- REFURBISHED CBS DO NOT MEET 10 CFR 50:-

| GDC 1 APPENDIX A; QAC IV AND OAC Vil,

| APPENDIX B

REFURBISHED CBS NOT SUITABLE FOR UPGRADING-

| TO SAFETY-RELATED APPLICATIONS

NRC ACTIONS:*

ISSUED IN 88-46 AND !TS SUPPLEMENT IN JULY-

1988 ALERTING LICENSEES

'
- ISSUED BULLETIN 88 '.0 IN NOV.1988 REQUESTING

LICENSEES TO TAKE ACTIONS TO IDENTIFY
UNTRACEABLE CBS

RESPONSE DUE TO NRC BY APRll 1,1989

Figure 1 (Gill)
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g u QtN 88-10 ACTION ITEMS

' REVIEW PUPCHASE RECORDS FOR:

t

STORED SPARES FOR SAFETY- :

RELATED APPLICATIONS FOR

TRACEAllLITY TO THE CBM

INCLUDE INSTALLED CBS FOR

MINIMUM SAMPLE OF 50

IF INSTALLED CBS F00tG PER ITEM 1,

PREPARE A JC0 WITHIN 30 DAY 3
,

IF TRACEABILITY IS LESS THAN 80%

REVIEW RECORDS OF CBS PURCHASED i

At!D INSTALLED BETWEEN 8/03 - 8/88
,

P

IF TRACEABILITY GREATER THAN 80L

THEN TEST CBS THAT ARE NOT

TRACEABLE OR CONSIDER THEM AS

FAILED CBS

,

IF FAILURE RATE GREATER THAN 10%.

THEll REVIEV RECORDS OF INSTALLED

CBS AS REPLACEMENT OR

MODIFICATIONS FOR B/83 TO 3/88 i

REPLACE OR TEST INSTALLED CBS

THAT CANNOT BE TRACED TO THE CBM I

l

REPLACE THOSE THAT Fall THE TESTS

OF BULLETIN 88-10 ATTACHMENT 1

'AS OF 8/1/88, CBS INSTALLED IN

SAFETY APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE:

MANUFACTURED BY AND PROCURED FROM

l' CBM UNDER 10 CFR 50, APPENDlX B

CROGRAM
|

i

| PP.0 CURED FROM CBM OR OTHERS WITH
! VERIFI ABLE TRACEABILITY TO CBM AND

UPGRADED TO SAFETY APPLICATIONS

USING AN ACCEPTABLE DEDICATION

| PROGRAM

Figure 2 (Gill)
|

|
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BULLETIN 88-10 REPORTING

REQUIREMENTS

,

' LICENSEES TO PROVIDE A WRITTEN

REPORT BY 4/1/89 THAT: '

CONFlRMS THAT ONLY CBS THAT MEET

THE CRITERIA 0F ACTION ITEM 7

0F THE BULLETIN ARE BEING !

MAINTAINED AS STORED SPARES
>

SUMMARIZES THE TOTAL NO. MAKE,

MODEL AND PROCUREMENT CHAIN OF '

THOSE CBS THAT COULD NOT BE $

TRACED -

CONFIRMS THAT ITEMS 1,2,3,4,5,G

AND 7 0F THE ACTIONS REQUESTED

HAVE OR WILL BE IMPLENENTED

' LICENSEES REQUIRED TO SUBMIT r

REPORT THAT:
;
<

SUMMARIZES AVAILABLE RESULTS OF

TESTS CONDUCTED WITHIN 30 DAYS -

AFTER STARTUP FROM THE FIRST AND

SECOND REFUELING OUTAGE BEGINNING -

1

AFTER MARCH 1, 1989

(FOR CPS SUBMIT REPORT WITHIN

30 DAY /.FTER FUEL LOAD)

SUMMARIZES THE RESULTS AND

PROCUREMENT CHAIN OF CBS THAT

| PASS /Fl.ll THE TESTS

Figure 3 (Gill)i
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LICENSEE RESPONSES TO
,

BULLETIN 88-10 ,

'APPROXIMATELY 50 RESPONSES

RECEIVED TO DATE >

:

' RESPONSES VARY IN SIZE AND i

QUALITY
,

'SOME. RESPONSES HAVE NOT ADDRESSED ;

SPECIFIC BULLETIN ACTIONS &
;

INSTEAD PROPOSE ALTERNATIVES

* PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES NOT

ACCEPTABLE TO NRC
,

'HRC NOT TO MAKE COMPLETE REVIEW

0F THE RESPONSES BUT MAKE AUDITS

DURING INSPECTIONS

' LICENSEE RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSURING
'

THAT SUBSTANDARD AND FALSIFIED

EQUIPMENT NOT STORED OR

| INSTALLED FOR SAFETY -

L APPLICATIONS

Figure 4 (Gill)
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CONCLUSIONS - SUBSTANDARD L,

FALSIFIED EQUIPMENT

'NRC CONCERNS ARE: ,

c
'

LACK OF APPENDIX B QUALITY

CONTROLS OVER PROCUREMENT OF ;

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT FOR

SAFETY-RELATED

APPLICATIONS
,

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF REFijRBl?HED

CBS INSTALLED IN NUCLEAR POWER

PLANTS

|

INADEQUATE DEDICATION PROCESS
'

*HRC RAT 10flALE FOR ALLOWING PLANTS

TO CONTINUE TO OPERATE:

l'EDUNDANT SAFETY SHUTDOWN AND

ACCIDENT MITIGATION CAPABILITY

INSTALLED CBS PERIODICALLY

TESTED FOR SAFETY FUNCTION

FEW REFURBISHED CBS ARE EXPECTED

TO BE INSTALLED IN ORIGillAL
!

EQUIPMENT

| OPERATlfl0 EXPERIENCE DOES NOT

INDICATE HIGH CD FAILURE RATE

|
| NORMAL FUNCTION OF CB IS TO CARRY

LOAD CURREtiT AllD OPERABILITY'

WOULD BE DEMONSTRATED

Figure 5 (Gill)

1

.
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CONTEMPLATED CHANGES TO THE REGULATORY APPROACH
'

by

Max J. Clausen, Technical Assistant
,

Division of Reactor inspection and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference :

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989
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BRES ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING ;

ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING GIVES NOTICE
.

BULLETINS, INFORMATION NOTICES, AND REQUESTS INFORMATION
.

GENERIC LETTERS

BASIS FOR FUTURE ACTIONS

GENERIC LETTER 89-02 Figure 2 (Clausen)

INDUSTRY INITIATIVES

Figure 1 (Clausen)

'

,

GENEklC LETTER 89-02 INDUSTRY INITIATIVES

| SHARES WHAT SEEMS TO UORK GUIDELINE FOR UTILIZATION OF
I CO;4 MERCI AL ITEMS

ENGINEERING INVOLVEMENT

| GUIDE FOR TECHNICAL EVALUATION

EFFECTIVE INSPECTION AND TESTING OF REPLACEMENT ITEMS
:
|

'

AUDITS OF VENDORS AND SOURCES GUIDE ADDRESSING AUDIT METHODS AND

RECEIPT INSPECTIONS

ENDORSES THE EPRI GUIDE NP 5652 METHODSx pjg7g4(gjauscn)g

| Figure 3 (Clausen)

|

|

|

|
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TRENDS IN SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF LICENSEE
PERFORMANCE (SALP)- OPERATING REACTORS

by

A. Bert Davis, Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 111

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower liotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989
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ALL SALP FUNCTIONAL AREAS
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Figure 1 (Davis)
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NORMAUZED AVERAGE FOR FUNCTIONAL AREAS
(Plant Ops. Rod Cntri. Moin. Survi)
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Figure 2 (Davi3)
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f INDUSTRY WIDE TREND
| NORMAUZED AVERAGE FOR PLANT OPERATIONS
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SALP AVG vs PLANT AVAILABILITY 1988
Average SALP Roting of Functional Areos
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PERFORM ANCE INDICATORS DEVELOPMENT |
by ;

Thomas Novak, Director
'

Division of Safety Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
;
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f
For Presentation at the NRC
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1
i

CURRENT Pl CANDIDATES I

* MAINTENANCE i

|* CAUSE CODES

* SAFETY SYSTEM FUNCTION TRENDS

Figure 1 (Novak)

;

|

!

|

J
;

MAINTENANCE PI :

i

i

l

* MAINTENANCE PROCESS INDICATORS i
J

Enhance management / control of process
! Plant-specific flexibility important
j Not reflective of maintenance results

* MAINTENANCE EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS'

Those based upon actual component failure
history were trie most promising

NPRDS has capability to support NRC staff and
industry in providing effectiveness indicators

* USE OF NPRDS ENCOURAGED IN PROPOSED RULE

Figure 2 (Novak)
|
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TYP6 CAL SWR ODE SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS'

Conhol ted Ddve System

Rod Mechanine'

Red Onve Fisw ControlValve
Rod Ddve Flow Control Velve operator
Red Ddve Supply Purvy
Red Ddve Supply Pug Maler
Red Ddve Supply Purry Maler Circun treaker

feedwater Spelem

Hleh Pressure Healer
Pug
Pu m u eser
Purry Meter Circut Breaker
Pump Tu44ne ,

Purry Tu$ine Governor

Neuhon Monliodng System j
'

instrumente 6en. Distablettench i

instrumentMlen IndoelertSecoNitrl !
,

Instrumente#en, Transtnater/ Primary Detecsor4Wnent |
;

Figure 3 (Novak) ;

1

|

L :

i NPRDS COMPONENT FAILURE DEFINITIONS !
l !,

COMPONENT FAILURE: The termination of the ability of a f*

component to perform one of its required functions ,

satisfactorily. [
IMMEDIATE FAILURE: A failure that is both audden and*

complete.
,

DEGRADED FAILURE: A failure that is both gradual and*
ii

J. partial whereby the component degrades to an
'

I unacceptable performance level that, in ef fect, is
a termination of the ability to perform les intended ,

function. t
'

INCIPIENT FAILURE: An imperfection in the state or*
<

condition of a component so a degraded or immediate [

|
f ailure may occur if corrective action is not taken.,

|
' Figure 4 (Novak) |

t

.
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INDICATOR CONCEPT :

!

i

[
!

I

CUMULATIVE FAILURES IN SYSTEM !
20

;

i

i

!
15

|
,

;
. -

r

INCREASE IN FAILURE RATE D t
'10 -

,

.
.

*
:

!

5- * *
j

INDICATING MARK

'

/ :

0
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV *

FAILURE DISCOVERY DATE f

,

$

,

t

0 ALGORITHM METHOD COMPARES LATEST 2 |

MONTHS AVG. TO PRIOR 3 MONTHS (MOVING). !
;

O SETPOINT SENSITIVITY BASED ON OPERATING ;

EXPERIENCE (DIFFERENCES GREATER THAN I

THRESHOLD CAUSE INDICATION).

Figure 5 (Novak) l

!

!

I
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l
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,
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!

!

Maintenance Effectiveness indicator i
.

heenn Ae+ednesa system !
,

l'i' l'6'6' ' 6 ' I ' 6 ' di ' A ' 6 ' 6 ' 6 ' se ' 6 ' ;

i

m Sless 8petem !
:

I'6'I 6'6'6'6'6'6'6'&'6'd'6'&'s'' '

Fossesse treten
:

| ' h ' e ' 6 ' 6 ' 6 ' di ' 4 ' 6 ' d ' 6 ' A ' 6 '
;|

I'&'6'l' -

3

!

| w on % Spelem f

l'i'i'>'i'h'4'6'6'6'A'6'6'd'e'h'4' -

1

C a eral Ass h e apetem
,

:

I |4'6'6'6'h'6'6'd'6'h'6' |
l'1'&'i'6'l |

Figure 6 (Novak) ,
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! !

!

i

!

!
INDICATOR ATTRIBUTES

|
:

NORMALIZED TO PLANT REPORTING PRACTICES |
*

GENERATED ON SYSTEM / MONTHLY BASIS |*

i

SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS SELECTED FOR*

REPORTING CONSISTENCY FOR VALIDATION

OTHER SYSTEMS AMENABLE TO SAME APPROACH [*

Figure 7 (Novak) !

!
,

:

i

,

i !

!

VALIDATION METHOD I
,

4
'

ROOT-CAUSE ANALYSES*

500 failure records covering about 40 indications

CORRELATION WITH OTHER DATA*

LERs |
:

Technical studies !
:

PLANT ANALYSIS*
j

Period from 1/1/85 thru 3/31/88 for all commercial !
BWRs with adequate data j

Figure 8 (Novak) I
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i

|

t

|
MAINTENANCE IN0icATOR CONSTITUTION !

(Average of 40 indications acrosa planta) i
!
i

!

ODE EQUIPMENT FAILURE CAUSES j
ALL PLANTS REVIEWED i

!
!
:

i

i

Maintenance !

O'
(77%)

!

!
:
!

|Design
'''' il I f
Wearout i
0*%) Random Unknown J

(1%) (4%) [
'

|
|

; taAsEo oN NPROS FAILURE NARRATIVES)
i

i

|
'

! POOLING 500 FAILURE CAUSES 77% WERE DUE TO i
o

MAINTENANCE (PLANT SPECIFIC RANGE FOR MAINT, ON i
|

THE 500 FAILURES WAS 25% TO 100%).

f

NOTE: Mairnanance Failures expenenced while conducting, or as a consequence of, main. ,

1enance, upkeep, repair, surveillance, testing, and calibraten of plant eovipment.i
*

Examples iretude personnel errors of omission and commission by maintenance
'

staff, procedure problems resulting in inacequatshmproper maintenance, problems
traceable to maintenance program administratrve control, and equipment f ailures due

,

to irreroper previous repair.

Figure 9 (Novak) s
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CORRELATION WITH OTHER DATA !
!

:
.

* COMPONENT FAILURE STUDIES

Finding: Dif ferences among maintenance practices
drove the failure rates !

* LER CORRELATION - CAUSE CODES |
1

Finding: Mutually reinforcing to MPI perspective i

Figure 10 (Novak) i

t

!

!

,

MPI VS, CAUSE CODE CORRELATION
,

40 4 M !
A .

I

N* ,

N *
~

, E

LER BAFED DATA A4 M e, y !
8 *<

,

| E 4 E
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PLANT ANALYSES
1

i

I

* LOGICAL REL ATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUTAGE DOMINATING l

EQUIPMENT AND EQUIPMENT FORCED OUTAGES |

* REVIEWED OPERATING EXPERIENCE OF THE BWRs IN DETAIL
(EXAMPLES IN PROPRIETARY APPENDIX A TO AEOD/S804B) |

1

10 OF 28 PLANTS EXPERIENCED AT LEAST 1 OUTAGE THAT !e

WAS PRECEDED BY AN MPI (LEAD TIME VARIED) |

Figure 12 (Novak) j
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:

Maintenance Indicator Trend |

Boiling Water Reactors ,

(COMMERCIAL OPER ATION BEFORE 1986)
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Figure 13 (Novak) ,
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MAINTENANCE Pl CONCLUSIONS l

.

CANDIDATE INDICATOR'S ABILITY TO REFLECT !
*

MAINTENANCE EFFECTIVENESS WAS CONFlRMED |
!

METHOD IS SulTABLE FOR REGULATORY GUIDE ]
*

METHOD SHOULD BE VALID FOR OTHER DESIGNS*

FOR INDUSTRY-WIDE USE, EFFECT OF NPRDS i*

REPORTING DIFFERENCES CAN BE MINIMlZED ;

NRC USE REQUIRES IMPROVED EFFICIENCY TO*

M!NIMlZE IMPACT ON RESOURCES ;

CORRELATION WITH LER DATA REVEALS PROSPECT |
*

OF ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE Pls '

Figure 14 (Novak) f
!

:

!
!

!

CAUSE CODES ;

I
i

i

* TRIAL PROGRAM COMPLETED :

* CAUSE CODES USED LERe AND CODER
ENGINEERING JUDGMENT

j

* CAUSE CODE DATA EXTENDED BY SCSS WITHOUT
ADDITIONAL CODING '

* CORRECTIVE ACTION DATA NECESSITATED SPECIAL
CODING OF 6 MONTHS OF DATA j

Figure 15 (Novak)
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|NDUSTRY AVERAGES l
Cause Codes j

1

4

i
,

i,
,

Maintenance 120% j
Des /Feb/Const/ Instal 10%

Random Equip Fall,29.
Licensoa Op Error 65

.,',A'
B

Maintenanco 211% )
'

I

Other Pers. Error 13% A '
-'

%- .

A0 min conirof Error 23% |
i i

Figure 16 (Novak)
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: :INDUSTRY AVERAGESi

Corrective Actions |

!

!
!
:

Proc Chg 31% i

|

|
Training 21% ;

1 ._s. ~

k --

!

'

| (Q-
- Unknown 2 2%,

Other 2 9%
".

.

#' Mot /Org Cng 3% il N .

,

Equip Rept / Repair 18 $% ounsel 8 Discip 10 81-,

fDesign Cng 10 6%

i

i Figure 17 (Novak)
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i

,

VALIDITY OF LER DATA
FOR CAUSE CODES

* ACCURACY OF INFORMATION IN LERs

Compared LERs and AIT inspection
report findings

Enforcement history: reporting

SALP assessments )
iLER quality reviews
I

* ACCURACY OF LER CODING |
;Trial program experience

SCSS quality assurance results \
Figure 19 (Novak)

BENEFITS j
e CAUSE CODE Pls PROVIDE ADDITIONAL >

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION f
f

* CAUSE CODES ARE OF DIAGNOSTIC VALUE j

Trend causes and related corrective i

actions [
: i

Figure 20 (Novak)

t

SAFETY SYSTEM FUNCTION TRENDS (SSFT)
* INDICATOR OF SAFETY TRAIN AVAILABILITY p

FOR SELECTED RISK-SIGNIFICANT SYSTEMS j

* POTENTIAL REPLACEMENT FOR SAFETY SYSTEM i

FAILURE PERFORMANCE INDICATOR |

* SSFT REQUIRES:

| Safety train out-of-service times

Train failures
'

Figure 21 (Novak) i
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:

RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
!

I
HISTORIC DATA FROM 5 UNITS AT 3 SITES*

RECONSTRUCT TRAIN LEVEL AVAILABILITY i*

FROM PLANT LOGS i

i

Component degradations vs. failures !

RESULTS |*

Promising but not conc!usive )
Figure 22 (Novak) {

i

i
!

i

i

i
!

SSFT FOLLOW ON ACTIVITIES !

!

,

* VALIDATION WITH PROSPECTIVE DATA
'

* VOLUNTEER UNITS !

* EXAMINE EXISTING DATA SOURCES

NPRDS

INPO safety system performance indicator

Pre-1984 LERs i
I

Figure 23 (Novak)
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M AINTENANCE INSPECrlONS I

!
by

Anthony Gody, Chief f
Performance and Quality Evaluation liranch ;

Division of Ucensee Performance and Quality Evaluation
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
i

f
.

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference :
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1he Mayflower llotel
Washington, D.C.
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i
:

i

OBJECTIVE
!

i

I
TO DETERMINE WHETHER COMPONENTS, SYSTEMS i

AND STRUCTURES OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ARE !

ADEQUATELY MAINTAINED SO THAT THEY ARE AVAIL. :

ABLE TO PERFORM THEIR INTENDED FUNCTIONS.

TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE MAINTENANCE PROCESS i
PROVIDES FOR PROMPT REPAIR, AS APPROPRIATE. '

TO THEIR PRESCRIBED FUNCTIONS. !

[ Yigure 1 (Gody)

!
'

;

1

BACKGROUND
,

i

e MAINTENANCE SURVEYS AND SITE VISITS, 1980 - 1985 ,

(NUMEG 1212, JUNE 1988)
;

!
e INPO PU8t.lSHED "GUiOCLINES ON CONDUCT OF MAINTENANCE|

AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS",1985 (INPO 85 038)
{

|

e REVIEW OF MAINTENANCE PRACTICES IN OTHER
U.S. INDUSTRIES AND FORElCN NUCLEAR POWER
PROGRAMS,1988 (NUREG 1333)

'

e MAINTENANCE IS CHOSEN AS AREA OF EMPHASIS IN '

THE CORE INSPECTION PROGRAM FOR FY89 AND FY90

Figure 2 (Gody)
,

!

'

:
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS i
1

r

J
j,

TYPICAL SCHEDULES !

tLEGEND

E PREPARATION |

E ON SITE I

l ocU Ct TATION<

f
:

,

i

t
,

i e i 4 6 e +
.

.

weeks ,t

'

|
Figure 3 (Gody)
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Vigure 4 (Gody)
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i
;

MAINTENANCE INSPECTION TREE
VPPER LEFT |

|

EVALUATION OF MAINTENANCE
PROCESS ELEMENT ADEQUACY. .

I
15 PROGRAM ESTABUSHED
AND OOCUMENTED7 j

\

|

l'

| 1

LOWER RIGHT I
|

EVALUATION OF MAINTENANCE
PROCESS ELEMENT |MPLEMENTATION. I

IS THE PROGRAM BEING
EFFECTIVELY EXECUTED 7

Vigure 5 (Gody)

|

|
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS ,

i

IN PROGRESS 7%
, .;, y,: - COMPLETED

,

c.r: . :-.
,

\ 5. ..$ -
- I''.l 29.67; ,'"

(';{D.f. './'.'''j
.

"" i - !NEXT 6 MONTHS , . , , . .
d {13,3%

t

!

,

!
45,1%

j

!

REMAINING SITES |

INSPECTION STATUS

Vigurc 6 (Gody)
'

|

MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS
'

RESULTS OF TEAM INSPECTIONS
*

OVERALL GRADES

t
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS
l

2.0 MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT AND INVOLVEMENT
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Figure 11 (Gody)

MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

3,0 MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
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Figure 12 (Gody)
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

3.6 DOCUMENT CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MAINTENANCE

;
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Figure 13 (Gody) .

MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

4.0 TECHNICAL SUPPORT
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Figure 14 (Gody)
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

,

4.2 INGINEERING SUPPORT
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Figure 15 (Gody)

MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

4.5 INTEGRATE RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS INTO
MAINTENANCE PROCESS
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Figure 16 (Gody)
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS
5.0 WORK CONTROL' '

,
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Figure 18 (Gody)
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

5.2 WORK ORDER CONTROL
!1 MAJNTENANCE WORK SCHEDUUNG
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Figure 19 (Gody)
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS
5.3 MAINTAIN EQUIPMENT RECORDS AND HISTORY
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Figure 20 (Gody)

MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

6.0 PLANT MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION ,
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

6.3 DEFlCIENCY IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL
6.4 PERFORM MAINTENANCE TRENDING
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Figure 22 (Gody)

MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

7.0 MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
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Figure 23 (Gody)
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MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

8.0 PERSONNEL CONTROL ,
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Figure 24 (Gody) ,

MAINTENANCE TEAM INSPECTIONS

SUMMARY:

INSPECTION RESULTS DEMONSTRATE THE NEED FORe
CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT IN MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

e ALL SITES HAVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
DOCUMENTED: ALL ARE ADEOUATE; MANY ARE GOOD.

e THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
AND ACTIVITIES IS LAGGING

Figure 25 (Gody)
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For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
,

Washington, D.C.
,

-

| April 18-20,1989
|
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01EBVIEW jn ,

' '

DEALING WITH DEGRADED OR NONCONFORMING-

SAFETY EQUlPMENT REQUIRES: o

SAFETY ASSESSMENT-

,

OPERABILITY DETERMINATIONS
-

-

50,59 EVALUATIONS WilERE APPROPRI ATE ;-

LICENSE AMENDMENTS IF NEEDED 1-

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANS
'

' -

DOCUMENTATION-

Figurt 1 (Holahan) .
,

EXAMPLES OF NONCONFORMANCES
s

CODES AND STANDARDS SPECIFIED IN THE-

FSAR ARE NOT MET !
'

AS BUILT EQUIPMENT, OR AS MODIFIED,-

DOES NOT MEET FSAR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

OPERATING EXPERIENCE OR ENGlHEEP.ING-

1 REVIEWS HAVE RAISED QUESTIONS OF

DESIGN ADEQUACY

DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED BY RULES SUCH-

j. AS 10 CFR 50.49 IS NOT AVAILABLE OR

DEFICIENT
- PHYSICAL EVIDENCE OF DEGRADATION

| EXISTS (SUCH AS WHEN HEAT EXCHANGER
L FOULING HAS REDUCED HEAT REMOVAL

CAPABILITY BELOW THE FSAR OR

DESIGN VALUE).

Figure 2 (Holahan)
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INITIAL ACTIONS .

IDENTIFY DEGRADED OR NONCONFORMING i-

'

CONDITION

INITIAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT-

(1.E., ASSESS IMMEDIATE THREAT)

PROMPT OPERABILITY DETERMINATION-

FOLLOW UP ACTIONS BASED ON-

OPERABILITLY DETERMINATION
'

DOCUMENTATION-

Figure 3 (Holahan)
t

OPERABILITY DETERMINATIONS

OPERABILITY = CAPABILITY TO PERFORM
*

SAFETY FUNCTION |
*

BASIS FOR DETERMINATION

ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY-

TEST OR PARTIAL TEST RESULTS-

,

(E.G., SURVEILLANCE TEST, |

LABORATORY TEST)
'

OPERATING EXPERIENCE-

ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT-

Figure 4 (Holahan) :

.
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FOLLOWUP AClI0NS BASED ON OPERABillTY !

DETERMINATION

E0lli_PMENT SPECIFIED IN TECHNICALLPFCIFICATIONS
' '

IF DETERMINED TO BE OPERABLE, THEN: ;

t 1. OPERATION AUTHORIZED BY LICENSE AND
>

;
'

2. PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION OR 50.59

| EVALUATION
1

IF DETERMINED-70 BE IN0PERABLE, THEN:

1. NORMALLY FOLLOW T/S ACTIONS OR

2. WHERE SAFETY ALLOWS OR DICTATES,

EMERGENCY LICENSE AMENDMENT OR

OTHER REGULATORY ACTION, AND

3. PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION OR 50.59 -

EVALUATION
'

f3LU_lfMENT NOT SPECIFIED IN TECH SPECIFICATIONS

IF DETERMINED TO BE OPERABLE, THEN:

1. CONTINUED OPERATION IS ACCEPTABLE AND

2. PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION OR 50.59

| EVALUATION

IF DETERMINED TO BE INOPERABLE, THEN:

1. ASSESS REASONABLE ASSURANCE OF

SAFETY AND

2. CONTINUE OR PLACE THE PLANT IN A

SAFE CONDITION AND -

3. PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION OR 50.59

EVALUATION
I

Figure 5 (Holahan)

.
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ASSESSING REASONABLE ASSURANCE OF SAFETY <

WITH INOPERABLE EQUIPMENT i

CONSIDERATIONS: ,

- AVAILABILITY OF REDUNDANT OR BACKUP

i EQUIPMENT i

1 - COMPENSATORY MEASURES

- SAFETY FUNCTIONS AND EVENTS PROTECTED

AGAINST ;

- CONSERVATISM AND MARGIN

- PROBABILITY OF NEEDING THE SAFETY

FUNCTION

Figure 6 (Holahan)

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANS
,

REPAIRS OR MODIFICATIONS-

- ANALYSIS .

- TEST
- 50.59 EVALUATION, LICENSE AMENDMENT

OR OTHER REGULATORY ACTION

- SCHEDULE BASED ON SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

Figure 7 (Holahan)

SUMMARY

l - DEGRADED OR NONCONFORMING SAFETY

EQUIPMENT MUST BE EVALUATED FOR

SAFETY AND OPERABILITY

- OPERABILITY IS THE CAPABILITY T0

PERFORM A SAFETY FUNCTION
i

| - PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION OR 50.59

| EVALUATION REQUIRED
|

Figure 8 (Holahan)'
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SESSION 4 :

REGULATORY ISSUES

.
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NRC PREPAREDNESS FOR LICENSING f
P

'

by .

Dennis M. Crutchfield i

Associate Director for Special Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

;
,

;

t

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989 i
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:
,

READINESS OF THE NRL TO PROCESS
FUTURE CP/OL APPLICATIONS

( .

.w.
-LICENSING PROCESS

-RESOURCES FOR THE PROCESS

-GUIDANCE DOCUMENT UPDATE

-RESOURCES TO SATISFY DOE PROJECTIONS

'-RESOURCES TO SATISFY EXPECTED APPLICATIONS .

-ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE ,

-CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1 (Cnttchfield)

..

.

LICENSING' PROCESS|

~

-HISTORICAL PROCESS

-2 STEP - CP/OL

I -NEW CUSTOM PLANT SCENARIO
| -NEW ISSUES
|

-REACTIVATED PLANT SCENARIO
|- -HOLD ..\ VALID CP
1

-STANDARD PLANT ON PREAPPROVED SITE SCENARIO
-EARLY SITE REVIEW

-COMBINED CP/ CONDITIONAL OL

| -OPERATIONAL AUTHORIZATION

| Figure 2 (Cnttchfield)
|
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_

E

! LICENSING AND INSPECTION -

j RESOURCES (NEW CUSTOM PLANT) -

O LEGEND
"''

~

18 -

ISSUE OL LICENSING
i

l
INSPECTION16 -

p 7
-

,

| | TOTAL ;

APPLY FOR OL | |
~

:

M r f v* 12 -

# i # #

Y v e v v -

# # v .

p 10 - ISSUE CP j j | |
v v $ ,

s8-- | | | | g
I

|,- >,

,,9 , 9

| v 5 W j f
.

6 . ; P,r f !

j , g , qj , g3 , ,, ,

| v s v | f 9 v s # 2 f
'

4 - '
v j v | f | v | v | f5

p g p j; v 3
p g y g

;|; # g / ' f 2 # $ f ; $ :-
'

v $ # l f j # f ! # !

2 -

g v 3 v ; a g v ; p ; f !

t v ( v s f 9 v ! #

L( L(- ! f ! ( ! ! !| (
# .

;

O
.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
YEAR AFTER RECEIPT OF CP APPLICATION

h figure 3 (Crutchfield) ;

h
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RESOURCE PROJECTIONS

;

-BASE CASE PROFILE DEVELOPED

-RESOURCE PROJECTIONS FOR SELECTED SCENARIOS

1

SCENARIOS (DURATION) IJCENSING INSPECTION TA LEGAL TOTAL
CUSTOM (13 YEARS) 56 52 21 25 155

5 REACTIVATED (6 YEARS) 16 35 9 10 70

W/ASLB+ STAFF SER
40% COMPLETE

REACTIVATED (5 YEART) 34 32 15 13 94

W/O ASLB+NO STAFF SER
'

70% COMPLETE
STANDARD 43 52 13 18 128

PRE-APPROVED SITE (3 YEARS)
COMBINED CP/OL (2 YEARS)

AUTHORIZATION TO OPERATE (8 YEARS)z
c .

| Figure 4 (Crutchfield)
'
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|

IGUIDANCE DOCUMENTATION UPDATE
|

-INCORPORATE OPERATING EXPERIENCE AND ADD STABILITY
,

.

-ONLY UPDATE GUIDANCE DOCUMENTATION FOR AREAS NOT-
,

COVERED BY CERTIFICATION

-SITE SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL

-RULE CHANGES
't

-CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION PROGRAM
Figure 5 (Cnttchfield)

,

DOE CAPACITY PROJECTIONS

|

|
|

|
-UPPER REFERENCE CASE

11 NEW AND 3 REACTIVATED PLANTS ON LINE BY 2007
|

-LOWER REFERENCE CASE
1 NEW PLANT ON LINE BY 2007

Figure 6 (Cnttchfield)
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|

Domestic Nuclear Capacity, 1988 3090 1

1i .

i
< , , .

s

/ n
175- 0

. .t,su,,e, g=Reve,ence
,,_e u

15 0 - /'
/- ,

I .# 9
t 44-

3 / d.

S #
12 5 - / d

2 / .. A'

* * * * 'Y{ . ./ .4 (,,,, 4. .in n u t.

,h "+NY10 0 -

2 .=
:j:* Lower~

*
e ,. Reference 7

> y x t
= 75- e 1

Q)
S .

a ** a ;, -e . 2U 1
tj '

5 No New Orders =

.2 50- .d
E F]
z a,

| f
4

.u
|' 25- ;;

| fi
j$'

1
cd
'

O
| 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Year of Activity

Source See Table 8 and Energy information Administration Monthit Enerav Res new
January 1988. DOE EI A-003$(88 '01)(nashington DC April 1988)

Figure 7 (Crutchfield)
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NRC RESOURCES TO SATISFY EXPbCTED APPLICATION
i

1

-LOGICAL TO ASSUME NO NEW APPLICATIONS IN NEAR FUTURE
(

-PRUDENT TO PLAN FOR ONE REACTIVATED PIANT ;

-PRUDENT TO PLAN TO UPDATE GUIDANCE ',
.

BUDGET RECOMMENDATION
*

FTE
4

1991 1992 1993 3994 1996 i

REACTIVATED PLANT 12.7 16.0 23.'l 27.6 14.4

UPDATE CUIDANCE 9.6 9.6 - , ,
-- --

Figure 8 (Cnttchfield)

,

,

4

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

PROJECTS
-PM SHOULD REPORT TO A/D FOR ONE OR TWO NEW APPLICATIONS
-FOR MORE THAN TWO ESTABLISH A NEW PD

TECHNICAL
-EXISTING ORGANIZATION GENERALLY SATISFACTORY
-SITING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALISTS BRANCH
-ANTITRUST i

REGIONAL
-ASSIGN ADDED CONSTRUCTION AND RESIDENT INSPECTORS

'TO EXISTING REGIONAL STRUCTURE

Figure 9 (Crutchfield)
;

c
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CONCLUSIONS
.

,

,

-USE EITHER PART 50 (TWO STEP) OR PROPOSED PART 52
PROCESS FOR REVIEWS., ,

-PLAN TO UPDATE SITING, ENVIRONMENTAL AND CONSTRUCTION !

INSPECTION GUIDANCE. t

,

'

-NO MAJOR ORGANI7sATION CHANGES NEED TO BE MADE.

-INCLUDE RESOURCES IN 1991 AND OUT YEAR BUDGETS.
Figure 10 (Cristchfield)

.

!

:

,

|
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PLANS FOR LICENSE RENEWALS

by

Cecil O. Thomas, Chief
Policy Development and Technical Support Branch

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C. ;

April 18-20,1989
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ORDER OF PRESENTATION ;

.

[

Introduction*

.

,

s

Current and planned activities i*

t

!
'

,,
d

-,

Regulatory approach and positions--preliminary*
,;

considerations ;

' Figure 1 (Thomas) .;

.!v

INTRODUCTION |

?
;

!

* 112 plants currently provide 20 percent of nation's power
|

* Operating licenses expire beginning in 2000; 43 percent
expire by end of 2010

* Timely renewal e.ssential to ensuring adequate energy
supply during first half of 21 st century

-

* Steps need to be taken promptly to ensure license
continuity and public safety

Figure 2 (Thomas)
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4 - '

S -

.]2 -
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' ' ' ' ' '
o mCu u w w

j 2000 2006 2010 2016 2020 2026 2030

YEAR

OPERATING LICENSE EXPlRATION DATE DISTRIBUTION

Figure 3 (Thomas)
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1

CURRENT AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES ;

* Rulemaking proceeding

;

* Regulatory guidance development

!

|
|

|

* Industry technical report reviews
i

|. * Lead plant reviews
Figure 4 (Thomas)

L
1

!-

|

|
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L

RULEMAKING PROCEEDING

|
e/sa 12/90

,

REGULATORY GUiOANCE DEVELOPMENT

9/89 6/94
,

INDUSTRY TECHNICAL REPORT REVIEWS ;

1/89 1/93

-

LEAD PLANT REVIEWS

6/91 12/93

| | | | 1 1 I I I

L 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 .'p
-

1
1:

L LICENSE RENEWAL PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
f Figure 5 (Thomas)

L
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|

!

|

|
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o' REGULATORY APPROACH--PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

,

'

* Current level of safety for each plant acceptable for

license renewal >

t

* Current level of safety must be maintained throughout )

renewal period

i

* Limited number of issues need to be considered for
license renewal

Figure 6 (Thomas)

.

.

-
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e REGULATORY POSITIONS PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

* Supersession type ileense, 20 year maximum renewol term,
odditional renewols if technically justifiedo

I

* Applicotlons occepted between 20 and 5 years prior to
current license expirotion dote

.

* Operotion beyond current license expiration dote would
require ''no undue risk" finding

' Opportunity for public porticipotion through rulemoking
' ond plant specific odjudicotory hearings

* Considering requiring PRA to identify risk significont
components and systems

<

' Licensing basis concists of current lice,* sing bosis withr

g; mooificottons to ossure molntenance of leveal of sofety
a.

* Existing exemptions expire, reconsider technical bases

for any sought for renewol period

.

E ' Bockfit rule would not opply to rule requirements; would

? opply of ter renewol

* Need environmentoi statement (s)/ossessment(s) to support
i: rulemaking and plont specific renewol cetions

Figure 7 (Thomas)

!.
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PRIORITIZATION AND CATEGORIZATION OF LICENSING ACTIONS :

by

Steven Varga, Director ,

Division of Reactor Projects - 1/11 |
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissic,n

t

;

'

For Presentation at the NPC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower liotel
Washington, D.C. ,

i
'April 18-20,1989
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|

PURPOSE AND GOALS 1

:

:
- MORE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF t

TECHNICAL RESOURCES ,

'

- FORMAllZE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
FOR NRC RESOURCES !

- TO FOCUS IMPACT OF NEW |'

INITIATIVES CN EXISTING
RESOURCES ,

IFigure 1 (Varga)
:

INTERNAL NRC PROCEDURES |
;

CATEGORIZATION PROCEDURE '

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1987

i

PRIORITIZATION PROCEDURE !

EFFECTIVE april 1988 .

Figure 2 (Varga) :

,

CATEGORIZATION PROCEDURE I
,

INITIALLY AIMED AT AMENDMENTS BUT |-

PROCESS BEING APPLIED TO OTHER

| AREAS AS WELL !
1

L - GOAL TO SHIFT TECHNICAL REVIEW
TO NRC PROJECT MANAGEMENT STAFF i

- CURRENTLY, APPROXIMATELY 60% OF .

INCOMING AMENDMENTS ARE PROCESSED !

| ENTIRELY BY THE PROJECTS STAFF i

Figure 3 (14uga)
i
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CATEGORY ! - REJECTION

- AMENDMENT APPLICATION
INADEQUATEL' HST!FIED ;

* IN/sDEQUATE SIGNIFICANT HA7ARDS i

CONSIDERATION
' '

' INADEQUATE DESCRIPTION OF THE
llCENSING DASIS AND THE REASON ,

FOR THE CHANGE |
;

* INADEQUATE SAFETY ANALYSIS TO
JUSTIFY THE CHANGE s

- NOT A REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL '

INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION OF A
SUBTLE PORTION OF THE APPLICATION ,

- RETURNED TO LICENSEE

* FOR NRC INITIATED EVENTS, SCHEDULE !

FOR RESUBMITTAL. NRC MAY CONSIDER ;i
ORDERS TO RESOLVE GENERIC CONCERNS
ON A PLANT LEVEL. !

* FOR LICENSEE INITIATIVES, MAY :

SCHEDULE RESUBMITTAL (TYPICALLY ,

WITHIN 60 DAYS), MAY WITHDRAW OR
*

! MAY BE DEN!ED BY NRC. LICENSEE
MAY SUBMIT NEW SUBMITTAL AT ANY
TIME DEFICIENCIES ARE CORRECTED.

|
;

i - SHOULD MINIM 12E CATEGORY l
AMENDMENT APPL! CAT 10N3 [

Figure 4 (Varga)

|

|
'
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CATEGORY 11 |
PM REVIEW

'

t

- VERY DEPENDENT ON LICENSEE'S
APPLICATION j

'

- ADVANTAGES

* GENERALLY SAVES TIME ON THE i
'

ENTIRE NRC REVIEW PROCESS

!
* ALLOWS TECHNICAL STAFF TO

CONCENTRATE ON MORE
DIFFICULT ISSUES |

!Figure 5 (Varga)
;

i

i

CATEGORY 111
TECHNICAL STAFF REVIEW

;

- GENERALLY INVOLVES MORE COMPLEX
OR BASIC POLICY ISSUES

- REVIEW SCHEDULE STRONGLY
DRIVEN BY PRIORITY ASSIGNED i

Figure 6 (Varga) !

;

,

'
|
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PRIORITIZATION PROCEDURE |

- UNIFORM PRIORITY RANKING SCHEME j

USED BY NRR (

- ESTABLISHES SCHEDULES AND STAFF !

ASSIGNMENTS f

- PRIORITIES BASED UPON r

i

* SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE :

* COMMISSION STATUTORY j

RESPONSIBILITIES :

I
' OPERATIONAL IMPACT

- SOMEWHAT FLEXIBLE
!

* PRIORITIES CAN BE CHANGED ON A ,

TOPIC OR PLANT BASIS
'

' REQUIRES DISCIPLINE TO MAINTAIN ;

AS A VIABLE PROGRAM ,

'
,

- FOUR LEVELS OF PRIORITY
,

j * PRIORITY l ,

! * PRIORITY 2 !

* PRIORITY 3 :
* PRIORITY f4 ;

Figure 7 (Varga) :
;
.

!

I PRIORITY 1
.

- SIGNIFICANT SAFETY CONCERNS OR :

VERY HIGH RISK SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
REQUIRING IMMEDIATE ACTION

,

'

- EMERGENCY OR EXIGENT REQUESTS AS ,

DEFINED BY 10 CFR 50,91 |
:

- IMMEDIATE ACTION NEEDED FOR COMPLIANCE '

WITH STATUTORY AND JUDICIAL REQUIRE- ,

MENTS OR COMMISSION DIRECTIVES

Figure 8 (Varga)
:

;
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!

!
:

i

5

PRIORITY 2 |

- SIGNIFICANT SAFETY ISSUES REQUIRING
NEAR-TERM STAFF EVALUATION |

- DETERMINING SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE / i

GENERIC SIGNIFICANCE OF AN i

OPERATING EVENT i

- NEEDED TO SUPPORT CONTINUED PLANT I

OPERATION OR ENHANCEMENT OF PLANT
OPERATION '

- PLANT-SPECIFIC RESOLUTION OF VERY
SIGNIFICANT GENERIC TOPICS ;

- TOPICAL REPORT RiviEWS WHICH WILL i

HAVE EXTENSIVE APPLICATION IN THE !

SHCRT-TO-MID TERM |
:

- LICENSING REVIEWS WHERE SER PREPARATION ,

'

IS NEEDED WITHIN 6 MONTHS TO PREVENT
IMPACT ON CP OR OL ISSUANCE

Figure 9 (Varga) :

f

i

PRIORITY 3

- IMPORTANT ISSUES (POTENTIALLY OF
MODERATE SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE) !
REQUIRING STAFF ACTION OVER '

THE LONG TERM i
- SUPPORT FOR GENERIC ISSUE |

RESOLUTION AND MULTIPLANT ACTIONS
'

"

- TOPICAL REPORT REVIEWS WITH WIDE
ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE SHORT-TO-MID
TERM WHICH OFFERS AN OPERATIONAL
OR ECONOMIC BENEFIT

- TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES NOT ,

NEEDED TO CORRECT A SAFETY PROBLEM,
SUPPORT CONTINUED PLANT OPERATION, '

,

OR PREYENT DERATE ,

- LONG-TERM LICENSE REVIEWS
,

Figure 10 (Vagga)
s
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|
|

l. I

PRIORITY 4 |

- ISSUES NOT DIRECTLY IMPACTING PLANT |
SAFETY

'

- ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION CHANGES

I
- TOPICAL REPORT REVIEWS WITH LIMITED

APPLICATION OR SAFETY BENEFIT

- GENERIC OR CONFIRMATORY ITEMS WITH
RELATIVELY LOW SAFETY IMPACT

! Figure 11 (Vaga) {
;

;

PROBLEMS

J

- LARGE NUMBER OF Pal 0RITY 3 AND 4 !

ISSUES ,

t

- SOME PRIORITY 4 ISSUES ESSENTIALLY '

HAVE AN INDEFINITE SCHEDULE I
(1.E., CONSTANTLY BUMPED BY HIGHER
PRIORITY EFFORTS)

Figure 12 (Vaga) ;

I :

NRC GOALS ON ACTIVE LICENSING
ACTION INVENTORY

- AN AVERAGE OF 20 OR LESS ACTIVE
l! CENSING ACTIONS PER PLANT

- AGE DISTRIBUTION
* 801 0F ACTIVE llCENSING :

ACTIONS ARE LESS THAN 1 YEAR
* 95% OF ACTIVE LICENSING

ACTIONS ARE LESS THAN 2 YEARS
,

* 1001 OF ACTIVE LICEllSING
ACTIONS ARE LESS '"Ari ! YEARS '

- GOALS ARE ACHIEVABLE '
* REQUIRES COOPERATION FROM llCENSEES

Figure 13 (Vaga)
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!
i

i

'

POTEllTIAL SOLUTIONS TO LARGE NUMBER
0F LOWER PRIORITY ITEMS

- WHERE FEASIBLE, NARROWLY DEFINE THE '

SCOPE AND DEPTH OF REVIEW FOR LOW !,
'

PRIORITY APPLICATIONS

- INCREASING THE PRIORITY AS THE ISSUE i

REACHES SELECTED AGES. AT A MINIMUM,
IldCREASING MANAGEMENT ATTENTION AS
THE ISSUE AGES

'

- REQUESTillG VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL BY THE
LICENSEE ;

i

- REJECTION OF THE APPLICATION BASED ON
LOW SIGNIFICANCE AND HIGH IMPACT ON ,

STAFF RESOURCES ;

Figure 14 (Varga) ;

;

$

'

LICENSEE PARTICIPATION

- RECOGNIZE THE PRIORITY SYSTEM AND #

LIMIT INDEPENDENT PRIORITY I4 ;

ISSUES SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW
'

- COMMUNICATE WITH ASSIGNED NRR PROJECT !
'

MANAGER THE LICENSEE'S OWN PRIORITY
FOR AN AMENDMENT AND THE REASONS ;

BEHIND THAT PRIORITY

- SUBMIT DETAILED SUBMITTALS WHICH CAN i

READILY BE CLASSIFIED AS CATEGORY ll,
PM REVIEW '

Figure 15 (Varga) I

!
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|

'
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,
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i

:

,

IMPROVED TECilNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

by

Edward Ilutcher, Chief
Technical Specifications Branch

Division of Operational Events Assessment
~

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation .

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [
t

!

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower liotel '

:

|
Washington, D.C.

i

April 18-20,1989
i

'

!

,

,

,

;
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|
j

i,
:
i

e :
!

i

!
.

!

7ECHN/ CAL SPEC /f/CA 7/ONS /MPROVEMENT |

i
!
I

FOCUS ON SAFE 7Y - |
-

Figure 1 (Butcher)

!
,

!
!
,

PROGRAM GOALS i

,

* /MPROVE OPERA 7/ONAL SAFE 7Y BY

Reduchg The Size And ComplexiV Of Tech Specs-

.

Mokhg Tech Specs More understandab/e To Opemtions |-

Personne/ '

Making /mpmvements To Specific Technica/ Requirements |-

r

Reduchy Opemtiono/ Tmnsients *-

* PROV7DE A CLEARER L/NK BETWEEN TECHN'/ CAL
REQU/REMENTS AND THE/R SAFETY S/GN/f7CANCE |

/mpmve Opemfors And P/ ant Staff focus On The More~

Risk Styn/ficant Requirements
,

Assure Pmper Unombiguous /nterpretofions Of Tech Specs-

,

faci //fofe /mprovements /n 7 mining-

Figure 2 (Butcher)
,
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I
.

:

I

!
.

:
t

|
!

,

!

!
!

POLICY STATEMENT !
4

,

|
* PURPOSE & SCOPE Of 7ECH SPECS DEf/NED :

!
I

e THREE SELEC7/0N CR/7ER/A ESTABL/SHED :
>
t

* R/SK CON $/DERA7/0NS
,

* NEW S7S TO BE DEVELOPED BY OWNERS |
:

. GROUPS i
;'

| |
t

* VOLUNTARY PAR 77C/PA7/ON i

e

Figure 3 (Butcher) ;

,

I

l |

|
,1:

I,I

1

I
l

i
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!

)
!

i
|

PURPOSE |
!

i

7he Aepose Of Technica/ .Koecificatiews /s To /mpose R&id ConeWiens |
& Lim /Mtions l4pon M\nocw Qoemtion Necessary To Obw*oM The ;

Plessib#ity CV An Abnonno/ Situothn & E'nrnt Gidng Rhe Ph An
immeo%rM Thmet To Pub /k Mro/th And Sekty,

,

CR/TER/A |
.

7. hsMHed Mstmmentation That is Used To Detect. And hdicate
! M The Contm/ Moom A S&nificant Abnormo/ Depmokrtion Of The |
! Aleoctor Cooknt Phrssure Bruneksty V, !

.
.

,

J. A PVocess HrdobAo That /r An hith/ Condition Of A Des &n :

Desk Acciofont & Thrnsknt AnoVsis That DYher Assumes The
'

fienum Of & Phrsents A Cho/Annge To The Mtegaty Of A ;

Mosion Phro'uct Border W,
,

:

J. A Stmetum, System & Component That /s Plad Of A The PWmory ;

Success Pkrth And Which functions & Actuates To Mit&ok A
Des &n 8krois Accident & Tmnsient That DYher Assumes The
fo//um Of & Phrsents A Cho/Annge To The hfegdty Of A

Msslon Pmo'uet 9am'er. ;

Figure 4 (Butcher) |l'

|

,

7

J
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l

i
'

,

I

)
l

i

i

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE l
'i

INTERIM POLICY STATEMENT |
I
!

THE PROGRAM W/LL /MPLEMENT THE COMM/SS/0N'S \
;

POL /CY STATEMEN7 THRU. 1

i
:

!

/. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW S7S |
:
I

i

//. A PARALLEL PROGRAM Of SPEC /f/C L/NE /7EM i

/MPROVEMENTS 70 TECHN/ CAL SPEC /f/CA7/0NS
.

!
t

///. OTHER AC7/V/7/ES NECESSARY 70 FULL Y l

!

/MPLEMENT THE POL /CY STATEMENT
:.

| Figure 5 (Butcher) !
'

|

I
*

I

;

i
t

!

!

!
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!

I

i
i

i

I

!
;

!

!

!
I. NEW STS DEVELOPMENT !

!
* COMPLETED AC7/V/7/ES ,

,

rNRC Stoff Reviewed Mode / Specifications Mid 87 ;-

And Supporithy Documentation for Two i
Owners Gmups !

>

Key /mp/ementation /ssues Addmssed Jon 88-

S75 "Sp/it" Report /ssued May 88 |-

Meetings With NUMARC To Discuss Ort:rft late 88-

Chapters Of New S75 i
e

ONGO.WG/ PLANNED AC7/V/7/ES* i

!

/ndustry Comp /etes Rewrite Of Early 89 i
-

New S75 t

iStoff Comp /etes Reviews Of New Late 89-Ear /y 90 {
-

S75 And Begins Review Of lead'

P/ont Submitto/s

Staff Vhits lead P/onts late 89-

/ssue fino/ Po//cy Statement late 39-

tAdditiono/ Conversions To New S75 Late 90
'-

Figure 6 (Butcher) I
,

'

>

t

i

:

,
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1

i
l
s

|

|
i
;
'

,

J

!
!

11. PARALLEL PROGRAM FOR |

LINE ITEM IMPROVEMENTS :
i

:

* COMPLETED ACRV/RES |
- ;

Revision Of The S7S Genero/ Requihrments J.0/4.0-

!

Re/ocation Of Orgonkotion Chorts i-

!

Eight Vendor Owners Groups' 7*opica/ Reports j-

Extending RPS/ESFAS S77's And ACT's t

Removo/ Of fthe Protection System 73 |-

Re/ocation Of Cyc/e-Specific Parameter Limits j-

Re/ocation Of Radio /ogico/ Effluent TS|
-

,

* ONG0/NG/ PLANNED AC7/V/7/ES |
I

Remova/ Of J.25 Limit On Extendihg Refue/ thy |-

Outoge Survei// onces |

Reduced 7' sting At Power Programo .-

iExtension Of RPS/ESFAS S17s for CE P/onts-

Figure 7 (Bittcher)

!
I

I

f

,

|
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)

I
!

;

111. OTHER ACTIVITIES |
!

!

i

* GU/ DEL /NES FOR CONDUC7/NG /O CFR 50.59 \

REV/EWS |
i

|

* R/SK-BASED 7ECNN/ CAL SPEC /f/CA 7/ONS |

Figure 8 (Bittcher) |

I
t

!

! OVERALL PROGRAM IMPACT ON SAFETY !

iAND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS i

:

!

[ -

* /MPROVE OPERA 7/ONAL SAFETY .

|'

|

* MORE REL/ABLE AND Eff/C/ENT PLAN 7
OPERA 7/ON

l
'

1

* RESOURCE SA V/NGS 70 BO7N NRC AND
/NDUSTRY

| Vigure 9 (Bittcher)
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.

CONDUCTING CllANGES, TESTS, AND EXPERIMEN1S |
WITilOUT PRIOR NRC APPROVAL ;

by !
i

Martin J. Virgilio
Assistant Director for Region 111 and V Reactors

and :

*

David C Fischer
Section Chief, Special Projects Section i

Technical Specifications Branch
Division of Operational Events Assessment

~

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

t

For Presentation at the NRC -

Regulatory Infonnation Conference
i
'

The Mayflower liotel
Washington, D.C.

'

April 18-20,1989 ;

;

i

i

!

L
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|

|

|

10 CFR 50.59 I

PURPOSEe

I

PROBLEM I*

COURSE FOR RESOLUTION !*

Vigure 1 (Virgilio) |
t

i

f

i

10 CFR 50.59(2)

"A PROPOSED CHANGE, TEST, OR EXPERIMENT SHALL BE DEEMED TO
;

INVOLVE AN UNREVIEWED SAFETY OUESTION (i) IF THE PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRENCE OR THE CONSEQUENCES OF AN ACCIDENT OR MALFUNC-

,

t

TION OF EQUIPMENT IMPORTAtfr TO SAFETY PREVIOUSLY EVALUATED IN '

THE SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT MAY BE INCREASED OR (ii) IF A POSS!BILITY
.

FOR AN ACCIDENT OR MALFUNCTION OF A DIFFERENT TYPE THAN ANY |
EVALUATED PREVIOUSLY IN THE SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT MAY BE CRE- i

ATED: OR (iii) IF THE MARGIN OF SAFETY AS DEFINED IN THE BASIS FOR
'

ANY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION IS REDUCED."
,

Figure 2 (14rgilio)
i

!
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-

e

ISSUE # 1 INCREASE IN PROBABILITY
;

,y

INDUSTRY PROPOSAL
'

1. ANS! 18.2 - 1973

NORMAL OPERATION

INCIDENTS OF MODERATE FREQUENCY

INFREQUENT INCIDENTS

LIMITING FAULTS

MODIFICATIONS RESULTING IN A CHANGE FROM A LESSER FREQUENCY

CLASS TO A MORE FREQUENT CLASS ARE EXAMPLES OF CHANGES THAT

| INCREASE THE PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE.

!!. ACCIDENTS ARE THE ANTICIPATED OPE. RATIONAL TRANSIENTS AND

POSTULATED DESIGN-BASIS ACCIDENTS THAT ARE ANALYZED IN

THE LICENSING PROCESS.

1
|

| NRC CONCERN
*

| 1. METHODOLOGY WOULD ALLOW INCREASES IN PROBABILITY AND RISK

11. DEFINITION OF ACCIDENTS IS TOO PAROCHIAL

Figure 3 (Vimilio)
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ISSUE #2 - INCREASE IN CONSEQUENCES

:

*
INDUSTRY PROPOSAL

CONSEQUENCE (DOSE) MAY INCREASE UP TO REGULATORY LIMITS

DEFINED IN NRC'S STANDARD REVIEW PLAN (NUREG40800) AND |
SELECT PORTIONS OF THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

NRC CONCERN |
*

!

PROPOSED APPROACH WOULD ALLOW INCREASES IN CONSEQUENCE AND RISK. !

Figure 4 (l'irgilio)

!
:

| !

ISSUE #3 - REDUCTION IN MARGIN |

!
t
'

.

INDUSTRY PROPOSAL
*

:

DECREASES IN MARGIN BETWEEN THE LICENSING BASIS ACCEPTANCE 1

LIMIT AND THE FAILURE POINT CONSTITUTE A REDUCTION IN MARGIN.
| ,

:

*
NRC CONCERN

,

DECREASES IN MARGIN OF SAFETY WITHIN THE LICENSING BASIS
,

i ACCEPTANCE LIMIT ARE NOT CONSIDERED. PROPOSAL WOULD ALLOW -

REDUCTION IN MARGINS.

Figure 5 (l'irgilio)
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1

'

4<

MARGIN CASE #1

i

i

FAILURE PolNT (UNKNOWN) i
t i

,

M1

i

50 Psts LICENSING ACCEPTANCE LIMIT .o :

o-- |

M2

35 Psts BOUNDING EVENT FROM SAR o

!

CONTAINMENT !

PRESSURE |
5 Psts ALLOWABLE VALUE |

!
i

NOMINAL SE1 POINT !
!r

! !
!

-

!
,

,

|

TIME
,

|'

?

:

MARGIN 1 = MARGIN TO FAILURE POINT j

MARGIN 2 = MARGIN TO LICENSING ACCEPTANCE LIMIT
,

Figurc 6 (Virgilio)
.
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|
!

.

MARGIN CASE #2 |

I-

)
!

|
;

1875Psis FAlLURE POINT
__

M1 |
|

p |1325Psle LICENSING SAFETY LIMIT
!

M2 !
e

[ |1275Ps!G BOUNDING EVENT

REACTOR PRESSURE M3 i

!

g [1071Pslo ANALYSIS SETPOINT

:

M4 :

1057Ps!G ALLOWABLE VALUE 1 !

;

|1037PslG NOMINAL SETPOINT.

! .

|
t

!

!

!

MARGIN 1 = MARGIN TO FAILURE
-

MARGIN 2 = MARGIN TO LICENSING SAFETY LIMIT
MARGIN 3 = ANALYSIS RESULTS INCLUDING MARGIN FOR MODELING UNCERTAINTIES

| MARGIN 4 = COMBINED INSTRUMENT ERROR ALLOWANCES INCLUDING MARGIN FOR

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SETPOINT

Yigure 7 (Virgilia)

r
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(

l

|

|

|
1

SUMMARY |
|
;

!

REVISED DOCUMENTS PROVIDE IMPROVED GUIDANCE IN SEVERAL AREAS*

I
i

CERTAIN AREAS PROPOSAL WOULD ALLOW LICENSEES TO MAKE DECISIONS f*

ABOUT REGULATORY COMPLIANCE RATHER THAN PRESERV!NG THE LICENSING !
BASES OF THE PLANT. |

| |
| |

WHILE FINAL DRAFT GUIDELINES OFFER SOME BENEFIT, ADDITIONAL WORK |
*

IS NECESSARY. :

Figure 8 (14rgillo) (
.I

I

!

.

I
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.

!
i

t

SESSION 5 !
t

NRC INSPECI'lON EXPERIENCE ,

:

)

!
r

.

6

,

I

f

i

'

|
1
t

| I
1

| >

>

t

I

i

1

!

!

i

1
,
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I :

ii

J

| NRC INSPECTION EXPERIENCE
;

Chairman i
:

Frank P. Gillespie, Director !

Program Management, Policy Development and Analysis Staff ;
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

:

i,

'

i

i

For Presentation at the NRC !

Regulatory Information Conference i

:s

The Mayflower liotel !
Washington, D.C.

,

April 18-20,1989 |
,

!

t

!
:
*

i

i

,
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1

!
i

i

l
|

|
I

|'

!
1

,

i

HOURS ( X 1000 )

: HOURS OF

15 INSP.
.

4

12 l
;

i

9 |
-

,
;I

|

6 |

| !

3 |
'

!
O i

1 25 50 75 100 110 |

PLANT i

YOTAL OlPF.[2ATONG 12FAC0012 DN8|PECf00N3 l%f ||9 ANT !

Figure 1 (Gillespic)
*

t

.

i

. I

| s

1'

| i

t

,

|
,

| '
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'
NRC INSPECrlON PLAN

by

'Frederick J. liebdon, Chief
Inspection and Ucensing Program :

Program Management, Policy Development and Analysis Staff
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

;

i
i

,

6

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference ;

The Mayflower 110tel !
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989 i
!
,

'

i

!
I

t

|
,

i
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I

;

i

k OPERATING REACTOR INSPECTION PROGRAM
'

e

L PURPOSE: TO OBTAIN INFORMATION THROUGH DIRECT

!' OBSERVATION TO DETERMINE *
i i

L
* WHITHER THE PLANT IS BEING OPERATED SAFELY

,, ,

*
i ;
'

* WHITHER LICENSEE'S MANAGEMENT CONTROL PROGRAM

IS EFFECTIVE

i
;

|

GATHERS INFORMATION TO SUPPORT THE STSTEMATIC
!

ASSESSMENT OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE (SALP)
,

Figure 1 (Hebdon) ;

ELEMENTS OF THE

| REACTOR INSPECTION PROGRAM
!
!

'
i: FUNDAMENTAL INSPECTION PROGRAM
| :
I -

e CORE INSPECTION PROGRAM
"

.

l

e MANDATORY TEAM INSPECTIONS
,

REGIONALINITIATIVES AND REACTIVEINSPECTIONS ,

I
'

SPECIAL TEAM INSPECTION PROGRAM

;

SAFETY ISSUES PROGRAM

Figure 2 (Hebdon)
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|
|

Cr

FUNDammTAL INSPECTION PROGRAM
1

i

CORE IN8PECTION PROGRAM

( SELECTED SET OF INSPECTION PROCEDURES !

( CORE INSPECTION PROGRAM 18 DONE AT EVERY SITE <

( INCLUDE 8 A LARGE PORTION OF THE RESIDENT

INSPECTOR'S TIME i

MANDATORY TEAM INSPECTION

( DONE AT EVERY SITE ON A BIENNIAL CYCLE
,

( AREA 0F EMPHASIS SELECTED FOR EACH BIENNIAL ;

CYCLE
'

( CURRENT AREA 0F EMPRASIS IS MAINTENANCE ;

;

Figure 3 (Hebdon)

REGIONALINITIATIVES AND ,

REACTIVE INSPECTION

'

MOST PLANTS WILL RECEIVE SOME REGIONAL INITIATIVE

INSPECTION

RESOURCES ARE ALLOCATED AND FOCUSED BASED ON .

PLANT PERFORMANCE

,

REGIONAL INITIATIVES ARE PLANNED INSPECTIONS BASED

ON PLANT PERFORMANCE (E.G., FINDINGS FROM OTHER

INSPECTIONS)

REACTIVE INSPECTIONS ARE UNPLANNED INSPECTIONS BASED

; - ON OPERATIONAL EVENTS AND EMERGING SAFETY CONCERNS

! Figure 4 (Hebdon)

!
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SPECIALIEED TEAM INSPECTIONS

l

SPECIAL SET OF TEAM INSPECTIONS WHICH ARE STRUCTURED

TO ADDRESS SPECIFIC CONCERNS

EXAMPLES:

B SAFETY SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INSPECTION (SSFI)

B SAFETY SYSTEM OUTAGE MODIFICATION INSPECTION

(SSOMI)
.\.

E OPERATIONAL SAFETY TEAM INSPECTION (OSTI)

Figure 5 (Hebdon)

SAFETYISSUE PROGRAM

y ONE-TIME INSPECTIONS TO ADDRESS SPECIFIC SAFETY

ISSUES OR CONCERNS
,

EXAMPLES:

B EMERGENCY OPERATDIG PROCEDURE INSPECTIONS

B BWR POWER OSCILLATIONS (BULLETIN 88-07)

B RECEIPT, STORAGE, AND HANDLING OF DIESEL FUEL

OIL

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS ARE DEFINED IN A TEMPORARY

INSTRUCTION (TI)

Figurc 6 (Hebdon)
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RELATED INSPECTION PROGRAM ACflYITIES

SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE (SALP)

e THE INSPECTION PROGRAM FEEDS AND IS CONTROLLED BY

SALP

MASTERINSPECTION PLAN (MIP)
e A MIP IS PREPARED FOR EACH SITE BASED ON THE SALP

RESULTS

e THE MIP FOR EACH SITE IS UPDATED QUARTERLY AS

PERCEPTIONS ABOUT PLANT PERFORMANCE CHANGE

PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESMENT (PRA)
-

e PRA RESULTS ARE USED TO FOCUS INSTECTION ACTIVITIES

ON THE MOST SAFETY SIGNIFICANT ISSUES, SYSTEMS,

COMPONENTS, ETC.

Figure 7 (Hebdon)

>

|
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b INTEGRATION OF INSPECTION FINDINGS
ti

k.I
Y

k Stewart D. Ebneter

[ Regional Administrator
1,;. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

' Region II
,

:

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatoly Information Conference,

.

The Mayflower Hotel I
e Washington, D.C. |

April 18-20,1989

)
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'

,

,
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3
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INSPECTION

MSPECTION TYPICAL EFFORT CHAR ACTEnl$ TIC 6
TYPE MAN MOURS

(DIRECT MSPECTION)

RE0lON-5ASED 2 S TO 30 MAN HOURS HIGHLY SPECIAll2ED
SPECulmf FOCustD >OEPTH

,

|

LIMITED PERSPECTIVE
|COMPLETED M ONE WEEK

PERIOD

RESIDENT 90 TO 100 MAN HOURS MORE GENERAll2ED '

MSPECTOR COVERS ALL PLANT |

OPE R ATIONS |

MORE DRE ADTH
ONE MONTH DURAT60N

~ ~ . - ~ . _ . . _ . . _ , ..

RE0eONAL TEAM 300 TO O DO MAN HOURS MULTI-DISCIPLINED
FOCUSED OSJECTIVE M
A DROAD FUNCTION
MTERF ACE REVIEW

- ___ .. . , _ ._. _.___ _ .

PROGRAM TEAM 90 * 1500 MAN HOURS MULTI DISCIPLINED
8Y$ TEM OR DISCIPLINE
ORIENTED
SCOPEISDROADER ,

INDEPTH AND BRE ADTH
- - - .~ +~ . . . . . . _ . _ _ . . . . _ . . _ . . . _ . . . . _ . _ _ s

SPECIAL TEAMS AS REQUIRED

Figure 1 (Ebneter)

" FINDINGS"

VIOLATION

DEVIATION FINDINGS
UNRESOLVED ITEM

OPEN ITEM e HARD
INSPECTOR FOLLOWUP ITEM i

,

= QUANTITATIVE
VULNERABILITY = SPECIFIC

INADEQUACY = COMPLIANCE STRUCTURED
DEFICIENCY

* SOFT
CONCERN

WEAKNESS = QUALITATIVE |
!- IMPROVEMENT ITEM = IMPRECISE

STRENGTH = INDIRECT RELATION TO REGULATIONS

Figure 2 (Ebneter) Figure 3 (Ebneter)
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,

M ANAGEMENT INTEGRATION
,

e LINE M ANAGEMENT {

o MIDDLE MANAGEMENT

'

e SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Vigure 4 (Ebneter) -

.
,,

e

TIME INTEGRATION ENFORCEMENT !

* FOR A SPECIFIC SITE * INTEGRATION - TIME

= SALP- . RECURRENT FINDINGS
= ESCALATED ENF0HCEMENT . s!MitARITY OF FINDINGS

(SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE) -

* INTEGRATION - RELATED FACTORS
o GENERIC ISSUES,

) = IDENTIFICATION

| / SAFETY = CORRECTIVE ACTION

j' / RULE Cl!ANGE . PAST PERFORMANCE !
,

l = PRIOR NOTICE r

l' Figure 5 (Ebneter) - votTiPtE0ccuRRENcEs

Figurc 6 (Ebneter)

,SALP INTEGRATION

/ COMMITTEE

/ SENIOR MANAGERS

/ OBJECTIVE

/ SUBJECTIVE

Figurc 7 (Ebneter)
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,

SAPSTY/GUAL
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Figure 8 (Ebneter)
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Figure 9 (Ebneter)
|
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|
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SPECIAL TEAM INSPECI' IONS !

by
'

Charles J. Haughney, Chief.

Special inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards

iOffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation m

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
,

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989
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NRR SPECIAL INSPECTION BRANCH l

<

!
l

* 3 TYPES OF TEAM INSPECTIONS l,
.

.1

* OPERATIONAL SAFETY TEAM INSPECTION
.

* SAFETY SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INSPECTIONS

* SAFETY SYSTEMS OUTAGE MODIFICATION INSPECTION -

Figure 1 (Haughney)
.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY TEAM INSPECTION (OSTI)

* DIRECT OBSERVATION - CONTROL ROOM AND IN-PLANT -

'

* ROUND-THE-CLOCK OR DEEP BACKSHIFT COVERAGE
1
!

l- * FOCUS ON OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT
I

* KEY SUPPORT INTERFACES:

| / MAINTENANCE
/ ENGINEERING

/ QA

6-7 PERSON TEAM,2 WEEKS ON-SITE*

Figure 2 (Haughney)
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SAFETY SYSTEMS FUNCTIONAL INSPECTION

:

* DEEP VERTICLE SLICE OF A SINGLE SAFETY SYSTEM

= DESIGN, OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE ADEQUACY ,

SUPPROT SYSTEMS DESIGN INTERFACESa

TESTING, TRAINING, PROCEDURE ADEQUACY -=

CAN DETECT DEEPER-ROOTED PROBLEMS=

e THROUGH LOOK AT ENGINEERING SUPPORT AND
,

INTERFACES

i

'' e 8-12 PERSON TEAM FOR 2-3 WEEKS ON SITE

Figure 3 (Haughney)

SAFETY SYSTEMS OUTAGE MODIFICATIONS INSPECTION (SSOMO |
,

o MULTI-PHASED EXAMINATION OF OUTAGE ACTIVITIES ;

e MODIFICATION DESIGN ADEQUACY

e DIRECT OBSERVATION OF FIELD ACTIVITIES

/ CRAFT INSTALLING MODIFICATIONS 1

/ CRAFT PERFORMING MAINTENANCE |L

/ POST-INSTALLATION AND POST-MODIFICATION TESTING

e 2 OR 3 TEAMS OF 6-10 PERSONS,2 WEEKS PER PHASE

Figure 4 (Haughney)

|

l
|
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L HOW DO YOU GET PICKED?
|-
i

| * REGIONAL OFFICE REQUEST -j
i

* NRC LICENSING REQUESTS
:

,
,

* TEAMS LED BY NRR OR REGION
Figure 5 (Haughney)

>

,

t

UTILITY - CONDUCTED SELF - ASSESSMENTS

NRC ENCOURAGES THOROUGH, TECHNICAL*
;

SELF-ASSESSMENTS

l,

* SAFETY RESOURCE LEVERAGE

* YOU CAN AND SHOULD UNCOVER LURKING SAFETY
PROBLEMS

Figure 6 (Haughney)
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXCELLENCE
o ,

i

e TECHNICALLY SOUND ISSUES DEVELOPED AND

RESOLVED

$

e TRAINING LEVERAGE FOR YOUR STAFFS ;

;

e CONTRIBUTING AND ROOT CAUSE DFTERMINATION .
,

:

* DEE< INSIGHT INTO REASONS FOR PROBLEMS :

= DON'T MERELY CORRECT SYMPTOMS

e BOTTOM LINE - CORRECTIVE ACTION TO PREVENT3.

| RECURRENCE

Figure 7 (Haughney)1

.

o

,

'
-
s

.

, ;'
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{ DIAGNOSTIC TEAM INSPECTIONS

by
:

12e Spessard, Director '

Division of Operational Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

presented by
,

,

Stuart D. Rubin, Chief
.

Diagnostic Evaluation and incident Investigation Branch
Division of Operational Assessment

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
.

"

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

L For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
I

Washington, D.C.
<

April 18-20,1989
',

| ..
|

|

|

'
|

|

|
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*

DIAGN0$11C EVALUATION

A BROAD. BASED INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF SAFETY*
PERFORMANCE:

* TECHNICAL
* PROGRAMATIC
* HANAGEME NT

ORGANIZATIONAL*

' Figure 1 (Spessard) ;

t

$PECIAL FEATURES OF A DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
~t

ED0 REQUESTS REVIEW*

* ED0 APPROVES TEAM AND PLAN

!

* $ES TEAM MANAGER

* MEMBER $ ARE INDEPENDENT ,

* MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS USED

* COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

* PLANT AND CORPORATE

* MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURT. A$$ESSED
i

* INTERVIEWS USED EXTEN$1VELY ,

* ROOT CAUSES EMPHASIZED

* NRC CONTRIBUTING CAU$ES IDENTIFIED

* ED0 TRAN$ NITS REPORT

* EDO A$$1GNS FOLLOWUP ACTIONS ,

Figure 2 (Spessard)

l '

-

PLANT $ ELECTION

D15CUS$10N AT SENIOR MANAGER $ MEETING*

* P1, $ ALP $1MS, AIT DATA
I* HANAGER$ PER$PECTIVES

$[N10R MANAGER $' RECOMMENDATIONS*

* EDO $ ELECTS PLANTS
1'
1 Figure 3 (Spessard)
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TEAM PtANNING AND PREPARATIONS i

!

COLLECT AND REVIEW BACKGROUND INFORMATION |
*

REVl[W LICENSEE PERFORMANCE. IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM $ AND NRC
*

ACTIONS

TAILOR TEAM COMP 0$1710N 10 A$$ES$ MENT NEED$
*

i.
* CONDUCT TEAM BRl[FING$

$ ELECT A $YSTEM FOR [ VALUATION
*

* PREPARE EVALUATION PLAN $ '
,,

Figure 4 (Spessard) ;

ON$1TE EVALUATION $EQUENCE

*
08$ERVE AND AS$ESS SAFETY PERFORMAhCE

* A$$ES$ THE QUALITY, IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAM $

A$$E$$ MANAGEMENT AND ORGAN!!ATIONAL EFFECTIVENE$$
*

;

IDENTIFY CAU$ES FOR PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS
* '

Figure 5 (Spessard) >

COMMUNICATION OF RESULT $

* $ENIOR MANAGEMENT BRl[FING$

* LICENSEE Elli MEETING
o

REPORT TRANSMITTAL TO LICEN$EE
*

A$$1GNMENT OF NRC FOLLOW UP ACTION
*

Figure 6 (Spessard)

COMPLETED DIAGNOSTlc EVALDATION$

g UTILITY REPORT DATE >

DRESDEN CECO NOV 1987
MCGUIRE DUKE MAR 1988
FERMI DECO MAY 1988
TURKEY POINT * FP&L JUN 1988
PERRY CEI MAY 1989
BRUNSWlCK CP&L JUN 1989**

$PECIAL EVALUATION*

** PROJECTED DATE I

Figure 7 (Spessard)
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|

ROOT CAu$t$ ,

1

I

PLANT NEGLICTED IN FAVOR OF OTHER PRIORITIES*
|

* F0$$1L PLANT ATitTUDE

LACK Of (LEAR PERFORMANCE G0ALS*

INEFFECTIVE PLANNING FOR OPERATIONS*

LACK OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE i*

* LACK 0F ATTENil0N 10 HUMAN RELATION $ MATTER $

* CORPORATE MICROMANAGEMENT

Figure 8 (Spessard)

t

'

PERFORMANCE $TRENCTHS/ IMPROVEMENTS
,

CORPORATE LEADER $ HIP. 0VER$1GHT AND INVOLVEMEET*
,

* INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE PLANS

* $TAFF TECHNICAL CAPA8ILITIES

* P0$1TIVE MANAGEMENT AND $TAFF ATTITUDE TOWARD $AFETY

* MANAGERIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHAhGES ,

* PROGRAMS FOR IMPROVED ENGINEERING $UPPORT {

Figure 9 (Spessard)

PERFORMANCE WEAENESSES

* $1 RAINED RESOURCES

| ORGANIZAfl0NAL' INSTABILITY*

* COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEM $'
'

* INEFFECTIVE ENGINEERING $UPPORT

QA $1AFF CAPA81LITIE$ LIMITED*

'

UNRELIABLE EQUlPMENT*

INADEQUATE CHECK VALVi TESTING*

INADEQUATE MOV MAINTENANCE*

* OPERATOR OVERTIME $AFETY ls5UE

* 151 FROGRAM DEFICIENCIE$

P00R EQUIPMENT FAILURE ANALYSl$*

Figure 10 (Spessard)
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EDO STAFF ACT10h8
,

* GENERIC ACTIONS

* APPROVE LICENSEE IST PROGRAMS
* EVALUATE INDUSTRY RESPONSES TO CHECK VALVE FAILURES -

| * EVALUATE FAILURES OF AUX 1LIARY FEEDWATER PUMPS -

* EVALUATE MOV MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS!

|
'

* PLANT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS

HANDLED BY APPROPRIATE OFFICE / REGION
*

1 Figure 11 (Spessard)
|

|

C0t:CL USIONS '

SUCCESS DEPEt:05 ON INTENSIVE PREPAPAT10ft. EXPERIENCED TEAft
*

i

MEMBERS AND GOOD TEAll COMMUNICATIONS

HAllAGEMEllT At:0 CULTURE EVALUATIONS EllllA!4CE ROOT CAliSE !*

ASSES $llENT
,

ROOT CAUSE DETER! tit:ATIONS IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING OF
*

PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS, LIKEllH000 FOR litPROVEMEt!T AND THE NEED
FOR ADDITIONAL NRC ACTIONS

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATIONS GENERALLY HAVE CONFlRf1ED NRC $[NIOR
*

ltANAGERS' PERFORMANCE PICUTRE TilAT WAS BASED ON EXISTING
SALP, P1

EVALUATIONS HAVE BEEN WELL RECEIVED BY UTILITl[$ AND NRC
*

MANAGEMENT

Figure 12 (Spessard)

|

|

'

i

I
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I RECONSTITUTION OF DESIGN IlASES
'AND DESIGN DOCUMENTS

by

Eugene V, Imbro, Chief
Team inspection Development Section A

Special Inspection 13 ranch'

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

f.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.

>

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

. The Mayflower Ilotel
Washington, D.C.

l April 18-20,1989
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WHAT ARE DESIGN DOCUMENTS?

|

DESIGN DOCUMENTS ARE THOSE DOCUMENTS TO WHICH ONE
CAN REFER TO VERIFY THAT STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND

COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO PERFORM THEIR
'

IDENTIFIED FUNCTION.
,

'Figure 1 (Imbro)
,

WHY ARE DESIGN DOCUMENTS NECESSARY?

* FORM THE BASIS FOR FUTURE PLANT MODIFICATION

1

| * QUANTIFY DESIGN MARGINS AND DEFINE OPERATING

ENVELOPE

/ BASIS FOR 50.59 EVALUATIONS
*

* FORM A LIVING RECORD OF THE AS CONFIGURED PLANT
:

* PROVIDE A TECHNICAL BASIS FOR CONTINUED ',

OPERATION (INCLUDING LIFE EXTENSION)
'

Figure 2 (Imbro)

RECONSTITUTION OF DESIGN BASES AND DESIGN DOCUMENTS

NRC TEAM INSPECTIONS (SSFI, SSOMI) H AVE IDENTIFIED TH AT:
1

~

(1) MODIFICATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE WITHOUT SUFFICIENT

| ENGINEERING BASIS THAT HAVE COMPROMISED SAFETY

| SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY.

(2) MISSING DESIGN DOCUMENTATION APPEARS TO BE A

ROOT CAUSE OF THESE PROBLEMS

Figure 3 (Imbro)
| +

|
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|

;

ACTION PLAN |

* PERFORM LIMITED INDUSTRY SURVEY BY VISITING |

UP TO 10 LICENSEES I

e COLLECTINFORMATION
.

= DESIGN DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY

= CHANGE CONTROL PROCESS

= INTERFACE BETWEEN ENGINEERING,
'

MAINTENANCE, OPERATIONS, TRAINING,

LICENSING, ETC.

* UTILITY INITIATED DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENT

RECONSTITUTION PROGRAMS

| * ISSUE NUREG TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON GOOD

PRACTICE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

( TYPES OF DESIGN DOCUMENTS THAT SHOULD .

BE CONTROLLED AND MAINTAINED AS CONFIGURED

/ THE CIRCUMSTANCES AND TIMEFRAME THAT
DOCUMENTS SHOULD BE RECREATED,IF AT ALL

/ EVALUATION OF STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESS

OF UTILITY INITIATED DEDIGN BASIS DOCUMENT

RECONSTITUTION PROGRAMS
'

( ADEQUACY OF CURRENT NRC REGS AND INDUSTRY

3< STANDARDS IN ADDRESSING DESIGN

CONTROL /CONFIGUARTION MANAGEMENT

Figure 4 (Imbro)
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L

! DESIGN AUTHORITY
AFTER THE 0/L, THE OPERATING ORG ANIZATION GENERALLY

DRIVES MODIFICATIONS AND MAINTENANCE, HOWEVER, THE

ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE

F0Fs CONTROLLING THE PLANT DESIGN
,

Figure 5 (Imbro)

>

:

LEVEL OF DESIGN DOCUMENTATION
:

* SUFFICIENT DESIGN DOUMENTATION SHOULD BE AVAILABLE

FOR FUTURE PLANT MODIFICATIONS TO SUPPORT THE
,

FINAL AS-CONFIGURED DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM BEING
IMODIFIED.

I

l

* THIS MAY REQUIRE THE REGENERATION OF MISSING !

DOCUMENTATION,

Figurc 6 (Imbro)

!

|
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INSERVICE TESTING OF PUMPS AND VALVES -

'by '

Ted Sullivan, Chief .
Inservice Testing Assessment Section '

Mechanical Engineering Branch '

Division of Engineering and Systems Technology i
!Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Inforniation Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.
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INTRODUCTON '

1

* REQUIRED IN 10 CFR 50.55a IN 1978

GEERC GUDANCE Ato PLAT #-SPECIFC REVIEWS*;

), ,

RELEF REQUESTSe

.

PROGRAM UPDATES NO RESUBMITTALS*
,

BACKLOG*

Figure 1 (Sullivan) ;

:

GEERC LETTER 89-04

|

ADDRESSES PROGRAMMATC WEAKNESSES*

:

THREE PLANT GROUPINGS*

CONSTITUTES APPROVAL*

SCHEDULE*

REGCNAL MEETINGS WITH LCENSEES*

Figure 2 (Sullivan)

1

INTIATIVESc

SYMPOSIUM; *

,

SECOto GEtERC LETTER*

- SCOPEISSUES

METHOD ISSUES-
,

1
CONSIDERING RULEMAKING ii *

- REVISED SCOPE

I - REVISED REVIEW METHOD
,

<
,

| - REGULATORY GUOE
| h

| Figure 3 (Sullivan)

|
|

|'
1
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INSERVICE INSPECTION

by
,

C. Y. Cheng, Chief
Materials Engineering Branch

Division of Engineering and Systems Technologyn

'

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.
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l REGULATORY AREAS OF INTEREST AND CONCERNj
,

! !,

PROGRAMMATIC AREAS
*

(3) RESOURCES

(A) INDUSTRY -

(B) NRC

'(2) IMPLEMENTATION

'

TECHNICAL AREAS
*

(1) GENERIC LETTER 88-01

(2) NON-CODE OVERLAY REPAIRS

(3) HYDR 0 GEN ADDITION

I (4) REACTOR VESSEL EXAMINATIONS

L Figure 1 (Cheng) ;

1

|

L

|

L

'
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INITI ATIVES (OR STREAMLINING ISI REVIEWS

t

* HISTORICAL INFORMAfl0N

(1) 1976 UPDATING RULE
,

(2) FORTY-MONTH UPDATIN6 REQUIEMENT

(3) REVIEW RESPONSIBILITY

(A) DSS -

(B) DDR
. ,

f(4) APPROXIMATELY SIKTY PLANTS OPERATING

(5) WORKLOAD IMPACT

(6) RESOLUTION 0F PROBLEM f
)

(A) SPLIT ISI a IST ,

(t) REQUIRE TEN YEAR PROGRAM UPDATE <

(7) IMPACT OF RULE CHANEE !

(A) ggLggD FROM hlNE TO TWO [ACH

(B) NUME R OF REVIEW PERSONNEL REDUCED

PRESENT ISI PROGRAM REVIEW*

>

(1) .ROGRAMS REVIEWED FOR:*

*
- (A) APPLICAfl0N OF CORRECT CODE EDIT 10N AND ADDENDA

I (B) CORRECT EXAMINAil0N SAMPLE -

.

(C) CORRECT USE OF EXEMPil0N CRITERIA

(D) AUGMENTED hEDUlREE NTS

(2) REYlEWS AND EVALUAT10NS OF ISI PROGRAMS ARE PERFORED

WITH TECHNICAL AS$1 STANCE FROM NATIONAL LAB
|.
1

i REVIEW PROCESS BEING CONSIDERED ;
*

|

| (1) EL]MINATE SUBMIS$10N OF PROGRAMS BY LICENSEES ,

!

(2) ELIMINATE REVIEW OF PROGRAMS AND RELIEF REQUESTS SY NRC

STAFF

(2) MAKE LICENSEE ASSUME MORE OF BURDEN BY RULE MAKING

(3) CERTIFY PROGRAMS BY UTILITY UPPER MANAGEMENT THAT

REQUIREMENTS OF REYlSED RULE hAVE BEEN SATISFIED <

| '' (4) PERFORM AUDITS OF 131 PROGRAMS

Figure 2 (Cheng)
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PIPE EROSION / CORROSION
!

by t

Conrad E. McCracken, Chief 1

Chemical Engineering Branch j

Division of Engineering and Systems Technology [
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ;

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ;

and j

Paul C. S. Wu, Corrosion Specialist ;

Chemical Engineering Branch |
Division of Engineering and Systems Technology ,

i
Office of Nuclear Reactor Ragulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission j

t

!

i

!
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!
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EROSON'CORROSON EVENTS'

,

i

; NT1ATING EVENT - SURRY FEEDWATER PIPE RUPTURE. DECEMBER 9,1986
!ADDITONAL EVEt#S - TROJAN, STRAIGHT SECTONS.1967

- HADDAM NECK FEEDWATER HEATER UfE.1985
,

- SURRY FEEDWATER PIPE MORE RAPO WALL !
THitNtJ3 THAN PREDICTED

Vigure 1 (AICracken)
i

ACTONS AS A RESULT OF EVENTS |

I

A OOOPERATIVE PROGRAM WITH INDUSTRY TO ES"ABLISH GUDELitES Ato
HAVE PLANTS INSPECTED

NUMARC - ItOUSTRY LEAD OBTAIN AGREEMEta FROM MEMBER UTluTIES+

EPRI - DEVELOP PROGRAM FOR INSPECTON+

IMV - AUDIT IMPLEMENTATION+
i

ffl0 - REVIEW Ato COMMENT ON INDUSTRY PROGRAMS+

,

Figure 2 (AfcCracken) (
,

CtjBOS2 LOGY SUMMARY

t

JANUARY 1987 TO FIRST ROUtb OF INSPECTON COtOUCTED-

FEBRUARY 1989
t

JUNE 1987 ACCEPTABLE GUCELitES DEVELOPED FOR SINGLE PHA C-

JULY 1987 BULLETIN ISSUED REQUESTING ITORMATON TO ASSESS-

STAT 1)S,

APRIL 1988 INFORMATION tOTICE STATitG PROBLEM IS EXTENSIVE-

OCTOBER 1988 - COMPLETED AUDIT OF 10 PLANTS, IMPLEMENTATON
OF NTIAL INSPECTON OUTSTANDING

DECEMBER 1988 NRC DETERMINATON THAT ADDITOtML ADMNSTRATIVE-

CONTROLS NEEDED FOR LONG TER.'A ;

1989 ISSUE GENERIC LETTER TO DETERMitE PLANT-SPECIFIC (
-

IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG-TERM PROGRAMS

Figure 3 (AfcCracken) \
|
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|NIWS IMPLEMENTATION *

|

b5 |
7

Scott Newberry, Chief i

! Instrumentation and Control Systems Ilranch
Division of Engineering ar.d Systems Technology -i| ..

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation |

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission !
t

i 1
.
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I

ATWS RULE |
i

|
;

!

!
;

BWRS |
!

|
ALTERNATE ROD INJECTION (ARI)

!

RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP (RPT) !
!

UPGRADE STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM !

!
!

CE/B8W ;

i

DIVERSE SCRAM SYSTEM (DSS) ,

i

DIVERSE ACTUATION AFW AND TT (AMSAC) f
1

i

WESTINGHOUSE
!

DIVEP.SE ACTUATION AFW AllD TT ( AMSAC) !

Figure 1 (Newbeny) ;

|
!

.

I
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CHRON0 LOGICAL BACI' GROUND

; ,

ATWS RULE PUBLISHED G/84'

i OA GUIDANCF, FOR ATWS EQUIPMENT 4/85
(G.L. 85-06)

i

NRC REVIEW EFFORT START 5/85
(MULTI-PLANT ACTION A-20 ESTABLISHED)'

OWNERS GROUP SUBMIT GENERIC DESIGN

CE0G CEN-315 9/85
BWOG B8W 47-1159091 10/85
K0G WCAP-10858 10/85
BWROG NEDE-31096-P 1/8G

NRC STAFF ACCEPTED GENERIC DESIGN

WOG 7/86
'

BWROG 10/86

| BWOG 6/88 i

I !

|' NRC STAFF REJECTED CE0G REPORT, REGARDING 8/86 |

| DIVERSITY OF AFW ACTUATION ;

'

INSPECTION GUIDANCE ISSUES (Tl 2500/20) 2/87 i

'

NRC STAFF PLANT SPECIFIC REVIEWS 1/87 -- PRESENT ,

82 SERS COMPLETED ,

| 30 PLANTS INSPECTED

Figure 2 (lVewbeny)
1
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twlIMMATimi STATUS

PLANTS PLANTS
,

PL ANTS WILL WILL
WILL IMPL, IMPL, [

PLANTS IMPL. 100 1991 PLANTS

JNL 1989 OR LATER ORLATES EXEMPT ,

-

.i

BWR (TOTAL 37)
,

RECIR PUMP TRIP 36 1,

ALTERNATE ROD INJECil0N 32 2 2 1' '
STANDBY LIQ CONTROL 36 1

WESTINGHOUSE PLANTS (TOTAL 55)

ATWS MITIGATION ACT CKT (AMSAC) 20 16 10 7 2 :

CE PLANT (TOTAL 15) !

!

AMSAC 3 3 4 5 i

DIVERSE SCRAM SYSTEM 6 3 3 3 ,

BAW PLANT (TOTAL B)

AMSAC 0 3 5 !
DSS 0 3 5 |

Figure 3 (Newbeny)

ATWS ISSUES
,

,

o PWR ATTU DIVER $1TY {

o CE AMSAC DIVER $1TY
,

o INSPECTION FlhDlNGS

o OPERABILITY AND SURVELLANCE (TECH SPECS)
I i
'

Y|gure 4 (Newbeny)
*

,

'

|
|
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EXTERNAL EVENTS FOR SEVERE ACCIDENTS

by
,

Goutam Bagchi, Chief
Structural and Geosciences Branch;

Division of Engineering and Systems Technology
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nucleat Regulatory Commission .

:

,

,

'For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

The Mayflower llotel
Washington, D.C. t

.
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i

8ACKGROUND {
!

SEVERE ACCIDENT POLICY STATEMENT I
*

(AUG. 8, 1985)
|*

TREAIMENT OF EXTERNAL EVENTS IN THE i

SEVERE ACCIDENT POLICY STATEMENT |
(SECY-86-162, MAY 22, 1986) !

EXTERNAL EVENTS WORKSHOP (AUGUST 4-5, I*

1987) |
'

*
INTEGRATION PLAN FOR CLOSURE OF SEVERE ;

ACCIDENT ISSUES (SECY-88-147, (MAY 25, 1988)
,

GENERIC LETTER FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION
'

OF THE SEVERE ACCIDENT POLICY STATEMENT [
(SECY-88-205, JULY 15, 1988)

!
INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATION FOR SEVERE I'

ACCIDENT VULNERABILITIES (GENERIC LETTER |
88-20,N0Y. 23,1988)

|
*

FUTURE NEED FOR PLANT EXAMINATION FOR ,

EXTERNAL EVENTS
'

'
Figure 1 (Bagchi)

i

t

ORGANIZATION ,

[
NRC: EXTERNAL EVENT STEERING GROUP :

'
CHAIRMAN: L. C. SHA0
SElSMIC SUBCOMMITTEE :

FIRE SUBCOMMITTEE

HIGH WIND, FLOOD AND OTHERS
{

SUBCOMMITTEE

INDUSTRY: NUMARC
ILEAD: W. RASIN

SEISMIC 1SSUES WORKING GROUP

SEVERE ACCIDENT WORKING GROUP '

Figure 2 (Baschi) :

.

;
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!
<

KEY EXTERNAL EVENTS f
!.,

EARTHOUAKE

FIRE |

HIGH WIND |
.. FLOODS |

!TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS

Figure 3 (Baschi) ;
;

i

METHODS FOR IPE OF EXTERNAL EVENTS i
;

PP.0BABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT: HAZARD,

FRAGILITY, PLANT DAMAGE STATES,

COREMELT FREQUENCIES, LOSS OF !

CONTAINMENT PROBABillTY |
OTHER SIMPLiflED METHODS: SIMPLiflED i

PROBABIL)STIC, DETERMINISilC MARGlHS |

EARTHOUAKE: BOTH METHODS FEASIBLE

FIRE: PRA METHOD IS ACCEPTABLE, OTHER

SIMPLIFIED METHODS FEASIBLE !

OTHER EXTERNAL EVENTS: PROGRESSIVE |

SCREENING !
'

Figure 4 (Bagchi) i'

i

| I

i

|

|
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PREVIOUS PRA RESULTS

CONTRIBUTION TO TOTAL CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

EARTHQUAKE 1% TO 68%

FIRE 3% TO 55%

OTHER EVENTS PLANT-SPECIFIC WEAKNESSES

Vigure 5 (Baschi)

RESULTS EXPECTED'

THOROUGH FAMILIARITY OF PLANT LAYOUT*

AND PLANT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

DETAILED PLANT WALKDOWN*

IDENTIFICATION OF TRUE PLANT*

WEAKNESSES RATHER THAN FOCUSING
ON MEAN FREQUENCIES

INTEGRATION OF GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES*

US! A-17 USI A-40 USI A-45, USl A-46,
EASTERN U.S. SEISM! CITY

Yigure 6 (Bagchi)
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STATION BLACKOUT IMPLEMENTATION
,

by |
James E. Knight, Section Chief ;

Electrical Systems Branch !

Division of Engineering and Systems Technology
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission '|
,

!
i

,

i

I For Presentation at the NRC
'
'

Regulatory Information Conference
!

| The Mayflower llotel ;

Washington, D.C.
'

'

April 18-20,1989

!
I

!
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STATION BLACK 0UT RULE i

IMPLEMENTATION

o WHY CONCERN FOR STATION

BLACK 0UT? )
- CORE MELT /CONTAINMEllT

FAILURE i

- MANY LOOPS a DG FAILURES !

O WHAT IS SB0 PER RULE !

f- LOOP 8 DGS LOST

- INVERTER AC AVAILABLE

Figure 1 (Knight) I
'

:

$10. RULE REQUIREMENTS |

0 ENDURE SB0 FOR RE0'D DURATION
'

- BASED ON EAC SOURCE REDUNDAllCY,

REllABILITY, LOOP FREQ. :
'

0FFSITE RESTORATION TIME

o COPING ANALYSIS !

o AAC SOURCE SATISFlES RULE I

Figure 2 (Knight)
,

i

r

'
,

'
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!
;

,

|

:

;

SB0 GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS

'o REG, GUIDE 1,155 - SB0

- ADDRESSES: SB0 DURATION,

DG RELIABILITY PROCEDURES, .

CA 8 SPECS, :

o NUMARC DOCUMENTS
'

- GUIDELINES / PROC.

ADDRESS RULE |
- STANDARD RESPONSE FORMAT

Figure 3 (Knight) |

|
SB0 REVIEW PROCESS |

>

o RULE RESPONSE DUE APRll'89 |

0 PRIORITIZE PLANTS BY RISK

o REVIEW AND'SER '

| I

| 0 INSPECTION PER TI

! o REVIEW COMPLETE 1991 MODS, 1994

| Figure 4 (Knight)

i
;

'

1

|

'

|

l

|

|
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SIIUTDOWN DECAY IIEAT REMOVAL
i

by -

Robert C. Jones, Jr., Section Chief
Re. actor Systems Branch

Division of Engineering and Systems Technology
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
i
,

!

i

!

'
'

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

'
The Mayflower Hotel

Washington, D.C.

'April 18 20,1989
!
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!

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE !

- NUPEROUS LOSSES OF DHR HAVE OCCURRED |
'

- DIAPLO CANYON EVENT SHOWED DEFICIENCIES
IN PROCEDURES, HARDWARE, 4 TP.AINING >

i- PRA ikS10 HTS

- CDF 20-5.

- 851 0F RISK Dl! PING PID-LOOP
'

,

- CORE DAMAGE COULD OCCUR IN ONE HOUR |
- CONTAINMENT COULD BE OPEN TO FACILITATE ;

MAINTENANCE |
- CONCLUDED ACT10t$ NEEDED TO PREVENT AND !

MlilGATE LOSS OF DHR ;

Figure 1 (Jones)

;

NRC RESPONSE f

- NUMEROUS DISCUS $10NS WITH INDUSTRY ,
e

- ISSUED GENERIC LETTER 88-17
;

'
- EXPEDIT!OLIS ACTIONS

! - MITIGATE OFFSITE RELEASE

- PPACTICAL ACTIONS TO PREVENT
MITIGATE LOSS OF DHR !

- PROGPAM ENCHANCEMENTS

- IMPP.0VED INSTRUMENTATION

.
- IMPROVED PROCEDURES

1

| - DEFENSE-lN-DEPTH PHILOSOPHY

- EMPHAS12ED SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

- LETTER TO EACH CEO |

- LETTER TO EACH OPERATOR I

Figure 2 (Jones)

,

|

|
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|
|

!

f.
'

REVIEW METHOD

- STAFF AUDIT

- IMPLEMENTAT!0N AUDIT BY REGIONAL !

PERSOMPEL I

;

- DETAILED INSPECTION AT SOME PLANTS ;

.

Figure 3 (Jones) |
.

I,REYlEW FINDINGS - EXPEDIT10DS ACTIONS '

!

- CONTAINMENT CLOSURE CONCERNS

- ADMINISTRATIVE C0FTROLS i

!
- INDIRECT PATHS TO THE ENVIRONMENT -

MUST BE CONTROLLED |,

- CLOSURE REQUIREPIEFT FOR EQUIPMENT ,

HATCH
[

- INSTPUPENTATION ;

- RECONCILE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
REDUNDANT INSTPllMENTS

- DAILY WALKDOWN OF TYGON TUBING

- CONDUCT WALKDOWN IMMEDIATELY PRIOR [
TO THE USE OF TY60N TUBING |

- DISCUSS OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH ALL
PERSONNEL

Figure 4 (Jones)
,

CONCLUSIONS
,

- SUBSTANTIAL EFFORT SINCE DIABLO CAFYON l
EYENT '

- PECOMMENDATIONS REFLECT GOOD
OPERATIONAL PRACTICE AND CONTROL OF 1

SHUTDOWN ACTIVITIES l

- ENCOURAGE LICENSEES TO CONSIDER THESE
RECOMMENDATIONS IN ALL MODES OF
SHUTDOWN HEAT REMOVAL

Figure 5 (Jones)

|

|
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THERMAL STRESSES AND FATIGUE IN PWR
'

'

COOLANT PIPING ;

by

Ledyard B. Marsh, Chief |
Mechanical Engineerir.g Branch ;

Division of Engineering and Systems Technology :

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ;

;

:

For Presentation at the NRC
Regalatory Information Conference
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'

i
*
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!
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( lhTRODUCTION !

1

PWR REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PIPING DESIGN ACCOUNTS FOR THERMAL !

STRESSES AND FATlGUE EFFECTS >

,

' DIFFERENTIAL EXPANSION !

* THERMAL TRANSIENTS
|

* THERMAL FATIGUE
v

i

TilREE RECENT PWR EVENTS llAVE SHOWN TliERMAL EFFECTS NOT PREVIOUSLY

ACCOUNTED FOR [
!

* TliERMAL FATIGUE DUE T0 INTERNITTENT FLOW 0F

DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE FLUID i

* THERMAL STRESSES AND FATIGUE DUE TO STRATIFIED 4

'

FLOW

;

PIPING INTEGRITY WAS COMPROMISED IN TWO CASES f
-y

i NRC ISSUED INFORMATION NOTICES AND BULLETINS

Figure 1 (Marsh) <

|
|

'
,

|

k
i
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|
INTERNIT1ENT SI FLOW !

'
f
'
,

* LEAKING CRACK FOUND IN UNISOLABLE SECTION OF (
ECCS - 0.7 GPM |

' THROUGH WALL CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACK LOCATED AT AN f
'

ELBOW BETWEEN THE REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LOOP !

fAND THE CHECK VALVE IN THE SIS

:
.

'

* ROOT CAUSE ATTRIBUTED TO HIGH-CYCLE FATIGUE CREATED BY

OSClLLATING THERMAL STRATIFICATION I

* STRATIFICATION CREATED BY CHECK VALVE OSCILLATION DUE j
TO INTERMITTENT COLD CHARGING FLUID FLOW THROUGH A CLOSED

UPSTRdAM VALVE !

L

' VALVE NOT TESTFD FOR LEAK-TIGHT INTEGRITY ;

Figure 2 (Marsh)

!
'

INTERMITTENT RCS LEAKAGE

:

I

* LEAKING CRACK FOUND IN UNISOLABLE SECTION OF THE

ASME CLASS 1 PORTION OF THE RHR PIPING

i

* THROUGH WALL CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACK AT TOP OF

I PIPE-10-ELBOW WELD [

L * ROOT CAUSE ATTRIBUTED TO LEAKAGE OUT THE RHR

L ISOLATION VALYL STEM

Figure 3 (Marsh)

|

|
'
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Figure 4 (Marsh) |
|
;
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i

i
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|

SURGE LINE STRATIFICATION )
'

|
4

* UNEXPECTED MOVEMENT DISCOVERED ON THE PRESSURIZER SVRGE

LINE |
?

!
* PIPE WHIP RESTRAINT SHIMS CRUSHED: PLASTIC DEFORMATION IN i

PIPE ;

i

* ROOT CAUSE WAS STRATIFIED FLOW CAUSING LARGE

BENDING MOMENTS ,

i

{* DURING PLANT STARTUPS AND SHUTDOWNS THERE EXISTS A LARGE

PRESSURIZER TO RCS T (UP TO 300*F)

* LOW SURGE LINE FLOWS AND HIGH T CAUSES STRATIFICATION ;

* IMPORTANT PARAMETERS ARE LENGTH DF PlPE AND ITS SLOPE, ;

FLOW, T AND SUPPORT CONFIGURATION
:

Figure 5 (Afarsh)
'

,

I

| CONCLUSIONS

|

NEWLY DISCOVERED THERMALLY INDUCED PHENOMENA CAN [
HAVE SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS ON PIPING INTEGRITY

DESIGN MARGINS DO NOT ACCOUNT FOR THESE PHENOMENA

REMEDIAL ACTIONS NEEDED. BULLETINS ISSUED

Figure 6 (hfarsh)
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INSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM ,

bY a

Jared S. Wermiel, Section Chief i
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INTRODUCTION

NUCLEAR POWER PLAllT INSTRUMENT AIR*

SYSTEMS PROVIDE CLEAN, DRY, OIL FREE
AIR FOP BOTH SAFETY-PELATED AND
NOUSAFETY-RELATED EoVIPMENT FOR
NORMAL OPERATION AllD POST-ACCIDENT
SAFE SilVTDOWN

DESIGNS VARY BUT GENEPALLY THE
*

SYSTEM IS NONSAFETY-RELATED

*
SAFETY-PELATED COMPONENTS ARE
DESIGt!ED TO FAIL TO THEIR SAFE
POSITION ON LOSS OF AIR

BACKUP PNEUMATIC ACCUMULATORS OR
*

OTHEP SYSTEMS ARE PROVIDED TO
ENSURE POST-ACCIDENT OPERABILITY OF
CERTAIN SAFETY-PFLATED COMPONENTS

Figure 1 (Wenniel)
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I
DISCUS $10P.

P:PC FOCUS ON 8ALANCE-OF-PL ANT I*

$YSTEMS FOLLOWIW6 THE IN! 2 ,

ACCIDENT INCLUDED THE INSTRUMENT
AIR SY$ttM'

AEOD CA$t STUDY. WilREG 1275. i
*

VOLUMt 2 (WPC IN Wo. 87-78, ;

$UPPLEMtNT 1) P0lkTED OUT -

[YEFT$ AND CIRCUM $TANCt$ WERE '

THE IklTRUMENT AIP SYSTEM WOULD
WOT $ATISFY ITS INTtkDED Dtll6N
PA$18 ;

RECOMMENDAT10FF MADE TO
*

Eti$urt AIR OuALITY, ADt0UACY
OF PPOCEDURES AND IPA.ININ6e .

Dt$l6h ADt00AC) 0F PACEUP t
AIR ACrUMULATOR$. Arp

,

PEPFCRMANCE OF &PADUAL (0$$ '

0F AIR TEST

PES STUDY OF INSTRUMENT alp* '

$YSTEM PP0bLEMS UNDER GI 113

' CONCLUSION THAT EXIFT!NG
CRITtRI A AND PROP 0$tD CtrtRIC
LETTER ARE SUFFICIENT TO ENSURE
AIR $YSTEM FUNet 0N EA$tD ON '

ITS FISK IMPACTI ALR0 INCLUDE
INSTPUMENT AIR IN 61 B.$6 *

RESOLUTICF ON Dit$tL 6ENEPATOP +

RELIA $1LITY

' WRR IS$Utp 6L 88 316 To (DDPt$$
INSTRUMENT AIP $YSTEM PR0sLEMS
*

RtottFSTS DE$16N 8A$l$
VERIFICATION BY AIR DUAllTY I
TESTI MAINTENANCE. PROCEDURE '

AND TPAININs FDP FUNCTION ON
Lo$$ OF AIRA DESIGN OF P EUMATICN

ACCUMULATOR $. Tr$7 FOR FUNCTION
ON LOS$ OF AIR. AND REVltW
FOR' COPPtCT FAllURE POS1710N i

OL I4 lli ADDR?$$tD STAFF I
*

CONCERHS REGARDING INSTRUMikT
Alp $YSTEM PEPFORMANCE AND i
AS$URANCE OF $AFETY FUNCTIONS

'

*
GL 88-14 RESPONSES INDICAf t TWAT
PP0BLEMS DID EXIST IN INSTPUMENT AIR
$YSTEMS BUT LICEN$tt$ APE TAKING ACTION -

TO CORRECT THEM

*
ADDITIONAL EDUlFMENT ADDED 70
IMPROYE AIP CUALITY AND CAPACITY

*
GENtRIC DE$1GN DEFICIENCIES N01EDI
NRC IN NO 89-26 !$tur.?

GL 88 131 FA.$ HAD THE DE81 RED IMPACT
'

BY FOCU$ LNG LICEN$tt ATTENTION ON
IMP 0PTANCL OF INSTPUMIFT AIR $YSTEM

| Vigure 2 (Wenniel) |
1
|

|
|
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REVIEW OF INTERSYSTEM LOCA ISSUE
i

by ;
,

Laurence E. Phillips, Section Chief
Reactor Systems Branch

Division of Engine'ering and Systems Technology :
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

P

i

For Presentation at the NRC
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!

It'TERFAClf'C SYSTEM LOCA (ISL) i

* POTEllTIAL FDP ISL OF LONG C0FCERN ;

* WASP-1400 IDENTIFIFD CLASS, " EVENT V" !

* INVOLVES ISOLATION OF HIGH/ LOW {
PRESSl!RE SYSTEf18 !

!

* CONCEPPS JPVOLVF: !

* ISOLATI0fl CAPABILITY !

* PllPTilRE OF LOW PPESSURE SYSTEf1
,

* SCFFARIO COULD PESllLT IN COPE FELT
Afi'D CONTAINMENT DYPASS

* LOW LIKELIFOOD: SFVERE CONSECUEf'CES ,

* PiSK PFDilCED BY VERIFY!f'O VALVE !

CLOSUPF i

*
SllBSE0l'FNT NRC REVIEW INDICATFS

CONCEPF FOT LIMITED TO EVENT V
:

EXPAFDED EFFORT TO CONSIDER Al.L I
*

PPESSUPE ISOLATf0N VALVES (PIV) AFD '

IFTERFACIFC SYSTEM ISCLATION DFS!0f?S '

Vigure 1 (Phillips) i

!
*

|

| |
i

|
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! PAST AND Cl!PPFNT ACT10FS ;

* GENERIC LETTER, FET. 23, 1980

* LICENSEES TO IDENTIFY EVFFT V
CONFIGS., IF EXIST IDEFTIFY- '

* SURVEILLAPCE
'

* OPERATING HISTORY /TEFT DATA |
* NEEDED PPCCEDURE/PLAFT

P0DIFICATIOP !

* ORDER ISSI'ED APRIL 1981 TO 34 FLANTS

* IMPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS :

* TESTING
'

* TS SL'PVEILLANCE AND LCO

* CONCEPP NOT LIMITED TO EVENT V, T,UT
PACKFIT JllSTlflCATION FEEDED ;

* BNI F.TilDY OF GENERIC ISS!!F .105, COST - ;

BENEFIT OF BACKFITTING

* RESULTS SHOW PFNEFIT OF PlV TESTSr

1

|- * TEST PROGRAM LOPERS CORE DANAFF
'

FRECllEPCY 2 0F

* APPEARF PACKFIT CAN BE JUSTIflFD ;

* OTHER STUDY FIPDINGS

* OTHER NRC ACTIVITY

* TMI ITEM li.E.6.] -

Figure 2 (Phillips)
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PLANFORRESOLllTIONOFISI.ISSt{

* ACTION PLAN DEVELOPED |
* PILOT INSPECTION PROGRAM (6 PLANTS) !

:

* PAST ACTIVITIES FOCUSED 0" TESTING !
PIV |

* PROGRAN SCOPE BROADENED TO ADDRESS !
HUMAN FACTOPS

!

* LEAD TO IMPROVED INSPECTION ALL !
PLANTS |

t

* PILOT PROGRAM BASED ON CRITERI A: !

* ONLY PWR .;
.

.
'

* EACH OF THE 5 REGIONS
,

^

* EACH OF 3 VENDORS

* PLANTS WITH MINIPAL IROLATION |

* EFFECIS OF PLANT VINTAGE
.

P

* PILOT INSPECTION SCOPE

* POTENTIAL ISL PATHWAY IDENTIFIED !

* ADEQUACY OF: TRAINING |
ALAPPS '

INTERLOCKS '

ADMINISTRATIVE i

PROCEDURES i
TEST / SURVEILLANCE -

OPERATING PROCEDURES

* ASSESSMENT OF STRllCTURAL STRENGTHS

* IDENTIFY VULNERABLE SYSTEP.S AND
SEQUENCES

* USE FOR PPA AND DETERMINISTIC
'

ANALYSES OF RADIOLOGICAL
CONSE0VENCES i

Figure 3 (Phillips)
\
l
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RECOMPENDATI0flS FOR FllRTHER ffr0 ACTI0tif

* PASED ON: RESULTS OF PILOT INSPECTIONS

* PEVIFF 0F PREV 10lls ACTIONS
'

* "REVI0l'S DATA STUDIES

* MAY INCLUDE: REVISION OF GENERIC .

ISSL'E 105

* NEW GENERIC ACTION

''G0AL: ll!GP CONFII)EMCE THAT PPOPAPILITY
OF gSt. WITF 11t' ISOLABLE LOCA
10 /RY .

* C DinATE ACTICFS

* MORE EXTEFSIVF TESTINF ;

* IPPPOVED PROCEDl!RE

* IMPR0VEP TNSTRllMENTATION 8 ALAPPS

* IMPROVED DESIGN OF SYSTEMS

* MEASl'RES TO REDllCE HUMAN EPPPPS

Figure 4 (Phillips)
.

|
|
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|
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NRC OPERATOR LICENSING PROGRAM
'A SITUATION REPORT

by
.
'

Kenneth E. Perkins, Jr., Chief
Operator Ucensing Branch

Division of Ucensee Performance and Quality Evaluation ;

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission j

and

David J. Lange, Senior Reactor Engineer
Examiner Qualified Program Development and Review Section

'

Operator Ucensing Branch
Division of Ucensee Performance and Quality Evaluation

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission t

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference ,

The Mafflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989

L
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NRC REQUAURCATION EXAMINATIONS

i . ON TRACK: .10 FACIUTIES TO DATE
i

L^ . INDUSTRY & EXAMINER FEEDBACK POSITIVE
,

. BASED ON FACIUTY REQUAURCATION PROGRAM :
-

.

| . MAXIMUM USE OF PLANT SIMULATOR |

. FAClulY PROVIDES SITE-SPECIRC EXPERTISE

. INDMDUAL, CREW & PROGRAM EVALUATED i

. MORE EFRCIENT TECHNIQUES EXPLORED

figure 1 (Perkins)

'

GENERIC FUNDAMENTALS EXAMINATION
i

-

,

. PILOT TESTED BWR GFE SEPTEMBER 1988 .

. ONE EXAM ON FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE
1'

FOR S0 AND INSTANT SR0 s

. TRANSFERRABLE WITHIN REACTOR 1YPE (BWR/PWR)

. LAST PILOT FOR BWR & PWR JUNE 28,1989

(GENERIC LETTER 89-05)
. IMPLEMENT OCTOBER 1,1989 ON TRlMESTER BASIS

. ONLY INDMDUALS SEEKING RRST-TIME NRC UCENSES

OR CHANGING REACTOR TYPE NEED TAKE THE GFE

. MUST BE ENROLLED IN FACluTY'S UCENSE

TRAINING PRbGRAM
^

Figure 2 (Perkins)
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l

NATIONAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

GL 88-13 SOUCITED EXAM NEEDS THROUGH 1992 AND '
.

,

STATED INTENT TO IMPLEMENT NES OCT 1,1989

GL 89-03 PROMULGATED EXAM SCHEDUlf FOR FY 1990.
,

OBJECT: SEMI-ANNilAL EXAM VISITS TO ADMINISTER.

INITIAL, REQUAL OR RETAKE EXAMS AS NEEDED
.,

.

WILL PROVIDE MORE STABluTY FOR NRC AND.

FACIUTIES TO MANAGE PROGRAMS i

AD0PTING REQUAL LESSONS LEARNED INTO INITIAL f
.

i

EXAM PROGRAM WILL INCREASE BENEFIT
l

Figure 3 (Perkins)

|

|

|

|
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SIMULATION FACIUTY EVALUATION PROGRAM
!

. IMPLEMENTS 10 CFR 55.45(b)

. MEET ANSI 3.5 OR GET NRC APPROVAL 0F

ALTERNATIVE BY MARCH 1991
.

. NRC DESK-TOP REVIEW 0F CERTIFICATIONS

. PROBLEMS WITH INADEQUATE DOCUMENTATION 1

W!LL BE IDENTIFIED TO THE FACIUTY e

. MAJOR SIMULATOR' PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

BY REVIEW OR EXAM EXPERIENCE WILL RESULT |

IN ONSITE INSPECTION

. ONSITE INSPECTION MAY RESULT IN r

HALT TO OPERATING TESTS FOR INITIAL

AND REQUAL EXAMS
f

. OL PROGRAM'S OPERATIONAL EMPHASIS REUES ON

VAUD SIMULATION FACIUTIES
,

| . JUSTIFIABLE EXTENSION FOR COMPUANCE ARE
,

VERY UNUKELY
'

Figure 4 (Perkins)

!

>
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INITIAL EXAMINADON PROGRAM

. GFE PERMITS WORE SITE-SPECIFIC FOCUS

. INCORPORATE APPUCABLE LESSONS LEARNED FROM REQUAL

FOR A MORE OPERATIONAU.Y ORIENTED INITIAL EXAM
,

. CONSIDERING:

- UMITED REFERENCE OPEN-BOOK EXAM TO TEST

RECAU. AND PROCEDURE USE I

- STATIC SIMULATOR TO TEST PLANT SYSTEMS, INTEGRATED !
.

!
PLANT OPERATIONS AND I & C KNOWLEDGE i

- DYNAMIC SIMULATOR TO TEST INDMDUAL PERFORMANCE

ON CRITICAL TASKS !
\

| - WALK-THROUGH TO TEST PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED '

l i

j SYSTEM TASKS USING JPMs

|
. WILL RELY ON FACluTY DEVELOPED MATERIAL

AND PARTICIPATION

. INITIAL & REQUAL EXAM SIMILARITIES WILL
t

FACIUTATE PREPARATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Figure 5 (Perkins)
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.f M AN-M ACHINE INTERFACE !

by
.

t John A. Zwolinski, Deputy Director
Division of Licensee Performance and Quality Evaluation

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

;
,

. ,

,

1
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INTRODUCTION ,

* TMl ACTION ITEMS ADDRESSED HUMAN FACTORS CONCERNS !

.

* LARGE FRACTION OF REPORTABLE EVENTS ATTRIBUTED TO HUMAN ERROR

i
* NUCLEAR INDUSTRY HAD CONSIDERED ONLY VERY LIMITED HUMAN

2

FACTORS PRINCIPLES IN DESIGNING THElR CONTROL ROOMS

Figure 1 (Zwolinski)
. .

k

HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE TWO INITIATIVES '

1

DETAILED CONTROL ROOM DESIGN RLVIEW '

IMPROVE THE ABILITY OF OPERATORS TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS OR COPE WITH
ACCIDENTS IF THEY OCCUR BY IMPROVING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED

L

SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM

AfD OPERATORS IN RAPIDLY AND RELIABLY DETERMINING
THE SAFETY STATUS OF THE PLANT DURING AN EMERCENCY

Figure 2 (Zwolinski)

,
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pCDR PROCESS ,

i

* CONDUCT DCRDR REVIEW

'

IDENTIFY " HUMAN ENGINEERING DISCREPANCIES"
(HEDs IN THE CONTROL. ROOM

ASSESS SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF HEDs-

DETERMINE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

SUBMIT SUMMARY REPORT TO NRC INCLUDING
SCHEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTATION *

,

alMPLEMENT CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM
(USUALLY ACCOMPLISHED OVER ONE OR TWO
REFUELING OUTAGES)

Figure 3 (Zwolinski)
l-

i

|:

| DCRDR STATUS

.

|' CONTROL ROOM IMPROVEMENT COMPLETED OR IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE SATISFACTORY, 58 UNITS i

+

INCOMPLETE RESOLUTION TO ONE OR MORE SAFETY SIGNIFICANT HEDs, 41 UNITS'

LICENSEE REVIEW PROCESS INCOMPLETE. 19 UNITS

Figure 4 (Zwolinski)
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ISSUE GENERIC LETTER REQUIRING LICENSEES TO DO ONE OF THE FOLLOWINGl

(1) CERTIFY THAT THE SPDS FULLY MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS

\ OF NUREG D737. SUPPLEMENT 1. OR

\ (2) CERTirlY THAT THE SPDS WILL DE MODIFIED TO FULLY MEET
THE REQUIREMENTS BY A SFCCIFIED DATE. OR

(3) PROVIDE A DISCUS $lON OF THE REASONS FOR NOT CERTITYING
AND A DISCUSSION OF THE COMPENSATORY ACTION THEY INTEND ,

TO TAKE OR HAVE TAKEN.
1

ENCLOSED WITH GENERIC LETTER IS A NUREG WHICH PROVIDES LICENSEES DESIGN
FEATURES AND METHODS FOUND ACCEPTABLE AND UNACCEPTABLE IN IMPLEMENTING ,

THE REQUIREMENTS
.

Figure 5 (Zwolinski)

FUTURE INITIATIVES

ROOT-CAUSE ANALYSIS OF EVENTS INVOLVING HUMAN ERRORS

* DEVELOP A STRUCTURED PROTOCOL FOR ASSESSING
*

ROOT CAUSE OF EVENTS INVOLVING HUMAN ERROR

* OBTAIN D< TAILED HUMAN PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

* EVALU ATE AND SUPPLEMENT AS NECESSARY THE
GUIDANCE FOR THE LER SYSTEM.

ADVANCE COMPUTER-ORIENTED SYSTEMS
t

* NEED EMPHASIS ON HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

* CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF ADVANCED SYSTEMS FOR DISPLAYS,

ALARMS, CONTROL, INFORMATION MANAGt| MENT. AND COMMUNICATION

CRITERIA FOR EVA'_UATING INTEGRATION OF ADVANCED SYSTEMS*

INTO EXISTING CONTROL ROOMS

' CHANGE OF OPERATOR ROLE WITH INTRODUCTION OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS

Figure 6 (Zwolinski)
|

l'
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FITNESS-FOR-DUTY RULE

by

Loren L Bush, Jr., Section Chief
Program Development and Review Section

Reactor Safeguards Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards ,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .

.

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatoly Information Conference

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989
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COMMENTS SCOPE

2,899 378 RESPONDERS OPERATING AND CONS 1RUCT10N
*-

188 PUBLIC MEETING ' UNESCORTED ACCESS-

3,079 TOTAL * LICENSEE EMERGENCY RESPONEE PERSONNEL-

g COMPILED INTO 632 COMMENTS * ExCEPil0HR* '

h SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF COMMENTSI * IMPLEMENTATION
*

NUREG-13514

TECHNICAL ISSUES ANALYZED: S "* '

NUREG/CR-5227 AND SUPPLLMENT I

Figure 1 (Bush)

PR0utAM MANAGEMEfil

* WRITTEN POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

- WORKPLACE FREE OF DRUGS AND THE

EFFECTS OF DRUGS

- ADDRESS ILLEGAL AND LEGAL DPUGS,

MENTAL STRESS, FATIGUE AND ILLNESS.

* COLLEC110N AND AhALYSIS OF DATA

* AUDITS
'

* CORREC11VE ACTIONS

Figure 3 (Bush)

TESTING

PRE-ACCESS
*

RANDOM
*

TRAINING * FOR CAUSE

* FOLL OW UP

* llCENSEE AND CONTRAr. TOR EMPLOYEES * TESTING GUIDELINES
* MANAGERS AND ESCORTS - 5 DRUGS AND ALCOHOL j
' TRAINED PRIOR TO AS$1GNMENT OF - CUT 0FF LEVELS

)ACTIVITIES COVERED BY RULE. . QUALITY ASSURANCE FEATURES I
*

aERVISORS TRAINED WITHIN 3 MUNTHS - MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICER
*

AL REFRESHER * MAY USE MORE STRINGENT STANDARDS !

Figure 4 (Bush) Figure 5 (Bush) i
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$1E]]pj($ ALCOHOL

* MINIMUM SANCTIONS * POLICY AND PROCEDURESI

- REMOVAL FOR AT LEAST lli DAYS FOR - ABSTENTION PERIOD

FIRST CONFIRMED POSITIVE - CALL-IN PROCEDURE

- - REMOYAL FOR 3 YEARS FOR SEC0t!D * SANCTIONS
,

'

CONFIRMED POSITIVE * TESTING

- REMOYAL FOR 5 YEARS FOR ONSITE - BAC OF 0.0 M t

INVOLVEMENT - EVIDENTIAL-GRADE BREATH HEASUREMENT

* CONDITIONS FOR RESTORATION FOR CONFIRPATION ,

* PEFUSAL TO PROVIDE SPECIMEN - BLOOD DRAWN ONLY ON DEMAND.

Figure 6 (Bush) Figure 7 (Bush)

i
P

IRACKING

* $UITABLE IHQUIRY BEFORE GRANTING

UNESCORTED ACCESS

* RECORDS RETENTION Af4D DISCLOSURE

Figurc 8 -(Bush)

!

CONTACTOR PEBJSpfLNEL
+

' SUBJECT TO FFD

' IROMIBITED ASSIGNMENT OF PREVIOUSLY

REMOVED PERSONNEL WITHOUT KNOWlDGE

AND CONSISTENT OF LICENSEE

Figure 9 (Bush) j

1

|
|

|
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE INSPECTION PROGRAM *

by
!

William H. Regan, Chief
IIuman Factors Assessment Branch

Division of Licensee Performance and Quality Evaluation
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

and .

George W. I.apinsky, Jr., Acting Section Chief
i Procedures and Training Section >

i- Human Factors Assessment Branch
Division of Licensee Performance and Quality Evaluation

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commir,sion

(

)

For Presentation at the NRC
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i
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TECHNICAL CONTENT
,

PROBLEM: RANGE OF EVENTS ADDRESSED T00 NARROW

SOLUTION:

-REANALYSIS OF TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS,
INCL *' DING MULTIPLE FAILURES AND OPERATOR

'

ERRORS '

-DEVELOPMENT OF VENDOR-SPECIFIC GENERIC
TECHNICAL GUIDELINES AS TECHNICAL BASIS !

'

FOR PLANT-SPECIFIC GUIDELINES AND E0PS
,

Figure 1 (Regan)o

|

HUMAN FACTORS

PROBLEM: POORLY DESIGNEL FROM OPERATCR'S
VIEWPOINT

-EVENT DIAGNOSIS PREREQUISITE TO
PROCEDURE SELECTION-

-HEAVY RELI ANCE ON TRAINING AND
EXPERIENCE

-AMBIGUOUS WORDING
-FLAWED LOGIC STATEMENTS

SOLUTION:

-SYMPTOM OR FUNCTION-BASED PROCEDURES
ALLOW MITIGATION BEFORE DIAGNOSIS ,

'

-NUREG-0899 ISSUE 0-PROVIDES PROCEDURE
PREPARATION GUIDANCE

-WRITER'S GUIDE INCORPORATING 000D
HUMAN FACTORS PRINCIPLES TO BE
USED IN PREPARING PROCEDURES

-VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF E0PS
TO ENSURE TECHNICAL CORRECTNESS AND
USEABILITY

Figure 2 (Regan)
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i

l

1

|

l
REGULATORY REQUl fMENTS FOR E0PS l

.
.

*
NUREG-0737, SUPPLEMENT 1/ GENERIC l.ETTER
82-33 REQUIRED SUBMITTAL OF PGP WHICH
It!CLUDEDI

-PLANT-SPECIFIC TECHNICAL GUIDELINES /
DERIVATION FROM GENERIC TECHNICAL
GUIDELINES

-WRITER'S GUIDE
-VERIFICATION AND VAllDATION PROGRAM
-DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING PROGRAM FOR

E0PS

'

STAFF POST-lMPLEMENTATION REVIEW OF PGP
WITH A FEW E0P AUDITS

Figure 3 (Regan)

EARLY RESULTS OF E0P UPGRADE PROGRAM _
.,

*
INITIAL PGP AUDITS IDENTIFIED POTENTIAL i
CONCERNS

*
FOUR PGP/EOP SITE AUDITS, CARRIED OUT IN
1984-86: FINDINGS FORMED BASIS FOR i
INFORMATION NOTICE 86-64 AUGUST 1986

* SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCIES FOUND, INCLUDING:

-UNDOCUMENTED DEVI ATIONS FROM GENERIC
GUIDELINES

'

l- -lNAPPROPRIATE U E OF GENERIC GUIDELINES'

AS PROCEDURES
-FAILURE TO USE WRITER'S GUIDE -i

-Fall URE TO CONDUCT ALEQUATE V4V
-INAl# EQUATE TPAINING PROGRAMS

*

GIx AIDITIONAL INSPECTIONS CONDUCTED IN
1986-E7s FINDINGS-DISCUSSED IN INFORMATION ,

NOTICE 86-64, SUPPLEMENT 1, APRIL 1987 '

'

SAME DEJICIENCIES CONTih0ED TO BE
l' .; FOUNDS C0NFIRMED THEIR WIDESPREAD

|4 NATURE

l *

PLAllNING WAS INITIATED FOR AN INTENS!FIED
" INSPECTION PROGRAM, WITH EMPHASIS SHicTED

FROM PGPS TO E0PS

| Figure 4 (Regan)
!
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I:

!

:,

CURRENT E0P INSPECTION PROGRAM
P

THREE PHASES: E0P-1, E0P-2, E0P-3* '

-E0P-1: PILOT PROGRAM, 16 INSPECTIONS
DIVIDED BETWEEN VENDOR TYPES i

-EOP-2: FOCUSED ON BWR'S WITH MARK 1
CONTAINMENT; EMPHASIS ON CONTAINMENT
VENTING PROCEDURE o

-EOP-3: INSPECTIONS OF. REM %INING U.S.
PLANTS DURING TWO YEAR PERIOD

PERFORMANCE-BASED INSPECTION WITH EMPHASIS
*

ON E0PS RATHER THAN SUPPORTING PROGRAMS
y. a

EXAMINES TECHNICAL CORRECTNESS,*

PERFORMASILITY, AND USEABILITY
OF E0PS

Figure 5 (Rggan)

1

INSPECTION FINDINGS

MOST PROBLEMS HAD THEIR SOURCE IN
*

,

L PROGRAMMATIC WEAKNESSES

MAJOR PROGRAMMATIC PROBLEMS:
*

-LACK OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM
APPROACH

-LACK OF INDEPENDENT REVIEW FOR
|- CORRECTNESS AND PERFORMABILITY

-LACK OF SYSTEMATIC PROCESS FOR
MAINTENANCE OVER-TIME

-LACK OF ADF4UATE MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT
TO E0P QUALITY

Figure 6 (Rggan)
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i

!

s

MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO E0P DEVELOPMENT

WHAT'S NEEDED:
*

-TEAMS WITH BACKGROUNDS IN ENGINEERING, '

OPERATIONS, TRAINING, HUMAN FACTORS,
TECHNICAL WRITING .

*
WHAT WAS FOUND:

-BACKGROUNDS OFTEN LIMITED TO ENGINEERING
AND/0R OPERATIONS SOMETIMES A ONE-PERSON
OPERATION

*

Figure 7 (Regan)

r

INDEPENDENT REVIEW (V8V)

j. WHAT'S NEEDED:
* '

! -FRESH EYES AND BRAINS
| -DESKTOP REVIEW

-CONTROL ROOM & PLANT WALKTHROUGH
-0PERATING TEAM REVIEW
-SIMULATOR EXERCISES

WHAT WAS FOUND:
*

<

-LACK OF INDEPENDENCE-OFTEN SAME PERSON
OR ORGANIZATION PERFORMED E0P '

PREPARATION AND VaV
L -PERVAS!VE EVIDENCE OF LACK OF V8V:
L INCORRECT, MISSING, OR UNNECESSARY

STEPS REFERENCES TO EQUIPMENT,
INSTRUMENTATION, PROCEDURES NO LONGER IN

! USEs NECESSARY IN-PLANT TOOLS, ACCESS
AIDS, JUMPERS, L0 CAL INFORMATION NEEDS
MISSING

Figurc 8 (Regan)
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1
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!

E0P MAINTENANCE AND REVISION

'
WHAT'S NEEDED:*

-FORMAL PROGRAM FOR MAINTENANCE AND
REVISIONS

-CONTROLLED BASIS DOCUMENTS
' ADEQUATE DOCUMENTATION OF CHANGES-

-REVISION FREQUENCY-COMMENSUATE WITH t

REASONABLE CHANGE REQUEST BACKLOG
-TRAINING ON CHANGES

;

-WHAT WAS FOUND ;
*

-MISSING OR INCOMPLETE PROGRAMS
-BASIS DOCUMENTS INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT
-GENERALLY POOR OR MISSING DOCUMENTATION

L' 0F CHANGES
-BACKLOGS OF AS MANY AS 50 OR 100

CHANGES; SEVERAL MONTHS OLD EQUIPMENT MODS
NOT REFLECTED L

-INADEQUATE OR NO TRAINING ON CHANGES -

-INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES TO SUPPORT *

ADEQUATE PROGRAM

-
Figure 9 (Regan)

|

,

-
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P

MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT I

*
WHAT'S NEEDED:

-HIGH PRIORITY.PLACED ON QUALITY
PROCEDURES

-ADEQUATE RESOURCE ALLOCATION -

-lNVOLVEMENT IN PROGRAM
-QUALITY ASSURANCE CONTROLS IN PLACE

*
WHAT WAS FOUND:

-LITTLE OR NO MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT :

-EOP DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE '

SOMETIMES TURNED OVER TO CONTRACTORS r

-LITTLE OR NO INVOLVEMENT OF INDEPENDENT
REVIEW COMMITTEE OR QA ORGANIZATION

-LACK OF STAFFING AND RESOURCES
.

Figure 10 (,Regan)

|
1

.q0,RRECTIVE ACTIONS

*
CLARIFICATION OF NRC EXPECTATIONS
-0WNERS GROUP MEETINGS
-NUREG 1358

'

-NUMARC SPONSORED WORKSHOPS

-* ACCELERATED REVIEW OF PGPS
*

CONTINUATION OF E0P INSPECTIONS (E0P-3)
*

MORE ATTENTION BY NRC INSPECTORS TO HUMAN
PERFORMANCE ISSUES, INCLUDING E0PS, IN 1

FUTURE
'

| Figure 11 (Regan)
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HANDLING Al.1F.GATIONS
;

by .

Robert D. Martin
Regional Administrator

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV :

,.

:

h.
For Presentation at the NRC

Regulatory Information Conference

L, The Mayflower Hotel
| Washington, D.C. '

April 18-20,1989
i :
f. ;

I

,
4

|.
'

1

l
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1-
,

C
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|
.

Information Sources*

'' Direct NRC Reviews:

* Licensee ' Provided Information
* Allegations

:

* Definition ,

,

* Origin and Types

* Individual Contacts

(Direct / Third Party)
* News Media Contacts .

* Concerned Congressional

Constituents
* Via Other Governmental Agencies

Figure 1 (Martin)
;

* Process

* Specified Handling

1

|

* Allegation Collection

* Allegation Evaluation

* Allegation Resolution

Figure 2 (Martin)
;
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|

RELATED ISSUES !
;

' * Followup: Inspection vs !

Investigation j
,

'

* Allegations Turned Over
'To Licensee

* Criterio
* Results (General) :

* Licensee Concern Programs

* Technical Issues ,

* Wrongdoing ,lssues

Figurs 3 (Martin)

CONCLUSIONS /RESULTS !

(18-Mo. Period) ;
Type: ,

* 98 Allegationr,.

* 50% Substantiated

* 35% (of Substantiated)
Sofety Significant

1

Sources:
]

,

'

' 50% From Technicians / )
Croft Personnel I

|

* 25% From Private Citizenship

* 10% From Professional Employees |

* 10% From All Others

Value of Results Worth the Expen 'iture
'

Figure 4 (Martin) 1

: ,

|
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AFTERNOON PLENARY SESSION
.

) SEVERE ACCIDENTISSUES
*

,

>

'

t

t

t

~!

.

!
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INTEGRATED SEVERE ACCIDENT PROGRAM<

t

by-
'

Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
,i,.

*

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

.

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C. i

i

April 18-20,1989
~

~

:

i
*

>.

1

l'
|;

|: ;
t
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'

c.
-

. .

WH AT IS TH E TECHNIC AL IS S U E
C O N C E R N IN G SEVER E ACCIDENTS? |

I

* CORE MELT ACCIDENTS WERE NOT INCLUDED
AS P ART OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN B ASIS ;

FOR S AFETY SYSTEMS AND CONTAINM ENT '

STRUCTURES FOR CURRENT PLANTS.

* WH AT ADDITION AL FEATURES OR PROCEDURES,
IF ANY, ARE REQUIRED FOR SAFETY SYSTEMS I

AND CONTAINMENTS TO PROVIDE REASONABLE
,

ASSURANCE OF P ROTECTION AG AIN ST THE
#RISKS OF CORE MELT ACCIDENTS?

Figure 1 (Murley)

:

S EVER E ACCIDENT POLICY |

STATEMENT (AUGUST 1985) _ 1

| |

L * " EXISTING PLANTS POSE NO UNDUE RISK TO l
P U B LIC H E ALTH AND S AFETY."

L !
* NO B ASIS FOR IM M EDIATE ACTION ON

REGULATORY CH ANGES BECAUSE OF
S EVER E ACCID ENT RIS K. !

* REQUIR E A SYSTEM ATIC EX AMIN ATION OF EACH
NUCLEAR PLANT FOR POS SIB LY SIGNIFIC ANT
RISK CONTRIB UTORS

Figure 2 (Murley)
i
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Figure 3 (Mitriey) |

'
|

INTEGR ATED sy'tRE ACCl0ENT PROGR AM ,

MAIN OBJECTIVES OF PROGR AM
;

,

( IM PROVE PLANT OPER Afl0NS-

INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINAfl0N8 (IPE)|
-

IMPROVED CONTAINMENT PERFORM ANCE-

OTHER RELATED EFFORTS !

i

- S AFETT 00ALS
CURRENT BENCMMARK OF PRA-

METHODOLOGY (NURES-1160)
ESTA8 Lith REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE-

PLANTS
FLANT EXAMINAtl0N8 FOR EXTERNAL EVENT |-

YU LN ER ASILITIE S :

LONG-TERM SEVERE ACCIDENT RESEARCH *-

Figure 4 (Mitricy)
,
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|

| !
;

i !
;

GOAL OF ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT!

!

|

'

TO RETURN THE PLANT TO A CONTROLLED
STATE IN WHICH THE NUCLEAR CHAIN |t

'

! REACTION IS ESSENTIALLY TERMINATED,
! CONTINUED FUEL COOLING IS ENSURED,

: AND RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS ARE
| CONFINED.

Figure 5 (Murley)
|

! )
i ;

;

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT!
-

! PREVENTION:
'

!

ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE OPERATORS,
,

1 AFTER CONDITIONS HAVE EXCEEDED THE
'

DESIGN BASIS BUT BEFORE A SEVERE
ACCIDENT FULLY DEVELOPS, TO ALTER OR '

REVERSE THE COURSE OF THE ACCIDENT.

'MITIGATION:

ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE OPERATING ;

STAFF IN THE EVENT OF A SEVERE
I ACCIDENT TO PROTECT THE CONTAINMENT

FUNCTION OR LIMIT ANY POTENTIAL -

RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL TO
THE ENVIRONMENT.

Figurc 6 (Murley)
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!
|

FUND AMENTAL OBJECTIVE OF ACCIDENT
,

M AN AGEM ENT PROGR AM:

TO H AVE E ACH NRC LICENSEE IM PLEM ENT
AN ACCIDENT M AN AGEM ENT P LAN WHICH
PROVIDES A FR AMEWORK FOR:

)
EVALU ATING INFOR M ATION ON j

-

,

SEVERE ACCIDENTS !

PREP ARING AND IM PLEM ENTING SEVER E :-

ACCIDENT OPER ATING P ROCEDUR ES
TR AINING OPER ATOR S, TECHNIC AL S U P PORT- ;

STAFF, AND M AN AGERS IN THE PROCEDURES

| Yigurc 7 (hfitricy)
i

FIVE ELEMENTS OF THE FRAMEWORK
IFOR ACCIDENT M AN AGEM ENT
i

1. ACCIDENT M AN AG EM ENT P ROCEDU R ES :
.

1 2. TR AINING IN S EVER E ACCID ENTS FOR |

OP ER ATOR S, TEC HNIC AL S U P P ORT STAFF,
AND MANAGERS l

1

1

3. G UID ANCE AND COM P UTATION AL AIDS FOR
|

ACCIDENT R ES PONS E i

4. INSTR UM ENTATION TO R ESPOND TO A
SPECTRUM OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS

5. DELINE ATION OF DECISIONM AKING
R E S P O N S IB ILITIE S-

Vigurc 8 (hittriey)

I
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,

!
!

/

!
.

CONTAINM ENT PER FORM ANCE IM PROVEMENTS i

!

* STAFF GENERIC AN ALYSES BEING CONDUCTED
IN P AR ALLEL WITH PL ANT-S P ECIFIC IP Es I

* STAFF EVALU ATING GENERIC CH ALLENGES, j
F AILUR E MODES AND COST-EFFECTIVE ;

IM P R O VE M E N T S

|

* BWR M ARK i RECOMMEND ATIONS M ADE i

TO COM M'S SION IN JAN U AR Y 1989 I
!

* R ECOM M END ATIONS FOR OTHER CO NTAIN M E NT
TYPES SCHEDULED TO COMMISSION IN LATE |
19 89 AND E AR LY 1990 ,

Figurc 9 (Mitricy) i
4

?

STAFF R ECOMM END ATIONS FOR >

MARK I IM P R OVEM E NTS

i
!* ACCELER ATE STAFF ACTIONS TO

IM PLEM ENT STATION BLACKOUT I

RULE

* IM PLEM ENT IM P ROVED EPG'S
i

I

j * ALTER N ATE W ATER SUPPLY FOR ;

i DRYWELL SPR AY !

!

* HAR DENED VENTING C AP ABillTY
|
! FROM WETWELL ;

|
* ENH ANCED ADS R ELIABILITY

,

t

|
Vigure 10 (Mitricy)

|
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m

!

l

I

|

|

|

GENERIC AR E AS FOR P OTE N TIAL 1

CONTAIN M ENT IM P R OVEM ENTS

I
* HYDROGEN CONTROL ;

,

!
* VENTING C AP ABILITY !

:
t

* ALTERN ATE WATER SUPPLY FOR |,

CONTAINM ENT SP R AY
:
;

* ENH ANCED POWER SUPPLY FOR ,

CONTAINM ENT SP R AY

:

i * ENHANCED EPG'S !.

i Figure 11 (Murley) |
:

;

,

;

!
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SEVERE ACCIDENT RESEARCll'

by

Eric S. Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

:
,

1

e

!

For Presentation at the NRC
Regulatory Information Conference

'

The May0ower Hotel ,

Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989
:
.

I

f
r

!

!
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g !

RESEARCH AREAS j
(1930-1987)

|!
. 1. Dominant Accident Sequences f
| at Operating Plants !

t

:2. Damaged Fuel Behavier
i

in Vessel

3. Ex-Vessel Phenomena !
t

4. Fission Product Release, i
'Transport and Source Tera
.

: :

5. Hydrogen Generation and Burning
|

6. Containment Structural Performance i.

!

7. Reacter Risk (PRA) !
i

Figure 1 (Beckjord)
'

i

I
REVISED SEVERE ACCIDENT PLAN '

;

GOALS:
|1. Assessment of Generic Containment ;

Performance !

;

2. Evaluation of Centainment Improvements !

:

3. Support of Accident Management
Development i

4. Assesunent of Fission Predact Release
and Transport

Figure 2 (Beckjord)
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I
1

l
1

;

|

I

NEAR-TERM RESEARCH ISSUES
1

1. PWR Direct Centainment Heating (DCH) |
'

i

2. BWR MARE I Containment Shell Failure )
i

3. Hydrogen Burn in BWR MARE III
and PWR Ice Condenser'

Figure 3 (Beckjord)

:

!

LONG-TERM RESEARCH |
;

1. Severe Accident Modelling :

1 2. Core Melt Progression ji

:

3. Steam Explosions |

| !

4. Molten Cere-Concrete Interaction !

5. Fission Product Beharier
.

6. Fundamental D .ta |

Figure- (Beckjord) j

| i

|

|
'

|
'

|
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!

INDIVIDUAL PIANT EVALUATIONS (IPEs) |

by [
i

Themis P. Speis. Dcputy Director ;

for Generic Issue Resolution
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research |
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

|

!
>

l
i

i

For Presentation at the NRC i

Regulatory Information Conference !

The Mayflower Hotel
Washington, D.C. ;

April 18-20,1989

i

;

|

!

,

|
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|
|.

|

!
'

BACKGROUND l

!
!

|,

e COMMISSION SEVERE ACCIDENT POUCY STATEMENT ISSUED ON AUGUST 8, j

1985 (50 FR 32138) {,

'

1

EXISTING PIANTS POSE NO UNDUE RISK 10 PUBUC HEAL 11I AND; -

SAFETY'

HOWEVElt, BASED ON NRC AND INDUSTRY PRA EXPERIENCE,-

1 SYSTEMATIC EXAMINA110NS ARE BENERCIAL IN IDENTIFYING PIANT.
SPECIFIC VUIRERABIIIITES TV SEVERE ACCIDENTS FOR WIBCH
FUR 11tER SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS MAY BE APPROPRIATE )
11tEREFORE, EACH EXISTING PIANT SHOULD PERFORM A SYSTEMATIC I-

EXAMINA110N 10 IDENTIFY ANY PIANT SPECIFIC YULNEllABIIIITES !

AND REPORT 11tE RESULTS TO THE COMMISSICi4 |
| o IN ACCORDANCE WI111 POUCY, GENERIC LETIER (G.L) 88 20 ISSUED ON

NOVEMBER 23,1988 REQUESTED THAT UCENSEES PERFORM AN INDIVIDUAL ;

PIANT EXAMINA110N (IPE)
t

o 11tE Pt1RPOSE OF 11(E IPE IS FOR EACH UTILITY TO: t

'
DEVELOP AN APPRECIATION OF SEYF.xE ACCIDENT BEHAVIOR-

,

'

UNDERSTAND 1HE MOST LIKELY SEVERE ACCIDEN1 SEQUENCES 111AT |-

COULD OCCUR AT ITS PIANT,| .

GAIN A MORE QUANTITATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF OVERAIL-
'

: PROBABILITIES OF CORE DAMAGE AND FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES,
; AND

IF NECESSARY, REDUCE TIIE OVERAIL PROBABIIIITES OF CORE-

! DAMAGE AND FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES BY MODIFYING, WHERE
' (PPROPRIATE, HARDWARE AND PROCEDURES :

|

'

| o ACHIEVEMENT OF THESE GOALS WILL HELP VERIFY 11 TAT U.S. PIANTS ARE
CONSISTENT WITH THE COMMISSION'S SAFETY GOAL POUCY

! ;

|
Figure 1 (Speis)

|
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|

LICENSIM/REWLATORY !
Rt0UlktMENTS/APPMACM |

e DEFEN5t.lu-MPTM IIslLTIPLt. $UCCtl5tyt Matitt$)
]

Mlleu SM Nopei4L OPtaAfl0N (teepten$llt EQUIPutNT ].

ttLIABILitt, RUmMV AND INSPEC1491LitYi

M11M TO MTLCT FAlluttill M10 SNUT PLANT 90isi.

Mlleu to Cel?tel THE CON $toutNCtl W NONE MN461NE.

AOCIDiNTS

o M $ttu DA515 tytNil i

tt4NittNt1 (AODO.

ACCIMNil.

e CONIAIIsotNT InND Otutt $4FETT bilit*I(5il M11M !

ptAs !st s., LOCA, $lti.
,

$LIfteNAL tytNTS.

'TID 144A4 Fill 10p PaccuCT CounCE ftlus.

i

e fitt EXPERIENCE FEEDRACK *

MULT!?AILulti CON 51MRATIO11$ (PLANT LOUIPMENT, !.

$YSTot5 ANS OPERATOR $) '
,

'

$VirTOM ORIENTED EMERGLEY OPERAT!IIG PROCEDUM$.
,

PER$0NNEL TRAINI M-
,

M5tGN Felt NYDM$tN MLEA$t FRON Cott MGRADED ACCtKNTS *-

FOR "titAKER" Coef1A110ENTS

DIERGENCY PLANill116 (St(ERE ACCIMNT $0URCE TE#1: !.

NuttG-03M) '

e CONTIIIUIIIS OPERATIIIG EXPER1LKE AS PRA IN$1GNT$ FLEDRACK

l REVI$tD A S/OR NEW *REGULAT10lt$' (s.a. ATW5,-

i $1AT!011 SLACE0lfT)
l

Ollt. TINE GlutRIC A S/0R PLANT-SPECIFIC kt0UIREMENT-

l
j e lleRevtD PLANT OrtkATI0lls -v.

CUNTIIIUED IIFA WEMENT OF THE SYSTDIATIC A$$t$5 MENTL
' -

N (5 ALP) PROCESS t

i

REGULAR RMDi$ BT $tul0R IIRC laulAGDt$ OF PROBLDI PLANT $.

Timi Ill5PECTI0lls TO Ptott FURTutt TWE PERF00stulCE ?.

0F TIID5C PLANTS IMNTIFitD IN ABOVE ITDI

MGUL8JORY ACTIONS TO IMPROVE OPERATIONAL PERF09tMCE-

BELOW EXPECTED STAWAllD5 ;

C0ltTIIIMD DtPROVDitNT OF OPERATIIIG PPOCEDUMS-

e $tVERE ACCIMNT C01t$1MRAT101t$ (C0kl MELT, VES$tL PDIET*ATIOK, ,

ColtTAllDElfi CHALLEMD

Figure 3 (Spels)
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:

i

!
'

: i

PRA EXPERIENCE I<

Nt
-

:
,

-

,

i
s ;

I'

I - o HUMAN ERRORS, RECOVERY Act10NS AND PROCEDURKS, TES1 AND ;

| MUNTENANCE
'

| ;

1 |
'

| e SUPPORT SYS1EM VULNERABIIIITES

f

. o DOMINANT ACCIDENT INI11ATORS i

'
;

.

.
o GENERIC AND Pt. ANT SPECIFIC CONTAINMENT VULNERABIIIITES

|

o RISK CONTRIBUTING UNCERTAINTIES
.

MOST RISK CONTRIBUTORS ARE PLANT SPECTFIC

Figure 4 (Spels) ,

.
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A

h i
i

i

t i.x ,

' '

p ,
,

'

|,

1

I Ip.
i

)-

SEVERE ACCIDENT CONSIDERATIONS
'

o
.

'

o WASH 1400, NUREG 1150, OTHER PRA'S,1MI-2 AND CHERNOBYL ACCIDENTS,
ALL TEIL US THAT SEVERE ACCIDENTS REPRESENT THE MAJOR
CONTRIBUTION TO RESIDUAL RISK FROM COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS 1

l
,

o MARGINS (TO SEVERE ACCIDENT CHAIlRNGES) IN EXIS11NG PLANYS ,

!
;

o " PRACTICAL IMPROVEMENTS" TO EXIS11NG PLANTS (PREVEN 110N, ;

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT, MI11GATION) !

:

o A DEFENSE IN.DEPTII ISSUE (PREVENTION Vf: s.II1GA110N)?

'

,

| o IMPORTANCE OF CONTAINMENT; REASONABLE ASSURANCE OF MITIGA110N !

| CAPABHIiY FOR DOMINANT (MORE PROBABLE) THREATS TO CONTAINMENT '

(KEY: A REASONABLE UNDERSTANDING OF THE POTENTIAL CONTAINMENT
'

| FAILURE MODES AND THEIR RISK SIGNIFICANCE); ITITLIZATION OF
'

! EXEHNG CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE MARGINS AND THE NEED FOR

|
ADDfHONAL IMPROW,MENTS (HARDWARE / PROCEDURES) !

'

Figure 5 (Spis) !

|
|

|
*

,

L

'
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I
o

L

i

|
\

| \

|

EXAMINATION PROCESS

l
'

,

c QUALITY AND COMPREIIENSIVENESS OF IPE RESULTS WILL DEPEND ON
TIIE UTILITY'S COMMITMEFT TO Tile IPE INTENT. |

t

o MAXIMUM BENEFIT FROM IPE WOULD BE REALIZED IF LICENSEE'S STAFF I

INVOLVED IN ALL ASPECTS OF EXAMINATION. KNOWLEDGE GAINED FROM :

IPE SilOULD BECOME INTEGRAL PART OF PLANT PROCEDURES AND i
TRAINING. ;

t

o LICENSEE IS REQUESTED TO CONDUCT IPE USING STAFF WIIO A12 [
FAMILIAR WITil DETAILS OF DESIGN, CONTROIE, PROCEDURES AND '

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION. i

o NRC EXPECTS U11LITY STAFF TO: -

EXAMINE AND UNDERSTAND PLANT DESIGN, OPERATIONS,-
,

PROCEDURES, MAINTENANCE, AND SURVEILLANCE TO IDFXITFY >

POTENTIAL SEVERE ACCIDENT SEQUENCES FOR TIIE PLANT,
DETERMINE LEADING CONTRIBUTORS TO CORE DAMAGE AND.

UNUSUALLY POOR CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE AND |
DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING OF UNDERLYING CAUSES, |
IDENTIFY AND EXAMINE ANY PROPOSED PLANT IMPROVEMENTS FOR (-

PREVENTION OR MITIGATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS, APM ;

IDENTIFY WIIICil PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE IMPLEMENTED |
-

AND SCIIEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTATION.
l

Figurc 6 (Speis)

i-

J

.
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1

|

|

:

!
l.

I
\

,

| !
j EXAMINATION OF CONTAINMENT !
'

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE (BACK END ANALYSIS) j
|

1

o EARLY OR IATE CONTAINMENT FAILURFS DEPEND ON ACCtDENT SCENARIO :
'

AND CONTAINMENT TYPE. G.L DISCUSSES IMPORTANT SEYERE ACCIDENT
PitENOMENA WHICH AFFECT CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE AND PROVIDES !

GUIDANCE ON CONTAINMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUA't10N.

o BASIC APPROACil IS TO: |

fMAKE USE OF PAST GUIDANCE ON CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE-

(CitAPTER 7 OF VOLUME 1 OF NUREG/CR.2300, "PRA PROCEDURES '

GUIDE," PROVIDES DETAILED PROCEDURES AND GUIDANCE ON |
CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE ANALYSF,S). !

BRING PAST GUIDANCE UP TO DATE USING MORE RECENT. ,

INFORMAT10N (NUREG/CR-4920 SUMMARIZES INSIGHTS GAINED FROM |
INDUSTRY. SPONSORED PRA'S, NUREG-1150, AND IDCOR RED 1tRENCE

'

PIANTS). |
'

NOT DISMISS POSSIBLE SEVERE ACCIDENT OUTCOMES DUE 'IU.

UNCERTAINTIES IN PiiENOMENA. EXAMINE THE RANGE OF POSSIBLE
OUTCOMES TO UNDERSTAND WHAT COULD HAPPEN. i

MAKE USE OF EXISTING KNOWLEDGE /tNFORMA't10N TO THE EXTENT !.

POSSIBLE.
,

o GOAL IS TO UNDERSTAND HOW Tite CONTAINMENT COULD BE |
CHALLENGED SO ONE CAN UNDERSTAND WIIAT COULD IIAPPEN AND WHAT r

ACTIONS COULD BE TAKEN TO MITIGATE 11tE CONSEQUENCES OF A i
'

SEVERE ACCIDENT.

Vigurc 7 (Speis)

|

!

>
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|
1
;

,

!
;

!
!
!

;

!

!

| GENERAL GUIDANCE ON CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE !
r,

'

'

o FRONT.END AND BACK END INTERFACES ARE IMPORTANT SINCE, ,

LIKELIHOOD OF CORE DAMAGE CAN BE INFLUENCED BY CONTAINMENT [
SYS1 EMS STATUS AND CONTAINM' NT PEPJORMANCE CAN BE DTLUENCED

'L
,

BY 11M CORE COOtlNG SYSTEMS STA1US. >

r

e U11LIZE A CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE (CET) !'

o REAtlSTICALLY INTEGRATE SYS1EM/ HUMAN RESPONSE WITil PHENOMENA
FOR PIANT BEING EXAhDNED. AIIOWANCE SIIOULD BE MADE FOR '

PROBABHJTY OF RECOVGLY OR OTIIER ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT ;

PROCEDURES. :

o FOCUS ON CONTAINMENT FAILURE MECHANISMS AND TIMING. BASE
RELEASES ON CORRESPONDING DETAILED QUANTIF1 CATIONS FROM '

REFERENCE PIANT ANALYSES AND APPLY TO PLANT BEING EXAMINED. [

:

o CET QUAN11F1CA110NS SHOULD BOTH 1) CLEARLY TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ,

EXPECTED ACCIDENT PROGRESSION AND 2) AIM TV ENVELOPE;

PHENOMENOLOGICAL BEllAVIOR (LF., ACCOUNT FOR UNCERTAIN 11PE).
,

o CONSIDER STRATEGIES TO DEAL Wrt'l SEVERE ACCIDENT ISSUES WlUCH
RESEARCil HAS NOT YHT PRODUCED CONCLUSIVE RESULTS (LE., LINER
MELT AND DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING).

Vigure 8 (Speis)
;

<

i

'
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1.

1

I

i

:.

l
i

| j

n 1,

'

|
,

: RANGE * OF CONTAINMENT DESIGN AND ;

CAPABILITY PRESSURE ESTIMATES |

:

ContainmentType Pressure Range Design Pressure Range !

i

Large Dry 95-150 psig 45-60 psig
t
.

I Subatmospheric 120-140 psig 45 psig i
:

Ice Condenser 60-120 psig 12-15 psig
:

Mark 1 120-180 psig 60-65 psig [

Mark 11 135-150 psig 45-55 psig

Mark 111 60-100 psig 15 psig !
i !

._

* Rangr4 reflect both uncertelntles about failure modos and differonoce in
doelen details for the some containment type.

F!gurc 9 (Speis)
:

i

,
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:t

1

|

I

|

I
i

FAILtJRE. MODES IN MARK I CONTAINMENTS
i
l FAILURE. MODE RISK IMPORTANCE
|

| 1. OVERPRESSURIZATION: OVERPRESSURIZATION YES+
LEADING TO CORE DAMAGE (I.F, CONTAINMENT
FAILURE BEFORE CORE MELTING)

|
i 2. STEAM EXPLOSION: MISSELE NO i

'

i

3. FAILURF. TO ISOIATE' NO I

4. HYDROGEN BURN / DETONATION NO ,

l 5. OVERPRESSURIZATION: (CORIUM/CONCRFTZ YES !
i IN1ERAct10N PLUS STEAM)
|

'

6. OVERTEMPERATURE: (CORTUM/ CONCRETE YES

INTERACTION)

|- f
L 7. BASEMAT MELT TitROUGII: (CORIUM/ CONCRETE NO

INTERACTION) ;

8. CONTAINMENT SitELL (STEEL LINER)
MELT.TIDlOUGII VARIABLE ** |

9. INTERFACING LOCA: (CONTAINMENT BYPASS)* NO
,

|

0 Mrt1GATION FEATURES ARE INEPT 7Ct1VE AGAINST 11tESE FAILURES. THEIR |

| PROBABILITY CAN BE REDUCED BY PROCEDURAUDESIGN CHANGES.
]

; C* DEPENDS ON VESSEL FAILURE MODF, CORTUM'S ABtIJtY TO FLOW TO AND

MELT 11tROUGIt Tite LINER, ESPECIALLY IN Tite PRESENCE OF WATER. |,

+ IN THE ABSENCE OF WETWELL VFN71NG. j

Figure 10 ($pcis) i

,
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IL

l

' |
<

'

It

I
i

i

|
SUMMARY

o KNOWLEDGF/INFORMA110N AVAILASJ2 FOR USE IN DEVELOPING / ,

IMPLEMFRt1NG 1ECitNICAL SOLUTIONS TO A BROAD SPECTRUM OF
|
1

SEVERE ACCIDENT ISSUES

o Tite IPE SilOULD PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR UTILITYS |

APPRECIATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENT BEHAVIOR j-

HOW 1HE CONTAINMENT COULD BE (7.1AIJRNGED ,

-

WIIAT Act10NS COULD BE TAKEN TO REDUCE 17tE PROBABILITY
:

.

:,

>

AND/OR Mt11 GATE 11E CONSEQUENCES OF A SEVERE ACCIDENT |

(t.E., DEVEthPMENT OF PIANT SPECIFIC ACCIDENT

MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES) !

E

o RESEARCH IN SUPPORT OF OUTSTANDING ISSUES AND GENERIC f.
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRAldGtFE TO CONTINUE ,

I

Figure 11 (Speis)

|

t
,
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r

!THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE DATA SY STEM

! by

Edward L Jordan, Director
Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

J
t

For Presentation at the NRC ;

Regulatory Information Conference |

The Mayflower Hotel !

Washington, D.C.

April 18-20,1989

,

i

;

,

t

!

,
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)
;

i
!

)

!

|
;

!
!

POST THREE MILE ISLAND i
B

!

i

!e COMMISSION REEXAMINED ITS ROLE IN A
NUCLEAR EMERGENCY |

.

* RECOGNIZED NEED FOR IMPROVED !
RESPONSE CAPABILITY-NUREG-0654 :;

: :
i

i * OPERATIONS CENTER-MNBB, FEB 1985 |
,,

* NRC INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN-NUREG-0728 ;
.
'

| * RECOGNIZED NEED FOR ACCURATE REAL-
i TIME DATA DURING EMERGENCIES |

[

Figure 1 (Jordan) i

:

,
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i

'

NRC RESPONSE ROLES :
?
I

I
i

| |

[ o MONITOR THE LICENSEE TO ENSURE THAT APPROPRIATE PROTECTIVE ;

ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BEING MADE OFF SITE i
'

o SUPPQRT OFF-SITE AUTHORITIES, INCLUDING CONFIRMING THE
blCENSEE'S RECOMMENDATIONS TO OFF-SITE AUTHORITIES, IF ;

REOUESTED |

' o SUPPOSI THE LICENSEE
o KEEP OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES AND ENTITES (e.g. CONGRESS

.

AND THE WHITE HOUSE) INFORMED OF THE STATUS OF THE INCIDENT
;

o KEEP THE MEDIA INFORMED OF NRC'S KNOWLEDGE OF THE STATUS OF ,

THE INCIDENT, INCLUDING COORDINATION WITH OTHER PUBLIC |
AFFAIRS GROUPS

,

o INTERVENE IN A LIMITED FASHION TO DIRECT THE LICENSEE'S ON- ;

I SITE RESPONSE IN SOME UNUSUAL AND VERY RARE SITUATIONS ,

Figure 2 (Jordan)
;

.

[

DATA NEEDS :
:

!
.

* CORE AND COOLANT SYSTEM DATA

| * CONTAINMENT BUILDING DATA

* RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE RATES

* METEOROLOGICAL DATA
;

* PWR AND BWR PARAMETER LISTS

Figure 3 (Jordan)

,
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ERDS

* DIRECT ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION FROM
IN-PLANT PROCESS COMPUTER

* REAL TIME

* ONLY DURING EMERGENCIES

* SAME INFORMATION (SUBSET) THAT 18
SENT TO TSC & EOF

* LICENSEE ACTIVATED

* NO PARAMETER BACKFIT

* SUPPLEMENTED WITH VOICE
TRANSMISSION

* OUTPUT PORT REQUIRED

* SOFTWARE FOR ACQUISITION
AND TRANSMISSION

Figure 5 (Jordan)
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IMPLEMENTATION

o SURVEY INDICATED 80% PARAMETER AVAILABILITY

o UTILITY SOFTWARE COSTS ESTIMATED AT $20-50K

o UTILITY HARDWARE COSTS ESTIMATED AT $0-150K

o NRC SYSTEM COSTS ESTIMATED AT $2.8 MILLION

o IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT AINARDED TO
El INTERNATIONAL, INC.

o DEC MICROVAX AND COMPAQ PC DESIGN

o SOFTWARE PRELIMINARY DESIGNS IN FINAL
REVIEW h

o VOLUNTARY LICENSEE PARTICIPATION PROGRAM

o PROCEEDING WITH SOFTWARE AND SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT WITH INITIAL VOLUNTEERS

o GENERIC LETTER TO OTHER LICENSEES BEING
DEVELOPED TO SOLICIT THEIR PARTICIPATION

o STAFF 18 PURSUING APPROVAL TO START
RULEMAKING TO ENSURE 100% LICENSEE
PARTICIPATION

Figure 7 (Jonlan)
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(NRC) Regulatory Information Conference that was held at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, ,

D.C. , on April 18,19, and 20,1989. This conference was held by the NRC and chaired by .

Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. There were
approximately 550 participants from nine countries at the conference. The countries
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represented were Canada. England, Italy, Japan, Mexico Spain Taiwan, Yugoslavia, and
the United States. The NRC staff discussed with Nuclear Industry its regulatory
philosophy and approach and the bases on which they have been established. Furthennore, ,

the NRC staff discussed several initiatives that have been implemented recently and their
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